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Preface

Systematic study of shock wave phenomena began after the Second World War. The
history of the subject is intertwined with that of the development and utilization of
the shock tube. In its several forms, that device has proved to be a most versatile and
resilient tool for the investigation of shock-wave-related problems covering a wide
variety of fields both in fundamental science and in applied technology. Hence the
phrase "Shock Tube Symposium" as a title for the earlier biennial meetings. The
expanded breadth of subject areas currently associated with shock wave phenom-
ena now warrants, we feel, the modified title "Shock Waves and Shock Tubes."

The first of these symposia was a small meeting at M.I.T. in 1957, generated by
Mr. R. Birukoff, a scientist with the U.S. Air Force sponsoring organization. Ten years
later in Freiburg, Germany, the Sixth Symposium took on a fully international
character, owing especially to the earlier planning efforts of Dr. H. Schardin of the
West German government. Subsequent meetings have been held in many parts of the
world. The Sixteenth Symposium will take place in Aachen, West Germany, in 1987.

The International Symposium on Shock Waves and Shock Tubes clearly is the most
important meeting dealing with shock wave physics and related physical, chemi-
cal, and biological science and technology. The world's leading investigators in the
field of shock waves and shock tubes normally attend and present their reports at
these meetings, and the Proceedings of these symposia are a unique archival re-
source. Much of the material is not available in any other journal or compendium.

The Fifteenth Proceedings consist of a record numberof papers-- 110, delivered in
32 sessions, including eight plenaxy sessions for the invited lectures. Principal among
these was the Paul Vicille Memorial Lecture presented by John Sandeiuan of the
Australian National University, titled "The Application of Hook-Method Spcctr•s-
copy to the Diagnosis of Shock-Heated Gases." The contributed papers are divided
into nine categories as detailed in the Contents. Their titles reflect Ihe broad scope
(A the subject. Of special interest werAe the presentations by David Ruscll (USA) and
Koichi Kambe and co-workers (Japan) dealing with an important new medical ad-
vance-the nonintrusive destruction of kidney stones by underwater focused shock
waves. Several of the papers reflect the re.ent and continuing interest in sho'k wave
phenomena in *dusty* gases and other multiphase and heterogencous systems, in-
cluding chemically reactive configurations. The papers on shocks in condensed
matter reflect the growing participation in these symposia by researchers investi-
gating shocks in solids and liquids. The contenLs also reveal that the cltysic areas of
shock interactions and propagation and of experimental methods continue to re-
ceive considerable attention, with the result that new and fruitful concepts are being
introduced. Shock wave phenomena associated with chemical problems played a
prominent iole at this meeting, owing probably, in part, to its juxtaposition with the
Tenth International Colloquium on the Dynamics of Explosions and Reactive Sys-
temns, which took place in Berkeley during the following week. Finally, we note the
increased application of the methods of computational fluid dynamics to shock wave

iprob-ems, as evidenced by several papers.



vi Pre•ace

The Symposium was regarded as highly successful. Apart from the high techni-
cal quality of the contributions, the success of the meeting was made possible only
by the efforts of many people, to all of whom the Executive Committee is most
grateful. It is a particular pleasure to acknowledge the dedicated help of Teresa
Storm, the Symposium Administrator, as well as the important contributions of Ilse
Gluckstadt Bershader, organizer and leader of the Companions' Program, and of
Vadim Matte, Michael Mandella, Eileen Javar, Frank Robben, Ray Whittaker, and
Peggy Little, all of whom helped with several phases of the preparation and imple-
mentation. Charles Theanor played a key role in coordinating the preparation of the
Program/Abstract booklet. We are most appreciative, as well, of the generous effortsof all members of the Papers Committee assembled by Robert Dannenberg.
In addition, thanks are due to several members of the International Advisory
Committee for their constructive suggestions with respect to the program. And we
are grateful to William Carver of Stanford University Press for his expertise in co-ordinating the publication of this volume.

Finally, the Executive Committee is surely indebted (and we know that the Sym-
posiuni participants join us in this sentiment) to the organizations that provided the
needed financial support for the Symposium and the publication of these Proceed-
ings: the U.S. Defense Nuclear Agency, the National Science Foundation, the U.S.
Army Research Office, NASA-Ames Research Center, Calspan Corporation, TRW
Corporation, and Physics International Company.

Stanford, Calihornia Daniel BetshaderS~Ronald Han~son
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The Application of Hook-Method Spectroscopy to the

Diagnosis of

Shock-Heated Gases

R.J. Sandeman

Deparmnent of Physics and Theoretical Physics
Australian National University, Canberra. Australia.

"The history of the hook method and allied interferometric techniques which
employ the dispersion of atomic media is described together with an
explanation of the formation of the fringes along the specttn'n and We reason
for their hooked appearance about an absorption line. The peculiar advantages
of these techniqes, which has proved itself as an important and accurate
method of measuring oscillator strengths, is discussed front the point of view
of obtaining populations of energy states in a gaseous medium. Examples of
its application to the study of shock waves and shock-like produced plasmas
are given. Other experiments which employ dispersion methods are also
described concluding with possibilities of more novel applications.

Introduction

Hook-method spectroscopy uses the dispersion behaviour of a nmedium close to an absoption
line. It is net restricted to gases, but the applications discussed here concern gases or vapors for
which the absoption lines are the spectral transitions of the constituents of the medium. The
m.ehod arose in 1910 when Roschdestvenski (perhaps accidentally) placed a plane-parallel glass
plate into the reference ann of his interferometer when he was studying the dispersion
surrounding 'he sodium D-tines and observed that the previously hyperbolic-shaped fringes
turned into ones which apeared 'hook-shaped". (These fringes arn. still hyperbolic but are now
asymptotic to axes which are at an acute angle - rather than orthogonal - to each other.)
Previously, Woodi and particularly Ladenburg2 and co-workers had studied the dispersive
behaviour in sodium vapour and in goses using irterferometers coupled with spectrographs
without this important inclusion of the glass plate. They used a technique devised by Puccianti. in
1901 which involved plotting the fringe positions near the line and was less accurate and more
complicated.

Roschdestvenski's St Petcrsberg thesis was published in Annallen der Physik in 19124,
Ladenburg saw the utility of his simple technique and published three papers in succession in
1928 tie latter two with Kopferrainn, which dealt with anomalous dispersion in discharges in
neon5 . In Rusia also the method wa rapidly adopted for the measurement of oscillator

t At that time artomalcun dispersion was used to describe the fact that, on the blue side of an
absorption line the refractive index is less than one allhoogh the dispersiont there is still "'itomua'
i.e., the refractive index increases with decreasing waAength (or increasing frequency). The
dispersion is only truly anonulous (increasing refractive index with increasing wavelength)
i•side the half-width points of the abSorption profile. Despite this, reference to anomalous
dispersion is still used in general to indicate that cue is using the behaviour of ýh refractivity
close to an absorption line rae thein "%ithin" it.
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strengths in particular (e.g. Prokofiev 19246) but also for obtaining information concerning
populations of states in discharges. This work has continued to the present day.

"lhe first application of the method to the diagnostics of shock waves was in 1961 by Dunaev
Tumakaev and Shukhtin 7.They used the hook method to measure the population of energy states
before and after shock waves through Hg vapour and from these deduced temperatures assuming
a Boltzmann distribution. In 1965 Tumakaev and Lasovskaya added a framing camera and
obtained time resolved data in the Hg vapour shock tube. In 1975 they also reported the use of a
dye-laser light source (giving gsecond time resolution) for hook-method determinations of the
populations of the excited states behind shock waves in xenon8 .

At the Eighth International Shock tube Symposium in London in 1971, Parkinson9 reported on
the work lie and his colleagues were conducting using the hook-method to obtain oscillator
strengths for iron and subsequently nickel and chromium in which the shock tube enabled these
elements to be prepared in atom form (with some ions also) through dissociation of their
carbonyls in a heat bath of argon.

In Japan, Fukuda's group at the University of Kyoto adopted the hook method for both oscillator
strength measureme..2 and for diagnostic purposes in discharges. They obtained excellent time
'esolu, ion (.._ca 5 nanosecond) by e.mploying a nitrogen-laser-pumped dye laser, operating in
broat,-oand mode, for the light source1 .

Techniques allied *" the hook method have been considered and c-f these "spectral-line
interferomtry' as proposed by Measures'1 of UTIAS is possibly the most important. It is
r-ho-vavelength interferom-ry ( does not require a bpectrograph) with one source wavelength
chosen outside the region ox dispersion due to the spectral line, while the other .s chsen v, ithin
its influer.'e.

Lately the hook niethod has been used to obtain the population in a lasing transition in which
there is a population inve sion- 2. Increasingly it is becoming more common as a tool in
discharqes where thc other methods of irission or absorption spectroscopy ai . not seen as
applicable b-caust ot groblems associ&,,ed with optical depth or with thermodynamic equilibrium.
Marlow' and Huberl have toth published reviews of the hook method.

Dispersion and anomalous dispersion

In the application of interfero'dctzy to gas flows shock waves etc., the m-asured quantity is the
phase shift bctw~e' c recombined test and reference beams. 'The p' ase difftence is duc to tbe
differeace i, the retardation &,f the two beams, which for gaseris media, denends linearly on the
column density of tire nrediaim traversed..'he absorption and retzrdatio, o' an electro-magnetic
radiation field (the source beam) at a pa-nular frequency ib modelled by considering ,he
interaction of the oscillating electric tild of the source with all the natural oscillati ns
(electric-dipole transitions) in, the atoms or nolecules of the medium. Each transitions cmr We
'eprmsented as a classical hatmontc osciliatiot. of the transition electron in the local electric fi-lr .
the atom or inoleculk After making approximations restricting the density of the medium, so hat
both t(e extinction coefficient k (non-c imensional form of the absorption codficient) and the
rehictivity n-1 am srall conmiared to unity, then

n - I~ roNi (V- ).j)/j{44x(X- ~j)ý + (i

Hterc r, is a constant, ki is thc wavelengti of thc transition an X. that of te source radiation while
y_11 is th full width at hftf maximum of the line proqt,• (here in units of wavelength) and is obtained
fi'ore the dameping constant of the oscillatirtg electron. The population of the lower level of the
transition is N1 andf jrjis the so calicOl oscillator strength (,f-value) introduced by l.adenaburg

.dt _
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(1921)15 as the number of "dispersion electrons", as a fraction of the NP. which are effective in the
interaction at the oscillator frequency . The f-value is an atomic constant which in general must be
measured, although recently there has been some success in calculation using quantum mechanics.

For a wavelength close to particular transition (X-,i small) then the contribution of all the other
transitions is virtually a constant background and the local variation in the refractivity (dispersion)
is due solely to the local oscillation. The behaviour of the extinction coefficient and the refractivity
is shown in figurel.

The region of anamolous dispersion is apparent.
Also shown is the Sellineier approximation to the 1 . Selimeler
refractivity, which assumes that the damping W"'form of refractivity
constant is zero (the spectral line has zero width).
This has a hyperbolic dispersion and it is a good extinction
approximation for wavelengths more than five coefficient 7 efrW"
times the half-width at half maximum of the ab-
sorption line profile. It is this fact - that from the
far wings to reasonably close to line centre, the 2nits o 6 a I i

refractivity is indepndent of various broadening units of haff linekh

mechanisms - which gives refractivity methods
of measurement such power and utility. Both refrativity

Doppler broadening and collisional broadening
change the refractivity close to the line-Howeverthe above statement is still trite for a large range

in thc ratio of the Lorentzian to Gaussian widths Figure 1: Dispersion and absorption
and for distances larger than five Doppler half- near a spectral line.
widths.

Both Marlow13 and Measures11 showed this theoretically, while Blendstrup, Bershadý-7 and
Landhoff16 measured the resonance refractivity and absorption of sodium vapour and so confm..ed
it experimentally. They also measured iefractivitie,¢ of the order of 5xlO3 larger than the value for
air (as an example of normal interferometry) at STP of 2.3x 10"4, before the fringe visibility became
too small. They suggested that enhanced flow visualisation might be achieved by using resonance
refractivity, as with spectrid-line interforonmetry.

In his paper on this last topic, Measurcs took into account both Doppler and collisional broadening
and derived expressions which can be used to choose the two wavelengths - one close, the other far
from the line - for two-wavelength intetforometry. Subtraction of these two interferograms gives
the distrioution of the integrated population (along the ray path) in the lower state of the spectral
line. The potential of this technique has increased with advances in narrow-band pulsed and c-w
dye lasers. Obviously one needs both high spectral resolution of dte two light sources and accuracy
in knowing their wivelengths with respect to the line centre. Blendstrup et e.16 pointed out that in a
situation where the background density is too small to produce a measurable fringe shift on a
normal inteferogram, a measurable intetferogram might be obtained by working with a nairrow-
band light source tuned close to a spectral line, (Preferably the line siould arise from an energy
level near to the ground state of the test gas, but if that i3 not possible then an included species
would have to be used). This is a form of "super interferometry" and it need not be resticted to
interferometry since a Schlieren or shadowgraph system would respond equaily wel117 .
Interpretation of fringe shifts would require some care because the population of the lower state
depends on the local tempeatur as well as the density but for flow visualization alone that amy not
matter.

Hook fornmation

Hook-interferometry couples the interferometer with a stigmatic spectrograh in orjer to obsee tel
dispersion behaviour close to spectral lines (figure 2).
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test

J plane parallel

reference plate
stigmatic spectrograph

white light zero-order fringes as

source Intederometer positioned on the sait

Figure 2: Set up for hook intererometry.

A light source which has a continuum structure over the observational bandwidth is therefore
required. "White-light" fringes (near-zero path difference) are focussed to cross the entrance slit of
the spectrograph and consequently appear as nearly horizontal fringes across the spectrum. The
interferometer is then adjusted to place a large optical path in the reference beam, commonly with a
glass or fused silica plate or a low dispersion air path; the test beam being unchanged. The fringes
dissapear from the entrance slit but on the spectrum they appear as slanted fringes whose
wavelength separation depends on the size of this path difference.

A diagram may be constructed to illustrate this13 (figures 3 and 4).

P55

so

50

FiuM 3I FIA&e foQMtikd Figure 4: Hook fomnation

The abscissa is wavelcngth (as on the spectrum) and the ordinate, path difference in units of
vwavelength. Fringes ame single wavelengths apart so they appear on this diagram as straight lines
from the origin of slope p say, where p is the 'order" of particular fringe (its number in order from
the zero fringe - the wavelength axis). White-light fringes crossing the spectrograph slit appear on
this diagram (on the itmage plane) as a rectangular box crossing the abscissa, as wide as the
bandwidth of the spectrograph wid as high as the number of fringes on the slit. The introduction of
the optical pad in the r•eference beam moves this box to high order on the diagram. The fringes thus
appear spectrum as they do in the box. The box remains rectangular only if the optical path is
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free of dispersion, otherwise it follows the dispersion curve. In this case the box has to be
transformed to a rectangle so that the true shape of the fringes may be seen on the image plane of
the spectrograph.

If the test atoms are introduced with their local dispersion (figure 1), the outline of the "box"
follows the shape of the local dispersion curve (the opposite to that in figure 1, because an increase
the reference beam path is taken as positive). Note that the slope (p) of some fringes can become
equal to the local slope of the dispersion curve. When this box is transformed to a rectangle (figure
4), these points have zero slope on the spectrum and the fringes form the characteristic "hooked"
appearance. At thews points therefore,

p = d(n-l)l / dX = ro JNi dl fij (7)3 / I4•(o - X4) 2 },

where the Seilmeier form of the refractivity has been used and SN dl is the integrated column
population along the ray path through the test medium of length I anA 4 is the wavelength at the
hook positions. If there is background dispersion, as would be introduced by using a glass plate
for the large optical path in the reference beam, and this is Kc say, then

p = K + d(n-l)l / d,

or, p-ip-K = K = roJNjdlfu ())3 / {4r(4-)2}.

K is called the "hook constant" although it does vary across the spectrum, however it can usually
be taken to be constant over the line dispersion. The magnitude of Kcan be obtained simply by
measuring the sepiration of the fringes well away from the influence of the spectral line. The
required quantity, JN, dl fU (abbreviated to Nfl ), therefore can be obtained directly from two
measurements;

(1) the wavelength separation of the hooks about the spectral line,
(2) the wavelength separation of the (undisturbed) fringe system away from the spectral line

and interpol ated to the value at the line itself, if necessary.

hi principle this is an easy and simple technique. There is control on how far from the line centres
the hooks appear, by choosing the size of the optical path placed in the reference beam. Thus in
general, it is possible to ensure that the Sellmeier form for the refractivity is valid at the hook
positions. An increasc in the Nfl product at constant K, pushes the hooks further from the line
centre - proportional to the square root of the change in Nfl. This means that the method has a large
dynamic range - covering soene eight orders of magnitude in Nfl. By employing new techniques of
measurement at small hook widths", its lower limit can just overlap the higher sensitivity of
absorption at the line cmitre and, as already pointed out, it does not suffer the problems associated
with optical depth or broadening. The major difficulties arise in the instrumentation: requiring an
ipterferomet•r, a spectrograph of reasonably high resolving power with a plate factor approaching I
Anun and a "white-tight source of high spectral brigtness.

Spatial resolution

If one is not concerned with spatial resolution, which implies that the test atoms have uniform
column density over the field of view of the interferometer, the source may be imaged onto the
Ispect_,ograph slit and the fringes of the interferometer localised (focussed) onto the sourc with an
f-number chosen to ensure that the spectrograph is used to its full msolution. In this way maximum
use is made of the intensity of the light source. Some five frin*es along the length of the spec-al
line am sufficient to obtain a good estimate for the hook width. On the other hand if spatial
resolution is required (or necessary) along tie leagth of the slit then particular attention ned to be
paid to the design of the optics.

In some interferometers, but particularly in the Mach-Zehnder type, the fringes may be localised c
a plane which may be placed within the test atoms. This is of course necessary in no-Mal
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interferometry in order to obtain spatial resolution across the field of view. It is possible to do the
same in the case of hook-interferometry by localising the interferometer fringes within the test
atoms as before and imaging the slit of the spectrograph onto the same plane. If the population of
the lower state of the transition varies along the slit, then this will appear as a variation in the width
of the hooks along the spectral line in the image plane of the stigmatic spectrograph (e.g., see
figures 6,9). In this case the number of fringes required across the slit depends on the magnitude of
the population gradient in that direction, and on the resolution.

Because the slit is usually only 50 micron or less wide and say 15 to 20 mm long, while
interferometers operate with closely collimated light beams, the brightness of the light source is
crucial in obtaining good contrast fringes. One often has to restrict the collimated area of the beam
in the interferometer (e.g. make it slit-like) and perhaps relax the collimation itself to some degree in
order to maintain the resolution of the spectrograph by ensuring that the grating is fully covered.

Experiments

1. Channelled spectra
This is an application of the instrumentation required for hook measurements but uses a low
resolution spectrometer covering a wide bandwidth. It is mentioned here because it is a true
dispersion measurement. In order to obtain electron density distributions behind shock waves it is
common to use two-wavelength interferometry. This is because free electrons have a very different
refractivity to atoms. Not only is it negative, but the dispersion is also anomalous over the visible
spectrum. Two-wavelength interferometry provides effectively two equations to solve for the
population of the free electrons from the background. The idea in using a channelled spectrum is to
do mutilple-wavelength-streak interferometry over a small spatial region confined to the about a mm
or so along the spectrometer slit. The interferometer is set up as for a hook spectrum but with an
infinite fringe system on the slit. The spectrum is now crossed by a vertical fringe system (parallel
to the slit) and one observes the so called channelled spectrum. In the fringe-formation picture the
"box" has zero height (<< one fringe high) so as the optical path increases vertical fringes take the
ptace of the slanted ones in the previous case.
This fringe system is then swept in time along
the slit axis during the passage of the shock. shock
Each fringe is shifted by the normal density
change toward the red, corresponding to an
increase in the optical path in the test beamr
with the larger shift in the blue region. Free
electrons shift the fringes to the blue with the
larger shift in the red. Therefore, there ar as
iany equations to obtain the electron density

from the normal dispersion components as
the number of fringes, with an improvement
in accuracy due to statistical averaging. Also r" -- d-.n Specttm blue
the fringes increase in order niumber by one,
in progression toward the blue auxO ,his extra Figure 5: Channelled spectrum
infomniation is also useful in the analysis.

It is necessary to be careful that spectral lines do not locally perturb the fringe shift because of their
dispersion, The technique has been used in our laboratory to measure electron densities behind
strong shock waves19 and as far as I know we arm the only ones to use channelled spectra for this
purpose, although the method is commonly employed in other applications. For example, to
measure dispersion in solid state crystals etc.

2.Temperature distributions along the stagnation streamtline on a blunt body in shock tunnel
flows.
Our first attempt at using the hook method in shock applications applied it to the stagnation
streamlne within the shock layer on a cylindrical body in gh enthalpy flow in nitrgen in the T3
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shock tunnel at ANU20. The spectrometer available at the time had a focal length of 0.5 metre
which restricted the ultimate sensitivity considerably. The spectral region was chosen in order to
observe the resonanze and lev lines of atomic chromium which was expected to exist as an
impurity in the test gas, due to the high temperatures which occur in the stainless steel reservoir
after shock reflection. Chromium is useful as an element for hook studies because three resonance
transitions originating at the ground-state lie in the 425nm- 429nm region and seven lines
originating from energy levels close to lev above the ground state lie between 430nm - 439nm.
Consequently almost all of these lines can be photographed in one exposure (figure 9). We were
able to see the ground state chromium density before the shock wave and follow its changes along
the streamline to the body as in figure 6.

spectrograph i flow

lp

II I I
Cr I Resonance line hooks at 425-429nm

Figure 6: Hooked spectrum along stagnation streamline

The lev lines however were only hooked between the shock wave and the body surface. An
excitation temperature was obtained for the chromium lev level by assuming a Boltzmann
distribution between the ground and these levels. The temperature distribution deduced did in fact
agre,: with the calculated temperature distribution within the shock layer although the error bars
were rather large. The light source for this work was an exploding copper wire with a pulse time of
some 50psec which was quite adequate for this work.

3. Shock stability
Our laboratory has had a long interest in dte problems associated with the stability of shock waves
in real gases using normal interferometry for diagnosis. One difficulty which occurred in the
inerpretation of the interferograms was that at the higher shock speeds we could detect the shock
wave but the sensitivity was too low to observe the mixing front between the test and driver gases.
It was neccessary to determine whether the observed instabilities in the shock wave were intrinsic
behaviour or arose from disturbances of a nearly coincident mixing front.

Because we considered that the driver gas would be contaminated with sodium vapour but the
shocked-test gas, by taking normal precautions, should be relatively clean; we decided to attempt
spectral-line streak intqrferometry close to the Na-D2 line. A cw-nng dy., laser of some 15 MHz
bandwidth (l.7x10 4 Al provided the light source and was tuned to 5889.20A ( line centre at
5889,95A) and 5868.36A for tie off line case. The wavelengths were measured with a wavemeter
accurate to better than 0.0IA. The photographs showed no enhancement at the shock wave itself
(as we had hoped) but some enhancment of the "oscillations" in the fringes some distance from the
shock front (figure 7a, 7b), but were still not conclusive concerning the mixing front position.

& I -T_-

Figure 7a: Source W868.36A Figure 7b: X g5889.20A Figure 7c: X-5889.95A

As we tuned closer to the line centre however we noticed that the absorption was beginning to
reduce the fringe contrast until when we tuned right on line centre they disappeared compleWy2l
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(figure 7c). In this case therefore, since we were interested only in flow visualisation, absorption
at the line centre was the most sensitive and conculsive.

4. Metastable populations in ionising shocks.
Recently Mishin et al.,22 suggested that the type of instability observed firstly by Glass and
co-workers23, which begins in the ionisation cascade behind ionising shock waves in argon could
be initiated by a sudden release of energy into the gas similarly to the behaviour in detonations. The
mechanism they propose for this exothermic reaction is that metastable atoms could be excited to a
high excitation temperature by atom-atom collisions24 in the non-equilibrium region behind the
frozen shock and could reach high over-populations. These would be then be converted to highly
excited molecular ions by associative ionisation and subsequently, deactivated by superelastic
collisions thus releasing their energy as kinetic energy. The important link in this chain is the
production of the metastables directly behind the shock.

They, and alsoYushchenkova24 separately, supported their arguments with two experiments; one
in a low density argon plasma stream in which shocks could be produced over a body and the other
in shock waves produced by colliding two supersonic streams. However in both cases a high
concentration of metastable atoms was artificially introduced. For normal shocks into argon their
mechanism requires a high population of metastable atoms to be produced before the ionisation
region. This is in contradictioni to the model proposed by Oettinger and Bershader 2, for example,
which predicts no significant population of the metastable levels until after the ionisation cascade.

We set out to check this mechanism directly by monitoring the two argon, 1S3 and ls5, metastable
level populations using the hook-method, in both the stable and unstable cases. The slit was imaged
to lie alopg the shock tube axis thus providing spatial resolution. Initially when observing the
6965.43 A line (lsa- 2p., f-value = 0.029), we used a nitrogen laser- pumped dye laser (dye =nile
blue) with a pulse ine of 5 nanoseconds, timed to position the slit at various distances behind the
shock wave. This transition gave a sensitvity of 1.9xI013 metastables cm"3 with a 1 metre
spectrograph.

12 x 10 1
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a56

population I• 25

ionlstion d~aooW betutt amf behInd hGboo

Figure 8a: Spatially rem4ovd hook spectrum of the Figure 8b: Population of the l ss
7635.11 line of argon for an unstable shock W 14.4 metastable level from 8a and ref 25.

Subsequently we changed to the 7635.1 IA (Is -2p f- 0.239) and 7724.2 (Is, - 2pý, f-0.341)
lines to obtain the improved sensitivity through the higher f-values. In order t6 obtain sufficient
brightness at these higher wavelengths, we employed fluorcscence from the dye (.)OTC) pumped
by a flash-lamp pumped dye las (Rhodamine 640) with a pulse time of I mico-sec. The output of
the Rh 640 covs the absorpdi band of the DOTC

The result of our observations (figure 8) is that no metastable population exists in the
non-equilibrium region above our lower limit of 2x10 12 cmM3 (no hooks). This is so. 10-4 times
smaller than that required by the exotherrnic theory. On the eol¢er hand we did observe population
of the m=tastables after the cascade front, to a value which is in very good agreement with the
acceplmd modelsU. We will be publishing a full account of this work and the data shortly.
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5. Temperature distributions behind shock waves in helium argon and nitrogen.
An interest in the use of the hook-method as a means of determining the distribution of
temperatures has prompted a series of experiments using spatial resolution along the slit behind
normal shock waves and within the Mach stem region m pseudo-steady Mach reflection. Time
resolution of 5 nansecond was obtained by using the nitrogen laser to pump a fluorescing dye
source. The dye in this case was stilbene giving an output covering the chromium resonance lines
and those from the Iev level. A fluorescing source is preferred over a dye laser source because it
does not exhibit the strong random-spectral structure which can seriously degrade the quality of the
hook photographs.The pulse was timed so that the shock, in both the above cases, would appear
on the slit (figure 9).

Cr I resonance lines Ef-- Cr I excited state lines E1 =1ev

I I I 1I I I I I

Figure 9: Hooked spectrum behind a Mach 16 shock wave in N2, taken on a medium
dispersion spectrograph. T.,, - 5917± 60 K. Tsk = 6500 K.

Cr(CO)5 was mixed with the test gas in concentrations of up to 0.3%. Even at this level however it
was found that dissociation of the carbonyl and excitation of its products lowered the temperatures
by some 3% below those expected for the equilibrium gas behaviour without the carbonyl. The
temperature was obtained by calculating the population of the ground and lev states from the hook
measurements and assuming a Boltzmann distribution over those states. This was then compared
with the temperature calculated for the real gas with known thermodynamic information concerning
the carbonyl and its products. The measured CrI excitation temperatures agreed with these
predictions within the error range (±2%) to temperatures up to 6000K. Then they began to be
sytematicaly lower (sec figure 9). At temperatures above 7000-8000 K in argon the carbonyl is
photo-dissociated ahead of the shock and ionised behind it, which reduces the offectivenmcss of the
technique as a ragnostic. Relaxation rates are affected also of coursm

This success pronpted us to attempt to obtain
ternocratute distributions within Mach stem
regibns of pseudo-steady Mach reflection for
near perfect gas conditions.Thne spectrograph
slit was imaged at four locations fromn die
wall, three of these between uwe wall and the
triple point, the other just outside. Tie light 4=0S~~was thle 5 nan osec nitrogen pumped dye laser •

and It was also timed to place the slit correctly T K
in successive shots. A spectrograph of 5 m
focal length improved the resolution over the
normal shock work above. Figure 10 presents
results which have been read to provide early
results for this presentation. wede wace

'The wedge angle is 15 degrees and the initial
shock Mach number is 7.7 into argon at a Figure 10: Tempe-ature distributions
pressure of 40 tonr. in pseudo-steady Mach reflection.
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6 Time development of the population distribution of alkaline earth elements following
sudden excitation of the resonance line (a light-shock).
An illustration of the use of spectral-line interferometry is provided by another experiment in which
a laser beam, tuned to the resonance line of atoms in a vapour column, is used to suddenly saturate
that transition ( a form of light shock). This work followed an initial experiment in sodium vapour
in which the pumped-column was rapidly and completely ionised . Our interest was to study the
behaviour outside the pumped column. Accordingly we have set up a barium vapour source which
produces a disc of vapour some 6 cm in diameter and 1cm thick (figure 11).
The central 1 mm core of the vapour is Resonant fringes
irradiated with a flash-Imp pumped light pulse a sweep camera
laser, tuned to the 5535A resonance
line of the Ba I. The cw-ring laser is light source

tuned near to transitions out of the cr+
excited states of the atom and ion and laser
is the light source for a Michelson
interferometer. Vertical fringes in the disc of Ba atoms in
vapor, are imaged on to the slit of a Michelson laterierometer
sweep camera and give spatial resol-
ution normal to the pumped column.
A wavemeter of 0.3 GHz accuracy
gives the ring-laser wavelength and
therefore its separation from the line Figure 11: Spectral-line interferometry
centre. The sweep is begun prior to on "light-shocked" Ba atoms.
the firing of the flash-lamp laser.

______ ______ 10Mm-P 22:111:-1
0.5 mlo-sec0. irM

Figure 12a: Spectral-line interferogrpm of the Figure 12b: Contours of column popula-
6sSd 1D2 - Sd6p lP 5826.27A line of don, )/4 apart, corresponding to
Ba I vapour, c-w ring dye laser 15MHz an iNdl - 8xlO16 cnj"2. The pump
bandwidth, detut.nd 5.8 GHz from line laser beam is I mm wide at the

=cntre. 'peak' and lasts for 0.5 wsec.

The resulting interferogrum (figure 12a) is digitised and analysed using a two-dimensional Fouricr
transform procedure= to extract the phase distribution. We then unravel this into radial population
distributions via an Abel inversion pwrcess. Figure 12b shows the integrated column population
contours before the inversion procedure.

Novel procedures

The high brightness, short pulse times, bandwidth control and tunability of modem laser sources
has opened up new possibilites in applying spectral-line dispersion and absorption methods to
shock and plasma diagnostics. Their spectral range, restricts the transition wavelengths and thus
the atoms which can be used in such experiments. For example, the important resonance lines of
the gases commonly used in shock tube experiments are still beyond the reach of laser or
pseudo-laser sources of sufficient power to act eidher as a light source or an excitation source
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(excluding perhaps synchrotron radiation). When such sources become available (I assume that
they will), then direct access to these transitions would enable us to probe the collisional processes,
particularly in non-equilibrium regions.

A better knowledge of the collisional processes involved throughout the relaxation region would
seem to be paramount to our understanding of shock behaviour. One way perhaps of observing
these is to perturb the local population rapidly (e.g. the light shock) and follow the decay of the
perturbation back to the former situation. Lasers can provide sufficient power to saturate a
transition and produce temporarily an infinite excitation temperature between the levels. Monitoring
the flourescence from the upper state can give these decay rates, but we have found this method
unsuccessful using sodium as a tracer, because of insufficient information concerning the initial
sodium population. A dispersion method such as hook- or spectral-line interferometry, which can
measure populations directly, if used in conjunction with flourecense techniques, could be very
useful in this regard. In particular spectral line interferometry, as used in the last experiment above
could map the spatial, as well as the temporal distribution of the disturbed populations beginning
from an initially small pumped region.
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CONDENSED MATTER AT hIGH SHOCK PRESSURES

W. J. Nellis, N. C. Holmes, A. C. Mitchell, H. B. Radousky, and D. Hamilton
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Expcrimental techniques are described for shock waves in
liquids: Hugoniot equation-of-state, shock temperature
and emission spectroscopy, electrical conductivity, and
Raman spectroscopy. Experimental data are reviewed and
presented in terms of phenomena that occur at high
densities and temperatures in shocked He, Ar, N2 , CO,
S102-aerogel, H20, and C6 H6 . The superconducting
properties of Nb metal shocked to 100 GPa (I Mbar) and
recovered intact are discussed in terms of prospects for
synthesizing novel, metastable materials. Ultrahigh
pressure data for Cu is reviewed in the range 0.3-6TPa
(3-60 Mbar).

I. INTRODUCTION

Significant advances in shocked, condensed matter have been made in
recent years through diagnostic development, specimen fabrication, and
theory. The nature of this work is sumnarized in the proceedirgs of recent
Topical Conferences on Shock Waves in Condensed Matter.l,2 General areas of
concentration have been the properties of fiulds and solids at high densities,
temperatures, and strain rates and the nature of materials processed and
recovered from high dynamic pressures. In this paper the main emphasis will
be on dense fluids at shock pressures up to 100 GPa (I Mbar), compressions up
to 5-fold over initial liquid density, and shock teimperatures up to 10,000K.
At such extreme conditions several phenomena occur including Molecular
repulsion, rotation, vibration, and dissociation, electronic and molecular
ionization, and chemical decomposition and reaction. Examples .rom the
literature will be reviewed and new results will be presented to illustrate
these phenomena.

The properties of dense molecular fluids at high pressures and
tem•peratures have three principal applications, the equation of state and
chemistry of high explosives, the nature of the interiors of the outer planets
(Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune), and hydrodynamic applications. The
relation between these areas and shock-comoression studies was discussed
previously. 3

I1. EXPERtMENTS

The experiments are perfortned using shock waves qenerated by the impact
of pl :)r projectiles onto planar target specimens. While, h storically,
strong shock waves have been generated using high explosives,. in recent
years cost research has utilized irpactors launched by light-gas guns. 5

Naxiftnu impact velocities are 2 and 8 km/s for single-stage and two-stage
light-gas guns, respectively. A Ta impactor at 2 and 6 km/s achieves shock
pressures in Al of 30 and 200 GPa. respectively. Gas quns have several
advantages over explosive shock generators. Shock strength is simply tuneable
by choice of itoactor material and velocity, shock-wave profile Is Simply
tuneable by choice of impactor thickness and design, shock pressures twice as
large as with plane wave explosive systems are available, and facilities are
operated in a conventional laboratory setting. The current state of temporal
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and spatial resolution for shock-v.ave diagnostics means that gun facilities
can now be scaled down substantially without compromising the ability to
perform novel and diverse research with a well characterized and simply
tuneable shock driver.

The experiments discussed here were performed using a two-stage light-gas
gun described previously.0- 8 The two driving media or stages are gunpowder
reaction products and H2 gas. The gunpowder drives a heavy piston which
compresses the H2 gas. When the H2 pressure reaches nu 100 MPa (1 kbar)
a rupture valve opens and the compressed gas accelerates a light (' 15g)
projectile to velocities up to 8 km/s along a smooth bore launch tube. Strong
shock waves are generated by impact of projectile onto target positioned about
0.5m beyond the muzzle of the launch tube. Projectile velocity is measured in
free flight between muzzle aný target by a flash radiograph system. A more
detailed description of two-stage gun operation and shock-wave diagnostics is
available. 9

The fundamental measurement is equation of state which determines the
pressure, density, and specific internal energy achieved in shock compression
experiments. These ex-ýriments are based on the Rankine-Hugoniot relations
and shock impedance r_.hing. 9  The measured quantities are impactor
velocity, shock velocity, and initial density. The method is described
elsewhere for sin •- and double-shocked liquids.lOll0 Having measured the
equation of state, other properties can be measured to study the nature of the
state; for e imple, shock temperature, electrical conductivity, and Raman
spectra. In these experiments the impactor velocity is also measured and the
state achieved is obtained by shock impedance matching using the previously
determined equations of state. Figures la and lb illustrate experimental
configurations for single and double-shock Hugoniot experiments. In the
former, shock velocity is measured in the liquid, and in the latter it is
measured in an envil behind the liquid.

A shock temperature or emission spectrum measurement in a transparent
liquid is illustrated in Fig. Ic. Radiation emitted from the shock front
exits the unshocked portion of the specimen and is directed to either a
6-channel time-resolved pyrometerl2,13 or to a spectrograph and
1000-channel, time-integrated, gated, linear diode array.14 For simple
dense fluids like Ar, both molecular dynamics and continuum mechanics
calculations indicate that the shock fron. is about 10 A and < 10- 1 2 s
thick.15,1 6 Thus, for simple shocked fluids the emission spectra are fit to
graybody or blackbody spectra and the assumption is made that the temperature
so derived is characteristic of equilibrated shocked material emitting light
from behind the shock front through an optically thin shock front. For more
complex fluids, for example those undergoing chemical reactions, the shock
front can be optically thick, so that the equilibrium temperature is not
observed while nonequilibrium spectral features might be.

A two-probe electrlcal conductivity experiment for a shocked liquid is
illustrated in Fig. ld. A current is established in the shunt resistor,
and the time-resolved voltage across the electrodes in parallel with the shunt
resistor is measured as the shock transits the electrodes. The cell
resistance versus known electrical conductivities is calibrated in separate
experiments prior to the shock experiment.

Thp microscopic nature of shocked fluids can be investigated by pulsed
Raman spectroscopy, which measures the distribution of molecular vibrational
frequencies. The experimental arrangement is illustrated in Fig. 2. Light
from a 10 ns 0.2J KrF (284 nm) laser pulse is incident normally on a specimen
of shocked liquid. Light from spontaneous Raman scattering, lO-IOJ total,
is viewed at 450 off axis, dispersed by a spectrograph, and recorded on a
gated, linear diode array.1 8 The laser light is focussed several imn behind
the shock front and so this technique requires that the shocked specimen
remain transparent.
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in the case of transparent, brittle, solid specimens, like silica
acrogel, the configuration for an equati n-of-state experiment in which shock
'elocity is measured is shown in Fig. 3.79 Because the shock front radiates
strongly in the visible, th'e st..pped rear surface is coated with '- 1000 A
of Au to absorb thermal radiation until shock breakout at the coated surface.
By temporally streaking the cptical emission from the coated, stepped surface,
th'ý transit time of the shock across the step height can be measured. This
technique is similar to that used prgviously to measure transit times for
laser-driven shock waves in metals. 2u The shock temperature is measuYed by
using a simple, uncoated spe-imen di'c and sending light emitted from the
shock front to a pyrometer or spectrograph.

Several additional measurements are made in shocked solids, including
time-resolved interface velocity measurements by optical interferometry, 21 , 22

the generation of dynamic planar, isentropic compression waves by
graded-density impactors,ý 3 the detection of phase transitions by both the
measuvrment of longitudinal sound speeds 24 and shock temperatures ,25 and
flash "-ray diffraction from crystals in the shock state.K26,Z

In addition to the diagnostic developments major advances have resulted
from specimen fabrication. For example, in order to investigate the
high-density regime of molecular fluids, higher-density liquid speeimens were
shocked, rather than gases. In order to liquify most small molecules at
atmospheric pressures, cryogenic temperatures are required. Thus, each
specimen holder was a small cryostat]0,28,29 - a different one for each
experiment. States of high-temperature matter in expansion reladive to
crystal density have been studied because of the recent availabilit-. of
fine-grained, transparent, porous Si0 2 aerogel having \ 100 A pore size.1 9

The fine pore size means that the material is unifwrm and equilibrium will be
achieved much faster than the time scale of the experiments. However, this
material is extremely brittle and requires vacuum holders and diamond cutting
tools to achieve the required micron surface flatness. Dynamic isentropic
compression is now possible because of the development of impactors with
linearly varying density (shock impedance) pDrduced by careful sedimentation
of metallic powders in an epoxy-like matrix. 2• These examples illustrate
the importance of special materials and fabrication techniques in this field.

IlI. THERMAL EQUILIBRIUM

Shocked condensed matter is generally in thermal equilibrium during the
measurements owing to the h •h densities and temperatUres. For example
liquid N2 shocke to 30 GPa u has a density of 2 g/cmJ (4 x 1022 N2/cm"-
and a shock temperature of , 60000.30 Assuming the mean free path between
collisions is a molecular diameter and that molecular velocity is thermal,
then the intermolecular collision time is ,. 10- 13 s. The Ni molecular
vibration time Is , 10-14s. The shock front width or equilibration time
in shoc!hd dense Ar is N 10-1 s.16 All these times are much less
than the time resolutions of the diagnostic sostem§ which are . 10-9s and
the duration of the experiments which are 10-I - lOs. Of course,
phenomena which require loncer than the experimental lifetime could produce
deviations from thermal equilibrium. At the conditions considered here,
however, examples of nonequilibrium behavior are difficult to identify
unambiguously and are most likely to occur in chemically reacting systems.

IV. RESULTS

Equation-of-state experiments have been performed in the last few years
for most small molmcules includlng He, 29 H2 and 02,28 N2 10.,31 02,10 air,
AriO,3 2 Xe, 33 C0, CH14 C6tt6 3 4 n-C4.G8 (polybuten4),34
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NH3 17 and H20. 17 The maximum pressures and densities, which our
group has achieved in these shocked liquids, are listed in Table I. The
corresponding calculated and, in some cases, measured maximum temperatures are
in the range 5,000-30,000 K.

Shock temperature measurements have been performed for a number of these
fluids: H2 0,19 NH3, 35 Ar, 36 N2 , 36 C6H6, 34 and n-C4H8. 34  Temperature is an
important thermodynamic parameter because it provides information about the
distribution of internal energy between thermal and internal degrees of
freedom. In the case of C6H6 and possibly n-C4 H8 the radiating
temperatures from the shock fronts are substantially lower than the
tcmaperatures calculated theoretically assuming chemical equilibrium. This
difference suggests that the radiating temperatures are not representative 9f
shocked matter in thermal and chemical equilibrium behind the shock (rS.t34t.

The e ectricgl conductivity has been measured for shocked H20, 1 
",'

NH3 ,38 N2 ,19 02,39 and C6H6.3 9 The purpose is to determine the magnitude
and mechanisms of electrical conduction and in so doing to possibly obtain
information about the nature of the fluids which cannot be obtained from state
variables. For example, the high conductivity of shocked H20 indicates a
significant amount of H20 molecules are chemically ionized above 20 GPa
shock pressure.37 This proposal motivated the Raman spectroscopy
measurements described below in order to Ine! for ionic species like OH- and
H30+. The electrical conductivities of shocked N2 and 02 are even
higher than for H2 0 and electrons are probably the dominant conduction
mechanism.

The spontaneous Raman spectra of shocked water has been measured from
7-26 GPa 18 to try to identify molecular and ionic species from spectral
features. At 26 GPa water is compressed two-fold and heated to 1700 K. The
stimulated Raman scattering from shocked benzene has been measured at 1.2 GPa,
indicating the existence of the molecular state at this shock pressure. 40
The emission spectrum of benzene has been measured to 59 GPa to try to
identify chemical species ii or close to the shock front. 14

V. DISCUSSION

Intermolecular repulsion is the dominant effect at high densities and
temperatures. The rare gases are the simplest materials to study in this
respect, because the physical properties are determined solely by the
repulsive potential, provided electronic excitation is negligible. The He
Hugoniot data are interpreted only in terms of an effective pair potential,
the calculated shock temperatures as large as 20,000 K being much smaller than
the ionization potential?29

For Ar the upper limit of the wcold" range is a single-shock pressure of
36 GPa, a compression of 2-fold over initial liquid density, and a calculated
temperatureof 12,000 K. The pair potential derived from Ar shock-wave data is
in excellent agreement with pair potentials derived from molecular-beam
scattering data, indicating that two-body interactions dominate in the dense
fluid. The 9air potegtial derived from Ar shock-wave data has the
exponential-six form:0(r) -c ,x al-rr)

i:re r is the intermolecular distance. TVe Ar Hugoniot data are shown inr1iý 4. Curve D was calculated using only the potential of Eq. (1) and agrees
with the data below 36 GPa. At higher pressures the data fall well below
Curve D. Agreement with the data is achieved by taking into account
electronic excitation and the density dependence of the electron energy
gap. 3•A similar result was obtained for Xe. 33  A fundamental conclusion
of the rare gas study is that high shock temperature is a very useful probe of
the electronic structure at high density and pressure.

k
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The shock-compression data for non-polar molecules can be calculated
using the potential of Eq. (1) scaled via corresponding states and by taking
into account molecular vibrational and rotational degrees of freedom. The
energy parameter e is scaled on critical temperature and the distance
parameter r* on the cube root of critical volume. The procedure is valid
systematically too compression of 2.5 times liquid density for N2 , CO, Xe,
02, CH4 , and C02 . 4 ?

The Hugoniot data for liquid N2
1 0 , 3 1 4 2 and CO are shown in Fig. 5.

N2 and CO are isoelectronic, they have virtually identical critical points,
and in these experiments they had the same initial density, 0.81 g/cm3 .
Thus, they are expected to have the same Hugoniot curve by the arguments in
the preceding paragraph. The curve through the data up to 15 and 30 GPa for
CO and N2 , respectively, was calculated using a potential scaled from Ar via
corresponding states4' and is in excellent agreement with both the N2 and
CO data. This agreement is evidence that N2 and CO retain their molecular
structure up to 30 and 15 GPa, respectively. Deviations from molecular
behavior are interpreted as decomposition in both. In the CO case a large
number of product molecules are probably formed by chemical reaction.
Nitrogen probably undergoes a dissociative phase transition. In fact,
double-shock points for nitrogen starting from 20-25 GPa lie above the
principal Hugoniot in pressure-volume space. This is the only known material
in which this has been observed and is evidence that these points are in a
phase transition region. Comparison with theory indicates that the shock
temperature is driving the diatomic to monatomic transition in nitrogen at
lower pressures than required at room temperature. Above 70 GPa the two
Hugoniot curves merge again and atom density appears to dominate over the
chemical nature.

Hugoniot data for silica aerogel are shown in Fig. 6. This aerogel is
initially 20-fold expanded relative to a-quartz density. Although the
specimens were shock-compressed 6 to 7-fold, the material is still 3-fold
expanded relative to crystal density. In an experiment shocked to 6.7 GPa a
shock temperature of 10,800 K was measured. Thus, these experiments access a
new regime for accurate laboratory measurements on high-temperature
expanded-volume states of glass. This material has several important
potential uses. It can be a very low shock-impedance equation-of-state
standard. It can be used to gooerate and study few-eV inertially-confined
plasmas, as for shocked gases.4J Its equation of state may be used to
understand cratering phenomena because Si02 is a major geological material.

Water is a complicated fluid in that the H20 molecule is polar and the
intermolecular potential is not spherically symmetric. Intermolecular H-bonds
have a strong influence on the structure of water, especially at low
pressures. Ihe electrical cooductivity of shocked water is quite large, about
20 (ohm-cm)-' from 30-60 GPa.11 This conductivity has been interpreted in
terms of ionization: 2 H2 0 + OH- + H30+. The high conductivity indicates
that significant, if not total, ionization does occur.

In order to identify the chemical species in shocked water, spontaneous
Raman spectroscopy experiments were performed in the shock pressure range
7.5-26 GPa. Only a broad OH-stretch band is observed at all pressures. A
spectrum for 11.7 GPa is shown in Fig. 7. No definite indications of OH- or
H3 O+ ions are observed based on the positions of their vibrational bands
at ambient. The position of the OH-stretch fiand is virtually independent of
shock oressure and the shape of the OH-stretch band changes in such a way as
to indicate the destruction of intermolecular H-bonds, as would be expected.
These bonds have a characteristic energy of N. 1000 K and the shock
temperature is about 1,700 K at 26 GPa. The analysis seems to indicate that
the H20 molecule remains the d -inant scattering component with increasing
pressure. The H30+ ion is n00 observed because its presence is associated
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with hydrogen-bonded H2 0 complexes which are destroyed at these conditions.
Absence of H30+ means that OH- and H+ are most probably the conduction
mechanism in strongly shocked water. Evidently, the hydroxyl ion cannot be
distinguished from H2 0 at high shock pressures.

Chemical decomposition and reaction occurs in shocked hydrocarbons.
Benzene, for example, has the diltinct volume collapse of a phase transition
in its Hugoniot curve at 13 GPa. 4 4 Optical absorption experiments show that
benzene retains its molecular nature up to 13 GPa. 4 5 The volume col pe at
13 GPa has been interpreted by the formation of dense carbon phases.0(,6

The emission spectra from shock fronts in benzene have been measured in the
range 22-59 GPa. 1 4 A spectrum at 50 GPa is shown in Fig. 8. The spectrum
has a broad graybody thermal component with nonequilibrium features
superimposed. Features in the spectral range are coincident with the Swann
bands for the C2 molecule and provide the first spectral evidence for the

10 formation of carbon phases in shocked hydrocarbons.
High dynamic pressure is also used to synthesize new materials. For

example, stoichiometric Nb3 Si with a high superconducting transition
temperature Tc = 18 K has only been synthesized by processing.
nonsuperconducting phase at 100 GPa (1 Mbar) shock pressures. 4' In order to
develop the experimental and computational techniques to process materials at
100 GPa shock pressures and recover them for investigations of material
structure and physical properties, Nb metal was recently recovered intact from
peak dynamic pressures in the range 60-120 GPa. 48 Pressure and
effective-plastic-strain histories were calculated using a finite element
hydrodynamic computer code. Recovered specimens were characterized by X-ray
diffraction, metallography, Vicker's hardness, and Tc. The maximum change
observed in a Tc of 9.18 K for the unshocked specimen was 0.035 K in the
specimen shocked to a maximum pressure of 0,6 Mbar. Shock processing V3 si
at 100 GPa depresses its Tc by 1.8 K from the initial value of 16.4 K. 4

These results indicate that shock-induced defects and disorder have a
relatively weak effect on the Tc of equilibrium phases and suggest that
shock-synthesized metastable superconductors might have Tc's close to
intrinsic values for the ordered material.

Finally, shock-impedance-match experiments have been performed at
ultrahigh pressures using two-stage guns to accelerate impactors to 8 km/s,
chemical explosives to drive impactors to 15 km/s, and strong shock waves
generated in proximity to underground nuclear explosions. 5 0 -5 6 At ultrahigh
pressures nuclear-explosive-driven experiments are the only ones that provide
the required accuracy because of the long shock transit times and steady
profile of the shock wave. The Hugoniot data for Cu is summarized in Fig. 9,
which is a plot of shock velocity versus mass velocity. The data in this
figure span the shock pressure range 0.3-6 TPa (3-60 Mbar). At lower
pressures the data fit a linear shock velocity-mass velocity relation, shown
as the solid line, which extends up to 1.5 TPa. At higher pressures the data
deviates systemmatically below the extrapolation of the linear fit, which is
probably indicative of a transition to Thomas-Fermi behavior at pressures
above 10 TPa. The smooth nature of the data are striking considering the
variety of techniques that were employed over the ' 25 years in which this
data was accumulated.
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Table 1. Summary of shock-compression experiments for fluids. To is

initial temperature, po is initial density, Pmax is maximum density,

and Pmax is maximum shock pressure.

Liquid T) Po Pmax(p. Pa(g/cm3) (g/cm3) (G l)d

Helium 4 0.12 0.68 56

Deuterium 20 0.17 0.96 76

Hydrogen 20 0.07 0.23 10

Nitrogen 77 0.81 2.8 82

Oxygen 77 1.2 3.3 86

Carbon Monoxide 77 0.81 3.0 69

Methane 111 0.42 1.6 92

Benzene 295 0.89 2.4 70

Polybutene 295 0.89 2.7 210

Argon 87 1.4 3.8 91

Xenon 165 3.0 9.6 130

Ammonia 230 0.69 1.8 64

Water 295 1.0 3.5 220

Il (VPa = 10 kbar.
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A REVIEW OF SHOCK WAVES AROUND AEROASSISTED ORBITAL

TRANSFER VEHICLES

Chul Park

NASA Ames Research Center
Moffett Field, California

Aeroassisted orbital transfer vehicles (AOTVs) are a
proposed type of reusable spacecraft that would be used
to transport cargoes from one Earth-bound orbit to
atather. Such vehicles could be based on the proposed
Space Station and used to transport commercial satel-
lites from the Space Station to geostationary orbits or
to polar orbits and return. During a mission, AOTVs
would fly through Earth's atmosphere, thus generating

aerodynamic forces that could be used for decelerating
the vehicles or changing their direction. This review
of published AOTV research findings was concerned with
the shock-wave-induced, high-temperature airflows that
would be produced around these vehicles during atmo-
spheric flight. In the survey, special emphasis was
placed on the problema of (1) the chemical physics of
multitemperature, ionizing, nonequilibrium air flows,
and (2) the dynamics of the flows in the base region of
a blunt body with complex afterbody geometry.

INTRODUCTION

Starting about 1970, near-Earth space became a realm not only for scien-
tific exploration but also for commercial enterprises. Artificial satellites
are used not only for telecommunications, but also, for example, in making
weather and crop forecasts; detecting crop-destroying insects and diseases;
finding new Earth resources, such as natural gas or oil; detecting shipwrecks
and forest fires; and space manufacturing. These satellites are in various
orbits, ranging from a low-Earth-orbit (LEO) a few hundred kilometers to a
geosynchronous-Earth-orbit (GEO) 35,000 km above the ground. Delivering satel-
lites from the ground to these various orbits became a profitable commercial
activity, and, in some instances, it has been shown that retrieving defunct
satellites could also be done profitably.

Various nations have developed different rocket vehicles for the purpose
of carrying such satellite cargoes. Two best known such vehicles are the U.S.
Space Shuttle and Ariane of European Space Agency.' The Space Shuttle and
Ariane are expected to deliver (respectively, with the anticipated upgrading),
about 30,000-kg and 4,500-kg payloads to LEOs.
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To transfer such payloads to different orbits, additional propulsion
is necessary. The payload that can be delivered to a GEO will be determined
principally by the specific impulse of the rocket engine of the upper stage
vehicle. For purposes of this review, a specific impulse of 350 sec, or
equivalently, an enhaust velocity V of 3430 m/see, will be assumed. In
the interest of simplicity, equatorill launches will be assumed also.

To transfer from a LEO to a GEO, one must follow an elliptic orbit with
perigee and apogee coinciding with the LEO and GEO, as shown in figure 1.
In order to transfer from the circular orbit at LEO to the the elliptic
transfer orbit, a velocity increment AV (=Vf - Vi) of 2,573.9 m/sec is neces-
sary. After reaching the GEO, there must be another velocity increment AV
of 1,489.0 m/sec in order to stay in the circular orbit. The well-known rocket
equation relates the velocity increment AV to the required mass of fuel. 2

For the case under consideration, the mass ratios become

For perigee burn : 14/M f: 2.118 (1)

For apogee burn : Hi /H 1.544 (2)

The mass ratio product = 2.118 , 1.544 = 3.270 (3)

where Mi is the initial mass, which includes the mass of the expended fuel,
and Mf is the final mass.

At present, the upper stage vehicles used for this purpose are expendable
(see fig. 1(a)). This is becoming expensive because of (1) the cost of manu-
facturing and testing, and (2) relatively high insurance premiums because of
low reliability. By making the upper-stage vehicle reusable, one could elimi-
nate both these problems and achieve a considerable comercial advantage. Such
a conceptual vehicle, operating solely on rocket engines for producing WV's,
as depicted in figure 1(b), is referred to as orbital transfer vehicle (OTV).3

The OTVs suffer from one serious handicap, however. After delivering the pay-
load to the GEO, the OTV must now expend the mass ratio of 3.270, in order to
descend to the LEO. This mass ratio requireaent greatly r'educes the true pay-
load capacity of the OTV.

The idea of aeroassisted orbital trasfer vehicle (AOTV) was Initiated to
alleviate this difficulty. 4*5  An AOTV would be equipped wtth an aerodynamic
surface that would produce drag (and soce lk.t, If possible) and withstand
whatever heat to which it would be exposed. On return from the GEO, the AOTV
would dive Into Earth's atmosphere and skip out of it as shown 3chematically in
figure 1(c). In doing so, the vehicle would be decelerated by drag, an opera-
tion referred to aa aerobraking. A =all course adjustment would be necessary
after the vehicle skipped out of the atmosphere, but it could be accomplishod
by %sing only a very small amount of fuel. By this operation, the mass ratio
required for the return trip is reduced from 3.27 to about 1.55, an Advantage
of a factor greater than 2. We can call thi-s class of AOTV low-lift AOTVs or
aerobraking AOTVa.
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An OTV and AOTV have three different applications: (I) delivery of
payloads from LEO to GEO, (2) retrieval of payloads from GEO to LEO, and
(3) excursions to CEO in which no transfer of payload takes place. By
adding and multiplying the numbers given in equations (1) to (3), one obtains
the payload capacities for these three functions, as shown in table 1. As
shown in the table, an AOTV can improve the payload capacity considerably over
that of an OTV The maximum mass of the AOTV at the time of atmospheric entry
is of the order of 10,000 kg. Detailed calculations of this type have been
carried out by various authors in recent years and are available in the open
literature.6- 2

Another reason for proposing an AOTV is for changing orbital inclina-
tion angle with respect to the equator. 4 ,5 For instance, for a satellite
in an equatoriai orbit at the altitude of 150 km with a circular velocity
of 7,768 m/sec to change to a polar orbit, the required AV is
1.4142 x 7,768 = 10,986 m/sec. If this AV is achieved entirely by burning
rocket fuel, the required mass ratio is 22.60. If the vehicle is to return
from the polar orbit back to the equatorial orbit, the required mass ratio is
22.60 x 22.60 = 605.4. Such a large mass ratio requirement could be reduced if
the vehicle could utilize aerodynamic lift. Assuming that the vehicle had an
aerodynamic lifting surface, it could dive knto the atmosphere with an expendi-
ture of" a s3mall amuunt of fuel,. The vehicle would fly in a highly banked atti-
tude so as to produce a large sidewise force. This operation is referred to as
aeromaneuvering. I For this type of vehicle, a large L/D is preferred, and it
can be designated a high-lift AOTV, or an aeromaneuvering AOTVV3

Unlike the acrobraking AOTV, the benefits of an aeromaneuvering AOTV are
not easy to predict for missions .nvolving large orbital-plane-angle changes
because there are too many arbitrary parameters that affect the load Oalcu-
lation (littlo suct information appears in the open literature).,'B,9 Hence,
no atteVt, will be made here to assess the benefts of the high-lift AOTV for

this kind of applicatioo. ýInoe there is no reason for the AOTVs to land on
the ground, the most economic way of pperating thee would be to base them Wn
space--on the p,-oposd Space Station. or on Some si3i lar space structure.

FL I GT RZGIM S

Ote of the most criticsl components of the AOTV ls the aerodynamic 3urfaae
(the ae.obrake for the low.lift AOTV or the lift-ing surtaee ,'or the high-lift
AOTV). The- aerodyniuie surface 4ill be subject to heat transfer from the hot

shokk layer flow around it. Such a sur*fAce ost not only withstand the hear
but be chemically utnsffected by .towie oxygen that exists In the shook-laver
flo,. Presently, suoh uaterikls are used on the Space Shuttle Orciter. 15'

These materials oan withstand heat-tramsfer rates of the order of 200 lw1,2,

For this review, therefore, It will be assuomd that the tolerable iteat-tran-fer
rate is 200 kU/r 2 .

In order to roughly define the regime of ftight of the AOT~s, .e w0l1
assume the AOTV to be a sphere. Equations •Cf motion of such a body Ere vell
known.17 We will assume that the AOTV Is returning frvx the GEO, arnd tnat its
mass is 10,000 kL, a typical maximum value seen iW table 1. After the vehicle
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skips out of the atmosphere, we will assume that its new apogee will be 200 km
above the ground. As a trial value, we will assume the radius of the sphere to
be 10 m. The convective heat-transfer rate to the stagnation point of such a
vehicle can be calculated easily using an existing technique.1 Figure 2
shows the results of the calculation. As seen here, this vehicle approximately
satisfies the maximum allowed heat-transfer limit of 200 kW/m 2 . Its perigee is
approximately 80 km. For an AOTV, there exists an implicit relationship
between the flight density and the nose radius imposed by the fact that the
velocity decrement through the aerobraking flight be the desired value.18 This
leads to

qc : const x V3 ' 15 R-1" 5

This shows that the convective heat-transier rate is relatively sen3itive to
the choice of nose radius. Conversely, the flight density is also sensitively
affected by the nose ,adius. The flight regimes are, therefore, fairly nar-
rowly defined. The flight regimes are shown in table 2 at the perigee for an
aerobraking AOTV with zero lift. More detailed analyses of the trajectories
and the associated flight regime parameters have been performed analytically. 19

CHEMICAL KINETICS AND RADIATIVE HEAT-TRANSFER RATES

The shock standoff distance for a sphere is a function of the density
ratio across the normal shoc1: wave, or, equivalently, a function of the effec-
tive specific heat ratio (see, e.g., ref. 20) which is determined by the chemi-
cal state in the shock layer. Because an AOTV flies through a low density

regime, the flow in the shock layer is most likely in the state of chemical
relaxation. There is one well-known standardized computer pro ram that com-
putes chemical reactions for a one-dimensional inviscid flow. Unfortunately,
such existing programs assume that all internal modes of energy (rocation,
vibration, electronic excitation, and electron translational) are in equl-
librium with the translational mode of the heavy particles. It is well known
that rotational temperature equilibrates with translational temperature very
quickly. 2 2 Vibrational excitation is somewhat slower, but in the environments
encountered in past space missions, it was usually faster than the rates of
dissociation. 2 3 For the AOTV, however, the translational tmr.perature behind
the shock is over 40,000 K. Here, vibrational relaxation and dissociation are
likely to proceed simultaneously.

It, is known also that electron kinetic temperature interacts strongly with
the vibrational modes of a molecule.24 The equilibration between the electron
translational temperature and heavy-particle translaticnal temperature is slow
because of the large wass disparity between them.2 5 , 26 This causes the elec-
tron translational temperature to deviate from the heavy-partiole transla-
tional temperature. Recent studies show that the low electronic states of
atoms and molecules are easily excited to their Boltzmann values on impact by
electrons. 25 As a result, for the purpose of approximately determining t)'•
total energy contents in the electronic excitation mode, one may assume the
electronic excitation temperature to be the same as the electron translational
temperature,
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For these reasons, the chemical reactions in the shook layer over an
aerobi'aked AOTV requires, in general, the recognition of three different
temperatures: heavy-particle translational and ro ational, vibrational, and
electronic excitation and electron translational. 2 If the flow conditions
were such that the interaction between the electron translational energy and
vibrational excitation is allowed to proceed frequently, then one could further
assume that the vibrational temperature and the electron-electronic temperature
are the same, leading to a two-temperature situation. 2 7 - 2 9

To compute the reacting flows under this two- or three-temperature envi-
ronment, reaction rate coefficients must be expressed in terms of these differ-
ent temperatures. At present, very little is known of this multitemperature
description of rate coefficients, although work is in progress in an effort to
understand the phenomena.30

This problem can be approached from a purely experimental viewpoint.
Unfortunately, however, even the experimental data are contradicting and
confusing. Beginning in the late 1950s aud continuing until about 1970,
shock tubes were operated to observe the flow behavior behind strong shock
waves. 3 1 , 3 2 Shock velocities in excess of 10 km/sec have been generated in
such facilities. The free-stream densities in such tests were, however, typi-
cally 5 to 10 times higher than those given in table 2. In all such tests, it
was found that the tddiation intensity was zero at the shock wave, rosq to a
peak, and decayed and approached a plateau. The distance to the peak, the
distance to the equilibration p-.int, and the peak intensity value have been
measured over a wide range of conditions.

The peak intensity was seen to be between about 2 and 15 times stronger
than the plateau values, depending on the wavelength. 3 1 This phenomenon became

known as nonequilibrium overshoot, or nonequilibrium enhancement, of radia-
tion. These quantities were found to approximately obey the so-called binary
scaling law.3 ,32 That Is, the distances were inversely proportional to the
gas density, and tht intensity was proportional to density. As a result, the

radiation integrated over the distance became approximately independent of the
flow density.

Until recently, there has not been any serious effort to quantitatively
explain t'%e observed data. Most recently, an effort was made to understand the
observed phenomena, using the best available computing techniques, To do so,
however, the form of dependence of' various reaction rates on vibrational and
electron-electroi~ic temperatures had to be assumed,26 The results of such

calculations are given in reference 28. Reference 28 shows that we are not yet
able to quantitatively explain the observed nonequilibrium radiation enhance-
went phenomenon.

In addition to the shock-tube experiments, flight experimentq were con-
ducted in the early years to investigate the chemical kinetic behavior in the
shook layer over a reentey vehicle. Those flight-test projects are named Fire
(:tefs. 33,34), Apollo (ref. 35), PAET (Planetary Atmospherl.k Experiment Test)
(ref. 36), and RAM (Radio Attenuation Heasurement)-C (refs. 37-41), In both
the Fire and Apollo experiments, the total radiation power incident on the
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stagnation region was measured, using several different instruments. In the
PAET experiment, a multiple of narrowband monochromators were installed to
measure the radiation incident on the stagnation region. In RAM-C test, micro-
wave experiments (attenuation, reflection, and phase shift) were conducted to
determine the behavior of electrons in the shock layer.

However, the results of these flight tests did not lead to any definite
explanation or conclusion. In the case of Fire and Apollo, the radiative
heat-transfer rates measured near an altitude of 80 km were much lower than
those deduced from the shock-tube experiments. This observed phenomenon
prompted a hypothesis known as "ccllision-limiting," 3 3 - 3 5 that is, that there
are not enough collisions to maintain the population of the highly excited
states at low densities. This explanation was accepted in the days of Apollo
and was used in the design of" Apollo missions. In retrospect, however, this
"collision-limiting" theory is flawed. The concept is based on the assumption
that the excitation of atoms and molecules occurred mostly through collisions
of atoms and molecules. In recent years, it became known that electrons are
many orders of magnitude more efficient in electronically and vibrationally
exciting atoms and molecules. 2 5 Using the available data on electron-impact
excitation rates, one finds that the collision-limiting phenouenon occurs at
altitudes of about 100 km (see ref. 25), instead of 80 km.

An alternative explanation of the observed low radiation intensity in Fire
and Apollo is the effect of boundary-layer growth, which is known as the "trun-
cation" hypothesis. 3 1 According to this hypothesis, the profile of electron
temperature may develop a thick, cool boundary layer near the wall owing to the
high thermal conductivity of the electron gas. The electron temperature bound-
ary layer may have grown so thick that it may extend almost to the shock wave,
thereby preventing the occurrence of nonequilibrium overshoot in electron and
vibrational temperatures. That is, the rise in radiation intensity is "trun-
cated" by the cool, electron boundary layer.

The PAET experiment36 confirmed that the observed rndiation at a
selected wavelength (390 nm) was higher than the equilibrium value. Unfor-
tunately, however, the experiment did not measure the global (integrated
over the entire wavelength range) radiation. Also, the flight speed was
considerably lower than that of AOTV. Analysis is in progress to explain
quantitatively the values obtained in the PAET test, and has met with partial
success.

The results of the RAM-C test have been analyzed by several investi-
gators. 3 7=' 1 Each investigator was able to explain a portion of the data
produced. However, there is no unifying analysis that explains all aspects
of the data.

These uncertainties about chemical kinetics have a serious implication for
the design of an aerobraked AOTV. Presently, the radiative heat-transfer rate
qr is uncertain to within the range

4O s qr s 400 k/m 2
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A computer program named HF730 was written in 1969 that allows diff rences
among translational, rotational, vibrational, and electron temperatures.

However, this program assumed a Boltzmann distribution of internal states at
these given temperatures. In the nonequilibrium flow under consideration, the
internal state populations are governed not by the Boltzmann relation but by
one known as the "quasi-steady-state" relationship, which states that the sum
of all electronic transitions into a state is approximately equal to the sum of
all transitions going out of the state. 2 5 A new computer program named NEQAIR
(ref. 25) has been written by incorporating this principle into the HF730 pro-
gram. The NEQAIR program requires a large set of excitation rate-coefficient
values, only some of which are presently available; however, work is in prog-
ress in all these areas.

STABILITY, GUIDANCE, AND CONTROL

The velocity and flight angle at the time of atmospheric entry of an AOTV
can be different from the planned values because of errors in the operation of
the main rocket engines, both in thrust and in direction. In order to correct
for any such errors, the vehicle must be maneuvered while in th. atmosphere.
Also, it became known in recent years that the density of the atmosphere in the
altitudes of inter(st can vary over a wide range. 17 '4 An aerobraking AOTV
must maneuver to fly through the desired densities. For these reasons, an AOTV
requires a small amount of lift.

To provide a finite lift and be stable is not so easy fc:' an AOTV, because
the center of gravity (e.g.) will vary widely depending on the mission and on
the amount of fuel remaining in the tanks. The 4.g. variation will affect the
pitching stability parameter most severely. The primary consideration in the
design of an aerobraked AOTV is to have an acceptable pitching stability at all
possible e.g. locations at the highest allowed angle of attack. The roll angle
will be controllec by the use of small rocket engines known as reaction control
system (RCS) engines, The effective average angle of attack and L/D can be
lowered by alternating the bank angle between a positive and a negative value.
A course change can be accomplished also by maintaining a fixed bank angle. In
this way, the vehicle has a two-parameter control in its maneuvering.

How an aerobraked AOTV car, negotiate an atmosphere with greatly varying
density is yet to be determined,17 It would be highly desirable to know the
density distribution býore the .itmospherio flight, and that possibility is
presently under study. A multiple atmospheric pass is suggested as one way
of reducing the effect of density uncertai'nty.7,8,11

EXAMPLES OF PROPOSED DESIGNS

Ballute

In this design, the aerobrake consists of a balloon-like elastic gas bag,
inflated to the shape of a blunt body. Its size will be vartud by controlling
the pressure inside the gas bag. 5  The main advantage of this design is that
it could be the lighteat and cheapest to make of all the options.
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There are, however, two potential problems with the ballute. The first is
that the variation of drag coefficient produces only one-degree-of-freedom
control. The second possible problem concerns the question of static stability
when the ballute is deformed as a result of an asymmetric external pressure
distribution. No study has yet been made of the aerodynamic characteristics of
a ballute that is only partially inflated and that is set at a finite angle of
attack. Common sense would predict that the windward side would depress inward
owing to the increased shock-layer pressure there, while the lee would bulge
out because of the decreased pressure there. This will tend to produce a
moment that will increase the angle of attack, leading to a static instabil-
ity. To avoid the occurrence of such static instability, the location of the
e.g. may have to be compromised.

Conical Lifting Brake

In this concept, the aerobraW9 consists of a sphere-cone, which resembles
spacecraft of past NaSA missions." The configuration currently favored uses a
700 cone with the sphere radius equal to the frustum radius. The 700 cone was
selected because it showed the largest range of allowable c.g. locations.47
The stress on the components occurs only in one direction: the direction of
rocket thrust and the direction of the aerodynamic drag coincide approximately.
The main potential problem of this design concerns the yet unknown phenomenon
which somehow increases both pressu 49 and heat-transfer rates in the base
region at a finite angle of attack.

Raked Cone

The raked cone is an ellipsoidal body truncated strongly asymmetrically.12
The fuel tanks are split into two (or more) parts and are placed far apart. By
controlling the relative amounts of fuel in each tank, the vehicle could adjust
its trim angle of attack. The thrust line of the main engines is nearly perpen-
dicular to the direotior of flight. Its optimum L/D is about 0.3, the highest
of all existing designs. The high L/D makes it possible to fly at the highest
negative LID, thereby at altitudes substantially higher than 80 km.

There are two probiems associated with the raked cone. The first is the
difficulty in placing the e.g. on the thrust line of the main rocket engines;
depending on the mass and dimensions of the payload and the amount of fuel
remaining in the tanks, the e.g. point may vary over a wide range. The second
problem is that the structures must withstand stresses in two directions: the
direction of the thrust line when the engines are firing, and the direction of
"flight dur'ng atmospheric deceleration.

FLU:D KECHARICS OF BASE FLOW

In both the conical lifting brake and the raked cone, the payload
-way have to be carried in the base region to form a protruding afterbody.
Convective and radiative heat-transfer rates to the base region of a reentry
vehicle have been studied over the years. 4 9 - 5 2  It is known that both convec-
tive and radiative heat-transfer rates increase with base pressure. In most
past reentry vehicles, the base pressure was quite small, that is, of the order
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of 1% of that of the front stagnation point value. 5 2 As a result, the base
heat-transfer rates were also usually very small. One cannot necessarily
expect this to be the case for an AOTV. The experimgntal data taken in a
hypersonic wind tunnel with a conical lifting braked show that both pressure
and convective heat-transfer rates can be very high over certain portions of
the afterbody when the vehicle is at a finite angle of attack.

In order to understand the nature of the flow in the base of a conical
lifting brake, an effort is presently being made to study the phenomenon in a
different type of facility. At Ames Research Center, scale models of such
vehicles are flown in a hypersonic, free-flight range, and shadowgraph pictures
are taken of the flow field around the flying models. The results are being
analyzed with the help of computational fluid dynamics. 5 3 A significant dif-
ference is appearing between the base flow field of this type of AOTV and that
without a protruding afterbody. 5 4 The computed flow field shows that there are
two recirculating regions in the flow rather than one: one between the aero-
brake and the afterbody, and the other behind the afterbody. The first recir-
culating region resembles a two-dimensional separated flow produced by a back-
ward-facing step, 5 3 ,54 and the second is an axisymmetric base flow. It is
known that the two-dimensional separated flow over a backward-facing step pro-
duces a recirculating region pressure which is substantially higher than in the
base of an axisymmetric body without protruding afterbody. 5 2,54 Thus, one sees
a possibility of relatively high base pressure for the AOTV, which may cause
high convective and radiative heat-transfer rates.

CONCLUSIONS

Aeroassisted orbital transfer vehicles are useful for two purposes: they
can carry satellite payloads between GEOs and the Space Station, and between
near-equatorial orbits and near-polar orbits on a reusable basis. Because of
its reusability, high reliability resulting from the reusability, and substitu-
tion of aerodynamic forces for a rocket engine burn, the AOTVs can introduce a
substantial advantage in commercial utilization of space. The flight regimes
of the vehicle are defined relatively narrowly from the various practical con-
straints; the regimes are such that nonequilibrium vibrational excitation,
dissociation, and ionization will proceed simultaneously in the shoo layer
over the vehicle. Present understanding of these chemical kinetic phenomena is
poor. The requirement that these vehicles may have to carry their cargo in the
base region, as a protruding afterbody, introduces a unique fluid-mechanical
problem of base flow.
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TABLE 1.- PAYLOAD AND MASSES OF THE UPPER STAGE VEHICLE, IN kg, UNDER THE
MOST IDEAL CONDITIONS, STANRTING 1FROM AN EGUATCRIAL LOW-EARTH-ORBIT AT
150 kmn, WITH A ROCKET U:NGINE WITV A STECI!C IMPULS OF 3¶O sec

Space Shuttle upper stage Ariane

Mass at takeoff from LEO assumed 30,000 4,500

Type Expendable OTV AOTV Expendable

Mass of hardware assumed 2,000 2,000 3,000 300

Delivery to GEO Payload 7,174 2,634 4,542 1,442
Reentry mass 0 2,000 3,000 0 q

Retrieval from GEO Payload 0 1,160 8,349 0
Reentry mass 0 3,160 11,349 0

Excursion to GEO Payload 0 806 2,942 0

Reentry mass 0 2,806 5,942 0

TABLE 2.- TYPICAL PERIGEE CONDITIONS FOR AEROBRAKED AOTV

Altitude, kI ........................ .................. 8 0

Convective heat-transfer rate q., kW/m2 ... . . . . . . . . . . 200
Density P, kg/M ....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 10 5
Mean tree path x, m .............................. 

4 10"3

Nose radius R, m ...................................... 10
Reynolds number, aVR/u ........................... 1.50!05
Stagnation pressure ps' atm ...................... 0.015
Velocity, V, e ............................... .
Viscosity v, kg/(m.seo) .................... 1.2 10
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SHOCK WAVE FOCUSING PHENO A

H. Gr6nig
Stoawellenlabor, Institut f. Luft- u. Raumfahrt, RWTH Aachen,

W. Gernuny

The focusing of chock and blast waves is of interest in a
variety of fields. Well-known examples are the wave systems
of manoeuvring supersonic aircrafts. Sock waves with non-
planar fronts occur when plane waves travel through inhomo-
geneous media or by reflection on curved boundaries. Weak
waves with concave fronts couverge to focal points or cau-
stics. In stronger waves nonlinear effects become important
leading to Mach reflections. Usually regions of idigh energy
density are produced by the focused waves. These have been
used e.g. to initiate detonations, to produce very strong
shock waves and rare reaction prodhicts. In a recent applica-
tion the focusing of underwater blast waves has been used
for fracturing of kidney and gall stones.
The studies presented in this review comoentrate on the fo-
cusing of weak shock waves reflected on curved boundaries.
The random-choice-method has beeri applied to different tw--
dimensional cases veith good agreement in ox~th, the location
of the gas dynamic focus and the pressure amplitude. Fo-
cusing of blast waves produced by si ,t-duration sparks af-
ter reflections un ellipsoid. il air and water have also
been studied experimentally arxI numerically. Using a ruy-
laa.ý-rrroboscope together with a shadowgraph technique and
a rating mirror camera cylindrica' c-onvorging shock waves
in a Kantrow. tz-type ahock tube ha', been produced. Oonver-
ging lore-3itudinal waves ix hscite plates are observed by
time-resolved nterferiometr,, and coiyoared wvth several tz-
-ical methods; there is eviAeý of Hach-,. -flixtion in PMMA.

It is well known thav non-planor shoak waves haiarv' a concave froot in tlh
propagation direction, converse with a subsequewn pros• tion of high valbes of
the state variablev in u.vne regioa. This sort of shoc foeusing has bmi de-
monstrated by Perry and Iltantrowit- more thn thirty yea ago by s spc-

tacular achlL,ýen photogr"phm obtained in a iawl s.ývx tube devicv where it
was possible to produce cyi -,Jiral converting shock waves Theooreticlly the
prnblem ef cylindrical a'c, spherical 2 converging uhock waves of infinite
strength has teen dealt with ý.,y Q ierley more than forty years ago. A cx.nside-
table numrer of p&Wro h•a bom ptlisihed sinc- then on difternt problems v-
garding focusing waves, both experimentally and th-oretietaly, so that it is
har4'y posvible to wrstion mix-t of thei; 80,7• of t4z which am mainly am
closely c ta1d to our ,wn work will be cited

Hemispherical convergir I sirong sOck raves have been gen.rated in a stpeial
exploaion chamber by % ass and Shama to -,'du.ce cioimd and neutro. mi
experimental and theor,-ctijl study en Lhe 1.-aviour of the medium ixex" •oI
has been performed by Saito for the experimental ýetup ju-w. sentioned. Variauw
kinds of exploa!ions an detonation waves have bLen foiused; one of t. is
uhown in Fig. )* it is the detxmation Ohamber itxsed and teste4 by rerza.
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-L Fig. 1:
I Schematic diagram of the

detw.nt io caner of
Terao

Hlere the detonation is initiatec! in a tube; the detonatio>n wave then axpimts as
a cylindirical outgoingq wave and, after turning through a passage of numerous
holes, it is focused by conical or spberical walls to the. center of the cham-
ber. Experimental studies on the stab~lity of cunverginto cylindrical sho-*
WIWI@ have been performed by Wu et al 0. Ank exteysiorn of Perry's and Kantro,-
witd work has been presented by Takayama et al. recently, re.garding also the
stabili"ty of cylind~rical oonwerging shock waves. In thins vuork the shock- wave is
guided by a snmoth tranisition tir xngh the annular part of the shock tube, unt il
it reaches the cylindrical 7gap where it is focused. Bly using holographic inter-
ferometry Takayer-a et al. have succeeded in st'4ying the details of the- fo-
cue ing process.CWr own studlies have- been concentrated on several ge~ometrijes-
first: fccusxr/q on ellipsoidal ref lectors, secondly: plane two-dimensic:'al and
rotation~ll ymti reflectors similar to the experiments of Sturtevant and
Kulkarnw', and thirdly focusing of cAinrica! shock waves by roesins of a geolne-
try essentially similar also tW Perry and tKantrowita'. As media gases Wnd wa-
ter, but also hcite plates have bee-n used.
T'he experimental results have bee~n compa'_,ed mainly w~ith nlufleriala calculotions
using the raaimcxtwcwce-metlal (RCM) ecoerMby .Slass in itiin iNul Vielle I
iRemorial [a-,ture four ycurs ago on this Syqusixum. Sttxhes of oot! f blast

wavezs in air from an ellipwsoidal reiflector wnny carrie out by TiolI wuing for

Davies am Guy .hit View of the rvecent afl icatuvion of u-derwater tabock waves
to fracture kidney ato U theadse ttxhes navek b-een eXtended to. axially syttxwetric
experi ments by Hol ler I f~. e~xjr.Ument% uAve been cocnp red with mr)iic4 Ia
calculati~ons of 01 ivieAý4 anlyiNg thW WN 41als to the- focusing of weak- tinir-
water sdntk waves.
In the cawe of the focusing ofeylirvfrical sheck waves 3 ccisparran in osnnble
withi Takayaan's previous work *an additionn opruenn work which wtau c-r-
t ied coit cloe coration with Tacayawta at Aaeben ax4 a very recenit study
by Eloine using a ochlierco sytsto, 4nd a n-Isrtrac'emakiw it
posuible to jnhduke #ories of jtotograjts o iw ew+ e rent 4a frther titu-

4y fccuell? af weak cttswn-oslon wvave in lueite plat'en has be"I Ivr(ormed by
honckeols usuinq the ref lected shock ýntvs~ at the end wallI to initLiate the
pulse; tim, resolved Annrdt'ram alt hwlowqraiv' wem. corniarom! with rwiultN
of sever,!l calculation mothi)ds. To inrxtAŽ Loe anjiaitte of thiew waves stal I
pelleots of exploaivet havw betm WA ied reinal log the oetAirrences- of fla' if iec -
tion in S*U4% in the arxarse of f be interaction of two r' 1 todrckie wart both
generated at the uaAe tawe.

I. l-WaUaigq by ctNaNOe ref ILotOYS

in the *tnWiie perfonvmt tzy W1llO eialweoidaI ref letonar .vre %Lw- A iscAi
blast wris pattted by a fast capaitor thachnrgo aocrcn a spak k.. exrated
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in the far focus of the ellipsoid. Figure 2 shows the principal experimental
setup. The electrodes of the spa•-k gap are embedded in a flat plate to produce
an undisturbed hemispherical blast wave. This wave an ellipsoidal

ShM¢ Focusing
8i.meniofls i. am,

, rttctr ... ig. 2:
Shock 'Experimental setup for

ShockR.,CtSd foc'using of weak blast

"waves (B01110).

"Inostor'

700

reflector with axial symmetry and, after reflection, the wave front is conver-
ging to the second focus. The fronts were photographed by means of a single
shot spark schlieren s-ptem; pressure histories were recorded by Kistler pres-
sure gauges. Figure 3 shows series of schlieren photographs; in Fig. 3a the
wave has acoustic strength (M = 1.0068), and the focusing occurs according to
geometrical acoustics. The field of view is 178 mm in diameter, and the waves
are moving from left to right. MO is the Mach number immediately after ref lec-
tion. When the center part of the wave reaheis the focal region it steepens up
and acceleratrs. Thereby a Mach stem is formed and further focusing is preven-
ted. Surprisingly, this Mach stem shrinks beyond the focus, and finally the
wave leaves the focal region crossed and folded as predicted by geometrical
acoustics. If the plane of symmetry is considered as an ideal reflecting wall
the 1wpole procesp corresponds to a transition from Mach to regular reflec-
tion . Figure 3b shows the focusing fol a moderately weak wave. The height of
each photograph corresponds to 67 mm. Here a deeper reflector (80 mm in diame-
ter) is used located 80 mm closer to the spark gap. bo wave crossing is ob-
served here beyund the focus but the Mach stem length is continutsly increa-
sing. The geometry corresponds more to Whitham's chock dynamics ; the Mach
stc-14, however, is not bent convex as predicted by shock dynamicsi but straight
as isually observed. 'here is a transition Mach number that separates these two
fundamental cases. Depending on the converjence ratio d/f of the reflector it
is found to lie be tween 1.05 and 1.10 in agreement with the value determined by
Sturtevant and Kulkany . The location of the wave fronts and the pressures on
different positions on the axis of synmmetr have been calculateC by a time
stepping scheme proposed by Davies and Zuy and Fong and Ahlborn19 whivh is
based on the CfW theory. The wave front (its upper half only) is divided up
into 100 straight elements for each of which the nurmal shock relations
hold. The variations (f the raý tube areas are taken into account by Chisrell's
channel formula". The remalts of these calculations are compared with presaure
measurements on the axis in Fig. 4. Here the pressure amplification of the
shock jump on the axis of symmetry referred to the pressure jump on the ref loe-
tor surface is plotted with respect to the distance x from tie reflector apex
normalized with it . focal length f. For moderately weak blast waves the pres-
ti.e at focus is oveiestimated as the calculation does not allow for the re-

flected branches of the Mach reflection and the expanuion waves behind the

Photographs ase arranged following the references
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shock front. Consequently the central part of the wave accelerates too much and
overshoots beyond the focus just as Whitham has predicted. Figure 5 shows the
uper halves of the calculated and observed wave patterns at succesive times.
Near the focus and in the outermost parts deviations from the experimentally
observed wave positions may be noted, the reason being the same as just given
above.

oif ST-" ty ( .t2| 1_

t@ U33 Fig. 4: Focusing of moderately weakA -• - waves; measured and calculated pressure
amplification of the shock jtwp on the
a xis.
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Lecaube of tue iifficrnlties o00rrxng near the focal region when aplAyingj th
meW tthod, .wo-dimenaional RCM was applied to the caNs of plwie and axially

symmetrical parabolic reflectors fov plane incident wavea and to ellipsoidal
reflectors for poirt explosions originating in either one of the both focal
point%. The basic eciaticow for unsteady two-dimenaional plane or axially sym-
metrieal inviedd wticAon of a non-heat rKIdzting co~ressible fluid are

olvvd nuterically ualng the triethod of Glimmm and lvrin- . The "C? is easen-
tially an explicit =r s! ochoe that repaeteily solve a one-dimnsonal
Riemann or alock tube problem betjffn grid pointB to obtain th wlution at the
next time lewl (Igra & Gottlieb ). 1br the numerical solution of the two-
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dimensional hompeous equations the operator-splittinj t ique introduced
to the RCM by Sod'" is also used ii the study of OlivierS"'•. Special atten-
tion has been given by Olivier to the influence of the random number generator
and of the passive velocities. Random-number generators, which yield smooth
solutions in one-dimensional cases, may exhibit large fluctuations especially
near boundaries in two-dimensional problems. The handling of the passive velo-cities has also an influene on the solution: they mN be regarded as passive
scalars (Chorin22, Colelia ) or as constantt: (Olivier"). By using mean values
of the passive velocities a certain smoothing is achieved without affecting the
steepness and amplitude of the focal pressure signature for weak shock waves.
As a test for the numerical calculations the -Amk tube experiments of Sturte-
vant and Kulkarny are used for comparison. They measured the pressure history
in the focal region of a parabolic cylinder with its axis of symmetry coin-
ciding with the shock tube axis. Figure 6 shows the comparison between the
experimentally obtained pressure history as a solid line and the result of the
corresponding RCM calculation. The time scale is 50 Us /div and the vertical

ma Fig. 6: -Cwar-son between W414

I X- and experiment .

__ - ...- --f - -

scale 0.4 bar/div. Location 2 refers to a spet very close to the geometrical
focus; initial shock Mach number is 1.1, D)ie ¶to the steep pressure rise which
cannot be resolved from the printed oscillograis the maximum meased presmure
has been obtained from Fig. 9 of Sturtevant's and Kulkarny's papert showing the
maximum pressures duiring the focusing process. Maximum calculated and measured
pressure are indicated by arrows.
Ver" recently the same problem was treated by Saito et al.2 7 and Nishida et
al." a~plying, however, in their rnumeriml caloolation the piecewise-linear-
method (LM24) proposed by Colella and Glaz Iu c ,• the smoothing by interpola-
tion, the finite difference calculation and adiWtional dissipative terms the
flow field is free from oacillations anm flsutuatiomns The. location of the fo-
cus is also 6n very good agrete'At with the experimental results of Stur'vant
and Kulkarny . In Fig. 7 two pressure fielda calculated by Aishida et, al. are
shown at two suxresaive instants of time. After ahock reflection at the parabo-

fig. 7; Presoure
fields of conver-
ging shock wave,V 1.13 2

tet t- .

- I m'-0 • , , • 8 8
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i ic surface two pressure peaks appear in the reflected front close to the trip-
le points where the converging center of the reflected wave meets the reflected
waves frvm the corners. This conclusion is cgfirmed by the RCM calculations of
Olivier'" and the discussion of Sturtevant- . Also generally the gasdynamic
focus is found to lie inside the geometric focal distance, alproaching the geo-
metric focus as the strength of the incident shock becomes weak. With decrea-
sing depth of the reflector the gasdyramic focus again leaves the geometric one
in the direction of the reflector. The PLM has been also very recently applied
by Takayama'u in calculating isopycnics of the shock reflection at a plane cir-
cular reflector and of the subsequent focusing process in order to compare them
with infinite fringe holographic interferograms.

2.2 Medium Water

With the application of focused underwater shock waves for fracturing kidney
and ga) 1 stones expet .mental and numerical studies of focusing of waves in wa-
ter have been of great interest worldwide. One the of first papers on quantita-
tive me Vurements of shock focusing by ellipsoidal reflectors is that of
Takayama et al. presented at the last Shock Wave Symposium. To initiate the
shock waves they use lead azide pellets with laser ignition. By means of a
double exposure holographic interferometer it has been possible to deduce the
pressure distribution in the flow field. 'Comparison has been made with the one-
dimensional RCM for calculating the radial pressure field of the micro-explo-
s.ons.
Our own experiments are performed in a water basin where the shock wave is
initiated by a shgot-duration underwater spark in a similar setup as with
Holl's experiments" in air. After reflection of the wave at an ellipsoidal
reflector the wave is focused in the focal point closer to the reflector. The
pressure field is studied by means of pressure gauges having an upper frequency
of about 10 MHz and a spatial resoli4tion of about half a millimeter, they have
been developed by Miller and Platte".
The two-dimensional RCM was also applied by Olivier2 5 to the focusing problem
by ellipsoids taking both,the closer and farther focus as origin of tte wave.
For not too extended ellipsoids the numerical results 3re in goo4c2 ualitative
agreement with the experiments, both those by TakayamaJ and our's4

3. Fo irv, of cylindrical waves in air

In the study described in thi. section a similar setup has been used as des-
cribed by Perry and Kantrowitz . The experimental arrangement is shown in Fig.
8. The shock tube has an inner diameter of 300 mm and a 1:10 cone is mounted
inside leaving an annular ring 50 mm wide close to the end wall. The gap be-
tween the bottom of the cone and ,,w end wall has a width of 10 mm. Shadow-
grapls have been taken by Kleine" using a ruby-laser-stroboasce and a high-
speed rotating-mirror camera which allow to take photos with time intervals
from 2.5 up to 3.5 us. Thu it is possible to vigualize the whole time history
of a cylindrical shock wave being focused ii a single experiment. Expeximents
have been performed coverixg a Mach number range of Mo - 1.1 up to 2.1 with
nitrogen as driven and helium as driver gas. The slender Lvne cuts out an annu-
lar shock wave which is bend 900 degrees at the sharp edge of the oone but is
also reflected a few tens of microseconds later forming almost a new cylindri-
cal shock tube. the reflected region being the new driver.
In Fig. 9 series of shadowgraphs are shown for an initial shock of Mach
number M - 1.3 and 2.1 , rie.. Obviously an initial asymmetry of the conver-
ging aho& is greater with the higher Mach number. Behind the incident ahock a
number of waves may Ie seen originating from multiple reflectious and diffrac-
tion during the shock formin pxwe At the lower Mach number of No 1.3 the
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field of view. This vortex ring breaks down rather soon.
All the shocks being observed in these experiments tend to approach a somewhat
curved triangular shape which is believed to be due to the design of the sup-
porting system of the cone.

- faa

Fig. 8: Experimental setup for time resolved shadowgraphs of converging
cylindrical slocks.

The cone is mounted by three pairs of struts at equi-angles of 120°.The two
marks are 100 mm apart. At small shock diameters of about 5 mm the shortcomings
of the shadow method are obvious; due to the large density gradients nearly all
of the incident light is deflected leaving the center almost dark. Thus the
process of actual shock focusing and instability cannot be observed in detail
that way. A rather strong and 'long-living' vortex at the center of implosion
indicates the final instability of the converging wave.
Picture series taken at the mAximum frequency possible with this continuously
writing rotating mirror camera (400 kHz) indicate that tIe actual focusing pro-
cess takes place within a space of nanosecoins (Fig. 10 ). Mean velocities of
the shock wave were measured and plotted in Pig. 11 in comparison with analyti-
"cal approaches, the reference point for both, the Guderley and CCW curve, being
the experimental point closest to the center. The quite large discrepancies far
from center are believed to be due J the multiple reflections after the ben-
ding of the incident shock. Olivierd! compared the results with a one-dimeni-
onal RCM calculation and found almost complete agreement with Goderley for the
higher Mach number. Pressure meams _nents were also performed close to the cen-
ter. Agreement exists between the measured pressure history and that obtained
by integrating the numerically calculated one over the pressure sensitive sur-
face of 3.2 mm in diameter for the i~ed Kistler gauge as shown in Fig. 12.
In previous studies Takayama et al. used an almost similar shock tube, how-
ever, with a smooth bending section for the Whock and a different number of
"struts to w4Vort the cone. He obtained a umuber of infinite fringe holographic
interfprogrami which clearly revealed an instability mode of four as shown in
Fig.13 for Mo- 1.1. Recently by the cooperation of Prof. Takayaua we were
able to set up at the Sto&eellenlalor a system for interferometric holography
which is shown in Fig. 14. Figure 15 shows an interferogram comiparable to that

,:,.. .;,j
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of Fig. 13* also just before focusing where obviously a triangular shape domi-
nates.

1750.-

--- GudWIey --- GudeIey

1500. - CCW - CCW
P4Expwimt (VIII) I Expiaslt (XI),J 1000.

1250.-

75&

1000.

sa

Fig. 11: Velocity of imploding shock versus distanEe from center:
Mo: (a) 2.1, (b) 1.3. Similarity coefficient 0.8276 (-0.038; + 0.031)

Fig. 12: Measured (-)and
coquted (ooo) pressure
history near focus for
14 (r-100 m) v 1.35;
xxx integrated over the
gauge area.

At higher Mach numbers these deviations from a cylindrical shake are still mom
striking. The conclusion from the experinkents is that the final instabilities
of a cylindrical shock wave may be caused by disturbances far away from the
center of inplosion and that probably a low ymber of instability mode. is more
ersisting than inutabilitieo of higher modes.
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Fig. 14: Schematic diagram of holographic system.

Gardner et al.33 use the CCW approach to study analytically and numerically the
stability of imploding shocks; for mufficently large amplitudes they note that
linear behaviour breaks down and the solution develops into a kink form of the
shock waves. Yu make.s an asymptotic expansion of the CCW equations near focus
and shows that the loci of small perturbations for converging cylindrical shock
waves are logarithmic spirals. An analytical apprach to the problem of cylin-
drical4 converging shock (and detonation) waves has been recently developed by
atsuc .

4. F Lowuiof stress waves in solids

bFr the study of fomuming of stress waves in lucite plates (PKMA) two expe-
ricmetal setups have been used: using the reflected shock at the end wall and
small pellets of explosive. The both canes by means of a Mach-Zehnder inter-
fermneter, the ruby laser stroboscope and the rotating mirror camera a series
of interf~rograms has been obtained for each experiment.
Pigure 16 shows a plane incident wavegtrain of three longitudinal comrtessive
ptl es embedded in a dispersive wave . The pulenw are generated by repeated
reflection of transversal waves at the front and rear side of the plate. The
change of the width of the plate measued by the shift 1gf the interference
fringes in shown in Fig. 17 a a function of the distance TIt measured va-
riation is cosmared with calculatiorm performed by RaatAhen uning a two-

•. +-
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5

24p

4"3 Fig. 17: Variation of plate's
LmPoJ 2  thickness: experiment and me-

I thod of characteristics.
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dimensional characteristic method. The focusing experiments by means of a cir-
cular lucite plate have most recently also compared with the RCM applied to
longitudinal and transversal stress waves in solids. Here linear and nonlinear
stress-strain relations are taken into account and to our best ]Vwledge the
Riemann problem has been solved in this case for the first time . Figtue 18
shows the two-dimensional stress field for the instant of focusing of a longi-
tudinal wave at the circular boundary.

Fig. 18: Fcusing of longitudinal
wave (W436).

To increase the stress pulses in the PLMA plates beyond the limit of the re-
flected shockVube pressure small pellets of explosive have been used by
Henckels et al. U.suing the classical arrangement of Ernst Mach with the simul-
taneous explosion of two pelkets, Mach reflection could be observed as uhown
in the shadowtajph of Fig. 19 ; an analytical assessment similar to that given
by HBll et al.o for water confirms this experimental remult.

5. Conclusion

A number of studies have been reviewed reg?4rding the focusing process of con-
cave shock waves in gases, fluids and solids. Experiments by time-resolved op-
tical methods are in agreement with numerical calculations using different ap-
proaches; two-dimensional IRCM and P seem to complement rather than to com-
pete with each other. RCM has suocessfully been applied to the focusing process
in PtMA plates. too. Mach reflection, finally, has also been observed in PWIA
plates.
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a) 0 60 120 230wps

b) 0 43 57 66 89 92 us

Fig. 3: Wave focusing in air. M 0  (a) 1.0068 , (b) 1.072

a) 0 42.5 59.5 68 119 ps

b) 0 25.6 59.5 76.5 144 ps

Fig. 9: Series of shadowgraphs of a single experiment M0 (a) 1.3 ,(b) 2.1
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Fig. 10: Successive shadowgraphs with At 2.5 ps; M (a) 1.3 ,(b) 2.1

40 mm

F'

Fig. 13: Infinite fringe Fig. 15: Infinite frin~ge holo-
I'~gahcinefrga graphic interferogram; M . 3

of converging cylindrical
shock M 0 =1.1 jfrom
Takayama et al. 7).

Fig. 19: Mach reflection in 4.
Fig. 16: 1 rte rferogram of wave P141A plate.
prqpagation in a PHKA plate,



SHOCK DYNAMICS OF NONINVASIVE FRACTURING OF KIDNEY STONES

David A. Russell

Department of Aeronaitics and Astronautics
Universit, of Washington, Seattle, WA 98195

A review is provided of the snack dynamics of extracor-
poreal shock-wave lithotripsy. Methods of predicting
blast wave redirection, focusing, and coupling are pre-
sented and dis',ussed. Experiments were carried out using
a Q-switched ruby laser to initiate waves inside an
ellipsoidal reflector attached to a water tank. Piezo-
electric gages provided maps of peak pressure, and human
kidney stones were suspended in the target zone and frac-
tured. General agreement with prediction is found and
areas for further study identified.

1. INTRODUrTION

Extracorporeal shock-wave lithotripsy is the newest and most promising
treatment for kidney-strge disease. Originated in West Germany, the technique
is now well documented• I, and more thai 12,000 patients have been treated
worldwide. Figure 1 illustrates the essential fluid mechanical features. A
sudden deposition of energy at a point inside a water-filled reflector creates
a spherical blast wave which is redirected through a water bath and targeted
onto the brittle calculus inside the patient, The technique is based on the
fact that tissue and muscle have similar transmission characteristics to water,
that a local refocusing of the shock occurs, that the applied pulse is short
comnared to the wave transit time through the stone, and that the stones have a
tensile strength generally agreed to be only 5-50 atm, Hundreds of separate
shocks are applied unti' the calculus is spallated into fragmeunts which oass
naturally. The techn4que is noninvasive, with obvious advantages over percu-
taneous stone remo-al or open surgery.

The shock dynamics of extracorporeal shock-wave lithoteipsy present inter-
esting challenges to the shock physicist, and are the subject of the present
paper. While the German work uses electric arcs, the energy source is not of
concern here as long as delivery is effectively symmetric and instantaneous.
At issup is the reconvoltition of the initiOl spherical blast wave to an exter-
nal focus, and the resultant stresse3 induced in the target. As Illustrated by
Fig. I, most of the original spherical blast will undergo reflection. For an
ellipsoid this reflected wave is a segment ff a spherical surface centered at
the second focus, if the wave speed is constant and wall ivflection perfect. A
particular interest is the degree to which the refocu0ing process can be
treated acoustically and the significance uf nenlinear effects.

The following section ieviews basic analysi& used *- the study, and is
followed by a description of the experime.i-4l setup. Both are then applied to
the wave generatior, reflection, diffraction, and coupling processes implicit
in Fig. 1, and conclusions are offered.

2. SHOCK PROCiSSFS

The Tait relation connecting the pressure, p, and diSna-y, p,

S. ... (Ii+8

II I Il I I l II , " - II , =, • . ... ... . . .. .... .I • " " : " . . .. I
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is used as the equation of state for water. B, a weak function of entropy, is
taken to be constant with value of 3000 atm. The exponent, n, is a constant at
7.15, and Po is a reference density at standard conditions. Note that Ea. 1
has the form of an isentropic perfect gas for p increased by B.

Equdtion 1 may be used with 1-D continuity and momentum to yield the shock
jump conditions. For B/p1 , Z >> 1 these take the approximate form:

=~U + cnf+ .a 1 f-1
i =. I!s. E; 1(Lit)); ~Pi cj Cl- C1

(2)

where e with Z = th

kere u2 is the velocity following a shock travelling at speed Us into undis-
turbed fluid, c is the speed of souna, and conditions 2 are behind the shock
while I are ir, front. It is readily shown that a weak wave originating a spec-
ific distance behind a shock will overtake it in a distance of C(n+i) I/4V-
original spacings.

Superposition of a uniform velocity in the plane of the shock, together
with the wall boundary~condition leads to the exact oblique-shock reflection
solutions of Fig. 2. As shown in the insert, the oblique shock I reflects as
R. The figure indicates the nonideal nature of the reflection process as a
function 6f L across I and the incidence angle S. Reflections to the right of
the dashed line are Mach reflections.

The change In averige strength of a shock travelling down a converging 1-0
channel of arbitrary cross-section may be approximated by Inteur ting the
result of the wave interactioft with a differential area change 2 . This has
beensreated for water, usinq Eqs. I and 2 and steady area-change rela-
tions , If K(Z) is assumed constant, the simple relation

A(Z-1)I/K - cons't (3).

is obtaiqed. K is found to be equal to 1/2 in the acoustic limit, increasing
by It for Z - 100 and B8 for Z a 1000; this contrasts with a 20 -301 reduction
for ideal air at Z 100.

Often the effective channel or stream-tube cross section area is not known
a priori. The theory of geometrical shock dynamics(4) uset a description simi-
lar to geometrical acoustics, with coordinates in the shock front and o0. rays
normal to it. .1gain assuming that the local cr( ss-sectiol area detereines
the shick Mach nuwer and hence Z, geometric coasiderations lead to character-
iStic equations for axially symmetric flow:

a(e•v) sin m sin o

(4)
30 • sinm sin e

r

-Here 9 is the local dngle of the ray and r the norvel distance off the axis of
symetry. The equivalents to the Prandtl-Neyer function at3 uach angle in
supersonic flow, w and -, have been w.rked out for water( 3 1, approximationa
based on Eqs. 2 And 3 uere found to give inaccurate results. The n and c dir-
ections are at locai imsle e.4 and e-a respectively.
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The calculation procedure for Eq. 4 requires inicial data along a shock
surface with boundary conditions at its edge. Fach characteristic mesh point
then gives the shock properties when at that point. Three separate cases were
calculated for Fig. 3, each with an Initial spherical shock segment having R/U
= 2, where R is the radius of curvature and D the shock diameter, and a con-
stant Z=1 edge boundary condition. The ordinate is the centerline shock
strength normalized by the initial value, and the abscissa is the dimensionless
distance travelled. The shocks can be expected to strengthen as they converge,
with linear acoustics predicting infinite amplitude at x/D=2. However, an
expansion wave from the Z=1 boundary must propagate inward from the shock
edges. The result is an earlier peak at a reduced value, these effects depend-
ing on the initial Z and the shock shape. The solid lines on Fig. 3 are for
uniform initial Z-profile, the dashed line for a conical distribution with Z
100 at the peak and 1 at the edge.

Figure 4 was calculated( 5 ) for weak normal waves incident on a 1-D slab of
elastic material in water. The ordinate is the amplitude of the reflected and
transmitted waves shown in the insert, ratloed to that for the incident wave.
It is plotted versus the acoustic impedance, pc, of the elastic material rela-
tive to water. When these are equal the incident wave is transmitted
unchanged. A strong reflected wave off the first surface of the reflector of
Fig. 1 requires materials with high relative pc; very small values of pc cor-
respnnd to gas bubble and air interface interactions. Spallation depends on
the amplitude of the reflected wave off a back surface. A material in vacuum
must preserve the boundary condition of zero stress at a free surface, and this
requires that a compression wave perfectly reflect as a tension wave. Figure 4
shows that the presence of the water bath increases Ar2/Ai to 0.15-0.25 for
abscissa values between 1.5 and 8, a range which should encompass all stone
targets.

Figure 5 is an x-t diagram of the stress field induced in the 1-D elastic
slab of material for the particular case of a compression wave with 4 trape-
zoidal )rofile in time impacting on the left. The slab boundaries are the
extreme left and right dashed lines. The solid lines represent the stress in
the material at that x-,ocation, with tension to the left. The figure is for a
relative pc of 5; thus from Fig. 4, the amplitude of the initial stress at the
front surface is 0.3 of the applied pressure, and the reflected tension wave is
0.7 of that. All waves travel in the x-t plane with slope given by the elastic
wave speed, c. The stress at any point on the figure is the sum of the contri-
butions from left and right running waves, and thece reduce each time an inter-
face is met. Peak tensile stress first appears at the x.-location immediately
behind the back surface, where the plateau of the weakened reflected wave h~s
Just cleared the last of the incident one. Fracture will occur if this stress
exceeds the stone strength. For a pulse characterized by an instantaneous rise
followed by a linear fall to zero over time 6t, the location of this first max-
imum is given by cat/2.

3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Figure 6 is a schematic of the experimental arrangement. A 50 J capaci-
tive discharge between electrodes in water gave erratic results, and was
replaced as the energy sour^e by a 3J 30nsec single-pulse ruby laser (Apollo
Model 5). The multi-mode 2-cm diameter beam was focused through a flat window
by a movable uncoated f-2 in air lens. It then passed through a 1.25-cm diam-
eter hole it 'he reflector, itself attached to a 30x30x30 cm water tank nade of
plexiglas. The reflector was a hollow half-ellipsold with minor and semi major
axes of 12.7 cm, result.ing in an eccentricity of 0.866 and wall to focal-point
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distance of 1.7 cm. It was machined at full 12.7 cm depth out of aluminum.
Some measurements were also made with a higher eccentricity brass ellipsoid
with a window at right angles to that shown on Fig. 6. The laser beam could be
passed directly through the side of the box through various uncoated glass
tenses producing focal lengths of 3.8, 4.5, and 12.5 cm in water. The tank
water was continuously run through an external filter; use of distilled water
was not necessary, however me temperature control was required in order to
avoid air supersaturation.eq d

A calorimeter (Scientech 38-0101) was used to measure energy delivered
t,.rough the optics. Information on breakdown volume in the water was obtained
by exposing film behind various neutral-density filters. Pressure was recorded
with piezoelectric gages (Kistler 603A, PCB 111A22) connected to a 50 Mhz stor-
age oscilloscope (Tektronix 7000 series) triggered off the laser firing cir-
cuit. Fracturing experiments were carried out by suspending stone samples on a
thread at the experimentally-determined second focal point.

The pressure gages were calibrated with a solenoid switched volume. A
HeNe laser was passed through the ruby laser optics to insure allignment with
the reflector axis. Film burn patterns were used to check ruby laser mode and
diameter, while pinholes in thin tape targets located the actual focus in the
water. All spacial peak-pressure profiles were obtained by moving a sinqle
gage for a series of runs each 30 seconds apart, finishing with a test repeat
of the first point. The results were found to be independent of gage used and
repeatable to within the rj'ding accuracy of the oscilloscope.

A typical pressure trace is shown on Fig. 7. The gage was located on the
centerline at the exit of the ellipse, and 0.7J was delivered to the focal
point. As anticipated by Fig. 1, the trace shows the initial blast wave fo'-
lowed at a time corresponding to wave travel over twice the wall to focal-point
distance by a reinforced reflected wave. The higher frequency oscillations
appear to be due to thickness-mode ringing. The rise time of both pulses is
seen to be 1 usec, a limit imposed by the elastic wave •rnsit-time through the
gage sensor. Recent numerical and experimental resultsJ6 yield a pressure-
profile for a blast wave in water which can be approximated by an instantaneous
Jump followed by a linear fall off to a low value at 10% of the shock-to-origin
distance. Based on this 11 psec actual profile width was estimated for Fig.
7, and it was calrulated{7} that the measured peak pressure was low by as much
as a factor of 2. Recent measurements with miniature 50 nsec PVDF gagesw8
appear to confirm this factor.

4. APPLICATION

Figure 8 collects peck pressure measurements versus r, the distance from
laser breakdown, for unconfined blast waves in water. The 4.3 cm focal-length
lens assembly was mounted in the tank wall for these experiments, and the pres-
sure gage was lined up perpendicular to the laser axis. The curves are label-
led with the value of E, the energy delivered through the optics.

The solid lines are the best f~t to the data and correspond to the p (E,r)
expression shown on the figure with K - 2.1 (10)9 In atm and cm units. Little
laser energy passed beyond the breakdown region and thus the process was ener-
getijally similar to chemical explosions. Early chemical explosions in the
sea( ) gave an E exponent of 0.33, with the bracketed quant•ty raised to the
1.13 power; a more recent study of chemical microexplosionsvMsb found values of
0.33 and 1.15 respectyjely. An E1/3/r dependence can be argued for weak waves
on dimensional greundsl i.
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The high E-dependence of Fig. 8 may be connected with departures from
sphericity in the blast at higher E. While p-measurements parallel to the
optical axis were identical to the perpendicular ones at 0.3J, they were 30%
low at 1.4J. Rather than a submillimeter sphere, photographs of the breakdown
at 1.0J revealed a conical region of light 0.4 cm long, indicating multiple
site initiation. Not surprisingly, the pressure perpendicular to the optical
axis was reduced further when the 12.5 cm optics were used.

From Eq. 2, Us for the blast wave exceeds the acoustic speed by only 1%
for Z = 100. When the wave reflects, Fig. 2 shows that the angle could be
increased by a few percent. This might be accommodated by opening the reflec-
tor le3s rapidly, however it will be shown that the shock strength falls off
rapidly near the wall. The maximum value of incident ý for the 0.866 ellipsoid
occurs at the exit and is less than 600; thus the figure shows that regular
reflection occurs throughout for Z < 500.

Fig. 9 presents peak pressures in the reflected wave obtained from traces
such as Fig. 7. These are plotted versus radial off-axis position for a series
of 0.7J runs with the gage located in the exit plane, and located 5cm further
out. The exit profile is peaked at the center, falling to a low value as r
approaches the ellipsoid edge at 6.35cm. The peak is amplified and sharpened
at the farther out station. The dashed lines on Fig. 9 are for a model based
on simplified shock dynamics and the ellipsoid geometry. It is referenced to a
measured blast-wave peak pressure of 45 atm at the bottom of the ellipse for E
= 0.7J. The strength of the wave at cther peints of impingement is approxi-
mated by the inverse radius ratio. From that point, the shock strength is
found by applying Eq. 3 to the area change between two conical surfaces with
apex at the second focal point and differential angle apart. Both the height
of this region and its circumference around the axis decrease as the focus is
approached, as may be inferred from the insert on Fig. 9. The model shows
agreement with the general trends in the experi,,ents. Note that a pure optical
intensity andlogy would show a much sharper peak.

Figure 10 presents the peak pressures measured along the axis of symmetry
for the same 0.7d case as Fig. 9. The first dashed line is the location of the
reflector exit plane, while the second is the geometrical focal point. The
lines connecting the data of F1g. 10 suggest a maximum amplification of only 2
from the exit peak pressure, with this occuring on a broad shoulder ahead of
the geometrical focus, and followed by d rapid drop. These effects Are quali-
tatively explained by the discussion of shock diffraction leading to Fig. 3.
As the bottom of the ellipsoid at x r -12.7cm is struck by a 45 atm blast, the
peak amplification from this referenie is 3. A further sharpening of the radial
profile from the x - Scm data of Fig. 9 can be expected at the focus, so that
the full-width at half-maximum is less than the 1.4cm shown.

Kidney stoves were suspended at the peak location indicated on Fig. 10 and
fracturej to sub millimeter size by applying hundreds of shocks produced by a
nominal 1.5J of laser energy delivered to the water. With a 6t of 1 usec, max-
imum tensile stress should first appear at a depth of I mm for c double the
sound speed in water. Fig. 10 indicatea a peak pressure of 150 atm at 0.7J.
Scaling with energy from Fig. 8 and using a factor of 0.2 from Fig. 4 leaves a
peak tensile stress in the stone of 40 atm, close to the maximum strength men-
tioned in the Introduction. The expected factor of 2 higher actual peak
pressure would allow this strength to be met at even shallower depths. How-
ever, it should be noted that particles were frequently observed to be dis-
lodged from the front of the target stone, and complex fracture mechanisms may
exist.
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5. CONCLUSIONS

An overview of the shock dynamics of the noninvasive fracturing of kidney
stones has been presented. It was shown that, for conditions of interest, a
particular half ellipsoid reflector will project an external peak pressure of 3
times the strength of the original blast wave intercepted at its base. The
peak is sharply focused in space and time at a location upstream of the geomet-
ric focus. A tensile stress of 15-25/. of this pressure can be expected for
stones targeted at that point.

It has been found that a simple stream tube model explains features of the
reflection process, while shock dynamics predicts the diffraction and focusing
that occurs after leaving the reflector. Numerical solution of the full invis-
cid equations of motion could increase the precision of the shock predictions
and provide information about the flow evolution, but these would need improved
instrumentation for verification. Among other questions needing study are non-
ideal energy deposition including bubble dynamics, disturbances caused by elec-
trodes and windows, transmission through impurities and bio tissue, diffraction
around and stresses induced in 3-D targets, failure mechanisms, and nonisotto-
pic stone characterization.
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Realistic numerical synthesis of molecular spectra is a
powerful diagnostic research tool. It has been widely
applied to many laboratory, atmospheric, and astrophysic-
al circumstances. Synthetic spectrum programmes far
specific applications, and of great flexibility now
exist. An example is given of spectral synthesis of the
high temperature high pressure 02 spectrum applicable to
shock wave and combustion situations.

1. INTRODUCTION

For many years spectroscopy has been an important diagnostic tool for th,.
study of physical conditions of gases in astrophysical, atmospheric and labor-
atory circumstances, including shock wave and combustion phenomena. In princ-
iple intensity measurements on well identified emission and/or absorption spec-
tral features of atomic and molecular species can provide information on
species concentrations (number densities), and on the degree of excitation, be-
cause both emission intensities and relative absorptions are proportional to
species concentrations. Knowledge of relative concentrations of various levels
of excitation allows for the determination of "temperatures" (gas kinetic,
rotational, vibrational, electronic, excitation etc.) which characterize the
gas when local thermodynamic equilibrium conditions exist, as io often the case
in shock wave excitation processes.

In optically thin circumstances direct diagnostic interpretation of
emission or absorption intensities of individual spectral features, or light
fluxes in radiometer pass bands is fairly straightforward, There are however
experimental circumstances for which simple diagnostic methods are not appro-
priate. For example in the transient high pressure, high temperature conditions
which occur in shock waves, the number densities are often sufficiently high
that optically thick conditions occur. The emission spectrum ic then controlled,
(see equation 4a below) by the absorption coefficient'. The temperature and
collision frequencies are often sufficiently high that Doppler and collision
broadening of spectral features also occur, These effects have a significant in-
fluence on the appearance of a spectrua and on which features lie in radiometer
pass bands, They call for special methods of diagnostic interpretation. While
the widths of non-overlapped broadened lines car, be used in some circumstances
for diagnostic purposes, the principal effect of line broadening on the appear-
ance of molecular spectra is partial or Lotal merging of adjacent lines. This
can make unambiguous identification of spectral features difficult.

In such cases it is very useful to be able to compare an experimental
spectrum profile with a realistically calculated synthetic profile, the form of
which is controlled by the relevant input data on the temperature and pressure
iu the tource. Over the past three decades therefore, numerical spectral syn-
thesis methods of increasing power and flexibility have been developed and used
for disagostic purposes Un astrophysics, atmospheric science and chemical
physics. Synthetic spectra can be used not only for diagnostic* but also to aid
the identification and analysis of complex molecular spectra.
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2. THE PRINCIPLES OF SPECTRUM SYTh"ESIS

Spectrum synthesis is based on the well known equations (la and 3a) for
spectral emission and absorption intensities. The integrated power of an emiss-
ion spectral feature arising from transitions between an U(pper) and a L(ower)
level is:

SK N U L EUL (la)

where K is a constant which takes account of units, optical collection geometry
and instrumental response, NU is the species number density in the upper state
U, AUL is the Einstein A coefficient or transition probability per particle per
second, and E. is the energy quantum involved.

For diaBmic molecular spectra, in equation (la)

L - he /M X - he vUL (lb)

AUL - (64H413hc3) vuL3 Re (r v'v'') %'v"v SJoiJ (10)

NU - (N/Q) exp(-Eu/kT) (ld)

where vUL oo + v + AFJ (le),

is the wavenumber of the spectral feature which is determined by the spectral
structure constants in the vibrational (G(v)) and rotational (F(J))eiaen-
values 2 . R is the electronic transition moment of the transition, r I ,, is the
r-centroideand q , , is the Franck Condos factor of the band in quesWin and
13,11 is the HdnY-yondon factor for the band line3 . Often in shock tube spect-

roscopy the conditions approach local thermodynamic equilibrium, and the
Boltzman equation (id), (in which Q is the partition function, N is the total
number density of the species and ;, is the upper level energy) can be used to
predict the species population. If the species of interest are thermally formed
by chemical reactions in the shock wave, thersochemical methods have to be used
to estimate N and its variation with T.

Equation (Is) can now be written as a function of v to show how contribut-
ions from the profiles of a nuaber of lines contribute to the intensity at wave-
number v.

(v) KENU e (rvv v ov q $ b(v) (2)

where b(v) is the line profile function, and E is the aumation over every
feature which contributes to the profile at wavenumber v. Numerical synthesis
methods for emission spectra use this equation to calculate 1(v) at each of a
number of closely spaced grid points in v.

Similarly under optically thin conditions the spectral transmission of an
absorbing slab is gives by:

1I/ - erp(-1) (3a)
0

where I is the incident flux and I is the emergent flux. T is the optical
depth. whkch when Integrated over a spectral feature can be writtea:

N a I O(3b)

where N is the nuaber density of absorbers, o is the cross section per absorbor,
and X is the path length. Vhen M absorbers of type i contribute to the extinct-
Loa at Uavenuaber v, equation (3A) become
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r -X Z Ni a (v) (3c)ii
3 2-

and a v) u (8W O /3hc) v R eervv 0 4v'v" Ev'v,",,," Si,.,, b(V) (3d)

where b(v) is the line profile function. Numerical synthesis methods for
absorption spectra are based on these equations, and applications to the spect-
rum of oxygen are described in section 3 below. In the optically thick gases of
shock-tube spectroscopy, the absorption cross section c(v) controls the emiss-
ion spectrum through equations (4a,bc)l. Spectrum synthesis of o(v) is thus of
great importance in emission and absorption applications of shock tube spect-
roscopy. Equations (4a,b,c) are also used to predict the radiation flux through
the passbands of shock tube radiometry4' 5 .

I(v) - B(v,T) (1- exp(-k'(v,T) X)) (4a)

where B(v,T) is the Planck function, and k'(v) is the absorption coefficient
with stimulated emission taken into account

k'(v,T) - k(v) (1-exp(-hv/kT)) (4b)

and k(v) - N a (4c)

In order to use equations (2), (3) and (4) to perform numerical spectrum
synthesis it is necessary to:

i) Locate all line centres of the spectral features.
ii) Place a normalized line profile function b(v) adjusted for each line

appropriate to the physical conditions at each line centre.
Iii)Adjust the amplitude of the profile to take account of transition

probability and population factors.
iv) Select a closely spaced grid of v-values, and at each grid point add

the contributions from each line whose profile has a significant value at the
point.

These procedures result in the high resolution synthetic spectrum which
can be plotted. The line profile b(v) normally takes account of combined colli-
sion (Lorentz) and Doppler (Gaussian) line shapes. A convolution of these is
well represented by the Voigt profile for which algorithms exist 6' 7 . In order
to produce a synthetic spectrum plot for comparison with an experimental pro-
file, the high resolution plot has to be degraded by convolution with an in-
strusental profile. A triangle function with a suitable half width can often be
used for this purpos.

For spectral syntheais the following information is needed.
a) Holccular structure conatants from which line centre locations may be

accurately deter.ined from equation (!a). or "look-up" tablea of line centre
locations. Firm molecular data are not always available, particularly for
transitiono between high quanttu number levels, to enable line centr•e to be
located accurately enough for adequate synthesis of high revolution spectra.
The tsaportanat compilation and •seeoament of molecular structure constants by
Htuber and Herzberg8 is invaluable. It reveals cases where insufficient retation-
al conastnt Information (nearly always derived from spectra excited in low temp-
erature excitation sources, or in absorption) exists for adequate high revolut-
ion synthesis of the rotational featurer of high temperature shock excited
Spectra.

b) The transition probability constants: electronic transition moment
(R r). Franck-Condon factors q , and r-ccntroids r , ,,, l6nl-London FactorsS '(an measurements of elecronic transition algts and band strengths

"S , ,, - R fq, for numerous band systems have been reported9 in the literature.
MTabes of e ranck-Condon factors and r-centroids have been published for many

band syste=. Numerous analytic and uuserical molecular potentialb have been
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used and a number of programmes now exist for routine computation of Franck-
Condon factors for realistic potentials (see eg 1 0 ). Simple formulae for SHO
Franck-Condon factors exist 1 1 . Many data on H6nl-London factors exist12- 1 5 .
None of the data in the literature on any of these quantities should be adopted
without critical scrutiny.

c) Line profile constants which determine the relative amounts of collis-
ion and thermal broadening which should be folded in to the Voigt profile. The
constants needed are the half widths of the Lorentz and of the Gaussian
effects. They depend on temperature, pressure and molecular structure constants
as seen in equations (5a) and (5b).

d) Thermodynamic constants of the materials to allow for calculation of
thermally excited populations of species and levels.

The earliest approach to spectrum synthesis was embodied in the concept
of Band Models in which a statistical approach is taken to distribution of
lines in a band and line profiles 1 6 "1 9 . Band models are often used to describe
intensity profiles of polyatomic molecular spectra.

In the 1 9 60's there was great interest in the absorption and emission
spectral properties of high temperature air. A number of laboratories develop-
ed synthetic spectrum codes to calculate the low resolution spectral absorption
coefficient of heated air from the soft X-ray to IR, over a range of temperat-
ures from 1000 to 200,000*K taking relevant molecular electronic and vibration-
rotation, atomic photoionization and free-free transitions into account. The
Spectral Absorption Coefficient of Heated Air (SACRA) code developed at the
Lockheed Palo Alto laboratories is an example of such a spectral synthesis pro-
gramme, in which low resolution calculations were made in 0.1ev bins for tabul-
ation, plottin& and calculation of Planck and Rosseland mean absorption
coefficientsl, 2o-2 4 *

The Atmospheric Optics laboratory of the AFGL has developed a most useful
set of synthetic spectrum programtes for calculation of the spectral transmitt-
ance and radiance through the earth's atmosphere. AFCL also developed an
important compilation of spectral line parameters; locations, strengths and
widths of pertinent absorption lines of atmospheric molecules for use with some
of their synthesis programmes. This massive compilation contains 120,000 lines
of seven common atmospheric species and some trace species from the red end of
the visible to the microwave region of the spectrum2 g' 2 6 . The best known of the
synthesis prograpses is the LOWTRAN series 27 for low spectral resolution cal-
culations (20cma-). LOWTRAN uses a band model approach and has atmospheric
modelling capabilities. For high resolution spectra the FASCODI programme is
available2 8 . It calls on the AFGL atmospheric line data set and speeda up tho
calculations by employing an approximate spectral line shape, Lor.intz, Doppler
or Voigt, based on a decomposition algorithm. It also includes atmospheric
model features. Various AFGL reports refer to the HITRAN programme, used for
precisIon line by line calculations in small spectral regions. Examples of its
operations way be found in the high resolution spectra generated in mall
spectral regions around laser frequencies 2 9 . None of these progra•8s are yet
applicable to the synthesis of shock excited spectra.

One of the first truly flexible programes to calculate the intensity
distribution of molecular spectra on a line-by-line basis was developed at the
NASA Ames Research Center by Arnold, Vaiting and Lyle30 ' 3 1 . It treats esission
and absorption spectra from electronic transitions from diatomic molecules and
&oe atoms on a line-by-line basis in thm spirit of equations (2,3.4) above. It
was developed for shock tube applications, specifically to radiometer pass band
measuremente 3 2 ' 3 4. The capability of this programme has been extended in our
laboratories over the past decade and several nev profrAmmes have been written.
They can be applied not only to shock excited spectra 5 but also to discharge
excited opectra3 6 astrophysical spectra 3 7 and to atmospheric transmission
studies In the ultraviolet"' 9 iafrared", and microtave" region of the

spectrum.
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An application of our programme to realistic synthesis of high temper-
ature high pressure 02 spectra is discussed in the following section.

3. SYNTHESIS OF THE 02 SPECTRUM BETWEEN 180 AND 300m=

When 1) is subjected to shock wave or combustion conditions it can exper-
ience transient temperatures of some thousands of degrees and transient pres-
sures of some tens of atmospheres. As an example of a recent spectral synthesis
which has application to shock wave conditions, a review is given here of a
synthesis of the spectral absorption coefficient of oxygen between 180 and
3 00nm, for temperatures between 300 and 3000*K and pressures from 1 to 50atm.
The absorption coefficient was calculated at high resolution, and, for compari-
son with experiment, was then degraded to instrumental resolutions. The princi-
pal aspects of the work are given below. A more detailed discussion is given in
reference 42,

In the wavelength interval chosen, the 02 abIorption spectrum, which
originates from vibrational levels of the ground X E state, has contributions
from bands and photodissociation continua of the Schumann-Runge (X3 Z-B3 Z),
Herzberg I(X3 Z-A3i), Herzberg II(X 3 Z-clE) and Herzberg III(X3 E-A'1 A) systems.
In addition, contributions are made to the absorption by a continuum of the
(02)2 dimer. The three principal contributors to the absorption are, in order
of decreasing wavelength, from bands (300-250=m) and photodissociation con-
tinuum (250-18Onm) of the Herzberg I system, and bands (200-180nm) and the
photodissociation continuum (195-180nm) of the Schumann-Runge system. The wave-
length ranges of these principal contributors are somewhat temperature-
dependent. The contributions from the Herzberg II and III systems are extremely
small. At the higher temperatures considered, account has been taken of absorp-
Cion contributions from thermally excited lower vibrational levels up to v" a
about 6. An objective selection procedure for these contributions is discussed
below. Input data used are as follows.

a) Molecular Structure constants: The constants from which line locations
were calculated were available in the literature 3 9 P43 .

b) Transition Probability constants: Electronic transition momeuts were
adopted from a critical review of the literature3". Franck-Condon factors (and
Franck-Condon densiti.es for the pworodissociation continua) were calculated by
use of the TRAPRB programme of Jarmain and McCallumi 0 which first evaluates
Klein Dunham potentials for which vibrazional wavefunctioas are determined.
HOal-London factors for effective uingl.,t states were used2 .

c) Line profiles: The Voigt profile b(v) was generated by Whiting's
approximation 6 which Ls economical in computer use. The profile is specified by
the effective Gaussian and Loroataian half widths V G and UL given by:

W - Zv(2kT 1n2/mc2) 112 cmI 1  (5a)

W- aP(273.2/T)a cm-I (Sb)

and choir ratio. P is prestoure in attwpheres and T is the temperature in
degrees Relvin. a is 0.3 and s Is 0.7. Predissociatiou broadening was added to
VL as appropriate.

d) Thermodynamic constants- Total number d~nsities N of 02 molecules were
interpolated from tables in the American Institute of Physics Handbook'q for
all 28 pairs of teoperature and pressure. T(&K) 3000,600, 1000(500)1000;
P(atn): 1,10.25,50ý, The relative populations in thermally excited vibrational
levels v" of the X3E state were evaluated from equation (Wd).

In making these calculatioav it is neither practical nor netessary to in-
clude all possible bands of the Schuman-Sunge and Herzberg I systems im each
case for their strengths vary over many orders of magnitude. A preliminary
assessment therefore was made of the relative inteasitias of bands in each of
the v"-coast progrssioea to assens which should be included in the
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calculations. Figures 1 and 2 illustrate the results of this assessment for the
Schumann-Runge system at temperatures of 300 and 3000 0K. They are semi-
logarithmic plots of relative band strengths vs wavelength. Bands which fall
above the dotted line in each case were used in the calculations.

High resolution 0 absorption coefficients are first calculated. Typical
spectral segments are illustrated in Figures 3 and 4 in the 195 to 200nm range
for temperatures of 300 and 3000°K respectively. Figure 4 clearly shows well
separated lines of the (1,0), (2,0) and (3,0) bands consistent with the relat-
ive intensities of Figure 1. The spectrum of Figure 4 is much richer with in-
terlaced features of many bands consistent with Figure 2. Spectra were calcul-
ated at an increment of between 4 and 5 x 10 5 nm with a total number of points
between 2.5 and 5 x 105. At 300 0K 3560 Schumann-Runge and 2297 Herzberg I lines
were included. At 3000*K 23,948 and 7790 lines respectively were included. For
comparison with typical experimental observations the spectra were degraded
numerically by convolution with a triangular instrument function of full width
at half maximum of 0.05nm which was stepped across the spectral range in in-
crements of 0.0125am. Examples of the resulting spectra are shown in Figures 5,
6 and 7 for 300, 1000 and 3000*K respectively. In each case the lower plot is
for 1 atm pressure and the upper plot is for 50 atm. pressure. As temperature
(and pressure) increase the spectral detail is quickly lost. At lower temper-
atures the absorption coefficient decreases by many decades with increase in
wavelength across the spectral range while at high temperatures the decrease is
only a few decades. To compare the results with those of t-he Lockheed SACRA
study2 3 the high resolution spectra were first degraded with a triangular in-
strument function of full width at half height of lnm which is comparable to
the bin width of the SACHA calculations. Figure 8 displays the comparison. The
increased absorption predicted here arises from the inclusion of far more
Schumann-Runge bands, the Schumann-Runge photodissociation continuum, the
Herzberg I bands and the (02)2 dimer continuum. Improved mclecular constants
were also used.

4. SUMMARY

The principles of numerical spectral synthesis have been reviewed and
illustrated with reference to the high temperature-high pressure absorption
spectra of 02 in the ultraviolet.
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AUTO-IGNITION OF HYDROGMEN BY A SHO•-OC(PRESED OXIDIZER*

A.Sakurai
Tokyo Denki University,

Saitama, 350-03 Japan

In connection with the developement of diesel
type hydrogen fueled engine as one of the problems for the
future energy sources, nonsteady aspect of mixing and
autoignition of hydrogen jets injected into the air heated
by rapid compression are studied. The approach is in two
ways. The first one deals with an idealized setup to get
understandings of the basic features of the phenomenon,
and experiments are performed with use of a conventional
shock tube, where pressurized hydrogen gas is released
almost instantaneously through a small hole at the
endplate of the shock tube into a uniform air of high
temperature and pressure produced by the reflection of
shock wave at the endplate. The resluts are compared well
with the corresponding numerical simulation. The next
step is to study some more realistic features appearing in
actual engines mostly through the measurement of ignition
delay time on unsteady hydrogen jet in various
experiments.

1. INTRODUCTION

Hydrogen is generally recognized as one of the most promising as a future
fuel among the alternative energy sources which can be substituted for
conventional fossile fuels. There have been numerous attempts to apply
hydrogen to reciprocating engines, and recently a direct-injection type diesel
engine has been recognized to be promising as a hydrogen-fueled engine because
injecting hydrogen into the cylinder can prevent backfire and increase
volumetric efficiency. It is important in predicting the performance
characteristics of these engines to know the mixing process between hydrogen
and high temperature oxidizer,and the combustion process from the ignition to
flame formation. While extensive theoretical and experimental studies have
been performed on the steady jet issued into the isothermal atmosphere, few
studies on mixing and combustion processes have been performed. In the
present study,attention is focoused on the nonsteady aspects of ignition of
hydrogen jet injected into the air heated by rapid compression.
The approach to the subject is in two ways: The first one deals with an
idealized setup of injecting a gas from a small hole into a uniform
atomosphere to get thorough understandings of the basic features of the
phenomenon, while the other studies the effects of actual situation such as
non-uniformity of the air.

Review of a coordinated reseach under the Grant-in-Aid for the reseach on

energy from the Ministry of Education, Science and Culture,Japan [1]. Members
of the research group represented by the present author include,
T.Fujiwara & K.Hayashi (Nagoya Univ.) , F.Higashino (Tokyo Noko Univ.)
Y.Ishii (Tokyo Metropolitan College) , H.Kuniyoshi & A. Yoshida (Tokyo Denki
Univ.) , T.Suzuki & TAdachi (Saitama Inst. of Tech.) , F.Takayama
(Electrotech.Lab) and S.Taki (Fukui Univ.).
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Two types of shock tubes-conventional and free piston-are utilized for
the rapid compression of the air. Hydrogen gas is injected through a
perforated end plate of a shock tube into the air compressed by the reflected
shock wave or the free piston. Mixing process of the jet with the surrounding
air is observed by sequential instantaneous schlieren photographs taken with
microflash stroboscope. When the ignition occurs, the luminosity of the
ignition kernel can be detected by a photomultiplier. In addition to the
above , the pressure and velocity changes with time in the test section is
recorded to an independent experiment and utilized for the time-resolved
quantitative analysis. The characteristics of the jet flame in the final
stage in the ignition process is necessary to be known and is examined by
another iný.ependent experiment.

A numerical model for hydrogen jets undergoing chemical reaction is
developed for the purpose of simulating the ignition process. It is utilized
extensively for the first part of the investigation to supply the
defficiencies of the information in the complementary of experimental
measurements.

2. INJECTION OF HYDROGEN INTO A UNIFORM AIR

It is reviewed in this section that the experiment and the numerical
simulataion of an idealized situation,where pressurized hydrogen gas is
released almost instantaneously through a small hole at the endplate of a
conventional shock tube into a uniform air of high temperature and pressure
produced by the reflection of shock wave at the endplate.

Experiment (Suzuki & Adachi)[1,4,9,10]. Figure 1 shows the experimental
setup for conventional shock tube. The driver section is 1.65 m long and the
driven section is 6.0 m. The required temperature of the air in a test
section is achieved by presetting the pressure ratio.

Fuel gas stored in a chamber is injected through a small nozzle into the
driven section by the rupture of the diaphram which separates the fuel chamber
from the test section. Several pressure transducers(Kistler 603B) are flush-
mounted on the shock tube wall in order to measure shock velocities and to
trigger the driver circuit of the power supply of a pulsed-laser which
ruptures the diaphram to inject fuel plume. The timing of the injection have
to be regulated precisely, and it is set 0.5 ms after the arrival of shock
wave at the end plate. The time reguired for fuel to issue from the end plate
through a small nozzle is about 0.012 ms after laser beam is emitted for the
pressure range measured.

Numerical simulation(Takayama, Taki, Fujiwara, Hayashi and Sakurai
[1,2,5]). The equations of a chemically reactive, multi-component,
axisymmetric, viscous, and heat conducting gas flow in a quasi-conservation
form are utilized and a simplified one-step reaction model of three-body
collision along with the reaction rate K (161 is employed as follows:

H2+½O2 +M-->H20+M+q,

k=8.76x 10t"T-''exp(-16900/T) cm3*nmo le' 2sec-1

where M represents the Zhird body and q the exothermicity of the reaction.
The chemical species appearing in the mo~el are hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen and
H 0, which are assumed to be perfect gases. The following expression is used
for the mixture viscosity coefficientu:
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p=CtEXwjiTI/2 g/cm/sec

whereM, is the viscosity coefficient of species i at the temperature TO and
Ct a constant, representing the effect of turbulence and is assumed 1'3 to
the present calculation. The heat conduction i.nd mass diffusion coefficients
are obtained assuming Prandtl's and Lewis' numbers as one.

The utilized numerical scheme is the explicit second-order MacCormack
method, which is found effective for nonsteady phenomena containing both shock
wave propagation and turbulent diffusion. The computer program is coded
according to the following procedures: The basic equations are transformed to
one-dimensional equations with respect to x(axial) and r(radial) directions
using the time-splitting method, and then the transformed equations are
discretized by the MacCormack method along with the FCT smoothing
technique[14,15,16,18].

The boundary conditions are set in general to simulate the experimental
situations, while some of them are changed for the convenience of actual
computation. It is assumed that a hydrogen gas having the stagnation pressure
608 KPa and the temperature 300 K flows isentropically through a sonic throat,
and spurts out through a hole on the end wall of a shock tube with the
pressure 321 KPa, the temperature 250 K and the velocity 1202 m/s at the exit.
The air is assumed to consist of nitrogen and oxygen, being initially at rest,
of which the pressure Pi is 101 KPa while the temperature Ti is set to one of
300, 1000, and 1400 K.

As an example, the physical properties used in the calculation to the
case of initial air temperature Ti = 1400 K are given in Table 1.

Jp. As a preliminary investigation, the mixing of the oxydizer
with fuel gas by using an inert gas in place of a fuel gas is examined.

A typical example of the schlieren photographs of the spurting gas is
shown in Figure 2(a).

An advancing shock along with the reflected one can be seen in front of
the spurting gas. Figure 3 shows the measured trajectries of propagating
shock front and hydrogen jet.

Numerical simulation corresponding to this preliminary case of inert gas
is performed under the condition that the air is initially in rest with its
pressure and temperature of 101 KPa and 300K, so that no ignition can occure.

As an example of the results the density distributions at the instants of
t - 40 and 90 ps are shown in figure 2(b), and compared with the
corresponding experimental schlieren photographs.

The positions of the hydrogen jet and shock fronts obtained from the
numerical calculation are plotted against various times and compared with
those from the experimental measurements in Figure 3.

The propagation characteristics of the front shock wave represented by
its pressure-distance relation at the center line as seen in Figure 3 is
compared with that of ideal point source blast wave in Figure 4(Sakura
Takayama (3)), where is the reduced distance normalized by the factor WO
with the equivalent energy value W determined for each case from the formula
in Ref[17).

It is seen in Figure 4 that a salient feature of the flow field behind
the shock can possibly be described by the one given by the point source
theory.

The computed velocity and hydrogen density distributions as seen in
Figure 5 reveal the structure of the hydrogen jet : The density is high in
front and core regions of the hydrogen jet; whereas it is low in the
circumferential region, where mixing of hydrogen and air strongly occurs; the
velocity in the jet core is high and a vorticity appears in the expanding
frontal region.

K"
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The pressure and velocity changes with time in the test section is
recorded in an independent experiment (Kuniyoshi [19]) and utilized for the
time-resolved quantitative analysis. An example of the velocity measurements
is shown in Figure 6.

Ignition. Ignition delay times obtained in the experiments are
plotted in Figure 7, where the abscissa is the reciprocal of the oxydizer
temperature T5 behind the reflected shock. The delay time here is seen to be
larger than that for the premixed gas, indicating that a certain amount of
duration is needed for unsteady mixing before ignition.

The numerical simulation to this later stages of the phenomenon is less
accurate in comparison with that for the previous case of initial stages.
Nevertheless it can represent a feature of the ignition process, as seen in
Figure 8, where the amount of H20 generated is shown at 0.262 ms for the case
of initial air temperature 1O000.

The amount of H20 produced by the chemical reaction strongly varies
depenqing on the initial air temperature ; for instance , approximately 10-

g/cm of 1IIOlis produced in the case of Ti = 1400 K, while it is reduced down
to only 1F-I8/cm at Ti = 300 K.

The temporal behaviors of the temperature and H 0 density distributions
are shown in Figure 9 to the case of Ti = 1400 K4 It is seen that the region
hav.wn a high temperature as well as a high rate of H20 production advances to
the right with the speed of approximately the one for the flame propagation
of 3 m/s suggesting the start of ignition followed by the propagation of a
flame front. In fact, the ignition delay time td 150Qs for T - 1400 K,
determined from the experimental data given in FIgure 7, is consistent with
the time scale appearing in Figure 9.

3. EXPERIMENTS ON VARIOUS EFFECTS

Results of experiments to investigate some more realistic features in
actual engines are reviewed here.

The effect of the tu~bujencq to the flame is examined by an independent
experiment (Yoshida [19] where a steady hydrogen jet flame surrounded by air
flow of laminar or turbulent type is investigated. Typical example of the
s&hla-ren photograph of the jet flame is shown in Figure 10.

Piston compression. (Higashino, Shioneri & Sakurai (1,7,8,]). Effects
of higher pressures in oxidizer are examined with use of a free piston shock
tube. The pressure history is seen to be similar to that experienced in a
cylinder of an actual reciprocating engine. Free piston shock tube consists
of a steel driver section and a stainless steel driven section. The driver
section is I m long and has a circular cross section of 70 mm in inner
diameter. The driven section is 2 m long and has a circular cross section of
26.7 mm inner diameter. An aluminum test section of 65 mm long and 26 mm
inner diameter is set at the end of the driven section to investigate ignition
of hydrogen gas injected into it. A solenoidal valve is mounted at the center
of the end plate to inject hydrogen gas. Four different sorts of pistons are
tested. They are 0.01 kg and 0.022 kg teflon pistons, 0.099 kg duralmine and
0.029 kg steel pistons. Measurements of pressure and the emission of light
due to the ignition are made with use of a piezo electric pressure gauge and
photomultiplier.
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Throughout the experiments, air is used not only as driver but also as
driven gas. The ignition delay is defined as the duration required for the
photomultiplier to detect a signal of a specific level from the fuel
injection. Oxydizer temperature T is calculated from the incident shock
velocity measuied with a universal counter. Moderately heavy piston is
necessary to get a higher stagnation pressure in the test section and the
piston of 0.022 Kg is used.

The experiments are carried out in the region near the ignition limit of
900 K, which is known as an autoignition temperature for premixed gas. The
ignition of the hydrogen jet is determined by the obserbations in pressure
change and self luminescence due to combustion. Typical traces on the
synchroscope are shown in Figure 11. The upper and the lower traces show
respectively the pressure and the light emission histories with time. The
pressure jump and the light emission due to combustion can be observed in
Figure 11(a), indicating injected hydrogen being ignited in this case.
Whereas, in Figure 11(b), light emission is observed, but there is no jump in
the presure, meaning that no steady combustion occurs in this case. Figure
12 shows the ignition delay time td , plotted against the reciplocal of the
temperature Tm, which is the mean value of the temperature during the period
between the instant of the injection and that of the ignition. The initial
pressure in the test section in this case is 16 KPa and the 0.099 Kg piston is
used. In the figure, the open and the closed circles correspond respectively
to the cases of ignition during the compression process and the expansion
process. These data expressed by the closed circles are qualitatively
reasonable although these are some ten times higher than the usual values for
premixed gases. Naturally, the reason of the difference can be attributed to
the duration needed for unsteady mixing of hydrogen and air before ignition.

Interaction ofjelt with shock wave. (Ishii, Higashino, & Sakurai [11,
12, 13, 19]). The interaction phenomena of the jet with the shock wave is
investigated in some detail in conne:tion with the problem of the timing of
fuel injection. Experiments are made with use of a nondiaphram shock tube
at temperatures near ignition temperature limit. Experimental setup is as
follows: T~e low pressure section is 4.5m long, has a square cross bection of
40 x 40 mm• and has observation windows near the end plate. Hydrogen gas
stored in commercial cylinder is injected into the test section through an
orifice on the end plate of the shock tube. Injection is controlled by a
solenoid valve in the pipe connectiong the gas cylinder to the shock tube.
The valve is triggered by an electrical pulse and remained open for 54 ms.
The Slow rate of the hydrogen through the orifice of the end p1ate is about
2 cm /ms measured at STP. The fuel is injected into the test chamber for 8.5
to 11 ms before the reflection of the incident shock waves at the end plate.
The strength of incident shock Mach nemers ranged between 2 and 3. Pressure
change behind the incident and the reflected shock wave is measured with
pressure tranceducers mounted on the side wall of the chamber. Although a
uniform region of temperature and pressure is obtained behind a reflected
shock wave in the test section the interaction of the jet with the shock wave
can occur depending on the timing of injection. A typical schlieren
photograph and a schematic of the interaction between the reflected shock wave
and the jet are shown in Figure 13, and the trajectory of the apex A of the
bow shock wave determined from successive schlieren photographs are shown in
Figure 14. The maximum temerature at A estimated from its trajectory is two
times higher than the vilue in the absence of the jet.

The ignition delay time for various spurting timings of hydrogen jet are
determined from the photomultiplier output and plotted against various
injection time ts in Figure 15. The measured ignition delay time is several
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times greater than the existing data for premixed gases. It is seen that
ignition is controlled by the mixing process between hydrogen and air for
higher temperature region. Whereas it is limited by reaction rates for the
relatively low temperatures.

SUMMARY

Necessity for studing the nonsteady aspect of ignition of hydrogen Jets
in connection with R and D of a diesel type hydrogen engine as one of the
problems of future energy sources is stressed.

A few different types of shock tubes as well as numerical simulation are
utilized to clarify the mixing process between hydrogen and high temperature
oxidizer and the ignition phenomena. The ignition delay time determined on
various cases is roughly several times greater than the existing data for
premixed gases.
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Table 1. Physical Properties
( Initial Air Temperature Ti = 1400 K

Species cpi erg/g/K p i g/cm/se.-: 2/K2

Nz 1.23x 107 ( 1400K) 1.061I0-5
02 1.14x 107 (1400K) 1.33x10"1
H2 I .60x1O(1400K) 1.33x 10-5
H11O 3.09x 107 (3000K) 6.47 x 10-1
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Fig.2. Density distributions obtained by schlieren photographs of the
experiment (a) and numerical simulation (b) at tu40 and 90us,
where the initial air tempecature Ti M 300 K.
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SHOCK WAVES IN HELIUM AT LOW TEMPERATURES

H. W. Liepmann and J. R. Torczynski

Graduate Aeronautical Laboratories
California Institute of Technology

Pasadena, CA 91125

Shock waves are a powerful probe of the physics, thermodynamics, and
fluid mechanics of helium, particularly at low temperatures and moderate

-' pressures. Gasdynamic shocks in helium vapor have attained Mach
numbers around 40 witi' minimal side wall influence. When such shocks
are incident upon the vapor-superfluid inteiface, me&airements of
reflected and transmitted w.ve strengths may be ued !o study the boun-
dary conditions across the evaporating interiace (not all are known).
Transmitted pressure shock waves in the superfluid may cross phase boun-
daries, producing the (normal) liquid or solid phases. Temperature shock
waver exist in the superfluid and are easily produced and observeW, exhi-
biting some features similar to shocks in a tiuid near its critiWa point. The
relative velocities produced by strong temperature shocks (around tO
mr/sc) are orders of magnitude larger than those in steady chanael
counterfow, so that these shock experimentS shed new light on the
mechanism !~hat ultimately limits the counterflow, Moreover, since the
relative, velocity is both a dynamic and a thermodynamic variable of the
superfluid, %be chemical potenuis equation c.€ ste-te may be measured in

previously inaccessible thermodynamic regions. Such shocks also provide
3 means of producing metastable liquid by croing the vapor-suptlrauid
coexissecx curve without eavitation,. Fintally, the evaporating interface
boundary conditions may be studied by schlieren photography of tempera-
turn shock waves impirag on the vapor-liquid inteface from below.

1. INTRODUCIHON

Several interesting tteture are apparent in the thernmodynamics a" helivr at low tepmatures and
moderate pressur"e (swe Fi-ure 1. ). In common with other subsances, He has a liquid-vapor coexistence
curve terminating in a critical pointt, with T1 - 5.2 K and p& - 2.3 atm. I-lowev, unique to helium is the
fact that the low-tempeiaturm/low-prmure condensed phase is not a olid. Rather, lie' has wo' liquid
phav..& denoted He 1, the higher temperature and rathem ordinary liquid phase, and lie 11, the lower tem-
perature superfluid phe. The coexistence iiave around 2.2 K that wparatu% these regions is called the
X-line. referring to the logarithmic shape of the specific heat amonsaly, much like thote occurring in some
solid state phaze transitions. Note that helium does not selidify under its own ,qvto prmure, a result of
its lazwe quantum mechanical uncertainty energy. Instead, pre res exceeding 25 atn are mequired to form
the suA1d pbase, Moreover, below 0.8 K the slope of the solid-liquid coexisi artcur•v is slightly uegative.
so the supwuid phase ha the lowc Oam py.

Maock woav" may be produ.ed in any of thes. thermodynamic rrons although of principal interest
besr ar the vapor and uperfluid phas Even at low temperatures helium vapor is well chawacterizod as
ar ideal gas, with I - 5[3, away from the triticWl point. As such, it admits the stantdard pasdynamic shock
waves. Suprfluid helium, on the other hand. has rmv. modes of w"vr. p•.-cpgat;o-.n the bulk fluid, as
PmerUcted by the taut.fluid inuel.2- which is dicuswd below. Like other liquids superfluid helium Admits
prtesure waves, referred to as first in. However, in He II heat tmnspor takes place by an internal con-
vietion p•romt involving the relative motion of the two fluWds called couniteflow, Jim at. tifst sound is
asoiated with the mas flux and the pressre. the heat flux and the temperature give rise to another type
of wave, called strrnd sowmd. Lax amplitude waves of eitbct type 464M to form shoc"s, as notod by
tany ilVCestigPl-'4. 1$
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2. GASDYNAMIC SHOCK WAVES

Shown in Figure 2.1 is a schematic diagram of the cryogenic shock tube.7 Two features distinguish this
shock tube from most others. First, the diaphragm consists of mylar wound between two spindles. This
spool mechanism permits changing the diaphragm (up to 70 times) without opening the shock tube interior
to the atmosphere, making operation of the cryogenic shock tube both economical and practical. More
important, however, is the fact that the driven section of this shock tube is at a very low temperature
although the driver section is at room temperature.

The advantages of a cryogenic driven section are seen from ideal shock tube theory. The 'shock tube
equation* is given by

I-[i + 2yl(y• + 1)-(M? - 111 - (211P1 1 1 y + a4 7tfz (.1

where regions 4 and i reter to the driver and driven sections, respectively, and a? - y"Rj Tj gives the sound
speed. As.op, --' 0, this equation has as its limit

2 y+ -I a1 + T 4•_ + . (2.2)M• ,t4-1 l • 1all i

For helium with y - 5/3, this equation simplifies to

Thus, with 7T4 - 300 K and T, - 3 K, shocK Mach numbers aroued 40 are noi anreasknabie.

As T1 is decreased, the predictions of ideal /-Sideal-shock-tul- theory are. miue and more closely fol-
towtd. as shown in Figure 2.2. This is bec-ius boundary layer etTec!. at the side walls are minimized due
to the reduced viscmity at low temperatures. Moreover, real gas etlects such as radiation and ionization
are unimpovtunt for even the mtronf•st of shocks, The gas temperature b-,hind the shock is bounded by
7T 4 2.5T 4, which is small when compared with temi"ratur•s corrcponding to the above phlenomena.

Thee ame many areas of possible application' open to the cryogenic shock tube. Cme use in the study
of superfluid helium involvts relfetin8 galynamic shocks from the vapor-supeffluid interface. Such an
eve'tsn shown ii F.gurcs 2.3-4, is of interest because one of the boundary conditions holding across the
steadily ev-aporating intemflhi is unknown - the reflected and transmitted wave strengtht cannig be talcu.
!aWed vithout m•idtig an assmption about the unkn•own boundary cwdition. Thus, the problem can in
!winciple be Inverted by making shock stqngh measurements. As a postscript, if this type of a
trdaumission-refloction experiment had be•e, performd prior to the two-Oluid ideas (it easily could have
been), then the consequent uncxpected eVpmental diswovery of socoad wund vA)uld have pointed out
tW insuficidncy of ane]-fluid' dynamk's to describe supernluid bheium!

3. S(OC•L WAVES IN SUPERFLUID HEIUUM

3.1. T1U Two-Ft~d Model
As mentioned above, when the temperature is lowered below 2.2 K. liquid helium under.'goes a phase

transition somcttat simila to Bose condensation. lie II is often referred to as a quantum fluid since
quanwum nw•mlnkic is macroscopically important in its description. This can be ween by cow .ring the
ratio Q of the deroglie w lr.ength A. the •aith scale of lquantum' Ccts, to the inurtmic spaciag d
for t cules of man•m.

QA 7i(3.0)
d d(mkT)'

Pramil liquid m and T am both l use, and d is typically at le a e Angstrms. Thus. Q is all.
For tbeum at 2 K. Q is of oder unity, so each atom interacts quantum mnrcanically with its ateghbo.

The importance of quantum mechanimc for He I is manifestcd in the need for whe tuw-luid model,
whi*t desibm He U as beg a mixture of two Cluids the awmal and su componentk, basi deaities
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p, aun p, and velocities 7, and V, respectively.1- 2 The total mass density of a fluid element is given by
p - p,, + ps, and its velocity is just the center of mass (CM) velocity pVP- p,V + psV. Instead of p,, ps,
V, and T, it is often more convenient to use p, 4, 7, and A, where 4 - Pn/P is the normal mass fraction
and 0 - V - V is the relative velocity. Note that Y7 is a Galilean invariant. Also, w2 is the thermo-
dynaxnic variable that is canonically conjugate to 4. The chemical potential is thus a function of three
variables, ga - p.(p,T,w2) where dp. - p-'dp - sdT - &dw2. The equations of motion are the conserva-
ti, n cquations for mass, momentum, and energy. However, since there are extra variables, there are addi-
tional equatons constraining the motion. The superfluid equation states that elements of the super corn-
noneLt are accelerated by gradients in the chemical potential. Also, V is constrained to be irrotational
away fr'om singularities (line vortices), with circulation quantized in multiples of h/re. See Landau andI'•Li• or London2 for full (and unsurpassed) accounts of the two-fluid model and Feynman3 for a dis-
aussion of circulation quantization.

S.Lce there are two components, two densities, two velocities, and so forth, there am two *sounds' or
modes of wave propagation in the bulk fluid. First sound is a pressure-density-velocity wave, just ordinary
sound. It is a useful and accurate approximation to assume that the coefficient of thermal expansion van-
ishes, so that p is independent of T and s is- independent of p. Hence, perturbations in the temperature
and relative velocity are virtually nil, so the two components move as one. The acoustic speod of Wirs
sound is then given by the familiar formula

a?- I (3.2)I• api,

with typical values around 230 m/sec. Second sound is just the reverse, involving temperature, entropy,
and relative velocity. Perturbations in the pressure and CM velocity are very small for the reason given
above, so there is no mass flux (the two components move oppositely) although there is a h&at flux
('- p~sT7. The acoustic speod of second sound is

a- p~s27T (3.3)

which is typically around 20 mlsec although it vanishbs at the )-Aino.

31. Pvtsre Shock Waya

As demonstrated in Figure 2.3, prcsure shock wakts tin bo produced in sup.dluid hclium. Weak fitr
sound shwcs arm we desc6bed by the relations given by Khala -.ko

Al-I +IA - (3.4)

A - Pa OPIlaw 0 (3.5)

A, the teepening coefficieat of firm sound. 's always positive, so only comprnmsin fiVA sound dwcks exW
in supedluid helium.

iAgure 3.1 srows phase diagmrn traiectorics of a few shocks, produced as dewsibed in 12. Note that
the transmitted pressure shock mtting from T, - 2.095 K crosse the i-line (state 6), so the ),transition
occuis %ithin the shock fronit An x-1 diagram of this case verifies this f.Cu - tio tn~nhiited temperature.
shock is produced. For two oh cases 7'. - 1.989 K and 2.031 K. after the transmitted shock reflects
from the shock tube end wall, it crosse the X-fine (state 7), When it intersects the transmitted temperature
shock, the latter disappears since second sound does not exist in tie I.

Phase changes to the solid are in prin6i po•sible but have not as )yt been attempted. Heating of the
Ould by prcuurc shocks is not a problem since thee shocks ame nearly isothrmal (the vey s•Ma tempera-
ture jump is actually negative). The most pnnmir method of producing suffciently stong shock would
probably employ a shock ube with an arma wiion rather than one with a highe puformac drivr
(fibet par u, ha1d and/or hydb)&rt :
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3.3. Temperature Shock Waves

As mentioned above, in superfluid helium the relative velocity X forms a third thermodynamic variable
along with the pressure p and the temperature T. It is impossible to produce large relative velocities with
steady channel counterflow: wall effects restrict values of w to around I cm/sec for a tube of reasonable
size. Temperature, or second sound, shock waves generate very large relative velocities and thus open new
thermodynamic regions to exploration.

Generation of second sound shock waves is straightforward. Just as a mass flux is necessary for an
ordinary shock, a heat flux is needed for a second sound shock: the heat flux is associated with the relative
velocity (q - psTw), just as the mass flux is associated with the CM velocity (J - pv). A 'thermal piston"
or heater is made by passing current through a thin film nichrome resistor (Joule heating), which has been
vacuum-deposited on one of the shock tube end walls, an optically flat quartz substrate. Temperature
waves are detected using superconducting thin films, typically located at the opposite end wall. These
superconducting sensors are operated at the midpoint of the superconducting transition (see Figure 3.2) so
that a small temperature perturbation gives rise to a large resistance perturbation. A biasing electromagnet
placed behind the sensor allows the transition temperature to be shifted to the desired experimental tem-
perature. These sensors operate in the MHz range, with typical sensitivities of I V/K. [They can be more
sensitive - Roesgen16 attained values around I kV/K.] Figure 3.3 shows an oscillograph from such a
sensor of an initially rectangular temperature profile that has evolved into a shock front, a uniform region,
and an expansion fan.

Nonlinear second sound was first observed by Osborne3 and Dessler and Fairbank,6 Weak second
sound shock waves are predicted to obey the following equations of Khalatnikov.'

M - I + L (3.6)

1-,[ i l ,,,,A
- -f Al (3.8)

al p.. T

A graph of 8, the steepeoing co•rtrcient of second sound, is shown in Figure 3.4. Away from the k-line. B
is positive, so second sound shocks in this region are temperature-ruising. As the k.line is neartd however.
B becomes negative and large, so here the shocks are temnpetuir-lowering. In this latter cse. the shocks
are akin to rutAction shocks, cornnionly see in fluids near teir critical points. One can imagine an int-
tially Mtangular temperature pulse spanning the region from B postive to a negativ-. In this Caw shock
waves form at both the leading and the trailing edges of the pulse. The msulting dou*e-.shock pulses''4
(we Figures 3.M-6) =re a subtle and triking vercation of the nonlinear two-luid model using shock wavs.

Turner examined the predictions of Khal*ukov for wak wcond sound shocks. At low heater powers
he found that an initiAly rctaangular finite amplitude temperature profe unem--ent the expected non-
linear evolution, as in Figure 3.3, Morcover, temperature jump and arrival time (Mach number) data was
in quantitative %gVeement with Eqs. (3.6-7). For larger heater powes. Tumer obsewd ssematic devia-
tions (we Figure 3.7), as well as modification of the tempe.iture profile (swe Figure 3.8). He found a
bound on the relative eocity produced %ith wcoad sound shocks the so.called S limit, shown in Fig-
me 3.9.

P K•7 (3.9)
kagT

Hem x - h/m is the quantum of clcatio&) of the.'mai-y nucleated quantized vwrtex

Torczynki confirmed the role of quantized vorticity generation in causing the shock limit." Moreover,
be demonstrated that this limiting phenomenon occurred only as the shock enteredte "lit the heater
- a shock once produced could be aritrarily and huanl y streaghened a*-ay from the heater by un&
a shock tube with a contvering conical channel" (see FIgure 3.10). Indeed, no limitation on w away from
the heater *w tound, even with an ama change of 3:1. The strongest shocks produced in this way had
tcmpcmlure jumpt of 87 mK and rdaive velocitie exceeding 10 va/sec (at te sma&U cnd of the chanedl
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based on the numerical results of Moody and Sturtevant.12 These relative velocities are orders of magni-
tude larger than the observed steady counterfiow values and are respectable when compared to a2 = 20
m/sec and VL = 58 m/sec (the Landau' criterion - a minimum velocity for momentum exchange
between the super component and the wall it flows past).

The large relative velocities that can be set up with second sound shock waves strengthened away from
the heater open the way to measure the relative velocity dependence of the chemical potential equation of
state (recall § 3.1). The dependence of gI on p and T with w - 0 is well known from Maynard's data.' 7

However, for large w, the functional form of g. - gi(p,T,w2) is not known. The approximation most often
used is to set

jip,T,w2) - p(p,T,0) - 11(p,T,0)w2 , (3.10)

essentially keeping only the first term in a Taylor series expansion of the differential relation in § 3.1 (for
example, Moody and Sturtevant12). The lack of an exact equation of state when w is large hinders precise
numerical prediction of the state change produced by a shock wave. However, this problem may be
inverted: the exact equation of state may in principle be determined by numerical analysis of Mach
number and temperature jump data from second sound shocks of varying strengths and initial states.

Associated with a second sound shock wave are jumps in all thermodynamic quantities, not just the
temperature. The pressure jump across a second sound shock is small and negative.

Ap - -pcjT(AT/T) (3.11)

This raises the possibility of using second sound shock waves to produce a phase change, but not by cross-
ing the phase boundary usually considered, the X-line. Since the pressure jump is negative, it is possible to
cross the vapor-superfluid coexistence curve by a decrease of pressure. Table 3.1 shows a comparison of
the pressure jumps of the strongest converging shocks and other relevant pressures.' 3

Table 3.1. Pressure jumps across strong second sound c•iocks.

T. p(SVP) Ap(hydro) Po Ap(Khal.) Ap(Moody)
1.605 .83 2.00 7.83 -4.65 -10.05
1.571 5.00 2.00 7,00 -4.96 .11.61
1,463 3.00 2.0 5.00 -5.55 -14.71

The Khalatnikov and Moody predictions are contrasted. The initial pressure for these experiments is
about 2 Torr higher titan the saturated vapor prcssure because of the hydrostatic head, as indicated. In all
cass, the coexistence cur%e is crossed. apparently without cavitation. Furthermore, the more exact numer-
ical solutions of Moody suggest that tensile stress was put on the liquid. It is possible that this effect may
be exp4oited to study a metastable liquid.

Second sound shock waves am: also good probes of the evaporating vapor-superfluid interface. As stated
above, not all of the boundary conditions across a steadily evaporating interface are known. This can be
undemtood since there are extra dynamic and thermodynamic variables for He 1I which have no analog for
the vapor. Thus, when a second sound shock of known strength impinges on the interface with a given
angle of incidence, the strengths and angles of the transmitted and reflected shock waves wannix be camu-
lared. Measurement of these wave strengths and angles provides a way to evaluate hypothetical boundary
codtionr, Figure 3.11 shows a schlieren photograph of a second sound shock wav reflecting from the
vapor-.upeWOuid interface." A remnant of the incident second sound shock is barely visible where the
reected shock (the fine dark line) intersects the interfice (the broad dark line) at the side wall. A gas-
dynam&c shock (the light line) is also transmitted into the vapor. This photograph ticely illustnrtes the sen-
sitivity of angle measurements with respect to the nonllnearities involved. The relected second sound
shock travls into and is conmected by the relative vtlocity field established by the incident shock. If this
effect were ivoted, the Mach number of the reflected shock based on the intef1tce angle would be les
than uily. Proe intcusion of this cfm yidds a reasoale value for the Mach number.
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4. CONCLUSIONS

Shock waves are very useful in studying low-temperature helium. Gasdynamic shocks can have
extremely high Mach numbers while avoiding many other difficulties associated with strong shocks and
shock tubes. Both gasdynamic and second sound shocks can be reflected from the vapor-superfluid inter-
face to probe the boundary conditions during evaporation. First sound and second sound shocks can be
used to induce and study phase transitions. Finally, second sound shocks produce relative velocities orders
of magnitude larger than other techniques, forcing helium into otherwise inaccessible thermodynamic
states, and thus allow further measurements of the equation of state.
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THE REFLECTION OF A REGULAR REFLECTION OVER A SECONDARY RAMP

J.M. Dewey"), G. Ben-Dor(2)and K. Takayama(3)

(1) Department of Physics, University of Victoria, Victoria, BC, Canada
(2) Department of Mechanical Engineering, Ben-Gurion University of the

Negev, Beer Sheva, Israel
(3) Institute of High Speed Mechanics, Tohoku University, Sendal, Japan.

An analysis is presented of the various shock wave
configurations which will occur when a regular reflection
propagating along a straight wedge encounters a sudden
increase or decrease in the slope of the wedge sutface
which changes from B@ to @2. It is shown analytically
that three differentwreflect~on processes may be expected
depending on the incident shock wave Mach number (Mi) and
the two wedge angles (el and 92). The analytical predic-
tions have all been verified experimentally.

1. INTRODUCTION

Regular reflection is one of the two major types of reflection of a shock
wave over a solid surfaceK. In the case of an air burst explosion, for
example, a spherical b'ast wave is generated. During the early stages of its
interaction with the ground surface the reflection of the blast wave is regular
(figure 1a). As the blast wave propagates outwards the reflection changes to a
Mach reflection (figure 1b). Either reflection may encounter a sudden
compressive on expansive change in the slope of the reflecting surface. To
calculate the pressure distribution along such a surface an understanding of
the interaction of a regular or a Mach reflection with a secondary wedge is of
importance. The analysis to be presented aims at establishing both the
reflection processes and final shock configurations of a regular reflection
encountering a sudden increase or decrease in the slope of the wedge surface.

2. ANALYSIS

A compressive and an expansive double wedge are illustrated in figure 2.
The slopes of the first and second wedges are 01 and 02. respectively, and the
slope of the second wedge with respect to the first is

If ,w > 0 the douhIe wedge is concave and If 4o < 0 the double wedge Is
convex. The reflection over any double wedge depends on three parameters: the
incident shock wave Mach number, N•. and the first and second wedge angles, A,.1
and 02, respectively. The phenome~un will be described in the (0?. 02) plane.
but, Vince the phenomenon also depends on the incident shock wavewMachwnuber,
14, the (04, G4) plane presentation is valid for a fixed value of 01 only.

The (01., e2) plane is shown in figure 2. Equation I in this plane is
described b4 sti'aight lines with 45' slopes along which jew is constant. In
the region above the line for which 40W - 0, A0W > 0 and the double wedge is
concave. Below this line AOe c 0 and the double Qedge is convex. Since the
present paper Is concerned Vith the reflection of a regular r%f]ection over a
secondary ramp oqly the region to the right of the line e9 - 0e will be
considerei (Oe is the "detachment" wedge angle for a gyven Tncident shock
wave Mach number; Ni, at which transition from regular to Mach reflection is
expected to occur).
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If 61 > "det the incident shock wave reflects from the first wedge as a
regular reflection2. This regular reflection propagates up the wedge until it
encounters the leading edge of the second wedge and negotiates it.

Region 1

Since AGw > 0 the wedge is concave like. The ingident shock wave reflects
over the first wedge as a regular reflection (01 > Gua ) and upon encountering
the second compressive wedge the wave angles are chanwged but the reflection
remains regular (02 > Qe

The reflection process in this region is shown in figure 4 for 61 = 550 and
02 = 750 (Aw= 200). The regular reflection over the first surface appears in
figure 4a Gwhil the final regular reflection over the second surface is
clearly seen in figure 4b.

Region 2

dnlike the previous case, here AOw < 0, and therefore the wedge is convex
like. The incideat shock wave reflects over the first compressive wedge
regularly (01 > 0, e. Upon encountering the second expansive ledge the wave
angles are changel but the reflection remains regular (Ow > wee).

The reflection process in this region is shown in figure 5 for 01 = 650
and 02 = 500 (AOw =-15*). A shadowgraph of the regular reflection over the
firstwsurface is shown in figure Sa while a shadowgraph of the final regular
reflection over the second surface is shown in figure 5b.

Subregions la and Ib, 2a and 2b

The pressure Prf behind the reflected shock of thq regular reflection over
the first wedge is in general different from the pressure Prs behind the
reflected shock of the regular reflection over the second wedge. Thus when the
regular reflection encounters the second wedge (compressive or expansive). The
pressure at the reflection point suddenly changes from P to Pr. Such a
sudden chdnge in the pressure must be supported by "an unlteady wave of finite
amplitude or a finite amplitude band of waves" 3 . We may therefore expect that
the reflection point on the second wedge will be followed by either compression
waves (or a shock wave) or expansion waves depending upon whether the
transition caused a sudden pressure decrease or increase. Figure 6 shows the
pressure retion behind the reflection point of a regular reflection as a
function of the reflecting wedge angle ow for a given Incident shock Mach
number Im 1.3. The pressure ratio Pr/Po goes through a minimum at about
nw= 60d. Ionstquently, in the double wedge reflection process now being

consideved three pressure change behaviours are possible. If, in the example
for M - 1,3, " 0 - 50* and 02 - 600 then at transition from the first to the
second we"ge tht ressure begind the reflection point suddenly drops. However,
if 01 606 and o0 - 85 then at transition the pressure behind the reflection
point suddenly intreases. There could also be a tase for which there is no
pressure change at transition, e.g., 01-= 550 and 02 - 65.7750. Thus,
different flow patterns aro to be r•pected behind tie second reflection point
according to these different pressure changes.

,The added dashed line in figure 3 divides each region into two subregions
la & b ana 2a & b. In subregions la and 2b the reflection process involves a
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transition from a high pressure regular reflection to a low pressure regular
reflection (H + L) while in lb and 2a the transition is f:.om a low pressure
regular to a high pressure regular reflection (L + H). Therefore in subregions
la and 2b it is expected that the reflection over the second wedge will be
followed by a shock or a compression wave, while in subregions lb and 2a the
second reflection is expected to be followed by an expansive wave.

Figure 6 indicates that for the given wedge angles comoination of the
experiment in region I there is a transition from a low pressure RR (figure 4a)
to a high pressure ,RR (figure 4b). As mentioned earlier this sudden pressure
drop behind the reflectioa point must be supported by a shock wave. This shock
wave is clearly seen in figure 4b. For the experiment in region 2, the
transition is from a high pressure RR (figure 5a) to a low pressure RR
(figure 5b). Consequencly, in this case the sudden pressure change is
supported by a rarefaction wave (figure 5c'.

Region 3

The double wedge is again convex like (Ao < 0). The incdidnt shock wave
reflects over '.• first wedge as a •elar relection (01 > 0e Upon
encountering t!.. ,nd expansive wedqe tbe incidetit shock wale find itself
propagating ovc, -wedge angle e@ < ew from which it can reflect only as a
Mach reflection. Therefore the regular reflection terminates and transitions
into a Mach reflection.

The reflection process in this region is shown in figure 7 for el - 600 and
02 - 300 (Ae 0 -30*). A shadowgraph of the regular reflection oveW the first
sIrface is clearly seen in figure 7a. When the reflection point of this
regular reflection encounters the sudden change in the slope of the surface it
takes off to form a triple point of a Mach reflection. As can be seen from
figure 7b, the formation of this Mach reflection is associated with a corner
generated rarefaction wave. A clear Mach reflction over the second surface at
a later time is shown in figure 7c.

3. CONCLUSION

The reflection process of a regular reflection over a compressive on an
expansive corner has been analysed using the basic concepts of the reflection
of a planar shock wave over a single wedge.

The analysis suggests three different reflection processes which have all
been verified experimentally.
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IFig. 7. Reflection process in region 3



COLLISION OF MACH REFLECTIONS WITH A 90-DEGREE RAMP
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The collision of nonstationary oblique-shock-wave
Mach-reflections with a perpendicular ramp on a 20 0-wedge was
investigatad interferometrically and numerically. Single-Mach
reflection (SMR) in air, complex-Mach reflection (CMR) in air and
double-Mach reflection (DMR) in carbon-dioxide were studied at
incident shock Mach numbers Ms of 2.40, 3.94 and 5.77,
respectively. After the collision of the Mach stem with the
perpendicular ramp, very complex interactions occurred among
shock waves, nonstationary rarefaction waves, quasi-steady
expansion waves, contact surfaces and boundary layers. The
isopycnics were evaluated and are presented and discussed for the
various reflection processes.

Based on the self-similarity of the shock-wave-diffraction
process and the results of three-shock theory, a reasonable
treatment of discontinuous surfaces is given and combined with a
modified fluid-in-cell numerical method to solve the flow fields
for the SMR case. A comparison of the present numerical results
with the experimental and other current numerical data shows
reasonable agreement with the various flow isolines, especiaily
near the leading edge of the wedge.

I. INTRODUCTION

The interaction of a spherical blast wave with a planar surface, which
impedes the normal path of the blast wave, can be reasonably treated as an
oblique-shock-wave reflection over a wedge, providing the spherical flow has
developed enough to resemble its two-dimensional equivalent. The equivalent
wedge angle is geometricaily related to the incident wave angle made between
the blast wave and the surface. If there are obstacles on the planar surface,
such as buildings or other structures on the ground, the phenomenon of
shock-wave diffraction becomes very complex. The observation and understanding
of this interaction are of importance not only to engineers interested in
blast-wave loading but also to aerodynamicists interested in the properties of
the flow field.

The simplest laboratory experiment that can be designed to study this
problem quantitatively is to use the shock-induced flow over a wedge with a
90 4 -ramp In a shock tube and utilizing infinite-fringe interferometric
techniques. A number of computatiowal fluid dynamicists have tackled such
problems and made wany improvements in the numerical simulation of
nonstationary oblique-shock-wave reflections (Ref. 1). If good agreement can
be obtained between the experiwmntally-Aeasured isopycnics and those
calculated numerically, then it will lend confidence in the computational
methods for spherical flows generated by height-of-burst explosions, where
experimental results are not readily obtainable. Much more data can be
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obtained numerically for flow-field quantities that are usually very difficult
to measure experimentally. Consequently, this would ultimately reduce the cost
of conducting complex blast wave experiments in the field.

2. ANALYTICAL CONSIDERATIONS

Regardless of the type of nonstationary oblique-shock-wave reflection,
the flow field generated by a wedge is self-similar with respect to time since
there is no characteristic length associated with the diffraction (Ref. 2).
The entire shock-wave diffraction pattern is amplified linearly with time.
Since the planar incident shock wave moves with a constant velocity, the
phenomenon of nonstationary oblique-shock-wave reflection can be considered to
be pseudo-stationary in the frame of reference attached to the reflection
point in regular reflection or the first triple point in Mach reflection.
Then the flow quantities can be assumed as uniform in each region near the
reference point and found from the oblique-shock-wave equations (Ref. 3). In
case of the collision with a 90 0-ramp, the relations for the normal reflection
of a shock wave (Ref. 4) are added to evaluate the properties behind the
reflected Mach stem. It is reasonable to assume that the Mach stem is
perpendicular to the wedge surface (this is not always the case in practice
and leads to error in analytical expressions for the triple-point-trajectary
angle X, see Ref. 5) and the properties immediately behind the Mach stem are
uni form.

In the present experiments, the highest incident shock Mach numbers in
air and CO were less than 4 and 6, respectively. Dissociation and ionization
can be negfected for all of the present experiments (Ref. 5). The vibrational
relaxation length of nitrogen behind the incident shock wave is about I m for
the CMR experiments in air (Ns-3.9, P0 .2 KPa and T -300 K) (Ref. 3). The
vibrational relaxation length of oxygen, however, ?s about 10 w, at the above
mentioned conditions (Ref. 3). It is reasonable for this case to treat air as
gas in which only oxygen is excited. For the S1R experiments in air (s-.2.4,
P0 -6.67 KPa and T -300 K) both nitrogen and oxygen can be treated as frozen.
For the DMR experfments in CO2 (gs-5.8, Po-1.33 KPa and To-300 K) the
vibrational relaxation length of CO is about 0.2 mm, hence CO2 behaves as an
equilibrium gas for vibrational excftation (Ref. 3).

3. EXPERIMENTAL IMETHODS AND RESULTS

The UTIAS 10 cm x 18 cm Hlypervelocity Shock Tube was used to conduct the
experiments for the present study. Cold helium was employed as a driver gas.
Medical.grade air and comercially-avallable carbon-dioxide of purity
exceeding 99.8% were used as the test gases. The incident shock velocity was
obtained by measuring the traverse time between several Atlantic L-25
piezoelectric pressure transducers flush-mounted in the wall of the channel.
The absolute error in calculating the incident shock Mach number can be
estimated by means of a procedure outlined in Ref. 6. For air the absolute
error is 0.03 at %$-2.40 and 0.06 at ?4,3.94; for C02 it is 0.09 at
Ms-5. 77 . Three different Incident shock Mach numbers (2.40, 3.94 and 5.77)
were chosen to obtain SM and CMR in air and WP in COV. In the present
experiments, the scatter in the incident Shock Mach nuibers Ms ranged from
2.37 to 2.44 for S14R, and from 3.88 to 4.00 for CM: and from 5.69 to 5.86 for
ONR, owing to the non-repeatability of the bursting pressure of the
diaphragm.

A 23-an dia field-of-view Pach-Zehnder interferometer in an infinite-
fringe mode was used to study the density field of the reflection pattern.
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The values of density can be evaluated in regions near the first triple point.
Just after the collision of the incident shock wave or the Mach stem with the
ramp, the density behind the regular-refiected shock wave or a normally-
reflected Mach stem can also be given. The densities in these particular
regions were used as starting points to evaluate the isopycnics. For the
purpose of this study, a 200-wedge with perpendicular ramps having heights of
12.7 nun, 25.4 mm and 50.8 umn, respectively, was mounted at two locations in
the shock tube to show clearly the change of the diffration patterns with
time.

A series of infinite-fringes interferograms are presented in Figs. 1-7,
along with their tabulated density values, to illustrate the process of the
collision of a Mach reflection with the 900-ramp. Before the collision of the
Mach reflection with the ramp, the shock-wave-diffraction pattern, as shown in
Figs. 1 and 2, is independent of the ramp. The flow field around the model is
sel f-similar.

After the incident shock wave or the Mach stem impinges on the ramp, the
flow field around the ramp becomes very complex and strongly dependent on the
height of the ramp relative to the triple point. If on collision the Mach-stem
height exceeds the ramp diagonal (e.g. Figs. 3, 4 and 5), the incident shock
wave cannot impinge on the ramp and the Mach stem is divided into two parts.
The lower part of the Mach stem is normally reflected from the ramp and
diffracts around the upper corner of the ramp. The upper tail of the reflected
Mach stem gradually weakens and finally catches up with the originally
reflected shock wave, The upper part of the Mach stem continues on.

Just after the collision, between the ramp and the normally-reflected
Mach-stem, there exists a stagnation region (region 4 in Fig. 3), in which the
density, pressure and temperature have their highest values, until the
nonstationary rarefaction wave fills the region. The rarefaction wave is
generated by a large difference of pressure between the stagnation region and
the one behind the upper Mach stem. In front of the ramp, the propagation of
the rarefaction wave causes the originally-stagnant gas to be accelerated to
supersonic speed. This is similar to the phenomenon observed in the driver of
a shock tube. In order to be parallel to the top of the ramp, the flow behind
the rarefaction wave has to turn to the top and be further accelerated through
a Prandtl-Neyer expansion. kross the nonstationary rarefaction wave and the
quasi-steady expansion wave, the density, pressure and temperature reduce to
their minimum values in the *icinity of the upper corner of the ramp.

1he interaction of the expanision wave with the upper Mach stem causes it
to be curved but perpendicular to the top surface. The density and pressure
behind the upper Mach stem is much higher than that near the upper corner of
the ramp (see Figs. 3 and 4). A second shock wave is generated to match the
pressures behind the upper Mach stem and the expansion waves. The second
shock wave appears to be very sharp near where the density and pressure have
their minimum values. It weakens gradually and becomes a compression wave far
away from the top owing to the increasing pressure behind the expansion waves.
As time goes on, the reflected Mach stem meets and interacts the slipstream
(Figs. 3, 4). After the collision, the reflected Mach stem is transmitted and
the contact surface is deflected. At same time, a shock wave can be reflected
from the contact surface (Ref. 7). However, it is too weak to be seen owing
to its interaction with the nonstationary rarefaction wave. An increase in
density is observed in a imrrow region behind the reflected Mach stem, perhaps
owing to the vibrational-relaxation process of oxygen In air. It is seen that
the rarefaction waves are no longer planar because of the different
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temperatures and resultant sound speeds on the two sides of the slipstream.
The wave propagation is faster in the higher temperature region adjacent to
the ramp wall than in the other. This is why the isopycnics undergo a
transition upward to higher density. A bifurcation of the reflected Mach stem
appears near the isopycnic marked u (Fig. 4), as it interacts with the wall
boundary layer.

After the collision of a DMR with the 12.7-mm high ramp (see Fig. 5),
the upper part of the reflected Mach stem S5 collides the first reflected
shock wave S, and the second reflected shock wave S2. The second Mach stem S6
passes through the expansion wave and weakens. The first contact surface C,
is laminar initially and then becomes turbulent and interacts with the
expansion wave E. The upper part of the first Mach stem S3 is curved and may
be bifurcated to ensure that it is perpendicular to the top of the ramp. The
interaction of the reflected Mach stem S4 with the boundary layer on the wedge
surface is so strong that it generates a lambda-shock configuration. The
temperature behind the reflected Mach stem S4 is high and strongly nonuniform.
The heat radiation causes the change in the temperature field ahead of the
reflected Mach stem and generates an additional density pocket. There appears
to be a shock-compression wave S7 at the end of the expansion wave E to match
the pressures behind the first Mach stem S3 and expansion wave E and to have
the flow parallel to the top surface.

If on collision the Mach-stem height is smaller than the ramp
diagonal, the incident shock wave first collides with the ramp and it is also
divided into two parts as shown in Figs. 6 and 7. The upper part continues on
along the top of the ramp. The lower part, in general, interacts with the
ramp as a regular reflection except for very large wedge angle. The
regular-reflected shock-wave diffracts around the upper corner of the ramp. A
nonstatlonary rarefaction wave and a quasi-steady expansion wave exist in the
region surrounded by the regular-reflected shock-wave. The upper tail of the
regular-reflected shock-wave gradually weakens owing to the interaction with
the expansion waves. After the collision of a SMR with the ramp, a stagnation
region (region 4 in Fig. 6) exists between the ratmp and the
normally-reflected Mach stem. The reflected Mach stem meets and interacts
with the slipstream and gives rise to a transmitted shock, a deflected contact
surface and a reflected shock, which appears too weak to reflect from the ramp
surface (Ref. 7). Simultaneously, the regular-reflected shock-wave collides
with the originally-reflected shock-wave and generates two transmitted shock
waves. Again a shock-compression wave exists between the incident shock wave
and the expansion wave.

For the DOR case (Fig. 7), the phenomenon is more complex. The
protrusions Pz and P caused by heat radiation exist ahead of not only the
reflected Mach stem $ but also the regular-reflected shock-wave S4. The
bifurcation of the reflected Mach stem S3 is very clear. Between the ramp and
the reflected Mach stem S , there exist some vortices affected by the strong
rolling up of the first slipstream. The reflected Mach stem S sweeps over
the second Mach stem S6 and the first reflected shock wave S,. The first
reflected shock wave S, is reflected from the ramp to form a new shock wave
Ss.

4. NUMERICAL MTHOD

The Euler equations ol motion govern a nonstationary two-dimensional
flow, that is, continuity, momentum and energy equations. These nonlinear
partial differential equations can be written in terms of three independent

S .. .. .. = " • , = •i0 -
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variables: time, t, plus two space dimensions, x and y. Under the assumptions
of an inviscid, non-heat-conducting flow, these equations can be written in
a Cartesian coordinate system (see Ref. 11 for details), and solved using a
modified fluid-in-cell (FLIC) method.

5. RESULTS

Based on the foregoing numerical method, simulations were done for
single-Mach reflection in perfect air. A set of contours for various
properties were obtained and compared with the state-of-the-art numerical
simulation performed by Glaz (Ref. 10). Very reasonable agreement was
obtained for the wave system shapes and isolines of density, pressure,
specific internal energy and velocity components along the x- and y-axes and
along and normal to the wedge surface. As expected, the FLIC-method was not
capable of handling the ramp problem. This was done in Ref. 10.

6. CONCLUSIONS

An interferometric study was made of the collision of Mach reflections
with a 90-degree ramp. Before the collision of the Mach stem or the incident
shock wave with the ramp, the flow phenomenon is self-similar; but not so
after the collision. The height of the ramp relative to the triple point
determines the type of reflection pattern. Because of the interactions among
shock waves, nonstationary rarefaction waves, quasi-steady expansion waves,
contact surfaces and boundary layers, the phenomenon becomes very complex. On
the whole, the collision of the CMR with the ramp is similar to that of the
SMR except for the different shapes of the reflected shock wave. However, for
the collision of the DMR with the ramp, the vortices caused by the strong
rolling up of the contact surface and the protrusions generated by heat
radiation are also observed. Such flows can only be evaluated numerically by
solving the Navier-Stokes equations and then comparing the simulations with
the present interferograms.

Based on the self-similarity of the shock-wave-diffraction process, the
solution of the three-shock theory, and a reasonable fit to the discontinuous
surfaces, a modified fluid-in-cell (FLIC) numerical method was used to solve
the flow field for the single-Mach-raflection case. Despite the simplifica-
tions made in the present numerical method, much information was obtained,
such as, flow-field density, pressure, specific internal energy and velocity.
A comparison of the present numerical results with the experimental isopycnics
shows fair agreement, especially near the leading edge of the wedge. A
comparison of the present simulation of the flow field with the more reliable
state-of-the-art numerical-results of Glaz (Ref. 10) shows reasonable
agreement for the various isolines. Further details can be found in Refs. 1,
9, 10 and 11.
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Fig. I Collision of SMR with a 900- Fi 9. 2 Collision of Ot'V with a 9O00
ramp in air at MS-2.44 and ramp in CO2 at NS-5.81 and

t-136 vis, Ow20 1=134 nlD, tz59 Pso GN*2O0, At-134 nuD,

hv~25.4 mm, P .6.67 KPa, h-12.7 mm, P al. 33 KPa,

TO-297K, p0-Y.82x10-5 g/1i3, TO-297K, M23~0 9/J 3 ,

X-6943A. 6ag-0 .39. X=6943A, 6apIo-1.2 7 .

Fig. 3 ColiIOofi of W- with a go*. Fig. 4 Collision of SW4 with a qo0-

ramp in air at Ns-.2.40 and ram~p in air at NS-2.43 and

t*16~ p$,G2O0, 1-134 mz, t.201 ps. V-200. 1-134 on
hu25.4 ~,P %6.67 KPa, h-25.4 m., P -6.67 KPa,

10o291K ;p0 Ki.S2 6kO5 g/co. T -296K. po- 9.84N4O-5 9/Cal,
)X'6943A, 6apopu,.

39. ).249'43A. hWpo-0.39.
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Fig. 5 Collision of DMR with a 900- Fig. 6 Collision of SMR with a 900-
ramp in CO, at Ms=5.78 and ramp in air at Ms2.38 and
t=119 is, ý;20, 1.134 mm, t-159 Us, Ow=20, 1=134 mm,
h-12.7 mm P =1 33 KPa, h=50.8 mma, P -6 67 KPa,
TO=294K, po=2.4Ox10- 5 g/On3, To=296K, po=.84x10o- g/cm3,
X-6943A, Wpo-1.26. X-6943A. Apo-0 .39.

"A, t.

Fig. 7 Collision of DN wiLh a 900J
ramp In CO at Ms-S.69 and
t-1ll As. i'-20, x-134 m,
h-SO.8 mm, P -1.13 KPa,
TO'297K. po,".38xlO-% 9/c.m3,
),-6943A, aapo-1.27.
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Studies of shock wave Mach reflection processes in conical con-
tractions where the final wall angle is achieved in two equal steps
are reported in this paper. This is an approach to the examination
of shock movement into contoured notzles and contractions, For
a given cone apex angle. a number of possible reflection patterns
have been identified depending on the primary cone length. A
computational method based on the ray-shock theory has been
developed from that for single cones. Experiments have been
carried out using pressure transducer measurements at the cone
centreline and holographic methods for internal axisymmetric flow
visualization. The calculations and experimental measurements
show good agreement and indicate that the major effect of the
primary cone Is to increase the Mach stem length or its sltength
depending on the reflection pattern. The flow visualization ex.
periments. still in the preliminary stage. confirm the xnticipatud
curvatwres in both tripe-point trajctories and Mach stem.

lINTFQQCTIQO!

Mach reflection processes have been extensively studied (from Smith' to. for example,
Henderson et a&1) in the plane two-dimensional cases where a shock impinges on a wedge
of shallow angle and are lenerally well understood although many details require further
elucidation. In irnternal axisymmetric cases. a limited number of studies are available, these
being much more difficult because of the tack of suitable flow visualization techniques but are
impý-';ant because the Inward moving disturbances can develop very high pressures within
ductwork. The reinforcement of a shock wave in a convergence is essentially related to the
reflection patterns tstablished during its progression through tee contraction and the lager
axisymnietric area reduction is obviously of great signiksimace when copreped to the plane
two-dimensiona; case.

In the very eaty stages of a conical Mach reflection, the ratio of the duct radius to the
reflection pattern dimensions approaches infinity. At its onset, the reflection should therefore
be identical to that of a shock wave reflecting from a plane wedge. Thus. for a shock wave
moving into a conical nozzle or contraction of wall angle less than about 45*. a Mach reflection
should ensue. As the Mach stem progresses towards the cerireline, the accumulation of
disturbances into the smaller area avaa"Wble should cause both the Mach stem and triple-point
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trajectory to develop significant curvature. This problem has been studied computationally and
experimentally by both Setchell et a13 and Duong and Milton 4. No internal flow visualization
of this phenomenon has been available to date and the above curvatures have been imputed
from the close corrspondence of calculation and experimental measurements taken at certain
limited positions (e.g. the centreline and the wall) by use of pressure transducers. Multiple
Mach reflections arise when a second wedge or cone of increased angle is placed downstream
of the first. This has been examined by Takayama et all for two consecutive plane wedges
and by Milton' for a plane wedge preceded by a radius. A study of a two cone configuration
is a first step in examining shock interaction with a curved axisymmetric contraction.

In summary, this research aims

(i)_ to extend existing calculation procedures and experimental techniques to examine Mach
reflection caused by two consecutively mounted cones

(ii) to exami-'e the resulting internal axisymmetric Mach reflection processes using holo-
graphic ti" niques for flow visualization.

SH YL__rLECTION PATJERNS WITHIN MULTIPLE CONES

The complete internal refli'.tion pattern within a single cone has been previously explored-"
Frc t the available calculations and experimental data, it appears to be similar to that occur-
ring within an equivalent two-dimensional wedge shaped contraction except that the curvature
in the triple-point trajectory in the conical case brings the centreline shock jump positions
(Ioser together dllowing more reflections within the total length. By smoothing the entry to
a plane two-dimensional area reduction, it has been shown' that the Mach stem length is
increased. In 'he axisymrnetric case, a similar smooth entry may be regarded as a series of
truncated cones of increasing wall angle. For this study, two cones only are considered, each
turning the wall direction in equal increments to the final value.

A number of reflection patterns are possible depending on the truncated length of the
primary cone. When the shock impinges on the first corner, the triple-point trajectory (TPI)
will be initially identical to tha. whir*- would occur for a complete primary cone. The Mach
stem from this reflection interactF wi'h the second corner forming an additional triple-point
trajectory (TP2). The major complexity occurs when the triple-point trajectories intersect
giving two basic configurations which are readily identifiable. If the primary cone is less than
a defined length, the triple-point trajectories intersect before reaching the centreline and a
single, modified Mach stem should continue to progress downstream as in the plane two-
dimensional case. If the primary cone exceeds this length, TPI will reflect at the centreline
and intersect TP2 further downstream, These two reflection configurations are shown on
Figure 1 designated as Tpjps I and S. Also shown are the limiting cases for both the above
giving a total of five configurations. arbitrarily classified here with increasing primary cone
length as Tpes 0, 1, 2, 8 and 4. A 7'4w 0 pattern is that established when the primary
cone is of zero length and is simply the single cone with half-apex angle equal to the total
wall angle. This is the basic case with which comparisons can be made. 7Tpe r is the case
'.vhere the trajectories meet exactly on the centreline and it therefore separates the two basic

cases. nPe 4 is the intersection which occurs when TP1. reflected from the centreline reaches
the wall exactly at corner 2. Further increases in the primary cone length would result in a
repeat of the above cases except that they would now be preceded by one complete cycle of
reflections from corner 1.

COMP .TATIONAL SOLUTIONS
The computational scheme u-.d here has been described previously' for single cones and
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is based on the ray-shock theory (Whitham'). Little additional modification is required for
the present study of shock interactions with two (or more) cones.

The major differences in treatment are due to the TP intersections as discussed previously.
Figure 2 shows the ray POQ through the intersection point. For the flow above ray POQ, no
addition to the basic scheme is required. That is, calculations proceed through TP1, entry
Mach numbers to TP2 are calcilLAed and the reflection after TP2 follows. Essentially each
comer is a separate calculation. For Type 2 configurations, this completes the two-comer part
of the calculations, analysis then reverting exactly to that applied to a single cone. For Typesa
I and 3, further assumptions are necessary. To start the calculations below ray POQ. the
ray direction OQ and the Mach number at that point are taken from the calculations of the
Nlow above it. This defines a boundary for the lower part of the flow field. The Mach number
of the shock exiting from the reflection may now not be identical above and below OQ. This
i- particularly noticeable with Type $ configurations due to its additional re-reflection from
the centreiine. As two immediately adjacent sections of a shock cannot move in the same
direction with different velocities an adjustment needs to be made to the direction of OQ.
orienting it at a slightly lesser angle to the centreline.

(a) Type 1 Reflections

Typicai results are shown on Figure 3 (M. = 2.4 '7 1.4. 10*.20* cone). These results
can be compared with those for a single 20" cone4 and can be seen to be generally similar. The
effect of the primary cone is to alter the position of the first triple-point trajectory, centreline
intersectioo point moving it slightly upstream away from the cone apex. The length x from
this point to the cone apex is plotted on Figuwe 4 for a range of cases and has been normalized
against the equivalent single cone. It can be seen from the figure that the primary cone length
is the major variable affecting x and hence the stem length. Incident shock Mach numbers in
the range considered have only a small effect as does isentropic index. The two-step entry to
a cone of larger semi-apex angle (i.e. in these cases 209 compared to 10*) results in a bigger
percentage increase In Mach stem length at the centreline location. Thus a greater gain in
shock strength should be achievable by a cone of gradual entry w*hen that cone has a larger
apex angle.

(b) nVS 7;eflections

Results are shown on Figure 5. The first position on the centreline where both comers
influence the shock front Is now closer to the apex and is downstream of the initial TPI,
centreline intersection. It is not until this pohit is passed that a general similarity to Type 0 or
Type I reflections appears. In this region, further increase in primary cone length reduces the
relative size of the Mach stem. However, the Mach stem now becomes progressively stronger
due to the increasing influence of the re-reflection of TPI from the centreline.

EXPERIMENTAL WORK

Pressure Transducer Measurements

The basic experimental work for this project was carried out in a 189 mm diameter shock
tube described previously'. The test sections were a 5S-100 and a 10-20" cone combination
both with a primary cone length of 1.343 times the shock tube radius. Incident Ahock Mach
numbers of M. = 1.47 ±0,02 and 2.40 !:0.02 in air were ised. The technique for locating the
shock wave was to use an upstream facing pressure transducer on the end of a stiff centreline
probe insetted through the cone apex". The probe was moved incrementally with each of a
large number of runs repeated under the same initial conditions, thereby giving a full centreline
assessment of shock strength. Jumps in strength Indicated the arrival and re-reflection of a
Mach stem at the centrdine.
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Results are given on Table 1. The length of the primary cone is such that these should
be Type 3 reflections. The first jump is due to the unmodified triple-point trajectory from the
first corner while the second and later jumps arr. caused by the combined trajectories from
both comers.

TABLE C

Cone Distance From Apex x/L Shock Mach No.Combination Incident un

(Primary Cone Length Shock Jump
1/R = 1.343) Mach No. No. Measured Calculated Measured Calculated

1.47 1 0.65 0.628 1.34 1.38
50-100 2 0.55 0.529 - 2.20

1 0.695 0.681 1.40 1.42
2.40 2 0.555 0.559 - 2.60

1 0.43 0.408 1.44 1.50
100-200 1.47 2 0.32 0.307 - 2.80

3 0.09 0.069 - 3.60
1 0.485 0,482 1.75 1.80

2.4 2 0.3S 0.340 2.23 2.60
3 0.09 0.071 3.45 3.80

It can be seen that good agreement exists in the shock location. From Figure 6 it can be
seen that a very rapid fall-off in Mach number exists on the centreline immediately following
the second and third jump positions. The possible error In determining the Mach number
is therefore very much higher than that in locating the shock. Hence. additional runs were
required to fully explore the Mach number close to these positions. This was only carried out
in the 100.20° cone with M. = 2.4 and so information on Mach numbers Is limited. However.
for the data obtained, the agreement is reasonable.

Flow Visualization Techniques

Flow visualization for internal axisym metric Mach reflection is extremely difficult and has
not been used previously. However, because of the expected complexity of the wave patterns,
experiments have been comminced. These are still under development but preliminary material
is available.

In order to render the shock waves visible within a conical contraction, two approaches
using holographic methods were examined. These were:

(i) An arrangement similar to a shadowgraph in which a parallel beam of light is passed
through a transparent test section with an aspheric external surface. This maintains
the light rays parallel to the original direction through the test section. This method
has been described by Takayama and One 2rat and is referred to simply as holographic
interferometry.

(ii) A diffuser is placed in the light path just before the test section, which uses a simple
cylindrical external surface. This is referred to as real time holography.

For both methods pulsed light from a holographic ruby laser was used, split 60:40 between
the object beam and the reference beam.

Holoraphic Measurements

With the first method, a simple cone of 10" semi-apex angle was machined into a trans-
parent section with an aspheric outer surface similar to that previously reported ". The cone
was connected to a 50mm diameter shock tube. For the real time holographic experiments, a
multiple 10*-20' semi-apex angle cone (primary cone length t/R = 0.532) was machined
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into similar transparent material and was connected to a 100mm diameter shock tube. Both
shock tubes used air as the test gas with a Mach number M. = 1.75 or 1.76 ±0.03.

The holographic interferometric observation gives a clearer photograph with better spatial
resolution but it requires test sections which are difficult to construct. With the real time
holography, the position of the triple-point and the shape of the main shock front and Mach
stem can be adequately observed. Results for the single 100 cone are summarized in Figure
7 and show a distinctly curved triple-point locus as predicted by the calculations. A slight
backwards curvature in the Mach stem is also observable and corresponds to the increasing
ray angle near the centreline. With the aspheric lens. the diffraction of the light rays slightly
displace the shock along its axis. This has been calculated as 0.292R on the centreline.
Calculations modified for this distortion are shown on Figure 7 where good agreement exists.
The results for the multiple 100-20* contraction are shown on Figure 8. There is again good
agreement with experiment.

CONCLUSIONS

Computational techniques based on the ray-shock theory and used previously to calculate
reflection patterns for a shock wave moving into a single cone have now been extended to
multiple cone combinations. This allows examination of the effect of a gradual approach to
the contraction and is a first step in the study of shock movement into contoured nozzles and
contractions. For the double cone case, a number of different reflection patterns have been
identified, the pattern depending on the primary cone length.

Experiments have now been carried out using centreline pressure transducer measure-
ments for the double cones and holographic flow visualization methods for both double and
single cones. Good agreement has been obtained with calculations, particularly at the highest
Mach number tested. With the holographic methods, a transparent test section with a single
100 half-apex angle cone machined inside and an aspheric outer surface gave good clarity,
However, diffuse, real-time holography allowed a simpler test section. Here, the clarity was re-
duced but the shock wave shapes and triple-point position could be adequately distinguished.
These flow visualization techniques confirm the computational predictions that the triple-point
trajectory has substantial curvature and the Mach stem a small curvature. These experiments
are still in the preliminary stages and further data is required.
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IRREGULAR SHOCK DIFFRACTION SYSTEMS

L.F. henderson
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A new criterion is proposed for the transition between
regular RR and Mach MR reflexion. It is based on the
minimum surface pressure condition which occurs for
example when a plane shock diffracts over a concave
corner. Although experiment indicates that the new
criterion is invalid for rigid adiabatic surfaces it
may possibly be relevant for liquid or flexible surfaces.
An exact expression is presented for it. A detailed
classification scheme and topological map in (ýi,6w)
coordinates is presented for the shock systems that
occur during diffraction.

I. INTRODUCTION

If a plane shock i of inverse strength ýi F P./P, diffracts over a concave
corner of apex angle Ow in a gas with ratio of specific heats y then the pres-
sure P 2 on the surface of the ramp just downstream of the reflected shock r can
be calculated by the von Neumann theory1 provided that the shock system is a
regular reflexion RR. Figure I shows that P2 at first decreases with decreasing
Ow (or increasing shock incidence to. - ir/2 - 0 w) until it reaches a minimum
P2 ; P-'nl but after that P2 increases rather rapidly, so there is a sign change
Of (P2 )/M0w at P2 - Pmi Subsequently the pressure reaches a maximum and
then a further decrease in W* will result in transition to an irregular reflex-
ion IR, such as a Mach reflexion.

In this paper we present an expression for the minimum pressure point and
propose it as a possible criterion for the onset of IR for the special case
when the raflecting surface is flexible. In addition we consider the sequence
of IR systems that occur as 0w varies from v/2 to zero with constant (yjt)

2. THE HINIMUH PRESSURE co•DITION

2.1 The condition

It is obtained from the RR theory by deriving •(P 2/P,)/•. 0. If
Wo Mll and x sinw131 0 0 the result is,

840• + BAX• + B~x 2 + BIX + B, - 0()

whore,

B4 2 16y(l-Cl)a t-(y+I) + 2(Y+÷)&1 + (3-M1%1I

B, B 32y(1-ýi), [(y+l) + (y-1L)l 2  (2)

B2  4((y+I) + (y-1) jl]2 [-(3y2+8y+1) + 2(-y2+4y+l>) E + ('Y+l)(Y-M)1 2]

B1 61(y+l) + (y-1) Ci]

Ba B -(3-y)I(y+l) + (y-l) •I'
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2.2 The condition as a criterion for the onset of irregular reflexion

Suppose there is a hinge at the corner so that the pressure applied to the
rigid sloping surface causes a clockwise torque Ti to be exerted about the hinge
Figure 2. Suppose also that Ti is balanced by an equal and opposite torque Te
applied by the surroundings to the system. Finally let the walls be adiabatic.
The system can now be regarded as a purely mechanical one because it may ex-
change virtual or actual work with its surroundings but not heat. When
fT/2 < Ow < 0 min, then by Figure 1, D(P 2 /P 0 )/36 < 0. Hence if 0 w is reduced by
dO (for example by reducing Te by dT.) then t~e system will respond by reducing
P 2YPO, and restore thQ torque equilibrium. It is concluded that the system is
stable. However, if 6min > ew> Oa, then a(P,/Po)/aOw < 0. The sign change
means that an infinitesimal reduction in 0 w and Te will now cause P2 /PO to
increase so that Ti > Te and the system becomes unstable. This suggests that
the regular reflexion should undergo transition at Ow - 0 min, or wo - 0min, to
some other system such as Mach reflexion. However, experiment does not support
this. The discussion so far has ignored the effect of the corner signal ca,
but as @w decreases the cs moves closer to the reflexion point and reduces the
area over which the Pressure P2 can act. So even though P 2 may be increasing
there is a reduction in pressure on other parts of the surface. Experiment
indicates that consequently there is a decrease in Ti to match that of Te even
when a(P 2 /P 0 )/aaw < 0. These arguments are based on the assumption that the
surfaces are rigid and adiabatic, and the conclusion could be different when
these assumptions are invalid. For example, if a shock diffracts over a flex-
ible or liquid surface so that conditions in region 2 could prevail locally,
then the minimum pressure criterion might be relevant, especially if after
transition to some other system one gets 3(P 2 /P0 )/aOW > 0.

3. CLASSIFICATION OF SHOCKS

3.1 Strong and weak shocks

The separating condition between strong and weak shocks will be defined as
the coincidence of the sonic and mechanical equilibrium criteria, -i a C*

some data is given in Table 1. cr'

Y 5/3 7/5 9/7

cr 0.30375 0.37531 0.40855

ft 0
Wo- Wn 37.680 40.374 41.612

TABLE 1. Alternative separation condition between strong and weak
incident shocks H2 - 1

It has the important property that the flow downstream of the reflected
shock r is sonic, M2 - 1. Conseq!uently, for weak shocks near transition the
flow doinstream is subsonic 12 < 1, and for ctron L shocks it is supersonic
M--_ 1. The property M2 > I is a necessary condition for the appearance of
systems with additional waves such as for example double Hach reflexion DR.
The strong-weak boundary is plotted In Figure 3.

3.1 Forwsrd and backward facing waves

It will also be convenient to classify the waves as belonging to either
the forward or backward families. A wave is in the forward family if it

_ ___ - 4-
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deflects the streamlines through the angle 6 in the positive (anticlockwise)
sense, and in the backward family when the deflexion is in the opposite sense.
Here, i is always selected to be in the forward family. So r is always a
backward facing shock in RR, Figure 2. In MR, r may be in either family, but
the separating condition between the two families is when r is a normal shock,
61 = 0, 0  w say. After a lengthy calculation, a closed form expression can
be obtained for it, namely a polynomial of degree 4 in x si 2 Wa . Exact
expressions for its roots are,

(i) x sin2wa = 1, that is wo - wa = n/2, which is trivial in that all
three shocks ir,s in MR coincide to form a single normal shock.

(ii)
[(y+l) + (y-l)~ jl

x E sin 2 Wgl = [(7+1) + ((3)i-2 12]
gl 2ytCy+l) + (y+l)&i-2 I2

This root is also tri~qal because r degenerates to a Mach line, and i and s
become a single plane shock. It corresponds to glancing incidence, Ow = 0,
()0 W a W9gl say, M1 - M2 =- I

(iii) the other two roots may be obtained from,

G2 x2 + Gjx + Go - 0, (4)

where,

G2 • 2y[(y+l) + (y-l)&i](l-&i)[(y+l) + (Y+3)&l

G,• -{(Y+1);(3y+) + (y+l)(y3+3Y2+3y-3) i + (2y4+3y'-9y 2-15y+3)ti 2  (5)

+(y4+2yx-4y 2+l0y-l)&i').

Go • [(Y+l) + (Y-1)&il]

and where only the negative branch root is of physical significance, Figure 3.

4. IRREGULAR REFLMXION

For constant (y,& ) an irregular reflexion IR will appear whenever Ow
becomes small enough, Sr w0 large enough. The IR is typically some form of
Mach, or other "non-specular" reflexion, Figure 3.

4.1 Weak shocks

For weak shocks M2<l, after transition so the entire flow downstream of r
is able to influence the triple point, and in particular the corner signal cs
can always catch up with it. Because M2<l, a single Mach reflexion SMR is
expected after transition, with r backward facing. As Ow decreases, r eventual-
ly becomes a normal shock as determined by equations (4) and (5), and beyond
that it is forward facing, Figure 3. As 0W continues to decrease the condition
for sonic flow downstream is eventually attained M2 - 1. This is a catch-up
condition for the corner signal, but with the difference that r is forward
facing, whereas r is usually a backward wave at catch-up. Beyond this conditicu
42>1 and it becomes possible for other waves to appear, for example a fourth
shock or an expansion wave 2's, Figure 3. If Ow decreases still further r
approaches s Mach line degeneracy and this condition has been determined by
Wuest ; after correcting and rewriting his result we get,
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[(y+l) + (y-1) ~]{(y+I.) + (3y-1) ýi± (-y+i) [(l + 7 (1 + Y +)1½
SIN2

2y{ [(Y+l)+2 (~-.~+y3~2±(y+l) (iy [i +;3) (i Y+l Y ]½}

(8)

According to present theory the reflected shock r cannot exist when WO >W
Now the flow downstream of i is supersonic relative to i, whereas that down- w
stream of the Mach shock s is subsonic. The only possibilities seem to be for
r to be either replaced by a band of compression waves continuously distributed
downstream of i, Figure 4, or for viscous effects to become significant. The
incident and Mach shocks now form a single wave without any slope discontinuity,
and the system will be called a "continuous wave reflexion" CWR. In such a
system the contact discontinuity cd would be replaced by a continuously distri-
buted band of vorticity. The existence of a CWR has not been definitely estab-
lished by experiment, but a photograph from Henderson and Siegenthaler's
papers may be a CIR.

The final development is for the reflected waves to weaken until they all
become degenerate at glancing incidence. The condition is given by equation (5).
All these conditions are plotted in Figure 3.

4.2 Very weak and extremely weak shocks

With constant (y,• ) and for weak shocks. single Mach reflexion SHR occurs
in the range wo*<T< 0w**, that is between the catch-up conditions for the back-
ward and forward facing reflected shock. Inspection of Figure 3 reveals that
the range shrinks with increasing ýi and vanishes for some -i - wo - (o .
This occurs when the condition for sonic flow downstream of RR coincides with
the sonic condition downstream of SMR with r a forward facing shock, Table 2
and Figure 3.

Y 5/3 7/5 9/7

O 0.7953 0.7989 0.8010

410 52.047 52.118 52.173

TABLE 2. Condition for the coincidence of the sonic condition down.-
stream of regular reflexion M2"', with the sonic condition
downstream of single Mach reflexion 142 1. when the reflected
shock is also a forward facing wave

An incident shock will be defined as "very weak" when ti > ýE". It is clear
from Figure 3 that there are no Hach reflexione for these shocks, the only pos-
sibilities are regular RR, from wave FWR or continuous wave CAR reflexions.

If ti increases still further then the range of wo for FWH also shrinks,
and eventually vanishes at 1 • , .w - w6 say This is at the coincidence of
the sonic condition downstream of RR and the Wuest limit. Table 3 and Figure 3.
For &I > E only RR and QI& tre possible, and those might be called "extremely
weak shocks."
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y 5/3 7/5 9/7

0.84024 0.8328 0.8268

° 55.12618 54.2932 53.7592

TABLE 3. Condition for the coincidence of the sonic condition down-
stream of regular reflexion M2=1, with the Wuest limit when
the reflected shock and the fourth wave are Mach line
degeneracies

4.3 Strong shocks

Strong shock diffraction has the property that near transition the flow
downstream is supersonic %2>I. Evidently, this is a necessary condition for the
appearance of extra wavus in the system. When M2 is only just larger than one
then r is observed to develop a rapid change in its slope, a "kink" K Figure 4,
called a "complex ý"ch reflexion" CMR. For larger M2 the change in slope at K
sharpens and an extra shock appears to form a double Mach reflexion DMR. The
Mach number M2 is variable downstream of r and according to Ikui et a16 a CMR
changes into a DMR where M2 > 1 at K.

For yet stronger shocks the vortex sheet from the primary triple point
moves forward and curls up tightly behind the Mach shock s Figure 4, causing s
to develop an inflexion point. 6 ' 8'19 With experiments7 in oxygen there is no
sign of the inflexion for Mi - 7.1, but there is for Mi - 10.1 and 11.7. In
freon 12 and with Mi - 4.94, there is an extra shock associated with the in-
flexion9 , and Colella and Glaz 1 0 found the same thing in their numerical studies
of Mi - 8 shocks in air. These will be called "hyper-Mach reflexions,"|IMR.

If wo increases beyond its value at, or near, transition it is found that
M2 decreases. Eventually, the sonic condition is reached and after that M2 < 1.
A stro"g irregular reflexion IR is then reduced to a single Mach reflexion,
Figure 3.
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PSEUDO-STATIONARY MACH REFLEXION OF SHOCK WAVES

F. Seiler
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The pseudo-stationary oblique shock wave reflexion by a
wedge was numerically investigated by the direct Monte-
Carlo simulation technique. In this numerical study the
real gas flow is simulated at the molecular level by
using a large number of model particles following their
positions in phase space. In order to simulate the shock
reflexion from a wedge, a two-dimensional computational
model was set up. The incident shock wave is generated
by a piston, which is suddenly set in motion and then
moving into the flow at constant velocity. The incident
shock wave, simulated in a model gas of about 10000
particles, propagates down the gas and hits a wedge.
By oblique shock reflexion the reflected shock develops.
The calculations are carried out for a shock Mach number
3 and a monatomic gas with wedge angles from 30* up to
70t. The Monte-Carlo calculation results provide a full
picture of the variation of the most important flow param-
eters. The influence of the boundary layer on the reflect-
ed shock angle and the transition to Mach reflexion will
be discussed and compared with experimental lata. It can
be seen that the boundary layer effect shifts the transi-
tion condition to higher incident shock angles. In addi-
tion, smaller refle-cted shock angles are proluced.

1. INTRODUCTION

1. 1 PUHNO(M1*4O
1hen ,a planar tZoving shock wave hits A reflecting wedg;e (Figure 1), the

incident shock wave (I) is reflected at the wedge nurface and a reflected shock
w4ve (R) can be observed. Two fundtental types of shock refloxion appear. They
are regular ref laxou (MR) and Mach ref lexion (MR). The Mact repf lexin can be
m,;bdivideC Into tingle-Mach (SKHR), complex-Mach (04R) and double-Mach re-

flexions (MR)). The f irst to describe the phenmena of RR and $-MR was F. Mach
in 1878. sino then detailed and thorough Investigations of shock reflexsior
have been performed by *any researchers but until now its b-haviour has not
been fully understood, eapecially the transition frof regular to Mach rt-

flexion of shock waves. The available theoretical descriptiont of this pheoo-
aenon are in agretaent with experimants only for relatively narrow rangfs of
par=eters.

The prennt paper has the aim to improve the understanding of the non-
stationary shock reflexion at a wadge with new numerical results, obtatned bT
a gasklnetic nethod, the so-called direct Monte-Carlo simulation technique
Monte-Carlo calculations for the steady shock reflexion ver& already done by
Auld and Bird 2, showing that this gaskinetic method can also be applie4 undor
a macroscopic a.pect besides a microscopic oce.

1.2 TRANSITION CRIT'SIA
With a Galilean transformation of the unsteady shock refleuion by a wedge

to the moving shock refleioan point P, the flow field can be coasidered as a
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pseudo-stationary one. In this coordinate-system the wedge surface and the gas
in xegion (1) move at speed ul. The incident shock (I) deflects the flow to-
wards the wall by an angle 62. Since the wall is impermeable, the flow must be
deflected back parallel to the wall by the reflected shock (R). This process
is best understood if preasure p is plotted against the deflexion angle 6 as
shown in Figure 2. The conditions upstream of the incident shock are represent-
ed by point I on the solid wave polar with p =Pl and 6 =0. The region down-
stream of the incident shock is denoted by point 2 with 6 =62. The point 3 be-
hind the reflected shock lies on an appropriate dashed polar. As the wedge
angle Ow decreases, i.e. the shock angle ýj increases, 62 increases until the
reflected shock reaches the maximum flow deflexion angle. This is the conven-
tional criterion for the onset of Mach reflexion and is sometimes called the
detachment condition. Mach reflexion becomes possible, where the point 3 just
equals the pressure achieved from I through a normal shock. This smallest
deflexion angle 62, at which Mach reflexion is theoretically possible was given
by von Ncumann, denoted as the von Neumann criterion 3. Many experiments done
in pseudo-steady flows support the detachment criterion, whereas some recent
experiments in the steady case clearly support the von Neumann condition.
Hornung et a!. 3 advanced another criterion, that differs slightly from the
detachment condition. They suggest, that regular reflexion (RR) terminates,
when the flow behind the reflected shock becomes sonic with :espect to the
reflexion point P (sonic criterion).

1.3 BOUNDARY LAYER EFFECTS
Regular reflexion is theoretically not possible for shock angles C, >C lid'

Some experimental results 314 indicate, that the transition occurs at
significantly higher values ý1,tr > Ci,d with Cl,tr-Cl d up to several degrees.
Taking into account the viscosity and heat conduction, the flow fi~ld shown in
Figure 3b can explain the modified transition conditions. Considering the
regular rqflexion in the reflexion point reference, a uniform flow with the
velocity ul strikes the incident shock. After the shock roflexion the flow
velocity is lower than ul, but the wall velocity remains at ul. The developing
boundary layer acts as a mass sink and this displacement effect can be consider-
ed by a negative displacement thick.iess 6P. Therefore tha flow deflexion
through the reflected shock is 3maller than in the inviscid case. The p, 6 map
(Figure 3a) illustrates this boundary layer effect. The flow direction can have
a component perpendicular to the wall with a small flow angle c, determined by
the growth of the displacement thickness. It is evident that this behaviour
results in a transition shock angle 4l,tr nhifted to lar,,er values by an amount
of approximately e. Consequently the wedge angle Ow - 90 -Cl at which transi-
tion occurs moves to smaller values.

A further consequence of the boundary layer inf:uence shoild result in a
&naller reflected shock angle C3, whereas experimentadly the opposite has been
observed 3.

2. DIRECT MONTE-CARLO SIMUILATXON

2. I THEORETICAL DESCRIPTION
The flow field under consideration was numerically investigated by the

d&rect Monte-Carlo simulation technique developed by Bird 1. This method is a
statistical one, which describes the behaviour of the gas flow on the molecular
level. In this gaskinetic theory, the distribution function for the molecular
velocities provides a statistical description of the gas pattern. The basic
equation which describes the change of the distribution function io the
Boltzmann equation. Bird S shoved, that the Noote-Carlo calculation results
are a solution to the Boltzmann equation.

In order to us,. this simulation technique for calculating the flow field
under consideration, a two-dimensional computational model was set up as shown
in Figure 4. The real gas flow in the physical space Is simulated by &ue thou-
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sands of particles, why this technique can only efficiently be used with a
sufficiently large and fast computer. The velocity components and position
coordinates are stored in the computer and are followed in time.

The simulation procedure starts with particles having a Maxwellian velo-
city distribution corresponding to thermodynamic equilibrium in the quiescent
gas at the temperature T1 . Those particles are uniformly distributed in space,
which is subdivided in a sufficiently small network of cells. The simulation
proceeds in discrete time steps. During these steps, the particles move accord-
ing to their individual velocities and are reflected at tho flow boundaries.
At the wedge surface, the particles are reflected once specularly for sJMulat-
ing an inviscid gas flow and twice diffusely to simulate a boundary layer
development at the wedge surface. In this case the moving gas particles are
slowed down at the wedge and then take the wall temperature. At all the other
boundaries specular reflexion is always used. The incident shock wave is
generated by a piston, which is suddenly set in motion and moves at constant
velocity into the flow from left (see Figure 4). The shock wave propagates
down the gas and impinges on the wedge surface. With proceeding time the in-
cident shock wave climbs up the wedge and a reflected shock wave czn be ob-
served. At each time stop, representative collision pairs are selected random-
ly in each cell according to their relative speed. The collision process is
calculated classically with the hard sphere model.

The macrosc..&ic quantities, for example density, temperature etr, can be
extracted by sampling and averaging over appropriate molecular quantities in
each cell. Because the number of molecules considered is small, the fluctua-
tions of the macroscopic quantities are sigqiificant. The fluctuations are
reduced by averaging the computational results of about 35 independent cal-
culation runs.

2.2 INPUT DATA
All calculations were carried out on a Bourroughs 7700 computer. The ini-

tial number of simulation particles within the whole flow field was 11500 for
all runs. The initial cell size in &-direction was 2.3. The cell size in the
n-direction has been enlarged with increasing distance from the wedge surface,
beginning with a width of 2. In the simulation procedure all the lengths are
normalized by the mean free path of the real gas particles. Since the cell
site was chosen larger than the mean free path, a smearing effect of the shock
wave profiles is produced. The cell size acts as a second characteristic
length besides the mean free path, when the cell size is within the range or
greater than the mean free path.

The shock reflexion was calculated for am incident shock Mach number of 3
for a perfect monatomic gas. The wedge angles are varied from 300 up to 700
with staps of 101. The time counter in the simulation calculations was con-
tinuel until the incident shock wave moved about 200 mean free paths on the
wedge surface behind the leading edge.

3. CALCULATION RESULTS

The results of the Monte-Carlo calculations are given in Figure 5 by means
of lines of equal density On (0 -(')/(02 -PI). The statistical scatter of the
Monte-Carlo calculation results was eliminated by drawing imooth curves through
the points representing the samplinq results for the individual cells.

Without boundary layer for a wedge angle Sw - 700 (Figure 5a) the density
contours show a well established regular reflexion (RR). The reflected shock
angle C3 can be determined to be about 150. The corresponding density contours
for the case of Ow w 60' can be seen in Figure 5b. Here, likewise RR occurs
with an angle €3 of approximately 250. The two uets of contours without die-
placement effects in Figure 5c and 5d are for wedge angles of 50' and 40',
respectively. These wedge angles are both above the detachment criterion value
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of Ow,d - 54.2* at which Mach reflex.on should appear. The two density fields
referred look different from those of regular reflexion. The Mach stem can
clearly be seen and increases in length going from 8w = 50* to the picture with
Ow = 40*. At both angles there appears a growing region of subsonic flow,
viewed from the frame of reference of the reflexion point. The mentioned signs
are characteristic ones for the Mach type reflexion nature. Therefore it can
be suggested that Mach reflexion is present for both wedge angles. Besides, a
kink in the outer density contours is established, as can be seen for complex
Mach reflexion (CMR). It seems to be evident from Figure 5 that in these twoF cases CMR is present. For supporting this statement test calculations with
many more model particles, smaller cell widths and a more realistic inter-
molecular potential are necessary to be sure that no numerical instability
effects may lead to the given Mach type reflexion interpretation of the Monte-
Carlo simulation results. Finally on the left side of Figure 5e a well develop-
ed single-Mach reflexion (SMR) can be seen, corresponding to Ow = 300. A clear
Mach stem. is visible and the triple-point has significantly moved away from
the wall. For the three Mach type cases (Ow = 300, 400 and 500) the triple-
point trajectory angle X can be determined to about 8.50, 50 and 2.50.

The results of the simulation calculation with boundary layer are given
on the right side of Figure 5. The density results can be interpreted in such
a way, that regular reflexion (RR) appears for wedge angles Sw = 700, 600 and
500. That means, that RR exists at a wedge angle of 50°, where Mach reflexion
should be in question. As discussed before, the wall displacement effect of
the boundary layer shifts the transition point to larger values of the shock
angle ý1, i.e. to smaller wedge angles $w, in agreement with the shown regular
reflexion type for 8w - 500. Likewise in agreement with the expected displace-
ment effect, the reflected shock angles (for Ow = 70*, 600 and 500: C3 = 100,
150 and 250) are smaller than for the calculated inviscid flow. For Ow = 400,
the reflexion type could not be determined exactly, because the density field
contains elements of both, regular as well as Mach reflexion. There seems to
exist a mixed reflexion type, pointing out that for smaller wedge angle Mach
reflexion must occur. This is confirmed by the density picture for Ow = 300.
The triple-point trajectory angle X has a value of about 40 below the angle
without boundary layer. Regarding the density contours, the kink mentioned
above is again visible, and so complex Mach reflexion (CMR) can be assumed.

In Figures 6 to 8 the temperature and velocity flow fields, calculated
without boundary layer effect, are illustrated by means of lines of constant
temperature Tn - (T-TI) / (T2 -T1 ), constant vn (- v/u2)- and un (- u/u2)-velocities.
for wedge angles Ow = 300 (MR) and 700 (MR). The temperature contours of
Figure 6 are similar to the density contours of Figure 5 and give a represent-
ative impression of the two different reflexion types of shock waves. similar-
ly, the vn-velocity lines of Figure 7 show the regular and Mach type reflexion.
The most significant differences can be seen on the un-velocity pictures
(Figure 8). The step from RR to MR changes completely the un-velocity field.
In the Mach type case behind the Mach stem, a region with relatively high
un-velocities is formed, which seems to correspond to the flow field between
the slipstream (S) and the Mach stem (M).

In Figure 9 the reflected shock angle C3 is plotted against the wedge

angle 8w. The solid line gives the solution of the oblique shock equations for
the two shock configurations. It can be seen that the Monte-Carlo simulation
results without boundary layer effects are slightly above the plotted two-
shock solution, whereas the values with wall displacement are lower, in con-
trast to measurements in argon, which have always given higher reflected shock
angles.

The dependence of the triple-point trajectory angle X on the wedge angle
Ow is plotted in Figure 10. The calculation (solid line) just as the experi-
mental points are given by Ben-Dor & Glass 6. The results of the Monte-Carlo
ca.culation, taken from the density contours of Figure 5, are also included
in vigure 10. The points in the cases without boundary layer are in relatively

S- ., , - - ,- lll lll I II II II I I II
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good agreement with the data of Ben-Dor & Glass. The simulation with boundary
layer considerations shows a much lower value of X.

The Monte-Carlo simulated reflexion type results are compared in Figure 11
with the non-stationary shock wave reflexion regions indicated by Ben-Dor &
Glass 6 for monatomic gases in a Ms, Ow' map. The effective wedge angle Ow' of
Figure 11 equals 6w + X in the domains of SMR, CMR and DMR and aw in the domain
of RR, where X = 0. The points deduced from the calculations executed without
displacement effects are well within the predicted regions, whereas those with-
out wall displacement show a slight disagreement. These points are shifted to
smaller effective wedge angles, i.e. the transition to Mach reflexion occurs
at larger incident shock angles, which is in agreement with the considerations
made about the displacement influence on the transition condition.

The domain of no reflexion (NR) disappears, when the vertical axis is
transformed to the actual wedge angle 8 w of Figure 12. In this more physical
plane the quintessence is the same as before. The Monte-Carlo simulation with-
out boundary Jayer agrees well with the given shock reflexion type domains 6,
except for the point concerning a wedge angle 8 w = 30*• Here, the simulation
density contours show SMR, while CMR is predicted. But the deviation is rela-
tively small. The boundary layer influence is also shown by the expected
transition angle shifting. The simulation boundary layer calculations are
supported by measurements of Hornung and Taylor 4, whose experimental incident
shock angles C1 lie up to 70 above the inviscid transition angle.

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The pseudo-stationary shock wave reflexion at the surface of a wedge has
been calculated using the direct Monte-Carlo simulation techniaue. The calcula-
tions were carried out for monatomic perfect gases and a shock Mach number 3
with and without boundary layer development behind the reflected shock. Wedge
angles 8w ranging from 300 to 700 with steps of 10* were considered. Following
the detachment criterion, transition from regular reflexion (RR) to Mach re-
flexion (MR) occurs at a wedge angle of 54.20. The inviscid calculations show
RR for Bw - 600 dnd MR for 8w = 500, in agreement with the predicted transi-
tion. The boundary layer influence produces a smaller transition wedge angle,
i.e. a higher incident shock transition angle C1. For Ow - 500 RR occurs. The
shock transiti.on angle, exceeding the detachment criterion is in agreement
with the negative wall displacement effect of the boundary layer behind the
reflected shock and is supported by several experimental results.

As theoretically predictnd, the calculated reflected shock angles C with
displacement effect are below the results without wall displacement. This fact
contradicts measured shock angles.

Furthermore, the Monte-Cailo calculations provide a full picture of the
variation of all important flow parameters. The main interest of this study
was a macroscopic description rather than a microscopic aspect. Therefore it
was tolerated that the shock wave widths are affected by the cell sizes, which
have been chosen larqer than the mean free path. As a consequence, the shock
widths resulted too large. In further simulation calculations it would be ne-
cessary to investigate the influence of the cell size and the number of
particles per cell in order to make sure that these parameters do not affect
excessively the results obtained. Furthermore, calculations should be carried
out with a more realistic intermolecular potential and a more realistic inter-
action between the wedge surface and the gas particles, from which the botida-
ry layer development depends.
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ON THE EFFECTS OF SHOCK WAVE

REFLECTION IN A CONFINED SPACE

K.C. PHAN AND J.L. STOLLERY
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CRANFIELD, BEDFORD, ENGLAND

An experimental study has been made of a shock wave
discharging into a square box. The main aim of this

1P investigation was to simulate the firing of a shoulder-
launched weapon from a confined space. High levels of
shock amplification can result due to shock reflections
from the walls of the enclosure. In this study, a
series o'F measurements have been made of shock wave
reflections from boxes having various degrees of
confinement. The results of further tests in which some
of the walls were lined with foam are also included.
The records taken include schlieren pictures and pressure
signatures, with particular attention being paid to the
position corresponding to that of a gunner's ear.

1. INTRODUCTION

A shock wave emerging from a tube will attenuate as it expands spherically
into the surrounding atmosphere. However, if the expansion of the shock wave
is confined,the overall strength of the pressure wave established inside the
enclosure can be amplified, due to shock wave reflections from the walls. The
subsequent interactions between the emerging blast wave and the walls of the
room can produce excessive levels of blast that may be intolerable to the human
operator.

This paper describes an experimental study in which a simple, open-ended
shock tube is used to simulate the firing of a weapon in a confined space.
Compressed air was used as the driver gas to generate a shock wave which was
discharged into a wooden box. Pressure measurements were taken inside the box,
at a location close the shock tube exit. The results show how the reflected
shock overpressure depends on the degree of confinement, simulated by removing
various walls of the box. The effect of fitting a suppressor is also described.
Both the strength and the signature of the reflected shock waves are modified.
In addition, results are given for a series of tests in which the walls of the
box were covered with foam. The transient-behaviour of the reflected shocks is
reported.

2. EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT

0() The Shock Tube and the Model of a Confined Space

A simple open-ended shock tube, 32 mm internal diameter, was used through-
out this study. The initial pressure ratio across the diaphragm, (P4 /P1 ) was
6.44 with air driving air, the driven air being initially at atmospheric pressure.
The measured initial incident shock Mach No. was 1.46 (the corresponding
theoretical shock Mach No. is 1.50).
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Fig. 1 shows the generdl layout of the box which measured 640 x 640 x
640 mm internally. The open end of the shock tube was inserted through the
front wall (FW) into the box. Provision was also made to simulate various
conditions of confinement by making the roof (R), front wall (FW), and a side
wall (SW) of the box removable. The three tube-in-box configurations tested
are shown in Figs. la, b and c.

The configurations C2 and C3 were used to examine the effects of back wall
and side wall proximity respectively.

(ii) Pressure TransJurer Deployment, Data Recordir.g dnd Storage System

A Kulite pressui'e transducer was placed at. a point representing the
operator's ear position (point RG in Fig. 1). The trani;ducer was mounted in a
flat circular (disc-like) housing, with its flat surface placed horizontally in
the plane of the shock tube axis. The transdv.&:er uutpý.t was stored in a DATA
LAB, 4096 words x 10 bits t'au.sent recor,!.r capaSle of a maximum sampling rate
of 2 MHz. Permanent digital data were stored in cassette cartridges via a
micro-computer.

3. ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

(i) Preliminary Assessment of the Pressure Variations Recorded at a Slow
Sampling Rate

The process of shock wave reflection andre-reflection inside a box is
complex and can last for a "long time', typically 100 ms in our case. In order
to obtain some idea of themost important period within this timescale a few
pressure signatures were taken at a slow sampling rate. Fig. 2 shows a pressure
history at the point RG of configuration C1, sampled at 20 ps per point (50KHz).
It is clear, from Fig. 2 that (i) the maximum overpressure occurs 5 ms after
the shock wave emerges from the exit, and (ii) the time between the start of the
pressure pulse and the subsequent decay of pressure fluctuations to an
insignificant value (usually Liken as 1/10th of the peak value1 ) is about 80 ms.
Blast assessmentz of recoilless gun firings in a room gives values of this decay
period ranging from 80 ms to 100 ms.

Because the sample rate limits the highest frequency component of the
signal that is measurable, a faster rate of sampling is usually preferred.
Since the interesting portion of the signal (Fig. 2) occurs within 5 ms of the
initial shock emerging from the tube, it was decided to sample at a rate of
2 ps per point (500kHz). A typical shock wave rise-time is about 10 ps,

(ii) Identificaiton of Pressure Pulses in a Fully Enclosed Box (Configuration Cl)

The initial phase of development of the shozk wave reflection pattern with
time is sketched in Fig. 3. After the initial incident pressure, pulse 6PI, tIe
reflection pattern consists of reflections from the roof, floor, front, side and
back walls. The identity of individual pulses is shown on the pressure-time
record, see Fig. 4(11). Comparison with the pressure signature obtained with
no confinement (Fig. 4(i)), clearly shows the effects of multiple shock
reflection,

Though each reflected pressure pulse, on its own, does not exceed the
value of the incident pulse 0P1, unwanted shock coalescence cant occur producing
overpressures greater than API. This is shown as APiax in Fig. 4(ii). Between
API ar,d APoax, the pressure increase due to wave reflection frnm the roof (APR)
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is greater than the other individual pressure pulses. This is because the
transducer recording APR is mounted 'head on'. The effect of this becomes even
more pronounced at higher incident shock conditions, such that the value of APR
can exceed the initial incident pulse (API). This implies that in the
corresponding practical situation, a human operator, standing upright, firing a
shoulder-launched weapon from insidea room would experience a very strong
reflected pressure pulse from the side walls.

(iii) The Effects of Altering the Degree of Confinement in Configuration C1.

The various conditions of confinement were simulated by the removal Gf
one or two faces of the box. Some of the results are aiven in the last column
of TABLE 1, where APmax denotes the maximum over-pressure fluctuations following
the incident pressure pulse API (API = 2.381 kpa or 0.346 psi).

A set of pressujre records is given in Fig. 4. As expected, the worst
situation occurs when the box is comolete, the measured APmax exceeds the value of
APN 3Y 504. As one or two walls are remove, so -Pmax is reduced. Among the
one-wall-removed configurations, the reduction of APmax with the front wall open
is relatively small in comparison with the other conditions of confinement.
This is because che strength of the expanding shock wave in the region upstream
of the tube exit (towards the front wall) is weaker than in the downstream
region. The most significant effect which influences the overall level
of APmax is the reflection of the stronger region of the incident shock from
the top, side and back walls.

(iv) The Effect of Foam-Lined Inner Walls, Configuration Cl (Copl ,te Box)

A number of investigations 3' 4 have been made concerning shock wave
reflection from foam materials. Our study examines the effect of foam-lined
walls inside an enclosure. Some of the measured tmressore siqnatures are shown
in Fig. Sa. It is immediateiy evident that the reflected snock wave is being
suppressed, incident energy being absorbed by the diffusion of loass flux through
the interstices of the foam material.

z set of schlieren photographs, which show the incident shock wave
reflecting from a solid and a porous surface, is given in Fig. 5b. Because
the field of vision was limited by the size of the mirrors (12" diameter), thers
pictures were taken with the roof and floo, moved closer together (210 m
instead of 640 mm).

(v) The Effect of Back Wall (8W) Proximity on APRG*(Configuration CZ)

For reasons of accessibility, the front-wall-open configuration was
chosen for this investigation. Fig. 6a presents a pressure record obtained ;.
the RG position with the tube exit 100 mm from the back wall, The reflerteý
shock from the back wall (APBW) is followed by a large pressure pulse (iwR
Originally. this was thought to te due to the shock reflecting from the %)Lher
surfaces of the box but subsequent tests, in which the roof and side walls
were removed showed no marked improvement. These results suggested that the'
effect could only be due to the back wall alone.

Fig. 6b shows a sequence of schlieren pictures of events before and
after the emferging shock impinges an to the back wall. From the pressure trace
(Fig. 6a) the tfie intervals from the instant when the trigger pulse is
received to the first three shocks are noted. These are;

* AP is an abbreviation for the pressure signature at the point R6 .

RG?
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Event Registered Time Interval cf Event from Trigger Pulse

API 760 ps

APBW 1270 ps

APvR 1800 ps

Comparing these events registered on the pressure record with the schlieren
photographs shown in Fig. 6b, it is evident that the predominant large peak
overpressure (APVR) is the result of the shock associated with the vortex
ring5 6 being reflected from the back wall. As tne distance of back wall from
the tube exit increases, the influence of the reflected vortex ring diminishes
as shown by comparison with Fig. 4(ii).

(vii) The Effecc of Side Wall (SWI) Proximity on APRG (Configuration C3)

Tab;e I sufnarlses the results obtained by altering the lateral tube
position with respect to the side walls. Some pressure records are shown ini
Figure 7a.

Condition of (APmax/PI) at the point RGConfinement Psto .________tPositionof tube from SWI Ix m)
104 mm 160 nmm 216 vam 272 amn 320 mn

Fully Enclosed I 1.925 1.710 1.560 1.450 1.500
Roof Off 0 980 O, 75 1.190 0.695 0.8Z5
Si CO-pen 1.000 1.2b5 1.050 0.910 0,875 TABLE 1
FW Open 1. 330 .-.05O 1.085 1.000 1.300
Pr.of Of"", SWI (pen. 0.350 0.675 0.450 0.570 0.625
Roof Off, FW Own 0.850 0.900 UO0a 0.500 0,650

In the case of a zomplete box, Apirax occurred aboi.t 3 6 ms frovi the instant
the shock emerges from tne tube ise;, Fig. 7a', Oase•c' on the time intervals
estimated below it seems. that \Prax aizinly due t( the reflection of the
shock associated wit.h1 the vortex ring. In additi!,n, since the distance from
the tube exit to the bac! wall (BW) -vemains c ,te.n-t at 430 at. the time
Interval between API and APmax should' re-main the sar" for all cases of side
wall pruximity, This is connfirmed by the pressure records shoin in Fig. la.
The difference in the Mv? nf APmax is the direct effect of the proximity of
the side wall (SWI), as shown in table I.

Path of shock associated w, . I.[stimated Speed Time Interval

e_ vr~ex r~h - ______

Tube exiZ to Back Wall (410 mm) -k2?5 ms" (etimate based on -2.13 ms
pressure records shown lnoig.lb)

B He' l l4,1 t,. RG• josiltoon t,333 ms- (ba.ed on schliereo -1.73 ms
, 1, vi' pictufos shown It. Fig. 6b)

(vii) The eeflections n an Enclosure from a Suppressed Emerging Shock Wave

Fig. 8(11i) sho.,. a pressure histvry of thhe shock wave reflectiont ,due to
a supprpssed shock wcave released in a fully enclosed confinement. Though the
maximum overpremsure level is less than APmax with an unsuppressed enmerging
shock (see Fin. 8(1)), the emission of a series of weaker waves produced by
the suppressor, makes a significantdifference to the pressure histories. In

m _ _____- -
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particular the silencer introduces significant pressut~e oscillations in the
frequency range of 2 to 3 KHz. It has been suggested' that transient over-
pressure fluctuations around these frequencies can induce some losses in hearing
sensitivity. However, these pressure fluctuations are influenced by the type of
reflecting surface. Hence by lining the walls of the enclosure with a foam
material, the induced overpressure fl -tuations can be eliminated as shown in
Figs. 8(ii) and 8(iv).

4. CONCLUSIONS

This study has shown that a shock wave released in a confined space, can
produce an overpressure level in excess of the initial incident overpressure
(API). As the walls of the confined volume are removed so the maximum over-
pressure is reduced. In some cases the level of overpressure fluctuations can
fall below the initial incident pressure value.

When the shock tube exit is close to the back wall, the dominant feature of
the reflection process is the behaviour of the shock associated with the vortex
ring.

Lining the walls witl a foam material casues a dramatic reduction of the
overall level &; overpressure flunctuations, as well as an elimination o.' the
high frequency components of the pressure signature.
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NOTAT I W

Pi 4bient Pressure (14.7 p-i).
P.- Static pressure of the initial ircident shock wave inside the tube.
P• Cproes.,ion Chamber (or driver) Pressure.
AP Over-pressure relatlve to ambiknt

* ,3a, Initial incident static overprcs.-ure at tive reference point, R.
C Callbre • one diaweter of shock tube, 32 t)
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TRANSFORMATION OF A PLANE UNIFORM SHOCK INTO

CYLINDRICAL OR SPHERICAL UNIFORM SHOCK BY WALL SHAPING

Y. SAILLARD, H. BARBRY, and C. MOUNIER
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B.P. 27

94190 VILLENEUVE St GEORGES - FRANCE

A theoretical method is presented for the calcu-

lation of the wall shape of a shock tube, which changes an

initial plane shock of uniform strength into a cylindrical

or spherical shock of uniform strength in some solid angle

and without Yach reflections . This method uses Whitham's

theory of shocks in characteristic form . It has been nume-

rically treated and gives thy complete shock evolution during

its propagation into the convergent section of the shock tube.

The nozzle geometry and shock amplifications theoretically

expected are indicated and one sample of numerical results

is given

INTRODUCTION

The decrease of the cross sectional li~ea of a shock tube is known

to amplify the strength of a shock wave . The use of this gain in shock

strength to produce high pressuros and temperatures has been noted by many

investigators. Thi rule of (hisnellI which connects the area contraction to

the change of the Mach number gives a theoretical ostimate of this amplifi-

cation .

Thve wall shapo of the shock tube is Important for the determina-

tion of the valuo of the shock stroogth , and it seems necessary to use a

profile with a suff£cietlyygradual coi traczj(m in order to avoid formation of

Mach refle• aoe ,

Th. ,, poxiaiae tt•saory ,de • the two or three dimensional beha-

3wf_ hoek wve hus been es~talished by C.b. WIIITlhAN, by extending the

01¶8ýAol's .Nile to infiritis•Al ray vube . Ihis theory has been used to define

I M par% 3* .)r 4eonfigu ations of tho wall apt to generate from an initial

lI8st,1 oSh rk C &t-'ntigvr convergiog shock * One possibiity is to define the wall

s•'b,•e 0v onditon of convergence at a single point of the disturbances on
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the shock propagation direction and shock strength issued from the wall. In the

two dimensional case and for a strong shock,the wall shape is a logarithmic spiral
It has been extensively studied4 ,5,6,7 theoretically and experimentally. Another

possibility, close to the previous one, is to prescribe the convergence of

disturbances issued from the wall not at a single point but at the given final
9shock position (cylindrical or spherical)

The shock which occurs from the previously defined wall shape has not unifcrm

strength, and as a matter of fact the shock cannot strictly focus on a point. The

result is a rather complicated implosion flow with strong disturbances . So, in

order to have a symmetrical implosion it could be useful to obtain a circular

shock (cylindrical or spherical) of uniform strength . Therefore, it is

worthwhile finding a suitable wall shape which can change a plane shock into

a cylindrical oc spherical shock with uniform strength possibly limited to a

certain angle without generating Mach reflection . This problem has risen and

its possibility has been discussed recently8  A method is proposed here

which gives it a solution and allows a numerical construction of the wall

shape, in the frame of Whitham's theory

SHOCK DYNAMICS

The geometry considered is two-dimensional ( V = o) or axisyraetric three-
dimensional ( V - 1) . A shock at a point (x,y) is determined by M(x,y) its

Mach number and O(x,y) the angle between the axis Ox (the axis of symetry in

the case v - 1) and its propagation direction . The rays are defined as the

orthogonal trajectories of the successive nositions of the shock, the wall of

the shock tube is a varticular ray . The set of equations describing the shock

behaviour is 3 .• sin ei - a rcos o, 0 0-Ou deos-"- v -i- u with ! Mx d

i t J ' -J V• [LJ 14 U,+,'

y is the ratio of the specific heats of the g~as considered

Hlere A(K) has been chosen so as to have A(MI), I, N1 is a tvriieal Machi

number of thie solution . If the shock strength is uniform. A(M) is proportional
to the shock area.

If the shock is str~ong, A(H) becomes (strong shock approximation)

(3) A -u) - 1 + - 0 (--
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The important point is that the system (I) is hyperbolic, and can be

written in the following characteristic form

(4) •- [d +±(M) + vi] 0 on the characteristic curves e x cds(8--m)

'M P A(u) d IN - d-i s
-M -- du t n AM ) ds y

The Rienman invariants R+--EO _w(M) ± vI are constant along the

naracteristics C-. . This formulation holds as far as the

characteristics of a same family do not cross . If they cross it corresponds to

the formation of a three shock Mach reflection . The characteristics represent

the trajectories of the disturbances of the shock shape and strength which

propagate on the shock, they allow to determine the domain where the solution

is defined when e and M are given on some curves of the (x,y) plane. It is this

important property which will be used here A

DEFINITION OF THE SOLUTION

We seek a wall shape which transforms a plane shock of uniform strength

into a cylindrical shock (two-dimensional geometry, V- o) or a spherical shock

(axisyimetric three dimensional geometry , V I) of uniform strength in a

certain angle . The problem is symmetric, and the axis Ox is the plane of sym-
metry ( v - 0) or the axis of symmetry V - 1) . The final shock of circular

shape DF and uniform Mach number HI is given within an angle OI(Fig. 1) . The

initial plane shock of uniform Mach number M0 is given too, but its position

is not known , The solution will be defined and numerically constructed from

the final and initial shocks

In addition to the data of final and initial shock strengths, we assume

that the characteristics C+ issued from thle axis for xA5 x : xB converge on F,

and that 9 - 0 on the axis, this last assumption is necessary to avoid formation

of Hach reflection on the axis Ox . With these conditions the solution is

perfectly dote=ined as it will be established now by looking at the different

regions separated by some particular characteristics (Figure I)
In the region I bounded by the characteristic C FB, the solution is

well defined in terms of the final shock . As characteristim-C converge on F,

this point is a singularity, P and 0 are multivalued but they are related by the

l. ifaun invariant along the characteristic C reduced into a point at F

(5) 0- w(M) -O -W(

The region II is connected by characteristicaC to F and by characteristics C

to the region I, therefore the two quantities M and 0 can be calculated awing

-U •-'
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to the invariance of R- along C! . The M values on the axis for xA < x < xB canC+

be calculated too because the axis where e = o is connected by a C to region II,

and the solution in region III is determined. When M on the axis reaches the

initial Mach number M , this position defines the point A which is the issueo

of the characteristic C propagating on the initial plane shock (M = Me, 6 = o)

and coming from the wall . As M and e8 are given all the values of M are not

permitted, MB the value of M at point B which depends on M1 and e1 is a maximum
C+

for M° . Finally, in the region IV connected by a C to initial shock and by a

C to region II or III , the solution is determined, M, 6 and consequently the

wall shape can be calculated .

There is a solution of particular interest, the solution which corresponds

to M°0  MB , in this case A is in B and there is no singularity at F and conse-

quently no discontinuity for the shape of the wall at F . We call it regular

solution .

The method which has been given shows that the solution can be defined in

a coherent ways from characteristics theory, and allows a numerical calculation.But

it is not really a proof of its existence, indeed the characteristics of a same

family can possibly cross in region II III or IV . Only the effective numerical

calculation can ensure that crossing does not occur, giving then a strong presump-

tive evidence for the existence of the solution.

DISCRETISATION OF EQUATIONS AND NUMERICAL CALCULATION OF THE SOLUTION

It is now shown how the equations in characteristic form (4) has been

discretised to obtain numerically the theoretical solution . The final circular

shock of Mach number MI and position at radius R is given within

the angle B1 (Figure 1), the initial Mach number H is given too . In the0

following the coordinates and the Mach number are respectively normalized by

R e n d MI *

Different methods are used according to the regions considered . In the

region I the solution is easily found to be a circular shock . In polar coordi-

nates (p, * ) with x p cost , y - psin the solution given by

d" -(v + H) 4-t m with Mp- I)- I
dp ~ P

is solved with a claisical'•utge-Kutta method of order 4 and a constant step do

In the strong shock approximation, the solution can be written explicitely, the

characteristic C+ is a logarithmic spiral pa expir(R+0 -f) and the

value of H at point B is: M exp -(V.1) 0 1l/I'"

In the region II or III(outsides - o) the solution is calculated at the
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crossing of characteristics C+ and C .Knowing the position and values (M, 6) at

the intersection P of characteristics C-, and C, and at the intersection Q of+

characteristics Ck and C-I , the position and values at the intersection R of

characteristics C+ and C- (figure 2) are obtained by solving the following s;tem

which is the discretised form of (4):

[sin(eP-mp)+sin(eR-mR)] (xRXp)- [cos(OP-mp)+cos(eR-mR)] (Y- = 0

[sin(OQ+mQ)+sin(eR+mR)] (XR-xQ)- [cos(eQ+mQ)+cos(ER+nR) 0

eR=+ [epý+e +0Q - (4p +v(Ip-R) + R="J [8q-ep +Wp + WQ - v (IeR Q)
eR [e~Qw +CPR7IQR)l -(A W TeeP+R. - V 'Pe~ IQR)]

IPR and IQR are mean values of I on PR and OR not exDlicited here,MR is

obtained from tR by numerically reversing o(M) given in (4)

This implicit system is solved by an iterative method. In fact only a

few number of iterations are necessary to obtain a convergent solution for

xR' YR" M' oR"

In the region IV the problem is the same and the discretisation of (4)

is similar, excepted that P is the intersection of _ and C. . Q

the intersection of and C R the intersection of and C. (figure 3

In region III, when the point R to be calculated is on the axis Ox (R at

the intersection of and C+ ) we obtain it from the point Q at the intersecdon

of C•.tandC, by solving the system

I* ( m ) +t9 R R-x +W) - VI._[tg COQ Q Q o ' oQ Q QR

which is the discretisation of the Riemann invariant R+ where we have used the

condition 0 - o on the axis . This implicit system is solved by an iterative

method .

Using the above described discretisations, and choosing a step dý

defining the different points on C+ , a step dO for the values of 0 at F, and

an equal number of points on FA and AG, the solution is calulated successively in

regions 1,11, III and IV . The wall shape FG is obtained by calculating the ray
Sdy= tg 0 going by F. To check the numerical results, another method has been

developped for the simple case of two- dimensional geometry and strong shock

approximation . Skippivg the details, it gives the solution in a semi-analytical

form, and the agreement with the numerical solution is excellent

RESULTS

The parameters defining the wail shape are the initial M° and final M

shock Mach number, the anrle O1 of the final circular shock, the type of

geometry : v-o (cylindrical final shock), v - I (tpherical final shock), and

the specific heat ratio y . With these data specified, the successive positions

of shock, thte rays, the trajectories of characteristics, And the wall shape can

be calculated.
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In the strong shock approximation and for regular solution, the ratio M/ M

and the convergent shock tube dimensions normalized by the radius R of final shock

can be expressed analytically in terms of 1 and y

__ ( Yo r.ee , ,Xo' Yo + e
-e -, - e° -+v,(2sin L 0

1 )1e Re
Mo R 2

These quantities shown figure (4) are very sensitive to the values of O on

account of exponential dependence. To have not prohibitive shock tube dimensions,

it seems necessary to limit the angle of final convergent tube to eI< 60 . The

regular solution, wh.ch is the solution corresponding to minimum values of yo/R

and IXc/R for given e,, is certainly the most attractive to test experimentally.

The results of the program calculating the solution, tested for different

values of parameters, show no irregular behaviour for the quantities and no

crossing of characteristics. Therefore it can be assumed that the solution is

likely to exist .

We present now figure 5 an example of regular solution calculated in the

case :y = 5/3, v - 0, 01 - 450, with strong shock approximation. The wall of the

shock tube, the successive positions of shock at equal times and the characteristics

are indicated . The coordinates of the wall are given Table I . The shock ampli-

fication is MI/Mo - 1,452 .

It is worthwhile comparing the length of the nozzle obtained here with the

length L of a logarithmic spiral corresnoinding to y - 5/3 with the same initial

cross section, the ratio xo/ I. is about 1,6 . It means that the shock tube wall

proposed here has a much less converging shape that the logarithmic spiralaiready
S4 ,5 ,6 5i vitested experimentallyý ',and the flow can have a significant different teLaviour
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ON THE OCCURRENCE OF REGULAR REFLECTION OF SHOCKS
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Reflection of oblique shock waves at plane walls or planes
of symmetry can either occur as a regular or a Mach reflec-
tion. The condition at which transition occurs from one
reflection type to the other is known for sufficiently
strong shock waves in two-dimensional flows. The shock
wave structure in concave corner flow is very similar to
the case of shock reflection in two-dimensional flows, if
viewed in appropriate plane sections. Concave corner flows
&re therefore investigated in order to study the occurrence
of regular shock reflections in three-dimensional flows. So
far, only Mach reflections have been observed in such flows.
Regular reflections are shown to be possible for corner
flows by applying the transition criteria knowrn from two-
dimensional flows. Experiments performed in a number of
corner geometries at different Mach numbers, confirmed the
theoretical results. Regular reflection was observed pro-
vided that the model is fitted with a slit in the corner.
The shock wave interaction was determined by means of opti-
cal tomography.

1. INTRODUCTION

In many practical cases of supersoni- flow the problem arises that shock waves
generated at different components interact with each other in a complicated
way. Usually, shock reflection occurs and the flow becomes three-dimensional.

In t•o-dimensional supersonic flow, reflection of shock waves can occur either
as a regular reflection (r.r.) or a Mach reflection (M.r.), sec Fig. 1. During
the last decade these two types of shock reflection 1ave bten studied inteo-
sively in two-diaeesional flows. An overview and introduction to the problem
with an extensive list of references is given by Hornung1 . The conditions at
which transition between the two types of reflection takes place are known.

How.ever, it is unknow to date wtether these conditions are also applicable to
three-dimensional flows. Even the question whether r.r. is possible in three-
dime-sional flows has not been answered finally. It is the purpose of this pa-
per to ansaor these questions.

The internal corner flow has been chosen to study the reflection of shock waves
in three dimensions. The corner is formed by two plane surfaces with sharp lea-
ding edges being syumetrically disposed about the free-stream direction. On the
windward side they generate attached shock waves interfering with each other,
Charvt and Redekopp" were the first to succeed in determining the shock wave
atructure in such a corner by experiments. They found a structure sketched in
Fig. 2b. It consists of two planar shocks emanating from the leading edges
(wedge shocks), a corner shock that joins the two shocks, and two embedded
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shocks. Due to the fact that the wedge shock is reflected at the plane of
symmetry in a similar way as a M.r. in two-dimensional flow, we are going to
call this a !.r. here, too. Subsequently, M.r. has been observed and repor-
ted also by other authors, e.g. Watson and Weinstein 3 and West and Korkegi 4 .
The influence of the corner geometry on the corner flow field has been inten-
sively investigated in systematical studies by Kipke and Hunmmel 5 and M8llen-
st~dt . They discovered further details of the flow structure like boundary
layer separation and vortices. It is interesting to note, however, that in all
these cases H.r. has been observed, i.e. a shock wave structure as sketched in
Fig. 2b.

Beside this structure a different one is likely to occur, although it has not
been observed so far. It is similar to a r.r. in two-dimensional flows, see
Fig. 2a. In this special case the two wedge shocks interfere directly with
each other without a corner shock. It will be shown that this kind of shock
wave structure is possible, too, in corner flow.

2. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

Consider a steady, inviscid, supersonic corner flow. Assuming that the shock
waves are attached at the leading edges and planar up to the line of intersec-
tion, the flow problem depends on four independent parameters beside the gas
constant y, namely:

- M free-stream Mach number
- 2X corner angle between the two plates,
- a angle of attack of the corner relative to the free-stream direction,
- * sweep angle of the leading edges.

Provided that the flow is supersonic everywhere relative to the body. there
exists a region in the vicivity of 0 in which the flow is "conical", i.e. where
the components of all gradients along straight lines through 0 are zero. This
result follows from the fact that in this region the flow has no information of
a length scale (note that Otis would not be true if the leading edges were not
sharp or if the flow were vlscous). In the following we restrict the discussion
to the conical flow region.

In the special case of r.r., Fig. 2a, it is possible to reduce the problem to
one of plane flow as follows. Consider the line of interse-ction of the wedge
shock with the plano of symetry, i.e. tile line 08, Lot the plane P be per-
pendicular to this line snd conisider the velocity compoiocnts in this plane.
Since the direction OB is parallel to all the shock waves in the flow, these
shock waves can only affect velocity components normal to the line OB. Hence,
the conical flow of Fig. 2a can be generated by superimposing a uniform flow
normal to the plane flow of plane P. Notice that this is not trut in the case
where a W.r. occurs, since no direction can be found which is parallel to all
hie shock vavws.

So looS as the reflection is regclar, hovever, the superposition is valid. We
therefore conclude that the criteria knowni from two-dimensional flows can be
ut,, to describe the failure of reguLar reflection, i.e. the transition from
r.r. to 1.r. in corner flows.

We restrict ourselves uow to cortior flows with eross-f low Hach numbers K.
'- KHcu rmuer in plate P) larger than 2.4 (for air with y - 1.4). In this
case the transition from rir. to 1.r. occuro at a particular condition, the so-
called von Hiauwa cotadition

0 - O* Y),
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where 0 is the shock wave angle. This condition means that in steady flows the
transition takes place when the pressure behind the reflected shock just equals
the pressure which would be generated by a normal shock at the same free-stream
conditions, see Hornung and Robinson7. R.r. occurs when 0 < 0* is fulfilled.
Otherwise M.r. will occur.

The cross-flow Mach number and the shock wave angle 0 in the plane P can be cal-
culated for a given corner geometry using the oblique shock relations. Knowing
the cross-flow Mach number, the critical shock wave angle 0* can be determined
by applying the von Neumann condition. Accordingly, we expect a r.r., such as
in Fig. 2a, for 0 < 0* and the M.r. of Fig. 2b otherwise.

Varying the geometrical parameters in a numerical study it turned out that r.r.
is possible in corner flows. Fig. 3 shows an example for an air flow at M = 15.8

* in a corner with unswept leading edges. Transition between r.r. and M.r. occurs
at the plotted curve. In this plot the points indicate those geometries which
have been investigated by Kipke and Humuel 5 . They observed M.r. in all cases,
which agrees with our theory. Generally, it was found that all the corner geo-
metries which have been investigated (in the literature known to the authors)
and for which the cross-flow Mach number was larger than 2.4, are in agreement
with the theory.

Since M.r. was observed in all these experiments our experiments were designed
in order to verify whether r.r. is possible in corner flows.

3. EXPERIMENTS

A corner model was built with two plates consisting partly of glass in order
to vlsuolize the flow field inside the corner with optical methods. It was
constructed in such a way that tuo of the geometrical parameters could be va-
ried easily, namely the corner angle and the angle of attack. The model had
a conically widening slit at the line where the two plates would join. This
turned out to be necessary in order to avoid multiple shock reflections which
eveotually would suppress r.r., a phenomenon which has been discovered in ear-
lier experi•ents.

E xperiments were carried out in the DFVLR Ludwieg tube at Gcttinges at a free-
stream Mach number of 6 and a Reynolds number (based on the length of the lea-
ding edges, b - 80 mm) of I.20 x 106. Additional experiments were perfotmed in
the UFV.R Tritonic Bio8-Dowr Windtunnel at Cologne at a free-stream Mach iunubr
*f 4 and a Reynolds number of 6.24 x 101. The shock structure it, the corner
was visualiced by the Schlieron mcthod in the Alow-Do•n Windtunnel and by a
Schli4.ren Interferooeter using two Wollaston prisms (for refortnct see Herr.-
kirch') in the Ludwieg tube ,or better resolution of the lower deosity. 1Wth
methods are sensitive to de4sity gradients in the flow and yield a projection
of the three-dimensional shock structure. The edges of shock wave surfaces
appear as sharp lines on the projection. It is impossible to obtain information
about the three-dtmiisional nature of the shock wave structure with a single
S pr~oj~etion. lower, by roeording a ntuber of projections at different angular
v!'es, the shock wave strut ture can be reconstructed by means, of tomography
(toctography is a method to reconstruct a three-dimensional object in ali arbi-
trary section by a number of projections).

In order to record projections at different angular views the model was rolled
about the free-stream flow vector iW an angle range of 90". A total number of
30 different angles was recorded for each corner configuration. The shock wave
structure in plane, normal to the free-stream direction was reconstructed with
two different tocographic methods. One is a graphical approach based on a sim-
ple back projection of the loci of the discontinuities, i.e. shock waves, seen
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on the photographs. The other is a numerical method, which is called convolu-
tion-back projection in the literature. Wc used a similar algorithm as Shepp
and Logang with an identical filter function. The projections were prapared in
such a way that for each recorded aiigular view a narrow Gaussian distribution

function was superimposed at those loci where shock waves were seen and set to

zero elsewhere. The projections generated in this manner were discretized and
fed into the reconstruction algorithm.

4. RESULTS

Fig. 4 shows the result of a reconstruction for a slitted corner with unswept
leading edges having a corner angle of 2X = 68* and an angle of attack of

S= 15.50. The free-stream Mach number is 4.0. Fig. 4a shows a perspective
view on a plane normal to the free-stream direction. By projecting the ridge
lines into the YZ-plane, see Fig. 4b, one recognizes that they represent the
location of the shock waves. In this particular case it is a r.r.. The embed-
ded shock waves have not been reconstructed for convenience, because the pur-

pose of this work is to investigate the way the wedge shocks interact with

each other. The earlier-mentloned slit in the corner can be seen clearly in
Fig. 4b.

Fig. 5 summarizes all the corner geometries investigated and the type of shock
reflection obtained. The two plotted curves indicate where transition from r.r.

to M.r. occurs according to the theory. It has to be mentioned that the H a 4
curve in the plot starts at an angle of attack of 15W. This is due to the fact
tha. for values smaller than 15' the cross-flow Mach number is smaller chan
2.4. These cases have been excluded in the present theory. The experiments
clearly confirmed the occurrence of r.r. in certain corner geometries. They

fal. inno the range predir.ted by the theory. Generally, we found good agree-
ment between nxperiment and theory, as shown in Fig. 5.

5. CONCMUSIONS

Previous investigations hAve only observed Mach reflection in corner flow. The

presemit wrk ha as-town tht

I. The coai.4l1 flow model allows the failure of regular reflection to be des-
eribad by two-dimenvional th-ory.

2. The conditioaRs at which previous epriments vere conducted all lie in the
range whotre this theory predicý•• Mach reflection.

3, In the range were regular reflection is prdicted, multiple reflection in

the contor prwvvmts it.

4. Hultiple reflection wa-y be avoided by openiag the corner with a conically
videniag slit.

S. Transition frou. regular to Mach reflection with secth a mWdel was observed
to occur at the conditiop predicted by the theory. using optical a-d tomo-
grsphic techniques on a transparent mod-1 at two Mach inubers.
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Figure 1: Shock wave reflect.ion ill steady tuo-dimenional supersoli)c flow,

a) regltar reflection• (r.r.), b) Mach reflectio n M• r i)
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Figure 2: Shock wave structure in supersonic corner flow
a) r.r. type, b.) M.r. type
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Figure .3: Calculqted occurrence of r.r. and X.r. in corner flowsý at M 15.8
And 00 3; y 1 .4 (9 Experiments of Kipke and iumm&) 5
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Figure 4: Tomographi- reconstruction of the shock wave structure of a corner
flow field in a plane normal to the free-stream direction.
M 4, a - 15.5', 2X 68', distance from the apex: 53 mm, Y 1.4;
a) perpective view on the plane, b) reconstructed sectional shock
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Shock wave reflection in carbon dioxide has been
studied in square and three different rectangular
channels with heights (lowest dimension of chan-
nel cross-section) comparable or less than the
height of bifurcation zone of reflected shook
wave. In this case sicondcry shock wave is formed
behind bifurcation .one and follows the reflected
shook. The influence of channel corners was found
to retard the point of boundary layer separation
in close proximity of channel ribs and entails the
disappearance of separation on narrow faces of the
channel when the opposite bifurcation zones close.
The specific feature of the pressure distribution
on lateral wall was found to depend on pressure
measurement position and is defined by the dimen-
sion of bifurcation zone. It is shown that pressure
in the point of boundary layer separation exceeds
by fifty percent the stagnation pressure of boun-
dary layer calculated from Mark criterium.

1 . INTRODUCTION

The bifurcation of reflected shock wave is the subject of
maný studies that in due to necapsity of gas stete determination
near the end wall of shook tube."'

In all papers this gasdynamio phenomenon was examined as a
two-dimensional one without taking into account the effect pro-
duced by the side walls although all studies have been carried
out in tubes of square and rectangular cross-seotion. Influence
of corners in many cases could. be discarded. Nevertheless the
singularity of flow near corners can be decisive on the entire
field of flow in sufficiently narrow chamnels when the dimeasion
of channel oross-section is comparable with the height of bifur-
cation zone. The complex flow near channel corner is hard to be
experimentally studied because this region is covered up by the
process of reflection on the channel axis. To be noted that pecu-
larities of the reflection with strongly pronounced bifurcation
and the filling by the bifurcation zone of the cross-sectiin at
the channel were primare3y mentioned by Strehlow and Cohen.

In this paper the shock wave reflection was studied mainly
in carbon dioxide because in this owe we have a more developed
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form of bifurcation in comparison to bi-atomic gases, which gives
the opportunity to find out the complete structure of the flow.

2. EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT

The study of shock wave reflection was carried out in one-
diaphragm shock tube of conventional type of square cross-section
72x72 mm, length of driver section was 1.5 m, of driven section-
6.5 m. Driver gases were nitrogen and helium, driven gases were
carbou dioxide, nitrogen and air with initial pressure PI in the
range of 5 - 35 mm Hg, Mach number Mg of imcident shock wave.
2.5 - 4. A four channel installation of Cranz-Schardin type'"
with 230 mm diameter of light windows beam was used for optical
observation of the flow# In three channels schlieren-photographs
of shock reflection in different time were taken using light
source of 0,5 mos duration. In the fourth channel schliereu
streak photograph was registered using light source of I ms
duration.

Piezo-gauges were used for pressure measuring on the shock
tube lateral surface near the end wall.

Sharp plates were placed in the experimental part of shock
tube in order to study the process of reflection in channels of
different cross-section. These plates out out a part of the in-
cident shock wave. In fig.1 one can see the position of the
plates and piezo-gauges and image of slit of the photo-streak
camera. Four channels have been used with the width of 72 mm and
different height of 72 mm (A), 56 mm (13), 22 mm (C) and 8 mm (D).
The end wall of shook tube was movable (in channel A) which enabl-
ed one to alter the dimension between end-wall and window.

3. EXPERIMENTS

In Fig.2 typical schlieren-photograph of reflection in CO2
(channel A, pom 10 mm Hg, Ms = 3,57) and suitable scheme are
presented. Reflected shock wave moves from left to right with
velocity Vp , point of botmdary-layer separation A and correspon-
ding line cf separation A' on the window of shock tube move with
velocity Vx, gas flow entrained by incident shook wave moves with
velocity Ut. The front leg AR in the bifurcation foot forms an
angle 0 with lateral wall, pressure behind front leg is p
Rear leg RS and slipstream RT are parts of three-shook configura-
tion. Trajectory of point R is indicated by dashed line OR, dis-
tance of point H from the lateral wall, e.g. height of bifurcation
foot, increase linearily with the distance from the end wall,
further on its growth decreases and stops when stationary A -oon-
figuration is observed.

The experiments have shown the following features of the
reflection process. At the end plate of shook tube vortex is
formed along the perimeter of shook tube oross-seotion. Its for-
mation at end wall is due to considerable velocity gradient
across slipstream RT, which is characteristic of gases with low
w (r -specific heat ratio). The second poculiarity, connected

with the influence of channel corner is deformation and retarda-
tion of boundary layer separation lines At near channel coimer.
The length of deformed part of line A' is of order of bifurcation
foot height. Line S' of end of the rear shook RS is deformed too.
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The third peculiarity is the formation of the secondary shock
wave P in flow core following the reflected shock R. In narrow
channels this phenomenon is pronounced more clearly and the sys-
tem of the consecutivj shocks might be observed as it was found
by Strehlow and Cohen.

The formation of F-wave coincides with the moment, when
bifurcation zone takes the major part of the cross-section of the
channel. The problem of the formation of the F-wave requires the
consideration of the complex flow through the moving nozzle with
deformed walls, formed by lines AS.

The line behind the shock P in Pig.2 corresponds to the
back side of the slipstream RT, which marks the dimension of the
bifurcation zone.

The behaviour of reflected shock in the narrower channels in
illustrated by the schlieren-photographs in Fig.3. In this case
the influence of the channel corners and bifurcation zones on the
flow core is more pronounced and one can note follows. At the
reflection in channel B the parameters of bifurcations on the
side wall of the shock tube are equal to those on the sharp plate
surface, although the boundary layer parameters are different in
these oases. The difference between separation lines A' in N2
and CO can be seen for channel B. The shook wave reflection in
CO leads to the appearance of stronger disturbances and vortices
be6ind reflected shock than in N2.

In channel C the bifurcations closed. The influence of chan-
nel corners applies to the whole flow near narrow channel faces.
This results in strong deceleration of the separation line A' and
disappearing of boundary layer separation on the narrow faces.
Reflected front transforms in a wedge-like surface, which can be
asymetric.

In the narrowest channel D the reflected front transforms in
one oblique shook wave. In Pig.4 streak-photographs and pressure
osoillogramms for stations X and Y in channel A are presented.
It can be seen that at station X the pressure grows jump-like up
to the value Px at the moment of the passage of the separation
point A. After that the pressure rests constant during about
50 mca and then rises to the value of reflected shook pressure PR.
At the station Y pressure grows graduelly (during about 1 me)
after passage of the point A, till the contact surface arrival,
separating driven aid driver gases in shook tube. The same was
mentioned in study 14 for air and 00g. Difference in piezogauges
data is determined by the structure of bifurcation zone regis-
tered by the mean of streak records. Near the end wall the bifur-
cation zone has a very small length, and takes 50 nica to pass
section X growing linearly. Mean while the reflected shock re-
moves from the end wall, self similarity is breaking, eielding
the deceleration of the back point of the separation zone, which
isn't achieve section Y.

Searching streak records one can see that the secondary
shook F arises in the case of well-developed bifurcation and in
our case is not connected with interaction oM reflected wave with
contact surface as it was observed in study '(. This fact can be
seen in Pig.4 on the lower streak photograph, recieved with the
observation window, being displaced from the end wall at 45 mm.

"The sensitive characteristics of the bifurcation are the
parameters of the front leg AR. In Pig.5 the variation of P) /P4
is presented by the circles where P A is the pressure in the
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separation point A under the front leg and P4 - the pressure
behind incident shock wave. Open circles correspond to the measu-
rement in station X (distance from end plate is 25 mm), black
circle - for section Y (distance 85 mm), half-filled circle cor-
respond to measurement in section X, but with displaced end plate
(distance from the end plate 71 mm). The curves represent the
calculated values of the boundary tayer stagnation pressure in
reflected shock coordinate system , curve 1 - calculated, using
velocity VR from 6, 2 - for the average experimental velosity
V, in the channels A and B, measured in the sections X and Y,
3 - for VR , calculated withr =1.29. Curve 4 is Px /P4 calcu-
lated from average experimental velosity VA . The experiments
show that the pressure PA in COp, at developed bifurcation is
about 50% over the values, yielding from Mark's model' . The
pressure near the end wall is independent from Mg for the range
of Ma a 2.5 - 4 and lower than the pressure at the distance
70-80 mm from the end wall.

Pressure Px can be obtained also from the front leg para-
meters. The experimental data: VA , front leg slope ýP and velo-
sity of flow gives vaLues PA /PA , represented in Fig.5 by hat-
ched region 5 (using ) and 6 (for r a 1,29) for corresponding
sound velocity. The values of P,\ from front leg parameters are
coincident with the piezogauge-measured data.

Experimental values of Pa at the side wall of channel A can
not be applied as a state oon•$tion parameter near end wall, as
this was marked also in study14 . The dispersion of Pit signifi-
cally exceeds typical experimental error.

CONCLUSION

As the result of presented study in CO, it has been shown
that the reflected shock-boundary layer interaction trends to
the formation of complex flow pattern with the secondary shook
wave behind reflected shook as the heights of bifurcation zones
become comparable with the height of channel. The influence of
the channel corners, resulting in aepriration point deceleration,
in more pronaunoed at closing of bifurcation zones in narrow
channels. The pressure at separation point does not agree with
the calculated values using the Mark's model.
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FIGURES CAPTIONS

Fig. 1. Scheme of rectangulare channels. All dimentions
in mm.

Pig. 2. Bifurcation of reflected shook wave in channel A.
CO2 , p. = 10 mm Hg, Ms = 3,57. R - triple point, AR and )P -
the front leg and its slope, RS and S' - rear leg and its back-
line, RT - slipsteam, A and A' - point and line of boundary layer
separation, F - secondary shock wave, VR and VA - velosities of
reflected shock and separation point.

Fig. 3. Schlieren photographs of reflection in different
channels. 1 - channel B, Ng , Po = 35 mm Hg, Ms = 2.59, 2 - C02 ,
p = 12.5 mm Hg, Ms a 3.09, 3 - 002 , Po = 5 mm Hg, Ms = 5.56,4 - channel C, C00 , po 45 mm Hg, Ms a 2.59, 5- C02,
Po = 10 mm Hg, Ms = 3,41, 61- ohannel D, C02 , Pa = 20 mm Hg,
Ms = 3,25.

Fig. 4. Variations in pressure on the side wall of shock
tube and streak photographs for shook wave reflection in 002
In channel A, Pa a 10 um Hg, M; = 3.15. Upper record, pressure
in section X; lower record - in section Y, sweep speed -
100 mcs/div. 1 - photo taken with oscillograms, arrows show the
piezogauge positions; 2 - photo with F-wave more pronounced;
3 - photo with deplaced end wall by 45 mm. I.S. - incident shock
0.S. - contact surface.

Pig. 5. Relationship between pA /P, and Ms in COg. channel A.
1,2,3,4 - boundary layer stagnation pressure', using VR from 6
(1), experimental values Vp (2) and VK for J, = 1,29 (3):
4 - using measured VA . Open circles - PA /pJ in section X,
black circles - for section Y, half-filled circles - for section
X with displaced end plate by 45 mm. 5,6 - calculated values
PA /p] using e~perimental parameters of front leg with sound
velosity from' (5) and for -= 1,29 (6).
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AIR-INDUCED GROUND PRESSURE WAVES

IN GRANULAR SOIL MATERIALS
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The report deals with certair aspects of wave propagation
in and the dynamic reaction of a granular material when
subjected to an impulse load of long duration. The ex-
perimental set up generates uniaxially transmitted and
(normally) reflected pressure waves. The measuring tech-
nique and instrumentation are briefly commented. The
basis for a simple theoretical presentation of relations
of interest for the experiments is given. The main ex-
perimental results zre summarized. Some of the theoreti-
cally predicted and the measured data are compared.

1. INTRODUCTION

A granular soil material (as sand) under an impulse load, can
be shown to be influenced by several factors that should be brouqht
into a set of equations in order to properly describe the dynamic
reaction of the uaterial. Experiments concerning wave generation,
transmission an• reflection for given sets of initial conditions
and recognizing the two (three) phase nature of granular materials,
should improve the basic understanding of the granular material
dynamics. This paoer will present some results of our theoretical
and experimental investigatiors concerning air-induced ground pres-
sure waves in granular materials (sand). The experimental set up
was made geometrically simple and the test conditions were well
defined and made to match the theoretical assumptions as much as
posoible. In particular a continuum theory for granular materials
will require material homogeneity (velocity fields) for the soil
dynamic experiments. Preliminary investigations were therefore done
in this and other problum areas.

2. LOADING SITUATIONS, EXPERIMENTAL SET UP

The stijdv assumed a Icading situation determined by an air-
shock wave sweeping over the horizontal surface of a uniform or
homogeneous semi-infinite granular material, Figure 1.1. The qene-
ral loadinq situation is, at each nosition assumed to be similar
to a one-dimensional (uniaxial) piston LVpe of loading on the sur-
face, Fiqure 1.2, and will oenerate separate untaxial pressure
waves in the sand with assumingly no interference by means of an
impulse transfer mecharism. The front position of these waves will
he reoresented by the wavefront line, which for increasing time is
propagated in the material in the horizontal direction. This is
indicated on Figure 1.2 for a constant and 5weeping surface
loading. The paper will consider the loadinq situation over a
period that clearly reflects the &ynamic reaction of the material.

A test container (Pigure 1.2) connected tc a 400 mm diameter
shocktube was filled with a well defined type of sand and compacted
in a special way so that the dry density of the bulk material was
close to constant in the volvae. A stable but incraasing moisture
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content with depth rjuld not be avoided. The different experiments
wera all performed on the same type of sand and with (close to) the
same initial parameter data and air shock loading. The long dura-
tion air shock nominal strength• P• = 2.5. Bulk material average
dry density P = 1730-1780 kg/mi .The moisture content close to the
surface w - 5A and bottom (z = 500 nun) w - 10%. The grain diameter
was mainly from d = 0.3 to 0.6 mm

3. TRANSDUCERS, INSTRUMENTATION

Transducer weight, size, shape, orientation and their mostly
"free floating" contact condition with the sand particles are some
of the important parameters to take into account in order to mea-
sure representative data for the pressure waves. Practical measur-
ing problems and the complex dynamic behaviour of the grains deter-
mined the design and use of three different transducers with the
necessary dynamic response to yield three independent groups of
realistic data. The S-transducer was made as a 3 mm thick round
disc placed as shown, Figure 2.1. It will measure the average side
oriented grain pressure. From separate experiments it was possible
to determine a factor k that will correlate the normal average
pressure-time (H-t) dati referred to the average grain contact area
to the measured side oriented grain pressure-time (17-t) data. The
A-transducer was made small (<1 cm ) and light weight (ca 2 g) and
will respond to the real changes in the average grain motion
induced by the uniaxial pressure wave. This transducer will thus
give average grain acceleration-time (3k-t) and velocity-time
(v -t) data. The A-and S-transducers are placed in pairs in the
center x-z volume (100 mm apart sideways) in a measurinq noint grid
(up to 100 transducers), Figure 2.2. This gives a necessary
measurinq redundancy. The grid system was, however, Primarely used
to obtain a sufficient 6mount of travel time data (tictl) from
which the wave front positions and the wave front veoci ies
(Cz ,CzR) can be determined to a satisfactory deqree of accuracy.

4. THEORY

The granular theory as developed by has been applied to
the experimental wave trannmisslon. Generally the theory will pro-
vide a qualitative background for defining a reaction model that
will include the general features of the measured results. A short
presentation of certainltelations of interest for the experimental
situatlon will be given . Major assumptions are:
1. The uniaxlal loading situation results only in an irreversible

compaction or distension of the uniformly distributed granular
material made up Qf non-uniform grains

2. The wave prooagatlon is uniaxial, the z-direction
3. The grains are incompressible, non-crushlnq and nonbending
4. The different cohesion forces are small, the main intergranu-

lar forces 8 re based on frictional effects
5. MOisture ari gas in the pore volume are ignored (mass- and

prys~ure-wise), one will onsider a qne-base mat~rial
6. 0 ture content will Influence the dynaMic reaction of the

granular material by changing the mobility of the grains
7. The wave front velocity (C ) during the loading at each

measuring point is constant
8. The dry ,ensity %o(xty) is assumed constant, grain pressure

due to weight (a.) is neglected, constant temperature
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9. The continuous distribution of the grain volume will define
the bulk material and the deformation field at each position

The granular material has the structure of a distributed body
which can be considered as a continuum. The densiti of the material
at any point (Xi) and time (t) can be expressed as

(4.1) p(XP0-v(X0tY(X0

Any changes in the material density (p) will only be deter-
mined by the volume distribution function (v) when the grain den-
sity function (y) is constant. The variable v is defined as

GRAIN VOLUME LV)
(4.2) v _,I>

TOTAL VOLUME (V)

Changes in v will reflect the relative motion of the uniformly
distributed grains in a control volume as a result of a directed
grain compaction or distension and therefore of the pore volumes.
The parameter will define the average qrain motion at each position
during a loadinq situation. This can formally be developed from a
theoretical kinematic point of view resulting in

.. +() (4.5) I(4.3) L (4.4) t !L(-5
Sa di C, Va ,

These relations will give a direct connection between the
measureable average grain acceleration ak and velocity vý- and the
v-function and its time derivatives as a measure of the hveraqe
granular motion, assuming a constant v = vo.

The dynamic reaction of or the thermo-kinetic pro".,ss in the
material as represented by several dependent variables R., will be
assumed dependent on the initial value of the volume distribution
function (v ), changes in v and the entropy changes (c) assosiated
with the pr~cess and given by

The formal thermodynamic procedure used to establish the con-
stitut ve equations and the required restrictions for thejeqt• •e
valid under the given assumptions, will not be given here

Hased on the above relations one can write the conservation
laws in terms of directly measureable parameters and thus in a
"simple way" express the effects of the granular material dynamics.
The conservation of mass will for the given conditions be expressed
by a relation similar to equation 44.3). The conservation of linear
monumentum will give an exoression relating the pressure forces (S)
and the resultinq changes in the average grain acceleration (a0).
Here S can only be determined by the variables expressed by R1
equation (4.1) and (4,6). The thermo-kinetic process will aesa
require a balance of forces. The interqranular forces that deter-
mine the compaction/distension of the materia, 0h) can be related
to the measureable average grain pressure (H) . This will depend
on Vv and its time derivative. The body force g represents the
intergranular forces that are determined by fricitional effects and
are dependent on t. These forces will have to be balanced by an
inertia force k expressing the dynamic effects of the relative
motion of the grains. It may be related to the mobility of the
grains and will be influenced by the initial parameter data. The k
will be a function of v and ve, the other two variables are consti-
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tutively related as given by R±, equation (4.6). The force balance
equation will relate these parAmeters

(4.7) P"k' a " - H+g * B

By combining equation (4.7) with the linear momentum equation
and substituting the pressure force S by B one finds that

(4.8) 8 V Cz-H+;

Integrating equation (4.7) results in an expression for k or
k.V as function of the grain pressure B. For the given assumptions
one can express the grain parameters (k and B) by the variable v
and its derivatives by using equation (4.5) and (4.8). The inertia
term k will primarely be associated with the integrated effect of
the grain compaction/distension (Av) or the average uniaxial grain
deformation (d ). The pressure term B will be proportional to vk or
Av for constant C and P . The equations can be used to show the
parameteric relation for the front velocity Cz asdk ? v_
(4.9) !L0 - +k-0V VO

This is a complex relation in spite of the simplifying assump-
tions, The constrained modulus M. can be expressed as
(4.10) up - A-L -• 79C2

It was assumed that C was constant f ex over the impulse
loadlng time (t , Figure o.'), consequently also My and B/ý (or
Ba, equation .3)), must be constant with the implications this
will have for the parameters in the above cquations And the possi-
bility to determine different variables in an independent way.

Normally reflected uniaxial waves (from hard reflectic, sur-
faces) that can be considered superimposed on the transmitted (T)
wave, can. directly be reDAesente-z by. the qiven theory (f ex equa-

tion (6.2)). A *ranular reflection theory under development will 1 0
express the dyniamic reflection process in a simila• way ar above
For the purpose of data cNimparis5n a theoretically based empirical
exoression is qiven by equation (6.3).

5. EKPERIMNTAL RESULTS

Some of the results concerning the transmitted (T)MInd the
normally reflectsd (R) pressure waves will be presented . The
measuring point grid qave travel time data for the transmitted (t3 )
and reflected (tS) wtzvos from which a series of wavefront curves
(x-z-t) as 6hown on Figure 3.1 were obtained. These curves gave
data for the wavefront velocity C,(2 ) for the ?-and CzR(Z) for the
R-wavefront curVes, Figure 3.2. Both wavetypes were uniaxial. The
z-dependence of the front velocities were also Influenced by chan-
ges in the effective density (C ) of the material (f ex moisture).
This will affect the grain ineritia term (k) and grain mobility.

The grain pressure (S- and P-) tranducers and the accelerome-
ters (A-transducer) gave consistent data that correlated well with
each other and the travel time data. Figure 3.3 and 3.4 show typi-
cal or average amplitude-time histories representative for all the
experiments where uniaxial wave data were measured. Characteristic
average maximum amplitudes are presented on Figure 3.5 and 3.6. The
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steep z-qradient of the maximum amplitudes without loosing the
general form for the amplitude-time curve is interesting. The re-
flected wave can be considered superimposed on the transmitted wave
as shown in Figure 3.3 and 3.4. Closer to the reflection surface
the loading situation becomes increasinqly complex. On the surface
itself one has measured a large normal reflection pressure (H)
(typically 4-6 times the undisturbed transmitted wave right agove
the surface) that remained high over a long 1,eriod, Figure 3.4. The
reflected waves, after a short distance above the surface, show a
marked amplitude reduction (Figure 3.6) at the same time as the am-
plitude-time histories are changed (*stretched out'). The measured
results generally support the theoretical formulation of section 4
over and at a solid and rough reflection surface for an impu1•e
dominated wave loading. A few observations will be included

1 The front velocities C. and CR can be considered constant at
each position over the loading times. Small and consistent
deviations could be detected especially for the reflected wave

4 Measurements showed that the relation T m s/at - constant was
generally valid, Section 4, also for the normally reflected
waves over the reflectinq surface

3 The g-term (equation 4.7) was small in relation to the normal
qrain pressure (H)

4 The moisture content and distribution influenced the wave
transmission measureably

5 Only one type of pressure (compaction) wave was generated in
the material, this is theoretically expected

6. THEORETICAL-EXPERIMENTAL DATA

An indication of how well the theoretical formulation can pre-
dict consistent measured data for defined Initial parameters, will
be given by comparing calculated results using independent measure-
ments in connection with different theoretical relations. Some
sample calculations are shown below, the data are taken from the
presented figures, the previous sections and from different mea-
surements not presented. The calculations are made for positions
clol to and on the reflecting surface, z w 450-500 mm, Figure
2.2 . With reference to equation 4.5, Figure 2.2, section 3,
8 a 1i + g a li, the normal maximum pressure for the transmitted and
normally reflected waves are given by

(6.1a, b) R

(6-2a, b) ,A.,•LP$',i,.A*Ct-kj,,%-R

The k)-factor is assumed constant over the loading time and
was determined by separate experiments. These data compare well
with values that can be obtained from a theoretical expression
assuming the condition given in section 5, point 2. The total
reflected pressure Ht, may be given a theoretical-emplrlcal form

(6.3a# b) 6m0Ca b '

where K(z) is a dynamic correction factor characteristic for the
reflection process clone to and on the reflection surface. KMz)
decreases above the e:face.

The tnstraint •-•Xus RV is calculated accordinq to equation
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(4.10) an6 must be considered as an average value over the loading
time since C (and C R) can only be constant under certain condi-
tions. The eipressio• for C , equation (4.9),,can for the test
conditions be shown to reduce to the forra (ak term dominates)

(6.4) Cz2=k-i'k/ ' (6.5) Cz k*HiVP"
Equation (6.4) can be compared to an expression for C deduced

from the linear momentum equation, equation (6.5). The inertia term
can be estimated from equation (4.7). In general wi!' Cz vary over
the loading time (sec-tion 5, point 1).

By using corresponding, representative and independently mea-
sured data, one can calculate and compare the results given by the
presented expressions. The following tables give some results

kN/m eq a e" (6. e 2 6e '.2b PO = 1750kgicm-S1 9o / 100 - ". ..I . ..- Ikj = 3.3I
AHR I - | - / 102 I100 ICzR = 450 m/sI
Ref I factor R = (MrR.+TT/--l 2 - 2 ICz = 300 ms .

kNm eq (6.3a, eq (6.3b) kI = 1.7
HR 480 1 510 po = 1750 kg/m•

R - 5 Cz =VO m/s - 5 Refl factor R = HR/H

2 3 2
The modulus (eq 4.10) Mv = 2600 • 300 235.10 kN/m
The front velocity Cz can be estimated by equation (6.4) and (6.5).

_ s___(6.4) eq (6.5)

Cz 350-270 Y. = 0.65 285 k1 = 3.3
a k max = 200 g Po = 1750 kg/m 3

The calculated data are in fair agreement with the measured repre-
sentative C. = 300 m/s for z - 450-500 mm (Figure 3.2).

7. CONCLUSIONS

The study has shown that a simple granular theory based on
qrain dynamics can give a representative description of the dynamic
reaction of a granular material and a first order approximation to
the measured data. Acceptable agreement both qualitatively and
quantitatively was obtained for the different parameters for the
uniaxially transmitted and normally reflected pressure waves in the
moist granular material. This was demonstrated for the impulse
dominated grain compaction during the loading risetime. This situa-
tion will also imply that the experiments at each position will
give a deformation tield comparable to the theoretical require-
ments. For other time periods and loading situations, different
grain dynamic forces (theor tically described) will make influen-
tial contributions in determining the reaction model for the mate-
rial. The initial parameter data will be of importance since these
affect the grain mobility. Various reflection geometries and a non-
uniaxial wave propagation will introduce complicating factors. The
study suggests that also these situations can be theoretically ex-
pressed based on the general granular theory and yield data repre-
sentat've of the measured results. Further work is planned and in
progress for the purpose of determining the characteristics of
dynamic reaction models for granular materials in a wider perspec-
tive. Here both simplified and direct expressions as well as com-
puter programs will be nf interest in order to determine the
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loading function in connection with structural dynamics.
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The propagation of waves in a Hartmann-Sprenger tube
having an area constriction is studied both theoretical-
ly and experimentally. It is found that there are seve-
ral possible modes of oscillations within the tube. The
observed mode depends on the diameter - and length -
ratios of the upstream and downstream parts of the tu-
be. The mode also depends on the Mach number of the ex-
citing jet. In the "first" mode, the shock wave genera-
ted in the upstream cavity is transmitted trough the
area change and strongly amplified. In higher modes, the
incident wave in the upstream cavity meets, near the
area change, a shock wave traveling in the opposite di-
rection in the downstream cavity. For a given total
length, the oscillation frequency cf the 3rd and 5th
modes are approximately 3 and 5 times the frequency of
the Ist mode, respectively. The thermal effects, essen-
tially due to repetitive shock heating,strongly depend
on the oscillation mode. In the Ist mode, the tempera-
ture steadily increases along the tube, with a steep
temperature gradient in the downstream cavity. In the
3rd mode, a steep temperature gradient is observed
near the area constriction whereas the temperature is
high and almost constant in the downstream cavity. The
influence of the shape of the joining sectiorn between
the upstream and downstream cavities has been investi-
gated. The highest shock intensities and thermal ef-
fects have been observed with a sinusoidal converging
section.

1. INTRODUCTION

At the 13th International Symposium on Shock Waves and Tubes, it was shown1

that a Hartinann-Sprenger tube (HS-tube) precenting a sudden change in cross
section could produce high amplitude pressure waves. The configuration studied
is shown in Fig. 1. A high speed jet flows out of a "needle" nozzle 2 and drives
flow oscillations within a tube with constriction. A simplified wave diagram
for the flow within the tube was proposed. A theoretical amplification was de-
rived and experimental values were in good agreement with the predicted ones.
Subsequently, it was found that several modes of oscillations are possible 3 .
The wave diagram as well as the thermal effects are quite different for each mo-
de. This is importaný when one considers the H.S.-tube as an igniter for pyro-
technic compositions
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Linear acoustic theory gives some idea on the possible oscillation modes.
However, it cannot predict which one of these modes will be observed. Also, be-
cause the oscillation amplitude is very large and can attain several bars, it is
not surprising if one finds substantial deviation between measured and calcula-
ted frequencies. The agreement between numerical experimental values and compu-
tations made with the so-called FLIC-method (fluid-in-cell) is much better.

2. LINEAR THEORY

The basic scheme of the linear theory applied to the single-step H.S tube
is as follows. The acoustic pressure in each cavity is given by the superposi-
tion of waves moving in upstream and downstream directions

J(Wt - kx) J(wt + kx)
P, Ae + Be,()

P2 CeJ(wt - kx) + DeJ(wt + kx,

where p, W, k, x, and t represent acoustic pressure, angular frequency, wave-
number, axial coordinate, and time, respectively; j is the imaginary unit and
subsripts I and 2 indicate the upstream and downstream cavities, respectively.

The complex constants A, B, C, and D are determined by boundary conditions.
These are given first by the reflection coefficients at the junction and at the
downstream end, and second, by consideration of the impedance at the mouth. The
reflection factors R12 and R2 1 at the junction are given by

(D1/D2)2 -1 (D2/D0)2 -1
12 (D0/D2)2 +1 21 (D2 /D0 )i +1

The reflection factor at the downstream end is equal to unity. Moreover, if the
amplitude of acoustic velocity at the mouth is kept constant, i.e., lul = u0.
the unknown complex constants A, B, C, and D are functions of u0 . When geome-
trical parameters are given, the acoustic impedance Z : p/u at the mouth is a
function of frequency only. The eigenfrequencies are those frequencies for which
the impedance vanishes. The eigenfrequencies calculated with this procedure are
plotted in Fil. 4.

Particular values 6F eigenfrequeticies are

f, = a/4(L1 + L2 if D : D2 (Ist mode)

f3 ý 3 ia/4(L 1 + L2) i Df I D 2 and L 2 = 2L1 (3rd mode)

S= 51a/4(L1 + L2)! if Dl D2 and L2 = 4L1 (5th mode)

Mien the frequencies are close to one of these particular frequencies, the oscil-
lations are called Ist mode-, 3rd mode-, or 5th mode-oscillations, respectively.

3. NON LINEAR THEORY

The wave phenomena are computed with a numerical method (FLIC method) on a
two-dimensional. model of the tube. The basic equations used are the continuity
and momentum equations2 1 2 +pv=ODV

D-+ pVV 0, Vp =-Vp
Dt Dt

when p , V, p and t represent the density, velocity, pressure and time, respecti-
vely. In these equations, friction and heat conductivity are not caken into ac-
count, but artificial viscous pressure is introduced for the stability of the
shock computation.

Wave diagrams obtained by this method are shown on Fig. 3. The diagramm
for L2/L1 - 5 shows very clearly the head-on collision of shock-waves at the
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step (Fig. 3a) and corresponds to the 5th mode. The computed frequencies are
indicated on Fiq. 4.

4. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

In Fig. 1, the H-S tube with constriction and the supersonic "needle noz-
zle" are shown in schematic fashion. The length (LI) of the upstream cavity
has a fixed value (80 mm) whereas the length (L2) of the downstream cavity can
take several values ranging from 80-480 mm so that the length ratio L2/L1 can
be varied from 1-6. The inner diameter DI of the upstream cavity is 18 mm and
the diameter D2 of the downstream cavity is 9, 6, or 3 mm, so that the dia-
meter ratio DI/D 2 takes the values 2, 3, or 6. The diameter DN of the nozzle
exit is identical to D1. Since non-linear theory5 applied to a sudden area
change (step) shows that the flow near the constriction has a two-dimensional
character, it can no longer be said that the step corresponds to a velocity
node, as linear theory does. It therefore appears that if a sudden change in

10 cross-section is replaced by a continuously changing section, the amplifica-
tion of pressure amplitude and thermal effects could be further increased.
Three different shapes of transition section, with length Lt, have been tes-
ted (Fig. 2).

Pressure histories and time-average pressures are determined at various
positions in axial direction of the tube. Instantaneous pressure is measured
by piezoelectric transducers and mean pressure by a manometer. Three different
shapes of the needle laid upon the nozzle axis were used in the test. They were
giving correctly expanded supersonic jet for 3 Mach numbers : 1.2, 1.68 and
2.07.

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

4.1. Oscillation frequency

The oscillation frequency f in a constant area H-S tube is nearly equal to
the Ist mode of the acoustic frequencies of a pipe closed at one end, i.e.,
ftfo = aa/4L, where aa represents the ambient speed of sound and L the pipe
length. The oscillation frequency is a slightly decreasing function of the jet
Mach number. Whereas the ratio f/fo is almost equal to unity for low values of
Mj, it is about 0.88 for Mj = 2.6 . The oscillation frequency of the constant
area tube is not very sensitive to the length ratio L/D, except for small va-
lues of this parameter where end effects become important. In contrast, the os-
cillation frequency in a single-step H-S tube strongly depends on its geome-
trical configuration, the main parameters being the length ratio L2 /L1 and the
diameter ratio DI/D2.

All the measurements reported in section 4.1. were made with the step con-
figuration (sudden change).

4.1.1. Influence of length ratio

In Fig. 4, experimental results of oscillation frequency in a single-step
H-S tube with DI/D 2 = 2 are shown and compared with the values calculated by
linear acoustic theory and by the FLIC method for two values of H4. The measu-
red frequencies are normalized with the acoustical frequency f oo the total
tube length, that is, fo = ad/4(LI+L2).

It is seen that over a certain range, the experimental value of the oscil-
lation frequency slightly increases with the length ratio until it reaches a
domain of instability. In this domain, the frequency discontinuously changes
from tst-3rd mode. Then cores a range in which the frequency gradually increa-
ses w-•til it reaches another domain of instability in which the oscillation
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discontinuously changes from 3rd to 5th mode. it is also observed that the frequen-
cies given by the FLIC method are closer to experimental values than frequencies
given by linear theory. The jump from one mode tc the other, however, is not
predicted accurately.

Fig. 5 shows the pressure histories for each mode at the middle position
of the downstream cavity and at the closed end of the same cavity. Pressure
fluctuations at the middle position are seen to be very different for each mo-
de. In the 1st mode they are similar to those of a constant area tube and in
the 5th mode, they are almost identical to the fluctuations at the closed end.

In the 3rd mode, however, the situation is quite different because the
compression wave is not canceled by the rarefaction wave as happens in the a-
coustical case. This is because in nonlinear wave motions with traveling shock
waves, pressure increases discontinuously across the shocks whereas it gradually
decreases across the isentropic rarefaction wave bundle.

4.1.2. Influence of diameter ratio

In all the tests reported above, the diameter ratio Dj/D 2 had a value of
2. This ratio is also an important geometric parameter for the wave motion in a
single-step H-S tube. If D1 /D 2 increases, the oscillation frequency generally
decreases, the oscillation mode being unchanged. Also, the domain of length ra-
tio for which the oscillations are unstable becomes wider. Moreover, the criti-
cal length ratio for mode change is a decreasing function of Dj/D 2 . Figure 6
shows the effect of diameter ratio on frequency and on oscillation mode for a
single-step H-S tube having a fixed length ratio (L2 /L1 = 2). It can be obser-
ved that, for this length ratio, the Ist-mode frequency is an increasing func-
tion of D1/D2, whereas the 3rd-mode has a constant value corresponding to up-
stream cavity resonating at quarter-wavelength frequency and downstream cavi-
ty resonating at half-wave frequency. The critical diameter ratio for mode
change at high jet Mach number lies in the region 2<DI/D2<3, whereas for
M=1.2, it is smaller than 2. This is in agreement with the result repotted in
Ref.5, where the critical diameter ratio for mode change was found to be 1.3
for low jet Mach number (Mj' 11.34).

4.2. Thermal effects

The temperature distribution of the tube wall depends very strongly on thle
oscillation mode.

4.2.1. Ist-mode

For this mode, the incident shock wave is amplified by the constriction so
that maximum temperatures are observed at the end wall. The shape of the cons-
triction has a strong effect on the temperature, especially for large diameter
ratios (Fig. 7). In the Ist-mode, mixing of the driving and driven gas limits
the temperature in the upstream part of the cavity (Fig. 8).

4.2.2. 3rd-mode

For this mode, the incident shock is reflected at the constriction. Mixing
of the gas oscillating in the downstream cavity with the cold driving gas is
much reduced, so that an almost uniform temperature is observed in this cavity.
The shape of the constriction section has less effect on the temperature
(Fig. 9).

5. CONCLUSION

The influence of various parameters on the oscillation mode of Hartmann-
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Sprenger tubes presenting an area change has been studied both experimentally
and theoretically. It has been shown that the oscillation mode has a strong ef-
fect on the maximum attainable temperature, as well as on the temperature dis-
tribution. These results are interesting for applications, such as the so cal-
led "fluidic" igniter.
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This paper presents results of computational studies of
planar shock wave (both square wave and decaying)
interactions with upstream high-sound-speed layers bounded
by a wall and ambient air. The computational approach taken
here solves the time-dependent hyperbolic conservation
equations of inviscid gas dynamics using the second-order
Eulerian Godunov scheme. Using the Godunov scheme, vector
programming, and a Cray I computer, it has been possible to
use computational grids fine enough to reveal the
development of very complex inviscid flowfield structures
subsequent to the shock wave/layer interaction.

The results presented here include density and pressure
fields for constant strength shock waves (square waves)
interacting with layers of constant and variable sound
speed, as well as a decaying shock wave interacting with a
constant sound speed layer. For the variable sound speed
layer cases, the sound speed varied only in the direction
normal to the initial shock direction (i.e., parallel to the
initial shock front). From these studies, we have found
that the scheme remains very stable despite the complicated
flowfields that develop, that the interface between the
layer and the ambient air rolls up into rotating vortices
that develop downstream of the shock, and that the overall
flowfield can contain both "random" and "coherent*
structures at several length scales.

1. INTRODUCTION

The study of interface dynamics has been advanced considerably in recent
years along several lines of development in many different fields. The
symposium volume summarizes some of the analytical, numerical, and
experimental approaches taken as of 1983. The present paper is a
comoutational study of the interface dynamics occurring when planar shock
waves (square wave and decaying) interact withi upstream high sound speed
layers bounded by a wall and ambient air. Our numerical miethods predict the
development of very complex flowfield structures subsequent to these
interactions. For example, when a planar shock wave moves parallel to the
interface in a stratified t zo-temperature fluid, the portion moving in the
higher temperature (higher sound speed) region will move faster, causing an
oblique shock to develop in the region of the interface. This oblique shock
is necessary to tie together the portions of the shock as yet unaffected by
the ever-growing region of shock-interface interaction. A shear layer
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develops along the interface and in time becomes unstable, leading to a roll-
up of the interface, the formation of large vortices, and eventually to
smaller scale structures and very complex flow patterns.

From a numerical point of view, the approach is to solve the equations of
inviscid gas dynamics using the second-order Eulerian Godunov scheme. This is
an upwind scheme for systems of hyperbolic conservation laws, especially the
equations of gas dynamics. The scheme is specifically designed for problems
involving complicated, non-linear wave interactions where high resolution
calculations are important in detekm 5i•ng small scale structures. The scheme
is being gpglied for such problems and assessments of its accuracy are
appearing - .

From a physical point of view, the interest is in the dynamics of the
layer/ambient air interface after shock loading, the subsequent
stable/unstable behavior of this interface, and interactions of the shock and
interface with 2tB disturbed flow. The second-order Eulerian Godunov scheme
has been shown to represent inviscid gas dynamics accurately and not
introduce numerical diffusion away from discontinuity surfaces. However, the
detailed viscous structures of the interfaces, the viscous-inviscid
interactions, and the dissipation scales and their overall effect on the
flowfield either are not modelled at all or may be perturbed, perhaps
substantially, from their correct physical magnitudes.

2. APPROACH

To date, numerous computations have been made for an Initially planar
shock wave moving through air with various temperature/sound speed
distributions normal to the initial shock direction. These gradients have
been confined to relatively thin layers along or near the bottom wall of the
computational grid (see figure 1). Typically the thickness (height) of the
high sounl speed layer is less than 10% of the height of the grid. The layer
begins near the left boundary of the grid and extends to the right boundary.
The planar shock wave starts just inside the left boundary and moves in time
toward the right.

The initial air conditions above the layer are nominally atmospheric;
specifically p a 1.01365 bars and T - 293.16*K. The air in the layer is at
the same pressure but different temperatures. It is through the temperature
that the sound speed in the layer is prescribed. For most of the
cotputations, the layer temperature is constant at 2124*K, but variations of
these parameters have been included.

Parametric cases have been run to study the effect of mesh size, shock
strength, layer temperature, and temperature distribution. Calculations have
also been made to simulate blast waves in shcck tubes where the top (roof)
reflects waves rather than permitting them to pass out of the computational
grid. Despite the high degree of vector optimization incorporated into the
code, Cray I computer run times range from minutes for course grid, short
shock travel coamputations to hours for the finer grid, longer travel
computations steeded to detect and follow the evolving flow structures. For
each run, an extensive set of plots was obtained, showing snapshots of the
flowfield properties at various times, as well as time histories at specified
locations, The snapshots of the flowfield are presented in terms of contour
plots with 30 contours equally spaced from minimum to maximum. For some of
the more detailed (and interesting) calculations, movies have been made
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showing the time evolution of the flow structures in terms of density cuntour
patterns.

3. uTYPICALO CONSTANT TEMPERATURE RESULTS

For relatively thin layers in contact with the bottom wall, the entire
layer begins to wrap up into a vortex. This is shown in terms of the density
field in figure 2a for a shock with pressure ratio of 3 moving across the
constant temperature (=2124*K) layer. The ambient air originally above the
layer is brought down and under the layer and rolls up with it into a vortex
whose size grows with time as it moves along with the shock structure. Figure
2b shows the pressure field at the same times. The pressure wave moving
through the layer ("precursoru) appears to be a compression wave for this
case, but becomes a shock for greater shock strengths. A triple point is
formed where the main shock is intersected by the oblique shock to the
precursor and a second turzing shock which decays into a wave ending near a
stagnation point on the wall behind the vortex. The precursor, the triple
point, the downstream tip of the vortex, and the stagnation point all move at
constant velocity except near the very start of the calculation. This motion
would seem to support a view that the flowfield becomes self-similar.
However, later and more detailed calculations show that although the mnotions
of these points change very little so that the shock structure maintains a
self-similar appearance, the flowfield itself becomes decidedly non-similar
due to the growth of complex and 'coherent" structures.

4. ACCURACY AND RESOLUTION TESTS

The results presented above were computed for a layer six zones high.
Resolution runs were made to determine the number of zones needed to define
the features of the flowfield. These tests indicated that five or six zones
were an adequate coupromise between resolution and computing time. Figure 3a
shows a blow-up of the density field in the vortex region for runs made with
two, six and ten zone high layers. The number of zones in the grid were
scaled accordingly in order to keep t-le zones (cells) squire. Figure 3b shows
the corresponding pressure field results. Based upon these results, most runs
wet'e made using five or six zone thick layers. Although this was quite
adequate for most of the parametric studies, it was found that zone size is a
significant factor in resolving the small-scale structures which develop as
shear layer instabilities grow during very long runs. For constant
temperature layers, the precursor mist travel distances equal to h.ndreds of
layer thicknesses before these Instabilities have a significant effect.
However, temperature distributions in the layer can accelerate the process.
For such long runs. it is costly to keep the cell size small and square.
Instead nonsquiare and moving grids must be used to obtain good resolution.

b. TEMPERATUJRE DISTRIBUTION RESULTS

Calculation, w•ere made to evaluate the effects of layer temperature
distribution. Linear and double-linear temperature distributions (vertically
through the layer) were used together with the constant temperature layer.
These distributions are shown schematically in figure 4. For each temperature
distribution, the maximum temperature in the layer was taken to be 2124*K.
For the constant temperature layer, the temperature was 21246K everywhere in
the layer. For the linear distribution, the temperature varied linearly from
21240K in the bottom zone to the ambient temperature of 293°K In zone 1, just
above the layer. For the double-linear distribution, the maximum temperature
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of 2124'K occurred in the middle of the layer and decreased linearly to 2930 K
in zones 1 and 7.

The results for the linear distribution were similar to the constant
temperature case, resembling results for a thinner constant temperature case
with about the same maximum temperature. The double-linear distribution
produced very different results. As shown in figure 5a for a pressure ratio
across the shock of about three, the flow is unstable and breaks up into many
smaller scale structures. Unlike the constant temperature cases where the
originally cool ambient air comes down and under the hot layer and then rolls
up into a large vortex, the double-linear cases do not produce this single
large vortex structure. Instead of moving under the hot layer, the heavier
cool air begins to push itself through the lighter air from the layer. As it
moves, this tongue of heavier air is deflected first upward by the layer of
heavy air along the wall and then downward by the heavy air above the layer.
As this pattern repeats sections of the lighter layer air are cut off
alternatively along the top and bottom of the layer. These pockets of lighter
air move more slowly than the main shock structure and so appear to be
breaking loose. Figure 5b shows the corresponding pressure fields.

6. FLOATING LAYER RESULTS

To stuldy this effect i- more detail, runs were made with a 2124'K
constant temperature layer located one layer heigh't above the bottom wall.
This geometry is apparent in figure 6 where the density and pressure fields
are given for a five zone thick layer. The layer occupied zones 6-10, while
the air in zones 1-5 matched that above the layer. Here again the shock
pressure ratio is 3. Initially the flowfleld is synmetric about the
centerline of the high temperature layer, but it begins to become asymmetric
when the lower triple point reaches the bottom wall. The reflections from the
wall disturb the motion of the cool air --•ngue moving inside the layer air,
causing the tongue to move upward and begin the oscillating motion which
causes the formation of the light air structures. The formeation of the
lighter air structures is much more pronounced for this case. The results
clearly show the structures detacning from the main shock pattern and drifting
slowly downstream. This is in marked contrast to the constant and linear
temperature distribution cases where the layer fluid is trapped within the
large vortex and swept along with the matn pattern.

Significant changes xcccur also in the shock structure during the
shedding process. When one structure is finished forming and ready to begin
failling behind, the rearmost turning shock which runs from this structure to
the triple point moves forward along the upper surface of the structure and
then jumps to the rear of the next one foroing. where it emwains until this
one is finished forming. This oscillation In the motion of the lower portion
of the shock relative to the upper portion causes a second triple point to
form and with it a new oblique shock somewhat parallel to but under the
original oblique precursor shock. This can be seen both in the density fields
of and in the pressure fields. Because this new shock is moving in even
higher' temperature air than the precursor, the new shock begins to overtake
the precursor. Near the end of this calculation. it appears that the
precursor is weakening and the new shock Is replacing it.

Another run was made specifically to capture in better detail the early
time development of the floating layer case. 1n this second A#n, the layer
and the region near it were enlarged by a factor of five, while the total
number of grid points was left unchanged. Thus, for this run, there were 25
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structures can be seen to form at the interface and grow as they flow
downstream. Although better techniques are needed to follow the development
of these structures as they proceed to flow through the roll-up, the results
shown here shed some light on the flowfield development and show the ability
of the second-order Godunov scheme to resolve small-scale inviscid flow
structures.
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zones in the layer and 25 zones below it. Because the only length scale in
this problem is the layer thickness, this run is equivalent to a finer zone
calculation of the previous run at early times.

The results of this fine zone calculation show the flow pattern beginning
symmetrically with a negative vortex developing along the top edge of the
layer and a positive vortex along the bottom edge. After the lower triple
point reaches the bottom wall, the reflections begin to influence the lower
vortex. The development of the asymmetry is shown in figure 7, beginning
shortly after the lower shock structure reaches the bottom wall. The lower
vortex is forced up and forward (relatively), while the upper vortex moves
back and down and then is shed as the first element in a vortex street. As
this vortex is shed, the rearmost shock is deformed, creating another vortex
structure. Then the cycle begins again.

7. SHOCK TUBE RESULTS

Another interesting case calculated corresponds to a planar blast wave
moving through a two-dimensional shock tube. The wave, whose strength decays
in time, moves over a 2124*K constant temperature layer which is ten zones
thick and located along the bottom wall. The top of the grid is now a
reflecting wall (roof) thirty layers high. The length of the grid is
equivalent to more thafi three hundred layer thicknesses which is over three
times greater than that of any of the other cases presented.

Whereas the flowfields in previous constant temperature layer
calculations seemed quite stable, the results for this calculation showed thiat
at much longer times both the interface ýnd the flowfield be:ome unstable and
structures begin to form. As can be seen in the density fields shown in
figure Ba, these structures look considerably different than those of the
floatino layer case. As before, the air frow tLe constant ten-erature layer
rolls up with the ambient air stream and seems to remin ktrapped' in the
viZinity of the shock structure. However, even oefore the triple point
reaches the roof and creatas a reflected wave pattern, the flowfield begins to
sihow signs of instability. The development of the instabilities, especially
*long the interface, can also be seen in the corresponding pressure fields
shown in figure 3b.

The structures that develop form a somewhat periodic pattern, much less
random in appearance than that of the floating layer case. This is better
seea in the enlargetent of the density field given as figure 9a. The
instabilities grow along the interface as can he seen both here and in the
corresponding pressure field shown in figure 9b. However, the entropy field
plotted in figure 9c seems to show more clearly the main details of the
flowfleid especially in the shear layer which develops along the interface.

An attempt was made to determine the behavior of the interface after it
passed through the precursor. Many points originally located along the 'front
and top edges of the layer were tracked throughout the calculation. This was
not completely ;uccessful even though ten points per cell were used and their
positions were updated twice per time step. The early movement of each point
was captured but at later times the motion became erratic. Figure 1la shows
the rollup of the interface at early times before the flowfield becomes
unstable. This clearly demonstrates that the air from the layer is being
trapped in this region and carried along with the shock structure. Figure lob
shows the calculated behavior of the interface for the time corresponding to
the Jeniity, pressure and entropy fields given in figures 9. OCoherent"
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ON OBLIQUE SHOCK WAVES WITH A PHASE TRANSITION
IN RELATIVISTIC GASDYNAMICS

A. Granik
Mechanical Engineering Department

University of California, Berkeley, CA 94720

ABSTRACT

The theory of relativistic oblique shock waves with
a first order phase transition is studied. On the
basis of the general relations derived the shock
polar equations are obtained for an ideal gas
corresponding to the bag model of the quark matter.
The results suggest that a quark matter phase transi-
tion will significantly increase the flow angles in
high energy heavy ion collisions.

I. INTRODUCTION

It has been suggested that a strong compression of nuclear matter might
result in formation of a quark gasl. The transition from the nuclear matter
to the quark matter is quite possibly a first order phase transition2. There-
fore one faces a situation where a useful signature of the existence of the
quark matter can be defined within a framework of continuum mechanics. Because
the phase transition might occur at very high energies in the range
20-50 Ge V/nucleon, the appropriate description of the process of the quark
matter formation should be made using relativistic gasdynamics, The experi-
ments with the high energy ion collisions demonstrated that a strong oblique
shock wave is formed near the collision axis 3. Therefore a plausible theo-
retical description of the expected phenomenon can be provided by a study of an
oblique relativistic shock wave accompanied by a first order phase transition,

This paper considers propagation of a strong relativistic oblique shock
wave. As a result of its propagation into the undisturbed gas two different
gases are formed. Considering their respective shock polars, it is possible
to find out that a significant increase in the maximum angle of deflection
occurs for one of these gases, naely the quark gas.

II. BASIC EQUATIOINS

We study the problem in the fram of reference )f tho shock. Then the con-
servation laws across the oblique shock are'

22
(p2+e2 )y2  0n ' (eI÷PllyI "In (energy) (1)

P2 + (p2+e2)Y2
2  n2 l + (p+el)y 2 6n2 (n-momentum) (2)

(P2*e2 )y2
2 62n 02t ' (Pl+el)Y 1

2 $In st (t-momentum) (3)

where e is the energy per particle, p is the oressure, y k(i-p2 )t 2 is the
Lorentz factor, 6 is the velocity normalized by the speed of light. As seen in

'Permanent address: Physics Department, University of the Pacific,
Stockton, CA 95211
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Fig. 1, indices 1 and 2 denote the unshocked and shocked gases respectively,
and subscripts n and t stand for the normal and tangential components of B.
All the thermodynamic quantities are measured in the proper fram of the fluid
element.

We derive the shock polar equation using Eqs. (l)-(3). Multiplying

Eq. (1) by B2n and substituting the result into Eq. (2) we obtain

2
- =1 + P2 (l+x), x =2n (4)

Y2 2 e°+Pl Bin

where we use the identity

2Yl += 1 2 (1_x2)
2 l 1 ln

"Y2

Note that the trivial root x 1 is factored out. On the other hand, from
Eq. (1) imnnediately follows

e,+pl y1  
(5)

Substituting (4) into (5) we obtain

x 2n .12+ aL (6)
cln e2+P1

Now we can derive expressions for Ul, Y = Bin 2 and U2. Y2 820 Sub-
stituting Eqs. (5) and (6) into Eq. (1) we obtain

Un2 (e 2+Pl) (P2-PI) (7
1 27

and
U2 el+P2 P2'Pl 82n e,+p e 2.pl_ol (8

To arrive at the shock polar equation one vi•ut Npecialize to spzific
equations of state. We consider the following equations of state

P2  (r-1)e 2 - rB (shocked gas) (9)

p1  (v-1)(e 1-P1 ) (10)

where "k, v, and B are constants, and o is the particle density. Equation (9)
describes the so-called MIT bag model, and Eq. (10) is a model equation for the
baryon gasD. It is interesting to note that the structure of these two equa-
tions is i Jentical to the equations used in the theory of a non-relativistic
detonationg.
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To concludl the derivation of the shock polar we have to express x as a
functjon of Ulnr and constants r, v, and B. Using the expression for the sound
speed'

2 Vpl

Pi v--" Pl
Eq. (6) and Eq. (9) we obtain from Eq. (7)

2 Uln 2  r v 2 +U 2

C1  • Uln + Q1 ) + (r-l) 0 (11)al al2 CL1

where Q 1 I + B/p1 . Its solution is

1 2'(C + /C44(l+Uln 2 )(r-1)) (12)
Cc f U 2  

Uln2
C L (-- U + Ql), $

In the following we specialize to the case of a very dense baryonic matter,
p = 0. For this case from Eq. (10) we obtain eI - 1. To find out the
physical meaning of two branches of Eq. (12) we consider a "phase" space
E? - 61(6 e/B). From Eqs. (;) and 2(8) follows that the physical regions are
dictated by the conditions Uln', U2n > 0. This yields two regions

1) e2 >'r (x-

i' - (r-1)c2 <r 0 < (2-r) + r (13)

and Ia) 1 < 2 < 1/(70-l) ,

G 0 (2"r)42 + r (14)

According to the causality condition constant r is lesS than 2. The Jouget

curve is obtained from the Jougat condition U.,n2  Us24 (Us2 2 -
2-r

G

In Fig. (2) we present the possible regimes of flow. The shadowed areas
represent physically allowed processes according to Eqs. (13) and (14). The
dashed-dotted line is the Jouget curve. One of the allowed regions described
by Eq. (14) correspond to a metastable reoime with Do < 0. However. accordina
to QCD in suph a regime the dependence of P2 on C-2 does not obeay the linear
relation (9)U. Therefore we are left with only one phXsical •egion, namely
given by Eq. (13). In this region the detonation, Ujn , U2j can take place
everywhere below the Jouget curve, and the deflagrat on, U 2n. > U2 can
take place above the Jouget curve.
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Because at the Jouget point ln 2 reaches its minimum, and because x is
monotonically decreasing with UlnL, we find that the plus sign in Eq. (15)
corresponds to the deflagration (x > 1) and the minus sign corresponds to the
detonation (x < 1). In fact, the bag constant B for the quark k gas has such
value that El < r/(r-1). This means that a phase transition from the dense
nuclear matter to the quark gas is described by Eq. (12) with the minus sign.
Having this in mind we can write the shock polar equation

y -l-r) (r-rl)(r-r2)I + R -r (16)

r

where y - B2y/l'1 r = 82x/O1 and R = . The intercepts of the strophold

(14) with the 82x - axis are r 1 I Elul

and 1 2 RU12 - r+l
rl, 2 = (2r R + 2-R-R) 2 + 4- ~U 12

As we mentioned earlier for a physically interesting case El < r/(r-l). This
leaves us with the only one point (apart from r - I) of intercept, namely r2.
In the ultra-relativistic limit Ul . the shock polar (14) degenerates into a
circle with a radius (r-l).

Simultaneously with the formation of the quark gas the baryon matter is
shock transformed into the baryon matter described by Eq. (10). The shock
polar for this shock transiti pn is easily obtained from the equation for x
found in Ref. 4 if we take alc - 0 (equivalent to the assumption e -pl).

lUn 2 l_~ 2

x3++ X20120 + x(V2" )( 1- "ln) = (v.l})-n InA2n " 0 (17)

The solution of Eq. (17) yields x - x(sin2 o) where 0 is the angle of attack.
Using two geometric identities

(l-r0 - sin 2€ 0(-x)

and (18)

[((-r)2 + y 21sin (l-r)2

we can construct the shock polar for the transition baryons-baryons. We per-
formed the numerical solution of Eqs. (15), (16) for v t 2.33 and for a number
of velocities in front of the shock* UI. A typical shock polar for quark
matter along with the corresponding shock polar for nuclear matter is shown in
Fig. 3. The shadowed area indicates the region where one can expect quark
matter.

III. CONCLUSIONS

A simple model of a shock transition within the framework of relativistic
qasdvnamlcs leads to a possible sionature of the existence of quark matter. In
view of ever-increasing energy capabilities of new supercollides it is quite
conceivable that the predicted effect of a drastic increase in the deflection
angle of quark matter will be detected.
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THE REFLECTION OF A MACH REFLECTION OVER A SECONDARY RAMP
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An analysis is presented of the various shock wave
configurations which will occur when a Mach reflection
propagating along a straight wedge encounters a sudden
increase or decrease in the slope of the wedge surface
which changes from OW to o2. It is shown analytically
that four different reflection processes may be expected
depending on the incident shock wave Mach number (MN) and
the two wedge angles (e0 and 02). The analytical predic-
tions have all been verified experimentally.

1. INTRODUCTION

Mach reflection is one ef the two major types of reflection of a shock wave
over a solid surfacel. In thte case of an air burst explosion, for example. a
spherical blast wave is generated. During the early stages of its interaction
with the ground surface the reflection of the blast wave is regular
(figure la). As the blast wave propagates outwards the reflection changes to a
Mach reflection (figure Ib). Either reflection may encounter a sudden
compressive on expansive change in the slope of the reflecting surface. To
calculate the pressure distribution along such a surface an understanding of
the interaction of a regular or a Mach reflection with a secondary wedge is of
importance. The analysis to be presented aims at establishing both the
reflection processes and final shock configurations of a Mach reflection
encountering a sudden increase or decrease in the slopo of the wedge surface.

2. AMALYSIS

A compressive and an expansive double wedge are illustrated in figure 2.
The slopes of the first and second wedges are ow and 4-, respectively, and the
slope of the second wedge with respect to the first is

bow -2 - 0(I)

If aw > 0 the double wedge is concave and If ao < 0 the double wedge is
convex. The reflection over any double wedge depelds on three parameters: the
incident shock wave Mach number, N , and the first and second wedge angles 01
and a?, respectively. The phenomenon will be described in the (01, 824) plane,
but, since the phenoenon also depends on the incident shock waveliach number,
II, the (q•, q•) plane presentation is valid for a fixed value of N1 only.

The (N, %2) plane Is shown in figure 2. Equation I in this plane is
described by straight lines with 45 slopes along which i% Is constant. In
the region above the line for which aew - 0. ae, > 0 and the double wedge is
concave. Below this line ae, < 0 and the double wedge is convex. Since the
presenit paper Is concerned with the reflection of a Mach reflejtion over a
secondary roPg. ly the region to the left of the line 91 - e will be
considered (0;81 Is the "detachment" wedge angle for a given incident shock
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wave Mach number, Mi, at which transition from regular to Mach reflection is
expected to occur).

if 01 < Odet the incident shock wave reflects from the first wedge as a- W tiW2
Mach reflection2. This Mach reflection propagates up the wedge until its Mach
stem encounters the leading edge of the second wedge and reflects from it
either as a regular or as a Mach reflection depending upon the size of the
differential wedge anqle, Aew, and the Mach number of the Mach stem, Mm.

Assuming that the Mach stem is straight and perpendicular to the first
wedge surface we may write3 :

cos X, 
(2)

m i cos (e0 + xi)
Iw

where X, is the first triple point trajectory angle. Equation (2) clearly
indicates that M. > M , but since the difference is not large and since for
M >2 0 w is almost independent of the incident shock wave Mach number 4 , it

will be assumed that
odtl detl~ (3)

w etIMm wIM

For example for Mi = 2.5 and 61 = 200 the Mach reflection solution results in
x, = 12.88%, thus Mm = 2.902. wThe corresponding detachment wedge angles for Mi
and Mm are 50.770 and 50.720, respectively. Using the assumption of equation
3, it may be concluded that the Mach stem of the firSeýach reflection reflects
from the second wedge as a Mach reflection if AOw < Ow . As the incident
shock wave continues to propagate it will eventually encounter the second
wedge. Thus the yDlue of 02 defines the final reflection of the incident shock
wave. If 82 < edýl the incddent shock wave will finally establish a Mach
reflection over the second wedge and, if 92 > 0Ue the final reflection of the
incident shock wave over the second wedge gill ge regular.

Regrtwina figure 2 with the addition of the lines wl . det Ow owdet and2 e W w
82 = 0 , results in figure 3 in which four different regions representing four
d'fforent reflection processes of a Mach reflection over a secondary wedge are
obtained. In the following the reflection process in each of the four regions
will be briefly described and illustrated with photography which were recorded
on the 3" x 10' shock tube of the Department of Physics of the University of
Victoria.

Region 1

Since AOw < 0 the double wedge is convex. Thg Incident shock wave reflects
over the first wedge as a Mach reflection (el < odet). Upon encountering the
second expansive wedge the wave angles, chanle but the Mach reflection is
maintained.

Tha •tflection process in this region is shown in figure 4 for 91 - 350
and 02 - 150 (Aw - -20°). A shadowgraph of the Mach reflection oveV the first
surface Is shown in figure 4a. The unsteady wavi system generated when the
Mach ýtem encounters the sudden change in the slope of the surface is shown in
figure 4b. A rarefaction wave travelling backwards is seen in the schlieren
photograph. It carries with it thu information about the sudden change in the
model geometry. The final single Mach reflection over the second wedge is seen
irt figure 4c.
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Region 2

Since AOw > 0 the douhle wedge is concave, and sinze AeW > 0det the Mach
stem over the first wedge reflects from the second wedge as a regular
reflection. At a later time the triple point and the reflection point of the
Mach and the regular reflections interact at point Q on the second wedge to
finally form a regular reflection of the incident shock wave over the second
wedge.

The reflection process in this region is shown in figure 5 for 0' = 200 and
o2 = 750 (Aew ='65). A shadowgraph of the Mach reflection over thewfirst
wedge is shown *n figure 5a, where the Mach stem is just about to collide with
the second wedge. The collision with the second wedge results in a regular
reflection (figure 5b). The triple point of the Mach reflection over the first
wedge and the reflectiln point of the regular reflection of the Mach stem along
the second wedge interact on the second surface to produce the wave configura-
tion shown In figure 5c. Tite incident shock wave reflects regularly from the
second surface. The reflected shoctk wave of what used to be the Mach
reflection (over the first wedge) also reflects regularly from the second wedge
surface. Thus the major regular ýflection is followed by a secondary regular
reflection.

Region

Again t ) > 0 and therefore the double wedge in concave. Since AOW < det
the Mach stem over the first wedge also reflects from the second wedge as a
Mach reflection. At a later time the triple points of these two Mach
reflections interact to form a new Mach reflection. The triple point of this
Mach reflection moves away from the wedge surface and therefore the final Mach
reflection is maintained. The reflection process in this region is shown in
figure 6 for q 15= and 6ý a 35* (Aow - 200). The Mach reflection over the
first wedge is shown in figure 6a, The Mach stem of this reflection reflects
from the second wedge also as a Mach reflection (figure 6b). The two triple
point interact at a later time (figure 6c) to result in a Mach reflection of
the incident shock wave over the second wedge. A second triple point is formed
along the reflected shock wave of this Mach reflection (figure 6d).

The double wedge is concave (AOw > 0). Again the Mach stem over the first

wedge reflects from the second wedge as a Mach reflection. At a later time the
triple points interact to fol-m a new Mach reflection. However, unlike the
previous case, here Q2 > Ode . This means that the new Mach reflection cannot
be maintained over tht second wedge. The triple point of this reflection moves
towards the wedge surface, i.e., the Mach reflection is an inverse Mach
reflections. Upon colliding with the wedge surface, the inverse-Mach
reflection changes to a regular reflection of the incident shock wave over the
second wedge.

The reflection prucess in this region Is shown in figure 7 for 01 - 25' and
02 m 60° (AO - 35'). The Mach reflection over the first wedge iswshown in

figure 7a. ThV Mach stem of this reflection reflects over the second wedge
also as a Mach reflection (figure 7b). Similar to the previous case, the two
triple points interact at a later time to form a new Mach reflection. However,
unlike the reflection process in region 3 this Mach reflection is an
Inverse-Mach reflections, i.e., its triple point propagates towards the second
wedge surface. Upon colliding with tht second surface the inverse-Mach
reflection terminates and chaages to a regular reflection. The regular

A-
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reflection of the incident shock wave over the second wedge is shown in figure
7c. The reflection point is followed by a short shock wave emanating from the
reflection reflected shock wave (where it forms a triple point) and terminates
perpendicular to the second wedge surface.

4. CONCLUSION

The reflection process of a Mach reflection over a compressive on an
expansive corner has been analysed using the basic concepts of the reflection
of a planar shock wave over a single wedge.

The analysis suggests four different reflection processes which have all
been verified experimentally.
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INTERACTION OF WEAK SHOCK WAVES REFLECTED

ON CONCAVE WALLS
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This paper describes computational and experimental
studies of the two-dimensional interactions of shock
waves reflected from a parabolically concave reflector.
The computations were carried out by solving the two-
dimensional Euler-type equations by means of the
piecewise-linear-method. In order to reveal the be-
havior of the interacting reflected-shock waves and the
flowfield behind them, two kinds of computer graphics
were developed: 1. three-dimensional graphics of pres-
sure fields, which were plotted at several time-steps
after the reflection, and 2. computer shadowgraphs based
on the principle of the optical shadowgraphs, whereby
the shapes of the shock waves were computer-visualized.
The numerical results show that the gasdynamic focus
exists between the geometric focus and reflector. For
the purpose of verifying the numerical results, density
histories of the incident and reflected shock waves were
measured in a shock tube with air as the test gas. The
density measurements were based on laser interferometry
using Wollaston prisms and PIN-photodiodes. The com-
parisons between the numerical and experimental results
show that numerical density histories are very similar
to the experimental ones, but that the numerical densi-
ties are slightly higher than the experimental ones.

1. INTRODUCTION

The focusing of curved shock waves can be observed not only in laser
fusion but also in the turn and acceleration of supersonic airplanes. Re-
cently, this ?henomenon also has been applied to medical treatment of kidney
lithotripter. For the purpose of understanding such a phenomenon, a basic
knowledge of shock focusing is necessary. Accordingly, the present study
describes the process whereby the interactions of weak shock waves, which are
reflected on concave walls, develop shock focusing.

For a recent, typical study concerning shock focusing, the work by
Sturtevant and Kulkarny 2 is referred to. They experimentally investigated the
behavior of focusing, weak shock waves in detail, by using a shock tube. In
their work, shocks are brought to a focus by reflecting plane and incident
shock waves from concave walls, and the behavior of the focusing shocks were
discussed based on shadowgraph pictures. Another experimental study of the
shock focusing was performed by Holl and Groenig.' In their work, a single
weak spherical blast wave generated by spark discharge was reflected from a
concave ellipsoidal wall. They derived patterns of focusing shock waves
similar to that of Sturtevant and Kulkarny in spite of the fact that the
patterns of incident waves differed.

The present work is concerned with computational and experimental studies
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of the behavior of focusing shock waves once they have been reflected from
concave walls. It is the aim of this paper to reveal the flowfields of fo-
cusing shock waves. The model of the shock focusing used here is such that in
a duct with a rectangular cross section, a plane incident shock wave is re-
flected on the end wall of parabolic shape. Such reflection will form an
oblique reflection, and then the reflected shock waves generated by this ob-
lique reflection interact with each other. Consequently, the reflected shock
waves converge and are focused. The shape of the reflector determines whether
such an oblique reflection becomes a regular reflection or a Mach reflection.
Therefore, in order to reveal the relationship, the behavior of the converging
shock waves for two different shapes of the reflector was investigated.

2. NUMERICAL STUDIES

2.1 Numerical Calculations
Figure 1 shows a rectangular duct in which a shock wave propagates. The

end of the duct is parabolic in shape which is given by x = cy'. The shapes of
the reflectors used in this study are such that c 0 O.575(reflector Rl) and c
0.325(reflector R2). The distance in the x- and y-direction are non-dimen-
sionalized by a half of an inner width in the y-direction, D. Initially, an
incident shock wave is placed at x - 1.8. The initial conditions are such that
stationary conditions are given to the gas left to the shock wave, and that
conditions from shock relations are given to the gas right to the shock wave.
The incident shock wave propagates towards the left. On the parabolic re-
flector, it is reflected, and then the reflected shock waves converge and are
focused.

For the above model, a set of two-dimensional Euler-type flow equations
has been solved by applying the operator-splitting-method, which results in
three one-dimensional sweeps to obtain the solutions at the next time step. In
each sweep, the piecewise-linear-method (PLM)' was employed.

The calculations were performed in the upper half region of Fig. 1, i.e.,
0 4 x S 1.8 and 0 S y S 1. The computational domain is divldid into 90 x 50
square grid with Ax - Ay - 0.02, where Ax and 6y are spatial increments, The
boundary conditions are (1) the reflection conditions on the reflector and side
wall, and on the axis, (2) the inflow or outflow conditions at the right
boundary.

2.2 Pressure Distributions
Figure 2 shows numerically calculated pressure distributions of the entire

flowfields where the converging reflected-shock wave has an incident shock
strength of N - 1.13. In this ;ase, the reflector R1 was employed. In the
figure, the s ck wave propagates Lo right, and the time shown in each figure
is relative to the time when the incident plane shock wave reaches the edge of
the reflector, i.e., x - c. In Fig. 2(a), the shock wave is completely re-
flected and propagates to right. As can be seen in the figure, the reflected
shock wave is bow-shaped and two pressure peaks appear at the shock front,
These two peaks travel towards the axis and meet each other in the center which
results in a very high pressure as shown in Fig. ?(b). This may be recognized
as shock focusing and referred to as gasdynamic focus. After the focusing,
secondary reflected-shock waves are generated on the axis behind the original
reflected-shock wave and then propagate towards the side walls. This is shown
in Fig. 2(c) where the original reflected-shock waves are crossing. In the
case of Fig. 2, the maximum on-axis pressure obtained at x * 0.38 reaches 2.8,
which can be compared with the pressure of 1.31 for the normal reflection from
a plane wall, where the pressure has been normalized by the pressure ahead of
the incident shock wave. Similar crossed shock waves can be seen in the work
in Refs. 2 and 3.
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.2.3 Computer Shadowgraphs
Computer shadowgraphs were developed in order to visualize converging

shock waves. This was done based on the principle of optical shadowgraphs,
namely the quantities S A2p/Ax2 + A2p/Ay 2 were calculated from the numerical
data, and according to the magnitude of S, such figures as shown in Figs. 3 and
4 were drawn on the computer. Figure 3 is for the reflector Rl and Fig. 4 is
for the reflector R2. The conditions in Fig. 3 are the same as in Fig. 2.

Figure 3(a) shows the pattern of the reflected shock waves before the fo-
cusing. This situation is the same as in Fig. 2(a). It is apparent that the
shape of the shock wave is bow-shaped. The patterns of the shock wave at the
focusing and after that are shown in Figs. 3(b) and 3(c), respectively. If the
gasdynamic focus is defined as the position of a maximum on-axis pressure,
then, as shown in the figure, the gasdynamic focus (x = 0.38) is between the
geometric focus (x = 0.43) and the reflector. After the focusing, the shock
waves cross which is very remarkable.

Figure 4(a) illustrates the pattern of a converging shock wave. This
pattern also is bow-shaped but the bow is less deep than that in Fig. 3(a).
Focusing is shown in Fig. 4(b) where the gasdynamic focus is at x = 0.62.
However, the geometric focus stands at x = 0.769. Thus, the gasdynamic focus
also falls between the geometric focus and reflector. Figure 4(c) is the shock
pattern after the focusing, and the original reflected-shock waves are not
crossed.

3. EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES

3.1 Experimental Setup and Procedure
In order to verify the numerically calculated results, experiments of the

shock focusing were carried out by using a shock tube with air as the driver
and driven gases. The driver section is 3.8 cm in a diameter and 50 cm in
length. The driven section is 113.6 cm in length and its cross section is a
2.6 cm x 2.6 cm square. Two kinds of measurements were made: density histories
and optical shadowgraphs. The density measurements were based on conventional
laser interferometry using Wollaston prisms and PIN-photodiodes.s The optical
setup of the laser interferometer is given in Fig. 5, in which the wave length
of the laser beam is 632.8 nm, the focal distance 8f the lenses is 20 cm and
the splitting angle of the Wollaston prisms is 3.9 . The arrangement of the
test and reference beams and the reflector is shown in Fig. 6. In all the
experiments, the reflector RI was used. By changing the position of the re-
flector relative to the beam, the data of the density history at several axial
positions were obtained.

Analysis of the experimental data from the density measurements is easier
when the test gas density is lower because the change in the optical path
difference between the reference and test beams stays within only one fringe.
Therefore, the initial pressure in the driven section was set at p - 52.1
Tore, and the driver section pressure was set at p - 100 Torr to 4ealize weak
shock waves. For such low driver and driven presssres, a very thin, stretched
rubber was used as a diaphragm. By pricking it with a needle, the stretched
rubber is instantaneously broken. Thus, weak shock waves can be easily ob-
tained even in a low-density gas.

Incident shock strengths were determined by measuring time of flight
between two laser beams (distance 1.36 cm) of the laser interferometer. For
this measurement, the arrangement of the beams was changed in such a way that
two beams pass through the viewing windows and cross the axis of the shock
tube.

3.2 Experimental Results and Cor~iarisons with Numerical Results
Figure 7 shows the comparisons between the experimental and computational
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results of on-axis density histories at several axial locations. The strength
of the incident shock wave was 1.13. As aforementioned, the gasdynamic focus
is found at x = 0.38 so that Figs. 7(a) and 7(b) show the density histories at
the positions which are between the gasdynamic focus and reflector, and Figs.
7(c) and 7(d) correspond to the density histories ahead of the gasdynamic
focus. The arrival times of the incident shock wave for the the experiment and
calculation are fixed at the same time. The first step of the density history
results from the arrival of the incident shock wave, and the ensuing sharp peak
is caused by the converging reflected-shock wave. Several small peaks can be
observed behind the first sharp peak. These are due to the shock reflection
between the axis and side wall. The numerical data always are slightly below
the experimental density except for at the first peak. At the first peak, the
comparison between the numerical and experimental densities is not clear but,
in fact, the experimental density is lower than the numerical density. Never-
theless, as for the arrival times of the reflected shock waves, the ensuing
sharp peak and the second small peak, the numerical results agree with the
experimental ones. In addition, the density decreasing rates behind the first
peak are very similar in both results. The value of the density which would be
realized for the normal reflection from a plane surface is shown in each
figure. The density behind the first peak is near the value for the normal
reflection.

Figure 8 shows the comparison between the experimental and computational
maximum on-axis densities. At each time step, a maximum density is found on
the axis, and then this density value is plotted which leads to Fig. 8. The
numerical result shows that the maximum on-axis density p/p, ; 2.13 can be
found at x - 0.38, whereas the density for normal reflectio6 is 1.47. However,
in the experimental results the spatial extension of the shock focus is larger
and the maximum density is lower. Ahead of the geometric focus, the maximum
on-axis density decreases with increasing distance from the reflector. This
situation is very similar to the computational result.

In Fig. 9, computer shadowgraphs are compared with experimental shadow-
graphs. The time shown in each figure means the time from the arrival of the
incident shock wave at the edge of the reflector. The experimental shadow-
graphs similar to the shape of the numerical shock are selected. The patterns
of the reflected shock wave predicted by computations can be also observed in
the experimentsl shadowgraphs.

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS

According to the numerically calculated pressure distributions behind the
reflected shock wave, two small pressure peaks are generated at both sides of
the axis. These propagate towards the axis and then they are reflected by each
other. This reflection produces a very high pressure pe&k. This may be men-
tioned as the gasdynamic focus. For the initial shock strength N1 " 1.13, the
gas dynamic focus is, in general, different from the geometric fogus. This is
due to the nonlinearity of the shock waves. However, it is supposed that the
gasdynamic focus will approach the geometric focus as the shock strength be-
comes weaker.

The density measurements show that density histories are similar to those
simulated by computations. Concerning the maximum on-axis density, the experi-
mentally obtained values are lower than the computed ones. However, for weaker
shock waves, this difference becomes smaller, which indicates that boundary
layer effects may be responsible for this difference. Comparing the patterns
of the reflected shock waves observed by the shadowgraph technique, with the
computations by the PI.1, good agreement was obtained.
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The problem of planar oblique shock-wave reflection
followed by the collision of the resulting Mach reflection
patterns with a downstream obstacle is considered here. A
direct comparison is made between interferograms obtained at
the University of Toronto Institute for Aerospace Studies
(UTIAS) 10 cm x 18 cm Hypervelocity Shock Tube and numerical
results obtained by using the second-order Godunov finite
difference scheme for solving the Euler equiilons of
unsteady compressible flow.

The main purpose of this study Is to assess the
accuracy of the computational approach in resolving small-
scale flowfield structures for those problems involving
comp•ex wave interactions. It is found that agreement
between the expeilmental and cotputational approaches is
extremely good In those flowfleld regions for which nonideal
and viscous effects moy be neglected in the experiment. In
particular, many details of these experimental flowfields,
e.g., multiple wave interactions., unstable slip surfaces,
and overexpansion shocks, are reproduced in thi
c•oputational results. Additionally, a quantitat!ie
estimate of the effects of the shock wave-boundary layer
interaction on the overall flowfield pattern is possible by
comparlng the inviscid numerics with the viscous experitent.

1. INTRODUCTION

The prediction of the pressure loading on obstacles or targets in the
path of a progressing blast wave is of obvious practical interest. O)ue to the
expense of full-scale field tests and recent advances in supercomputer
architectures, the development of numerical calculation methods for prnbleas
of tAis type seem feasible and cost effective. A critical element in the
nutserical code development proeess Is tfe validation of the coinuter code
against results from controlled laboratory experiments. Especially useful are
experiments which provide whole flowfield data such as contour plots, since
this is generally not possible in field tests.

A spherical blast wave reflecting from the ground, especially in the
region near the leading Mach stem Is aoagogous to a continuous sequence of
planar oblique shock wave reflections.°, Therefore, an obstacle in the path
of such a Mach reflection flowfield in the laboratory would be a useful and
less expensive simulation of such an interaction in a blast wave field test.
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Our purpose here is to present the results of a direct comparison of
several cases of planar oblique shock-wave reflection followed by the
interaction with downstream obstacles, between interferograms obtained at the
University of Toronto Institute for Aerospace Studies (UTIAS) 10 cm x 18 cm
Hypervelocity Shock Tube and nuonerical resultj obtained by using the second-
order Eulerian Godunov finite difference scheme for solving inviscid gas
dynamics. For the purpose of thfs paper, we take the point of view that the
experimental results have been correctly obtained and address the following
questions- (1) how well do the numerical computations reproduce the
experimental interferograms, especially with reference to small-scale
features?, (2) to what extent do localized viscous structures in the
experiment, e.x, shock wave-boundary layer interactions affect the
comparison?, and (3) do these local structures have more far-reaching
influence on the flowfield dynamics? The question of nonequilibrium or other
nonideal effects in the interferograms will not be taken up here.

In related work, results using the second-order Godunov scheme hage~been
compared with interferogr. . of planar oblique shock-wave reflections. - The
conclgsions of this work were that the scheme is highly accurate for inviscid
flow, that local viJs :,,s boundary layer structures could be quite strong, and
that these structures had a global influence on the quantitative results.1 9
This numerical m thod is being used on other shock-wave problems as well. "

2. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES AND NUMERICAL METHOD

All ?the interferograms presented here are reproduced from work of Li
-nd Glass . A detailed discussion of the experimental facility and the data
reduction techniques may be found there and in references therein. We simply
remark here that the fringes in the interferograms represent lines of constant
density and the confluence of several fringes indicates a flowfield
discontinuity (i.e., a shock wave or a slip surface).

The numerical results have been calculated with a vers o?2of the Eulerian
second-order Godunov scheme for nonstationary gas dynamics. ' The scheme
used here includes the modifications ne essa .' to handle a general equilibrium
equation-of-state (EOS). The method is a firnite-difference scheme in
conservation form which achieves its secund-order accuracy by combining
monotonized intrazone profiles for the characteristic variables, a technique
similar to the method of characterisitics, and Riemann problem solutions to
obtain ýnIerzonp fluxes with the final conservative differencing of these
fluxes. - An accuracy and efficiency comparison study involving 1veral
schemes of this type has been carried out by Woodward and Colella.

The cases presented here involve the use of two test gases, air and
CO2. In view of the very large pressures and temperatures obtained in the
flowfieid;, especially after reflection from the obstacle, an accurate
nonpolytropic EOS is 5nlessary for both the interferogram data reduction and
for the computation. - Since the experimental 1•cident shock waves are run
into relatively high pressure ambient conditions,, vibrational nonequilibrium
effects may ', assumed to be cogfined to the shock wave and the postshock
flowtiald to be in equilibrium. It is possible, however, that subsequent
shock-wave reflections may cause nonideal flowfield effects; such effects are
precluded in the calculation by the assumption of an equilibrium EOS.

All computations were perferined on a CRAY I at Los Alamos NationalLaboratory.
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3. PROBLEM CONFIGURATION, IN!'; ILIZATION, AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS.

The four types cf pseido-stationary oblique shock-wave reflection are (a)
regular reflection (RR), (b) single Mach reflection (SMR), (c) complex Mach
reflection (CMR), and (d) double Mach reflection (DMR). We have illustrated
the mach reflections, considered in this report in Figure 1 which defines the
wedge angle e triple point trajectcry angles x,x', various shock waves I, R,
R', M, M1, SOB surfaces S, S', arid the flow regions 1-5 produced by these
refl ecti ons.

If real gas and viscous effects can be ignored (as they are in the
numericdl calculations), the solution prior to collision with the obstacle is
a fu:nction of the self-similar or pseudo-stationary variables (E,n) = [(x-
xo)/(t 'i-), (y-y 0 )/(t-t0 )]. Here (xo,yo) are the coordinates of the wedge
curner (see Figure 2a) and to is the time at which the incident shock reaches
the corner. As a consequence of self-similarity, the wedge angle 6 , the
shock-wave Mach number Ms of the incident shock, and the EOS alone Betermine
the solution for all times t > to, since these solutions are identical except
for a scale factor.

Figures 2b,c illustrate the two possibilities at the time of collision
with the downstream obstacle. If tan X < h/l, then the triple point is
beneath the top of the obstacle at this time, Figure 2b, and
if tan x > h/l, it is above the obstacle. Both cases are of practical
interest. After the collision, an unrteady reflected bow shock-wave
pi'ogresses outwards from the obstacle corner and ultimately interacts with the
waves R,R'. The pattern is indicated schematically in Figure 2d, The
flowfield in the region bouTed by the reflected bow shock and the obstacle is
no longer pseudostationary.

The numerical computation proceeds in two stages. First, the pseudo-
stationary Mach reflection pattern is computed as if the obstacle did not
exist. Our techniaugs for initial and boundary conditions are the same as in
our previous work.uQ At this point, the computation is restarted on a
substantially refined computational grid which is confined 'o the region
around the obstacle, represented by the dashed line in Figure 2a. The initial
conditions for this computation are obtained by interpolation from the results
of the first stage. The boundiry conditions are outflow at the right-hand
edge, reflection on the bottom (with no special treatment at the corner), and
Oirichiet at the top and left-hand edges, exploiting the flowfield self-
similarity at these boundaries (in particular, they are chosen a priori so
that t'ý' bow shock wave remains interior to the grid at the end of the
calculation. To implement the Dirichlet boundary conditions, the solution of
the first stage is saved in memory and is viewed in the (rn) coordinate
syston. At later times, in the second stage calculation, linear interpolation
on the (t,n) mesh is used to obtain boundary values. This procedure is exact
up to errors in the first stage calculation and interpolation errors. We
expect that the cumulative effects of this procedure on the computational
error inside the bow shock wave to be quite small ince the final time is not
large and the initial flowfield of the second stage always cortains the entire
Mach stem region.
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4. RESULTS

Table 1 lists the defining characteristics for 4 cases along with the
size of the computational mesh. Each of SMR, CMR, and DMR are considered.

The results for Cases 1-4 are presented in Figures 3-6, respectively.
For each case, interferograms werT.taken at several times, both before and
after, collision with the obstacle . At each such time, the computational
results were also sampled in the form of density contour plots, using the same
isopycnic levels as obtained in the interferogram. A representative sample of
these isopycnic comparisons is shown in the figures. For Case 4, an
additional density contour plot using 30 equally spaced contours is also
shown. This is necessary because the comparison using the experimental
isopycnics is often inadequate in the region upstream of the obstacle and
beneath its corner, e.g., for Case 4, the isopycnics in this region could not
be determined in the experiment. The additional plot allows us to verify
qualitative agreement, even if the results are in some error quantitatively or
there is no quantitative comparison possible.

We are going to leave the case-by-case comparison to the reader, and
instead make a few overall points. It should be noted that several of the
interferograms exhibit strong bow shock wave-boundary layer interactions along
the wedge surface; these wave patterns cannot be reproduced in the inviscid
calculations. Around the expansion corner, the quantitative agreement between
isopycnic levels in the expansion fan is quite good; in particular, the main
characteristics of the recompression shock downstream of this corner are in
good agreement. It may be observed that the portion of the contact surface
beneath the expansion corner often exhibits unstable oscillations in both
experiment and calculations. Close examination of the detailed shape of the
reflected bow shock wave also reveals very good agreement. Finally, we take
special note of Case 4, which is the only DMR case presented. The multiple
wave interactions present in both experiment and calculations below the
expansion corner are in remarkably good agreement, except near the wedge
surface where the interferogram exhibits a marked lambda shock wave.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The main result of this work is that the numerical method has been
further validated for the inviscid regions of flowfields of this type.
However, there are substantial viscous effects after collision on the wedge
surface boundary layer and in interactions of this boundary layer with the
reflected bow shock wave. These effects do not seem to have more than a local
influence on the flowfield structure, as evidenced by the results for Case 4.

It is possible that there are nonideal effects in the flowfield behind
the bow shock wave, especially below the expansion corner. Our quantitative
abreement is weakest in this portion of the results. Additionally, our
.merical treatment of the singular corner could be improved and is a possible
scrce of error. These areas will be the sources of future work on this
priblem. Finally, it would be of great interest to consider a DMR case for
whio. ,ne triple point trajectory lies above the corner of the obstacle.
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TABLE 1

CASE TYPE Ms ew GAS I h PO PO NX! NY1  NX2  NY2
(cm) (cm) kpa (6/aw3)

I SMR 2.39 20 AIR 13.4 2.7 6.65 7.32 X 10-5 494 228 432 305

2 SMR 2.37 20 AIR 13.4 1.35 6.65 7.87 X 10-5 494 228 432 305

3 CMR 3.97 20 AIR 13A 2.7 2.0 2.35 X 10- 5  520 240 432 305

4 DMIR 5.73 20 CO2  13A 5.4 1.33 2.37 X 10-5 520 240 432 305
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AN INTERFEROMETRIC AND NUMERICAL STUDY OF PSEUDO-ITATIONARY

OBLIQUE-SHOCK-WAVE REFLECTIONS IN SULFUR HEXAFLUORIDE (S%6)*

T. C. J. Hu and 1. 1. Glass

Institute for Aerospace Studies, University of Toronto
Toronto, Canada

Pseudostationary oblique-shock-wave reflections in SF6
were investigated experimentally and numerically. Experi-
ments were conducted in the UTIAS 10 x 18 cm Hlypervelocity
Shock Tube in the range of incident shock wave Mach number
1.25 < Ms < 8.0 and wedge angle 40 < Ow < 470 with initial
pressure 4 < P < 267 torr (0.53 to 35.60 kPa) at tempera-
tures T. near NO K. Regular reflection (RR), single-Mach
(SMR), complex-Mach (CMR) and double-Mach reflections
(DMR), were observed. These were studied using infinite-
fringe interferograms from a 23-cm dia field-of-view
Mach-Zehnder interferometer. The analytical transition-
boundary maps were established up to Ms - 10.0 for frozen
and vibrational equilibrium SF6 . An examination of the
relaxation length indicated that a vibrational-equilibrium
analysis was required. Comparisons of experiment with
analysis for transition-boundary maps, reflection angle 6
and the first triple-point-trajectory angle X verify that
the reflections were In vibrational equilibrium. The
behaviour of the angle between the two triple-point
trajectories (X' - X) is discussed and the unique pattern
of DMR with x' - 0 was verified experimentally.

1. INTRODUCTION

Oblique-shock-wave reflections have been studied by many researchers for
over a century.' A series of experimental, analytical and numerical
investigations of this phenomenon began over a decade ago at the University of
Toronto Institute for Aerospace Studies (UTIAS). To substantiate the claims
made by the foregoing researchers 2- 9 that real-gas effects do play an
important role in nonstationary shock-wave systems, an investigation of a
polyatomic gas such as SF., with many internal degrees of freedom, becomes an
ideal candidate. Sulphur hexafluoride has 15 modes of vibrational degrees of
freedom, a low specific heat ratio of 1.093 at 300C. It is also non-toxic and
has a high index of refraction, which is useful for optical studies.
Therefore, it was the test gas used in this study.

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Experiments were performed in the 10 cm x 18 cm UTIAS Hypervelocity Shock
Tube in sulphur hexafluoride at initial pressures ranging from 4 to 267 torr
and an initial temperature near 300 K in all cases. The incident shock wave
Mach number range was 1.25 ( Ms ( 8, over a series of sharp steel wedges

* This work was supported by the Canadian Natural Sciences and Engineering
Research Council, the U.S. Air Force under grant AF-AFOSR 82-0096, and the
U.S. Defense Nuclear Agency under DNA Contract 001-83-C-0266.
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with ow ranging from 40 to 470. Dual-wavelength laser-interferograms as
well as shadowgrams were used to record the reflection process and were
obtained with a 23-cm dia field-of-view Mach-Zehnder interferometer. The
shock shapes and geometries, density field (isopycnics), and the density
distribution along the wedge surface and through the bow shock wave in
detached cases were determined from the corresponding interferograms. The
experimental data were then compared with the numerical analyses.

The four basic types of pseudo-stationary oblique-shock-wave reflection
observed in the experiment are illustrated schematically in Fig. 1. The
definitions of wedge angle Ow, triple-point-trajectory angles x, x', various
shock waves I, R, R', M, M', slipstream S, S', and the flow regions (1) to (5)
produced by the reflections are also shown in the diagrams. An infinite-
fringe interferogram of each of the four basic types of reflection and the
evaluation of the density field are presented in Fig. 2.

3. VERIFICATION OF REAL-GAS EFFECTS AND TRANSITION BOUNDARIES

Several postulates were made regarding the transition criteria as noted
below.

RR 4-+MR e0 + e = 0
SMR +-. CMR M2 mand 6 = 900
CMR -+NR M2k =M1

It becomes necessary to compare them with the experimental results and to
justify their validity. The transition boundary lines in the (Ms, $) and the
(Ms, 6)-planes for the case of frozen and vibrational-equilibrium SF were
constructed according to the criteria proposed by von Neumann, 10 Ben-l0r and
Glass, 3 and Shirouzu and Glass. 7 To verify the contribution of real-gas
effects and the validity of the transition criteria, experiments were done
along the transition lines as well as inside the transition regions.

Some physical phenomena of shock-wave reflection were compared. The
polyatomic SF6-molecule has 3 translational, 3 rotational and 15 vibrational
degrees of freedom. The computations employ the equations of state for frozen
SF 6 (y- 4 /3) and vibrational-equilibrium SF6 . In the frozen-gas model, only
translational and rotational degrees of freedom are excited to the new
equilibrium state and the other degrees are frozen at their initial state. In
the equilibrium-gas model, all translational, rotational and vibrational modes
are excited to the new equilibrium state inmnediately behind the shock wave.
The vibrational relaxation lengths behind a normal shock wave versus Nach
number are plotted in Fig. 3 for the diatomic gases N2 and 0 , triatomic gas
CO2 and polyatomic gas SF These curves are for the initi a? conditions of
Po-15 torr and To-300K. They were obtained on the basis of the theoretical
and empirical analyses given by Breshears and Bird11 for N2, Lutz and Kiefer 1 2

for 02, Camac 1 3 for CO and Breshears and Blair14 for SF6 . The vibrational
characteristic temperatures Tk and the degeneracy number nk of these four
gases are also listed in Fig. 3. In the problem of shock-wave reflection, a
characteristic length of I mm was chosen by Shirouzu and Glass.? If the
vibrational relaxation length is longer than the characteristic length, the
flow can be treated as frozen, otherwise it can be assumed to be in
vibrational equilibrium. The average Tk for SF 6 is lower than for the other
four gases and it reaches vibrational equilibrium much faster than the others.
Raising the pressure at a given temperature enhances particle collisions and
vibrational equilibrium is reached more quickly, From Vig. 3, it is expected
that vibrational relaxation in SF at Mts < 1.7 with an Initial pressure of
15 torr and a temperature of 300 K will take place in more than I mm.
However, at such a low Mach number, a relatively higher initial pressure is
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required for the experiment. Increasing the pressure will shift the
vibrational relaxation length curve down, therefore no vibrational relaxation
length will be observed. Since the vibrational relaxation length is less than
I mm over the entire range of shock Mach number studied in this work, it can
be safely assumed that SF6 is in vibrational equilibrium.

3.1 TRANSITION BOUNDARIES

The experimental results are classified into the four possible types of
reflection and are plotted in the transition maps for comparison. The reasons
are twofold : first, to determine whether the experimental results agree with
the frozen-gas or the equilibrium-gas analysis; second, to verify the validity
of the transition criteria. The agreement between the frozen-gas analysis and
experimental results is poor. However, there is definite agreement with the
equilibrium SF6 model as shown in Fig. 4.

The comparison of the RR +- MR boundary should be done in the (Ms. e•)-
plane since there exists a multi-valued portion near this boundary in the
(Ms, 04)-plane. 7 It is noted in Fig. 4(a) that several RR points lie in the
domain corresponding to KA at < ( 2.11 and 0 = 450. On the other hand,
three of the DMR points lie in0he domain of WR, at Ms = 3.45 (3 runs) for
e = 420, and Ms - 6.48 (1 run) and 7.96 (2 runs) for 0 - 370. Note that the
R9 MR boundary is predicted by the detachment criteryon and is the limit
for the two-shock theory10 to have solutions. Therefore, any RR which exists
beyond this boundary limited by the two-shock theory is a persistence of RR or
it is known as the "von Neumann paradox". Furthermore, the mechanical
equilibrium criterion's is the limit for the three-shock theory to have
solutions. Thus any MR lying above the RR ++ MR boundary into RR domain, on
the contrary, is not a persistence of MR because it has not exceeded the limit
of the three-shock theory for a MR to exist. It can be seen that the
termination of the RR line, according to the detachment criterion, is in
general very good for engineering applications. However, improvement is still
necessary. This has been accomplished recently by Hornung and Taylor16 and
Wheeler and Glass, 17 who ascribe the cause to the boundary layer induced on
the wedge wall by the shock-wave system.

In the (MH, e')-plane, the results for 01 do not require the measurement
of X, Transition noundaries in the MR region are more accurate in the (M ,
0')-plane than in the (Ms, Ow)-plane. In Fig. 4(b), there are two SMR points
lying in the CMR according to the former criterion M T - 1. But according
to the new SMR +. CMR criterion, there is only one CkR data point lying below
the transition line, at M, 3.47 and 4 a 19.50. Therefore, the new
criterion for SMR .4 CMR ransition agrees best with experiment. There are
several OMR points lying beyond the CMR .+ DMR transition line into the CMR
region, and there is one CMR point just lying above the transition line in the
DMR domain, at Ms w 5.5 and 0 - 17.80. Generally, except for low Mach
numbers and high wedge angles, the CMR +. OMR transition criterion is
reasonable, though not precise. Experimental results in air by DeschambaultO
showed that the C -R " DMR transition line should meet the intersection point
of the RR + MR and SMR .* CMR transition lines. The dash-dot line in Figs.
4(a) and (b) indicates how the CMR +-+ DMR transition should meet at the point
P on the RR +-+ MR transition line. Note the good agreement of the
experimental results with this line.

3.2 COMPARISON OF ANALYTICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF PHYSICAL QUANTITIES

Analytical results that are based on a frozen-gas model are distinct from
an equilibrium-gas model. By comparing the experimental results with the

•:4,
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frozen or equilibrium-gas model for a given flow property, the validity of
each model can be justified.

Figure 5 shows the experimental results for 6 plotted in the (Ms, 6)-
plane for fixed values of 6ý. The number beside each experimental point
indicates the measured value of e'. The analytical results for a vibrational-
equilibrium gas and for a frozen las at several fixed 04 are drawn as solid
and dashed lines, respectively. They are used only as a guide to illustrate
the behaviour of 6 in relation to Ms. The discrepancy of the experimental
value from the equilibrium-gas analysis is shown as straight lines extending
out of a data point. It can be seen that the maximum discrepancy found is
less than 2.50. Thus, the agreement between the experimental results and the
equilibrium-gas calculations is excellent. However, the frozen-gas lines are
all shifted lower to the right from the vibrational-equilibrium case. Thus,
for a given Mach number and 84, 6 will have a smaller value with a frozen-gas
analysis than with a vibrational- equilibrium analysis. For example, at M.
5.0 and 0' = 400, 6 - 1500 with an equilibrium-gas analysis, whereas 6 =
126.70 usinl a frozen-gas analysis. The agreement between experiments and
frozen-gas analysis is poor.

3.3 FIRST TRIPLE-POINT-TRAJECTORY ANGLE x

Law and Glass 18 proposed an empirical method for predicting the value of
x based on experimental observations that the Mach stem, in many cases, is
straight and normal to the wedge surface, and introduced an additional
independent geometrical relation *3 = go9 - X, where * is the incident flow
angle to the Mach stem. The plot of X as a function o? M .with the actual
wedge angle ew as a parameter for equilibrium and frozen tF6 is shown in Fig.
6. The experimental points are also plotted in the figure. The agreement
between the analytical results and experiments is good in general, with
discrepancies of the same order of magnitude as the error in measurement
(±10). The experimental points for ew - 100, 200 and 300 have the same
trend as the higher Ow results in that they level off and become independent
of the Mach number Ms. The frozen-gas analytical lines are all shifted up
from the equilibrium values and X becomes nearly independent of M, at high
Mach numbers, even for low 8 . In all cases, the frozen-gas analysis gives a
much larger value than obtaiNed experimentally. Therefore, there is poor
agreement between the frozen-gas analysis and experiment.

The other angle that is worth discussing is the difference between X' and
X, since it indicates the position of the second triple point relative to the
first triple point. A [MS, (x' - X)]-plot of the experimental results is
shown in Fig. 7 for five wedge angles Ow a 420, 370 , 200, 100 and 4e. A
dashed line is used to approximate the profile of (X' - x) for each fixed
wedge angle. As SHR just terminates (e.g. at B, - 420 and M. - 1.55), (X' -
x) - 0, and wl is positive indicating that the two triple points merge as one
at the first triple point. When OR and OMR begin to form, the value of (X' -
x) increases with Mach number Ms. It then reaches a maximum and decreases
in value. In the positive region of (x' - x), W' is positive as shown in
Fig. 8(a). As Ns increases further, (%' - X) crosses zero and becomes
negative. In the case of (X, - X 0, wl is zero as shown in Fig. 8(b),
meaning that the second triple point lies at a finite distance away from the
first triple point and both have the same trajectory direction. It is seen in
Fig. 7 that the higher the wedge angle, the sooner (x' - X) goes negative.
when (X' - x) goes negative, w is also negative as shown in Fiq. 8(c). At
higher wedge angle and Mach momber, X' - 0. (X' - X) - -X and w is negative
as shown In Fig. 8(d). Lee and Glass5 studied this last case analytically for
a perfect gas with y a 1.093 and reported that x' - 0 may only be
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hypothetical. However they confirmed in their later paper 6 that this case
does actually occur, based on the present experimental findings. This means
that the second triple point T' attaches to the wedge surface and the
reflected shock wave R strikes the wedge surface and is reflected like an RR.
A shadowgram of a DMR with X' = 0 taken at Ms = 7.96 and ow 370 is shown in
Fig. 9. Note the small triangular region bounded by the Mach stem, the
reflected shock wave and the wedge surface. The second reflected shock wave
is lying low on the wedge surface and terminates at the corner as an attached
straight bow shock wave showing that the state behind the second reflected
shock wave is supersonic. A DMR with x' = 0 has two confluence points [one
real (T) and one degenerate (T') triple point], two reflected shock waves, but
only one Mach stem, one slipstream and the region behind the second reflected
shock wave is supersonic instead of subsonic.

5. CONCLUSIONS

An experimental and numerical investigation was made of pseudostationary
oblique-shock-wave reflections in SF . The domains and transition boundaries
between the various types of reflectton were established in the (M , ) and
(M , o')-planes for both frozen and vibrationa -equilibrium SF6. The--
transition boundaries predicted on the basis of an equilibrium flow agreed
well with the experimental results. The new criterion7 6 > 900 was verified
in the present work that it is an additional necessary condition for the
transition from SMR to CMR. However, RR persists beyond the boundary line
determined by the detachment criterion, as expected, owing to the boundary
layer growth induced on the wedge surface by the moving shock-wave
system. 16,17

Comparisons of the fundamental angle 6 in Mach reflection using 0' as the
parameter, and the comparisons of the first triple-point trajectory an1le X
using ow as the parameter, justified the validity of the equilibrium SF6
analysis. The behaviour of the angle between the first and second-triple-
point-trajectory angles (X' - X) was discussed and a DMR with X' - 0 was
obtained experimentally as predicted by Lee and Glass. 6 (See Ref. 19 for
complementary details.)
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X'-X 51 , Fig. 7 Plot of the measured values of (x'-x)
deg4 versus Ms. Types of reflection: SNR S,

4 I�,CHR C, D4R 0. Symbols for experiments at
.. various Ow: A 420, 3 370, A 200, 0 100,

20 o• Io • 4o

I 2 3 4 5

IIl

Fig. 8 Schematic diagrams of four patterns of double-slch reflection.

Fig. 9 Shadowgram showing a dovble-aich reflection with w' 0 -and x' a 0.
Hs - 7.96, 0* - 37', Po - 1l tort, To - 296.6K in Stj,.



TRANSITION FROM MACH TO REGULAR REFLECTION
OF A SHOCK WAVE OVER A CONCAVE CORNER

K.Matsuo, T.Aoki, H.Hirahara and N.Kondoh

Graduate School of Engineering Sciences
Kyushu University, Kasuga, Fukuoka, 816, Japan

The problem considered in the present study is that of
transition from Mach to regular reflection of a shock wave

A over a concave corner. For analytical purposes, it is

assumed that a circular cylindrical concave surface can be
represented by a sequence of infinitesimal wedges. The cal-
culated results show that the .ritical transition angle of
incidence of a shock wave increases with an increasing

initial angle of the concave surface and decreases with an
increasing strength of the incident shock wave. These
values are smaller than those predicted by the two shock
theory. To verify the validity of the present calculation,
an ekperimental investigation was performed using a concave
corner model which was composed of two straight walls, and
it was confirmed that the experimental results agreed well
with those of the present calculation.

1. INTRODUCTION

The transition between regular and Mach reflections of an oblique shock
wave has been extensively investigated theoretically and experimentally by
many researchers. ,"2 Unfortunately, however, the problem seems to be not
fully understood yet, espacially in the case of a truly nonstationary reflec-
tion. For example, the critical transition angles of incidence wc of a shock
wave which strikes flat, convex and concave surfaces obtained in the previous
experiments "a are shown in Fig.l in terms of the reciprocal strength t (the
reciprocal oi" the pressure ratio across the shock) and the Mach number Msof
incident shock waves. The critical angles of wall c(.=90-Wc) are also shown
in the vertical axis. Curves I and 2 represent the values pred;:,cted by the
two and three shock theories, respectively. The experimental transition
anglee for convex and concave surfaces are situated above and below the curve
1, respectively, and they seem to be independent of the radii of curvature Uf
the convex and concave surfaces r° . However, they seem to be located
on the plane rather scatteringly, and the dependenr:e of the tranr.sition angle
on the initial angle of the convex or concave surface 00 is not yet made clear.

The problem considered in the present study is chat of transition from
Mach to regular reflection of d shock wave over a concave ccrner. Thi
critical transition angle of incidence of n shock wave which ibnttrkcts with a
circular cylindrical concave surface was numerically Glbtuined as ti function of
the strength of the incident shock wave and the initial angle of tne nurface.
In order to examine the validit.y of the present calculation, an experimental
investigation was also performed using a concave corner model which was
composed of two straight walls.

2. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS

Consider the process of interaction of a plane shock wave of Mach number
Ms propagating from left to right with a concave circular cylindrical surface
'OB with a radius of curvature rig and an initial angle 08 shown in Fi&.2. If
Mach reflection takes place at the point U, the initial angle of incidence of
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the shock w0 and the initial angle of the triple point trajectory Xo at the
point 0 can De predicted by the three shock theory for given Ms and e0. In

order to determine the triple point trajectory shown by the dashed line and
the critical transition point D, assume that the concave surface can bp re-
presented by a sequence of n pieces of straight line segments shown in Fig.3
and thac the effects of the downstream pressure gradient can be neglected.
If a shock wave strikes this concave corner model and Mack reflection occurs

at the first wall OW,, then the Mach shock TOM0 is reflected at the second
wall WW2, and Mach or regular reflection occurs, depending on the value of
the increment of the wall angle Ae=(n/2-8 0 )/n. If Mach reflection occurs,
the two triple points T. and T' created by the first and the second Mach
reflecticns approach to each other with time and come into collision at the
point C,. In this way, the triple point trajectory is bent, and the inter-
section of the trajectory with the solid surface gives the critical transi-
tion point D.

Fig.4 shows the flows before and after the collision of the two triple
points Ti.,and T' at the wall WiWi+,. Let the flow properties and the angle
of incidence wi-, near the triple point Ti., in the state(l) be all known by
the calculations up vo the preceding wall Wi.IWi. The properties around the
triple point T' created at the point Wi, the angle of incidence wi' and the
Mach number(MWj c .n be calculated In terms of the Mach number (Nmi-i of the
shock Ti-,T' and the change of the angle of wall A8. Then, the coodinate of
the point of collision Ci is determined from the geometrical relation. At
the moment of the collision, as shown in the state(2), two reflected shocks

TiRi., and TiR' and two slip lines TiSi-I ani TiS' intersect the incident
shock ITi and the Mach shock TiMi at the point Ti, and these two reflected
shocks and two slip lines coalesce into one reflected shock TiRi and one slip
line TiSi, respectively, shown in the state(3), after the collision. The
angle of incidence wl after the collision can be calculated by the following
equation obtained from the geometrical relation, if the Mach number of the
Mach shock after the collision (Mg)i is determined.

i e i co- tuf W,(WiI

-(1)

The value o4 (MN)i may be estimated ns follows. Since the pressures and
flow directions of both sides of the slip line after the collision must be the
same by the three shock theory, an unsteady -ave of finite amplittue which
adjusts the flow near the triple point will be generated, as shown in the
state (2) in Fig.4. Considering this unsteady effect as a kind of Riemann's
problem, the Mach number of this adjusting wave MN will be given by the
following equation;

2xc

Pb x* at

Where Pb and ab are the pressure and sound velocity bohitid the Mach shock
T'N% and pt and at are the preasure and sound velocity behind the Nach #ho.k
calculated by the three shock theory for the given N, and 81. s is the ratio
of specific heats. The ores•ure be!-,ind the Mach shock after pasoir-of the
u~wtrady vave pi is calculated in tatus of U1 by the following equation.

Pi 2K'N1. (K~l (3)

Pb 0 ÷I

If pi is determined by Sq.(3), the Mach number (N.)i of the Much shock
TiNA after the the collituion of triple points is predicted by normal shock
relations. Then the angle of incidence vi is calculated by Eq.(l), and the
triple point trajectory is determined. In the present calculation, the pro-
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pagation time of the unsteady adjusting wave is neglected and it is assumed
that the Mach shock is strengthened instantaneously at the moment of colli-
sion of triple points.

3. EXPERIMENTS

In order to examine the valid ty of the present method of calculation,
an experimental study was performed using a rectangular shock tube with a
concave corner model shown in Fig.5 in its test section. The model is
composed of two straight walls, and the first wall angle ea is fixed at 20
degrees, and the second one is more inclined than the first one, so that the
two walls form a concave corner. The inclined angle of the second wall 0,
can be varied over the range of 20 to 60. The process of shock reflections
over this model was observed optically by shadowgraph method. Carbon dioxide
and air were used as a test gas.

An example of the experimentally obtained trajectories of the triple
points To and T' created by the first and the second Mach reflections at the
first and the second walls, respectively, and of the triple point T, which is
formed by the collision of the two triple points To and T' is shown in Fig.5
by triangles, squares, and circles, respectively, and the angles Xo, X', and
x, represent the angles of these triple point trajectories. Carbon dioxide is
used in the experiment in Fig.5. In the case (a), the angle X, is positive,
so that the transition from Mach to regular reflection does not occur, because
the triple point T, does not impinge on the wall, whereas X, in the case (b)
is negative and the triple point T, impinges on the second wall at the point D
where the transition takes place.

Typical shadowgraphs in the cases (a) and (b) described above are shown
in Figs.6(a) and (b). respectively. Three photographs in Fig.(a) show three
reflected shock systems which are drawn in Fig.5(a), and it is observed in
Fig.6(a-3) that the slip line from the triple point T, interacts with the
slip lines from the triple points To and T'. Figs.6(b-2) and (b-3) show the
reflected shock systems Just before and after the transition from Mach to
regular reflection, respectively.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The trajectory angle X, of the triple point T, in Fig.5 was determined
by optical observations for various values of O0 in the case of O-2• and Ms
-3,0. The results are shown in Fig.7, where the curve 1 represents the cal-
culated results by the present method described previously. By the way, the
angle X, can be predicted by the three shock theory for given Ms and 01. In
this case, X, is independent of Qo and it is equivalent to assume that the
pressure p, behind the Mach shock after the collision of the two triple points
is equal to the pressure Pt in Eq.(2), that is, the pressure behind the Mach
shock predicted by the thr.ee shock theory. The curve 2 in Fig.7 shows the
results in this case. On the other hand, if we assume that the pressure p, it
equal to the pressure Pb in Eq.(2), that is, the pressure behind the Mach
shock which in created at the second wall, by neglecting the effect of the
unsteady adjusting wave described previously, another value of X, can be cal-
culated for given Ms, 0* and 01. The curve 3 in Fig.7 shows the results in
this case. The experimental results agree with the curve 1 better than the
curves 2 and 3, which seems to show that the present method of caloulation may
be reasonable.

An example (M,=5.0, Om201 4023O Air) of the triple point trajectory
over a concave circular cylindrical surface calculated by the prtsent method
is shown in Fig.8, where the horizontal and vertical axes are nondimensional-
ized by the radius of curvature re, and the solid and dashed lines represent

=31t
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the numerical results calculated by the same method as that employed in the
curves 1 and 2 in Fig.7, respectively. The solid line agrees with the dashed
line in the initial stage of reflection, whereas the transition point is much
different. The open circle on each line denotes the point where x=0, that
is, the point of stationary Mach reflection, and the left and right sides of
this point correspond to the regions of direct Mach reflection and inverted
Mach reflection, respectively.

Finally, the dependence of the critical transition angle of incidence wo
on the initial angle 0o and on the incident shock Mach number Ms is summarized
in Fig.9. This is the results for diatomic gases (K=l.4). The four solid
lines represent the results calculated by making choise of the minimum value
of AO at which the present method of calculation can be performed up to the
transition point(AO=5.8, 4.2, 3.0, and 3.C for Ms=2.5, 3.0, 4.0, and 5.0, res-
pectively). The angle wc does not depend on the radius of curvature of the
reflecting concave surface for a fixed angle e0 in the present method. The
dashed line shows the results calculated by assuming AO=3 and that the
pressure Pi behind the Mach shock after the collision of the two triple
points in Fig.4 is equal to the pressure Pt in Eq.(2), that is, the pressure
behind the Mach shock predicted by the three shock theory for given Ms and ei
at each stage. This method of calculation is the same as that used in the
curve 2 in Fig.7 and used in the dashed line in Fig.8, and this is shown for
reference. The previous experimental values0s' in air and nitrogen in the
case of concave surfaces are also plotted in Fig.9, together with the experi-
mental points of the present concave corner model shown in Fig.5, and the
figure attached to each experimental point designates the Mach number Ms of
the incident shock wave. The theoretical transition angle predicted by the
two or three shock theory is independent of 60 and depends only on Ms, and for
Ms =2"'5, for example, (k=39.4%-39.5 by the two shock theory, and w,=35.4!24.4*
by the three shock theory.

The calculated results in Fig.9 show that the transition angle increases
with an increasing e0o and decreases with an increasing Ms, and they are smal-
ler than the critical angles predicted by the two shock theory in the present
range of calculation. The experimental results in Fig.9 show the similar
dependency of the transition angle wc on the initial angle 00 and on the Mach
number Ms, but they are rather different quantitatively according to different
authors. This may be due to the accuracy of the experiment and the reflecting
concave surfaces of different geometries (radius of curvature, roughness,
etc.) in their experiments.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The critical transition angle of incidence of a shock wave which inter-
racts with a circular cylindrical concave surface has been numerically obtain-
ed by assuming that the concave surface can be represented by a sequence of
infinitesimal wedges. In the present method, the transition angle does not
depend on the radius of curvature of the reflecting surface for a fixed
initial angle 04 of the concave surface, and depends only on the angle O and
the Mach number Ms of the incident shock wave.

The calculated results show that the transition angle increases with an
increasing e, and decreases with an increasing MI, and the values obtained are
smaller than those predicted by the detachment criterion according to the two
shock theory. The previous experimental results show the similar dependency
of the transition angle on the angle G0 and the Mach number Ms, but they are
rather different quantitatively according to different authors.

In order to examine the validity of the present method, an experimental
investigation has been performed using a concave corner model which is com-
posed of tw0.. straight walls shown in Fig.5, and it has been confirmed that
the present method of calculation may be reasonable.
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MEASUREMENTS OF N ATOM CONCENTRATIONS IN

DISSOCIATION OF N2 BY SHOCK WAVES

P. Roth, K. Thielen

Fachgebiet Verbrennung und Gasdynamik
Universit~t Duisburg, 4100 Duisburg, West Germany

The dissociation of N2 has been measured behind
reflected shock waves in the temperature range
3390 K& T,46435 K. By use of the atomic resonance
absorption spectroscopy (APAS) the formation of
N atoms could directly be observed in the post
shock reaction zone. The experiments have been
performed in mixtures of N2 and Ar at pressures
between 0.9 and 2.1 bar. The rate coefficient of
the reaction

N2 + Ar - N + N + Ar 3
4 "3.33

k,Ar = 1.71 "10 T " exp(-113200 K/T) cms + 20%

could directly be determined from the measured
N atom concentrations.

1. INTRODUCTION

The N2 molecule is known to be very stable up to very high
temperatures. Nevertheless the dissociation of N2 can be of con-
siderable interest in plasma reaction kinetics or in hypersonic
wind tunnels. Because if the very high activation energy of N2
dissociation, experimental data are only available at temperatures
higher than 6000 K.

Essentially there are four experimental results of the N2
dissociation which were evaluated by Baulch et al. 1 . These investi-
gations were performed in shock tubes using different detection
techniques. Cary 2 and Byron' observed the reaction in N2/Ar mixtu-
res recording density profiles by interferometry. Hanson and
Boganoff4 measured pressure profiles in the reaction zone of pure
N2. A spectroscopic method was used by Appleton et al. 5 in mixtu-
res of N2 and Ar. They monitored the rate of N2 dissociation more
directly by the vacuum u.v. absorption of N2 at 117.6 nm. Their
expression of the rate coefficient was recommended by Baulch
et al.1 for use in the 6000-15000 K temperature range. The proposed
rate coefficients of Byron3, Cary. and Hanson and Boganoff4 were
found to be higher than the recommended value of Baulch et al.1

It is the aim of the present study to determine the rate co-
efficient of the NQ dissociation in N2/Ar mixtures by measuring
N atoms as reaction products, mainly in the temperature region
below the 6000 K limit.
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2. EXPERIMENTAL

The experiments were conducted behind reflected shock waves in
a stainless steel shock tube of 79 mm inner diameter. The tube is
constructed as an ultra high vacuum apparatus and can be heated
and evacuated down to pressures 9 f about 10-8 mbar. Typical leak-
plus-outgassing rates were 8.10- mbar/min. A detailed description
of the equipment is given elsewhere 6 . The test gases used in the
experiments were supplied by Messer Griesheim, West Germany. They
were certificated to be of the purities N2: 99.9995% and Ar A
99.9999%.

The atomic resonance absorption spectroscopy (ARAS) is the
measurement technique applied in this investigation at the NI
triplet at 119.9 nm. It is a very sensitive line emission-line
absorption method for measuring N atom concentrations in the range
of 5.10Ofto 3.10' atoms per cm . The spectral shape of the emitter
line is not known in detail. It is supposed to be influenced by
self reversal. Hence, calibration measurements were necessary to
obtain the required relation between the measured resonance ab-
sorption and the corresponding N atom concentrations. The optical
arrangement, the operating conditions of the resonance lamp, and
the calibration procedure were described previously7 .

3. RESULTS

The dissociation of N2 was studied in the temperature range
3390 K4T46435 K at pressures between 0.9 and 2.1 bar. In 34 shock
tube experiments carried out, the relative initial concentrations
of N2 were between 87 ppm and 100%. In each experiment the measured
incident shock speed served to calculate temperature and pressure
behind the reflected shock. From the reacting gas mixture N atom
resonance absorption signals were monitored. A representative ab-
sorption profile is shown in Fig.1. Using the calibration curve
given in Ref.7, each absorption signal can easily be transformed
to a N atom concentration profile. One example is shown in Fig.2.
In all cases the N atom increase is nearly linear during the total
experimental time. Only in some experiments, mainly at temperatures
below 4000 K, an induction period of about 40 to 100ps after shock
arrival was observed. This must be referred to vibrational relaxa-
tion or reaction incubation processes. Acceptable agreement with
predicted values based on measurements of Millikan and White'
and Appleton' was found.

A first reduction of the measured N atom concentration data
were done by dividing the slope of the N atom increase d[NI/dt
by the product 2(N] ?MI. As the maximum measurable value is about
3 . 10 13 N atoms per cm3, the N atom concentrations in the experi-
ments were very low with respect to the initial concentrations of
Nz. Therefore the N2 concentration can always assumed to be nearly
constant over the experimental period of time. Concequently
CM - [Ar] + (NJ is the quasi total concentration of the reacting
mixture. In Table I the experimental conditions and the reduced
data of all experiments are summarized.
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4. DISCUSSION

The first step in data interpretation is made by considering
a reaction with unspecified collision partner

k N2 ,M
N2 + M a N + N + M (1)

and evaluating the quantity

dN,M d[N] /dt (2)
2[Na (M]

10

as a function of the re-ipýzocal temperature. 'quatlAon (2) repre-
sents the rate coefficient. of the N2 dissociation il" Ax: and N2 are
assumed to have the same collision efficiency. Results are given
in Table I. If the values of k, , were plotted in an Arrhenius
diagram, a slight non Arrhenius behaviour could be found. For
experiments with relative concentrations of N24 5%, the data
points scatter around a straight line, whereas for 121 5%, i.e.
at the low temperature end of the Arrhenius plot, the experimental
points appear to be systematically deviated from the straight line.
This behaviour can be explained by the more effective collision
partner N2.

A more detailed kinetic interpretation of the dissociation
experiments was done by considering the reactions

k N2,Ar

N2  + Ar - - N + N + Ar (3)

kN2 r,N2

N2  + N2 - N + N + N2. (4)

The rate coefficient of reaction (3) can therefore be described as
k ,A diN] /dr

k2 (N 21 N([Ar] + n N(5)

where n is the dissociation efficiency of N2 relative to Ar,
k=NN

S n . (6)
k~aA

Normally, the efficiency n can assumed to be independent of tem-
perature. With the assumption of n = 2.5, the rate coefficient
kNAk• was determined as given in the last column of Table I,

It has been common practice to express dissociation rates
in the form

k A-Tn • exp(-D/T) (7)

with D as the dissociation tmeperature, A least square fit of the
.kN"A, data, presented in Table I, leads to the expression
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4 -3.3 3 cm 3

k 1.71"10 T exp(-1l3200 K/T) --s + 20% (8)
N5 -

3390 K4T 6435 K

The given uncertainty is thepercentage standard deviation.
Theabsolute value of the temperature exponent seems to be too high
from the theoretical point of view. It results from the approxi-
mation method used to fit the data points.

A comparison between equation (8) and the rate coefficients
obtained by several other investigators 2 '3 1 is shown in Fig, 3,
It is obvious that an extrapolation of our expression up to more
elevated temperatures crosses the rate coefficient proposed by
Appleton et al.5.

For the temperature range of this experimental study, the
presented value of k ,A (eq.d) is in good agreement with esti-
mates obtained from Troets weak-collision unnmolecular reaction
rate theory"0 . The dissociation rate coefficient for the low
pressure region can be expressed as

k k sc " , (9)N2,Ar Ný,Ar c

where kr.A, denotes the strong collision rate coefficient and 8
the weak collision factor, The strong collision rate coefficiente
depends on several molecular quantities and can be calculated
according to Ref. 10. The weak collision factor includes all un-
certainties of theory and experiments and will in general be
fitted to the experinLntally determined reaction coefficient. III
the present case the strong collision ra-e coeff!-icnt kn
was computed based on the equations give-n by Troee0 . The %eak
collision factor ac can be determined using equation (9). Results
are given in Table II. The values of B.. show the expected tompe-
rature behaviour and the absolute quantity seems to be in agree-
ment with the unimoleoular reaction theory of Trv.e1 o.

5. CONCLUSION

Resonance absorption measurements of N atoms was shown to be
a sensitive method to study N, dissociation kinetics in the tem-.
perature range 3390 K&Ta6435 K behind reflected shock waves, 1t
seems to be the first time in N1 dissociation that the reacti.n
product could directly be observed, The rate coefficient for N
dissociation with Ar as collision partner was determined withi
acceptable uncertainties when the collision efficiency of tVi -
cies N, relative to Ar is assumed to be t = 2.5. Comparison o;f -he
experimental data with theoretical data obtained using the weak
collision unimolecular rate theory of Troee 0 leads to reasonable
weak collision factors au.
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Table It Ex~perimental CondIitions and Rlate Coefficients.

T N2 N2  kr d[NI/dt kM EA

K bar % =-3 cm-3 cm321 c -

3.391 1.51 100 3,24.10 Is - 2,45.10-22 -

3478 2.10 4.38.10 to - 5, 1- 22 -

3548 1,37 2,7E.lo0' 1o -,010-21 -

A3510 1,97 75 3.03.10 18 1,o1.1o is 7.35.10 22 3,46.10- 2

3421 2,'6 so 2.39.10'8 21)9.10 18 3101-22 17 -0-22

3673 1,07 1,05.10Is 1.05.10 18 1.42.10-2 8,11.10- 2

3675 2.12 L,09.10 18 .09.10 18 1166. 10- 21 48.122

3861 1.71 1160.10 to 1.69.10 to 5130,10-21 3103.10-2

3953 1.99 1,81.10 to 1,81.io10 7,3.10- t.4 210

3730 1.24 25 6,03.10 17 1.81.10 18 2155.10- a 2.07-10- l

las .1 5381017 1.61.10 to 4,40.10-2 1.Z1.10-z

4073 1,08 4,110.10 1 I .44,10' 1.63 ,10- 0 11.10- 0

4141 1,07 5 11117.10 14 .91 18 7.0Ž

4178 Ila) 1.7117 Z.02,101 2o .20.10- )0

4240 1.0 3 4l.0 20.0O ,6.l~ .0l"

4)84 1.3a 4.516.10 16 21)10 6,11-40

010.1 6,11.10

417t 1.0) 1 l, I.tl 1.76.11is 2.9v-10,O Ž,)00

41)6 1,17 I.99.10%4 1,17-10 to 4.)4-10, .10 4,.3 1 10

4S14 1..64111.14 101t6y 1t5.#) 1 *,It 37,010 .1* 119

410) 1.041.64*10 I

4406 0.11ý 11,IT10 is 1.1.310 is 6.10.10'1 1 .01 ,10, 1 I

4100 1.04 44 1,:).ho 1 1.44,10 14 60Y1&6
4  

1.6.

$31 0.91 0.20 4.44.10 is t.:24 o' to).l, to110

$4w1 1.6) 0.01 I.4*10 14 a..1t to ll01 1. 11.10 11

24 1S 1.111 2113.10 14 *)7lo~ to 2",. )0 17 )O 1-1

" )4 1.17 I.ta.101 it .12.10 Is ).V7.10-17 ).47.110-1

43414 t 1 1, 02.1 14 1.92.10 to 9,04.to910 9.044.o1 17

S14) 1.64 0.0041 t.43.Io1 10. 1.10 to 1,1i.o IV I?7.1
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Table II: Measured and Calculated Rate Coefficients

.fO: the Unimolecular Luw Pressure Dissociation

of N2

TLK 3 k Sc ~CM31
TN 2 Ar 1 s . NAr[

3330 5,49.10-23 9,32.10-22 5,89.10-2

4000 8,86.10-21 2,75.10-19 3,22.10-2

5000 1,21,10-18 7,60.10-17 1,59.10-
2

7000 2,54.10-16 4,51.10-14 5,64.10"3

1.0

Figure 1. Example of
a measured N atom
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OXIDATION o0 CYANOGEN. IV. THE uMCHANISM OF
TIE OXIDATION IN THE PRESENCE 1Of HYDROGEN

Assa Lifshitz and Menashe Bidani
Department of Physical Chemistry

The Rebrew University, Jerwsalem 91904, Israel

A detailed investigation of the mechanism of cyanogen oxidation
in the presence of hydrogen is pr-edented. Recent induction time
measurements of shock initiated ignition in mixtures containing
cyanogen, oxygen and hydrogen, highly diluted in argon are
computer modeled to verify the validity of a suggested reaction
scheme. A 43-step mechanism is suggested. The reaction scheme
is composed of 1. the cyanogen-oxygen-argon scheme (the "dry"
system); 2. the hydrogen-oxygen-argon scheme, and 3. a set of
elementary reactions that couple I and 2. The suggested scheme
reproduces very well the experimental parameters E and Y1-e in
the relation: -r = Aexp(E/RT)IICi in the presence of hydrogen
(the 'wet" system). It also reproduces the parameters of the *dry*
system when (HIo 0 is set equal to zero. The sensitivity analysis
shows that the induction times in both systems are sensitive to
the same elementary reactions. In addition, some sensitivity is
observed towards steps in the H2-0 2 w•d the coupling schemes.
Purt of the strong effect of the hydrogen on the induction times is
the result of the heat released during its early burning.

INTRODUCTION

In the 12th Inteinational Symposium on Shock Tubes sad Waves', we presented
data, describing the ignition of cyanogen in mixtwes containing cyanogen, hydrogen
and oxygen, hightly diluted kn argon. Mixtures of different compositions were
subjected to reflected shock beating and induction fimes preceding the ignition of
these mixtures were obtained from ceciloscope trso,. A wide range of pressures,
temperatures and mixture compositions were coveret, running some 150 tests. This
was done in order to examine the effect of each component and cf the temperature
on the induction times, and to compare the vaults to those obtained in the 'dry"
system. A least squares analyss of dl the tests yielded the following relatioan:

T-2.27XIO-l4xp(22.0x105/RT))IC2 N1-oO*?fOa[1Li-HjO."l[ArI+1a sec.
whereas the data of the Odry' system gave the relation2 :

,rm'i .O~x 1 -) texp$34txorfo 2"< •/T[~N 2]-101o 0j~o''Ar]+0'z c,

where conentrukoc ane expressd l moie/cm,.

A computer modeling of the "dry" Vtem was performed in the paut and a
qualittiw agrermat between the, eo iteAt and tke calculation was achieved'. Ao
expltaz*n ýa tt ' t uered tor tf very skpM dependence of the induction times on
the v •< o •gmtlon -nd the veo weak dependence on the oxygen

Tae P•a• :rk relation d the duritlo of the induction time@ ohbtaied In the
wme,,•. 4 udy m (tibhe "'wet* ,ysUem) difes fM the One obtaie4 in the

.,v
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absence of hydrogen (the "dry" system) by the following features:
1. Much shorter induction times at the same temperatures.
2. A much weaker temperature dependence (22 compared to 35 kcal/mole).
3. A stronger dependence on the oxygen concentration and a weaker dependence

on the cyanogen con-entration as compared to the results without hydrogen.
4. A very strong dependence on the argon concentration.
5. A very strong dependence on the hydrogen concentration.
It is the purpose of this investigation to obtain a reaction scheme that will

reproduce the ignition paramerters of the C0N.-O 2-H 2-Ar system and will, by
setting the initial hydrogen concentration equal to zero reproduce the parameters of
the "dry" system. Once such a reaction scheme is constructed, a detailed sensitivity
analysis can be performed in order to elucidate the elementary reactions that compose
that scheme, utilizing the observed empirical relation.

DISCUSSION

1. General Comments on the Mode of Calculation
There are a number of "experimental conditions" under which a set of coupled

differential equations representing an overall combustion reaction in a shock tube, can
be numerically integrated. It can be integrated under constant density, constant
pressure, or more precisely, coupled to the shock equations. The latter is very
cumbersome and requires conuiderable and sometimes unaccessible computer time and
memory. The second best is the use of constant density conditions, especially when
the pressure rise upon Ignition is measured at the end plate of the driven section.
Here, the shock equations are solved without the chemistry to establish the initial
conditions, and the kinetic scheme is then numerically integrated starting at these
conditions. Since during the induction time temperature changes are not very big, the
specific assumption of constant density or constant pressure affects the values of the
concentrations only very slightly. However, the temperature increase during the
induction time, small as it may be, is very important. It will be evaluated differently,
whether constant density (AT,=AH/C,) or constant pressure (ATpfAH/C.) are
assumed.

It has been found by numerous calculations4 that whereas the actual value of T
might be somewhat affected by the method of clculation (shorter 'r for constant v),
its effect on E and -y's, which are always evaluated by ratios of r's is very small.
The calculations that will be referred to in this arile were carried out under
contant density.

The ignition in these calculations Is detected by the sudden rise of the presure
(or temperature) from Its semi plateau. Its precise valu, is defined at the point
where the derivative dT/dt passes through a maximum. An example of a calculated
temperature and its time derivative in the C2N2-Hý-O-kr and C2N 2-O-Ar
system are shown In Fig. 1.

2. The Relctsoe SMieme - Result of the Cal cdatiole
The final reaction scheme sugpested for the C0N2-H 2-0 2-Ar system is shown

in Table I. It Is composed of 43 elementary reactions and is essentially divided into
three sections The first 16 reactim describe the oxidation of cyanegen In the absence
of hydrogen, reactions 17-27 compose the hydrogen oxidation scheme and reactions
28-43 contain the reactiom that couple these two systems, In addiioa to the rate
parameters, the Table contains the results of a sensltivity analysi performed on one
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of the mixtures. . gives the percent change in the ineuction times for a factor of 3
increase in the rate coastant.

The reaction scheme was tested on mixture compositions, pressures and
temperatures as shwon iu Table H. These will be referred to as "calculated shocks'.
They represent typical testa performed in the laboratory.

The final results obtained using this scheme are shown in Table il. It contains
three parts; the ignition parameters for the "wet" system, the "dryv system and an
imaginary syetem represented by the C2N2-0 2 and H,-02 subechemes.

In Fig. 2, a comparison is made between the calculated and the experimental
induction times for the systems with and without hydrogen. The calculated induction
times for .he imaginary reaction scheme containing the first 27 reactions are also
shown in this Figure. The implication of these results will be discussed later.

8. The Oxidation Mechanism

The kinetic scheme of the oxidation of cyanogen in the absence of hydrogen was
described in detail ir an earlier publication8 and will not be discussed here The main
features of the system were the very e-ong dependence of the induction time or the
cyanogen concentration and the very weak dependence on the oxygen concentration.
The suggested reaction scheme was able to qualitatively explain this behavior on the
basis of the rate constant distribution in the thermal loop expressed by reactions 3
and 4. The same explanation was later offered for other systems with simil thermal
loops, to account for the experimentally observed features6.

When small quantities of hydrogen ([C2N21/[H - 7-14 ) are added to the
reaction mixture, not only that the oxidation proceeds faster, but the entire picture
changes1 . The power dependencies and the temperature dependence of the induction
times are entirely different. It is expected that %ae reaction scheme will be able to
explain these changes.

In order to account for the effect of the hydrogen on the oxidation, two
subechemes were added to the cyanogen oxygen scheme: the 0O-IH set of reactions
and a acheme that couples the two systems. The question that arise is what is the
relative importance of each subecheme and to what extent the addition of these two
subschemws changes the relative importance of the elementary resctions in the *dry'
cyanogen system.

In order to answer these questions and to learn the general charcteristics of the
*wet* system, the following three setA of computer experiments wee performed.

1 The 'dry' system - subecheme 1 which is composed of reactions 1-16.
2. The *wet' system - the entire 43 sets of elementary reactions.
3. Subechemes 1 and 2 which together contain the first 27 elementary

reactions.
The two subschemes in calculation 3, am the independent cyanogen-oxygen and

hydrogen-oxygen systems. Combining thene two subschemes together to one reaction
scheme is actually the coupling of the two systems with oxygen atoms only.

The induction times obtained ia these three calculations re shown graphically
in Fig. 2, as the solid cirdes. For the sets of calculations I and 2 the lines
representing the best fit through the experimental data awe shown on the figure as
solid lines. The agreement is very good. It can be seen that the addition of 0.6% Hý
indeed shortions the induction times, in both the experiment and the calculaon.
Approximately, the same induction time is found in the lwetO system and in the
'dry* rsyte at 1400 and 16M0 K respectively.
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Hydrogen is much more reactive than cyanogen and is known to ignite (after
the same induction time) at a much lower temperature. Figure 3 shows a calculated
profile of the hydrogen concentration and the temperature during the induction time.
It can be seen that after a very small fraction of the induction time the hydrogen is
almost completely consumed from its initial value of 2xO0-7 mol/cc. (It is being
regenerated after the ignition owing to the thermochemistry.) The question that arises
is to what extent the effect of the hydrogen is merely a temperature effect cauwed by
its early burning and to what extent the richer chemistry associated with the burning
of hydrogen is the main reason for the enhancement of the oxidation.

These questions can be clarified by examining the results obtained in calculation
No. 3 (Fig. 2). As has already been indicated, this calculation consists of subechemes
1 and 2 (reactions 1-27). Here most of the chemistry that couples the hydrogen to
the cyanogen is miss:ag, and the 0 atoms together with the heat generated by the
fast burning oi the hydrogen are the only factors that play a role. By axamining
Fig. 2 it is clear that these factors are not enough to account for the observations in
the "wet" system. Moreover, as can be seen in Table IlI, the ignition parameters are
very different from the ones obtained in the "wet" system. The induction times
become dependent on the hydrogen and the argon concentration and the main feature
of the "dry" system, namely the very strong dependence on the cyanogen
concentration and the very weak dependence on the oxygen concentration still remain.
This is not the case in the "wet' system. The coupling reactions are very important.

The conclusion that one can draw from the calculations under these specific
constraints (omission of the reections 29-43) are those that the thermal eff--ct and
the coupling of the systems by 0 atoms alone, cannot account for the results
obtained in the "wet" system.

To the oxidation of cyanogen (subscheme 1), which was previously described3 a
very important reaction has beea added:

NCO+0 2 - CO+NO+O .11
In the scheme previously suggested, only qualitative (although very significant)

agreement between the experimental and calcualted Ignition parameters was obtained.
Whereas this agreement was considered satisfactory in the "dry" system without
reaction 11, we could not repdoduce the Ignition parameters in the "wet" system
unles this reaction was introduced Into subecheme 1. It is somewhat surprising that
a reaction that does not contain any hydrogeneous species will play such an
important role in determining the ignition parameters of the oxidation in the presence
ot hydrogen, more than in its absence. In both systems this reaction has a strong
enhancing influence on the oxidation.

We have assigned a rate constant:
k,1-e1.6XlO' 8exp(- l9000/RT)cc mole-1sec- ,

consdering the 17 kcal/mole endothermwilty of the reaction. The addition of this
reaction to the scheme simply impies that the free radicals produced by reaction 3,
namely CN &ad NCO both attack oxygen and participate in the propagation steps.

The behavior of the cyanogen system is determined to a large extent by the
rate constant distribution in the thermal loop determined by reactios 3 and 4. This is
true for both the 'dry' and the 'wet" system, The strong effect of cyanogen and
the very small effect of oxygen on the Induction times in the "dry" system ae due
to the fact that k5>>k4. In out previous study of the 'dry$ system we used in our
computer modeling the rate parameter. suggested by Thrush and Bodeed. At 1700 K
where most of the cakculatio were carried out the ratio ks/k4 was approximately 25.
This ratio was high enough to provide a qualitative apeeneat betweea the
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experimental and the calculated power dependencies and to explain the calculated
results, Hanson et al.8 have reently suggested a different set of rate parameters for
these two reactions both smaller than the ones suggested by Thrush and Boden.
Again, whereas only some qualitative agreement betwen the experiment and the
calculation in the "dry* system could be obtained by no means both the "dry* and
the *wet" systems could be simulated by either set of rate parameters.

A good agreement for both systems in terms of the duration of the induction
times, the power dependencies and the temperature dependence could be obtained
only if a higher value for the ratio ki/k 4 was taken.

We have used Thrush and Boden's7 values but lowered k4 by about a factor of
four. Except for the effect of hydrogen which is somewhat overemphasized in the
calculation, the agreement is very satisfactory.

The fact that a single reaction scheme can simulate two systems with two
different experimental characteristics just by setting [H0J = 0 is, we believe, a very
strong support to our claim that indeed k,/k 4 is higher than the values suggested by
both Thrush and Bodene, and Hanson et ala.

4. Sensihidi/ Analysia

The sensitivity analysis shown in Table I (column 8) for the "wet' system,
reveals a spectrum similar to the one previously obtained in the study of the 'dry'
system3. Both the "dry* and the "wet' systems are sensitive to the same reactions in
subecheme I (reactions 1-16). However, since some sensitivity is observed towards
steps in subecheme 3, the power dependencies, and the temperature dependence
change. We find a weaker temperature dependence and a different distribution of
dependencies between the oxygen and the cyanogen.

Table I contains also the rate constants of the Individual reactions at 1300K
(column 5), and their respective net rates at r/2(=2201mec). As in the absence of
hydrogen, the thermal loop of reactions 3 and 4 is still the fastest set of reactions.
Although their respective rate constants differ by some 2.6 orders of magnitude, their
rates are similar. In the absence of hydrogen the rates of reactions 3 and 4 are
practically identical. In the "wet" system, the rate of reaction 3 is by some 70%
higher, indicating QJat the main thermal loop is somewhat affected by the various
coupling reactions.

As has been previously mentioned, reaction 11 :NCO+0 2.CO+NO+O has been
added to the scheme of the "dry" system, and enabled the attainment of a far better
agreement between the calculation and the experiment. As can be seen in Table I,
the system Is highly sensitive to this reaction. It presents an additioal very fast
route to trander the NCO rdkadl to an oxygen atom, a transfer which directly
affects the tharmal loop and increa, the oxidation rate.
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Table I. The reaction scheme for cyanogen oxidation and its sensitivity
analysis. Percent change in T for a factor of 3 increase in k.
Original r is 440 geec. Rates are given at r/2(=220ysec)

Reaction Rate Constant Rate Const. Rate r Asec %

A a E at 1300K Chng.
The Cyanogen Oxgen Subscheme

1. O2N2+Ar-ON+ON+Ar 6.91E+20 0 128700 1.60E-0l -1.738E-08 480 -1
2. 0 2+Ar-*O+O+Ar &60E+8+ -1.0 118000 4.04E-06 -2.88E-08 441 0
S. 0 2+ON-.NOO+O .,009+18 0 3300 1.67E+18 L.8E0-03 486 -1
4. 02N2+O-*NOO+ON 2.40E+12 0 8840 7.848+10 9.649-04 180 -60
5& ON+O-COO+N 2.046+13 0 417 1.74E+18 2.16B-06 487 -1
6. N+O2 -'NO+O 6.00E-09 1.0 6800 6.81E+11 6.08E-05 452 8
7. N0 2+Ar"NO-.O+Ar 1.1oE.+1 0 88000 8.84E+04 -4.46E-05 478 6
8. O+00 2 -•.CO+02  1.0E-+18 0 64150 1.60E+04 6.38-07 440 0
9. NO2+O-0 2 +NO 1,00E,18 0 1000 .79•+12 &M98-05 442 0

10. NO+N-aN2+0 1.60F1+13 0 0 I.60E+18 2.15E-04 488 -2
11. NOO+0 2-1NO+OO+O 1.60+18 0 19000 1.02E+10 4.94E-04 295 -88
12. NOO+OO-#ON+002  &0OE,+12 0 12000 2.8+10 &42E-04 311 -20
13, NOO+O--O0+NO &.806+18 0 0 S.08+13 1.37E-08 600 36
14. NOO+Art-0O+N+Ar 6SIE,+12 .6 40000 4.=8+07 2.72E-04 323 -26
16, ON+NO-#NCO+N 1.00E+14 0 42100 8.879+04 1.48E-06 442 0
1M. ON+N(O-N 2 +0 2.O8+10 0 0 2.50E+10 6.45E-07 440 0

The Hydroge. Oxygeun , e mo
17. H2+ArUH+H+Ar 2,38E+14 0 9600 1.70E-02 -&,70E-12 440 0
1& O02+H-OH+O 2.20E+14 0 16792 &381•+11 &096-06 445 0
19. O+H2-0H*BH 1150E+14 0 13710 7.44E, 11 2.456-07 432 -3
20. .+0 2+Ar"HO 2 +Ar, 1.50E+I& 0 -1000 121-•+16 -s.1E-07 440 0
21. H+HO 2 -OH+OH 2.60E+14 0 1888 1.2l•O+14 1.080-OT 441 0
22, l+1O-2-112+02 2.60E+13 0 700 1.91E+18 1.549-08 440 0
23. 02 +H2-0OH+OH 2.609+12 0 8010 6.92V-05 1.04E-09 439 -1
24. OH+H 2 -#HtO+H 2.29E+13 0 6147 &009+ 12 -1.42S-08 438 - I
25. OH+H+Ar-H2O+Ar &40E+21 -2.0 0 4.97E+1b 1.17E-09 440 0
24. Ol÷Ot.-,HO+O 3.608+12 0 1000 2M.58+12 -2.31E-05 427 -3
27. H+O+Ar'*OQ+At 1.009+16 0 0 1.00-+16 1.349-0 440 0

28. ON 2+1H-*HON+ON 4.006+13 0 6723 2.978+12 1.60E-04 427 -3
29. NOOH0-gOO-*UNO4O0W 1.00÷+18 0 0 1.00+18 &179-09 440 0
a0. NOO+HOG-.HNOO4H* &08+13 " 6000 4.098112 -5140-01 441 0
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31. NCO+HCN-,HNCO+-N* 5.00E+13 0 10000 1,04E+12 1.54B-04 439 -1
32. HNCO+ODl*H0 2+N00 1.00E+18 0 70000 1.71E+01 -2.67E-07 441 0
38. NOO+B 2 -HNCO+H' 3.00E+18 0 5300 8.86B+12 -2.45E-07 481 -3
34. HNCO+Ar-NH+CO+Ar* 5.OOE+18 .5 70000 3.08E+04 8.72E-06 442 0
35. HNCO+O-'OH+NCO 2.50E+18 0 15600 6.20E+10 1.18E-04 401 -8
36. CN+H 2-,HCN+H 6.20E+12 0 5300 7.97E+11 -1.78E-09 440 0
37. CO+OH-.C02+H 1.50E+07 1.3 -760 2.25E+11 1.19E-04 875 -15
38. HCN+O-*CN+OH 4,22E+13 0 14825 1,36E+11 2.439-05 422 -6
39. HCN+O-NOO+H 7.2$E+13 0 14825 2.38E+11 4.32E-05 895 -11
40. HCN+O-'HCO+N 4.00E+14 0 29767 3.96E+09 2.18E-06 433 -2
41. HCN+OH-ON+H 20 2.00E+1 1 .6 5000 2.13E+12 2.17E-05 440 0
42. HOO+0 2-*HO 2 +CO 8.16E+12 0 7000 2.10+11 7.67E-09 440 0
43. HCO+Ar'-CO+H+Ar 3.00E+14 0 14880 9.64E+11 2.16E-06 440 3
Rate corntsta are expressed in units of mole,cm3,sec.
Activation energies are expressed in cal/mole.
k=ATuexp(-P1/RT).
'This investigation.

Table H. List of "Calculated Shocks"

1. The "vil' yautm

Shock TK Composition C0x40s Induction Times(paec)
%C2N2  %02 %H2  mole/cc cak. Exptl.

1 1300 7 7 0.5 4 440 400
2 1300 3.6 7 0.5 4 700 -

3 1300 7 8.5 0.5 4 655 700
4 1300 7 7 1.0 4 152 225
5 1300 3.5 3,5 0.5 8 415 650
6 1400 7 7 0.5 4 246 250

9. Ths dry s.Aem'

Shock T,K Compositioa Cx40 Induction Times(pac)

%CAN %0 mole/cc Caic. Exptl.
1 1700 9 9 4 136 140

2 1700 3 3 12 165 184
3 1700 0 3 4 177 180
4 1700 3 9 4 380 430
5 1900 9 9 4 45 47

Ta eIL A Comparison between the cakulatW and

the "e~peuintent igntioi pal'motefI 7U coat "A

)CN, 702 *2 yAw E~kcal/mols) T(pws)
1300K 1400K

Oak. -047 -0.68 -1.63 +1.29 M-22.5 440 245
ExptI. -4.0.7 -0.68 -0.81 +1.32 22.0 400 2w4
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2. The 'Dry' System

-YC0N2  70 2  yH2  -yAr E(kcWI/mole) r(paec)
1700K

WCa. -0.94 -0.24 - +0.16 35.7 138
EExptl. -1.01 -0.21 - }0.22 34.7 140

8. Covp~itg by 0-atoms only (reactione 1-27)

"yC2 N2  -y0 2  *yI2  -yAr E(ktaI/mole) r(paec)
1400K

OCa. -0.91 -0.17 -0.80 +0.88 30.7 5W
Exptl. -0.07 -0.58 -0.81 +1.32 22.0 250

4 ! g2A 3250 CZNZ K2- L.. Ar 45

100 300 0 - -5 Q4[= - 4- 2750 as2. 2 0~A

z00 SM 255

F0 UM 20

020 17 10

10 0•, - ... 0

00 100 0 0 400

T (SEC* I.F - ) T SEC* I.E -4

Figwre 1. Temperture and 4r/dt profiles with and without hydrogenThe
ignition point is taker where dT/dt pasm through a maximum.

T, "

3 0 ! Io o !• .
ull10 0 71.ý40 7 1.t 2000 -

oI,--- \ / \.

IIw

' --

to0,(1 , -0- C0M-i.o
uI4~ n,, 25W. ... t I .I O l

104/ r.• 0T ( SEC * i.E 6

FRgr 2. Cku.hAW and ex•timentaI Figure 3. Tempemure and hydrogen proi..
induction timeA for three Hydrogpa I coumed at the very
different cakulstiom. a* atag of the ractioa.



DETERMINATION OF THE HIGH TEMPERATURE RATE CONSTANT OF THE REACTION,
2NH ÷ 2H + N2 , IN THE PYROLYSIS OF HYDRAZOIC ACID, HN3

K. Hori, M. Oya , H. Tanaka and T. Asaba

Department of Reaction Chemistry, University of Tokyo,
7-3-1 Hongo, Tokyo 113, Japan

* National Research Institute for Pollution and Resources,
Yatabe, Tsukuba, Ibaraki 305, Japan

The rate constant of the reaction, 2NH - 2H + N2 (k 2- 1 ),
has been determined in the temperature range between
1500 and 3200 K in incident shock waves(Pl= 6 and/or
10 Torr) by use of atomic resonance absorption spectro-
photometry. HN3 was diluted by argon to 0.005 mol %
and/cr 0.01 mol %, which was pyrolyzed in shock waves
to produce NH radicals. The problem was that, since
HN3 decomposed snontaneously on the stainless-steel
wall of the shock tube even in the room temperature, the
initial concentrations of HN3 could not be estimated by
the conventional ways. In this study they were estima-
ted by the conventional ways. In this experiments they
were estimated by the indirect method as (3 ^ 7) x 10-Ti

.mol/cm3 . The rate constant of k2 _1 is determined as
k2 -1 - (1.4 i 0.2) x 1014 c= 3/mol. sec.

with little temperature dependence, here the rate cons-
tant of the reaction, HN3 + Ar - NH( 3 E) + N2 + Ar, was
estimated by RRKM calculation at the high temperatures
of the present experimental conditions.

1. INTRODUCTION

In the previous papers several rate constants in the high temperature
reaction systems of nitrogen and hydrogen had been estimated by use of the
combination of shock tubes and atomic resonance absorption spectrophotometry.
!n this study the similar technique was adopted to determine the rate constant
of the reoaction,

2NH - 2H + N2 , k2 -1

hO•x NH r:%dicals were produced by pyrolysis of 1N3 in shock waves.

Theri have been many studios carried out on the photolysis of HN? and the
related processes, in which the primary products were estimated as NH ( A) and
N2. On tho other hand, thermnal decomposition of it4 3 has been investigated by
several anithors by use of shock tubes. i.e. Znslonko ot al! Kajimeto at al 4 and
.)Uprx et al. The rate constant of the reaction,

IR.3 + Ar NH + N2 + Ar, k!

determined hy Kajimoto at al and upý6 et al in the low pressure limit region
were n accord with eac.h other, although their designation of the energy state
of N11 radical produced ware different. Besides, several studies on ignition
and combustion of HNS oere carried out. Among them Avouris at al 6 recently
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observed an explosion of H%. caused by a CO laser and concluded the primary
product of the reaction was NH(IA).

The problem of the present study was that, since HN3 was decomposed on the
stainless-steel wall of the shock tube spontaneously even at the room temperat-
ure, it was difficult to estimate the initial concentration of HN3 before shock
generating by the ordinary methods, i.e. by pressure measurement 6r by some
static methods. In this study by considering the reaction mechanism of this
system the initial concentration of HN3 in shock waves was estimated indirectly.

2. EXPERIMENTAL

The apparatus and the procedures were almost the same as those of the
previous experiments 1, 7 Experimental conditions are shown in Table I, here
"mol fraction" means those of HN3 and Ar in glass strage bulb in which HN3 was
not decomposed. HN3 was prepared by the similar method as adopted by Kajimoto
et al.

AM example of the oscillograzms of the Lyman a absorption by atomic hydrogen
produced from the pyrolysis of HN3 in shock waves is shown in Fig. 1. The time
variation of the concentration of atomic hydrogen reduced from the oscillogram
of Fig. 1 is shown in Fig. 2, here the correction of the boundary layer effect
on the shock heating duration was carried out. As it can be seen from the
figure, the concentration curves of atomic hydrogen were of sigmoid type and
they reached steady states. The concentrations of atomic hydrogen at steady
states seemed to be independent on temperature and so they were higher than
those in equilibrium below 2400 K as shown in Fig. 3, here (HN3)app means the
initial concentration of HN3 in the shocked gases on the assumption that no
decomposition occurs before shock generating.

It was known that HN3 had atendency to decompose spontaneously on the
stainless-steel wall at the room temperature5 and in this experiment there was an
evidence which showed the existence of the decomposition of HN3 in some extent
before shock generating. Therefore, the initial concentration of HN3 in shock
waves could not be estimated directly. From Fig. 3 and the reaction mechanism
of Table 1I it could be considered that the steady state concentrations of
atomic hydrogen were close to the initial concentrations of HN3 in shock waves,
that in, the atomic hydrogen producing reactions, mainly k, and (_ I , is much
faster than the atomic hydrogen eliminating reactions, k3_1 , k3.. 2 anu k.3 -3,
accordingly Wb is converted almost completely to atomic hydrogen regardless of
the equilibrium under the experimental conditions. The initial concentrations
of llN in shock waves were ast4mated as (3 N 7) x 10 11 mol/c=.

3. ESTIMATION OF THE RATE CONSTANT OF k-.j

The mechanism of this reaction system is shown in Table II which was
adopted by consideration of the previous studies and the experimental conditions.

3.1 The Initiation Reaction, k1

There exists a discussion or. the energy state of the primary product of
l ,i.e. that of NH radical is whether (A) or (3E). Zaslonko et al and

Ofupz& et al supported the former , while Kajimoto et al presumed the latter to
be the case. In this paper, however, this problem would not consider further-
more, since the precent experiment did not observe neither HNi nor Nit radical.
Instead, the rate constant of NII(SE ) producing reaction at high temperatures of
the present experiments, 15004 3200 X# were estimated by RRM calculation.

,R
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The rate constant which was fitted to the previous experimental data was adopted

for further calculations. This is shown in Fig. 4 in which the curve of Ea =

38 kcal/mol seemed to be the competent oie.

3.2 Ab)mic Hydrogen Producing Reactions, k2

Two reactions should be considered for the atomic hydrogen producing

reactions, i.e.

2NH(3¾) + N2 + 2H k281

and
NH( 3S) + AMi- H + N + Ar. k2-2

For the latter reaction the guessed value by Bahn 8 shown in Table II is conside-

red to be too high. Even if this value was adopted, the latter reaction might

be significant only above 3500 K, being compared with the former one. Theref-

ore the latter could be neglected under the experimental conditions.

_.3 Atomic Hydrogen Eliminating reactions, k)

Three reactions should be considered as the atomic hydrogen eliminating

reactions, i.e.

2H + Ar . H2 + Ar, k 3- 1

NH + M + Ar t NH2 + Ar k3-2
and

NH + H - N + H2, k3 -3

The first reaction becomes fast as hydrogen atoms accumulate, while the

latter two reactions have a maximum in the reaction rates in the couree of the
reaction, i.e. they decay as Nit radical are coisumed. The first and second
reactions are influential at low temperatures, while the rate constant of the

laot reaction is almost -o|nstant in the temperature range of the experiment.
Since the influenced of these three reactions could be observue after 500 % 800
Usuat., they wort not cosidered in this paper,

3.4 TIh Influences of the Products D6cowposed before Shock ileatinq

dN 3 it. deoamposed spontaneously on the nhock tube wall before shock waves
are genorated. The f'inal stable products Of da-cnnition in room temperature
can he considered as N2 and N2 . During shock hoating 112 may react with qu
radical a=d produce atomic hydrogen as

"11i2 + NIA" N2 + H - k4

The condition tunder which thds reaction had an influence for Cttimation of the
rate constant of tCe reaction, k-. 1 , wae considered. The rate of the atomic

hydrogen producing reaction of k4 dopended on both the extent of preshock

deco osition aid t1te temperatures of ahock wavt& applied. Actording to tha
7 reSults of calculation the data in which the ratio of the steady state Concent-

ratior of atoMic hydrogen to the apparent initial concentration of UN3 waz less
than 0.2 should have been omitted for derivation ci *v.'-

3.5 Determination £f k2 _.1

In addition to the above discust*ai• tM followiqs shouId be n.ttd.

First, the reaction,
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NH + HN3 - M12 + N3,

which is quoted in the paper of Kajimoto et al and others, is slow and negligib-
le under the present experimental conditi-ons. Second, the aeveral reactions of
atomic nitrogen, i.e.

N+NH N + H,

a N + H2  NH + H
and

2N + Ar - N2 + Ar

need not be considered, sinze the production of atomic nitrogen is negligible

uader the experimental conditions.

By adopting the rate constant obtained from RRKM calculation for the

NH(k) producing reaction, tCe rate constant of k 2 _1 was derived by simulative
calculations. Here, It was necessary to vary the initial concentration of HN3,
of which value should be a little less than the steady state concentratioit of
atomic hydrogen. In Fig. 2 an examplt of the simulative calculation is shown.

In simulation of the experimental data it was noticed that the rate of the init-
iation reaction of HN3 decomposition, kl, seemed to be too high to simulate the
experimental data precisely in the initial stage of the reaction. Since the
curve-fitting was performed after the inflection part of the curve of the conce-
ntration of atomic hydreoen, the error due to the incorrectness of k1 was to be
small, being compared with the experimental uncertainty.

Tit rate c•onttant of k2 _1 thus obtained axe expressed as

k 2_1 - (1.4 t 0.2) X 1014 er3/ Moi. sec.

with little temperature dependence -nd is shown if Fig. 5. Fig. 6 is the Comp-
arative fiqgre of the proset't estimationm with the previoun ontes. The rzato
constant of k 2_ 1 of the present study liel between those obtained by Peabuxn et
all and by Xajimotu et al, which are contradictorily sepagated.

It si;ould bh noted tnat this astimation is consistent with an ab Initio
calculaticn perfot-eed by Fueno by uae of 4-31 V012

4. WNCLUDI X AKS

By pyrolysis of tHN to roduco U111(01) radical the rate constant of the
reaction,

2N4t(3X) N2 + 21j, k2_ 1
war, determined as

k2 _1 a (1.4 1 0.2) x 104 C=3/ Mol. see.

W@. U. little teVarature dradnce in the te"rature range be•tven 1500 and

2200 X.

lbere left several problebst First, an aibiquity on the energy state of
M1 radical prod-ced fron IMI priiarily exists. This ,may cause an error in
estiratlon of k2_1 , although it is considered not to be largo. Second, d&-C'ca
of the concentration of atomic hydrogte could be seen obviously in the latter
period of shocg he.','ng. The rate constant of the reaction, k 3 -), ten, can be

J.. •. . .,, . .. . . .. -.. .
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estimated by a careful treatment of the non: deality in particle time of flight,
density and temperature in the shock heating zone which is far from the shock
front. Third, The rate constant of the reaction, k•, may be estimated by pick-
ing up of the omitted data in the present study. They will be done near future
aad the whole mechanism of the present system will be completed.
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Table I. Experimental conditions

Composition mol fraction * Temperature P1
HN % Ar% (K) (Tort)

I 0.005 99.995 1530-3130 10

0.01 99.99 10-3230 1 6 10

* see text

JA
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Table II. Reaction scheme and rate parameters, k=A TBexp(-E/RT),cm3mol s unit

log A B E References

1-1 HN3 + Ar ÷ NH(OA) + N2 + Ar 16.54 0.0 51.0 (4)

1-2 HN3 + Ar NH( 3E) + N2 + Ar 13.77 0.0 30.6 (4)

2-1 2NH( 3 Z) -• N2 + 2H 14.15 0.0 0.0 this work

2-2 NH( 3 E) + Ar - N + H + Ar 12.51 0.5 69.3 (8)

3-1 H + H + Ar - H2 + Ar 14.81 -1.0 0.0 (9)

-(3-2) NH2 + Ar -I NH + H + Ar 14.74 0.0 74.7 (Ic)

3-3 NH + H N + H2  13.0 0.0 6.37 (10)

4-1 H2 + NH + NH2 + H 13.17 0.0 12.9 (10)

- - .- -8 0

I x
l00i0

t 100 tlab._
shock arrival

Fig. 1. A typical oscillogram showing
the absorption of Lyman a.

Sample gas : composition I1
T2 = 1915 K, P 2 - 0.289 atm.
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0.1 0 t • otch-dllogrrau of FIg.l and
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(4eq curves. Circles t (11) of

0.01o simulative calculations.

o rxcomposition I vertical bars r the uncerta-
inty of the simulbtion.

o com~position II
Pig. 3. Comparison of (it) in equilibrium

with (1H) of the stoady state.
3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 ( see text)

I/T x10 4 (K-1 )
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110

0rA:20Tr Fig. 4. The rate constants of kj.

Ar: 20.01r Curves :calculated kj by RRKM
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Experiments.
u: Dupre et al, -d(HN3)/dt(0.5

mol % in Ar)
0 : Kajimoto et al, -d(HN3)/dt
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8r 0 o: Kajinoto et al , dNH(E) /dt
8 (0.1 '~0.3 mol % in Ar)

5.0 6.0 7.0 8.0

I/ T x 10' (K-')

4

U

141

106,0

Fig. S. I'.rheinius plots of the! rate constant, k2- 1.

Meaburn at al

04 o This work

14

* Kajimoto et al

1010 20 30

1/? x 104 (K-

Fig. 6. Comparison of k2.1~ of this work with the previous ones.



A SHOCK TUBE STUDY OF THE PYROLYSIS OF

PARTIALLY DEUTERATED PROPENES
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Very dilute mixtures of CD CHCH , CH (DCH•,
and CH2 CHCD 3 were pyrolyzed at 1500-1800 1 behind
incident shock waves at an average pressure of
0.42 atm, and behind reflected waves at 2.8 atm.
Analysis for H and D using resonance absorption
spectroscopy showed that propene dissociates partly
by formation of hydrogen atoms and allyl radicals,
and partly by formation of vinyl and methyl radi-
cals. Both of these unimolecular dissociation
reactions of propene are in the intermediate fall-
off region at our pressure and temperature range.

1. INTRODUCTION

The goal of this study has been to learn about the unimo-
lecular initiating steps In propene pyrolysis. The two reac-
tions that have been most considered are

CH2 CHCH 3 ÷ CH2 CHOH 2 + H [1]

CH2 CHCH3 CH2CH + CH 3 [2

Other possibilities are loss of H2 by reactions such as

C12 CHCH3 3 CHCCH 3 + H12 31

CH2 CHCH3 CH2 CCU 2 + H2 (41

Earlier shock tube studies have not been able to distin-
guish among the possibilities, although reaction [21 has gene-
rally been said to be the main initiating step. The single-
pulse studies of Chappell and Shaw (1) and Burcat (2) in the
temperature range 1100-1700 K showed formation of approximately
equal concentrations of C 211 and CH,, which could be attributed
to reaction [21, and sormevhat smaller concentrations of allene
and propyne (methyl acetylene), which could be produced by
reaction (11 or possibly by secondary reactions. The al-
lene/propyne ratio was greatest at low temperatures, suesesting
that aliens is formed first, then rearranges to propyne.

In 4 study of propene pyrolysis in the presence of a large
excess of D)2, Yano (3) observed formation of CIi 3D and C 3D 0,
which could be formed via reaction [21, and also a subsiantial
amount of CH2 CHCt 2 D, some of which, at least, could be tormed
via reaction [Il. Tie fact that many different deuterated
compounds were formed in this study strongly suggests tnat the
overall reaction proceeds mainly by free radical process Iti-

•- - • r "ugqFqpmmuma
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tiated by [1] and [2] rather than molecular processes initiated
by [3] and [4].

The laser-schlieren shock tube study of Kiefer, Al-Alami
and Budach (4) covered the temperature range 1650-2300 K, which
lies mainly above the range of the single-pulse studies. Their
results were interpreted using equation [21, but they pointed
out that the interpretation would be nearly as good if a sub-
stantial amount of initiation occurred via [1]. Basically, in
all of the experiments done so far, the concentrations of
propene were so large that product distributions and heat
effects are substantially affected by secondary reactions.

Our approach was to measure the formation of H and D atoms
in the pyrolysis of very dilute mixtures of partially deute-
rated propenes in argon. Because of the very low propane
concentrations, secondary reactions were of relatively minor
importance, so that the measurements of H and D concentrations
gave fairly straightforward evidence as to the initiating reac-
tions leading to their formation.

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Our apparatus and techniques for measurements behind re-
flected shock waves have been described in an earlier paper (5).
We used a stainless steel shock tube with a test section 7.6 cm
in diameter and 4.5 m long. Concentrations of H and D atoms were
measured by resonance absorption behind the reflected shock wave,
2 cm from the end plate of the shock tube. For measurements
behind the incident wave, the measurement station was not
changed, but a 1.8 m extension was added to the tube to delay the
formation of the reflected wave beyond the desired test time.

Propene-l,l-d (1) propene-2-d 1 (11) and propene-3,3-3-d
(Ill) were from Meick and Co., and were stated to be at least
98% of the stated compound. Argon was from Airco, Inc.,
Research Grade, with 2 ppm maximum total impurity, and less
than 0.5 ppm hydrocarbons reported as methane.

3. RESULTS

Because propene absorbs H and D Lyman-a radiation rather
strongly, all our mixtures were quite dilute. As mentioned
above, the low concentrations were also advantageous in minimi-
zing the effects of bimolecular reactions following the initial
unimolecular ones. We carried out experiments at two pressure
levels: 2.8 atm, with a standard deviation of 0.4 stam, and
0.42 atm, with a standard deviation of 0.07 a&t. At the high
pressure, mixtures of 5 and 20 ppm of 1, II and III in argon
were studied; while at the low pressure, mixtures of 10 ppm of
each of the propenee were used. All of these mixtures were
made by dilution of more concentrated mixtures. For each of
the above conditions, both 11 and D concentrations were measured
in separate experiments. A total of 153 experiments was car-
ried out.
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Allowance for absorption of Lyman-c radiation by molecu-
lar propene (which had been measured in separate experiments at
temperatures just below those at which H and D atoms could be
observed) was made in all experiments, but the correction was
significant only for experiments with 20 ppm propenes under
reflected shock conditions. Typically, the Lyman-a intensity
dropped suddenly when the reflected shock passed because of the
molecular absorption, then subsequently more slowly due to H
and D formation, so the two effects could be distinguished.

In general the concentrations of H and D atoms initially
increased linearly, then subsequently fell below extrapolation
of the linear relationship. There was no evidence of induction
times for appearance of H or D in any of the experiments. In
this paper we have carried out the data analysis by calculating
the initial rate constants for formation of H and D, which will
lead to values of the rate constants for initiating reactions.
We plan to report on detailed modelling calculations which will
simulate all the data over the experimental times in a subse-
quent paper.

Table I lists the initial rate constants for all our sets
of experiments 4 in Arrhenius form, and also lists the rate
constant at 10 /T - 6.40 (1562 K), a temperature that lies near
the mid-point of our temperature range. We have combined the
20 ppm and 5 ppm data at high pressures, since the rate con-
stant data overlapped. There seemed to be a slight tendency
for the 5 ppm data to be higher, perhaps because at 20 ppm
there was some loss of H or D by reaction with propene, even
near the beginning of the experiment. The rate constants (in
first-order form) were calculated by the equation

kI - mRT/Px

where m is the initial slope of a graph 1 of j i1 or (D) versus
time, R the gas constant in cc atm mol K , P the pressure in
atm, and x the mole fraction of prope.4e in the mixture. The
generally lower rate constants at 0.42 atm compared to 2.8 atm
indicate some unimolecular fall-off in our experimental range.

4. DISCUSSION

Our data can be used to determine rate constants for the
free radical reactions (Il and [2) given in the Introduction,
but they cannot detect pyrolysis by the molecular channels (3)
and (4). These reactions could affect our results by causing
less propene to be present than we would otherwise expect.
Analogies with ethylene pyrolysis suggesL that molecular chan-
nels may not be very important. Roth and Just (6) found that
the reaction

C21H4 + Ar * C2 It2 + It2 + Ar 12)

is second-order under conditions similar to ours. At 1562 K
and 2.8 atm, the rate constant in first-order terms is 50 a
while at 0.42 atm it is only 7 a . If reactions 13) and (4)
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Table I. Initial Rate Constants for Propene Pyrolysis

-1 Std. Dev. k,s

Compound Atom A,s E,kcal in log k at 1562 K

5ppm and 20 ppm propene at 2.8 atm obs. cale.

I H 4.3E10 57.9 0.14 350 490
D 2.0E12 71.1 0.06 230 140

II H 3.0E13 78.3 0.13 330 530
D 5.4E13 81.1 0.19 250 150

III H 1.0E15 91.7 0.17 150 260
D 7.7EI0 60.3 0.10 290 190

10 ppm propene at 0.42 atm

I H 3.8E12 72.9 0.09 240 300
D 4.1Eli 69.4 0.05 80 70

II H 1.0E13 76.4 0.03 220 270
D 1.lE1O 57.6 0.09 90 90

III H 4.4E13 81.9 0.06 150 140
D 3.5E12 74.7 0.11 120 110

Table II. Reactions Considered in Propene Pyrolysis

k at 1562 K
Reaction cc, mol, s Ref

1. CH2 CHCH 3 -*CH2 CHCH 2 + H 310, 160 this work

18. CH2 CHCH3- CH2 CCU 2 + 2H 210, 110 this work

lb. CH2 CHCH 3 4CU 3 CCH + 2H 100, 50 this work

2. CH 2 CHCH3+CH 2CH + CH03 130, 50 this work

2a. CH 2 CHCH34 CHCH + H + CH03 130, 50 this work

3. H + CH 2 CHCH 3 *C1I 3 CHCI 3 4.0 x 1012 9

3a. H + CH 2 CHCH 3 -CH 3 CUCH 2 + H 4.0 x 1012 9

4. H + CH2 CHCH 3 .OCH 2CH 2 CH3  4.0 x 1012 9

4a. It + CII 2 CHCtI3 CH2C H2 + CH3  4.0 x 1012 9

5. H + CH2 CHCH 3 -C* 2C2HCH 2 + H 2 3.1 x 1012 9

12
5a. U + CH 2CHCH3 +CH2CCH 2 + Ii + Hz 2.1 x 10O1 9

5b. H + CH2 CHCH3'*CH 3 CCl + U + H2 1.0 x 1012 9

Notat Units for reactiony 1 1ndj are as; for rcactions
3,4 and 5 are mol cm 9 • The two values for
reactions I and 2 are for 2.8 atm and 0.42 atm, respec-
tively. Rate constants were adjusted, aa noted in the
text, when 0 atoms were present.

- • t im I-- ---,. .... . . .
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are this slow, they should cause the loss of no more than a
few percent of the propene during the time needed to determine
the initial rate of formation of H or D.

The way in which our studies can lead to an understanding
of the reaction mechanism can be seen by writing equations for
the free radical reactions of the partially deuterated pro-
penes, as follows:

I. CD2 CHCH 3 + CD2 CHCH 2 + H El]

L CD2CCH2 + H; CD 2HCCH + H; CDCCH + D

CD 2CHCH3 + CD2CH + CH3 [21

L CDCH + D

II. CH2 CDCH 3 + CH2 CDCH 2 + H [I]

L CH2 CCH 2 + D; CH2 DCCH + H

CH2 CDCH 3  C CU2 CD + CH3  [2]

L CHCD + H

Ilt. CH2 CHCD 3 4 CH2 CHCD 2 + D [1]

L-4 CH2 CCD 2 + H; CHCCHD 2 + H; CH3 CCD + D

CH2 CHCD 3  C C22 CH + CD3  (21

L- CHCH + H

If these are the only reactions to be considered, the,. it
is clear that reaction 121 produces only D from I and only H
from II and 111. The presence of both H and D in pyrolysis of
all three compounds indicates that reaction I1l and (21 can be
determined from the relative amounts of H and D in the various
experiments.

Under our very low concentration condition&, it Is expec-
ted that the allyl and vinyl radicals formtd by reactions (1)
and (21 will indeed dissociate by loss of hydrogen rather than
react with other species. No bimtýlecular reactions will be
very important, but reactions of Ii and D with propene (the
most likely bimolecular reactions) should be considered. Me-
thyl radicalq will be relatively unreactive and will be as-
sumed stable. We expect that the allyl radical will disso-
ciate mainly to allene, but the possibility that some will
foru propyne should not be excluded. Dissociation of vinyl
and allyl radicals is expected to occur within a few microse-
conds (comparable to our instrument response time of 5 micro-
seconds) so formation of H and D will appear linear with time
(at least at first), depending on the rate of dissociation of
propene. Finally, we have assumed a kinetic isotope effect of
1.6 relating rate constants for reactions breaking a C-H bond
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compared to a C-D bond. This value is based on experiments
and calculations we have made for CD4 (7) and CD3 CD2 CD3 (8).

All of the types of reactions we have considered are
given in Table II. For each elementary reaction we have writ-
ten one or more global reactions that show the more stable
products produced by dissociation of the radicals that are
formed first. These global reactions are the ones actually
used in the calculations. In testing for the distribution of
allene and propyne in dissociation of the allyl radical, we
have maintained consistent ratios of k, /k and kl /k.1. As
shown in reference 9, isopropyl radicai formed by reac ion 3
dissociate back almost entirely to isopropyl radicals, but
this process does produce a visible reaction with partially
deuterated propenes. However, normal propyl radicals produced
by reaction 4 dissociate primarily to ethylene and methyl,
thus effectively removing H or D. The general effect of
reactions 3, 4 and 5 in our mixtures is to lower the concentra-
tions of R and D, the loss of H being slightly faster. While
the number of reactions is quite small as written in Table II,
the total number increases to 42 when isotopic substitution is
considered.

Apart from allowing for isotope effects, we kept the rate
constants for reactions 3, 4 and 5 fixed at the values given in
reference 9. This left only three variable parameters: the
rate constants for Ilal, [ib] and 12a]. These were adjusted
to give the best fits to the high pressure and low pressure
data sets, taken individually, since full-off is expected for
reactions [Il and 121. The criterion of best fit wat to take
ratios of observed to calculated rate constants for formation
of H and D for each compound (see the last two columns ot
Table 1), and make the sum of the logerithms of these ratios
add to zero. The rate constants that gave the best fit are
given in Table It. The standard deviation in the logarithms
of the ratios was 0.15, corresponding to a factor of 1.4 in
the rate constant.

The calculation was not highly sensitive to the fraction
of allyl radical dissociating to allene or propyne. The beat
fit occurred with abour one-third of the -llene going tc
propyne, as noted in Table 11, but the standard deviation
increased only to 0.20 as the ratio varied from ;ero to one-
1'slf. Using a larger fraction of propyne led to a very bad
fit for propene-2-d 1 , since this molecule depends on ;llene
formation to produce the observed D atoms.

We have made RkKK calculationa for the dependence of the
rate constants of propene dissociation on pressure. Our mo-
dels are similar to those we used earlier for methane and
ethane (0,10). For re.ction (1i we compared with loss of 11
from methane, and consider the activated complex to have twr
substantially lowered bending frequencies. For reaction 121
we compared with dissociation of ethane, and considered the
complex to have four substantially lowered bending frequen-
cies. Use of the saee ýovred frequencies as we us-d for
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methane and ethane, and the heats of formation of radicals
given by McMillen and Golden (11) led to first-order rate
constants close to those found experimentally. If the energy-
transfer model of Tardy and Rabinovitch (11) that we used
earlier is again applied, we obtain a collisional efficiency
of about 0.015 at 1562 K. This value is probably too low, but
when combined with RRKM calculations, which are themselves not
altogether realistic, this energy transfer model led to good
agreement with the extensively studied ethane dissociation
system. The calculations show a fall-off of a little less
than 2 for reaction [il and a little more than a factor of 2
for reaction (2], between 2.8 and 0.42 atm of argon at 1562 K,
in agreement with experiment. At that temperature, k/k. for
both reactions is about 0.5 at 2.8 atm.

Comparison of our rate constants with those of other
workers is difficult because conditions in the cxperiments
differ. To compare rate constants for propene dissociation,
we would note that our value yould be the sum of k and k
440 s- at 2.8 atm and 210 s at 0.42 atm, and 15h2 K. in a
single-pulse experiment at 1570 K, 2.6 atm total pressure,
1.6% propene in argon, and 700 microseconds residence time,
Burcat (2) found 22X of the plipene remained giving a first-
order rate constant of 2200 s . While this is 5 times grea-
ter than our value, the difference could be due to secondary
reactions of H and CH3 with propene, which would occur at this
much higher propene concentrations. Kiefer et al. (4)
worked at concentrations somewhat lower than our data at 0.4
atm. From their second-order equation we obtain 1- - 1900 s
as a first-order value at 0.42 atm and 1562 K, which again is
substantially higher than our value, but the comparison is not
exact because of the intermediate order of the reaction
under our conditions ind the lower temperature part of theirs.

In conclusion, we have shown that propene dissociates
substantially to allyl radicals and U atoms, as well as
to vinyl and methyl radicals. Both reactione are in the
trnsitional part of the unimolecular fall-off range at about
1600 K and 1 acm total pressure. Thle rate constants we find
are lower than those in the literature, which cao be attri-
buted partly to the effects of secondarr reactions in the
other experiments and the difficulty of extrapolating rate
constants when the order of thle reaction is changing with both
temperature and pressure.
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Shock Tube Study of Acetaldehyde Oxidation
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The sensitivity analysis was applied to
experimentally determine the rates of unknown reactions
in an acetaldehyde oxidation system. The concentrations
of 0-atom and CO- and OH-molecules in this reaction
system were measured behind a reflected shock wave using
the ultraviolet and infrared emission spectroscopy. Two
types of CH CHO/0 2/Ar mixtures, the equivalence ratios
0.94 and .5, were used to investigate the
concentrations of O,CO and OH species at the temperature
1470-1960 K and the pressure 0.46-0.67 MPa. The H2/0
mixture was used to calibrate OH concentrations and
CO/0 2 mixture 0 and CO concentrations. The previously
proposed acetaldehyde oxidation mechanism was studied
using the program which performs detailed chemical
reaction simulation and sensitivity analysis. The
extensive sensitivity analysis predicted the following
four important reactions and their rates in CH3CHO/0 2/Ar
reaction mechanism;

HCO+MtH+CO+M, k 61 = I .Ox1O 1 3exp(-19000/RT) cc/mole.sec

OIi+CH 3CH*OH 2 0+CH3 CO.k 5 - l.OxlO1 4 exp(-4240/RT) cc/mole.sec

Ct13+0+CH20+H, k33- l.0x 10 4exp(-2000/RT) cc/mole.sec

0CH3'"iO.O|)¢CH 3 CO, k 3  2.0xl01expt-2300RT) cc/mole.sec

I. INT'RODUCTION

One of the consequential intermediates in hydrocarbon
combustion is known to be acetaldehyde I , which is a key
component in the exhaust from internal combustion engines as a
cause of photoclemical smog. Numerous studies including a recent
one by Benson predicated since 1930*s that aldehydes were
important initiators oE knocks in automobile enqincs.
Acetaldehydo oxidation •as studied at the low temperature 593 -
813 K by Baldwin t al. , and at the medium temperature 1030 -
1115 K by Colket. -However, the information on acetaldehyde
oxidation at the temperature higher than 1200 K is very scarce
despite its needs. Thus the acetaldehyde oxidation reaction
mechanism has not Completely been established at the higlh
temperature 1200 - 2500 K, where combustion occurs, The purpose
of the present study is to val~date the previously developed
acetaldehyde oxidation mechanism and to experimentally determine
some of the rates at the temperature 1470 - 1960 K and the
pressure 0.46 -0.67 MPa and to analyze the data on the basis of
sensitivity analysis.
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2. EXPERIMENT

The experiment was conducted using a single-pulse shock tube
of 50.8 mm i.d. and 5.86 m 1 gth. in order to produce a
single-pulse shock wave, a 0.1I m ydump tank was installed 10 cm
downstream of a plastic diaphragm, which separated the stainless
steel driver sect~ion from the pyrex glass test one. The shock
tube showed a leak rate of less than 1.0 Pa/min and was evacuated
down to less than 0.1 Pa.

A ball valve was used to open the dump tank, pressurized up
to the driven section pressure, just before rupturing the
diaphragm by a needle. Acetaldehyde was Merck Grade 99.5 % pure
with water as the most probable impurity. Argon, hydrogen,
carbon monoxide and oxygen were Nihon Oxygen Grade 99.99 % pure.
Prepared were the stoichiometric hydrogen/oxygen mixture diluted
with argon, stoichiometric carbon monoxide/oxygen mixture diluted
with argon and acetaldehyde/oxygen mixtures at the equivalence
ratios of 0.94 and 2.5 diluted with argon. The shock speed was

measured by a multichannel time counter signaled from a
piezoelectric pressure transducer (Kistler 601H). The initial
temperatuire and pressure immediately behind a ref lected shock
wave were calculated from shock relations taking account of the
temperature dependency of enthalIpies.

A schematic diagram of the experimental setu~p is sihown in
,rig. 1.

The OH concntration wais measured using the emission of thle
R,~ branches of E - - 1 (OM0 band systetti at 3064 A. The 0H
uttraviolet emission was focused on the entrance slit oft a 10 cm
wonochrouiator (JASCO CT-10). E~ntrance and exit slits wertn seot to
200 11 hi width to supply onough emilssion into a photoatultiplier
Ultamavuitsu Photonics 11106).* A stoichiometric hydrogen/oxygt: i
umixtl3r was- usod to obtain a ca~librat ior curve for Oil emission
comparing axptirimental data wi-th Uie c'm.tputational results. A
least squaro fit (,f the colibration rersulits is shown in Fig.2
confirming that tha observed om.oiýion .;ntoensity is proportional
to tha Computed Oil concentrationn using nine woll-known
elementary reactions listed on Tit-ble 1,

The A*m surement of ra-Ltom concentration was conducted using
thq same mlethodology as o~uni 197P . Theý chemilumilles4Cnt
emilssion of the 0+co'VCO2,hv roac-tion at 3660 A passed through a
quartz window antd wa-3 rotuomd on tile entrance. slit of a 10 crl
monochromator. A photom iti.plier JlUamama*,tsu Photonics R106)
detectei thi. ultraviolot: light from the exit of the
monochr-3mator. In *rd*er to dotermine the 0-atoma ;ooncentratiou,
the infr'ared cniiis-ion it-m thi, fundamental band of CO mol~cmles
at 4.8 pm wa meaqured simaultancously with the ab~ove ultraviole't
cmifwsion . The infrarodLý light passed through a CaF2 window and
focused on the entrance slit of a 25 cm infrared monochromator
W~ASCO CT-25). A cryougnically cooled infrared detector tSanta
Barbara Research Center PbSe LTO Detector 4311) sensed the
infrared emission from the exit slit. All the slit widths used
in this expcriment were 200 11 m. The following relation between
the intensity of rwha i umin~escent emissioti and the 0-atom and
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CO-molecule concentrations was used,

I ý- k (0)[CoI

where ý ~s a temperature and total pressure -dependent
constant . This O+CO-oCO+hV reaction system was calibrated by ýl
stoichiometric CO/02 mixture diluted with 4rgon and compared with
the computational results using three elemt-itary reactions listed
on Table 2. The least-square fits of the ,alibration data for
the intensity of the chemi luminescent emission from the O+CO
reaction and for the intensity of the CO infrared emission are
shown in F~igs.3 and 4, respectively.

When an Arrhenius type rate constant was applied, the
activation energy of the O+CO reaction wvs 4570 cal/mole, which
agreed with the result obtained by Bowman

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The concentrations of 0-atom and CO- and OH1-molecules were
obtained behind the reflected shock waves using a near
stoichiotnetric and rich acetaldehyde/oxygen/argon mixtures. The
ranges of temperature, pressure and total species concentrat~ion-
were 1470 - 1960 K, 0.46 - 0.67 MPa, and 2.89 - 6.19 X I 0_
mole/cc.

4 typical experimental output ofl radiation intensities on an
osjil1OScope is shown- in Fig.5. Fig.5-Wa shows a typical oil
ultraviolet emission at 3064 A for the acetaldehyde/oxygen/argon
mixture at the equivalence ratio 2.5. temperature 1760 K and
pressure 0.503MPa. r'iq.5-kb) is Anl example of the
cehmiluminescent light of. the O+CO reaction it 3660 A and the
infrared radiation of CO-molecule at 4 .8u m for the
actaldehyde/oxygen/argon mixture at theý equivalence ratio 0.94,

temperature 1830 R~ and pressurec, 0.472 MPa. The trans;ient spikes
for the O+CO reaction .%nd oil emiss ions are observed in the
experiments at nea-stotichiotnetric and rich mixtures. This
transient gpiko of Q-CO chemil1 minescencQ crntiins unknown
hydrocarbon emisnions as Jachimowski pointed out in the study of
a methane oxidation system. Hence' the maximum intensity of O-CO
emigsion is extrapolited f rom its,, equilibrium vzklue. Th 0
conct.,mtration of CO is obtained from the corresponding data to
the maximum 0-CO emission.

The maximum 0-atom and 011-moleculc-, and corresponding CO-
molocule concentrations a~s well as the tempdoratura, pro-;surc and
spike-time are tAbulated for the near-stoichiometric and rich
ellt3C'10/0-,/Ar mixturesý in Table 3. The uncertainties in the
measurettent of Concentration are at. most 20 % considering the
optical syttems, priassure and temperature calculations and the
data calibration.

4. S214SITIVITV AtNALYSIS

A stnsitiklity analysis (Greenns Function M~ethod 10.11 ) for
acetaldehyi o oxidation was performed to the previoi-sly dcvrlc-..d
mechanism . The putpose of using the sensitiv'ity analysis in
this study is to systematize the analytis of the present results:
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in o'her words, to pinpoirt the important reactions related with
0-atom and CO- and OH- molecules and to obtain the proper rate
constants for tnosc reactions. The detail- of the concept and
method of er sensitivity analysis can be found out
elsewhere Table 4 tabulates several reactions having
sufficiently large sensitivity coefficiants for near-
stoichiometric and rich mixtures of the CH3 CHO/0 2 /Ar system. The
hydrocarbon-related reactions such as;

Reaction 22: CH 5  - H + C2 H4

Reaction 27: CH 4 + M -- CH3 + H + M

became more important for the reactions of rich mixtures than
"near-stoichiometric mixtures.

The calculated time to the maximum concentrations of O-atom
and OH-molecule was found to agree with that of experimental
results without adjusting any rates except that of H202 -related
reactions. The present acetaldehyde oxidation mechanism
contained 81 elementary ceactions excluding ketene-related
reactions, as slijwn in Table 5. It was found out that H2/02
reactions were important fo be hydrocarbon combustion and the
same H2 /0 2 rate constant, uld not be used for different
temperature :a-..g-s if those reactions were strongly temperature
depemdent. 'Ie maximum concentrations of O-atom and OH-
molecule were calculated using the results of sensitivity
analysis. Basically, the following four elementary reactions
were adjusted to fit the maximum values of O-atom and CO- and OH-
molecules concentrations;

Reaction 61: HCO + M -H + CO + M

Reaction 5: OH + CH3 C1H -1 H2 0 + CH 3 CO

Reaction 33: CH 3 + 0 -4 CH2 0 + H

Reaction 3: 0 4 CH3 CHO --* OH + CH 3 CO

The rates of those reactions were obtained using typically
available experimental results on induction time,

k6 1 = lxl01 3 exp(-19000/RT) cc/mole.sec

k5 = l.0xl01 4 exp(-4240/RT) cc/mole.sec

k3 3 = l.0xl01 4rxp(-2000/RT) cc/mole.sec

k3 = 2.0x1013exp(-2300/RT) cc/mole.sec

where the pablished values on activation energy were used to
determine the rates. The above four reactions were chosen by
setting up the criterion that the well established reactions and
their rates were fixed, It should noted be that the important
reactions cotained using sensitivity analysis were essentially
valid only Lt the temperature where the sensitivity analysis was
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applied. it should be necessary to check the sensitivity at
different temperatures as well as for different mixtures in order
to obtain the general reaction mechanism and associated reaction
rates.

5. DISCUSSIONS

The sensitivity analysis is powerful to d-etermine the rates
of unknown reactions when the rates of well established reactions
can be fixed, as is proved in the present paper.

Reaction 61 is one of the most important reactions in
acetaldehyde chemistry. This one and the CH3 CO + CH3 + CO
reaction compete each other for CO production. As Warnatz
describe 3 that the further rate measurement is necessary for this
reaction , it still has uncertainties. The preseptly obtained
rat ff are rather close to that of Browne et al. and Dean et
al. than that by Bowman.

Reaction 5 becomes more important for lean mixtures than for
rich mixtures. The rates of ýhis reaction for high temperatures
are obtained only by Colket with uncertainties. The normal
sensitivity coefficient of Reaction 5 is one order smaller than
the largest sensitivity coefficient in the same system. Tn other
words, the obtained rates have a large uncertainty since a large
frequency factor to adjust its rates does not affect the OH
concentrations.

The importance of Reaction 33 is dramatic in contrast with
the statement of Bowman that the CH3 +O2-ýCH2 0+OH reaction is more
important than Reaction 33. Instead, the sensitivity analysis
for O-atom clearly discloses the higher importance of Reaction
33. The rates presently obtained are the same as obtained by
other shock tube research.

Reaction 3 has also a large uncertainty in its rates, but
the present result must be important since these data decrease
the uncertainty at high temperatures. As seen in Table 4, this
reaction becomes less important for richer mixtures, but still
important for lean mixtures regarding both O-atom and OH-
molecule.

The calculated values for 0, CO, and OH concentrations
using the newly obtained mechanism agree with the experimental
data shown in Figs. 6, 7 and 8. The O-atom concentrations are
explai.ned well by the computed values. Fig. 6 shows an order of
magnitude difference in O-atom concentrations between the
stoichiometric and rich mixtures. The results for CO-molecules
diverge a little, but the computational results agree with the
experimental data.

Fig.8 shows the OH ultraviolet emission data. The
computational results agree at high temperatures.. but not at low
temperatures since the pressure effects become large.

It is concluded that the proposed mechanism can predict the
acetaldehyde/oxygen mixture combustion at high temperatures.
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Table 1 112/02 reaction sechoanise (Unito ,cc-mo2.o-cal-K-sec)

"5action A n J:

a . 2 -0 +Off 2.2XO 1 0. 1690.Table 2 CO/02 reaction MOCoainiSS (Units: cc-no1.-cia-K- s~c)

93 4 0 - a . 08 3.2Xl0'4 1.0 104400. Reaction A n E

0 . H20 - 08 + 08 5.4.o10 
1
4 0. 0 24.239. CO + 02 - C02 + 0 3. WO 

1 1  
0.0 37600.

3 . a2 OR + 112 1.280010, 0.0 21932. is

02 20 04+0 )..ilO12 0.0 104500. 02 +8 K 0 + 0 +) 1..7X10 0.0 115000.

a 2 9 + 11 2.2x.10 
1 4  

0. 98000. 0) + 3 * X94 CO2 + 86 5. 9X10 is 0.0 4100.

B20 a + 08 6.88810 26 -3.. 122$9ý0.

9012 H + 02 2.2oo10
1

5 0.0 45900.

H + B02 OR 09 OR 0 1 14 0.0 1900.

TAZ34 4 OTMOITivITy MAK%0yrS

(0! ATOK I T -1700 1, P - S ATM
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TABLE 5 Acetaldehyde oxidation mechanis- (units:cc-mole-sac-kcal)

Reaction 10 A n Ea Reference

I CH3CHO-CH3+HCO 16.15 0.0 05.80 Hayashi at al.11985)
2 02+CH3CHO-O2+CH3CO 13.30 0.5 42.20 Colket (1977)
3 0+CH3CHOsOH+CH3CO 13.30 0.0 2.30 This study
4 802+CH3CHO-H202+CH3CO 12.08 0.0 10.70 Colket (1977)
50H+CH3CROnH20+CH3CO 14.00 0.0 4.24 This study
6 H+CH3CHOH2+CH3C0 -4.23 5.6 1.36 Colket (1975)
7 CH3+CH3CBO-CH4+CH3CO -7.22 6.1 1.72 Colke*t (1975)
8 CH3+CH3CHO-CH4nCH2CHO -0.26 4.0 8.28 Colket (1975)
9 CH3COCwC3+CO 13.51 0.0 17.24 Watkins & Word (1974)

10 CH30+M-CH20++H+M 13.70 0.0 21.00 Brabbs 0 Brokaw (1975)
11 CH30+02-CH20+HO2 11.00 0.0 9.93 Engleman (1976)
12 CH30-H*CH20 13.95 0.0 30.00 Gray at al. (1967)
13 CR20+MK-CO+H+M 14.00 0.0 36.74 Dean at c1. (1960)
14 CH(20+CH3-(CO+CH4 10.00 0.5 19.00 Colket (1977)
15 C020+8-HCO+H2 14.52 0.0 10.50 Dean at al. (1980)
16 CH20+OH8HCOeH20 12.88 0.0 0.17 Atkinson & Pitts (1978)
17 C2H6+0-C205+OH 13.40 0.0 6.36 Herron 6 Hui* (1973)
18 C2(6÷OH.C2U5e.U20 13.04 0.0 2.45 Grainer (1973)
19 C2H6+R-H2+C2H5 2.73 3.5 5.20 Clark & Dove (1973)
20 C2HS6CH3-CH4+C2H5 -0.26 4.0 8.28 Clark & Dove (1973)
21 C2HS+02.C2H4+HO2 12.00 0.0 5.00 Wastbrook (1979)
22 C2H5-H+C2H4 15.30 0.0 30.00 Oison at al. (1979)
23 C2N4+M-C2H2+t'2+M 17.41 0.0 79.28 Harrig at al. (1971)
24 C2H4+M-C2H3+H+M 17.58 0.0 98.16 Baldwin at al. (1970)
25 C2H3+4-C2H2+eH+ 14.90 0.0 31.50 Herron (1969)
26 CH4e1-CH3+H0+M 17,15 0.0 88.40 Zaiiner at al. (1976)
27 CH4+H-CH3+H2 14.11 0.0 11.90 Skinner at al. (1972)
28 CH4+0-CH3+O 13.30 0.0 9.20 Brabb$ & Brokaw (1975)
29 CH4+OHCH3+H20 3.54 3.1 2.00 Shapp (1956)
30 CH4+HO2-CH3+H202 13.30 0.0 18.00 Peetera & eahnen (1973)
31 CH3+02-CH30+0 13.38 0.0 29.00 Fanimore (1969)
32 CH3+CH3-C2H6 13.34 0.0 0.00 Tunder at al. (1967)
33 CH3O0-CH20+ 14.00 0.0 2.00 This study
34 CH3+OH-CR20+H2 12.60 0.0 0.00 Just at al. (1977)
35 CH3+HCO-CH4+CO 11.48 0.5 0.00 Benson & Haugan (1967)
36 C2H4+H-C283+H2 7.18 2.0 6.00 Weastbrook at al. (1976)
37 C2H40-CH3CHCO 12.52 0.0 1.13 Davis at al. (1972)
38 C2H4+O-CH20+CH2 13.40 0.0 5.00 Westbrook at al. (1982)
39 C2H4+OH-CH3*CH20 12.30 0.0 0.96 Westbrook at al. (1982)
40 C2H44OH-C2H3÷H20 12.68 0.0 1.23 Westbrook at al. (1982)
41 C2H4+C21"4C2H3*C2H5 14.70 0.0 64.70 Benson 4 Haugen (1967)
42 C2H2*02-HCO-HCO 14.00 0.0 38.00 Gardiner & W41kar (1968)
43 C2H2+H-C21+()2 14.30 0.0 19.00 Browne at al, (1969)
44 C2H240C2H*OH 15,51 -0.6 17.00 Brown* at &1. (1969)
45 C2H2+O-CH2+Co 13.83 0.0 4.00 Vandooran & Von Tiggelen (1977)
46 C2H2+OHC2H+H20 12.78 0.0 7.00 Vandooren & Von Tiggelen (0797)
47 C2H2+M-C2H4+R÷ 14.00 0.0 114.J0 Jachimowski (1977)
48 C2R2*O0-CH3+CO 12.08 0.0 0.50 Smith 4 ZAiiner (1973)
49 C2H+O2-HCD.CO 13,00 0.0 7.00 (rowns at al. (1969)
s0 C2H+O.)H(CO 13.70 0.0 0,00 Browne at al. (1969)
51 C.R2*02.HCO+OH) 14.00 0.0 3.70 Benson &( Haug5n (1967)
52 CH2+H-CH+112 11.43 0.? 25.70 Mayer at al. (1967)
53 CH2+0-CH-OH 11.26 0.? 25.00 Mayer St al. (1967)
$4 C82+401-CH+•+t20 11.43 0.7 25.70 Paaters and Vicker (1975)
55 CH(02-8HCO+O 13.00 0.0 0.00 .Iccniowski (1977)
56 CH+02-COOH 11.11 0.7 25.70 Peaters 4 Vickar (1975)
57 CCInOH8CO2+( 7.11 1.1 -0.77 Siulch 6 Dryadale (1974)
58 CDHO.O2-C2*OM 14.00 0.0 23.90 Uldwin at al. (1970)
59 CO+C"M-CO2+K 15.44 0.0 4.10 Sonmonaitis 4 H(icklon 11974)
60 102,0,,CO+02 12.45 0.0 43.03 Gardinar at al, (1971)
61 (COaNMH+COH 14.00 0.0 19.00 Westbrook st al. (1977)
62 HCOý02-)1O2+CO 12.52 0.0 7.00 Westbrook at al. (1977)
63 (|ICO+X$CO+H 14.30 0.0 0.00 (Lki at al. (1969)
64 9CO.O.CO+O(0 14.00 0.0 0.00 WeatanDarg & do caas (19721)
05 HCOO4H(-C(20+0 14.00 0.0 3.00 Baldwin . Walker (1973)
66 HCO+OHsCO÷R2O 14.00 0.0 0.00 Bowman (1970)
67 ((2*0sH+OH 10.26 0.0 8.90 baulch at at. (1973)
68 02+M-+0.H 15.71 0.0 115.00 Jenkins et al. (1967)
69 (H+O4M.0H( 16.00 0.0 0.00 Moretti (1965)
70 x2+34•M(FH+ 14.34 0.0 96.00 8#ulch at al. (1973)
71 H+02-OH+O 14,34 0.0 16.80 Baulcn at al. (1973)
72 H+02+sK-1O2+N 15.51 0.0 -1.00 Baulch at al. (1973)
73 H02+H-OH+OH* 14.40 0.0 1.90 Baulch at al. (1973)
74 HO•÷+0a02÷O( 13.70 0.0 1.00 Wloyd (1974)
75 HO024H-2+O2 13.40 0.0 0.70 Baulch at al. (1973)
76 ((02+0((-(2o+o2 13.70 0.0 1.00 Lloyd (1974)
77 H02+C)I3-CIO+OH 12.30 0.0 0.00 Colket (1975)
78 1(02+CW.03,C14+02 12.30 0.0 0.00 Skinner at al, (1972)
79 (20#'.4-8+ONt+ 1.,.34 0.0 105.00 Baulch at al. (1973)
00 (20+H-H2+OH 13.98 0,0 20.30 Bauien at &1. (1973)
81 H20•0O(,OH+OH 13.83 0.0 18.35 Baulch at al. 1973)
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CHEMICAL KINETICS MODELING OF THE INFLUENCE
OF MOLECULAR STRUCTURE ON SHOCK TUBE IGNITION DELAY

Charles K. Westbrook and William J. Pitz
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

Livermore, California 94550

Abstract

The current capabilities of kinetic modeling of hydrocarbon oxidation
in shock waves are discussed. The influence of molecular size and
structure on ignition delay times are stressed. The n-paraffin fuels from
CH4 to n-C5 H12 are examined under shock tube conditions, as well as
the branched chain fuel isobutane, and the computed results are compared
with available experimental data. The modeling results show that it is
important in the reaction mechanism to distinguish between abstraction of
primary, secondary and tertiary H atom sites from the fuel molecule. This
is due to the fact that both the rates and the product distributions of
the subsequent alkyl radical decomposition reactions depend on which H
atoms were abstracted. Applications of the reaction mechanisms to shock
tube problems and to other practical problems such as engine knock are
discussed.

INTRODUCTION

The analysis of shock tube experiments often involves the use of
detailed chemical kinetic reaction mechanisms. Shock tube ignition delay
time measurements and their variation with temperature, density, and
cnmposition provide essential tests of reaction mechanisms for hydrocarbon
and other fuels. Numerical modeling studies are now using these reaction
mechanisms, tested against shock tube experiments, to examine the
structure and other properties of gaseous detonation waves, engine knock
in internal combustion engines, and other practical combustion systems.

In a particularly well formulated study, Burcat et al. 1 examined the
shock tube ignition delay of a series of n-alkanes from methane to
n-pentane, in oxygen-argon mixtures which were chosen to approximate
:jpl-air mixtures. The general conclusions of this work were that methane

haa A much longer ignition delay than the other fuels, ethane had a
slightly snu.-P delay period than the other fuels, and the other
n-alkanes all had very similar ignition delay times. The present
numerical modeling study was intended to simulate the experimental study
of Burcat et al. and interpret the results in terms of the elementary
chemical kinetic steps which control the overall rates of reaction.

NUMERICAL MODEL AND REACTION MECHANISM

The detailed reaction mechanism used in these computations was based
on the previous mechanism for n-butane , which has been tested
extensively against experimental results for a variety of conditions. The
mechanism was extended to include n-pentane, assuming that the rates of
primary and secondary H atom abstraction in n-pentane are the same as in
propane and n-butane. The decomposition reactions of the pentyl radicals
were assumed to follow the "one bond removed" rule of Dryer and
Glassman 3 , leading immediately to C3 and C2 radicals and olefins.
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Subsequent reactions of these C. and C3 species have been tested
extensively in the mechanism. An additional fuel, not considered in the
experimental study of Burcat et al., is the branched chain species
iso-butane (methyl propane), an isomeric form of butane. The interest in
branched chain hydrocarbon fuels was motivated by the experimental fact
that straight chain hydrocarbons tend to ignite more rapidly than branched
chain fuels with the same overall composition. No shock tube ignition
delay data were available to test the model predictions for iso-butane,
but the mechanism for iso-butane oxidation has been tested against
experimental data in the turbulent flow reactor 4 and should be
reasonably accurate under shock tube conditions. It is also well known
that branched chain hydrocarbon fuels tend to be more resistant to engine
knock in internal combustion engines, so the applications of these
reaction mechanisms to practical situations also tend to validate the
model predictions.

The ignition delay calculations were carried out using the HCT
program5 , assuming constant volume in the gaseous mixtures under
reflected shock wave conditions. The variations in shock tube ignition
delay times for methane, ethane, and propane have been examined in
previous numerical studiest,7, and the present mechanism reproduced the
past results for these fuels. Results of modeling studies of the
oxidation of n-butane 2 were incorporated into the present reaction
mechanism, and further extensions to n-pentane and iso-butane were also
included into the reaction mechanism8 .

RESULTS

rhe detailed chemical kinetic reaction mechanism was able to reproduce
the observed ignition delay times for all of the fuels which were studied
experimentally. The post-shock density was 3.54 x 10-3 gm/cm3 for
each mixture, and the initial temperatures were varied from 1150 K to 1700
K, except for methane, where the initial temperature ranged from 1500 K to
about 1900 K. Computed results for methane and ethane (and for mixtures
of methane and ethane) agree very well with experimental results 6 .
Results for the methane mixtures are shown in Fig. 1, and results for
ethane and mixtures of methane anj ethane are reported in Reference 6.
Computations presented previously• showed that the ignition of natural
gas, which contains small but not negligible amounts of propane together
with methane and ethane, could also be simulated well with the present
reaction mechanIsm. Computed results for propane ignition werc presented
in earlier work,, and the predictions are compared w'th experimental
results of Ourcat et al. in Fig. 1. Finally, comparisons betwee,
experimental and computed resuls for n-butane and n-pentane are
summarized in Fig. 2. Also shown are the computed results for ignition of
iso-butane, showing that the ignition of iso-butane is distinctly slower
than the ignition of n-butane or n-pentane.

The overall conclusion of these comparisons between experimental and
computed results is that the numerical model is accurately reproducing the
experimental data for all of the fuels studied. Furthermore, the model is
also indicating that iso-butane has a significantly longer ignition delay
period than either n-butane or n-pentane. Although there are no
comparable experimental data for comparison, the conclusion is that the
numerical model and detailed reaction mechanism adequately reproduce the
available experimental data.
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For each fuel, the variation in ignition delay period can be traced
directly to the details in the reaction mechanism. The case of methane
has been studied extensively and can be summarized here very briefly.
Every methane molecule eventually produces a methyl radical; these
radicals are very difficult to oxidize further, particularly since
recombination of methyl radicals to produce ethane

CH3 + CH3 = C2H6
is very important. Because of this recombination, methane oxidation and
ignition is not really typical of the ignition of most simple hydrocarbon
fuels. In the case of ethane, all H atom abstraction reactions produce
ethyl radicals, which subsequently decompose under shock tube conditions

C2 H5 +M = C2H4 + H + M
to produce H atoms. These H atoms then can react with molecular oxygen to
provide chain branching through the reaction

H + 02 = 0 + OH
Therefore, all H abstractions from ethane lead to chain branching,
explaining why ethane ignition is faster than all other n-alkanes.

For all of the higher hydrocarbon fuels, distinction must be made
between different H atom sites in the fuel molecule. For propane, the two
types of propyl radicals which can be produced are the n-propyl radical,
which leads primarily to methyl radicals and ethene

n-C3 H7  = CH3 + C2 H4
while isopropyl radicals lead to propene and H atoms

i-C3H7  = C3H6 + H
Since the methyl radicals lead to ethane formation through the reaction

CHI3 + CH3 = C2H6
while H atoms lead to chain branching, it is clear that production of
n-propyl radicals leads to retarding of the rate of ignition while
production of iso-propyl radicals provides overall acceleration of the
rate of ignition. Therefore, the key to describing propane ignition is
the description of the relative rates of primary to secondary H atom
abstraction reactions.

In similar terms, the ignition of n-butane and n-pentane can also be
shown to depend on the relative rates of primary and secondary H atom
abstractions. In the case of n-butane, abstraction of a primary H atom
leads to the production of H atoms and chain branching through

p-C4 H9  " C2H4 + C2H5
C2H5  C2H4  H

while the abstraction of a secondary H atom leads to chain termination
s-C 4H9  - CHI * C3H6

In the casc of n-pentane, a new element appears. All of the secondary H
atoms are not the same. The abstraction of a primary H atom leads to

p-C5H11  : C2H4 * n-C3H7
n-C3H7 C?,H4 + CH3

and chain termination. However, the abstraction of an H atom attachp. to
a -;econdary C atom leads to

2-C5H11  CH6 * C2H5
C2H5  0 C2H4 + H

and chain branching, while the abstraction of a symmetric H atom leads to
3- C5HIl - 1C4HB * CH3and chain termination. Therefore, the rate of chain branching depends

very sensitively on the relative rates of H atom abstraction from the
parent fuel molecule at each H atom site.
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The same trend applies in the case of iso-butane. There are nine
identical primary H atoms in iso-butane. At the elevated temperatures jf
shock tube conditions, the dominant reaction is the abstraction of a
primary H atom, although at lower temperatures the abstraction of a
tertiary H atom is most important. After abstraction of a primary H atom,
the alkyl radical decomposition is primarily

i-C 4H9 = C3 H6 + CH3
which results in chain termination. Only the t-butyl radical leads to
chain branching through

t-C 4H9 = i-C 4H8 + H
However, at the temperatures encountered in shock tubes, the production of
isobutyl radicals is strongly preferred. The strong degree of chain
termination which is the result of production of isobutyl radicals
"explains the slower rate of ignition for iso-butane.

Two practical combustion problems can be related to the rate of
ignition of fuel-oxidizer mixtures under shock tube conditions. The first
of these concerns the ignition of fuels in detonation waves. Previous
modeling analysisI 0 has shown how shock tube ignition delay times can be
related to detonation properties including detonation limits, critical
tube diameters, and minimum energy for initiation of detonation.
Overall, these results indicate that branched chain hydrocarbon fuels
should be less detonable than their straight chain counterparts.
Specifically, methane is predicted to be much less detonable than the
other fuel-oxidizer mixtures, which is certainly well established
experimentally. In addition, the detonation parameters of the other
n-alkane fuels are predicted to be very similar to each other, also in
agreement with experimental observations. Although not available for
comparison with experimental results, the model predicts that iso-butane
mixtures should be less susceptible to detonation than the n-alkane
mixtures.

The second application area in which ignition calculations are of
particular interest is that of engine knock. In previous modeling studies
of engine knockI ,12, it has been shown that the rate of ignition of
fuel-air mixtures at elevated pressures can be related to the
susceptibility of a mixture to engine knock. It is well known that
straight chain fuels are more likely to knock than are branched chain
fuels, and the present reaction mechanism indicates that these differences
are due to differences in the product channels for the alkyl radicals
which are produced. At the elevated pressures encountered in knocking
engines, H atoms produced from ethyl radicals do not decompose into HI
atoms but rather react with 02 molecules to produce H02 radicals.
These radicals then react further with the fuel to produce H202 which
then decomposes further to produce two OH radicals

H202 * M - OH * OH * M
The result of this sequence is a net production of radical species and an
increase in the rate of fuel oxidation. At the high pressures which are
typical of engine knock, the production of HO2 is preferred in
comparison to the chain branching reaction producing 0 + OH, and the rate
of fuel oxidation is more sensitive to variations in the abstraction of H
atoms by H02 than the abstraction of H atoms by other radicals such as
OH, H and 0.
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CONCLUSIONS

The reaction mechanism which has been developed in earlier modeling
studies has been shown to be applicable to the shock tube ignition of a
family oT hydrocarbon-air mixtures. This mechanism correctly reproduces
the observed shock tube ignition delay times reported by Burcat et al.'
for a fairly wide range of hydrocarbon fuels. Since the mechanism has
been so extensively tested for hydrocarbon ignition, it can be applied to
other studies of shock tube ionition of fuel-air mixtures. Even more
important, these reaction mechanisms, validated through comparisons with
shock tube experiments, have been shown to be applicable to a variety of
important and practical combustion environments. The shock tube data
therefore provide an essential means of testing detailed reaction
mechanisms under coditions that are impossible to achieve under other
conditions. The relationships between shock tube conditions and
detonation phenomena and engine knock problems make the study of shock
tube phenomena of particular importance, and the present paper outlines
the essential elements of these reaction mechanisms. Extension nf the
present formalism to more complex fuels should be very straightforward,
given the fundamental basis provided by the reaction mechanisms for the
more simple fuels discussed in this paper.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

1. Comparison between computed (lines) and experimental (symbols)
ignition delay times for stoichiometric fuel-oxygen-argon mixtures at an
initial density of 3.54 x 10-3 g-'/cm3 . Triangles indicate results for
methane, solid circles show propane, and squares show n-butane.

2. Comparison between computed (lines) and txperimental (symbols)
ignition delay times for stoishiometric fuel-oxygen-argon mixtures at an
initial density of 3.54 x 10- gOn/cm3. Open squares indicate
experimental results for n-butane, solid squares for n-pentane. No
experimental results were available for iso-butane.
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The effects of variation in Lhermochemical data on
modAl prediction of soot yields In shock-tube
pyrolysis of acetylene and on the dominant reaction
pathway to soot ide~itified In a pcLviovs study are
investigated. The computational results demonstrate
that the"%ccuracy of thermodynamic data is as
Important as that of rate coefficients in modeling of
high-temperatute kinetics.

INTRODUCTION

Recently, we presented a detailed chemical kinetic mechanism of 13
soot formation under the conditlons of shock-tube pyrolysis of acetylene.
The model correctly zccounts fur the t!me aid tompucature depe:.dences observed
experimentally except ;or a mismatch in the temperature of the soot-yield
maximum. We sud-9ested, oil basis ot Computational results demonitt-atLing the
ensltivity of species concentratlons to both rate coefficients and

the'todyn a-1.c partmaters, that the miimatch tn probably due to -ncertai:t!.ao
in thermochetimcal dats. This Nuggestioa is supported by the reaults of a
re•Oent modeling study vh1ch determined that Inclusion of coagulationl and
surface growth does not significantly affect computed soot yields at short
reaction time#.

In the preieont work, the effect of therm~odynsmic parameters on the
model prediction for soot yield is syotevatiealy Investigeted. the Influence
of changes in thermodynamic data on the dominant reaction Imthway to soot is
smalymed, and the senoitivity analysis It expanded.

COMPIIUTER XPEKRIýMNTS

All computer experimentelit this work usere pqrformed using the model
developed In the previoes stujdy. " Briefly. the reaction mechanism has three
Logical co~ponents: I Itiatiou - a set ti reactions describing the initial
stages of acetylene pyrolysis; cyclsAtilo - reactions describing the
formati-on of larger molecules and radicals and eventually small aromatic
moleculeo and radicals; and polywizatiou - a deacription of the further

growth of aromatic rings.
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The initiation set is compgsed of 21 reactions and is based on the

mechanism of Tanzawa and Gardiner. One reaction of their mechanism, namely

C2 H2 + C2 H2 = C4 H3 + H , (R2')

has been of particular concern. Originally, Tanzawa and Gardiner7 Introduced

this reaction in an attempt to account for 8 the rapid appearance of C H in
acetylene pyrolysis reported by Gay et al. as well as to initiate chahn
reaction. We now recognize that the vinylacetylene radical, thT structure
assigned to the product of reaction (R2') In the previous work, is so
unfavored thermodynamically that no reactions could build up its concentratton
to a level that would have been observed in TOF mass spectrometric
experiients; for example, no C4 H3 or C4 R4 was reported in a more recent TOF
study. Furthermore, computations performed during the course of this study
at the experimental conditions of Tanzawa and Gardiner' indicated that
replacing reaction (R2') by reaction

C2 H2 + C2H2  2+ C2 H3  (R2)

does not affect the computed laser-schliecen signals. Since reaction (R2')

has never been identified by a direct experiment, It has been replaced for the
rest of our study by a conceptually simpler, disproportionati? reiction1 (R21,
with a rate coefficient value for th-z reverse direction of 10 cm mol- a-

The reactions of the cycllza iIn and polymerization parts of the
mechanism were grouped Into classes. The rate coefficient expression
chosen for a prototype reaction within a class was assigned to rhe cest of the
class. Te[iodynamic properties were astimated using groutp .dditivity
Methods. ' The computer experimets were performed at the same initial
conditions.as in tba prevlous study, that Is, for a 1.09%C2 H -Ar mixture at
P -3.8x10"* molicm-. The details of the calculacions can be iound In Refs.
1-3,10.

To test the effects of Lhermodynamic data, three basic ind yet not
well-establi hod propertA|s, naely C H-fl and C,113 -1 bond energies and the
C -(C ) group addicivity value for A2, were varied. Since in our work
tfievmdyna4i c properties are atimato9gy group additivity methods, the
vArlations in these basic values result in bystematic, simultaneous variations
in the properties of all the species. Six sets of thermodynamic data, S3
chrough S8, were constructed; they are shown In Table 1. Also shown in Table
I is set S2, dbichlias used In our previous modeling of soot formation In
scet)lene systems. Set S2 is the same as set S4 except for reaction (R2)
being replaced by reaction (R2').

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Soot yields computed with the sets In Table I are shown In Fig. 1. Al
seýo In Otis figure, replacement of reaction (R2') by reaction (R2) shifts the
position of the aoot-yield maximum by about 75 K to higher temperatures with a
reduction it the maximum value of soot yield. Purther examination of Fig. I
reveals that: (a) a relatively small change in the C2H-11 bond energy strongly
affects the temperature of the maxisuo and the absolute value% of qoot yield;
(b) a change in the C -(C ) group additivity value has a pronoeneed effect on
the mAximum value of he Loot yield but not on Ito temperature location; and
(c) variation in CItH -U bond energy has no sigtificant Influence on the
computed soot y1 ieli. Computer solulatliis performed at the conditions of the
Tansava anl Cardinor lase r--chlIerea experiments* resulted in longer induction
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times and smaller maximum deflection values for sets S4, S5 and S7 compared to
those for sets S3, S6 and S8. An mentioned earlier, no difference was
obtained between cases S2 and S4.

It should be pointed out, however, that no decision can be made on
which thermodynamic set is best based on the above analysis alone. The
presented results identify computational trends. To determine the best-fit
values, the entire acetylene pyrolysis mechanism must be reoptimized with
respect to both thermodynamic and rate-coefficlent data with all available
experimental facts taken as constraints.

It is of Interest, nevertheless, to analyze the effects of the changes
*tn thermochemical data on the reaction mechanism. Inspection of the
", .uitational results revealed that for sets S2, i4, nt, e6, i7 and p8 the
mairn eaction pathways to soot remain exactly as Identified In our previous
work. In the case of set S3, the dominant reactions leading to the formation
of the first aromatic ring are

¢2 H3 + ¢2t{2 C41H5

¢4H5 + C2H2 2 6H7

061H7 , c-C 6117

c-C 6 1a7 a c-C 6 H6 + H

which are different from those in all other casqa, namely

C4 H5 - C4H4 + 11

041it4 + H - C 4 113 + lt2

,4it3 + C2112 - 06115

C6It5 " c-C 6 U5

It should also be montlooed that the difference in the net ratea of the
dominant and minor routes of second-rihg forvation (cee Fig. I in Ref. 1) is
simaller for sets S3, $7 and S8 compared with that for the other sets. The
ratio of the rates at 0.5 we ia a factor of 3 for set S3, 10 for S7 and 6 for
S8; these ratios increase with reactlon time.

Tables It and Ittiprooent computed sensltivities. The sentitivities
are defined as previously

S in(•(k/o)/ln(li ) anda ' - LAY o/Y 15,

where Y •a the loot yield computed for the 1.09q C'11 -At mrixture at Po,
3.80XID00 5 aol/ew , a reaction time of 0.5 me, and 4t ?heta eperature oý tule
"corresponding soot-yield mulmua 1675 K for set $2, 1975 K for set $3 and
1750 K for set S4. Y and YK are the soot yietd# eý3*puted at the ease
conditions but with the rate coe~ffcient reduced by a factor of 5 and with the
ejuilibrium constant Increased by a f[ctor of 5, respectively, for a given
reaction (Table III) or reaction class (Table 11). The reactions and reaction
classes omitted have absolute #ensitivity values lest3than 0.005. The pR
values in Table III are defined In the otual manner. Their values are given
at two reaction times, 0.3 and 0.5 as.
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Table II presents the sensitivities computed with sets S2, S3 and S4.
The results indicate that a change in thermodynamic data affects the
sensitivity values. For some reaction classes the influence is significant;
however, the relative ranking of the sensitivity values is not changed much.
It should be pointed out that an analysis at fixed conditions can be
incomplete. This is illustrated by Fig. 2, which depicts a sensitivity
analysis performed for a single reaction class, class 30, but over the entire
temperature range. As seen In the figure, a change in the equilibrium
constant, K130, not only increases the soot yields, but also shifts the
temperature of the maximum.

The sensitivity information for the initiation reactions is given in
Table I1. There are only a few reactions with large sensitivity values, the
largest being that of reaction (R6). The reason for this 1i that (R6) and
(R7) constitute the fastest reaction3 chain, which 'controls the concentration
of hydrogen atoms (and C H radical). The rate of this chain is determined by
the reverse reaction of ýR6), because Its yite coefficient is much smaller
than that of the forward reaction of (R7). Decreasing the rate coefficient
of the latter does not affect the reaction rate but increases the
concentration of C 2H, which explains the negative value of the sensitivity for
reaction WR7). The surprisingly high sensitivity for reaction (RIO) is due to
the additional hydrogen atoms produced by the branching sequence (RIO) and
(R12); hydrogen atoms were jd~n~ lfed as a dominant factor in polymerization
kinetics of soot formation. However, production of hydrogen atoms by
reaction (RiO) occurs only during the initial (induction) period of the
pyrolysis, with the most significant Lontribution taklug place during soot
inception, after which the reaction proceeds in reverse, as follows from the
pR values in Table J11.

CONCLUSION

It It demonstrated th0t both the magnitude and the temperature
location of the soot-bell maxlmum are affected by variations in thermochemical
data. It Is important to note that the chemical reaction pathway to soot
remains basically unchanged with these variations. This observtloy •upports
the reaction mechanism for soot forzation soggested by us recently. A more
geneyal 1pnchlu on to be drawn from the reaults of this and previous
work ' " .in that the accuracy of thermodynamic data is as Itportant as that
of rate coefficients in modeling of high-temlmrature chemical kinetics. It
would take more rigorous modeling and experimental efforto to determine the
requirid basic parameters with oufficlent precision to allow a closer
comparlsoti between theory zand experiment.
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Table 1. Sets of Teraodyutamic Data

Bond ENerjy1 kJi/tol Ct - (C ) C2112 + C2112
Set C2If- 1 G2 - It Croup Value Roaction
No. 2 3 2 411; 98 , kJ/mol Used

S2 452 502 107 R21
S3 452 552 107 R2
S4 452 502 107 R2
S5 452 502 125 R2
$6 452 552 125 R2
S? 427 502 107 R2
Se 427 552 107 R2
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Table II. Sensitivities of Soot Yield with Respect to Rate Coefficients
and Equilibrium Constants for Reaction Classes

SY 
Y

Reaction 
k

Class S2 S3 S4 S2 S3 S4

1 -0.09 -0.01 -0.07 0.09 0.01 0.07
2 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
3 0.05 0.30 0.04 -0.18 -0.32 -0.21
5 -0.01 0.07 -0.01 0.02 -0.08 0.02
8 -0.15 -0.37 -0.02 0.89 1.28 0.97

13 0.00 -0.27 -0.02 0.97 1.65 1.03
20 0.00 0.02 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.00
21 0.00 -0.01 -0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00
23 2.45 1.05 2.38 0.19 0.10 0.32
24 0.11 -0.01 -0.13 0.11 0.01 0.13
25 0.76 0.34 0.85 -1.16 -0.50 -1.35
27 1.34 1.18 1.66 0.29 1.03 0.34
29 -0.03 -0.05 -0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00
30 0.45 0.53 0.62 1.03 2.10 1.01

Table III. Sensitivities of Soot Yield with Respect to Rate Coefficients and
Equitibrium Constants for Initiation Reactions with Set 54

No. Reaction R oR
Si "300 Soo

Ri C2112 + M - C2B + U + H4 0.29 0.00 16.00 -15.23

R2 C2112 + C2112 - C21t3 + C211 0.03 0.00 15.27 -14.43

R3 C2112 + It - C2113  0.00 -0.01 18.10 17.68

R6 C2H + 112 - C2112 + 1 3.49 -3.49 -19.87 -19.86

R7 C2112 + C211 - C4 112 + ,! -0.41 0.00 19.87 19.81

RIO C4112 + M - C4 11 + It + M 2.33 M.57 18.35 -17.03

Ril C4,12 + C2 01 - C6 112 + It -0.04 -0.05 18.02 18.81

R12 C411 + C It - C6 112 + 11 0.17 0.13 18.36 18.62
R16 C6 112 + C 61 + It + M 0.00 0.01 16.06 -16.89
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EMPIRICAL MODELING OF SOOT FORMATION
IN SHOCK-TUBE PYROLYSIS OF AROMATIC HYDROCARBONS

M. Frenklach, D. W. Clary and R. A Matula

Department of Chemical Engineering
Louisiana State University

Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70803

A method for empirical modeling of soot formation
during shock-tube pyrolysis of aromatic hydrocarbons is
developed. The method is demonbcrated using data
obtained in pyrolysis of argon-diluted mixtures of
toluene behind reflected shock waves. The developed
model is in good agreement with experiment.

INTRODUCTION

The ability to predict the amount of soot formed under various experimental
conditions is one of the challenging problems for combustion science. Although
detailed modeling1 will play an increasingly important role in the development
of this predictive ability, empirical models are still necessary. Empirical
models allow one to summarize the abundant experimental data on soot formation
in a systematic manner; to predict soot yield within the range of experimental
conditions for which the model was developed and, within this limitation, to be
used for design and optimization of practical combustion devices; and to serve
as constraints for the development of detailed models 2 . It is of interest to
consider the correlation of soot yields for tranaiet rather than steady-state
conditions. A purely analytical approach to modeling of soot formation in
thermal decosposition of hydrocarbons was proposed by Gordiets et al.3; however,
they pointed out the presence of a "marked divergence between theory and experi-
ment"f.

In this paper, a quantitative approach to empirical modeling of soot fora-
tioti is piesented. The objective is to predict soot yield for a given reaction
time at various teoperatures, pressures, initial reactant concentrations and
eventually various fuels. The approach is introduced by considering soot forma-
tion during shock-tube pyrolysis of toluene.

EXPERIMMAL

Toluene - argon mixture* "ere pyrolyzed behind reflected shock waves in a
conventional shock-tube. The soot conversion vais determined by measuring the
attenuation of a He-We laser be&* at 632.8 ra, The details of the experimental
apparatus and procedures used in this stody are described in previous works"s$.
The results from five series of experiments were used for the development of the
empirical model. The experimental conditions are summariied in Table I.

DRIVATIOi

The empirical model is postulated as
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kf

A . X- 0 fragmentation

k
A+X0 + - 1

k
p

A + X -- Xi+1 , i = 1, 2,..., polymerization (1)

which is the mathematically simplest kinetic scheme that has all the features of
the conceptual model for soot formation in pyrolysis of aromatic hydrocarbonss.
Reactant A in the mechanism denotes a species With an intact aromatic ring and
Xi denotes the i-th intermediate. The reactions are assumed to be irreversible;

this does not necessarily eliminate the thermodynamic resistance identified by
detailed modeling1 - since the model is empirical by definition, this resistance
will be reflected in the parameter values. If the reversibility were included
explicitly, no analytical solution of the resulting differential equations would
be possible.

Species X., XX+I, ... of the system constitute What we Will call soot.

The soot yield is defined as Y = I (i+l)(X i)/iA01) (2)

where: Y is the soot yield;

[Xi] is the concentration of species Xi;

(Al0 is the initial concentration of A.

Defined in this manner, the soot yield is the fraction of fuel initially present
which is converted to soot. The (iil) in ,q. (2) accounts for the nuaber of
molecules of A "contained" in X-.

I

The objective is to derive an expression for Y as a fuaction of experi-
teutal parsmeters. The differential equations for the reaction system (1) take
the form of

dt P j
d[X0) =kftA k (A)JtX0)(dt~o

dix

with the initial conditions
JAIl " (A)0o and tXilt= = 0, i 0,1.2....

Introducing the "dimensionless concentrationaff
a E- [AJilA] 0  and xi a J Xil/[Ao. i 0,1,2,...,

dividing both sides of each differential equation (3) by kfa. and substituting,
as discussed by Holland and Anthony$.:i' kfadt =dt )
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we obtain da = - 00x/r (5a)

dx 0
S= 1 - X0

dx. x /r x./r i = 1,2,... (5b)

d 1

with the initial conditions
a I I.. = 1 and x 0, i = 0,1,2,..., (5c)

where: r = kf/(k [A]o). (6)

The resultant system (5b) is composed of linear ordinary differential equations
and it can be readily shown that the solution is:

Xi [xi]/[A0 = r P(i+l, T/r), i = 0,1,2,..., (7)

TI/r

where: P(il, I/r)jL jo ctudu

is the incomplete Gamma function?. It can be noted that I X 1 (8)
i=O

as is demonstrated below:
m ,, "I fe-uiu
-o r P(i4l, I/r) = r j&4 O Of euo du

(rlr Plr
l t! - i.U il

-r 1 Je.Uu' 4u = r ( I e d rJf du~T
it4 0 it j~0 f 1!i 0

siace by definition of the Poissou distributioa.

•*U

i o El-C- -,
-lbttitutial (8) into (5a), ave obtainl

do

-dt
the solutioa of whiitlc. taking into account the initial conditions (5c). is

a 1- I - X"/2r • (9)
Substituting (9) into (4), a" interoattia, ve obtaiu

r(=-e ,f , .t ) (10)
I e I _ 1kt

where: X 1 -I + q, X2 -t -q; 4Ud q J 4 1 r;

Expression (10) relates the "transformed tive" v, the physical meaning of which
is disclosed through equality (9). with the real time t. Hence, substitution of
(6) and (10) into (7) and (9) detemifies the kinetic behAvior of reaction system
(0).
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Let us rewrite expression (2) as
0 O K-1

Y = 1 (i4l)xi = y (i+l)xi - I (i+l)x. (11)
i'-K i=O i=

where the first sum on the right-hand side of this expression is:

I (isl)xi= I ix. + 1 X. (12)
i-O i=O i4)

J0

As seen in (8), 1 xi equals x. For the second term we obtain
i-O

//r
i O ix i I i -li r P (i+ l,I lr ) = - r il i i Te U i d

i- J1 = i iT• 0 fduud

r eT di=~ r e-uoi d r e' u i d

t/rXr

Whom -u j

C 0 u j du = udu - x/2r

j 40d jO jF '

Thst ii, I (i4I)x, • ' t l!r . (13)
i=0

In order to detemine the secoad sum oui the right-hood side of expr,.ssiou
(11), let us recall one of the properties of the iuo"ete Gauma functio••,

P61 1.00r) = P(i.ier) - •tI i

of P(i'l, l/r) - .

Therefore, utiug expression (7), 1 - r

,1-0 (i-1 i =-t/r rII J- 0  J'
K-- ?A-1 i -T/r j

V -j- L (-,I r)~j
Wi+ - JO(iil) P C J1j
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K( -K-1 qi÷1K)(KL e-/r (71r)i ]

=)2 -i-o 2 it (14)

Thus, substituting (13) and (14) into (11), we obtain

Y =r [/r + Y2/2r2 K(K +I i)e-/ (t ("2 io Z it

"RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Expression (15) together with relotionship" (6) and (30) kastitute an
empirical model for toot formation which coutaius 3 unknowns: K, kff *ad k . A
general approach for fitting the sodel would be to minizize

i (¥calc,i,t " Yerpt,i,t)2, (16)

where Y ept,i,t and Ycalc,i,t are the experimentally observed and the calcu-

lated soot yields for the i-th experiment at observation time t. It was desir-
able that the aodeling results not depend on the refractive index, the value of
which is not well-established1 . Therefore, instead of minimaiing the objective
function (16), we minimized I (Y /Y - Yept,i,t Y*p)' (7)

where Y* is the experimental soot yield at specified reference conditions *nd
expt

t* is the soot yield calculated by Eq. (15) at these conditi-'s. The refer-
Cale

ence conditions were chosen as the 0.311% C7 H-Ar mixture at T a 1977 9, p u
1.54 X 10's mol/Cl 3 and time T 1.0 as.

Since the present modeling is eopirical in nature, meaning the goal 14
simply to fit experimental data, the objective tuactiou for miatizati.= (17)
can be revritten as

i,t

The form of expression (18) ispliet that (7'/) Cale should be considered as 4

silnle entity and no physical "aning should be attached to Ycarc orCae Cale
alone. That it, the empirical model predicts relative values and in order to
obtain the absolute value of soot yield at Liven conditlioao one must multiply
the correspordi.n. (Y/Y*)cal by the actual soot yield at reference cuditions,

•ept O•e way to estimate the value of Y•p is to use the relatioaship
eapt. expt
Y* . -9(*) = 10.11; this method requires ona to choose a value for the tomplex

refrtctive index, u. The quantity E(m) is definedO ag R(m) = -lI(m-l)/(u2+2))
and the number 10.11 id &* experimeatol result determined in this work.

After sevoral trials, the follovibt fotms for the fnte constants were
assumed

k =A exv(.O lT)p *ad k = Bexp(- TP(

where: T is the initial reaction temperature in 1;
p is the tot.al density in mol/cs3;

[A) 0 is the initial concentration of toluene in sol/cu3 ;
the units of kf ad kp are mole, cm3 aod a.

Thus there are S parameters to determine, amely AaB,nD,,aPV mid K. Hici-
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mizing expression (18) for all 5 toluene-argon series, the following results
were obtained:

A = 6.67 x 1011 = 6.47 x 103
Of 2.38 x 10 4  P = 0.139
O = 0.858 y -0.413
B = 2.68 x 100 K = 6 (assumed).

Although the quality of the fit was slightly better for K=3, for physical
reasons 10 we assumed K=6. Figures 1 and 2 compare the experimental and computed
values of Y/Y*. Figure 1 shows the time development and Fig. 2 the pressure
dependence of soot yields. A more complete discussion of the comparison of the
experimental and computed values can be found in Ref. 11.

It must be stressed that from the statement of the problem the model
developed here is empirical in nature. Therefore, although the numerical values
of the obtained parameters can be rationalized conceptually (e.g., the differ-
ence of the temperature coefficients, f6 -Op, is always a large positive number
regardless of the specific form assigned to the rate coefficients kf and kp;

this result is in accord with a recent conceptual model 5 ), one should refrain
from assigning physical meaning to the parameter values of an empirical model 2 "12 .
The parameters would contain physical meaning only if reaction sequence (1) has
a strong physical basis.
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TABLE I. Summary of Experimental Conditions

Series Composition T5 P 5  [Carbon] 5 x 10"17

(Vol. % of 3
Toluene in Argon) (K) (bar) (atoms/cm3)

A 0.311 1600-2375 2.08-3.02 1.96-2.05

B 1.0 1529-2932 1.98-3.73 6.25-6.78

C 0.1 1647-2051 2.15-2.65 0.64-0.66

D 0.563 1463-2480 0.32-0.58 0.60-0.69

F. 1.75 1668-2932 0.33-0.68 1.69-2.33

+r 0 0.1V5~

0 1:5(3

+ 2. 0

+

+ 4+
+ U

+ MS

TENPERRtURE (KI TEHPEiRTUREW (K)

Fig. 1. Comparison of the Fig. 2. Comparison of the
model prediction with model prediction with
experimental observations experimental observations
for Series A. Time developmaet. for Series A and E. The
The symbols represent actual effect of pressure. The
erperisental poiuts; the solid symbols represent Actual
hnes are tIe predicted values, experimental points; the

solid lines are the
predicted value•.



SINGLE-PULSE SHOCK TUBE EXAMINATION OF HYDROCARBON
PYROLYSIS AND SOOT FORMATION

by

M. B. Colket, III
United Technologies Research Center

East Hartford, CT 06108

A single-pulse shock tube coupled to a capillary gas
chromatograph has been used to observe the pyrolysis
of a variety of hydrocarbons. Product spec.es, mass
balances, and H/C ratios of uncollected material have
been determined. Relative "sooting" tendencies have
been found to be toluene > bemr-ene > allene > vinyl-
acetylene > acetylene > 1,3-butadiene > cyclohexone
for similar carbon-atom densities. A detailed
chemical kinetic model has been constructed for the
pyrolysis of acetylene and describes profiles of
major species as well as ths production of
vinylacetylene, benzene and phenylacetylene.

Introduction

Shock tubes are frequently used for studying kineicis and mechanisms
of both hydrocarbon pyrolysis and soot formation at conditions
characteristic of diffusion flames. Single-pulse shock tubes (SPST)
have been used perhaps most successfully for measuring rates of primary
decomposition procesles when fractional decomposition of the parent
hydrocarbon is small-, Its applications to the study of soot may be
limited by wall quenching and finite quenching in the rarefaction wave;
but the potential for providing detailed species information with the
aid of capillary gas chromatography has metivated the present research.

The ultimate goal of the experimental work is to provide data from
which mechanisms of hydrocarbon pyrolysis and soot formation can be
obtained. As part of that goal the relative tendency of different
hydrocarbons to soot in a SPST is measured in thia work. 2 In addition,
an objective of this paper is to extend a recent proposal and present
some results related to soot formation during the pyrolysis of
acetylene. Specifically, experimental and modeling rasults on the
production of vinylacetylene (VA), benzane, and phanylaterylono (PA) are

* shown.

Description of Facilities

The SPST used in this program is 258 cm long and has a diamoer of
3.8 cm (iLd.). The driver is 88 cm in length and can be tuned by
shorte"ning its length in 3.8 cm incromenta; the driven section is 197 am
lon. IPre-stressed aluminum diaphrapa were usod to control tho rvupura
pressure. An 11.? liter Idump tank" is located in the drives (lowor
pressure) section 30 ca downstrean of the diaphragm. The j-uvpIng
station is located 4e thts tee, Pressure profiles were determined using
Kistler pressure transducer3 located 15.25 and 2,50 cm from the end
wal). Arrival tiaes were dotermined to wkthin ono microsAectod usitg
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digitized pressure traces, Calculated quench rates are typically 105

K/sec in the rarefaction wave. Starting pressures prior to filling are
0.2W and leak rates are less than lp/min. Post-shock temperatures were
calculated based on the measured incident shock velocity and normal
shock wave equations.

The procedurel for performing an experiment are similar to those
described by Tsang-, except for an automated sampling system. The
sample is collected at the endwall of the shock tube using 0.045 inch
i.d. tubing heated to over 85 C. Approximately 30 milliseconds after
the gas has been shock heated and cooled, a solenoid valve opens to the
evacuated sample cell and then closes after 300 milliseconds. All
valves and lines in this system have been degreased and rinsed in
toluene to minimize condensation on the walls. The sample storage
vessel is all stainless steel with an Internal volume of 25 cc. Total
internal volume of the remainder of the sampling system is less than 3
CC.

The sampling volume is directly coupled to a low volume, heated
inlet system of a Hewlett Packard 5880 A gas chromatograph. Typical
injection pressures are 0.5 atmospheres and are measured to within two
percent using a calibrated pressure transducer. One gas sampling valve
4njaects samples onto a 25 m x 0.33 mm i.d. CP Sil 5 CB (I micron film
thickness) fused silica capillary column (from Chrompack Inc.) followed
by quittitaive hydrocarbon analysis using a flame ionization detector.
A sec-d valve lesis to a silica gel packed, stainless-steel colunn and
a single-filaiaent, modulated thermal conductivity ditector for analysis
nf hydrigen. Valves, detectors and software integratinn routinas enable
t1tis svtem to provide automatic quantitative detection of hydrogen and
hydroirbon species up to G1 0 -hydrocarbons, Based on repeated
injections of colib-aced samples, overall measurement a-curacies are
estimated to ,-a approximately three percent. Calibration gases were
stored in stainloss sveel cylinders with degreasod valIes and were
heated te approximately LOC prior to injection.

Argon (99,999% Are) was obtained from Hatheson and wa'. the
principal diluent. Other chemicals were at least 99,5% pure according
to gas chtomatogrtphic anilysis, except for vinylacetylena. Illene, and
acetylene. VA contained approximately 8010 ppm at an unidentified
C -hydrvoarbon. Alleno was obtained 'rom several d$fterent vendors
yet was typically 1? to 93% pur vith a variery of ocher C3-hydro-
carbons ue itpurities. Bulh-to-buib dt'tillation enhanced the purity
levul to approxit.4-ily 974. Similirty. the initial conconrration of
acetone ia acetylene was reduced from approximately 2t n,` the initial
acetylene to Pbout 1.00 ppm.

Kosults

Toiuene, benzene, cyclohavono, 1,3-butadione, VA, alpne, end
acetylene have been pyr0.yzod in a bath of argon. ror tach hydrocarbon,
a series of shock tot~ rums were performed. nensitit behind the
reflected shock wave range were approximately 1.8xl0 ,tarbon
atoms/oc. Reflected &hock temperatures and preasures ranged from
approximately 11100 to 2500 K a'd 5 to 8 atmospheres, rospectively.
Dwell timom were typically 550 to 800 microseconds aithough for the bulk
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of runs, dwell times were close to 700 microseconds. Typical results
are shown in Figs. la and lb for the pyrolysis of 1.17% benzene in
argon. Presented in these figures are the final product distribution
(for 18 separate shocks) after the test gas has been shock heated and
then quenched by the rarefaction wave. The general features, i.e.,
production of aromatics over the 1500 to 1900 K temperature range, and
the dominance of hydrogen and 'equilibrium' concentrations of the
acetylenes above 2200 K is apparent in virtually all fuels. For the
non-aromatic fuels, equilibrium concentrations are generally achieved
above 1900 to 2000 K. At temperatures below 1500 to 1600 K, the product
distribution is controlled by the kinetics of the decomposition of the
hydrocarbon parent.

Figure 1 exhibits a relatively large amount of hydrogen produced at
low temperatures. Modeling demonstrates that this 'low temperature'
hydrogen is principally formed via the sequence:

C6H --- > C6H. + H
CR +CH --- > 6H6H. +6

A comparable amount of biphenyl should be produced, yet is
unobserved due to its apparent loss during the sampling process or in
the inlet system to the gas chromatog'aph. The amount of carbon
converted to biphenyl at 1400 K would be approximately a few percent of
the total and is consistent with the measured mass balance. Total
hydrogen and carbon mass balances have been determined for the data in
Fig. I and are plotted in Fig. 2. Also shown are calculate.i' -/0 ratios
of the missing material. (Uncertainties in this calcula.U.7'n are
obviously large when either hydrogen or carbon are nearly fully
recovered.) At low temperatures, the ratio is in reaAonable agreement
with the assumption that biphenyl (H/C - 0.825) or other small
multi-ringed compounds are produced. At higher temaperatures, the Rl/C
ratio is very low, suggesting the formation of very large polynuclear
aromatics (PAN) or even soot. The low ratio of 0.1 observed in these
benzene experiments is atypical since for moat other hydrocarbons, the
H/C ratio of the missing material rdnges from 0.2 to 0.3 above 1700 K.
This difference between benzene and other hydrocarbons may not be
significant in light of the potential errora in calculating the R/C
ratios of the missing material,

The fractional mass recovered is a strnng function of both the
concentration and the density of the parent hydrocarbon. The effect of
hydrocarbon t.jpo on mass balance is shown in Fig. 3. Assuming that the
mass loss is indicative of soot productions, the relative tendency to
soot is approximately toludne k benzene > allone > VA Z acetylene >
1,1-butadione.;e cyclohexene. The singlo-pulse shock tube data is in
excellent agreement with tha relative tendencies to soot and Vth the
temperature dependence as 'tter•ined using optical absorptiont . The
detailed speciea ptofiles offer some insight to the relative sooting
tendencies. Production of aromatics, particularly PA, appears to be
critical. Alleon. for *xampla, produces larte quantities of bentene and
PA. The convursion of allens to ben*ene Is as high as 25% of the
initial carbon (and 4% to PA). If sooe benzene is converted to PAll and
possibly soot. then the actual production of benzene may be even larger.
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Thus the "sooting" tendency of allene is quite similar to those of the
aromatics. In comparison, only 9% of the initial butadiene carbon is
converted to benzene and the production of PA is delayed (relative to
its production during benzene or allene pyrolysis) by 100 to 150 K. The
similarity in mass balance between acetylene and VA at elevated
temperatures can be explained by the dominant overall chain process
C 4H + H -- >2C H2 + H apparent from the product distribution
during VA pyrolysis. Also of interest are significant concentrations of
PA, which are presumably formed via C H addition to VA, followed by
cyclization and H-atom loss. The production of PA near 1400-1700 K may
lead to the significant mass deficit observed in this regime. The
similarity between cyclohexene and butadiene is explained by the rapid
unimolecular decay c-C 6 H.1 0 -- >1,3-C_ H + CYH and the
relatively low sooting tendency for t 2 H4 4ref. 3).

Detailed chemical kinetic modeling has been performed using Chemkin
and a modified shock tube code originally developed at Sandia National
Laboratories. The modified code includes the capability of modeling the
quenching effect of the rarefaction wjvp in an SPST. The basic ýinetic
mechanism is similar to modifications '4 of a proposed mechanism
and as shown in Fig. 4 describes well the distribution of mono-, di-,
and triacetylene. The production of VA, benzene and PA is indicated
below:

Log A E( cal/mole)

H + C^H --- >C H1  12,74 2500.
C H 13.00 8000.
NC 4-A-5. CH+H 4 1 13.70 41400.
NC4H5 + C2A2--->G + it 12.60 9000.
NC4 H3 + CIt --- >C +H 12.48 5000.
C6 5 + C2A2 .-->C 8 6++ H 12.32 5600.

A in units of cc, moles, sec.

The selection of this reaction sequence and rate constants has been
based on a combination of ghp IPST experimental results and pioneering
work at other laboratories"'• . The experimental and modeling
results compare wall at low temperature, but suggast sme revision may
be required at temperatures above 1800 K.
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SINGLE PULSE SHOCK TUBE STUDIES ON THE

STABILITY OF AROMATIC COMPOUNDS
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ABSTRACT

Ethylbenzene, isopropylbenzene, phenyl iodide and nitrobenzene have
been decomposed in single pulse shock tube experiments. Mechanisms and
rates of the initial decomposition step have been determined. For the
alkylbenzene compounds the initial reaction is in all cases the breaking
of the benzylic C-C bond as opposed to the recent suggestion that benzylic
C-H bond cleavage is the predominant process. In nitrobenzene decomposi-
tion the two important processes are C-NO2 bond break and an isomerization
process to form the nitrite followed by rapid cleavage of the O-NO bond.
The branching ratio is approximately 2 to I in favor of C-NO2 bond rupture
at 110OK. The rate expressions for C-I and C-NO2 bond cleavages are

k(C 6 H5 I-> C6H5" + I*) - 1014.9 exp(-32800/T)/s

k(C6 H5 NO2 a> C6H5' NO2 ) - 1015.3 exp(-33020/T)/s

INTRODUCTION

This paper is concerned with the mechanisms and rates of decomposi-
tion of ethylbenzone, isopropylbenzene, phenyliodide and nitrobenzene. For
these aromatic oompounds, the initial consideration muat be the mechanism
of reaction. Indeed with our comparative rate method [1), the subsequent
determination of the rate expression for unimoleoular decomposition is
straightforward and the only uncertainties are the proper interpretation
or the rate expresmsions.

For many years it has been generally agreed that the mechanism for
the decomposition of alkylbentenes involve the initial cleavage of the
benzylio C-C bond. Roowaver, Tree and coworkers [2] have recently reopened
this issue by carrying out shook tube experiments on ethylbeomene and
following in real time the formation of phenylethy.1 radical. They
interpret their results In terms of a bonaylic C-H bond split. Thia
conclusion is of consequence not only for the ethylbentene system but also
have Implication3 on how we go about eiti-t ing rates of decomposition of
related systems. Indeed, the mechanism and rates or decomposition or
ethylbenzene have been considered to be so well established that oany
workers have used it to establis the validity of their procedures (3].

In the case of the nltroaroaýatto cOlpounds, there have not been any
definitive studies with regard to the mechanism of decomposition.
Obviously, the rate constants that have been rep•rted for various poatu-
lated proceoses are extremely uncertain. In analogy to hydrocarbon
systems, on w~uld expect a rate expression for C-NO2 bond cleavage in the
range of 10 W.9 exp(-32500/T)Is. Fields 8nd Heyerson[(] have Carried out
extensive studies in I'low systems. Their main esphasla was preparative in
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nature in the sense of using these compounds as sources of aryl radicals.
Thus, although it is clear that C-NO2 bond cleavage is important, the
possibility of other channels could not be ruled out. A particular
problem is the possibility of surface processes openings up new reaction
channels.

Single pulse shock tube studies represent an ideal means of determin-
ing the mechanism of unimolecular decomposition of complex organic
compounds under well defined conditions. Aside from the well known
attributes of repid heating (thus preventing reactions during heat-up) and
the impossibility of surface processes making contributions, experiments
can be carried out under conditions that virtually guarantee that chain
reactions (the other major obscurant with regard to clear-cut conclusions
on initial processes) are suppressed. This means working with very dilute
mixtures and the use of chemical scavengers in large excesses. In
carrying out experiments in the single pulse mode, we give up real time
measurements, but gain the capability of detecting all stable products
with a sensitivity in the parts per billion level. This is necessary if
our reactant is present initially at very low concentrations. In studying
the decomposition of complex organics with the possibility of multiple
reaction pathways, it is obvious that the detection of more than one
species is absolutely necessary. It also means that we are able to carry
out a proper material balan"e, and thus assure ourselves that all reaction
channels have been accounted for. An important question Is the fate of
the unstable species that are created during the course of the reaction.
Under outr conditions where we are solely concerned with hydrocarbons,
radicals with available beta hydrogens or alkyl groupings will degrade
almost quantitatively to the appropriate olefins. Thermally stable, but
highly reactive radicals will when given the opportunity abstract a
hydrogen atom. The less reactive species will ultimately recombine. This
can occur either during or after the heating period. Given favorable
circumstances, they can also abstract hydrogens from compoundo that will
lead to a retionance stabilized radical.

The validity of the procedure to be used here have been demonstrated
for the decomposition of icores of aliphatic organic compounds [I). The
rate constants and expressionu for unimoleaular decomposition so deter-
mined ave among the most accurately known kinetic Parameters. They have
led to new values of alkane bond strengths (53 and form the basis for th•
prediction or the thermal stability of related conwunds. The present
Investigation represeat* one of owr first studies on arowtic aystems.

EXPtUEIRONTAL

Our experiments are carried out in a standard single pulse shock
tube [i). Due to the intention of using this instrument to study the
thermal stability characteristic of larger orgarie coapounds, we have
developed a capability for heating the entire tube and the gas handling
system to temperatures in excess of 200M. For the tube Itself, variation
in temperatures is held to better than one degree C. No problem Vs3
encountered in carrying out our experiments under these conditions. The
thermal maas of the system I1 so large that the temperature is essentially
unchanged when the diaphragm Is replaced or when the shock tube is
cleaned. At the operating temperature of 1O0.54, Ve did not encounter any
problets in Introducing or extracting (roS the shock tube compounds with
boiling points in the 200-250C range. Analysit was by gas chromatography
vith a variety of columns and using a flaw ionization detector.
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The inhibitors used in these studies are propyne for the alkyl-
benzenes and cyclopentane for nitrobenzene and phenyl iodide. All of
these inhibitors are vastly more stable than the test compounds. For
propyne, the final stable radical is propargyl radical. Presumably it
will in time recombine and we have indeed detected benzene and other six
carbon compounds in our reacting mixture. This is in conformity with
evidence in the literature [6]. The sequence of reactions involving
cyclopentane leads to allyl radical formation. At sufficiently high
temperatures it can decompose to form allene and a H-atom. This will not
"cause severe problems in the present case as long as the extent of the
lH-atom induced decomposition of cyclopentane is small. This sets an upper
limit to our reaction temperature. We have previously used it as an
inhibitor in the decomposition of several halogenated organic compounds
[73. All of our inhibitors are present in 25 to 300 fold excess over the
test gas. This is more than sufficient to ensure that chain reactions can
only make minor contributions to the decomposition process. The internal
standard used in these studies to define the reaction temperature is the
reverse Diels-Alder reaction involving 1.2 dimethylcyclohexene with

k(1.2DMCH -> C6 81 0 * C2 H4) - 1015. exp(-35250/T)/a.

The rate expression for this process has been determined In separate
experiments using cyolohexene and methyloyclohexene deeompositi-n as
standardstl]. The use of the internal standard provides us with a direct
means of estimating the average temperature and frees us from having to
make extensive corrections for non-ideal shock tube behavior. The
residence time of our experiments is of the order of 400 microseconds and
is monit-ored by a pressure transducer at the end of the shook tube.

The experimental rate cowitant for decomposition is determined from
the express ion

kn - (Xntt) ln(t-(produottn)f/Xn(reaotatnt) 1)

where t I1 the reaotion time, and Xn i1 the mole fraction for the
production of speciea n. The subscripts- I and f pertain to initial and
final oonoentratiOns.

RES.ILTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A) ALKYLOWENZENi; Bontylic C-1! bond cleavage In ethylbenzene will lead to
the rormation of phenylethyl benaiene. On the other hand. benzyl C-C bond
break vill result in the formation of benzyl radicals. The latter is
thermally stable until very high temperaturts t83. The former can
decompose to fore styrene, Note that If a hydrogen atom nan be abstracted
from the ethyl side chain, then styrene can also be formed. The exact
rate of decoeposition or phenylethyl radical has not been measured
although It should be possible to estimate it fairly vell. For the
present purposes we will rely on direct experimental evidence. This
Involves generating phenylethyl radioal from another source ahd
demonstrating that within the same time scale as these experimnts it is
substantially decomposed Into styrene. For this purpose Isopropyl benzene
is 4n idea precursor. C-C bond cleavage will yield phenylethyl radical.
If it is sufficiently unstable It will now decoepose to styrene. On the
other hand, chain proCeeses Involving the abstraction of a secondary
hydrogen atom or for what natter direct C-It bond cleavage will yield
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methylstyrene. When a primary hydrogen is abstracted styrene will be
formed from the 2-phenylpropyl radical. A key problem is then to
distinguish between the two types of styrene. This is difficult to do
when one carries out reactions in the absence of a scavenger. However, in
its presence, chain processes are largely suppressed and most of the
styrene must originate from the C-C bond cleavage process.

Experimental results that illustrate these considerations can be
found in Table IA. These include data with and without inhibitor and from
the styrene to methylstyrene concentrations one immediately perceives the
role of inhibitor in reducing the concentration of the latter. As
mentioned earlier, methylstyrene only arises from chain processes or
benzyl C-H bond cleavage. Thus its virtual absence in the inhibited
samples is indicative of the suppression of chain processes and that the
latter does not occur unless the lifetime of the phenylpropyl radical is
so long that it will be able to abstract an H-atom from the propyne
inhibitor. This will be shown to be unlikely from the subsequent discus-
sion. Most of the styrene must have originated from the phenylethyl
radical. One notes the satisfactory mass balance. In addition, we were
not able to detect any evidence for the presence of ethyloenzene. Thus
phenylethyl radical does not abstract a hydrogen atom from propyne.
Phenylpropyl radical will have an even smaller possibility of undergoing
such a process.

With this information, the results of studies on ethylbenzene as
summarized in Table 1B are easy to interpret. Of key Importance is the
approximately 6 to I ratio of toluene tQ styrene. As pointed out in the
earlier paragraph the latter can be formed from bcozyl C-H bond cleavage
or a chain process. Toluene, on the other hand can only originate from
the benzyl radical, which in turn must be the result of' benzyl C-C bond
cleavage. We presume that in our system that a significant quantity of
the benzyl radicals are able to abstract a hydrogen atom from the propyne
inhibitor. The Neot that some of the benze-ne is not recovored (note the
mass balance problems In some of the rwns) and that styrene can also be
tormed from abein processes that art not completely surpressed implies
that the 6 to i ratio that we havc observed represents a minimum value.
Thus. our results are clearly In opposition to the observation or Trot
and coworkers. As a final check, we coapare In tte last two colu~m or
Table I calculated rate constants on the bazs of styrene and toluene
yields with results from VLPP experimer~t. Agreement Is satlsfactory t3).

B) NITROBINZENE and IODOMMENE: We have mentioned the Importance of
C-NO2 bonl cleavage In the de•ompoostion or nitroaromatic compounds. Our
first task is then to devise a method for trapping the phenyl type
raeicals that are ftrmed during its decoeposition. We aelected ci'lopen-
tane as the Inhibitor since as a saturated oopoDund its only possible
reaction with phenyl radical ts abstraction. The Important question is
the amount of cyclopentane that will lead to quantitative conversion. For
this purpose, we gonerate phtnyl radicals from another source. Phenyl
iodide 13 u3ed. There can be little doubt that the initial reaction when
it is pyrolysed Is C-I bond break. Table II represent pertinent data.
The Important thing to notice to the very satisfaotory mass balance In
terys of recovered benzene and disappearance Of the iodo toapound except
at the lowest ooncentrations of cyclopentane where deviations begin to
"occur. This then tets the range of cyclopentane concentrations that Is
appropriate fur ou studies.
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Comparative rate results on iodobenzene decomposition can be found on
Figure I. The rate relationship with 1,2 diwethylcyclohexene (1,2DMCH)
decomposition as the internal standard is

Log k(C 6 HsI->C6 H5 + I) = (.930±.006)Log k(1,2DMCH) + (.46±.01)

This leads to

k(C6 HM5 ->C6 H5 + I) . 1014.9 exp(-32800iT)/s

It is in excellent agreement with the measurement of Kominar et al[9J

k(C 6 H5 1->C6 H5" + I') 10 15.0 exp(-32500/T)/3

Table III contains data on the product distribution from nitrobenzene
decomposition in the presence of various amounts of cyclopentane inhibi-
tor. From the large quantitites of benzene that is formed, it is apparent
that C-N02 bond cleavage is the major reaction channel. On the other
hand, we also detect the presence of significant quantities of phenol.
Compared to the benzene, the phenol yields appear to be dependent on the
amount of scavenger that is present but independent of the concentration
of nitrobenzene. We conclude that while phenol itself mu*t be formed from
the reaction of a precursor with cyolopentane, the latter is in fact a
primary product from nitrobenzene decomposition. The implication is then
that the precurser must be ph'noxy radical and that it can only be formed
as a result of an initial isomerization process leading to the formation
of a nitrite and followed by the rapid scission on the O-NO bond. Frce
mass balance considerations, it would appear that these two proesiie*
represent the tmjor channels for nitrobenzene decomposition. Our failuv
to achieve complete mass closure as against the aituation with iodoben-
zone indicate that not all the phenoxy radical is scavenged oven uttder the
highest inhibitor concentrations. This In probably due to the tact that
the phenoxy radical is resoaaaoe stabiliz.d anil the abstraction reaotion
Is in tact 50 kjs endothermeic. The bi'anching ratio for C-SO, bend
breaking a3 opposed to isomeritation i1- 2 to 1.

Comparative ratt reau)ts on C-NO-. "bzw cleavaf-! In nitrobentene
decom pait.on can bQ found In Figure 11. Oics agamn, 1.,-dIethyleylO
hexene decomposltlon is, the internmal dtaiidard. The rate relationahip
lnkling Vh1 two deeoeooaition Proaaa-o ia

Log X(C6S1002 -> C6115 * NOz)- (.937-T .005) Log kI•,At*4C11) ,- (.756t .00)

Thlb in turn !ead3 to

k(C6fS• 0 ½ CGHS KC 10- exp C-}3O0WT)/a

Tho A-ractor is substantlally lovur- than 41Tat ve wvuld have expected on
the baoia of the results fron• A•iiro syste0-m. T.hi implies a
eon•liderattly lower rate for the reverse i.cý,binaticn process. The
activation energy i1 howve!, very iose tV) wQt we would predict on the
b4a15 or a 330 kJ/WWI heat Of rOtio u tiO] for phenyl radinal.

Ae•holedgeoent

This n ork was orrted out %sith partial sUppOrt froA the Aray Research
Offtie under Contract lIPR 100-65,
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Table IA: Summary of Data on Isopropylbenzone (IapBz)
Decompositicn (3 atom pressure)

Experimental Temp Styrene CHI-Styrene E Products k(exp) k(oalc)
Configuration K (ISPBZ)1  7 T7 T1SP T f /s /3

205 ppm IspBz <1!60 .077 .044 .88
in argon <1240 .53 .068 .81

205 ppm IspBz 1220 .32b .97 768 1120
in 6% propyne 1350 .92 .012 .99 5460 18100
and argon

142 ppm IspBz 1174 .05 .77 102 164
and 247 ppm 1191 .17 .93 375 502
1,2 DMCH in 1216 .25 .93 578 969
5.9$ propyne 1243 .60 .97 1834 1840
and argon

ko
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Table IB: Summary of Data on Ethylbenzene (EtBz)
Decomposition (2-4 atm pressure)

Experimental Temp Toluene Styrene E Products k(exp) k(calc)
Configuration K (E+Bz)- (EtBz)i (EtBz) if /s ,3

179 ppm EtBz >1150 .005 .01 .80
in argon >1215 .043 .095 76

>1283 .18 .18 .76

179 ppm EtBz 1218 .05 .81 103 180
and 6.2% pro- 1276 .19 .035 1.00 480 707
pyne in argon 1298 .35 .063 .88 910 1149

203 ppm EtBz 1202 .037 1.0 75 121
and 197 ppm 1229 .070 .95 146 236
1,2 DMCH in 1256 .130 .90 278 448
6% propyne 1299 .394 .91 >1000 1170
and argon

Tab)e II Demonstration of Material Balance in Pnienyl Iodide
Decomposition -1100K, 2-6 atm

Experimental Benzene
Configuration 4_041

181 ppm *I in 5.1% .263 .730
cyolopentane and araon

35 ppm *I in 1% oYilo- .262 .738
pentane and argon

6.9 ppm oI in .2% oy.lo- .2•2 .761
pentane and argon

3.4 ppm €I in .1% oyclo- .183 .70

pantane and argon

Table I11. Aromatic Compounds from the Decomposition of
NiLrobenzene In Exoesa Cyolopentane, 3-8 atm Pressure

Exper imen tal (C 1fi ff • ) f T(
Configuration . -W I2 _01)ý Q^C6HSN02) f TK

880 C611002 , .052 .0087 .94 1089
804 ppm: 8.3% .12 .022 .86 1122
C5 1t10 In argon .44 .068 .40 1190

132 ppm C6 HN0 2 , .023 .956 1060
.4% C it0?n 2s .20 .011 .67

argon .43 .083 .39 1188

3572 ppm C6HNO3 .17 .034 .74 1138
9.56 6 C5 Hie ?n .32 .062 .49 1172

argon
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FIGURE I. Comparative Rate Plot for the breaking of the C-I bond in
Iodobenzene and 1,2 Dimethyleyalohexene (1,2 DMCH)
decomposition.
0 181 ppm iodobenzene and 230 ppm 1,2 DMCH in 5.1% cyclopentan'.
A 35.2 ppm iodobenzene and 44.6 ppm 1,2 DXCH in 1% cyclopentane

1050-1200K 3-8 atm.
SI I -

LOG Ki 1,20OWN)

FIGURE II Comparativ plot for the breaking of the C-NO2 bond in

Nitrobenzene and 1,2 Dlmethyloyclohexeno (1,2 DMCH)
decompos it ion.
0 444 ppm nitrcbenzene and 879 ppm 1,2 DMCH in 5.1%
oyclolvntane and argon.
X 111 ppm nitrobi.nzene and 220 ppm 1,2 DMCH In 1.3%
eyolopentane and argon
A 65 ppm nitrobenzene and 129 ppm 1,2 DMCIH In 5.2% oyolopentane
and argon

1090-1180K 3-8 atm.



THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF VIBRATIONAL NON-EQUILIBRIUM

Dr.-Ing. F. Offenh~user, Prof.Dr.rer.nat. A. Frohn

Institut fUr Thermodynamik der Luft- und Raumfahrt der Universit6t Stuttgart

Pfaffenwaldring 31, D-7000 Stuttgart 80, Germany

It is shown by theoretical investigations and shock tube

experiments, that the vibrational relaxation time depends

on the gas temperature and the vibrational state. Decre-

ments of an order of magnitude have been observed for the

relaxation time of CO2 at the beginning of the relaxation

zone. Further it was found, that for very strong shocks

the assumption of local Boltzmann-distributions for the

vibrational degrees of freedom ist not justified.

I. INTRODUCTION

Kinetic data for molecular collision processes are required for the modelling

of molecular laser systems. In CO2 laser systems, for example, strong devia-

tions from local Boltzmann-distributions for all vibrational degrees of freedom

may occur'. Therefore it is very important to know the relation between the vi-

brational relaxation time and the vibrational state of the molecules.

2. THEORETICAL INVESTIGATIONS

The vibrational transition probability for the harmonic oscillator in the pre-

sence of a time-dependent force F(t) is given by Ddring as

Gn-j.(-G*)m-j
(j

nvo =
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where m and n are vibrational quantum numbers and . is the smaller one of
these two numbers 2 . The function G is defined by the Fourier transforms of
the force F(t). As an approximation the collisions are assumed to be elastical.
In this case the real part of G vanishes. The most probable transitions are
those between neighboring energy levels. For very small values of G one ob-
tains then as a first approximation for the mean transition probability

Pl,n+l-*n = (n+1)*P1,l• °

and for values /G/ < 0.4 one obtains as a second approximation

P2,n+l-*n = (n+l)Pll-.o" n.(n+l)'P1 ,l-*o"f + n2 "(n+l)'P 1 1 o' n

The coefficients f and n are functions of the gas temperature only. If mul-
ti-quantum transitions are neglected, the population density rates are given by

dxn/dt = Z.{ Pn+÷.n*Xn+l - (pn n+1+Pn n_1).xn + Pn_,n.*xn-l }1

It is assumed, that the population density distribution is an equilibrium-dis-
tribution. In this case the relaxation time is defined by

Tvib { evibeq.(t) - evib(t) }/ devib/dt (1)

and one obtains the vibrational relaxation time of the second approximation

vib,2 vib,/ - 2V-evib/RO + 2n'(1+3evib/Ro) (2)

whereas the result of the first approximation is
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Tvib,1 , 1/ Z.P1 1+o*(1-) }I

The relaxation time at strong deviations from thermal equilibrium is therefore
always less than the relaxation time for vanishing deviations. This effect has
been observed indeed by Hurle for an expansive flow of N2 in a supersonic noz-
zle 3 . The second approximation is valid for values /G/ < 0.4 . This is connec-
ted with a limitation of the gas temperature. For the bending mode of CO2 this
limit is approximately 700K . For very high gas temperatures all mean transi-
tion probabilities are converging to the same value. The rate equation for the
n-th vibrational level is then jiven by

dxn/dt = Z.P1l*o{ Xn+1 - (1+p).xn + .xnI }

In this case the local population density distributions do not remain Boltz-
mann-distributions during the change of state and it makes no sense to apply
definition (1) to evaluate the relaxation time. The initial and the final

states, however, have Boltzmann-distributions; for the initial state one ob-
tains by application of definition (1) the relaxation time

SVibOW = 1/{ Z'P1+•o.(1-0)(-ýo) ,

where * exp(-O/T) , and for the final state one obtains

S= I/ .PI~o.(1-¢) 2 }Tvib( D) - / ' ,o " ) )

The present approximation is valid for gas temperatures T > 30 ; in the range

of validity of these approximation the relaxation time for strong deviations
from thermal equilibrium is not always less than the relaxation time for vani-
shing deviations. This is only the case for compressive changes of state. The
experiments of Hurle refer to expansions at temperatures T < 30 and to N2 3;
in this case equation (2) is valid and agreement with the results of Hurle is
obtained. Most measurements of vibrational relaxation times in the last decades
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are based on sound propagation and shock tube metnods. These two methods show

one fundamental difference. In contrary to sound waves shocks may evoke strorg

deviations from thermal equilibrium; shock tube measurements should therefore

show smaller vibrational rrz7xation times than sound propagatior. measureme~nts,
and the discrepancies should be more pronounced for low characteristic temper-

atures for vibration. This is in agreement with experimental results, available
from literature.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In order to check these predictions, shock tube experiments with CO2 have been

performed. The low pressure section has an inner diameter of 72rn and a length
of about tom. The low pressure section was evacuated to less than 10"8mbar be-
fore each run. Tha initial pressure was typically O.3mbar and the initial tem-
perature 300K. The profiles for the density rates were measured at four differ-
ent positions in the shock tube with laser-differential-interferometers; the
arrangement of these interferometers is shown in Fig. I. For each run the shock
Mach number, the tilt and the curvature of the shock front can be measured. Ac-

cording to previous theoretical and experimental results the shock front may be

assumed to be of parabolic shape. In this case the measured mean density is

V-02
P() /{2(t'o2)1/2) " i- p

where ps is the measured mean density and P is the actual density on the
axis of the shock tube. The variable V defines the axial position of the la-

ser beam and T defines the axial position of the apex of the parabola, which
intersects the wall of the shock tube at the position p ; both variables have

been made dimensionless with the curvature parameter B , The variable a de-

fines the displacement of the laser beam from the axis of the shock tube divi-
ded by the radius of the shock tube. By an infinite sequence of partial inte-
grations one obtains the linear differential equation of infinite order

ps(+'1) E n•(n'dn%(u)/dYn)}/{1-3.5....(2n+I)}
n co
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where X = 2(1-a2). This differential equation is solved by a Fourier-expan-

sion. The measured density can be expressed by the expansion

m m-I

ps(T) = ao, + E ak,.cos(2nkB/l1-) + E bk'.sin(2nkB/l.')
k=W k=1

where I denotes the length of the interval, for which L = 2m+I equidistant
values for the mean density are known. The coefficients then are given by

L-1
ao' = 1/(L-1)- E psii=I

L-I
ak' - 1/(L-I). E p5s icos{rk'(i-)/m}

1=1

L-IbkI = I/(L-I}, E p SOisinink-0l-0/m)
i=Il

From these coefficients ak' and bk' the coefficients ak and bk of the

displaced density profile ps(Y+1) can be calculated. The actual density p(v)

can be expressed by the same expansion using the coefficients ck and dk By

a comparison of the coefficients one obtains the equations

ck ( ak.1r - bk.r2 1/( r1
2  r 2

2 ) k - 1,2,...,m

dk (ak 2 bk l }/b r ' 1 2  r2
2 ) k I ,2...,m

The variables r1 and r2 are given by the sums
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00

r1 = • {(-1)n'1.A 2(nl')}/{1.3o5...../4n-3)}n=1

1`2 E {(-1)n'1.A2n-1}/{1.-3.S.....(4n-1)}
n=1

with k 4i'(1-" 2 ).B/1"k • The profiles for the actual density were trans-
formed to the shock fixed system and separated into the range of the gasdynamic

shock and the zone of vibrational relaxation. The vibrational energy was deter-
mined by the conservation equations and the local vibrational relaxation time
was evaluated by equation (1). The results of these experiments are shown in
Fig.2; for each run one relaxation time profile is obtained. It can be seen,
that the 'elaxation time at the beginning of relaxation is about one order of
magnitude shorter than it was found by previous experiments. This cannot be ex-
plained by the decreasing gas temperature only. It is therefore assumed, that
this is effected by the strong aeviations from equilibrium at the beginning of
relaxation.
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IGNMTON DELAY TAMS Of CYCWOPENTINS OXYGCN ARGON MNOTURX
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The Ignition delay times of cyclopentene with oxygen
diluted In uaro was investigated over a concentration ramp
at 0.25 to 1% cyclopentens and 1.75 to 7% oxygen. The
turwnwaue range was 1I= - 1816K and the refiected
shock preeuas were 1.67 to 7.86 atmuospheres.

StatisticalM evlu ton the exerMents prVoid aM
over anl equation with a 26 confidence level as foiWka
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Detailed expeimental Informati is provided.
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A Wng pulse shock tube was used to perform the expeftents. The shock tube
was made of stainless steel pipe, tiattened to a 8 by 3 inch square tube with rounded
corners. The tube wto honed and polished on ail inside surfaes. The dump tank
was located at the end of the driver section and sepae from the driver section by
an aluminum diaphragm. A second aluminum diaphragm was located between the
driver and the driven section. The two diphragms were burt by an auxillry short
shock tobe. Thi short shock tube had a third diphaM that was burst by a band

The shock speed was mamsed over two sprute Intervals using three presure
transducers whose signal were fed to a dual channel Nicolete trasient recoder. The
shock speed was masured with an accuracy of *0.1 sesc. A Kist pe s pure
transducer was located in the side wall, 8 am away from the end phtA. This
pressue tranducar was conected to a second NWoe transent wave recorder, and
was ued to record ad memsue the Iition delay time from the pressu history of
the ps (See fig. 1). The igitAn dela time was measue to ±1 Ipw.

The MbCt were pMP d In stainless steel tanks at 80 PSI toa prsuzu
uing a separote manif . The pse and vapors were measur maodetrcay and
1st to expan into Wrmt td stalin steel tanks, Pun SH Ago was ud to
pressarse the tank to 40 PSL The ixtures were allowed to mix for 24 hours
bdlm se. Dilsemt mixtur of pure pod. Am Helium and 3H Argon wer wed
a dr.v. gam. Thi ycopentus was spectoscopical pgade reeent.

The rflected shock tUmpoAtre wee calcuated usg standard ou senrva
eqw4as ad tho Ideal pa equolou of state assumi rom chemsty. All the
th"U•vy data sed Were takem om "w Om PWIMs

8. MSULM AND DEOUSSION

The *expimt. wen peun•umd with Sor dilsut mbtres A-D. In tota 70
dhocks we. u. The1 exatt gmops of egrimets ae giv In TAb L The
muttf. were pepared so tha deli of pome depiadatles could be doe om
"a empircal W"~io delay equa~oa

Sm10 p(+R/R7h)uslNJ'IA*i se.

TA each of Uhe pskrfonnd &Nocks, the mixture comapoil~om and Initial pioperis
orn inow. T1U podt abock experimeta ptoperies were te refiected temprature
TS tUW d"Msy r"io pp aW tOW itoR &Y time T. 7U epaimeats V ti
spred wet a viols tinpensue rup to psiwni madumm sesmeiwity b* the

detasulabsksk of the so called 'actiUti~aaom men. An ey"bl stsuAigt Um fit woo
ram" tAVON*hth as ulmanal Po11418 to help Visulslag13 th 19ll0111g explaRSMaLo
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TABUE I. Kxperlaeutul Conditions of Cyclopexteae Mixtures

Compositins P1  Nuimber of Parameter
Series %08H2 %02 %Ar torr experiments detennined

A 0.258 7. 92.74 50 22 ab
3 0.25 1.75 98.0 so 13 b
C 0.333 2.33 97.33 150 25 c
D 1.0 7.0 92.00 50 16 ac

Figure 2 piusent. mesA aud B in alog T 9L 11T& pkotforcyclapuitneu
Mixture A and B have a fourold diference in the oiyencncnrain The
dietamc batwemn the Uina ip 0.96 togarthic unit. Therefre

11TA = a Iog(O.25% JC4H.J) + b 1i4(4x.75% (0,j) + c log (Akj

'0Tp =4206% 104ul) +b log( 1.75 10j) +c log (Axj

sa1acin bg rsom log TA and dwregAu~ig the difernce iu Ar custaia
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-Alog T(A. 4 ) = b kog 4

b = AlgA-)/ k 4 =- "1&6 .8 -IMG
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were negkected in the prphcal presentation on figurw 2-4. The tAtiutic reslts
gven below point out th•A the neglecW parameters change the roiults obtamed in
the graphal foam.

FIgure 5 uhowe the overal plot I log P m I/ T. for a maximum accepta
spread of 2cr. The orelaI was found with s statistical Istudet-t' Program

using 67 experiMents.

The former reduced over all ignito delay equou isI good ageement with

the graphia =abnali AhMU abmve

Tabl U contain a Wis of 6 "Pemtou"v "Uhowk b ech group purimne
in thb atudy and theIr p nd PI aock prameOn

The fkmer value for :ckp'atee abvdd be compared with valus &wad for
bene sa tolowuen in a WI% Auy.

Table U •6flecte4 Pagasters a4r RMrots oat RpaxUstive ftocks

Compiultion Shock P1  NpiJ T& T Ps
Smile (;614 o, No tom K OOC atm

A 0.258 7.0 8 80 6.86 1343 100? 1.72
12 50 6.00 1388 530 1.84
13 50 6.50 1605 42 2.27
16 so .19 14"? 1" 1.90
21 60 *.06 1410 342 1.as

a 0.25 1.Th 102 so 8.68 it5" 454 2.11
106 60 6.27 1670 170 2.3•0
106 50 .653 111$ 40 2.40
111 50 6.90 1543 622 2.03
113 60 5.65 1482 1432 1.0

C 0,33 2.33 201 160 8.0e 153 2M 9.13
02 150 S6.78 1400 1064 5.3

206 10 8.19 1581 W3 8.44
20) 160 4.4r, 1724 44 7.36
214 1M 5.66 1450 T?7 5.61

O 1.00 7,00 302 60 0.77 1431 580 2.12
304 50 1.70 1410 WO 2.07
304 50 7.20 1574 of 2.48
810 50 7.U0 1743 20 2.94
313 60 7.00 106 223 2.31
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For benzene using a 2a maximum acceptable spread from 80 experiments the
over all ignition delay time found was

- = 9.ox 10-' 6exp(41450/RT)[C0H 4H4"[O2 -1'77[Ar]"'A sec.

For toluene using 54 experiments we get tho over all value of

7 = 6.28x10- 16exp(55100/RTh)CHis]0".[O2 ]-lAS[Ar]°'85 sec.

while for cyclopentene the value is

"r = 5.85x10-1exp(52800/R )[O8 Hs]0.[Os]-l[-'[Arx]J 0  sec.

The comparison with benzene shows a similar oxygen power dependence, a lower
power dependence of argon i.e. a small third body inhibiting effect.

The inhibiting effect of argon was not encountered in simple hydrocarbons i.e.
methane6, ethane7, propaneS, pcopeneO, and propynecl. It was however encountered in
long chain hydrocarbons like heptane", and pseudo ring compounds like ethylene-
oxide12.

IY was shown in earlier studies12 that the inhibiting effect of the diluent occurs,
because it acts as a heat sink to the heat evolving from the reaction. This heat can
be identified with the procews of shattering the ring. To open the ring a large
amount of -nergy is needed. But part of this energy is absorbed by the diluent thus
causing an inhibition to the reaction.

Benzene is harder to shatter than toluene aud toluene, than cyclopentene, thus
it is clear that the inhibiting effect will be lowered when going from one to the other.
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ABSORPTION MEASUREMENT ON METHANE AND

HYDROXYL RADICALS IN A THERMAL NON-EQUILIBRIUM BOUNDARY LAYER

W. Sauer, J. H. Spurk

Institut fOr Technische Str~mungslehre
Technische Hochschule Darmstadt

6100 Darmstadt, West Germany

Methane-.air-mixture in argon heat bath is ignited
by shock reflected from the endwall. Simultaneous-
ly with the combustion a laminar, thermal boundary
layer develops near the cold endwall where chemical
reactions are substantially influenced by diffusion
and heat conduction. Time and space resolved measu-
rements of absorption on methane using a focused
helium neon laser beam at 3.391 microns, and measu-
rements of absorption on OH in the (0,0) vibration
band of the A2 Z+-X 2n transition using a focused,
frequency doubled dye laser beam are reported. Ex-
perimental concentration profiles of methane and
OH show close agreement with numerical prediction.

1. Introduction

The prediction of the combustion process near a cold wall rests on a number of
assumptions, some concerning the transport coefficients in the multicomponent
gas mixture and others the chemical kinetics of the process. It is nearly im-
possible to establish how a specific assumption affects the predicted combust-
ion process, when the chemical reactions and the transport pricess are strong-
ly coupled. A measure of the overall consistency of the theoretical model may
be obtained from the comparison of measured and calculated variables. For shock
initiated methane combustion near the end wall of a shock tube such a compari-
son has been made for the density and the heat transfer to the end wall by
Keiper and Spurkl, 2 . The agreement between calculated and experimental density
histories at various distances from the end wall was very good, but density is
not very sensitive to gas composition and the agreement does not ascertain a
correct description of the chemical reaction and transport process.

In this paper we report on the absorption of laser beams by methane molecules
and by hydroxyl radicals. We show comparison between calculated and measured
beam intensity histories and concenitration of these two constituents. The con-
centration of the hydroxyl radical exhibits a transient maximum and the con-
centration of methane a minimum in the boundary layer. This behaviour as well
as a transient maximum in the temperature and extreme in the other constituents
is predicted in Keiper's 3 calculation. Spurk4 has shown that this effect can be
expected whenever chemical reactions and diffusion processes occur simultaneous-
ly.

2. Measurements

The shock tube used is described in ref. [1]. A lean mixture of methane, oxygen
and nitrogen diluted with argon, molfractions 0.0319, 0.161, 0.0984 and 0.7087
respectively, is heated by reflected shock waves to about 2000 OK. The experi-
mental set up for the absorption measurements on OH is shown in figure 1. The
beam from a tunable dye laser is focused on a KDP crystal. The frequency doub-
led beam passes the filter F1 and is split into two beams, one traversing the
test section outside the end wall boundary layer at a fixed distance of 10 mm
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from it; the other traverses the boundary layer at adjustable distances from
the end wall. It is focused to a waist radius of 0.04 mm in the center of the
test section giving a radius of 0.1 mm at the windows. A stop (S3) of 0.1 mm
width was placed immediately in front of the boundary layer detector in order
to improve the spatial resolution and two other stops, slightly larger than the
beam diameter, and a filter were used to suppress intensity due to spontaneous
emission. The other beam passes through a monochromator, set in the third order,
to a wavelength range of 0.8 A pnd adjusted to the RI(9) line which forms the
head of the (0,0) band of the AýZ+-X 1T transition in OH. The line width of the
laser output is about 3*10-3 A, substantially smaller than the width of the ab-
sorption line with Doppler broadening of about 2*10-2 A and negligible pressure
broadening. The width of the gain curve is 0.3 R and the FSR 0.13 R. To adjust
the laser and monochromator, the emission of a laminar H2-02 flame is viewed by
the monochromator with a theoretical resolution of 0.3 A. The monochromator is
then adjusted to the band head. In this setting, the laser beam is passed tlwa4
the flame and the dye laser is tuned, going from small to larger wavelength, un-
til maximum absorption is obtained. This adjustment is made immediately before
the test and checked immediately after the test. Figure 2 shows typical intensi-
ty traces for the boundary layer beam and the beam outside the boundary layer.
Also shown is the difference between the intensities of the two beams. The set
up for the absorption measurement for the methane component has been described
previously2 , and typical intensity traces may be found in this reference. Be-
cause the beam of the He-Ne-laser at 3.39 pm is larger in the test section than
the beam of the dye laser and the stop immediately in front of the detector is
larger (0.2 mm) spatial resolution is smaller for the methane component.

3. Absorption coefficients
The ratio of transmitted to incident intensity 1/1o of light at wavelength X
traversing the absorbing gas of length L (here L = 55 mm) is given by

I/10 = exp(-kL), (1)

where effects of spontaneous emission have been omitted and the assumption has
been made, that the absorption coefficient k, is constant along a beam parallel
to the end wall. The absorption coefficient may be computed from5

- °2 gnexp(-E /kT)
k Og ~XQN f (2)
O me2T OH Av XNfmn

using spectroscopic data and the data from the numerical solution of the com-
bustion problemsO.

The index OH refers to the OH radical; X is the center wavelength of the R1(9)
line in the (0,0) band of the A2Z+-X 2v transition (Xo = 3063.57 9), AXD is the
Doppler line width, which alone describes the line profile, since pressure
broadening is negligible. NA, k, e and me are respectively Avogadro's constant,
Boltzmann's constant, electron charge and mass; c is the light velocity. M is
the molecular weight of the gas mixture and p its density, while X is the mole
fraction and gn, En the degeneracy and the energy of the absorbing state re-
spectively; T is the absolute temperature. The vibrational partition function
is computed on the basis of an harmonic oscillator 7 and the rotational partition
function by summing over all rotational states of the 21 I/2 and 2IT3/2 series 8

using the spectroscopic data of ref. [6]. The transition probability is given
by9  foo Smn

fmn = n; Tmnm (3)
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where Smn is the rotational transition probability (Smn = 35.3) 6 and foo the
vibrational probability (foo = 9*10-4)10. The vibration rotation interaction
factor Tmn is given by Learnerll as Tmn = 0.922.

. For the absorption measurements on methane we write (1) as

I = I exp(-E:CH4 XCH(p/M)L) , (1a)

where the extinction coefficient cCH4 at room temperature is needed to deter-
* mine the intensity change after filling the shock tube. We use

E (300) = 2.0,106 cm2/molCH4
from our own measurements which agrees with the value of Olson et al. 12 whene(-
trapolated to room temperature. From the high temler ture data published12,13,14
we choose the polynomial temperature fit of ref. [2I for the extinction coeffi-
cient. Their data has been measured under experimental conditions simiilartoours.

4. Results

In Figure 3 the experimental intensity histories of OH are compared with nume-
rical computations. These are based on the condition given in figure 3 and re-
sult in an ignition delay time of 46 ps, while the experimental delay times
vary, due to slight differences in shock velocities. The use of the dimension-
less time t/Ti nearly eliminates the dependence on ignition delay time.
The density behind a reflected shock is known to increase with time, even when
gas is nonreacting. The increase is caused by small disturbances behind the in-
cident shock wave (due to boundary layer growth on the sidewalls) into which
the reflected shock moves. This density increase during ignition delav time can
be written asl, 1 5

p(t)/P(O) = I + Kt0"5 8 ; K = 99*10-4 ; t i [Ps]. (4)

This (slow) increase in density is not accounted for in the numerical computat-
ion, but since it causes a slow decrease of intensity during ignition delay
time, we correct for it by dividing the logarithm of the measured intensity
histories with the factor P(t)/p(O). The correction is negligible for absorpt-
ion by the OH component since the concentration of OH is very small during ig-
nition delay; for the methane component it can amount to 8% in the concetration,
The history at 10 mm is well outside the boundary layer during the observation
time. The theoretical history for this station is determined from charictistic
computation of the inviscid reacting flow using Bowman's 16 reaction mechanism
for methane oxidation (with a different rate constant for thermal decomposition
of methane2 ) and Nelson2l for the nitric oxide formation. The intensity is seen
to decrease rapidly after ignition delay, due to the combustion proper.Despite
the large scatter in the experimental data, the agreement between it and the
numericil prediction is quite good. The large scatter, especially after com-
bustion, is due to the difficulty of accurately tuning the laser to the center
frequency and to thermal drift of the laser. The other histories are all mea-
sured 'n the boundary layer. The boundary conditions for the boundary layer
solution as x -- are found from the characteristic solution of the inviscid
flow at x = 0. These are almost the same as those at x = 3 mm, which is the
factual end of the boundary layer. In the numerical computation of the bound-

ýK ary laytfA flow, Sorret and Oufour effects have been neglected and the heat
conduction coefficient and the multidiffusion coefficients are based on poten-
tial parameters of the Lennard-Jones potentials 1 7, 18 , 19 .

r." Figure 4 shows the difference of concentration of the OH component betweer the
station at 10 mm and stations in the boundary layer. The concentration ir the
boundary layer is seen to be higher than the concentration at station x = 10mm
for all or some time of the histories. This is caused by two effects: first,
the gas at stations clote to tAe wall is ignited earlier than the gas at station

N?, '
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x = 10 mm and second, apart from earlier ignition, the combustion proceeds faster
in the boundary layer due to coupling of ditfusion and chemical reaction. The
solid line in figure 5 (and figure 4) is t!,:- predicted difference of concentrat-
ion, i.e. the concentration in the boundary, layer minus the concentration at
station x = 10 mm. The latter, as mentioned before, is computed for the inviscid
flow. The dashed line is the difference n-' concentration in the boundary layer
minus the concentration prescribed as boundary condition for x + - . The dashed
line gives thus the advance of the combustion due to coupling, and the differen-
ce between the solid line and the dashed line, the advance due to earlier ignit-
ion and the dynamics of the inviscid flow. The concentration data in figure 6,
CbH = (POH Mo)/(PMOH), Me = [I ci(t=C]-l, plotted as function of x with time
as parameter, exhibit the transient ,;;axima in the boundary layer, which is cau-
sed by the coupling between reaction and diffusion.
In figure 7, concentration historicr7 of the methane component (referred to the
initial methane concentration c(O) = .87 mol/kg) are compared to boundary layer
computation. The solid curves and the dashed curves are curves computed for dif-
ferent initial shock speeds, resulting in different ignition delay times. As
mentioned before, the use of the variabla t/Ti nearly eliminates the dependence
on ignition delay time.

The same data plotted as functions of x, with time as parameter (figure 8), show
transient minima in the methane concentration in the boundary layer.

Since Bowman's reaction scheme is applicable only in the high temperature region,
we have included 9 higher hydrocarbon reactions from Warnatz 20 . Figure 9 shows
results of this computation for station x = 0.3 mm, which is the station closest
to the wall, for which measurements are possible with our set up. The experimen-
tal results for absorptaon are in better agreement with Bowman's scheme without
the higher hydrocarbon reactions of Warnatz. However, it should be noted, that
the temperature at this station is about 1900 OK during the observation time.

5. Concluding remacks
The space and time r3solved concentration measurements reported in this paper,
and earlier dens.%ty ;neasurements 2 show, that the boundary layer development near
a cold wall during methane combustion is in good agreement with numerical pre-
dictions, using Bowman's 16 reaction scheme and transport coefficient based on
Lennard.Jones notential". The transient extreme in concentration predicted by
the theoryn, 4 as P result of the coupling between chemical reaction and diffu-
sion, are experimentally observed.
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THE DISCHRAGE FLOW / S HOCK TUBE AS A METHOD FOR STUDYING
CONTACT SURFACE MIXING

Patricia M.Eorrell and Peter Borrell.
Department of Chemnistry, IKeele University,

Staffordshire, STS 5BB, England.

Reisults are repor~ted on the variation of the Lewis-Rayleigh and
ai.: z~ft-irglows wuith temperature k~tween 293 K and 1000 K. These
largely agree with earlier work, but differ in detail due to changes
I-r emiss~.vity with wavelezrgth and spectral bandwidth.

AM. lonqcr ah~ck-ý'iw. t.imea, an increase in emission is observed
veU in front Gf tha contact ourfa-,e. "rxperiments jhow thlat thp'
disturbance is reproducible and travels at a speed intermediate
between that of the shock front and the contact surface. The effect
is attributed to changes in temperature and density as the driver and
test gases mix. The possibility is raised of using our technique to
study this m3.xing, prcvidad that a satisfactory theoretical model can
be found.

It may also be possible to use the~ technique to study boundary
layer effects.

1. =RIODUOCfION

oar current work is directed towards studying the kinetics and
spectroscopy of reactive atems at high temperature, and particularly the
reavtions of oxygen atoms, which are important in combustion but for which
data is sparse and the extrapolations used in mo~delling may be unreliable. As
preliminary work, we have studied the emission from nitrogen atoms and the air
afterglow# some results of which are reported in this paper.

During the work a sudden increaae in emission was notice4 at much longer
flows than we normally observe. It seemed worthwhile to report this and to
suggest that# since the temperaiture o&nd density dependence of the emission is
kncwn, it would be possible to use our technique to make a detailed study of
this non-ideal behaviour an uhich there apipears to be little information.

2. Ntmualawm

The technique used is a comb ined discualge flow / *hock tube, pioneered
by Hartunian* Thompson and Hewitt and Gross . We have used it extinjiviely in
4a~ improved form to study the reactions of vinglet molecular oxygen4 .

A new #Apparatus simlars in drksiqn to that described previously *. war
used for the ei"privents. Nitragen &toea ate generated by poksing a flov of
K~ at 5 torr pressure through the cavity of a 2.45 OGls uicrowave generator
!Aicrotron). The roslting flow is theri passed into the 5 a toist section or a
50 as diameter glass shock tube, the directioa of flow being opposite to that
of the shook propagatioa*
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The concentration, IN], is monitored with the yellow Lewis-Rayleigh
afterglow:

(1) N + N = N 2(B) = N 2(A) + hu

and the concentration gradient along the length of the tube in the pre-shock
flow is observed with a mobile photomultiplier (E4I 9658B) and interference
filters. The absolute concentration is measured by gas-phase titration with
NO which reacts to give 0 atoms:

(2) N + NO = N2 + 0

The addition of N) decreases the yellow glow. and at the dark equivalence
point the flowrate of NO equals that of atomic N. Typically (N]/EN 2] - 0.4%
in these experimenas.

Addition of excess NO gives rise to the green air afterglow by react vun

with the 0 atoms formed in (2)

(3) 0 + NO NO2 - NO2 + hv

which again can be observed along the tube.
The shock part of the experiment is initiated after the initial flow

conditions havt been established and mensured, by bursting naturally an
aluminium diaphragm between the 0.9 m stainless steel driver saction and the
glass section, using N or He &a driver gas at -1.5 bar pressure- The
velocity is measured with laser light screens which trigger time interval
meters; it is found that the velocity is constant in the I m measuring lone
which is %5 am from the diaphraqg.

The variation in emission with time is followed by f.td photoakultipliera
which view the tube either th'owgh an interference fi.ter ,cr a monochroastor
(Bentham). The outputs are recorded on transtent reiorders (Patalab) tad
passed for storage to a graphlie torminel (HP2647a) ane thee on to the
mAinframe (GE9 4190) for proctsing by interactive graphics' and non-linear
least squares

3. RWWB

Wormal Vatlmion. Figure I shown a digitised trace of thob -an# .n
emission for the Lewis-Rayleigh afterglow after shock heativ'qg. 1irst Can ha
seen the prt-shock emission from the N atoms in the floving q"s. At the shock
front there Is a jump due to the change in deAsity, whit), '• K't•-x o by the
lover emissivity found at higher teepreturn. Then thoev $. ý fn ' in
mt.saion which simply reflects the pro-shark cotoentratic:. .-*~.r-nt in the

tube as the gat from up str•an Is awept jiact the oboerv:Stv:.-,. t:,ction.
The trace can be described by the equatitnn

1(t) X(T) (P/P) 21 f (2 at)Wdt /6t

1(t) and 1p., are the pant- aid pre-shock emissions at the observation
statioA? At Is the integration time to allow for the finite slit width; the
term Mi the tnteqral describe* the pro-shock decay along the tube in torms of
seond order kinetics, and t(T) is the ratio of the eission obarvaýd,
ext-apoleted to t-0, tf that predicted from the pro-shock emission.

The coistant, a, i "atured f•roa the pout-shock trace, And can also be
* predicted from the pre-shock concentration gradient corrnted Cor the whock

corpress *Jm and coordinate changae in a tyr4cal shock the pr*- and poet-shock
values of it were foun to be 2.35 and 2.32s , i.e. the same within
caperinsatal error.

14
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3,4,5In many previous studiez with oinglet oxygen , we found similar
evidence that the ideal shock relations provide a good description of the
post-shock flow in our apparatus. However with this work we notice that while
the two values of a always agree, that predicted from the pre-shock
measurements is always slightly higher than that from the post-shock trace,
Thus the emission at any point is always slightly greater than expected, and
the difference increases with time. Taking all the results into account
therefore, we believe the difference to be significant and to show that we are
observing directly the effect of the build-up of the boundary layer at longer
times. The atoms in the cool region next to the wall would have a higher
emissivity and lead to the effect observed,,

For each run, equation (4) was fitted to the digitised points to optimise
values of K(T), at and a. a and at provide checks on the adequacy of each
runi more than 100 runs were made and of these only 3 were rejectei. The
value of K(T) gives the emisaivity relative to its value at room temperature,

Variatiom of Maissivity with Tem•erature. For the air afterglow from
NO + 0, equation t3), the relative emissivity was found zo vary iii the
following wayl

' (5) log X(T) - (-1.88*0o04) log (T/293K)

in agreement wits that reported by Hartunian, Thompson and HewittI who were
only able to study the jump at the shock front and were not able to analyse
thL subsequent flow. Thus the differences between the spe(ctral properties oi
our detectiun systwrto and t. Jae of Hartuniun et. al. have no effecA on the
emissivity ','alug, whinVh is to be expected from the broad featurelesa spectrum
of the emission-.

1P contrast, at figure 2 illustrates, smch lower values for K(T) were
found for the Lewvi-Rayleigh efterglow trom atovic nitrogeu (equation 2) then
thonve which Gross 2 found w', h Hartunian* a apparatus.

1%e •*elative xIni~suim van found to vary as:

(fr) lol M(T) - (-1.37cuAn2l log (T.'293K)

at 579~ IM, with % baiw tith of 10 rm.
A variety of expS.t ien wevrb -ida to vhec" the oorrertnees of our lover

vali-.to. We looked patrttularl' it thi voluep ot I ý) obtained erm the
troang ent recorior trAvus and fiom tl t digita1 volt% ter which was normally
usadl the two were foung 0 b* .,h asaa wihlth t30. The at*ctrum for this
emission is .Omplicatead' with -uch di¢%*t* vibrational structur.. We are
presently making a tuýjwber of experizoot•o to study the vartation of X(T) with
wavolengt!) xAn4 speotwal baiNidthN the first results Indicate that there are
"marked di?, :-ehrsms t thbee in figure 2 which are appropriate to the
proouiLent b, ndl at 590 nm, and ýhve the lowest X(T) values. The higher value*
found by. Q'oro- can only be rian fuctd vith minor vibraional bands avay fr•mr
LMh main peake in the spectrmn

TN AAlIlOu mst lsim at Longet Tibws. f•qure 3 sbove an emission trace
tieilntr to fi gurt 1, but disalaying the behaviour at longor times which is not
U84411Y record*4 or On~lysed. A -Prominent peak at -12V; As Afte the* ot,,>O

rtont Ise s'an a, a ehek whete the contact surface shoeld atrive at. 17O0 gt.
This w .9 a urprias, but further experimerts. rapidly shýovd that the second
psak &,•pears on every trace, that the arrival time is guite reprodalcble. but
that *ie peak heighbt or a qrmi of similar shocks iS variab)a to *20%.

Figure 3 ows two traces f roe the asta shocIt, taken at obserratIoft
stations I m apart. The time betwvn whock frowt &n. peak it inrseasin4 vith
distance dwnk the tube and shows clearly, as cal••Lations do, that ret'Woo.tn
from the end plate or the flow inlet are not responsible.
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Shocks were tried with a He driver (M - 4), and a disturbance was
observed but it was much less clear. However when the driver section was
increased in length from 0.9 m to 1.25 m, clean peaks were again observed.
Thus for faster sh- :ks with the shorter driver, the rarefaction interferes

with the second peak bit is not responsible for its production.
The speed of the disturbance is intermediate between that of the shock

front and that expected for the contact surface; for a M = 2.6 shock, for
example, t e speed of the front, peak and contact surface are 0.90, 0.77 and
0.71 km s respectively. As figure 4 shown, there is an approximately linear
dependence between time for arrival of the peak and shock speed.

As far as the emissivity measurements are concerned, the new peak has no
effect since measurements are complete before its arrival, It is however
interesting in its own right as an unexpected disturbance which shortens the
expected hot flow time.

4. D3SCMSION

The variation of relative emissivity with tvmperature found for the air
afte-glow agrees well with that found previously , as is perhaps expected for
a featureless spectrum. However, with the Lewis-Rayleigh afterglow from
atomic nitrogen, the emissivity d&aends on the vibrational quantum number of
the band being studied, and so varies markedly with wavelength and spectral
resolution of tho filter or mo~iochromator being used. Thus it is no wonder
that our results do not agree in detail with those of Gross although a linear
dependence is found by both of us.

The good agr ment found when comparing the experimental profile for the

shock heated emission with that predicted from the pre-shock concentration
measurements indicates that, it- the &4irst half of the flow regime, the fluid
dynamic behaviour is near to ideal, as has been found in cNuntless experiments
with singlet molecular oxygen. flowor the small but conaistent differences
noted between pre- and post-shock concentration• gradients does indicate that
at longer times the boundary layer has an appreciable effect. Thus our method
o•fars a Msore direct way of stadying boundary layer effects than has hitherto
been available.

At later flow tine.0 a peak in enitsion is observed which, it is fair to
44y, is not ftlly understood. The Increase in emission indicateo either a
sudden increavo in density of the shock heated gas, or a subatsntial fnll in
tea'r~ture. Rough caltwletions indicate that if the density and sqition
are constant# then the teeerAtrre falls to near room temperature from 600 9.

It Ocosm likely that what ts being obeerved is a mixing of the driver od
driven t/aes. Since the iff•ects are re.ular mind reproducible, it appears the

the difcharge flow / shack tube aight provide a miapl# Mathoqifor studying
ron-idoal mixing effeck. which are *till not wael unferatood .

The beauty o7 tho technique for, this work i* that the diagmoatic emision
it generated indendently ,'rior to the shock, ane that the emissiom vs*de.4 i:l

a known way with denaity and teaeraturs. The proble-m ih Interpreting the
daftned and re"ular r)rofile is that p and T vary together, acd that the

eatosio" will vary with the mixing. Thus a theoretical todel is needed thich
viXi predict the developent •. p and T, and the extant of the mixing with
time to that direct co arirop with exporiuents can be made. Then the
t~fhniq"e could offer one of the few ways of emi.0g the nOn-ideal effects at
lat; tioes near the co*tact surface.

5. I . %w,

his work wse supported by the Us.A.F. undet reatract A r"M-04-O035.
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Figure 2

A log/log Plot of the Emission Efficiency

against Temperature
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Figure 3

Emission Traces for the shock-heated Afterglow
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PERTURBATION ANALYSIS OF REACTIVE FLOWFIELDS IN SHOCK TUBES

Yasunari Takano

Department of Applied Mathematics and Physics
Tottori University, Tottori 680, Japan

'This investigation considers effects of chemical reactions
on flowfields behind incident-shock waves in combustible gas
in shock tubes. The method of linearized characteristics is
applied to analyse gasdynamic disturbances due to chemical
reactions. The analysis treats cases where combustible gas
is sufficiently diluted in inert gas. The perturbed physi-
cal properties in the incident-shock region between shock
waves and contact surfaces are expressed mainly in terms of
a function representing amount of released chemical energy.
As numerical examples of the analysis, the formulations are
applied to calculate gasdynamic properties behind incident-
shock waves in H2-02-Ar mixture. The analytical results are
compared with exact numerical solutions in order to examine
applicability of the analysis. It is shbwn that the formu-
lation can afford exact solutions in case chemical behaviors
are not affected essentially by gasdynamic behaviors. When
induction time of combustion process is reduced to some
extent due to gasdynamic disturbances, some discrepancies
appear between analytical results and exact solutions.

INTRODUCTION

The shock-tube techniques have been established for investigations of
reactive systems in gaseouis medium.' When test gas is diluted in inert gas, its
chemical processes under an almost constant physical condition can be observed
behind a shock wave. However, the physical properties are not strictly constant
over the shocked region in reactive gas where gasdynamic disturbances arv caused
by the release of chemical energy due to chemical reactions. Hence, in case the
gaadynamlc disturbance can be estimated, rate coefficients of chemical reactions
are expected to be determined more precisely.

Chemical effects on shock-tube flowfields have been reliably prodicted by
use of numerical procedures. Detailed modelings, which combine a finite differ-
ence method with a chemical kinetics simulation code, have been developed to
simulate phenomena of shocks and detonations in reactive gas. 2  As for analy-
tical treatments, Spence analysed the motion of a shock wave produced by impul-
sively started piston in relaxing gas by employing the method of linearized
characteristics end derived analyt.cal forms for flowfields. 5 Also, Takano and
Akamatsu applied the method of linearlzed characteristics to consider gasdynamic
disturbances caused by chemical reactions in reflected-shock regions and ex-
pressed perturbations of the physical properties in terms of a function repre-
senting amount of chemical energy released to the flowfields. 6

This investigation studies the gasdynamic behaviors behind incident shock
weves in combustible gas by employing the method developed in the previous
investigation. 6 It treats cases where combustible gas is so sufficiently
diluted in inert gas that chemical processes may not be affected by the gas-
dynamic disturbances. For numerical examples of the analysis, perturbed flow-
fields in hydrogen and oxygen diluted in argon mixture are calculated. The
applicability of the analysis to actual reacting shock waves is considered
by comparing the analytical results with exact numerical solutions obtained
by applying a detailed modeling reported in the previous symposium.4
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ANALYSIS

In this analysis, we consider gaseynamic phenomena due to chemical
reactions initiated by the heating of shock waves. The transport processes are
negligible compared with wave motions. 1he basic equations for time-dependent,
one-dimensional reactive flow can be written as follows (see Takano et a16),

_ atu u N+ o a u+ au+.Lai) (1,2)at Uax +~ Pý_ 1 F x p ax

U- +ju + = q (y-1) N (MwC T M h )w., (3)at ax j=l

a a 1 ~ c~T+ =~- M w (cl,...,CN;P,T), j - 1,...,N, (4)

where p, u, p and T are the density, the velocity, the pressure and the temper-
ature of mixture, respectively. c M., w , h are the mass fraction, the molar
weight, the molar production rate dnd ghe 4nthilpy for the Jth species of the
mixture with N components. C , M and y are the specific heat, the molar weight
and specific heat ratio. In Eddition, x &nd t are the distance from the dia-
phragm and the time after the diaphragm bursting, respectively.

I:1 In the present investigation, we consider a situation where combustible gas
is diluted in inert ideal gas. Therefore, by taking the mass fraction for
reactant as a parameter of expansions, E, we introduce the following expansions:

p(x,t) - Pi{l + eO(x',t') + 0(c 2 )), (5)

u(x,t) U ai{9i + ei(x',t') + 0(c 2 )), (6)

p(x,t) - Pa2{1/Yi + Ep(X',t') + 0(C2 )), (7)

cj(xt) = 6iJ + cMjij(x',t') + 0(E 2 ), (8)

t - tr(O)t', x a aitr(c)x'. (9a,b)

Here, the subscript i denotes the physical properties of inert gas where no
combustible gas is added in. The tilde is put to denote the dimensionless
perturbed properties. a is the acoustic speed in the inert gas. 6 is the
Kronecker's delta. t r.) is the characteristic time for chemicalJ reactions.

Substituting the expansions (5)-(9) into gasdynamic equations (1)-(3) and
rate equations (4), and equating terms in the order of E, we obtain following
linearized equations:

( ta' + a•i -- ±U) - ), (10,11)

(N ha( I (T . , MiN hT)M1
6, )G TM J1 (12,13)

jl pii i

+ di-w)0Ja i ,101*'#N;ip (14)

whore q and Z are leading terms in expansions for production rates of chemical
energy and moles ot the jth species, respectively:

q - Pia2tr(C)-1 (C + O(c2 )), (15)

S.. . . . . __ a - --" - i ii iiii i l "" I 't " -
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w= P.tr(c)-{. + 0(C2)}. (16)
j 1r

As shown in Fig.1, the linearized equations (10)-(14) are integrated in the
domain bounded by the shock front and the contact surface whose boundary condi-
tions are written formally as follows,

S-i R ( + a), - L ( + ), at x'= isti (17)

1Sp + C (•-•, at x'= Uit (18)

where U S is the normalized shock speed in the inert gas. In the present formu--
lation, the boundary conditions at the shock front and at the contact surface
are respectively applied on x'= 5st' and on x'= 5 t' instead of real trajec-
tories. These approximations cause errors of 0(es) as long as the deviations of
the real trajectories to the idealized ones remain 0(c).

Substituting the expansions (5)-(9) into the Rankine-Hugoniot relations and
equating terms in the order of C, we obtain linearized relations, from which
boundary conditions at shock fronts can be derived as follows,

2M' 2M'
____ SR = ( 7lUl- - i0/0 1 1 T + 1), (19a)

I+R (1 -LTYi + 1
L = •- 1 ia (Yi_ 1) +2} . (19b)
1+R 1 _____

where MS is the Mach number of incident shock waves and pl (= pl/a 1 ) and a(
aI/ai) are respectively the normalized density and the acoustic speed in the
region ahead of in(:ident shock waves. Also, expanding similarly the relations
for contact surfaces and assuming isentropic driver gas and no disturbing wave
coming behind contact surfaces, we obtain boundary conditions at the contact
surfaces:

C - (i3 3 - 1)!(ý3•3 + 1) (20)

where p ( p .) and 6 (U a /a ) are respectively the normalized density and
the aco~stic speed in the region behind contact surfaces. It should be men-
tioned that these conditions (19) and (20) are already given by Mirels who
developed perturbation theory for the shock attenuation and nonuniform flows in
in shock tubes due to side-wall boundary-layers.' Values of these coefficients
and parameters of shock waves in monatomic gas are listed in Table 1.

As the upstream region ahead of incident shock waves is in chemically
frozen state, 5 is constant over the upstream region. Hence, a remain
constant along ix'w ESt'. Therefore we obtain from (14), J

i S.x't' J S((Es t#-xf)/(uS- I)]. (21a)

dSj(t')/dt' - 'j(SI,..,,SN;T±,Pi). (21b)

Then, q also becomes a function of the time elapsed after the shock heating:

S•i(X',t) - 4o[(•st Ma/(S-ui)]1 (2,2)

By making use of this character of time-coherency for chemical process in
mixture entering shock fronts, we integrate (10)-(141 along their characteristic
lines and apply the boundary conditions. Then, p + u, p - u and -p are
expressed in terms of Q, an integral function of qo0 which is defined as,
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N h (T.)MQ(:t') = M.I =[(I- 1Jpii TM:}S(t')-S (0)). (23)

1jl C piT M

Here, the function Q represents amount of chemical energy released to flow
fields. After all, the variations of the perturbed physical properties are
written as

1 1 uit'-x'
k',t') (-I+ -)Q(= )+(l+ !)Q[(Ui+l)t'-x']} + O(R), (24)

"1 1 u t' xi C
')i2k(l+ -)Q(- )+(I+ I)Q[(Ui+l)t'-x']} + O(R), (25)

S-i

-2(1+ C)LQ[k(x'-Uit')]) + O(R), (26)

1 1

where k = _ _ i k (27a,b)
Us-Ui 1-5S+(i"

In addition, the temperature variation is represented as

NTwxt) = Yi•(x',L) - ý(X',t) - M. I S [(U•t'-x')/(5S-iii)J (28)

NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

As numerical examples of the analysis, we calculate gasdynamic disturbances
behind incident-shock waves in stoichiometric hydrogen and oxygen diluted in
argon mixture by using the present formulation. A chemical kinetics model and
thermochemical data used here are written in the previous papers. Parameters
for calculations are listed in Table 2, where M is the shock Mach number and P1
is the initial pressure of argon in the upstreag region. As the parameter, C,
of the expansions, we use the mass fraction of oxygen molecules in the upstream
region. Also, as the characteristic time t (C), we employ an induction time
for the combustible gas added in the inert gas,

By numerically integrating rate equations (21), we obtain variations of
concentrations for chemical species and determine a heat-release tunction from
(23). Figure 2 shows S and Q for Case I. In the combustible mixture heated by
a shock wave, intermedilte species such as H, 0 and Oil increase exponentially
due to induction reactions which release almost no chemical heat. In the induc-
tion time, an ignition takes place; the formation of 1120 and the consumption of
H2 and 02 occur rapidly and exothermic reactions dominate.

Distributions of the perturbed physical properties, 0, ý and ;, in the
incident-shock region can be calculated from Q(t'), while the perturbed temper-
ature is expressed in terms of Q(t') and S (t'). Figure 3 shows the perturbed
physical properties in the incident-shock 4egion as functions of the distance
from the contact surface. The heat release begins in the gas adjacent to the
contact surface in the induction time after shock heating. The pressure and
the temperature rise in the region with the heat addition. A compression wave
is generated and it propagates to the incident-shock front. The point where
the pressure is the maxmum in the distribution refers to the start of ignition
and it forms a reaction front in the flowfield. The parameter C a 0 of the
contact surface means that acoustic impedances (Pa) are identical across it.
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The parameter C = 1 refers to cases where the driven gas is pushed by the rigid
piston, while C = -1 refers to cases where the driver gas is extremely light.
It is observed that the heavier the driver gas is, the stronger compression wave
is generated.

COMPARISONS WITH RIGOROUS SOLUTIONS

In order to examine a limit of the applicabily of the analysis, we compare
the analytically obtained results with rigorous solutions which are numerically
obtained by use of a finite difference method. Computations are conducted to
simulate situations where an incident-shock wave, steadily propagating in pure
argon gas, passes through stoichiometric hydrogen and oxygen diluted in argon
mixture at the same pressure. Hence, the numerical results are comparable to
the analytical ones for cases of C = 0. Figure 4 shows a comparisons of per-
turbed physical properties between analytical and numerical results for Case I,
which is normalized according to (5)-(7) and (9) by using the parameter of the
expansions, c - 0.013. The comparisons are excellent except some discrepancy
of the density distribution. It is shown that the present formulation can
afford exact solutions of perturbed flowfields due to chemical reactions in the
incident-shock region.

Another simulation is carried out for a situation where some coupling takes
place between gasdynamics and chemical kinetics. Figure 5 shows comparisons for
Case II between analytical and numerical results, which are normalized by using
E - 0.02. An induction distance from the shock front to the reaction front is
reduced to some extent in the simulation, while it is invariable in the analysis
because of the de-coupling of fluid motions and chemical processes. The reduc-
tion of the induction distance is caused by mainly the temperature rise in the
induction region between the shock front and the reaction front. Unless the
variation of the induction distunce remains small, the analytical results become
questionable.

CONCLUSIONS

The method of linearized characteristics has been applied to analyse gas-
dynamic disturbanres due to chemical reactions in the incident-shock regions
between incident-shock waves and contact surfaces in shock tubes. The analysis
treats cases where combustible gas is diluted in inert gas so that chemical
behaviors are not affected by the gasdynamic behaviors.

Perturbations of the physical properties in the incident-shock regions can
be expressed in series terms of a heat-release function which represents amount
of released chemical energy. As numerical examples of the analysis, gasdynamic
disturbances behind incident-shock waves in 11,-0 2-Ar mixture are calculated by
applying the firmulation. The analytical results are compared with rigorous
solutions numerically obtained by use of a finite difference method. It is
shown that the analytical foamulation can afford exact solutions in case chem-
ical behaviors are not affected essentially by gasdynamic behaviors. However,
it cannot give proper discriptions for fluid motions when the gasdynamic distur-
bances reduce the induction time (or distance).
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Contact / P Table 1. Coefficients for
SSurface / Boundary Conditions at

Wu ( T, fto)/• Incidont-S34ock Fronts

C A Rs L
/ Xc den 11 0 0S~S~hock F'r ont

(x'-oSt') 2 0.437 0.694 -0.014 0.158

3 0.333 0.522 -0.030 0.287

0 'x- 0.297 0.4i3 -0.040 0.355
Fig- I- Schematic (xt)-idiagrata of

nc idea~t ock ~Rogian

Table 2. Conditions for analytical and nuverical results

Case HS  Pl ai Ti et r(c) C

KP8 R~g/0 3 Ka/6 K• a

1 4 16 0.884 0.771 1718 0.304 0.013

It 3.4 16 0.833 0.674 1310 1.438 0.020
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NLUMERICAL SIMULATIONS OF THE INITIATION OF

GASEOUS DE1TONATIONS IN SHOCK TUBES
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in this paper we describe a time-dependent reactive shock
model and use it to simulate the initiation of gaseous
detonations in shock tubes.* The results of the numerical1
simulations are compared to the predictions of a theoretical
model developed earlier to study power-energy relations
for the initiation of detonations. The comparisons show
that the power-energy relation obtained from the detailed
simulations agrees with that predicted by the theoretical
model when the Mach number of the shock is high. However for
lower Mach numbers, the detailed simulations show initiation
with lower energies than those predicted by the theoretical
model. For the lower Mach numbers, the shock heated gas
mixture is shown to be in the weak-ignition regime and
theref ore very sensitive to perturbations. 'We then study
the effects of velocity perturbations on ignition in a
hydrogen-air mixture. Finally we discucs the implications
of these results on the use of shock-tube sitmulations and
experiments for determining power-energy relations.

1, XNMIODUCTZON

in a previoua paper 1 , referred to below as paper 1. we developed a simple
theoretical model to determine the relation between the power and energy
required for the shock initiation of gaseous detonations. The model explained
the qvalitative differences in the oer-energy relations obtained from two
different experimental arrangementJs * The model also gave qualitatively
good predictions of the power-energy relation for the initiation of cylindrical
detonations in on acetylene-oxygen-nitrogen mixturse0' 2t ~,vver, the miniftun
power and the aminia"i energy predicted by the Yodel were quantitatively
different f rom those obtained o~rimentallyi In Paper 1, we suggested that one
of thcý reasons for these. differences is the uncertainty in one of the parameters
of the theorteical model, ter , the critical time in which energy wist be
deposited to initiate a detonation. U.~ this paper "e address the problem of
uncertainty in t., by compating the predictions of the theoretical model to
results obtained from detailed numerical slmul~tions of the initiation of planar
detcnations in shock tubes.

No. "E "BhDP=ICAL K0ODL

Since the theoreUcal mo~ld has alroady been 4iscuessd in detail in Paper I
and Par. 2, we onily give a brief outline here. IV~e Yodel considers the flow
<penerated by the motion oV a constant velocity -nock wave in planar* cylindrical
and sphericAl. geonettie.. As this shock wave pax*** through a qas aixture, the
q&s teu"~rAture and pressure increases. W)e to thi,4 increase in tesperature and
prov.ure, iqnition can occur in the shock heatod gas mixture aft tr the elapse 6f
a certain tme. and this may lead to detonation.
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A constant velocity shock wave can be formed in e~cb of the three
geometries by the motion of a constant velocity piston . Furthermore it can
be shown 5 that a pressure and velocity field identical to that ahead of a
constant velocity piston can be generated by appropriate energy addition. For
example, a flow field bounded by a constant velocity planar shock wave and a
constant velocity planar piston can be generated by a planar energy source with
a constant rate of energy deposition. An example of such an energy source is
the high pressure driver in a uniform shock-tube. In Paper I, we have shown
that the power and energy required for the initiation of a planar detonation is
given by:

(Pcr) - pp u p
(2)

(EBr) m Pp up tcr * (2)

where ppand u are the pressure and velocity at the piston surface and tcr is the
minimum time En which energy must be deposited in order to initiate a
detonation. In the planar case, the pressure and velocity at the piston surface
are identical to those behind the shock wave and can be easily calculated using
the equations given in Appendix C of Ref. 2. In order to determine the power-
enerqy relation using Eqs. (1,2), we also need to know tcr. As before we assume
that this time is equal to the induction delay time corresponding to the
conditions at the piston surface. we then critically examine this assumption by
comparing the power-energy relation so obtained (from 91s. (1,2)) to that from
detailed numerical simulations. The numerical model used for these detailed
simulations is briefly described below.

III, THE REACTIVE SHOCK NUMERICAL MODEL

the one-dimensional reactive shock model 6 ' 7 solves the time-dependent
conservation equations for mass, momentunm and energy coupled to the equations
describing the chemical kinetiss. 1he wdel uses an explicit, Eulerian finite
difference formalation with a sliding rezone capability to provide resolution
around moving gradients. "e solutions of the equations describing the fluid
dynarics a9 d the chemistry of the problao are coup)ed using time-otep splitting
techniques".

"to coavoctive traaspcrt teor in the conseryttion equations &re solved
uSiln ane variant of the Plux-Correeted Transport (PCT) method. Tiis is a
conservativ, monotonic algorithm vith fourth-order phase accuracy and does not
require artificial viscosity to stabilize shocks. The ordinary differvential
equations deacribing the chemical kinetics are solved using VSAIMN a vectorized
version of fihe aelected asymptottc integration method employed in CHEE,9. this
algoriths identifies the stiff equations for treatment with a stiffly stable

method. the retaining equations are solved with a standard classical method.
The chemical kinetics rate scheme used consists of sbout fifty chemical rates
relating the species H, 02, O , N , ON, Mo)02  HO and 14.2.

IV* P(*ER-EN) CY REL&AVIOW MR WlE INITIATION OP PLANAR r0ETMATIONS

We first used the theoretical model to deteraine the power-energy relstion
for the initiation of planar detonations in a hydroqen-ocgen-nitrogen (2:t1 4)
mixture. the Mach nuwber of thc shock wave va varied and for each Mach number
the tamperature, presaet and velocity of the shocked gas mixture were obtained
using the modified shock relations given in Appendix C of Ref. 2. The time
duratioc necessary for successful initiation was manued to be equal to the
,hemlcat induction time of the mixture corresponding to the conditions at the
piston surfaCe. The inductloC tiM used was obtained by integrating the same
chemital kinetics rate equatitns used in the fucbrical simalatioms. Knowing the
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pressure, velocity and induction time of the shocked gas mixture, the power and
energy are obtained from Bs. (1,2). The power and energy deposited in the gas
mixture are shown in Fi,. I as a function of the shock Mach number.

V. INTTIATION OF DETONATIONS IN SHOCK TUBFS

We then set up the nunerical model described in section III above to simu-
late shock tube experiments in which the driver was helium and the driven sec-
tion was filled with a hydrogen-oxygen-nitrogen mixture (2,1:4) at 298 X and 0.5
atm. By varying the pressure ratio across the diaphragm of the shock tube we
obtained constant velocity shocks of various strengths in the driven section.
For each pressure ratio we noted the times at which ignition and detonation
occurred as well as the ptessure and velocity at the contact surface. For the
problem, at hand, we define the time at which ignition occurs as the first time
at whieh a temperature increase of 10 % is observed anywhere in the shock heated
gas mixture. The time at which detonatlon occurs is defined as the first time
when the shock velocity attains the Chapman-jouguet detonation velocity.

Some of the results from a typical simulation (corresponding to a pressure
ratio of 200) are shown in Fig. 2. Here ignition is first observed at about 9.5
microseconds (after the bursting of the diaphragm) at the contact surface. The
chemical energy released causes a rapid rise in the temperature and the pressure

near the contact surface whose velocity then changes rapidly, as seen in Fig.

2b. The entire regien between the contact surface and the shock front has
ignited by 12 microseconds. 1he pressure behind the shock front (see Fig. 2c)
has attained its peak value by this time. Both the *shock* velocity And the

pressure history indicate that the shock tranaitions to a detonation by about 12
microseconda. Tor longer time both the shock/detonation velocity and the

presaure gradually decrease towards the Chapman-Jouquet values.

Such colculationa can be used to evaluate the power, which is the rate of

energy Input to the driven section. The power is equal to the rate of work
porformed by the contact surface which is the product of the pressure and veloa-

Ity oý the contact surface. the pressure at the contact surfact is directly
ohtained frt Ote simulations while the velocity of the contact surface is cal-

culated fro* the history of the location of the contact surface. the energy is

obtained as a time .itegral of the power.

The moults froe the simlations when the pressure ratio "5e 110 did not

show, any trac* of detowitia;) The shock velocity, the contact surface velocity

and the pressure behid tht• h •ck front ore shown as functions of time for this

case in Pig. 34. I4re the eontac. surface velocity is constannt until 0.6 *a,
and it then decrease* with tiat. This happens because the rarefeation waves
have% reashed the contact surface, (after being reflected from the driver end

well) before ignition could occur. 1ha interaction between the rarefaction
wave•u and the contact turface decreases the velocity of the contact turface. by

1.1 as the rarefaction waves have caught up with the shock front and begun to

redece its velocity. bhe temperature behind the weakened shock front when the
simulatiot. wae torainatod after 1.6 es was only 8OM K. Tie case Implies that

for a shock tube of a given driver si*e there is a pressure ratio belcv which
the rarefaction vaves will interact so qOickly with the sock front that they
prevent a detonation f re* occurring. Theraefore the minioum power det*erained

using shock tube simulations or vaperinat wuld depend an the sii-e of the

driver used.

* V.. OIPARXSOKS OF

We then csrred e rosoul ta fr%,oý the i~taJ,1cd altwlatioas to tlhonoý .frQ'
t-he theoretical no- 1. ho powev *no ener-,y fioA the theoretical soodal it row
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Fig. 1) are shown in Fig. 4 along with the the data points from the numerical
simulations. The predictions of the theoretical model agree with the results
from the numerical simulations when the Mach number of the shock wave is high.
However for low mach numbers, the numerical simulations show initiation with
lower energies than those predicted by the thooretical model. One of the objec-
tives of this work was to examine the assumption made in the theoretical model
that the appropriate time to use is the induction time corresponding to the
conditions at the contact surface. In Fig. 5, the induction time corresponding
to the conditions behind the shock (and at the contact surface), the time at
which ignition was observed, and the time at which the shock transitioned to
detonation are shown as a function of shock Mach number. We observe that for
high Mach numbers the aisumption made in the theoretical model is quite good,
but as we go towards lower Mach numbers the difference between the chemical
induction time and the time at which ignition actually occurs increases. More
surprisingly, ignition occcurs earlier in the detailed simulations. A closer
look at the results show that the pressures and temperatures near the contact
surface for the lower Mach number cases ate in the weak-ignition regime and
therefore very sensitive to perturbations .

VII. SENSITIVIT• OF IGNITION TO PERIJRBATIONS

The sensitivity of ignition to perturbationi can be assessed by considering
derivatives of the chemical induction time with respect to parameters of the
system such as temper4ture, pressure or stoichiometry. One important quantity
to ccnaidar is

S - (T/V) ("YaTientr) (3)

vhich shows the sensItivity of the induction time to acoustic pQrturbations.
The value of S for the conditions behind the incident shock tn some of the cal-
culations desc-ibed above in between 35 and 40, indicating a fairly strong dus-
ceptibility of ignition tiaes to prturbtýtons. this means that 2.5-3% change
in temperature changes the induction tLie by 100%.

In oirder to evalratse the effect of pe~arhetuons on the power energy rela-
tion, we reconfigured the tmwerical node.l to sioulate a closed tube containing
the reactive *ixture at a specific t'ot rature and pre*sure. W then iosed
v.ilocity fluctuations of various axplitudes and frquencies and oLepved the Utie
at which ignition occured in the various casee. Consider the spacific example
of the sl-x-ck tnbe simulation with a pressure ratio of 110. The tesperture avd
proesau bohin the ifeident shock in thig case 3are 975 9 and 800 kPA respc-
tivoly. we then ispo** a velocity parturbattio% on the syatea at sack location

x such thatw

V (itt-•O) - V0 ain (•xlL) (4)

whero V0 is the arplitude and t is the hali wavlengti't of the velocity perturba-
tion.

rigure 6 shows the time hiatery of the te erature taken froa too saiola-
tion in which, there are roghly throe periods of osci:lation in an induction
time. In thio case, L is 90 cm (giving a erequency of 401 Rz) since the lnduc,-
tiob time io 7U0 microseconds. the aspliUdoe of the perturbation, Val is 100
*/s. With this perturbation, the syst" ignites first ait the left wall a- 4923

microsecords, then at the center and finally at the right "aIl at $S9i aicro-
secot-ds. thus we observe that the time to ignition is raduose by 2457 micro-

oecond duo to, the velocity perturbation.

L"'
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A number of such calculations provided information on the change in the
induction time as a fun.tion of amplitude and frequencies. Using this informa-
tioij in the power-energy relation (Eq. 1,2), the energy required for initiation
of detonations has been calculated for the cases of the various disturbances.
This is shown in Fig. 7. We observe that low freguency perturbations are more
critical, since for these frequen,:ies smaller amplitude perturbations are suf-
ficient to substantially reduce the ignition times and the energy required for
initiation of detonation. :'or example. to reduce the energy by a factor of
three, we need low frequency perturbations (L = 270 cm) of amplitude 100 m/s or
higher frequency perturbations (L = 2.7 cm) of amplitude 33 m/s. We also note
that in the limit of no frequency (i.e. local hot spots) a small temperature
perturbation could have an enormous effect on the ignition time and the energy
required for initiation of a detonation.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

From the results presented in this paper, we observe that: (1) for the
initiation of planar detonations, the appropriate time to use in the theoretical
iodel is the indiction time, prcvided the mixture unear consideration is not in
regime sensitive to perturbations; (2) for mixtures which are sensitive to
perturbations, the power-energy relation will also depoind upon the actual
perturbations present in the system; (3) the minimum power determined using
shock tube simulations or experiments will depend on the length of the driver
used.
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SHOCK INITIATION AND DETONATION PROPAGATION

IN TUBES CONFINING AN EXPLOSIVE AIR FLOW

A. Persson and L. Jerberyd

Nitro Nobel AB, Detonic Laboratory
Vinterviken, S-117 48 Stockholm, Sweden

The front velocity and pressure time history of detonations in
an explosive air flow confined in tubes of polyethylene and steel
has been recorded in a lot of experiments. The results of the
experiment show that even coarse explosive grains (prilled ANFO)
can burn fast in a shock flow and thus support the propagation
of a detonation in the explosive air flow. The influence of the
confining material, concentration of explosive in the flow and the
tube diameter on the detonation parameters are illustrated in
diagrams. The hazard of initiating the mixtuoe by static electric-
ity and detonation propagation into a column of the explosive at
bulk density is discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

Prilled ANFO (ammonium nitrate mixed with fuel oil) is a common explosive
used in rock blasting, Rapid loading of the drillholes is accomplished by
mobile, pneumatic charging apparatus. In the ordinary loading operation,
the ANFO io tranoported from a vessel into the drillhole, fluidized in a
flow of compressed air confined partly in metallic tubes, partly in plastic
hoses. Although ANFO is a less hazardous explosive, a number of accidents
have happened in Swedish mines during loading operations with penumatic
apparatus. Accidental firing of the detonator put into the bottom of the
drillhole seemed to have caused these accidente and it was observed in some
of these cases that the plastic hose connected to the vessel had bursted
on a lengtu of several meters outside the drillhole. The tube burat indicated
that a shock wave has propagated through the tube,

The aim or this investigation was to determine under what coneitione
a shock wave sent through the explosive air flow could build up a detonation
wave in the tube which can propagate into the vessel of' the loading apparatus.
A vehiclt carried loading equipment can store up to I ton of explosive and
a detonation of such an amount in a raine will of course be disastrous. An
static electricity can be accumulated on a vehicle with rubber tyres it was
of great interest to determine if the energy of spark discharge from a
loading vehicle was large enwiugh to gonerate a shock wave aufficiently
atrong for initiating the explosive air flow.

L )tosnatiop in ex~ioeive pir mixtures

Kaufman /A/ hln reportej characteristics of detonation of dust of ROX die..
parsed in air (1.3 g/dm ) confined In steel tubes. Parsaon /2/ has investi-
gated the reaction In the NONMI tube. (sONgL, is a nonelectric firing
eystem cqnsititig of a thin plastic hose lined with a thin layer of fioe
grain HNX). Both investigations obow that a detonation wave can be initiated
by a ohock wave sent into the tube and that the reaction propagates with a
velocit) of 1500-2000 m/S. In NONEL the concentration of the exploslve iA
10 g/dm- and the particle ite very small 10-50 um. The grgin size of the
prilled ANFO it 0.5-2.0 m. The explosive consists of' porous grains of an
oxidizer soaked with fuel.
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The concentration of explosive in a loading hose can vary from a full hose
850 g/dm (about 61% by volume) down to a few per cent depending on the velo-
city of the air flow, the length of the hose and if the hose is bended.
In a series of experiments it was determined that the concentration 9f ANFO
grains in the air flow varied between 1-15% by volume or 14-210 g/dm .
The following parameters could be expected to affect the build-up and propa-
gation of the detonation and had to be investigated.

1. The concentration of explosive in the flow

2. The grain size of explosive

3. The tube diameter

4. The tube material

2. EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES OF REACTIONS IN ANFO AIR FLOW

The reaction of the ANFO air flow has been studied in several experiwents
using both horizontal and vertical tubes. The tube material was either steel,
or polyethylene and the inner diameters of the tubes or hoses has been varied
from 27-52 mm. The explosive was fed into the horizontal tubes by connect-
ing these to an ordinary loading apparatus (fig. 1). In order to 'Oeach con-
centrations of ANFO higher than 3% by volume in the larger tube diameters
the explosive was fed into vertical tubes with a screwfeeder (fig. 2). By
calibrating the flow of the screwfeeder a better control of the concentration
of explosive was gained. The velocity and pressure of the reaction was
recorded by using piezoelectric or piezoresistive pressure gauges and simple
pressure sensitive switches. The pressure time history was recorded in
different positions of the tube making it possible to study the build-up
of the reaction wave. A photomultiplier and a light guide were used to record
the light from the flame zone of the reaction. A detonator containing I g
of explosive was fired in one end of the tube to generate the iritiating
shock.

In a series of experiments a slide valve was arranged in the bottom
end of a vertical tube making it possible to close the tube end and gather
the explosive in the bottom ond before firing the detonator. The valve was
remote controlled and the flow out of the tube end could be watched in an
ITV-system.

Results of exporiments

Pig. 3 shows the pressure time history at different positions along an ANPO
air detonation in a 50 mm diameter stool tube. Only 1% by volume of ANPO was
fed into the tube. The velocity of the reaction front was 1500 m/s and the
maximum front presure 200 bar (20 MPa). The pressure recordings show the
typical behaviour of this type of detonation. The reaction zone it preceded
by an air shock behind which the explosive grains are heated. Pressure peaks
generated by local explosions or burning of grains in the flame zone catch
up the air shock front from behind and build up the pressure. The length of
the flame zone varied with the peak pressure of the reaction. At I kbar (100
XPa) the length of the zone was about 200 em and at 500 bar (50 MPa) as long
as 600 ma. Increasing the amount of ANPO to 2S by volume increased the veloci-
ty to 1900 m/a and the peak pressure at the tube end to about 600 bare (60
NPa) bursting the q m= thick tube. In polyethylene tubes the appearance of
the pressure time history of the detonation wave was similar but the veloci-
ties and peak pressures were much lower. When the flow contained 51 explosive
or more the tubes were blown up.
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In fig. 4 the detonation velocity of several experiments in both steel and
polyethylene tubes are plotted against the concentration of explosive. The
diagram shows the velocity of a Chapman-Jouget detonation calculated by using
the "Tiger" code /3/. It is obvious that the velocity of reactions confined
in plastic tubes were less than 1000 m/s (mean value 850 m/s) and did not
seem dependent of the concentration of explosive. The front velocity in steel
tubes were between 1500 and 2000 m/s and about 400 m/s lower than the calcu-
lated CJ velocity.

Fig. 5 shows peak pressure versus per cent by volume explosive. In
accordance with the low propagation velocity the peak pressure in the poly-
ethylene tubes was low and did never exceed 100 bar (10 MPa). It seemed to
be slightly dependent of the concentration of explosive too. The peak pressure
recorded in steel tubes was 1 kbar (100 MPa) at 5% by volume of explosive
in the flow. Compared to the calculated CJ-pressure which assumes a complete
reaction this level is about 60% of the ideal detonation pressure. All tubes
in the vertical experiments ended in a I m long steel tube with a sliding
valve in the bottom end. When this valve was closed a column of ANFO at bulk
density was gathered. The detonation waves in steel tubes which had a peak
pressure of 1 kbar were able to detonate the ANFO column. The reaction in
the polyethylene tubes compressed the ANFO column slightly but did not cause
any reaction in it.

The minimum charge size that could initiate a detonation in the ANFO
air flow was 0.25 g which corresponds to an explosion energy of 1600 Joule.
Maximum half of this energy is transferred to the shock wave in one direction
of the tube. Compared to the maximum energy released in a spark discharge
of static electricity on a mobile ANF0 loader, the explosive energy is 1000
times larger. Therefore it seems impossible that static electricity can cause
initiation of an ANFO air flow.

3. CONCLUSIONS

An unstable detonation can propagate through plastic as well as steel tubes
at ANFO concentrations of the same magnitude as found in a common loading
apparatus. The large grain size however, caused incomplete reaction especially
when the confining tube was weak (plastic) the expansion losses behind the
reaction front resulted in a low propagation velocity and pressure. An in-
crease of the percentage of explosive could quench the reaction in plastic
tubes but not in steel tubes. An ANFO air detonation confined in a steel tube
could propagate detonation into a column of ANPO at bulk density. If the
plastic hose was connected to a steel tube the detonation velocity and pres-
sure was build tip to tile higher level.

As the air shock preceding the renction zone does not increase the air
temperature enough to decompose the AN when the front velocity was
below 1000 ro/l one ca~n assume that the burning of the grains starts with
ignition of' the vaporited fuel oil in the wake of the shOck flow around the
grains. This burning increases the gas temperature and the graine start burn-
ing over the total surface, fig. 6.
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A SHOCK TUBE STUDY OF THE DCOMXIPOSITION OF CHLORDtE DIOXIDE

C. Pailiard, G. Oupr6l S. Youssefi, R. Liabet and N. Charpentier

Centre de Recher'ches sur la Chimie de la Combustion
et des Hautes Temperatures - C.N.R.S. et Universit6 d'Orl6ans

45045 Orl~ans C~dex - France

The chlorine dioxide decomposition behind incident
shock waves has been investigated by measuring shock
velocities in function of shock strength in order to
determine the effect of reaction exothermicity on shock
propagation. Vibrational relaxation times have been
evaluated using a laser schlieren method. The reaction
is characterized by an induction period followed by a
rapid consumption of chlorine dioxide. The ignition
delay times T of mixtures lx C10? + (I - x) Ar-} have
been measure behind reflectad shock waves by the ab-
sorption technique at 360 nm. In a range of pressures P
and temperatures T of respectively 65 - 180 kPa And 1100
- 1450 Torr, a relaticnehip has been established between
Tji P, T and 0102 molar fractionx
log Ti (a) =4550/T (K) - 0.6 log I x P (Pa) /T (K)} 6.

The temperature coefficient leqds to an activation ener-
gy of S7 kJ/mol.

1. INTPA.JCTW4

Gaseout chlorine dioxide CIO 2 is known as to be a highly unsttble compound
which is readily decomposable in an explosive manner. Laffittt et al. have
determiired the characteristics of CI102 decomposition flames from mvlasurement of
burnir~g v.elocities and qoenching diameters. These authors found an overall
activation energy of about 8 kcal/mol. and an *pparent ovorpAl reaction order
of 2.5 for 2non diluted C1O.2 an of 2 fotr mixtures diluted with inert gases.
$Chumacher2 et al. then Me MIale~ at a14 have ,ktudied the thermal decomposition
of C102 over the following ortsou-o end temperatupo ranges : 0.2 - 40 Tori' : 40
- 1346C. The reaction it characterixod by long induction periods which are a
functiOA of t0'ftWature, Pt'losure, vessel sixe, irradiation and dilution with
inert gases Above 546C, the decomposition of 0102 b.ecomen explosive. The
explosion is of a degenepate chain-br-anching type where chlorine sesquioxide

C'203 is the intermediate species r,~sponsible for the delayed reaction. The
ohotoinducld reaction of 0102 has been recently Studied by tUethune4 at al. With
a buff~et gas present during Photodissociation, they observed two Anterkwediate
molecules - 100103 anid orobably Cl;.O3 but they assumed that thest m5olecules
would be too Yinatable to Lts presen~t -in any signif Acant quat~tity during the
tIVlosiOft. Moreover nto actuA7 data were obtainid to confirm the detailed mecha-
ntsm the authors have proposed irid no iftforeation to available on the ignition
delay tiales seaeurlzd Indepeftdontly of wall effoct.

In tht present paper, the effect uf th'ý decomposition of CIOZ in 4n at-gon
bath on *hock wave velocities and eh vibrational relaxation times have been
investigated in oO(G to precise th# kinetic sechanisma of decomposition behind
shock waves.
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2. EXPERIMENTAL

Two shock tubes have been used in this study. The first one, presented in
figure 1, is coupled to a time of flight mass spectrometer in order, to analyse
reactant and reaction products behind reflected shock waves. The inside driven
tube diameter is 22 mm and its length 2.15 m. This tube is also fit for the
measurement of ignition delays by uv absorption or infrared emission behind
reflected shock waves near the back wall.

The second shock tube, of inside diameter 50 mm and 6.44 m long for the
driven section, is equipped with a series of plane windows made of CaF2 in
order to be coupled with infrared and uv-visible detectors and filters and with
a laser schlieren technique.

This last technique, used to determine vibrational relaxation times, has
been described and discussed by Kiefer 5 . A schematic diagram of the device is
shown in figure 2. The beam was provided by a He - Ne laser operating at 632.8
nm. After crossing the shock tube it passed through a neutral density filter to
prevent detector saturation and hit the apex of a reflecting prism. The sepa-
rated halves were detected by two photomultipliers and the differential signal
due to density variation and consequently laser beam deflection during the
shock wave passage was recorded on a scope. The detectors were placed at about
4 m from the CaF 2 windows crossed by the laser beam. This device permits to
determine vibrational relaxAtion time values greater than 1 ps with a reasona-
ble accuracy (7 - 10 %).

The initiation of shock waves was produced in both shock tubes by the
sudden rupture of the diaphragm made of Terphane, caused by a four bladed steel
knife propelled by a pneumatic system. For a diaphragm of a given thickness,
the conditions for the shock wave propagation in a fixed non reactive gas
depend on the ratio of initial pressures P4 / P1 in driver and driven tubes
respectively.

The CIO. generatino apparatus and the storage vessel were made entirely
from Pyrex gnlss and Teflon, s" was the low pressure section of both shock
tubes to avold wall corrosion by chlorine dioxide.

Gaseous C10 2 was generated from the reaction of concentrated sulfuric acid
with potassium chlorate and stored at around 100C in darkness. The purity of
C10 2 was checked by absorption soectrophotometry and mass spectromotry. An
example of CIO, mass spectrum is illustrated in figure 3. It is noticed that
the quantity o' impurities is very small, consisting essentially of leas than I
"Iol. % Cl 2 and some traces of H,0. However, despite of the great care to keep
C102 as pure as possible, a noticeable partial decomposition could be observed
after a few days of storage.

3. RESULTS

A. Influence of (acttion *xothtericity on &ho4* wave velocity

The C10 2 decomposition is exothermic

CIO2, - 0.5 Cl 2 + 02. AN 0 - 105 kJ/mol.

Various systems {s C10 2 + (1 - x) Art have been investigated in order to study
the effect of reaction exothermicity on the incident ýhock wave propagation and
to detnraine the conditions foe which a coupling could be established between
the 1reaction zone and the shock front. With this aim, wo have plotted the shock
wave velocity VS as function of the logarithm of tht Shock strength P4 / P1 .
Results are illuttrated in figure 4. Fol x * 0.1 and P1 I 25 Torr, the explo-
sive reaction is initiated for postshock pressures and temperatures greater
than the critical values P. 135 Tore and T. - 620 K. Above these values, the
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shock velocity rapidly accelerates but never reaches the Chapman-Jouguet deto-
nation velocity : a chemically enhanced shock wave is observed. For x = 0.02
the influence of exothermicity on shock wave velocity is not very sensitive. A
kinetic study of C102 decomposition becomes possible behind incident shock
waves.

b.-Vibrational relaxation times

Density gradient profilts behind incident shock wavet have been determined
in {C102 - Ar mixtures containing 10, 25 and 50 mol. % C102 in the temperature
range 420 - 700 K. At higher temperatures a coupling was observed between the
reaction zone and the shock fron and this last one could not be considered
planar. In that case, the vibrattonal relaxation times deduced from laser beam
deflection became unmeasurable. An example of a schlieren output signal for a
non reactive mixture is illustrated in figure 5. We verified that the logarithm
of the output voltage versus laboratory time was linear beyond the disturbance
due to the shock front. None of our experiments gave any indication of multiple
relaxation processes. A "laboratory" relaxation time T1 was deduced from the
analysis of the exponential signal decreasing with time by using the method
presented by Dove 6 et al. The vibrational relaxation time Tv has been related
to T, with the Blackman5 method by assuming the Bethe-Teller law with a single
relaxation time. The Landau-Teller curves showing the dependence of standar-
dized vibrational relaxation times PT, on temperature are plotted in figure 6.
With the mixture containing 25 mol. % C0O2 for which T. measurements have been
done in the lar est range of temperature, a numerical relation was founo bet-
ween Ptv and T-TI3 I

log PTv - 1,4 + 10 T-13
The relaxation times in non diluted C102 and in C102 infinitely diluted in

argon could be estimated from the mixture law in a small range of temperature.
The corresponding values are reported in figure 6 (dashed lines).

c. Ignition delay times

The decomposition of pure or diluted C102 is generally characterized by an
induction period followed by a rapid consumption of the reactant. This mecha-
nise of a degenerate chain-branching type was observed in A large range of
pressures and temperatures behind the Phock wave. In order to obtain values of
induction periods behind reflected Shock wavOs% we have followed tae evolution
of C1O2 absorption at 36O nm and this one of CIO emission at 8.00 pm, but the
infrared signal is more complicated , at this 4:,18 pm wavelength thr-e is 40
interference with aother non ident~fied intermediate 4Znies.

Ignition delay tiiest have been keasured for several mixtures (x a 0,01,
0.02 and 0.10) in a range ot presSures and temperatures of 65 -180 kP& and 1100
- 1480 K. The analytij of results has showt that a relation•ship can be e0.ta&
blished between Ti, P, T -and ClO, molar fraction X

log Ti, (4 a 4550/T(K) - 0.00 log Ix . P(Pa)tT(K) - 6.15 (i

The validity of thit relation is shown in figure 7 where the dependence of
a function Y m log Ti + 0.6 log P/T on the Jover.e of temperature is repnrted.
The curves corrtsponding to the expression 1i] fit with the *tpeptoietal data.

The temperature coefficient leads to an activatio en ote of al 'J/00ol.
This value Is almost twice as high as the one founl by Mc 4ale' et Ad. at low
temperatupes (363 - 407 K) by lntroducing C10, mixtures into a preheated vea-
sel. For P > 15 Torr the authors have thown that igiitti" delay times did not
depend on pressure and that the reaction .as initiated it the vessel wall. With
the shock tube technique, the ignition delay times do nfot depend on wall

k&

A.
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effect. Hc Hale's mechanism involves an intermediate species C120 3 responsible
for the delayed reaction. In our experiments with the shock tube coupled with
the time of flight mass spectrometer, re have not been able to identify C1202.

From a Cl0 flame study, Laffitte et al. found that the apparent acti a-
tion energy of t~he reaction of decomposition was about 39 kJ/mol. and a similar
value was given by Ben Caid7 from a detonation study. In this late case photo-
lysis due to the radiation emitted from the reaction zone may contribute to the
thermal decomposition of C102 which is a compound highly sensitive to light.
Moreover the mechanism of the explosive decomposition of CIOj is complex. A
simplified model of elementary processes cannot be given in a large range of
temperature and pressure.

For C102 - Ar mixtures (x .< 0.1), ignition delay times Ti can be compared
to vibrational relaxation times Tv. At a pressure of 100 Torr and a temperature
of 2000 K, the ratio Ti / TV is higher than 30 : the reactant is supposed to
be at thermal equilibrium when the reactioa begins and the kinetic mechanism
can be studied at temperatures lower than 2000 K and pressures higher than 100
Torr. At T > 2500 K and P : 100 Torr, the ratio Ti/Tv becomes very small,
equal or less than 4 from our estimations. In this case, we can assume that a
non equilibrium reaction would be observed.
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Figure 3 : Mass Spectrum of non diluted C1O2.
Electron Energy 70 eV
Ion Source Temperature : 300 K
Mass increases from right to left.
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Figure 5
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NUMERICAL PREDICTION OF SHOCK WAVE DIFFRACTION

R.Hillier and J.M.R.Graham,

Department of Aeronautics,
Imperial College, London S.W.7. U.K.

This paper presents a numerical study of shock wave diffraction
using an upwind Godunov-type method. The paper illustrates the
problems of obtaining accurate resolution of shock waves, contact
surfaces and vortex sheets by reference to various cases of shock
wave diffraction. These cover planar diffraction at isolated edges
which are examples of pseudo-stationary flows and also the truly
non-stationary problem of a shock wave emerging from the open end of
an axisymmetric tube.

1. INTRODUCTION
The diffraction of a shock wave is an important phenomenon in many

practical problems and has been the subject of extensive study, particularly
experimental (see,for example, Bazhenova, Gvozdeva and Nettleton, 1984; Leeand Glass, 1984; Skews, 1967a,b). The objective of the present paper is to
present results from our current computational modelling of such flows, in
particular the blast field associated with a shock wave emerging from an
open-ended tube and the diffraction of a plane shock wave by an isolated edge.
There have been several experimental studies of the emergent flow from an
open-ended tube (see, for example, Schmidt, 1985; Phan and Stollery, 1983,
1984). At low shock wave Mach numbers the post-shock flow is subsonic and will
remain so despite further acceleration of the flow at the tube exit so that
the flow field is dominated by a primary shock wave S, a vortex sheet VS
separating from the tube lip and a contact surface C as shown in Figure Ia.
When the initial shock Mach number is high enough the flow leaving the tube
will either already be supersonic at exit or will accelerate sufficiently for
substantial portions of imbedded supersonic flow to form. This flow must be
decellerated eventually to match the conditions in the region behind the
primary propagating shock wave. This leads to a complicated internal wave
system (see Schmidt and Shear, 1974; Phan and Stollery, 1983, 1984) which is
sketched in simplified form in Figure lb.

2. THE NUMERICAL METHOD
The method used here is based upon the one-dimensional second order

Godunov scheme developed by Ben-Artzi and Falcovitz (1983,1984) and it is
easiest here to describe the method first by its application to
one-dimensional flows. The flow field is divided into a seqt~ence of
comptitational cells, the objective being to calculate the flux transfers (of
mass,momentum and energy) at the cell interfdces over each time step and hence
to update the appropriate values of cell variables by application of the
conservation equations to the control volume. Flow properties aze assumed to
have a linear gradient across a computational cell immediately before the
commencement of a time step; at interfaces between cells there are then
discontinuities in both the variables and also their space derivatives as
shown in Figure 2. During the subsequent time step an estimate of the
variables at the interface, and hence the interface fluxes, is then made by
solving the resultant generalised Riemann problem at each interface. There is
no exact solution for this but to achieve second order accuracy in time it is
necessary only to evaluate interface variables (psay) and their time
derivatives ((ftbtX say) at the instant of commencement of the wave
interaction. Thus p (say) over a time step ( see Figure 2b ) is approximated
by
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where t is the elapsed time. Here we have used the El approximation in the
terminology of Ben-Artzi and Falcovitz for the evaluation of the time
derivatives, which gives the simplest algebraic formula consistent with second
order accuracy. It should be noted incidentally that the generalised Riemann
problem takes account both of the initial spatial gradients and also the
"radial" nature of the flow for cylindrical and spherical problems.
Computationally, solving the basic RienaQnn problem for p, is straightforward
but more expensive, and has been discussed in several other papers. Our
procedure here is firstly to solve it assuming that both left and right facing
waves are isentropic, which can be expressed economically. Only for those
cells where one or other of the isentropic waves is compressive do we have
conditions for shock formaticn and then the full ( iterative ) Riemann solver
is entered. In practice the isentropic solution will be the required one for
the major part of the flow field , since shock waves may occupy only a
restricted number of cells; in addition the isentropic solution provides a
sufficiently good initial guess that often one iteration only is required to
achieve adequate convergence.

The method uses no artificial viscosity, although it is necessary to
apply a monotonicity constraint which limits spatial gradients within cells
and prevents the formation of new extrema at interfaces. Again the simplest
possible formulation is used here: the gradient across a cell is not permitted
to exceed the gradient between the cell centre and either of its neighbours
and if this generates an interface extremum the gradient is then set to zero.

In two-dimensions we perform the computations on a mesh of rectangular
cells using an operator-splitting technique which regards the computation as a
sequence of "one-dimensional" Riemann problems in the axial and radial
directions respectively. The only modification required to the truly
one-dimensional Riemann solver is to ensure that proper account is taken of
the discontinuity in transverse velocityand its derivative at the cell
interface. It is commonly accepted that such splittiag of a two-dimensional
wave problem cannot be justified mathematically - an obliquely travelling
plane shock wave cannot lor example be regarded as a sum of two orthoganal
shock waves and it in fact generates both forward and backward travelling
components - but in the absence of an alternative formulation we have used it
here. Two-dimensional calculations will then be less than second order in
accuracy and as part of our study here we investigate its effect.

3.ONE-DIMENSIONAL TEST PROBLEMS
Euler codes capture discontinuities mosL .narply when they are

stationary relative to the mesh and/or aligned with it. Thus one-dimensional
test problems reveal the best resolution which can be expected of the codes as
well as providing essential validation checks on the accuracy of the
programming. Figure 3a shows a basic one-dimeL..ional shock tube calculation
using the data specified by Sod(1978). The second order Godunov scheme shows
excellent resolution of shock waves and contact surface as well as the
derivative discontinuities at the leading and trailing edges of the
rarefaction wave. It should be noted t iat the El approximation used for
calculating time-derivatives , and also the monotonicity constraint are both
the simplest formulation of this second order scheme so that improved
resolution may be possible. The figure aloo shows a computation using the
second order finite volume scheme of James i and Caughey (1977). This shows
slightly more diffusion of the shock wave and contact surface and a more
severe rounding of the derivative discontinuities, but in compensation the
finite volume scheme is computationally fast.
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It was remarked above that discontinuity resolution is enhanced when
discontinuities are stationary relative to the computational mesh. This is

particularly so for the Godunov schemes as illustrated by the shock tube
problem in Figure 3b. In this case the governing equations were rewritten in

the pseudo-stationary coordinates t and 7 (= x/a t), and then time marched
from the initial data to a steady state in which all waves are stationary in
the coordinate frame 7. All discontinuities are now captured within one
transition value, which is the best which can be achieved. The calculations
presented later for planar diffraction at an isolated edge were also performed

in a pseudo-stationary reference frame to take advantage of this feature.

4. BLAST PROPAGATION FROM AN OPEN-ENDED TUBE
We present computations for two experimental test cases, by Schmidt

(1985) and Phan and Stollery (1983, 1984a,b). Figure 4 compares measured
pressure histories with computations for the experiments by Schmidt in which a
shock wave emerges at a Mach number of 1.74 into air from an open-ended tube

(corresponding to a post-shock Mach number of 0.73, which is sufficient to
cause an extensive supersonic region in the exhaust flow). The relative
dimensions of the tube and the location of the measurement stations are given
in the figure together with the shze of the computational domain. Figure 4a
shows that along the centre line (V C0) the experimental data are represented
well by the computatione, bearing in mind the relative coarseness of the
computational mesh employed here. In particular, both the primary shock wave
and the secondary rearward facing shock are located accurately with good
predictions of the pressure level except for the initial primary shock
pressure overshoot which requires more computational cells for better
resolution. The remaining comparisons in Figure 4 compare values at radii off
the axis. In each case peak pressure levels are predicted well although the
increasing diffusion of the shock wave is apparent. This reflects two effects.
Firstly the maximum stable time step is established by the fastest wave speed
on the mesh; the weaker parts of the blast wave propagate at reduced speeds so
that they are computed at a reduced local Courant number which tends to
increase the diffusion slightly.

More importantly the second contribution reflects the errors arising from
using a splitting technique in two-dimensions as discussed earlier and the
general difficulty experienced by all codes in propagating waves obliquely
across a mesh. The best illustration of this is given by the data forG w30e,
where the secondary shock wave is still clearly apparent in the experimental
data but has not been resolved very well by the numerical scheme.

In the second open-ended shock tube, for a shock Mach number of 1.5
(post-shock Mach number of 0.603, but again giving an extensive supersonic
region in the exhaust) comparison is made with the data of Phan and Stollery
(Figure 5). Curiously there is now a noticeable discrepancy in time scale
between the two which we have not been able to resolve. This is illustrated
well by the case 8 - 0", but nonetheless forward and rearward facing shock
waves are clearly identified and pressure levels, including the extreme
suction values as well as general trends, are predicted well.

5. PLANAR DIFFRACTION

Physically planar flows are easier to interpret than axisymmetric,
and for our last computations we present results for diffraction of a plane
shock wave at a 90* edge as illustrated schematically in Figure 6. For this
class of prolem the result.ng flow field is pseudo-stationary. For this
reason the computations were performed by recasting the finite difference
equations i:i the frame of reference t, I (- x/a t), 7 (-y/a t) and
time-marched from the initial state (with the shock wave just at the
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separation edge) to a final steady state. The intention is to improve
discontinuity resolution compared with a purely unsteady scheme.

Computations have been performed for initial shock Mach numbers of
both 2.0 and 3.0. Figure 7 shows predictions of pressure, density and
v-component velocity on the diffraction surface for the case M -3.0 (strictly
average values for the row of cells adjacent to the surface). The computations
were conducted on a mesh of 40 x 40 cells with d' - dr - 0.1 and dT/T - 0.2.
Computations were carried out for 500 time steps by which time data had
converged within 0.2% of their final values, probably an unnecessarily high
accuracy for most applications. The figure shows a rapid fall in pressure, and
increase in velocity near the edge which is a region of steady Prandtl-Meyer
expansion as the supersonic post-shock flow negotiates the corner. The fall in
velocity encountered at about four cells from the edge shows that the
computation has now crossed completely the vortex sheet separation from the
edge which divides the high velocity exhaust flow from the low energy gas
initially external to the tube. The shock is a~parently captured with one
transition value; indeed the density value at r = 1.55 would indicate that the
shock wave is probably, in practice, located somewhat more than half the
distance across this cell ( between 1.50 < r < 1.60 ) and within the accuracy
of our computations we assume a value of 1.55 here. Skews (1967a,b) has
measured diffracted shock Mach numbers experimentally, and Figure 8 shows his
experimental data and our current predictions for both M a 3.0 and 2.0,
agreement buing very good. Figure 9 finally shows a density contour plot for
the case M - 3.0, which is compared with the computation of Carafano (1984)
and the experimental data of Skews. An absolute comparison with Carafano is
difficult because his computations were implemented as fully unsteady, but on
a mesh of 28,500 cells compared with the 1600 used here. The present
computations reproduce many of the features well, bearing in mind that the
best accuracy in position must be of order 0.05 on our finite difference mesh.

The primary shock location is given well for both diffracted and transmitted
portions ( indeed with our pseudo-steady formulation, a shock Mach number of
3.0 and d'- dy - 0.1, the transmitted shock is captured precisely at a cell
boundary ), the limiting boundary for the reflected ( acoustic ) wave
propagating into the post-shock flow is identified accurately and the imbedded
rearward facing shock wave is located.

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We present computational results using a Godunov-type scheme for

two-dimensional axisymmetric and planar unsteady flows. The two-dimensional
formulation uses an operator-split implementation of the one-dimensional
second order algorithm of Ben-Artzi and Falcovitz (1983, 1984 ). Physically
such splitting is unjustifiable but, practically, computational predictions
are good particularly for the specialised planar diffraction cases which can
be reduced to a pseudo-stationary form. Our further practical efforts will
incluae computations with larger field sizes to check the effects of spatial
resolution, a more extensive study of diffracting flows and comparison with
experiment. More fundamentally we intend to study alternatives to the
operator-splitting approach.
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SUMMARY

Strong shock wave diffraction generated by a blast wave with shock Mach number M, = 20
impinging on a 15% circular arc model was simulated using a high resolution, shock-capturing
numerical technique developed by the present authors. Detailed display of the complex shock
diffraction process reveals interesting flow pattern including multiple Mach-shock, multiple slip
surfaces, vortices, and backwards facing shock. A shock bifurcation study was also included by
varying the specific heats ratio, ", of the equation of state. Substantially different flow patterns
wore observed. Detached or attached bow shock may occur

INTRODUCTION

In recent years. due to the advance of numerical techniques for solving 8ssdynanmic problems
'I', and the advance of supercofuputer such as CRAY. detalted numerical simulations of complex
shock diffraction from obstacles hav, 6ocome feasible. A review of some of the application of
numerical methods to gas dynamics with strong shock was given in [2i.

In this study we apply a high resolution, shock-capturing algorithm for solving the Euler equa-
tions of gm dylumrics developed by the present authors '3,4 to simulate thie nmstationary strong
shock diffraction by a 15% circular arc model in a 2-D shock tube, particularly for high incident
shock Mach number (M. - 20). Various flows call be easily generated with such a numerical
experiment by choosing different geometries (models) and different initial starting conditions.

At high incident shock Mach number, complex flow patterns occurred and complicated sho61
wave/object intrarction including multiple Mach shock, multiple slip lines, vortex, and backwards
facing shock were observed, particularly after the incident shock past the trailing edge of the
circular arc miOKel.

The effect of different values of -1, the ratio of specifir heats, on the shock diffraction process
was also studied. Three values of -1, were calculated. They are 7/5, b/S, and 5/3, respectivAly.
Rather different flow patterus *vre oberved.

THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS AND NUMERICAL ALGORITH1M

Thte conservation equations of the i~t*-dimensional unsteady gas dynanucs in general curvilinear
coordinate systents (C, q) can be writtei as follow:

OaQ + • + G-o (I)

where Q = Q/J and P = (tQ + . PJ + E,;)/J,G = (ql + q.",., )iJ, and J f-,%.- c,',
the metric Jacobian Q = (p, p V', p0, ,) is the conservative variables, F = (pu, 'pul p, Put', u(e +
p))T and G " (pv, *vu,pt," + p,v(e + p)ar the flux vectors in Cartesian coordinates. ilere p
in the gas d-nsity, u, v are the gas velocity components, e the internal energy and p the presure
and is given by p = (I - )I)I - 0o5p(u0 - t0)]. The epeed of sound is defined by c = V/rlP/P.

Due to the hyperbolicity of the system Eq.(l), the Jacobian coefficient matrix At = 8F/Bq of
the transfornmd equationus has real eigenvalues a, = U, a, = U + €•, as = V, and u4 U -,
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with U = tt + Cfu + Cv and c, = cV 2 + •. (Similarly, the eigenvalues of B,= 8G/&Q are

b, = V,b2 = V,b 3 = V + c,, and b4 = V - c,. with V = ,nt + 9,u + qv and c, = cX/n + ,% ).

One can find similarity transformation matrices Tc and T. such that

T7'AjTf = AC = diag{al}, T,-B,,T,, = A, = diag{bi) (2)

The eigenvalues and its signs of Eq.(1) provide the correct wave propagation information due to
the theory of characteristic and the conservation form of the equations provides us the shock-
capaturing property due to a theorem of Lax and Wendroff [61. In the following, a numerical
method of second-order accuracy in time and space which combines both characteristic and con-
servaticon features of Eq.(1) is briefly described. Define a uniform computational mesh system
((•,,) with mesh sizes AC, and At and let Q,.k denote the value of Q at time level nAr and
at position (j&C, kAtl). A conservative scheme for Eq.(1) can be expressed in terms of numerical
fluxeS FN and GN as follows:

QR~41 f P FN ~FN rN G NQk + L+ 2 .+1
r I • + - Jk- A = 0 (3)

AT 6AA

Using dimensional splitting, the solution procedure becomes locally one-dimensional and can be
represented as

Q"2 = L,,(Ar)L,(Ar L,(Ar)Lf(Ar)Q'J (4)

In the following, only the Lf operator is given in detail. Similar expression can be given for the
L., operator.

For the Lb operator in the &-direction. we have

L,,,Q,k• !r Q;.• m Q, .- AýF% F ,--A .

In Eq,(5), F i s i the numerical flux, which for the present method 13,4ý. is given by

"F . F ). A,F ' -1 ,j A F1)(0)

In Eq.(6)A the cplit "nornalited' Jacobian coafficient itatrix A is closely rmt&WAA to AC through

the following definition:

T(__ T 7At ~diag4&a~t , aI ki(1)(T)

The value of F" at nodal point j, k is given by

where F is the original flux vectow and E tv an additional rolumn vector The value of E at nodal
point j.k is E).* = (eb aet, .. , and its I components is given by

fit = s, .Si • in ( t•i , o . R [ t . -) t if i t .. i t..* 1 , 0 .

=0, if it'. it, -_ 0, (9)

where e (I V 12,....4) are compoeintA of the following column vector
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The agnAt in Eq.(10) is given by

sgnA. = Tfdiag{sgnai)Tý' (12)

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The numerical experiment conducted in this study is the shock wave diffraction generated by
a blast wave impinging on a 15% thick circular arc model placed in a 2-D shock tube.

The schematic outline of the problem is depicted in Fig. I.
The conditions ahead of and behind
a moving shock are related by

p:/• = [2V-tM,' - 1 1- i)( +1) M

P2/Pt :T pt Pt I' tP.00

u2 M'1! Lr alkYW •ZlŽ
Figý I Schematic diagram of a 2-1) shock tube

with r (-• + 1)/(h, - I) and c¢ (' pi/p,)I"2 and I and 2 are the states ahead of and behind
the moving shock. respectively, Initially, the conditions at state 2 ar, N = 1., P2 = I., U. ; 0.
and v. v 0

Several value, of I are considered, They are 1.2, 1 4. sad 5 3 A 201 by 101 computational
grid was used Exp!:-it method with Cou'ant number CL FL 0 1, was employed.

In 4'1g. 2, a sequenct, of isopycnics for MA. 0 and i - 1 4 art- shown at different wtle. The
incident shock (/). the development of Otte refletetrd bo- shock (H) at the leading edge. the Mach
shock (T')ý and the vortex (I) originated front the i-oll-up0 of the slip line of the first Mach shock
are clearly shown The Vorsr. (, departing fro-n the surface due to the strong expansion over the
bump and interacts with the slip line of the sWct-rA Mach O4tck (r: , antI divides the slip stream
of Ohe setond Mach shock into two branches. Afer? the prmnor) shock (1) past the trailing dge
of the bump, a rmnpressed sihoes k.a) formed which i's imilar to the backwards fucing shock in
a supersonic b•as flow Further dowunstream, the backwards fitring ihock intracts further
with the Mach step. a complek flaow starts vol-ving. The surfare density distribution, presure
contours. and Macd iimler contours correspondig to Fig. 2(f) We sown in Fig 2(h)Ft (j). The
de-nsity jump across the bow shock. th stotung expansion over the bump and the second jump
nuar the traling• odg due to recompreton shock are clearly shown

We also st•hdui the effrct of -1 on the *hock diffraction flow iasterns. This ti a shok bifurcation
sudy sinvilar to the one considered by Colelh and Glar i7.

In Fig. 34 the same profiles " in Fig. 2 am shown for compateon purpo•es fo the cue of
r= 1.2 and -1 z. respctivrly

The flo% patterns for these three cases atoe, many similar features a•s l as saute r. •tabi
differeii{ Firsvt noutable dilference its the standuff distance for the refecterd bow shock. For
-- 1.2, atitched bow shock ts observed The other two case show detached bow shocks. The
stamdoff ditotance as w0ll a.s the area eu6cnsW by the refleted boow shodk. the first Mach shock
Y"') amd the bump (lower surface) sector to become larger as the value of -y increases. Also, the

tstailcW8 between the firl anl s-econd Mach shocks display similar trend.
For the case of -'y- 1.2. some shock bifucations are quite evident. Again, the primary incident

shock 1. and reflected shock R at the leading corner. two Mach shocks (7' and 72), and a vortex
V can be identified. AMwo at the trailing edgv a backwards ficing shock s. forms at the wall
Contact surface type discontinjuwes originating frxm the second triple point T2, interact with the
vortex, which is departing alwty from the wall This feature creates a peculia4 density structure
around the second Mach shock, A new third hMach shock T3 was fonned right under the secoad
Mach shock due to the interaction with the backwards facing shock which itself is ctuned.
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In general, the present calculations reveal many details of the flow structures of shoc~k diffraction
process. The main structures such as bow shock, Macb shoc~ks, slip lines, vortex and recomnpression
shock are all well presented. Although no comparison with experimental works was attempted
in this study, the validity of the present computer code has been verified in an earlier report 181,
which compared with analytic results for 1-D shock tube problem and with experimental results
from [9,101 for a 2-D pseudo-unsteady shock reflection by a 30' wedge. Good agreement was fond.

A comparison with analytic result by applying the Whithain's theory [I1I] in the saame way as
done by Bryson and Gross !12. for a circular cylinder and by Heilig 1131 for a convex surface will
be reported in the future.

CONCLUSIONS

The complex nionstationary shock wave diffraction by curved surfaces has been successfully
simulated using a high resolution, shock-capturing numerical technique. Detailed flow patterns
including multiple Mach shock. vortex, slip lines, and recom~pression Bhock were well represented.
Detailed information such as the time-pressure history car be obtained. Shock bifurcations were
also studied by varying the specific heats ratio. Rather different flow patterns were observed. Our
calculations reveal details of the flowfields and provide useful information for better understanding
of the complex shock diffraction flow process.
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THE EFFECTS OF WEDGE ROUGHNESS ON MACH FORMATION

Charles E. Needham, Henry J. Happ. and Dana F. Dawson
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ABSTRACT

Theoretical calculations of shock reflections on wedges are presented.
Several calculations have been made, using the S-CUBED version of the
HULL hydrodynamic computer code. for the same incident shock strength
and wedge angle. The basic calculation, against which other results are
compared, used a perfectly smooth, perfectly reflecting wedge.

Roughness of the wedge was introduced by the inclusion of regular, two-
dimensional geometric protuberances on the wedges. The protuberances
varied in size from .02 to .2 cm. Shapes of the protuberances were
either square or triangular in cross section and the spacing varied from
one to four heights.

Comparisons of the calculations include: variation of the shock geometry.
effect of the roughness on near surface overpressure waveform and the
vertical extent of the flowfield modification induced by the roughness.
Full flowfield information is available from the hydrodynamic calculations.

Results are compared with experimental results of Ben-Dor and Takayama
(Tohoku University). Agreement between calculation and experiment is
good. The primary value of the calculations Is their ability to provide
complete descriptions of all hydrodynamic variables as a function of space
and time. Calculations therefore serve as a supplementary source of
information for the description and understanding of complex flow
phenomena.

I. INTRODUCTION

Much work. both theoretical and numerical, has been done In the area of shock
diffraction over a wedge. Recently, Takayama. Gotoh, and Ben-Dor experimentally
investigated some effects of surface roughness on wedge flow. In particular looking at
the effect of surface Irregularity on Mach transition. Interest In surface roughness on
reflected flow from a height of burst was also shown in tho DIPOLE WEST shots.
where there was great interest In establishing some parametric fits for surface roughness
which can be Included directly Into computer codes. A purpose of the research pre-
sented here is to determine the feasibility of defining parametric fits, and. given the
feasibility, to find the best way to construct these fits. We ran one Ideal surface
calculation, and then four calculations using similar 45" isosceles triangular protub-
erances. with heights of 0.02. 0.08. 0.2. and 0.8 cm. indicating Increasing surface
roughness. We also ran a calculation using a square protuberance of height 0.02 cm,
with the protuberances spaced 0.02 cm apart to tet the effect of roughness type. and
two calculations with square and triangular protuberances with larger spacing.

Increasing the height of the protuberances can be viewed as Increasing the roughness.
Another view. which is correct for computations which assume an ideal gas. is that the
size Increase represents an Increase In resolution. In the ideal surface case. the flow is
self-simflar. Computatlonally. this implies that parameters such as maximum pressure.
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density. etc., will be asymptotic to the value obtainable with infinite resolution as a
shock progresses up a ramp. As a function of time there will be no "new" effects
beyond those obtained because there is increased resolution as the shock structure gets
larger relative to zone size. Similarly. in this view actual protuberance size is not
significant. If infinite resolution were achievable, the computational flow parameters
should be the same after the shock traverses a constant number of protuberances.
regardless of size. This implies that we can now determine just how much resolution is
required for a particular degree of accuracy.

II. METHODOLOGY

The S-CUBED HULL hydrodynamic computer code was implemented for two-dimensional
wedge calculations. This code has~evolved from the HULL code developed at the Air
Force Weapons Laboratory (AFWL) . At S-CUBED. many enhancements and extended
capabilities have been incorporated into the code. HULL is an efficient system for per-
forming hydrodynamic calculations modeling compressible, inviscid, nonconducting fluid
flow. The code solves the finite-difference analogues of the mass, momentum and
energy conservation equations. The equation-of-state provides closure.

HULL accomplishes a time step in two phases. The first is a Lagrangian pyse for
momentum and energy, which is essentially a two-step Lax-Wendroff scheme. This
phase is second-order accurate in space and time. The second phase fluxes mass from
the Lagrangian boundaries to the Eulerlan mesh, conserving mass, momentum, and total
energy. The mass transport phase uses a donor call scheme, which introduces some
stabilizing diffusion and kinetic energy dissipation.

Structures may be modeled In the fluid flow and are represented by totally-reflecting
zones (islaeds) and half zones (shores). The shores follow the scheme developed by
Chambers. where two connecting edges of a zone are reflective and two are trans-
missive, with a reflective surface along the diagonal.

INITIAL MESH CONFIGURATION

The initial mesh configurations for all the calculations were essentially the same. The
only differences were the Inclusion of differently sized, shaped and spaced structures
along the wedge surface. The bottom boundary was reflective. representing the wedge
surface. The top and left boundaries provided the constant square wave feed-in con-
ditions for the incident shock with the Incident shock moving along the top boundary.
The right boundary was transmissive. Because the shock structure Is essentially aligned
along the wedge, letting the bottom boundary represent the wedge surface allows the
number of active fluid zones in the grid to be maximized. That Is, the number of
totally reflecting zones was minimized and the ratio of ambient fluid zones to shocked
fluid zones was kept small. Finally, the zones could remain square, which means the
Courant condition would allow a maximal time step. The mesh extended horizontally
from -1.156 cn to 9.2 cm and from 0.0 cm to 649 cm vertically. The base of the
ramp was at x = 1.2 cm.

The ramp leading to the wedge surface was inserted into the grid as a triangular
shaped package of Island and shore zons. A cell which is an Island zone Is considered
to be an obstacle of Infinite strength, totally reflective of all four sides. Figure I
displays the Initial mesh configuration for the calculations. Also shown are the initial
shock regions. The wedge surface structures are not shown. Stations. which are
points In space at which hydrodynamic paramets are monitored as function of time.
were Included In the computational mesh.

All but one of the calculations involved surface roughness along the wedge surface. The
wedge surface of the first calculation, case 1, was smooth. Roughness o the wedge
surface. cases two to eight. was introduced by the Incluslon of regula two-dimensiona
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geometric protuberances on the wedge surface at various spacings. The wedge surface
extended along the horizontal axis from 1.2 cm to 9.2 cm. The geometric shape of the
protuberances were 45' isoceles triangles and squares. Figure 2 displays the relationship
between the height (k) and width of the structures along with the spacing between the
structures. Table 1 gives the various values of k for each case.

INITIAL AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

The region in front of the ramp was filled with shocked nitrogen. The ambient pres-
sure and temperature were 15 tofr and 300*K. respectively, with Mach number 1.44. to
match the Takayama conditions. An ideal gas equation-of-state was used, with
7 = 1.4. Ranklne-Hugoniot relations were used to give the incident shock conditions.

The left boundary was provided with constant shock conditions. The shock front
intersected the top boundary, so the boundary cells were updated with either ambient or
incident shock conditions, depending upon the shock front location

Ill. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

As mentioned in the introduction, pseudo-stationary (self-similar) calculations will yield
different values for parameters such as maximum pressure solely because of the increase
in resolution which results from the growing shock. Thus. looking at a variable suchi as
maximum pressure versus Mach stem height, for case 1. can give one a good idea of
how much resolution is *adequate," When the height of the Mach stem was 3, 7. 10.
20. 30. and 40 zones high the maximum pressure was 50,98. 51.36. 51.58. 51,66. 51.76.
and 51.85 tort. respectively. For this parameter, a three-zone Mach stem might be
adequate for some applications. Of course, more resolution would be required for a
detailed look at something like a slip stream.

With protuberances (bumps), however, the amount of resolution required increases
greatly. This can be seen by looking at a plot of the triple point path (Figure 3).
Interpreting an Increase In bump size as an Increase in resolution, if there were Infinite
resolution the triple point would first appear after the shock traverses N bumps,
regardless of bump size. Extrapolating the curves for k = 0.02 cm and k = 0.08 cm
triangles to the range axis. we get 'first appearance" range values of 1.70 and 2.3 cm
for I = 0.02 cm and 0.08 cm. respectively. With the wedge starting at a range of
1.2 cm, this gives a value of N as 25 for k = 0_:02 cm and 13.8 for k = 0.08 cm,
We conclude that a bump height of one zone is probably Insufficient for accurate
details.

Another Interesting feature of Figure 3 Is that the effect of the triangular bump Is
greater than that of the square bump for the same bumc height. Figure 2 shows that
the actual bump area is the same for both geometrI6,. We feel that this is due to the
orientation of the geometries relative to the Incident --" '.e. .ive Incident shock
strikes the triangular geometry more "head" than the square gemetry, and tjs is
presented a larger area for reflection.

Considering the increase in bump size as Increasing surface roughness, Figures 4. 5. and
6 show full flow fiel contours of the pressure, density and energy 110 psec after the
shock strikes the wedge (the start time for the problem wa- 10 pec). One can see
the well-defined bow shock. Mach stem atwd slip stream. Figure s ~ows an expanded
view of the energy contours In the region around the Mach stem. Figure 8 shows the
same rqton for the k = 0.02 cm triangular bump cakutation. An examinatioh reveals
that the triple point is lowered and that the Mach sten is 'pulled In." i.e.. no longer
Perpendicular to the wed&* surface. The slip stream is perturbed-the point E in
Figure 8 shows our best estimate of the extent of the peatutbation. This point is 10
bump heights above the surface. Detsity and pressure contours (not shown) give
sunul results. Point E in Figure 9 shoi•i !be best estimate for the perturbation for a
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rougher surface (k = 0.08) and it is 9 bump heights above the surface. Figure 10
shows the same result for density.

Although the essential waveform structure behind the Mach stem may be affected only
9-10 bump heights above the surface, the non-perpendicularity of the Mach stem to the
wedge surface as a result of bumps (as shown clearly by Figures 8 and 10) indicates
an effect on the entire waveform at least 30 bump heights above the surface. This
calls into serious question a boundary layer approach to modeling surface roughness.

The triangular bumps also show that as the shock traverses the bump. on the back
side of the bump the shock front aligns itself perpendicular to the wedge surface
(Figure 15). The reason for this is that the back side of bump is at a -105" angle to
the incident shock front and so here the shock is proceeding "down" a wedge surface.
A surprising result appears in the calculations with a large spacing. Figures 11 through
14 show density contours for the k = 0.02 problems with k and 4k spacing. The
intuitively "less rough' problems would be those with the larger spacing, but the plots
show that the larger-spaced cases impede the progress of the Mach stern more. The
reason is not apparent-further investigation will be required.

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

We have demonstrated the capability of the HULL code to model various rough wedge
surfaces accurately. From these results, we conclude that a simple boundary layer
approach to modeling surface roughness will probably be inadequate. The shock
interactions from the bumps extend too far into the flow field. Some surprising results
which deserve closer scrutiny show up in the calculations where the bumps are spaced
further apart.

We recommend that further calculations be done for other types of Mach reflection. in
rticular CMR and DMR. The calculations done here show the fascinating insight may

gained from a thorough study of the effect of surface roughness on reflected shocks.
We furthe recommend that a series of experimerits be done to validate the computer
models. These iwietments should be done in an ordered fashion, changing the wedge
angle, Mach number, bump size. bump shape, and bump spacing In a regular way so
that parametric studies can be donem Using a monatomic or diatomic gas would also
simplify the studies.
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Table 1. Shape. Size. and Spacing of Surface Protuberances

Distance
Surface Height. k Between

Case Protuberance (cm) Protuberance

1 Smooth -
2 Triangle .02 none
3 Triangle .08 none

, 4 Triangle .2 none
5 Triangle .8 none
6 Triangle .02 4K
7 Square .02 1K
8 Square .02 4K
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The behaviour of the contact zone between different gases
accelerated and decelerated by shock waves is tha object of
an experimental and numerical study. The experiment uses a
three sections shock tube, where a carbon dioxyde - helium
or carbon dioxyde - argon interface is first accelerated by
a strong (Mach 4-6 in C0 2 ) incident shock and then decelera-
ted by the shock wave reflected from the shock tube end wall.
The time evolution of a characteristic average quantity of
C1-2 (product pressure - vibrational energy) in the mixing re-
gion is measured. Two typos of behaviour ore presented for
each gas pair. When the interface, materialized by a thin
membrane, is given an initial bulge, the thickness of the mi-
xing zone resulting from the interaction with the incident
shock is larger in the CO2/lle thin in the CO2 /Avclasfthus
illustrating the growth of a aingle mode Richtsyet - Mfehkov
instability. The reftlected shock, however, leads to a larger
thicJwning rate of the CO2/Armiing zone because of its stron-
ger decaleration by the shock a* cepaored with the C(3/-Re case.
when the sepkrating membrane is kept as plane as poueIble, the
nixing zoue appears to be equally thin after the accaloration
by the incident shook and approximatively tqually thick after
deceleration by the reflected thock ftot the two gas co-mbina-
tiona. In the nuswric-, part of this study, a one dimensional
"model of the growth ot the turbulent mixing Aone is proented
and adjettd with the results of the classical shock tube expe-
riment of Amrawv et al.

1. IWRMUCVTION

In the context of inertial con(fnement fusion (ICV), the Rayleigh - Taylor
instability together with other types of instabilities induc.es gome turbulent
mixing between the thermonuclear fuel and the outer ohell material, thus redu-t
cing the ignition proLability and burn efficiency.

bdile the linear growth of nall perturbations on the interfaces between
layers il relatively well understood, the non-linear growth a"d the ubst;equent
turbulent phase present so" dlfflculties in their comprehension. Ttaditionally
Simplet laboratory experiments are used to qualify numerical macels which ate
developed (Adrovov et al./1,2,3/) for IC? target hydrodynamics. ror example,
some shack tube experiments were performed by the same authors where a Nach
number 1.3 incident shock interacts with a Nitrogen/ Uelium contact surface at
Attespheric pressure. The growth of the subsequent mixing zwoe was tecorded
using flow visualization.
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The purpose of our work is to study, in a shock tube operated at higher
Mach numbers (4 - 6) and theitore lower initial pressures, the thickness and
trajectory of a gas interface by measuring some quantity characteristic of one
gas through its mixing region with the other.

A one-dimensional model of the shock-induced growth of the turbulent mS. -
xing zone (TMZ) is presented and its results, for the time being, are compared
to the data from the earlier, low Mach number shock-tube experiment.

I I. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE

We study the behavicur of a shock acceleratd and decelerated carbon dioxy-
de/helium or argon contact surface in a two diaphragms shock tube with hydrog;.
in the driver section, carbon dioxyde in the first part of the test section an7
helium, or argon, in the second part. The gases are initisdly separated by a
Mylar membrane (1.5 p.m thick). The shock tube and a typical x - t diagram are
schematically illustrated in figure 1.

K1 ( * W k

,* " ,, ,, .I

Pit. Shock tub* and qanval x t diagra

Oecause of the larue differnco in density between helium and argua which
leado to different rOvwl speed and Atwood rnuber we expect a ditferent beha-
viour of the interface under ahok acceleration and deceleration. By recording
the iwprtant I.R. tadibtion emitted by the shock heated carbon dioxydoe, a cha-
racteristic aereage qnautity of C02 can bLojteriuned throqh the reti1rng reglon
C02AIe or COi,/A. It lI the product 0. v3 ort a*$Ulin9 equilýbriutm (hich is va-
lid in our eiperkisetal conditions) p.* r'j where Do P, L%03 and Ev3 represent,
relpeatively, the density, pressure, energy per unit mass and energy at "quili-
brium of the third vibrational mde of carbon dio•yde. ite oscilloscope records
f ton the 1.R. detectors as well as aill thermal probet ate usd to coasttt
the eqe•rient&L t - t diagraas showm in figuces 2 and 3.
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III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

1) Most experiments carried out so far were made with an initial curvature
of the Mylar created by a small pressure difference between C02 on one side and
He or Aeon the other.

The x-t diagrams in figure 2a show that the velocity of the contact surfa-
ce after acceleration by the incident shock is constant (we are far downstream
from the initial position where the effects of the mylar break-up may be felt).
This velocity is approximately equal to the shock velocity (boundary - layer
effect) and the thickness of the contact zone remains quasi constant after an
initial growing.

The C02/He mixing zone is twice thicker than the C0 2 /A mixing zone, which
is consistent with predictions based on the linear Richtmyer-Meshkov instability
formula

Su*
dT n U* (1-Udtk ) k io (1 ) (1)d 0 U shock

where ý^ and k are respectively the amplitude and the wave number of the ini-
tial interface deformation, p is the Atwood number, U* is the average velocity
of the mixing zone and §R is the rate of thickening of the mixing zone. The pro-
duct pU* is 2-3 times dt larger for C02 /He than for CO2/Af.Small scale turbu-
lent diffusion is superposed to the large single mode deformation and may be the
cause of the more perturbed C0 2/He profiles. The x-t diagrams also show that,
after interaction with the reflected shock, the mixing zone thickening rate is
higher in the C02/Ar case than in the C0 2/He case. This may be interpreted as
the effect of a stronger deceleration of the C0 2/Arinteface. With a shock Mach
number of about 3 in argon, the experimental condition is close to the tailored
case for wnich, ideally, the contact surface is brought to rest. The decelera-
tion of the C0 2/He mixing zone by the first reflected shock is less , but again,
the profile seem to be more perturbed as shown in figure 2b.

2) In a more recent set of experiments, carried out at the same shock tube
conditions (PCO2 = 1520 Pa) but without the initial deformation of the mylar

membrane, a different behaviour is observed. From the corresponding x-t diagrams
(fig. 3) it appears that the mixing zone resulting from the acceleration by the
incident shock is about 25-35 mm thick for both gas pairs and that the thicke-
ned (10-15 cm) mixing zone obtained after deceleration by the reflected shock ia
again similar for the two gas combinations*.The expected Atwood number depen-
dence of the mixing layer thickening rate does not appear in the measurements
and may probably be hidden by other effects such as boundary layer effects and
the interaction of the reflected shock with the boundary layer. Note that in

* this case, where only small scale deformation and turbulent mixing should take
place, the shock reflected from the contact zone remains imbedded in the contact
zone which appears to be reaccelerated towards the end wall. Such behaviour is
radically difftrent from the gradual slowing down of the nitcogen/helium inter-
face of t.e experiment mentioned in ref /1/.

IV. OUTLI..E OF THE TURBULENT MIXING MODEL

We have built a two gas closure model for fully developped turbulence
with one equation for the average turbulent kinetic energy k. In addition, we
suppose that, in the plane normal .o the shock propagation direction, the tur-
bulenoe is statistically homogeneous and isotropic, therefore the motion in des-
cribed by e one dimensional model. We use the classical conservation equations,
and the following turbulent kinetic energy equation (the overbar and -denote

*• respectively the ensemble averaged and masse averaged value)
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- rk k 3/2  (2)

P -- -putf : Vu _ V. pit k' V .P - a P j _F

where a is a dissipation coefficient, L(t) is the width of the mixing zone, and
all other quantities have their usual meaning. We have neglected the pressure -

velocity correlation in equation (2).
The second order correlations are closed, as usual, for scalar quantities

bj first gradient laws of the type

_p_'F = -D9p Vcp (3)

The Reynolds stress tensor pýtll is closed by a similar law but limited
in v.lue on the shock wave. The diffusion coefficient Dcp is expressed, as usual,
by A

D• = ) aL(t) k

where wp is a non-dimensional coefficient.
However, the f'rst gradient laws hold only for small gradients. As it is

not the case '.r shock waves, we must constrain the longitudinal stress compo-

nent ou 2 between two extrema. The upper boundary limits the expression of puP
t," a fraction of the total turbulent kinetic energy, while the lower boundary
prevents the value c0. pu' 2 from becoming too small a fraction of k.

We hav6 kept, for sir.21iclty, only one production term which describes
best -he shock - driven i'. leigh-Taylor instability. It appears in equation (2)

as t-.Vp whern

As a first step we c!0oose the value averaged over the mixing zone instead
of thv local value ot the density sradient. When this production term is negati-
ve there is an excessively strong attenuation of the turbulence therefore we
had to keep only its positive alues,

This model hi.s .jeen tested so f. r on the Andronov et al's experiment/i/
(Air-Helivm, Mach 1.3). This experiment was simulated using our one dimensional
hydro-code and the results for the thicknesý of the TKZ appear in figu~.e 4. Whi-
le there is a relatively gocl i.greement for the thickness, other calculated
quantities display P seemingly unp.hysica4 behaviour (e.g. v'ry high local twn-
peratureb). Therefore, further refinements oi the mode". are needed.

V. CONCLUSION

The measurements of an integrated qurntitý characteristic of one gas
through the mixing zone indicate that it. apparent thickness can be docompose-
into a large scale, single molo interpenetration of the two gases and a thinne.,
turbulent mixing zone. We have shown the Atwood number dependence of the large
scale, single mode perturbation and the effect of a different deceleration by
the cetflected wat-e. The behaviour of an initially "ery plane gas contact surfa-.
ce indicates ro measurable dependence of the turbulent mixing on the Atwood
number. The turbulent mixing model prese )ts a qood agreement with the results
of the low Mach number shock tube enperiments und will be teb..ed in the future
in the more complex environment of our higher Mach number experiment.

*However, the thickness of tha mixing zone CO/He remains slightly greater
(30 t) than the C02/Ar one.
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STABILITY AND COLLAPSING MECHANISM OF STRONG AND WEAK CONVERGING

CYLINDRICAL SHOCK WAVES SUBJECTED TO EXTERNAL PERTURBATION

R.A. Neemeh and Z. Ahmad

Department of Mechanical Engineering
Concordia University, Montreal, Canada

The stability of converging cylindrical shock waves is
studied both theoretically and experimentally by placing
cylindrical rods in their path and observing the behaviour
of the shocks as they progress. The theoretical analysis
is based on Whitham's Ray-Shock theory and the well known
Chester-Chisnell-Whitham's A-M relationship. Wave dia-
grams are constructed for various rod diameters to deter-
mine the growth or decay of perturbations, the shape of
the shock as it progresses, the trajectories of the inner
and outer triple points and the final shape of the shock
before it collapses. Experimentally, the cylindrical
shocks are produced in a 152 mm diameter shock tube using
a three-element area contraction for turning the annular
plane shock into a cylindrical one. For flow visualization,
a double headed spark shadowgraph system is employed.
For each cylindrical rod used, a series of photographs
are taken of the converging shock to determine its shape
and stability as it progresses. Theoretically, the collap-
sing mechanism of converging cylindrical shocks is found to
depend largely on the incoming shock Mach number, and on
the size of the rod used. For strong shocks the perturbed
shock collapses towards the rod side, whereas weak shocks
collapse beyond the geometric centre. An equation to deter-
mine the rate of growth of perturbation is developed as a
function of the rod diameter and its distance from the
centre. In the limit where the rod diameter is very small,
the perturbation parameter is found to agree with the
Butler's small perturbation analysis. Whereas, for large
diameters, a good agreement is obtained between theoretical
and experimental results.

1. INTRODUCTION

A great variety of physical and chemical processes can be studied in gases
at high temperature. These processes are of interest in the study of their
energy effects as well as, high velocity particle-collision which offers the
possibility of attaining plasmal.

The production of such high temperatures in gases by means of symmetrical
collapse of converging shock waves has been under investigation for over three
decades. Guderley z proved theoretically that the strength of the shock
approaches infinity, as the radius of the converging shock tends to zero symme-
,trically. Since then, it has been the interest of many investigators to prac-
tically achieve such conditions. Since stable converging shocks collapse
symmetrically at the center, it is of prime importance to analyse the stability
of converging shocks under various magnitudes of pertrubations.

Most of the work done so far is on the stability of plane shocks. It has
been shown by Freeman 3 ,4 that a perturbation of the plane shock wave, produced
by moving a corrugated piston impulsively from rest to a constant speed in the
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stationary fluid, decays with time. Perturbations caused bynon-uniformity of
walls was also investigated. A mathematical expression was derived, showing that
the perturbations die out in an oscillatory manner. These results were later
confirmed, both theoretically and experimentally, in the case of plane shocks
reflected from a wedge shaped concave walls 5 .

The behaviour of slightly distorted strong converging cylindrical and
spherical shocks was studied byWhitham6 and Butler 7 . The results show that the
amplitude of the perturbation increases as the shock converges. The analysis is
however approximate and is based on internally developed weak disturbances in
strong shocks only. Therefore, these results cannot be employed for externally
perturbed weak shock analysis. Perry and Kantrowitz8 performed experiments to
produce symmetrical converging shock waves and showed that for initially weak
cylindrical shocks, the wave perturbations are damped out and the symmetry is
regained as the wave collapses. The stability of moderate strength converging
shocks was studied later by examining its behaviour following it interference
with a small circular aperture9 . In this case, the perturbation is found to
first decrease, at large radii, then increases as the shock approaches the cen-
ter of collapse.

To date, no research work can confirm or deny the notion that converging
shocks are unstable. The opinion of various investigators are contradictory.
Lee and Knystautas1O contend that cylindrical implosions are stable, while Wu et
all and Butler 7 claim the opposite. Therefore a clear and decisive answer to
this problem is yet to be found.

The present work therefore, investigates the stability of converging cy-
lindrical shocks and their collapsing mechanism by perturbations of different
magnitude. The magnitude and rate of change of perturbation, the exact shape of
converging shock, and the trajectories of triple points are investigated
theoretically from wave diagrams constructed based on the Ray-Shock theory and
the use of Chester-Chisnell-Whitham's area-Mach number relationship. The final
shape of the collapsing shock, its strength, and the distance of the collapsing
region from the geometric centre are studied for weak shorks as well. The
theoretical results obtained from the wave diagrams are then compared with those
obtained experimentally to check the validity of the Ray-Shock theory in the
present investigation. The detailed description of the theory and its applica-
tion to the present problem is presented in the next section.

2. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

The theoretical work is based on Whitham's Ray-Shock theory which was devel-
oped based on the assumption that the shock front and particle path are orthogon-
a at any one instant. A curvilinear coordinate system (N,6) was chosen, where
a represents the instantaneous shock shape and B represents the orthogonal tra-
jectories to the successive position of a curved shock wave, called " rays ", as
shown in Figure 1.

Based on the geowetric representation, the following differential equa-
tions were developed.

3 e 31 R A

Solution to the above equations is obtained by the method of characteris-
tics. This method can be used to solve shock waves propagAtion problems, giving
the shock front shape and strength, provided that the Area-Mach number relation-
ship is given. Fortunately this relationship was derived by three investigators
and was named the Chester-Chisnell-Whitham'sA-Mrelationship. More details
about the theory and its application are given in References (5, 9 and 11).

When a converging shock interacts with a cylindrical rod, regular reflec-
tion takes place followed by mach reflection when the incident angle reaches itt
critical value. The trajectory of the tripple point of mach reflection is
called the shock-shock and its role in the wave diagram is exactly analogous ..
that of a shock wave in morý familiar case of unsteady-one dimensional gas flow.
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In other words it can be said that the shock-shock represents the discontinuity
not only to physical flow field but also to the characteristics.

The sketch illustrating the interaction of the imploding shock with a cy-
lindrical rod is shown in Figure 2. As noted, two shock-shocks are present; one
originating at the cylindrical rod surface at the critical angle Or and the
other when the angle of the diffracted portion of the Mach stem reaches the cri-
tical value for transition from regular to Mach reflection. Any general point
on the wave diagram can be obtained from the C+ and the C- characteristics pas-
sing by this point. At the shock-shock, however, the procedure is more compli-
cated. One most first find the variables at point 15 say, by assuming the
shock-shock angle X, then check if the values obtained satisfy the C+ character-
istics passing by point 16 and the shock-shock relations applied between those
two points.

In the case of weak incident shock waves, it should be pointed out that
the Ray-Shock theory does not predict accurately X and the characteristics angle
m. Accordingly, these angles were not calculated from the theory. The results
of Shirouzu and Glass?, and Skews 13 , were used to determine the shock-shock and
the characteristic angles.

3. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF CONVERGING SHOCK-ROD INTERACTION

The stability of converging cylindrical shocks, perturbed externally, is
studied by placing cylindrical rods in their path of convergence. Two sets of
experiments were performed, one by placing a rod of diameter 5 mm and another by
a rod of 1.75 mm, 25 mm from the geouietric center. The spark shadowgraphs of
this process of interaction, for the 5 mm rod case, is presented in Figure 3.
As noted in the figure, two pairs of triple points are present on the shock
front, The first pair, the outer triple points, is the result of Mach reflec-
tion taking place during the shock-rod interaction. The other, the inner
triple points, form downstream of the rod. Both triple points are found to
sweep around the shock front.

It is clear from the shadowgraphs presented in Figure 3 and others, that
the shock front shape is largely affected by the change ,i the magnitude of the
perturbations. The distortion of the shock front is found to increase with the
increase in rod diameter. As a result of the disturbances introduced in the
flow, the shock is seen to lag behind in the direction corresponding to the
location of the cylindrical rod.

4. THEORETICAL RESULTS

The theoretical analysis of converging cylindrical shocks subjected to ex-
ternal perturbations is basec -.i Witham'sRay-Shock theory and the well known
Chester-Chisnell-Whitham'sA-M relationship. Wave diagrams were constructed to
analyse the behaviour of initially strong and weak cylindrical shockt. External
perturbations were generated by placing cylindrical rods of various diameters,
25 mm fron the geometric center. The influence of these perturbations is dis-
cussed in details in the following sections.

4.1 The Behaviour of Initially Strong Shocks
The complete wave diagram for shock Mach number of 3, at a radius of 25 mm,

perturbed by a cylindrical rod of diameter 5 mm, is given in Figure 4. Similar
wave diagrams were also constructed for cylindrical rods of 1.75 mam, 0.8 mm and
0.25 ma in diameter.

From Figure 4, it is clear that Mach reflection starts when the incident
angle of the converging shock, with the surface of the cylindrical rod, reaches
the critical valL e. The trajectories of the triple of Mach reflection, shown in
broken lines in Figure 4, are presented in Figure 5 together with those obtained
for other rod diameters. Experimental values of outer triple points, measured
from the shadowgraphs, are found in good agreement with those obtained theore-
tically. Surprisingly, smoothening of the shock front curvature was observed in

,...•i!4
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all cases of strong shocks and for the outer triple points only. The position
where the disturbance dies out is found to depend upon the diameter of the cy-
lindrical rod.

When tte Mach stems that ride on the surface of the rod collide with each
other behind the rod, their interaction may be considered as a reflection of a
solid surface instead of the axis symmetry. Here again Mach reflection takes
place at a distance of 0.6 to 0.7 times the diameter of the rod, as observed
from the wave diagrams. The trajectories of the inner triple points are presen-
ted in Figure 5. As noted in the figure, the trajectories widen with the de-
crease in size of the rod. This is turn results in larger shock amplification,
in the case of weak disturbances, since the amplification of Mach stem is pro-
portional to the shock-shock angle. Therefore, the shock fronts perturbed by
smaller rod diameters, travel faster than those perturbed by larger ones.
Trajectories of inner triple points were also obtained from the shadowgraphs of
Figure 3 and others. As noted, the experimentally obtained trajectories are
close enough to those obtained theoretically. These results are, however, for
initially strong cylindrical shocks. Those for weak shocks are discussed in
the following section.

4.2 The Behaviour of Initially Weak Shock
A cylindrical shock of Mach number 1.5 at radius 25 mm from geometric cen-

tre is taken as initially weak shock. The external perturbations are generated
on the shock front by placing a small rod of diameter 0.25 mm at a distance of
25 mm from geometric centre. The behaviour of such externally perturbed shock
is analysed through the wave diagram, constructed by using the same technique
described before. Two pairs of Mach reflections are generated during the inter-
action with the cylindrical rod, as explained in case of strong shocks. In
the present case, the outer perturbations do not die out. The inner trajec-
tories of triple points widen because of weak disturmances and meet with the
outer trajectories of triple points close to the geometric centre as clear from
Figure 6.

The inner triple points sweep along the disturbed part of the shock front
causing bigger shock-shock angle as compared to the corresponding strong shock
case. Therefore the disturbed part of the shock front travels faster than the
undisturbed part. The change in flow deflection in this case is also higher as
compared to the correspond inD strong shock case, indicating that break down of
the shock front takes place even at higher radius of cylindrical shock. This
analysis indicates that weak shocks are more sensitive to external disturbances
as compared to the strong shocks for the same magnitude of perturbation.

4.3 The Stability of Externally Perturbed Cylindrical Converging Shocks
The stability of cylindrical converging shocks is investigated theoretical-

ly from the wave diagrams, constructed for the various cases. The wave diagram,
shown in Figure 4 corresponds to the case shown by the series of shadowgraphs in
Figure 3. The successive positions of the shock wave are shown by thick lines
and the avlues of displacement of perturbed part of shock front from its mean
position are determined to check the stability. The perturbation factor 'C' is
defined as,

AR

where AR is the distance by which the perturbed part of shock front is displaced
from its undisturbed position and R is the instantaneous radius of the cylin-
drical shock wave. The values of tIe perturbation factor are determined from
the wave diagrams and are plotted in Figure 7.

From these results, a general mathematical expression is obtained
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where d is the diameter of the cylindrical rod
Re is the radius at which the cylindrical rod is placeddd -d d 3 18(d 4_)

F~d) 0 0.182(-o) - 24.g 9(1)' + - 118.6+ (-)

G(R!) 0.67+ 3.22 ()- 38.7(dF) + 121.4()q

This mathematical expression can be used to find the displacement of the shock
front at any time perturbed by any size of the rod diameter. In case of very
weak disturbances, the perturbation grows as follows:

~ Rs)-06

This result agrees fairly well with Butler's theoretical analysis for small per-
turbations, wherein he proved that the perturbation grows as

R(1) -0.64

0

4.4 The Collapsing Mechanism of Cylindrical Shock Waves
Near the Center of Collapse, the wave diagrams were further enlarged and

the shapes of the collapsing shock are obtained for the strong and weak cylin-
drical shocks. These diagrams are shown in Figure 8 for initially strong shocks
with a cylindrical rod 5 nn in diameter. It is clear from the figure that the
undisturbed portion of shock front reaches the geometric centre before the dis-
turbed part because of higher rate of amplification. The magnitude by which
disturbed part of shock front lags behind is found to increase with the increase
in rod diameter. This difference causes the shock to collapse before it reaches
the geometric center. It is worthwhile to note that the final state of collapse
of the shock is not a single point but rather a region whose size depends upon
the magnitude of the perturbations.

In the case of weak cylindrical shock an entirely different behaviour is
observed. The amplification of the shock strength of disturbed section is ob-
served to be higher than the undisturbed section of the shock front. Mach re-
flection in this case amplifies the disturbed shock front at a higher rate
because of higher values of shock-shock angle and of relatively weak amplifica-
tion of weak shocks. Therefore, the disturbed part of the cylindrical shock
front accelerates and reaches the geometric center before the remaining part
dues, thus making the shock to collapse on the opposite side of perturbations as
shown in Figure 9.

S. CONCLUSIONS

The stability of converging cylindrical shocks was studies both theoreti-
cally and experimentally. External perturbations were produced by means of
cylindrical rods, placed in the path of converg~ng shocks. Based on the various
results obtained, the following conclusions are drawn:

1. The perturbed shock does not collapse to a single point, because the
unaffected portion of the front seeks its true center of collapse whereas the
perturbed part does not, either by lagging or acceleration. Further, the dis-
tance by which the collapsing region is shifted from the center is found to
depend upon the initial Mach number of the shock and the magnitude of external
perturbation.

2. For initially strong cylindrical shocks, perturbed by a cylindrical rod,
the final state of collapse is shifted towards the rod side because the pertur-
bed part lags behind the undisturbed part of tlie shock front. Whereas, for an
initially weak cylindrical shock, the collapsing takes Aiace beyond the geowe-
tric centre because the rate of amplification of the perturbed part is more than
that of the unperturbed part.
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3. A smoothening mechanism of the shock front was noted at the outer triple
points for initially strong shocks only. Whereas, such a mechanism was not ob-
served at the inner triple points.

4. In all cases considered, the perturbations grow as the shock progresses
towards the geometric centre, indicating that the symmetry of the shock front
cannot be regained before it collapses and that converging cylindrical shocks are
unstable.

5. A mathematical expression was obtained to predict the magnitude and rate
of growth of the perturbations of initially strong cylindrical shocks. In the
limit where the rod diameter is very small, this expression reduces to that of
Butler's small perturbation analysis.

6. High temperature resulting from converging shocks does not necessarily
imply that such shocks are stable, since collapse of the unperturbed part of
the shock may cause high temperature as well.

The theoretically obtained shapes of the shock front, the trajectories of
triple points and the perturbation parameter were compared with those obtained
experimentally. A good agreement is observed between them, which establishes
the validity of the present theory in analysing the stability of converging
shock waves.
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ROLE OF THE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS IN THE PROBLEM. OF
THE LINEAR STABILITY OF THE SEDOV POINT BLAST SOLUTION

David L. Book
Laboratory for Computational Physics

Naval Research Laboratory
Washington, DC 20375

The linear stability of those Sedov blast wave
similarity solutions for which the flow is homologous
behind the shock, of which the best-known example is the
Primakoff point blast model, along with that of their
two-dimensional counterparts, has previously been
demonstrated analyticallm by Bernstein and Book (1980).
Their conclusion that the eigenmodes are stable applies
to all perturbations in the three-dimensional case, and
to all flutelike ( = O) modes in the two-dimensional
case. Gaffet (19841 has argued tht the treatment did
not allow for a Jum in the entropy of the perturbations
at the shock front, and so must be incorrect. The anal-
ysis of Bernstein and Book, however, can easily be
extended to include anisentropic perturbations. The
additional terms, which have the same time dependence as
the basic state, and therefore cannot give rise to insta-

bility, in any case drop out of the treatment. "he
resulting eigenvalue problem is identical with that
solved by Bernstein and Book, whose conclusion that the
Prizeakoff-Sedov blast waves are stable is there.fore
restored.

1. Introduction

A highly localited release of energy in an unbounded prcsoureles# ideal gas
medium gives rise to an expanding spherical blast vave. Because of the absence
of a characteristic length scale In the problem, the resulting flow is self-
a izlar. It consists of a ahock folloved ty a rareraction wave. If he density
P of the backgrownd medi'm satisfies a power-4av distribution (0 - HI , where H
is the distance frot the blast center), then the solution of the problea can be
reduced to qu.dratures. Ibis analysis was carried out ty 'ýedov (1946, 1959) and
Independon.ly by Thylor (1950) and Von Neumnn (1947). the awalogous iLalosion
problem was treated by Ouderley (1942).

Numerous workers Uhae Investigated the stability of the Bedov p-,int blasvt
solutions. In its full generality the problea can be stated as follows: Given
"p particular Sedov solution, specified ty the values of 0 and the tndisbatie
Index Y, for what wave numbers 1, a does the deviation in the shock amplitude
associated with an infinites$1al perturbation about this solution grow faster
than the shock radius S as S # -1 If no such wave mobers exist, the uoper-
turbed point blast solution is stable. At present, a solution of this general
problem is lackiM.. •A we shall note, very few results of &a& sort hav e been
established beyoad dispute.
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It is not trivial to de r-, trate the stability even of planar shocks, a
problem treated originaLly 1y : yakov (1954) and later by Erpenbeck (1962).
They found that for a wide class of differing fluids (characterized by different
equations of state), planar shock waves propagating in a uniform medium are
stable. The physical mechanism ig easy to describe. A small ripple in the
shock front gives rise to divergence (respectively, convergence) in the curved
portions ahead of (beninj) the main front. These regions become weaker
(stronger) than the unperturbed shock, hence propagate slower (faster) than
average, thus reducing the amplitude of the ripple. Evidently the longer the
perturbation wavelength, the weaker the stabilizing effect of this mechanism, so
bo analogy we would expect I = 0 perturbations around the Sedov solutions to be
the most unstable.

When variation of the density of the background medium is taken into
account, however, this mechanism b-comes obscure. For 9 > 3, the unperturbed
Sedov shocks accelerate with increasing radius. It is conceivable that the
ripples ahead of the shock can run away, while those behind fall further behind,
leading to instability. Lerche and Vasyliunas (1976) and Isenberg (1977), who
treated the case y * 1, have claimed that for some values of y, Sedov shocks are
unstable for all uaes of Q. 'Their conclusions are remarkable in predicting
instability at short wavelength (A >> 1). Newman (1979) has disputed the
results, on tl ground that lerche and Vasyliunas (1976) and Isenberg (1977)
improperly treated the boundary conditions at the shock front.

Ber- stein and Book (1980) studied the stability of a restricted class of
the Sedov solutions, those in which the velocity behind the shock is proport-
ional to the distance R from the origin (homologous or uniform expansion). This
type of blast wave ims apparently first considered by Primakoff (sea Courant and
Friedrich,: 1948). He found that for P - const., the point blast similarity
solution can be written explicitly in closed form when y = 7. Keller (1956)
generalized the results to nonuniform densities and found for each value of
y > 1 the value of Q for which explicit solutions with homologous velocity
distributions exist.

Bernstein and Book (1980) linearized the fluid equations about the
Primakoff blast solution and applied the first-order Rankine-Hugoniot equations
at the shock location. The resu'.ting igenvalue problem reduces to a quartic
equation for the stability index r all of vhose roots have negative real part.
They therefore concluded that this class of Sedov solutions is stable,
contradicting the conclusion of Isenberg (1977).

Subsequently Gaffet (1984) presented a refutation of the work of Bernstein
and Book (1980). His criticism of the latter focused on the neglect o? the
entropy perturbations arising at the shock front. This, he claimed, resulted
from an incorrect statement of the perturbed boundary conditions.

To clarify the matter, we rederive the results of Bernstein and Book
(1980), taking into account both the corrected boundary conditions and the
entropic perturbations. We find that the solution of the elgenvalue problem is
the same as that found previously, and the conclusion that the modes are atable
remains unchaaged.

Tht plan of the paper is as follows. We begin by summarizing the approach
followed by D'yakov (1954) in treating the planar shock problem, because his
characterization of the acoustic and entropic modes is instructive in the
present case. We then ;o through the revised treatment of the Prmmakoff blast
wave stability proo'em, using essentially the notation of Bernsteil and Book
(1980). The paper concludes with a summary of the results and briefly explores
their implications.
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2. Stability of Planar Shock Waves

D'yakov (1954) analYzed the stability of a planar shock propagating in the
positive x direction. He chose as his basic equations the adiabatic law
expressed in terms of the *ntropy s, Euler's equation, and an equation for the
pressure p. The latter. taken together with the adiabatic law, is equivalent to
the continuity equation. The location of the shock front is perturbed by an
amount

S= Co exp[i(kx - wt)]. (1)

All other perturbed quantities then are taken to vary as exp[i(kx + ly).
In the frame of the unpeA-urbhed !;'Iock, the linearized e-uations assume the form

(Iv - W) 68 = ; (2)

(Iv - W) 6 vx + kV6p = 0; (3)

(tv - W) Vy + Ivap = 0; (4)

(tv - W) 6p + pc 2 (k6vx + 6 Vy) 0 0, (5)

where V = p-1 is the specific volume, c = (yp/p) 11 2 is the sper.1 of sound, and
first-orde: fluid quantities are distinguished with a 6. From Eq. (2) it follows
that two types of solutions aretpqssible (Indicated respectively by M and (2).
Fo;Vype 0)iv - w = 0, while 6s' * 0. It follows from Eqs. (3) and (4) that
6p = 0, and from Eq. (5) that

k6v(1) + I 6V() = o (6)
x 1ly

(t 1condition for J,ýompressibility), and the perturbed specific volume
6V = (WV/68) 6a is nonzero. This is the "entropic" mode, which advects
entropy and vor~icity perturbations away from the perturbed shock.

The second type of solution of Eq. (2) satisfies t 2v - w 0 0, while 6s(2).
0. Multiplyp . (3) 2  k, E. (•) by 2, adding and using Eq. (5) to

eltinate 6v• and 6v' , we obtain the acouatic dispersion relation.

(w - 2 v) 2 . (k2 + 12 )c2 . (7)

"he quantities 6v(2), 6v(2), and 6p(2) are then related by any two of Eqa. (3)-

(5), for exwmle Y

(12v - W) 6v(2) * kV6(2) O.(8)
( 1 2v _ w) b v 2 ) + 1 2v @ ( 2) . O . (9 )

l y v½',.tue of the vanishing of the perturbed entropy 66(2), we have

6(2) i .(c2/V2).6V(2). (10)

lhe general solution of the perturbed equation consists of a superposition of
the entropic and acoustic m=des.

By expanding the PAnkine-1bgoniot relations through terms in first order,
four boundary conditions can be obtained. These are the coadition that the
tangential coconent be continuous across the shock,

61- 6v(2) v).
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two conditions obtained from the jump in the momentum normal to the shock and
from the continuity equation, which D'yakov (1954) rewrites in the form

(I) 6v•2) v-v( 6  )+ 8V(l) + 6V(2))
8V1 + 6v2 ,__ + ,(12)

2 p-p V-V
and 21iQC 6p(2) 6v(') + 6V(2) 

(13)

, p-it- V-V

and an equation derived from the energy jump condition. Since for given 7, V,
and f, p is a known function of V, D'yakov (1956) takes this last condition in•
the form

p(2) = (ap/bV)H (6V(l) + 8V(2)), (14)

where the subscript H stands for "Hugoniot." We have consistently used an
overbar to indicate quantities ahead of the shock.

Equations (6) and (8)14) mstit a sT)of el~t alt~raic ýations in
the eight coefficients UN, , v 6,v 66p6 , and C.
Equation (7) is to be understood as a definiti'n of 4lin terms of k and Q.
D'yakov (1954) goes on to analyze the dispersion relation

_- ,(k 2 + ,- + k 2)( c• - kv)+l + _ (\2
2 V)HV

V v- vvV

which follows, emphasizing the role of the Itgonlot curve n determining the
stability of the perturbations. The interested reader is referred to that paper
for the details.

3. Stability of the Priakoff Point Blast

For the sake of brevity we will not go through the whole derivation and
solution of fluid e-uations linearized around the Primakoff-Sedov solutions. In
this section we will refer to Bernstein and book (1980) and to equations
contained in it by using the abbreviation "BB." Except as noted, the notation
here is that same as in EU.

Tht c. orrect forms for the lagrangian perturbed density p1 and pressure pI,
expressed in terms of the infinitesin•al displacement ý(R,t) of an elemwnt of
fluid whose unperturbed trajectory is.16 (r,t), are

P ( • * in) (16)
&nd

p1 up(..y VIA + X) (17)

vhere K and X are time-independent quantities which were taken equal to zero in
8B. substituting (16) and (1") in the perturbed equation of motion then yields

-2~v(y - 1) + 2' **r(l3
S+rV r2 -v V(rvY 7& *. 4 r 13)

-- -��r - r 2 -' (r")T,

vl.,- e v a 2 for the cylindrical case and v - 3 for the spherical case. 'The
solution of Eq. (18) my be written as the as of a particular and a hocogeueous
solution:

= X(P)(r) f + X(h)( x - (X•f * X(b ) 1(e0.), 09)
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where the harmonic dependence of the solution is contained in H(t) = exp(im t)
(v=2) or H(O,t) = Ytn,(OEt) (v-3). Note that the definition of P here differs
slightly from that in BB.
Since (fp)"= PfP-- '+ p (p-i) Fp- 2 ;2, (20)

we have by virtue of BB(2.23) and (2.24)

W-2 fV(y-l) + 2 (fP) .pfP, (21)

where
(22)- Vky-l•

Writing (h) = tar H, (23)

r . =br H, (24)

we get Eq. BB(3. 14)(p+(K)a+ .[•((K+v-1) -llb=O (25)

from the r-component of (18), and an equation identical with BB(3.15) by taking
the divergence of (18). Multiplying the first of these by a + v - 1 and
subtracting the second, we obtain the equivalent but simlner relation

A (I b + a) + (V - 1) 1(a + V - 1) a - bI 0 0, (26)

where A = m2 for V = 2 and A = 1(1+1) for v ; 3.

The "particular" solutions of Eq. (18), which evidently correspond to
Dtyakov's entropic mode, depend on time as f(t). Anss•ning

K K r6"1H, (27)

X + L r6-1H, (28)

we can write tr(p) - A r6fH, (29)

r v - 4(p) - Ur6f, (30)

where K, L, A and B are constants. Then substitution in the r-coqmonent and
divergence of (18) yields two relationo satisfied by the particular solution,

(6 + 1) A -B + K 1(6 + v 1) (L -yB) (31)
and

(6 + v - 1) 1(6 + 1)A -B K•,1 " 1 ((6 + - 1)2 - Al (L - aB) •. (32)

M*ltiplying (31) by 6 + x - 1 and substracting, we are left with

L a vA + yD (33)

if A * 0; substitution in (32) then yields

K - (v - 2)A * B. (34)

%king Into account the additional terms arising from K and X in Eqs. (16)
and (17), we can revrit the firet-order ankine-Bugoniot relations tBB(3.3l -
(3.36)1 as
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-r a + (v-2) (C - •r) +KSf'• qC; (35)

t +v . 2-C + 2 +,- V; r(36)

~~ =j 4 7 S tVir ~(T-Yr- + v ( E- r) + Xf =ý- +v +) p + q C, (37)

where a = V E with all expressions evaluated at r = s f , i.e., on the
shock front. we write

__- + p(38)
C = z fH,

tVlr = csa fa + H, (39)

and substitute ý =(P) + E(h) in Eqs. (35) - (37), we find

[(v - 2)a + b(oq - v + 2)z]sa fa P

[K -(v-2) A- B] 86 f6  (40)

y + 1
(v p + yb 4 (q -v)z - al)l)+2a C) a f

Y~ 1

- - a i (42)

But Eqs. (33) and (34) izply that the right hand sides of (40) and (42) vanish.
Thus all the coefficients associated with the particular solution (i.e., the

entropic mode) cancel out. We are left with three equations vhich, are
identical with those found in BB. These yield the boundary condition

20a + (y - 1) b v 0. (43)

Equations (25), (26), and (43) constitute three simultaneous expressions for
a/b. Rquating these, we can solve for a, 0, and i az before, obtaining the same
quartio and hence the same values for the stability index

r •1(y - 1) a - Y- 11 + P. (44)

The arguments presented here must be modified alight.1y to treat the case A 0 0,
but the result is the same as that found by taking the limit A * 0 in BB(4.8)
and (4.13), which are wnalytic in A.

4. Discussion

Ve have seen that there are indeed terms in the corrected anrlyals which
correspond to D'yakov's (1954) entropic mode, but thEt drop out of the problem
and do not alter our earlier result. G(ffet (19,04) was correct in pointing out
the term corresponding to X 0 0 in Eq. (17) for the pressurte, bout he failed to
note the analogous term In F4. (16) for the density. The parallel with r6akov's
(1954) analysle of the planar-shock (section 2) is not complete; r&akov found a
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nonvanishing 6Vl) (whence 6p(l) # 0), but 6-(1) = 0. We note that in our
analysis the entropic mode has the same time dependence -f(t) as the unperturbed
shock. Hence the density contrast K satisfies dK/dt = 0, whereas in the planar
case [by virtue of the incompressibility conditiotEq. (6)) it is t perturted
density of the entropic mode which satisfies *- p = i(0 - I 2v) p 0.

Bernstein and Book (1980) made no use of the tangential velocity condition
analogous to Eq. (11). In our notation this can be shown to take the form

n x +vxV4 =o0, (45)

"where n is the normal to the unperturbed shock. Gaffet (1984) noted that the
pertur'tion ý found by Bernstein and Book (1980) does not vanish at the shock
front, as it S'ould. We readily see that Eq. (45), together with

S= o (46)

at the shock front, Just suffice to establish the connection between a, b and A,
B, i.e., to determine the coefficients of the entropic part of the solution and
the exponent 6, which turns out to satisfy

6 = a + 213/(y-1). (47)

7he analysis presented by Bernstein and Book (1980) and here is restricted
to the discrete modes, another point which Gaffet (1984) criticized. Although it
is conceivable that the continum modes (which are associated with the initial
conditions) could give rise to instability, we believe this is unlikely.
Certainly most conventional problems of the stability of ideal fluids in finite
geometry can be treated in terms of the normal modes only.
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MODEL CALCULATIONS OF THE PRECURSOR

AHEAD OF THE SHOCK FRO4 IN INERT GASES
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Calculations of particle density profiles ahead of
the shock front require a reactional kinetic model
in conjunction with a description of excitational
and ionizational radiative transfer processes. In-
vestigations are presented of krypton and xenon
precursors in the ranie of Mach numbers 1 1 to 21
with upstream gas densities of 1.5 to 6.5 - 102M-3.
The work aims at clarifying effects of real shock
wave behaviour in shock tubes, realistic assumptions
about radiative transfer mechanisms and specific
reactional processes. The unsteadiness of the shock
wave and the boundary layers and radiative cooling
in the downstream flow are accounted for. The finite
region of emission, angle-dependent reflection on
tube walls as well as a non-Lorentzian line shape
and Stark broadening of the resonance line radia-
tion are included in the description. Good agree-
ment is found in comparison to experimental
excited state and electron density profiles ahead
of the shock front.

I * U4T1WDUCTIOt•

It is well known that shock waves of medium and high M.ach numbers lead to
a considerable amount of excitation and ionization ahead of the shock front,
creating the so-called precursor region''. The two main constituents of pre-
cursor calculations, resulting in particle density profiles ahead of the shock
front, are a reactional kinetic model and specific assumptions about the exci-
tiodal and lonizational radiative transfer proceesesl-s.

Our aim is to clarify the effects of real shock wave behaviour in shock
tubes, realistic assumptions about radiative transfer mechanisms, and different
reactional processes. Since the downstream hot plasma serves as the source of
excitation for the precursor, exact computation of the physical condition of
this region is a prerequisite for precursor calculations.

To achieve this,we take iuso account the unsteadines, of the shock wave and
the effects of boundary layers as wll as radiative coolin. ýWsfound that a two
step model of ionization relaxation usually gives sufficient accuracy. The non-
Kaxwellian feature of the electron velocity distribution, predominant at lower
Mach numbers, can be accounted for.

investigations are done in krypton and xenon in the range of Mach numbers
It to 21, the preshock gas density being 1.5 to 6.5 * 1Om3-3. Under these con-
ditions, the ionization relaxation and precursor calculations can be shown to
be uncouplede. Details of the downstream calculation are given elsewhere*-".
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2. REACTIONAL KINETICS

Precursor model levels have to be able to describe the most important reac-
tion mechanisms and should include the levels being measured in experiments. Our
collisional-radiative model consists of eight different states:

The first four levels are the four real metastable and resonant states in
inert gases. Level (5) and (6) contain four and eight (five in Xe) resonant
states, respectively, ensuring the total radiative excitation of all resonant
states to be accounted for. Additionally, electrons and wolecular ions are con-
sidered. The atomic ion density is then given by the difference of the afore-
mentioned two particle densities.

Collisional and radiative processes lead to a specific redistribution of
the total excitation into difýferent states. An overview of the processes
included in the model is given in table 1. In the presence of high electron den-
sities, the model levels (5) and (6) also contain non-resonant states. This
especially effects the spontaneous transitions' averaged branching ratios into
lower levels and the effective statistical weights in respect to electron
collisions.

In xenon, an additional excitation exchange between the 6s' states and the
6p[I/21 state has to be considered"2 , resulting in one to two orders of magni-
tude lower concentrations of the 6s'[1/2] 1 state. This is in excellent agree-
ment to absorption measurements'.

For the integration of the stiff rate equations describing the reactional
processes, an explicit second order method by Steihaug and Wolfbrandt0 3 is em-
ployed, utilizing a modified treatment of the non-autonomous termss and an error
estimate of Scraton1 4 for a variable stepsize. The electron energy equation is
solved by the secant method assuming a Maxwellian velocity distribution, since
this assumption can be shown to be valid for thermal electrons 4#9, and we did
not find a strong influence of high energy electrons.

Calculated electron temperatures range from 1000 to 2000 K (Kr) and 1000 to
4000 K (Xe) at lower Hach numbers, and up to 6000 K at high Hach numbers, slowly
increasing towards the shock front. This is in good agreement with the results
of ref. 4. In case of high rates of chemoionisation, a slight temperature maxi-
mum can be found close to the shock front.

3. RADIATIVE TRANSFER

The equilibrium region in the downstream flow servea as an emitter of optic-
ally thin continuum radiation, which in turn gives rise to ionisation of excited
species in the precursor. The corresponding photoioaisation rates are calculated
using recent values of the respective cross sectiou profiles's and taking into
account the temperaturt decrease in the radiative cooling region*. This improved
treatment gives much lower rates of photoioniuation than prior investigations.

Thus, in contrast to the results of ref. 4 and 5, we always find (instead)
associative ionization to be the dominant mechaniem of electron production, even
for coefficients of reflection from the shock tube walls as high as 0.5 to 0.95.
This is in agreement with more recent interpretations of electron density meas-
urements by T. V. Zhikhareva, D. C. Zavarin and 0. K. Tumakaeve.

In accordance with earlier investigstions", the rates of ionization due to
optically thick continuum radiation are always negligible.

In calculating the transfer of resonance line radiation, the usually applied
black-body-emitter model'-$ proved to be much too inaccurate (by a factor of up
to 6 in the resulting particle densities). Consequently. the emitted radiation
is calculated from the real souree extensions, being enclosed by the shock tube
wall and the contact aurface. In taking into account the actual particle density
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prcfiles behind the shock front, an approximative solution derived from model
assumptions was found to be in good agreement to the exact, but time consuming
numerical integration of the downstream values .

Since the main contribution to resonant excitation and deexcitation is
transmitted in the extreme far line wings, a non-Lorentzian line shape based on
the nearest neighbour approximation of the quasistatic theory" and measured mole-
cular potentials 17- 1 9 is employed. Details are given in ref. 9. As an example,
the spectral resonant excitation rate in the krypton precursor is shown in fig. 1.
The considerable differences to the solution for a Lorentzian line shape can
easily be visualized. Frequency and angle integration are then conducted numeric-
ally. This generalized line shape results in about 50 Z larger excited state
concentrations in the precursor.

Furthermore, even at low Mach numbers Stark broadening of the resonance
lines has to be included in the description of the radiative transfer through
the downstream plasma.At high Mach numbers, we then find that a large portion of
the effective emission originates from the relaxation zone as opposed to the
equilibrium region behind the shock front. Clearly, a black-body-emitter model
gives very inaccurate results in this situation, too.

A rough surface model' (mean surface roughness small compared to vacuum
ultraviolet wavelengthi.) accounts for angle-dependent reflection on the shock
tube walls, giving rise to much higher rates of excitation (than without reflec-
tion) far ahead of the shock front. Close to the shock front, the influence of
reflection becomes negligible.

The concept of a generalized line shape also has strong consequences on the
resonance line radiation escape in the precursor'. As an example, the ratio of
the calculated escape factor for the generalized line shape OG (no, R) to the
Lorentaian value () (R) is plotted in fig. 2 against no3 

* R (no: ground state
density, R: (shock)tube radius), assuming a homogeneous excited state distribu-
tion. For the values of no2' R considered in this work, OG varies by a factor
of tvo in respect to the Lorentzian result.

There are important ramifications in cases, where the density dependence of
resonance state decay is interpreted as arising from specific collisional pro-
cesses. For example, from our reaultes the coefficient of excitation exchange
between metastable end resonant states follows to be considerably lower than
previously aweumed 20 * 1 . This is in accordance with measuredV and calculated'
metastable concentrations in the precursor and with other investigations 3 a.

4. RES'JLTS AND DISCUSSION

Computations of particle density profiles are conducted for a given loca-
tion ot measurement, thus allowing for direct comparison to experimental
results.

Our calculations show that all the effects and refinements discussed above
are of great importance in computing precursor particle densities, namely: the
unstee4 ittes of the shock wave, the boundary layers and radiative cooling in the
dovwntr'eam flow, the finite extension of radiative emission, the angle-dependent
reflection of reaonance line radiatLon, a non-Lorentala line shape, Stark
broadening, and a detailed model of reaction kinetics.

The computed dentity profiles are in good agreement with absorption meas-
urements of the first four excited states by T. Hamaer7 (Mach number 11 to 13),
generally lyiug within the experiental error (i.e. 10 to 20 2 for the resonance
states close to the shock frout in Kr, see fig. 3). in xenon, there are some
indicasions of nan-reaouant line absorption. This effect has to be subject to
further study.

The calculations are also conpared to absorption aeasurements of the first
two excited states in krypton at higher Math numbers (17 to 21 ) done by V.
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Bbtticher and D. Kilpins. The time constants of the excited state concentrations
in front of the shock as well as the absolute values of the metastable densities
are in excellent agreement, whereas the calculated resonance state profiles are
about a factor of three higher than the measured values (fig. 4). No explanation
has been found so far for this deviation, since ordinary reaction mechanisms
cannot account for such a difference with respect to the metastables.

In xenon, measurements of electron density profiles in the precursors's are
available for comparison (fig. 5). An excellent agreement results if the angle-
dependent reflection of resonant line radiation is accounted for. Here chemo-
ionization has been neglected, since no reliable rate coefficients for xenon are
known to the author.

This work was supported by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft.
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Table I.

Collisional and radiative processes considered.

Ak ;atoms in state (k), (AA)*: excited molecules, (AA)+ molecular ions,

A,: atomic ions, e: electrons, hv: photo".

o. Reaction condition Process

(1) A0 + hVl A, ia 2,4,5,6 resonant phoc,"excitation aod deexcita-

(2) A, - * lv 1, 5,6 neO-resonant spontaueous emission
SAk + vk- 1...4

(3) Ao + hv - + e. ground-state photoioni.ation

(4) A. + liv - + * e i-I...6 excited-sLate photoioaiization

(5) A A* A * iO ,3 excitation exchange
5A j Ao j-+ I
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Table 1. - continued

(6) A. + nAo -. (AA)* + (n- l)Ao i- I...4 two and three-body excited mole-

(AA)* -. A + hv n- 1,2 cule formation and spontaneous
decay

(7) A~ Ao + A++e i = .4 chemoionization
() i +Ak "e k1...4

8) A. + A~o A + o i - 5,6 collisional deexcitationby atoms(8) i + o - Ak Ao k=1...4

(9) Aa + Ao - (AA)+ + e -. associative ionization

(10) (AA)++ e - Ai + 1a i- 1...5 dissociative recombination

(11) A + 2Ao - (AA)+ + Ao "A ion conversion
(12) A + e + e i- 0...5 collisional excitation and

eAk iei k ý56 deexcitation by electrons

(13) A. + e -A+ + 2e i- I..6 collisional ionization and
1 erecombination by eloctrons

--r--Fig. 1.
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Fig. 3-5. Excited-state and electron density profiles in the precursor.
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The Generalized Riemann Problem (GRP) method has been
developed recently as a high resolution second order numerical
scheme for the solution of time-dependent one-dimensional inviscid
compressible flows (with variable cross section). The paper
presents P brief outline of the method and its extension to the
multi-material case, followed by two examples: (a) the resolution
of a discontinatiity in a planar shock-tube; (b) the complex wave
pattern following the exploaion of a prewurized Helium sphere into

The quasi-conservation form of the Euler equations for time-dependent inviscid, comprowi.
bie flow thromsh a duct of variable cToas.section are g'vea by

U U -I pu:+p
Um .1 , G(U) up j U)

PE ((P(+PU)u J

where. , e ., f i u1 Ls the toth nergy and equatio of a•t p -a p (ep•) is &umed.

"The putrjpe of thi, paper i% t•w-fold.
1) To prt•,et a novel approat h to the time i tegr4tio1 of (1), baed ou aootaml•.i higher

ofdtk extemiotto of ao44O.tV's scheme (IIý
2) To d towtmrate bow t04a method can be eatundeA to deal with ewaerij interJface, and to

give tao pplkiatioh to the ceae of au CxpWod4i Helium Sphere.
To outli-te the nuum-•rti methc4 wuutne, Ut is customary, that the ntow field is divided up

iuto Celts (where "cel i" etxtends between rj t and r; . i *ad the variables are. e.Vluaed at
diwrte time intervils 1. -•a vAf, We dtsigaattaFg. 9by Q' the average vklue of the variable
Q o0ver cAl i at time (.. Similartl, Q=.A*• denote the value ot Q mt t, 4 Vxerqed over the
timie iaterval (t, ,4 ). Gea lly vpkia 6a "upwiad" qa rosetvative Scheme for (1) is
tiven b

- - [A %)(,. (Uj**, )- A(1-. ( a ";'o

4 V ,

w~a4 ~A~3~SSat
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ri+•

Ari = rj+• - ri_,& A, = f A (r)dr.

The classical first-order Godunov scheme [31 is based on the following interpretation of (2).

(a) Variables are uniformly distributed in cells (with jump discontinuities at the cell boun-
daries ri +l).

(b) Ui"++t•• - Ui"+t is the value along r = ri+, of the shock-tube problem with initial
states Uin,, Ui", for r < ri+ A, r > ri+,ý respectively. Recall that the solution to this
problem is "self-similar", namely, it is constant along straight lines emanating from the
d iscon inuity. t

The presen. scheme is indeed a second order modification of Godunov's scheme. The basic
starting point here is the assumption that flow variables are linearly distributed in cells (again
with possible jumps at r +,). The scheme (2) is supplemented by

UA +t =[i+A+A-7 at ] (3)

As before, Ui" j is obtained as a solution of a shock-tube problem involving the limIting values

of flow variables at ri+A. However, in order to evaluate a + one has to consider the ini-

tial gradients of these variables. Thie evaluation was done by an analytic method in [1] and
constitutes the main building block of the GRP method. It is important to emphasize that the
analytic soluion provides the rate of change of variables along any direction emanating from
the discontinuity. Thus, we were abe to extend the scheme to multi-material flows. Most of
the points in the numerical scheme are Eulerian (i.e., fixed with respect to laboratory coordi-
nates), the only exceptions b.:ing the material interfaces themselves wnicb are treated as Lagran-
gian points (i.e., moving with the fluid). We note that any adaptive mesh can be used with this
scheme. In particular one could designate major shock trajectories as grid-lines etc. Further-
more, mesh distortion can be avoided by local cancellations and restoratiuns of Eulerian points
so that the case where a material interface is very close to an Eulerian point is excluded.

We give here the results of two numerical examples:

(a) a shock-tube "test case" suggested by Sod 141. The tube extends from 2 - 0 to X - 100
and is divided into 100 equal cells. The gas is initially at rest (u - 0) with p = p = I for
0 < x < 50 and p = 0.1, p = 0.125 for 50 < x < 100. Density and velocity profiles are
given at t = 15, indicating the excellent resolution of both the contact discontinuity anud
the shock wave (Fig. 2).

(b) Our second example involves the computation of flow profiles following the explosion of a
pressurized Helium sphere into air. This case was taken from a paper by GlMas and Sito
[2), where calculations were done by the random chzico method. Ouc results are similar to
theirs, but much smoother in terms of the profiles in contuous regions of the flow. The
exact initial conditions for the sphere are: Radius - 2.5 cmr, Prossure - 18.25 ati, Den-
sity - 2.523 times that of the 3urrounding air.
At I - 0.6 (Fig. 3) one observes clearly the outgoing shock wave and the ingoing rufle~c-

tion wave. Note that due to the non-planar goometry the gms is "ovef--arefled", the profiles are
not monotonic, which leads to the formation of an inbound new shock. Indeed, this shock is
clearly visible at t - 1.8 (Fig. 4), where it penetrates the inner zone of uniform low-density gas.
In fact, the analytic solution for the GRP allows for roeloctions fron the center of symmetry
without d.fficulties.
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TIME EVOI/JTION OF THE RAREFACTION WAVE WITH ENTROPY INCREASE

MODIFIED TAUB-EQUATION FOR SHOCK EXPERIMENTS

R.W. Larenz and U. Steffens

Institute for Theoretical Physics
University of Duesseldorf, Duesseldorf, FRG

An exact analytical solution of the gasdynamic equations is
presented, which describes the time evolution of a gas expan-
sion process. This solution involves the well known homology
coordinate z = x/t and furthermore an additional dependence on
the time t. The known rarefaction fan is obtained in a modi-
fied form and additionally a weak back running shock wave is
developed. This weak shock - delivering the entropy increase -
allows for fulfilment of all conoervation laws and leads to the
disappearance of certain discrepancies which had to be noticed
hitherto. During the essential evolution time the analytic
solution is partly given by implicit relations; asymptotically,
however, one gets explicit expressions already given in 1977 at
the Seattle ISTS Conference. Application to the case of a shock
tube with a high pressure driving gas yields modified shock
Mach-numbers as compared to those of the Taub-equation.

1. INTRODUCTION

To start with a well known phenomenon, a so-called "N-wave" (Fig.1) shall
briefly be considered, this being a wave of finite amplitude which propagates
in a homogeneous gas, for instance generated as an idealized "sonic bang" Mach
wave of an aircraft flying at supersonic speed. As well known such a wave ex-
hibits a pressure bump at the front end, which propagates into the homogeneous
medium ahead of it with a velocity more or less markedly above the sound velo-
city depending on the strength of the bump, this bump forming a more or less
pronounced shock with a Mach number above 1. In reality there are two shocks
running one after the another in this one dimensional flow, so that the total
momentum of the wave is about zero, this being verified by the fact that the
medium will be at rest again after the passage of the N-wave. However, the sta-
te of the medium after the passage of the wave is not exactly the same as be-
forez on account of the presence of shockfront . the temperature and the entropy
of the medium behind has increased, at least a little bit in principle, as com-
pared to the state before the passage.

Resuming these observations one has the following essential facts: A distur-
bance of finite amplitude propagates through a homogeneous medium with a velo-
city above the sound velociLy beginning with a pressure rise as this is observed

with any acoustic signal, and the total momentum amounts to zero or maintains a
certain finite initial value if there is no further driving momentum source.

Now, if one goes down to vacuum density and zero pressure in the declining
after flow on dropping the second shock of the N-wave, evidently this resembles

nothtng else than the expansion or rarefaction flow of a gaseous medium begin-
ning to expand from a homogeneous state in a half space at time t - 0. There
is a disturbance signal of finite amplitude running into the homogeneous medium,

because the rarefaction flow means naturally a quite strong disturbance of the

wA. • •• •
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homogeneous state. However, it is clear that the pressure rise and the shock
front running backwards into the homogeneous gas must develop or establish it-
self first within a certain time interval beginning at tii t = 0, if before and
at this time t = 0 the medium is assumed to be homogeneous throughout the whole
half space.

2. FLOW EQUATIONS

From the foregoing reflections it will be evident, what has to be done, to
describe the rarefaction flow in general as long as a gas dyna.ic concept shall
be used. Omhas a flow pattern which is essentially given by n self similar or
a so called homology solution of the gas dynamic equations as well known, but
from the establishment time interval just mentioned, there ),s to be accounted
for by an additional time dependence of the functioia uolving the rarefaction
problem, often cited as "centered rarefaction". So introducing the two indepen-
dent variables z = x/t and t, the one dimensional flow equations are the follo-
wing ones, if as dependent variables are chosen tht: flow velocty u, the local
velocity of sound c (representing essentially the square root of the local gas
temperature) and finally the entropy s per mole. Denoting by K the polytropic
coefficient and by R the gas constant one has with the usual notation of deriva-
tives by a suffix t or z.

t.ct+ (u-Z)cz+ K-.cu - 0 1)
.0c 0 1

tout+ (u-z)u + W.2C 2)

z - KR £ 2
ts t+ (u-z)sz = 0 3)

As well known these equations represent tVe mass, the momentum and the energy
balance, if internal friction and heat couduction are neglected. In this case
the local entropy s is given by that en:ropy ga..n the local mass unit under con-
sideration has acquired at that earlier time when the back running shock front
passed over it, or seen from the frame of the standing shock front, when the
mass unit passed through the shock. The quantVmies pressure p and density p are
related to the local velocity of souind c, the temperiture T aud the entropy s

cý- 1cp/p -oRT, L . 1'exp(C s) (E- ( K--- exp(-a/R) 4)

if the entropy in the homogeneous gas at rost is set to zero.
As border conditic.-s one has the values c - 0, a = 0 reap. p w 0, p - 0 at

the expansion hknd with th-3 '•,stion x • toz - tou on the one hand and the Ran-
kine-Rugoniot equations at the instantanouampcittn of the back running shock
front on the other hand, thbse equat:ont being time dependent by means of a time
depeadent Mach number X(t) aui the shock position being given by

- t-. - - c IftO)dr ).
00

3. AMALTIC SOL"JlION

Any entvv&py generation by internal friction Li avoided if thers is no cur-
vature in thti velocity of flow u(xm-pattern within the expansion fan, even in
cae one vou., allow for o fricti:.-n term. in the basic equations. This favorizes
a linear utx) or u(s) flow pattern for W <(t)c z < ul m const.

2u h u + M(z-Um), (utO) 6)

which is adopted her. In concordance with Burgers and Weiziascer (see ref.1),
Now, a relation among u, the local sound velocity c, the homology variable z
and the entrop s shael be introduced by an "Ansatz"t

i - (u-z).l + *(s)a 7)
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where the function 4s) + 0 represents the modification which is effected by the
entropy as compared to the well known characteristical equation

u-z = c (or (u-z)2 = C2 more generally)

in case of constant entropy. The two equations 6) and 7) then lead to the con-
sequence, that the system of differential equations 1), 2), 3) has a uniform
analytic solution, which can be written down in an implicit form if a interme-
diate variable y on solving eq. 3) is introduced by z-1

y(Z't) = u + (Z-u #.(L)K+ 8)m t
0leading to U

.j to m dTj (u -rt)
1+ 0(y) = 2g(y) d, m 9)

(%-Y)" y g0

With equation 9) the system 1), 2), 3) is completely solvedi the velocity
of sound c can be expressed on using 6) and 7). The function g(y) appearing in
9) is related to the time evolution of the shock Mach nunber M and it holds

s (Zt) - -KRln g(y) 10)

Even in case there is no linear u (z) -pattern, the complete solution can be
formulated in an implicit manner if the neglibility of entropy generation within
the expansion fan is maintained. The essential point is, to make use of the La-
grangian formulation of flow equations instead of the Eulerian as given in 1),
2), 3), because under conditions of no entropy generation along the expansion
fan, the Lagrangian formalism is very adequate to the conservation of entropy,
fixed to that value a certain element of matter has gained when passing the
time dependent shock front.

The time dependence of the shock Mach nunber M can be evaluated analytical-
ly by combination of one of the Rankine-Hugoniot equations

U(z ) = - - (•-1/H) 11)

with eq. 6) at the instantaneous position z5M of the shock front given by eq. 5).
This delivers a differential equation which easily can be integrated to

142
to ' exp(M4.(1-N)) 12)

N h being given by the maximum flow velocity um of the head of the expansion at
2 c

Nm m 4a -2- 13)

The Rankine-Uugoniot equation for the entropy gain

a(Z#4) s wO. ln ([rI 2K ,(K 1 )o11K.[(K. )t 21) 14)

has to be equated to eq. 10) by inserting z w rn according eq. 5) and corres-
pondingly y - y according 8), z and y being pure time functions then. This
defines the function g(y) and by generaization y - y(z,t) again (eq.8) to any
point in space and time within thie expansion fan there is assigned the right
entropy value, However, the evaluation of this Implicit formalism should be hand-
led by a computer. The Mach number 14 or the maximun flow velocity u,(*q.13) is
fixed by the total momentum balancE or enthalpy balance (at any point of time).

The solution begins Vith N o I at a point of time t , which represents a
first molecular collision time interval in a gas kinetic sense of course. This
means that the evolution time of the shock is measuxed vezy plausibly in units
of the gas kinetic collision time. which may have any prescribed value given by

..,' '
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the state of the homogeneous gas at time t = 0. (Mathematically the Mach number
M may be considered an a transformed time scale itself for the problem as this
can be seen from the foregoing derivation.)

With growing time the Mach number approaches the value M, = V asymptoti-
cally, independent of the polytropic coefficient K, the shock and the flow then
becoming a stationary one, given by that homology solution which was presented
already at the 1977 Seattle ISTS Conference . The motivation of that latter
solution was given by the postulate, that the global or integral balance equa-
tions should be fulfilled. This means in particular the conservation of the to-
tal enthalpy (including the kinetic flow energy). Furthermore the total momentum
is conserved; there is no continous and unlimited production of total momentum
as it seems to be with other treatments of the problem. (It can be shown that
even the simple treatment of an collision-less expanding Knudsen gas offers two
ways to evaluate the momentum mathematically by nonuniform convergence, one way
delivering the known time increasing positive momentum share I+= poet, the other
way delivering the total system momentum staying zero for all times as it is
at t = 0 in conformity with known physical principles.)

A further essential point is the existence of a weak back running shock,
which allows to meet two physical requirements, the first being that the acou-
stic signal propagating into the undisturbed medium begins with a pressure bump
of finite amplitude as the disturbance itself is of finite intensity. The second
requirement is that a gas expansion - particularly into a vacuum - constitutes
an irreversible process, which must be accompanied by an entropy increase, this
latter being delivered by the shock front.

The time evolution of the flow quantities is represented by Fig. 2 on choo-
sing time points at 102, 104 and 106-t 0 , t being the molecular collision time
as mentioned. The net result should yield ?he statement: "There is really no
pure rarefaction wave in gas dynamics". However, meanwhile this sentence can be
found in textbooks, often a few pages later on, a description of the rarefac-
tion process can be found which seems to be in contradiction to the sentence.
Only if there is a free stream velocity of the homogeneous gas with a particular
velocity value directed towards the vacuum, an isentropic rarefaction can be ob-
tained, as this is pointed out ini.

4. APPLICATION
Naturally, as the back running shock with a Mach number of about 1.5 is

a quite weak one, it might be difficult to observe it in real experiments, where
often the pressure chamber is of little dimensions and where the reflection of
the propagating disturbance takes place very soon at the rear wall of the cham-
ber. but one consequence is the reduction of tht peak velocities at the expan-
aion head by a factor of the order I/M as it was stated in'I already. Such an
reduction of the flow volocitios should be expected at shock tube experiments
too, where a low pressure test gas is driven by the expanding high pressure sec-
tion. AMuuming the establishment of the asymptotic stationary conditions one may
arrange the description of this process now by writing down two sets of Rankine-
Hugoniot equations, one for the forward progagating generally strong shock wave
in the test gas and the other for the weak back running shock in the driver sec-
tion. The situation is displayed by rig. 3 and the balance equations then arxe
delivering two coupled equations for both the Mach numbers involved and these
two *quations replace the vell known Taub equation2 . Designing by Nb the back
runnixg shock and by N the generally strong forwaxd shock one gets

2ac
pf K b 1 2 ~fK f Ab~ - C K +1 X 2x b

- (--b- b ")
i 2 b4 INC...I)i i.2 % I lo
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and 2 ef- f+1 2 K f (bef-1) + Pb (Kf+1).(2-M 1
+-" ___ =16),

2Kb -K b+1 (Kb-i)M+2 Pf (Kb-1)b +2

where the suffixes b and f denote the quantities referring to the high pressure
(backward) and the low pressure (forward) side. The exact evaluation must be
done numerically; examples of the evaluation are shown by Fig. 4. For strong for-
ward shocks at large pressure ratios pb/pf a simple first approximation formula
for the forward shock number Mf yields

M f X f+1 cb 17)
"'2 Xb cf

which holds particularly for large cb/Cf ratios, the weak backward shock number
Mb being near •.

it may be that the reduction factors for the forward shock Mach number now
result a little lower than observed by experiments, where one has generally values
beneath the ideal Taub Mach number (the explanatin for this mostly given by assu-
ming wall friction and other losses). Accepting this new evaluation as a "lower
limit Mach numbers" delivering one, a little bit higher observed values may be
explained by the fact, that in real experiments the driver section is often very
short - as stated in the beginning of this section already - , resulting in a
driving amplification as soon as the back running shock is reflected from the
rear wall of this section. A comparison with measurements taken from3 is given in
Fig. 5.

5. ADDITIONAL RF04ARK

As the back running shock is a weak one and therefore the entropy gain s as
proportional to (M-19 is not very important, one may try to integrate the basic
equations analytically too even for s 2 0, but maintaining shock conditions at the
back running disturbance of the rarefaction problem. This approximative integra-
tion indeed can be performed, using modified "Ansaetze" instead of eq. 8) and 9).
An advantage might be seen in such a description, because there do not appear
intrinsic implicit formulations to the same extent as with the exact integration.
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FR.q. 1. a) "N-Wave" in a
homogeneous medium.
b) Case of degeneration C
to a rarefaction flow.

u " flow velocity Ql)
c - local sound velocity U

(a may stand qualitati- ... |
vely also for tempera- X X
ture, pressure or mass
density)
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TaW-DIOMESICOAL SHOCK FOCUSING AND DIFFRACTION IN AIR AND WATER

H. Olivier and H. Gr6ni.g
Stol3wellenlabor, RWTH Aachen, W. Germany

In the present paper the Random-Choice-Me•,•d is aplied for
computing shock focusing and diffracticn. This n erical me-
thod was developed by Glimmi, C orin and Sod The two-
dimensional method is based on an operator splitting tech-
nique proposed by Chorin . This method is used for the nu-
merical study of the shape of a diffracted shock wave in
air. 1he results which -ire compared with experiments by
Skews• are improved by an exte.nsion of the two-dimensional
method. This extension reduces the errors of the shock posi-
tion. A further application of the Random-Choice-Method is
the computation of shock focusing by concave r.flectors.
Fir•t results of this problem were shown earlier . A first
example shows the focusing of a plane shock wave in air by a
parabolic reflector. The agreement of experimentally and nu-
merically obtained pressure histories is quite satisfactory,
Underwater shock waves are <.r'nmut-ed by a simple transforma-
tion method, which allows to use all known equations for
shock wavy s in air. The validity of this transformation is
limited to pressures of less than 10 kbar. With this vrdi-
fied melvod for underwater shock waves the ccusing of sphe-
rice. shocks by elliptical reflectors is calculate. The re-
gits are compared with experimr-nal ones.

1. INIMUCTION

N 1"1erical rewilte which are shown it, this paper are chtained by the
Random-shoice-+lethod MRCM). The RCM det-rmines a new V)lution with tie help of
an explicit wave sAlut on. The explicit wave solution which is utsd in the RCM
is the well known Rieminn problfem. The final solutioti for a givon ri point i4
sampledi by a random choioe out If the nolutt-.. , e. the RPicnnn problem. Due to
this sawtzpling in one space dimennion no 5r•ot~iM of di*sontittuities alveaa.
The advantages of the orw-dika %*I RCM in oor>'rison 'itih finite diff erenc
toethods are-,

-Diwoontinuitier, as Rhock or oontau..t surf-Awof are mimptted without numerical
diffusion and d isupe on.
Thuiýe are no mu• al owillatimm behini.1 diszntineties.

- ndary ooelitions are readily handled.

The disachnmntae of the 1•CM in compariwo with finite differe• e methodXU ar!:
- Due to the randomnesI 'he profile of a rarefactioiý wave is nou computed

wro-oth but on the av-r ge very close to t1* exwt soluttion.
- The locationa oa divm.'timiitije at any time are wot exat, hownv,ýr. their

ave-age sito .r,

AD i-rtportwxt bhul.Sn baq -k in the RCM in the solution of the Lx,-dimestional
wi•- ctlAeiM. Sic'x t.he alyical sboluti-A' of the general twc'.. siona I

ftemawr mben s~ u. krvlow;a kntil t~w, tN* two-divensionai RCM4 is based cA a
fractio;al step wet'•lod (AvpoA by Cthorin'. Ibis method works with the one-
dizaenaiornj RCM it alternatinq diractions. tkx* to this spl itting *ome advtan-
tages of the o nional 'thod, are loet. Iowemer. the revalts in this ps-
per show, that the two-dimensional method works wel I. it the Mach tAvber of the
co•mted smk waves is not to hijh. Aooetable r4emtm for flows with high
Mmth numbers can be obtained with the two-di&mesial M% if a wdi£fd ver-

S"!'i! 5! iiii'! 1" W n ! il'a I i@,i::%--:-'-:: '-- --...
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sion is used for the determination of the "Passive velocities"6 . This version
works with averaging of the "passive velocities".

2. DIFFRACTIONC OF A PLANE WAVE AT A 9 0°-OxRNm

The one-dimensional method is used in d fractional step method to compute the
shock propagation in two space dimensions. This fractional step method was pr -
posed by C'Jorin . A detailed discussion of this method may be found in 6 and .
Figui-- a shows the pressure distrik-ution in a channel with a 90o-branch. At
the let, end the pressure jump of the incident shock is seen. The incident
shock runs from left to right. Figure lb shows the pressure field after the
shock has reached the branch. One sees the diffracted shock which propagates
into the branch. In this example the Mach number of the incident shock is MO =
1.12. In the next frame the diffracted shock has passed the opposite corner. A
refle•ted shock piNpagates upstream. This reflected shock can be seen as a cir-
cular wave around the opposit-I corner. Because the area of the reflected shock
increases continrmsly it is considerably attuated.

(a) (b)

4:01 Ud

Fig. lU Owannrl with a 90°-branch

In Fiq. Id one owe also that the diffracted mhock is almout parallel to the
croom miwtio of the branch. In FPi. 2 for two different Kaik uimhbers the diE-
,racia ~ • t~ic shock wave poition is oqartd v the experioental
one found by
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EExperiment
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0 1.0 2,0 X/a.t

(a) (b)

Fig. 2: NtmrŽrical and experimental pseudo-stationary shock wave position

The Figs. 2a and 2b show results obtained with the improved two-dimensional
RCM. This method estimates the propabilities of the shock position after one
time step and reduces the errors due to fluctuations of the shock position6 .

3. FOCUSING OF SHOCK WAVES IN AIR

In this chadter numerical and experimental results are compared, concerning the
focusing of a plane wave by a parabolic reflector. The experiments have been
carried out by Sturtevant and Kulkarny . In orler to compare the quality of the
numerical results pressure histories are caiclated for the same four loyations
close to the reflector as given in the paper of Sturtevant and Kuldkarny . For
a detailed discussion concerning the influence of the number of grid points and
the il~luence of the used random numbers on the solution see Olivier and
Gr6nig . Figure 3 shows one half pressure field of the reflected wave before,
at the moment of and after focusing. The vertical line in Fig. 3 indicates the
rteometrical focus. The Mach number of the incidenc wave is Mo = 1.1.
(-ie sees in the first picture of rig. 3 , that the maximum pressure along the
iflected shock is not reached at the axis of the reflector. Thn maximum pres-
sure occurs outside the axis. During focusing this pressure nvontain moves to
the axis and reaches it at the mcment of focusing, As seen in the second pic-
ture the qasdynamic focus is a short distance in front of the geometrical fo-
cus. This is predicted by the theory of nonlinear propagatio.a of focusi~ig
shocks.

In Fig. 4 the '.aiculated pressue histories are compared with the experimental
ones of Sturtevant and Kulkirny . one reason for tUe. pressure fluctuations in
the field behinr the reflected shock is due to the stepwise approach of the
reflector shape. Another reason is due to the errmrs arising from the operator
splitting technique6 o These fluctuations are also seen in the pressure histo-
ries as scattering. However, the average of the numerical results agrees vevy
well with the e•perimental ces.
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I F

Location 3 Location 4

Fig. 4: pressure histories, - 1.1
Scales: 0.4 atm per div.; 0.05 ms per div.

4. FOCUSING OF SHOCK WAVES IN %ATER

Bol1 9 has shown, that shock waves in water can be cociputed with the same equa-
tions as shock waves in air, if the pressure p and the ratio of the specific
heats are substituted by p' - p + B and y by n, where B % 3000 bar and n
7.22. This simple transformation is Ialid up to pressures of 10 kbar. This
transformation method was used to compthe the focusing of s*rical underwater
shocks by elliptical reflectors. The extension of the two-dimensional RCM to
two-dimensional rotationally symmetrical flow was made as proposed by Sod.
Figs.5 and 7 show the principal arrangement. A spherical wave diverges from one
focus point and reflects at the reflector. this reflected wave is focused at
the other focus point . LVe sees that thext are two main flow fields. For exam-
ple in Fig. 5 the propagation of the spherical wave is symmetrical to the focus
point F1 , whereas the reflected wave is symmetrical to the axis of the reflec-
tor.
So thro4mt the computation a spherical aind a cylindrical flow field has to
be distitvjuished. This was done in the following way. The propagation of the
stierical diverging shlok was omiputed om-dimensionally along the axis. The
obtained solution was tu•red around the 1-cts point until the reflector atpeo
was reached (see Fig. 51, At the left of t!iis intersection point the solution
is computed with ylindritAl qymmt.ry to the axis and at the right of this
point as apherically symmetrical to the first focus point. Figkure 6 shows the
prestu-e field of one half of the ayanwetrical flow field for different moments
of focusing.
The vertical line indicateo the gt• •ntrical focks. The pressure jump of the
incident wave is 200 har. It was used an ellipsoidal reflector with a/b - 1.02.
The maximum pire is r |achad at the geoet'ical foLus with p Mal a 730 bar.
GL'metrieoal and qaady-.AmV. fcous coincide. That is expected, since the Mach
mumber of the ,nxsing ahok ia oly M A, 1.06.
In the next eOXAVIe the seherieax wave diverges around the secord focus point
F- and reflects agxm at, a. e.,ipwoidal reflector (see 7i. 7 and 8).
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Fig. 5: Focusing of a spherical Fig. 7: Focusing of a spherical
wave at F-i wave at F1

Fig. 6: Presumre field at severa). immnt"s Fig. 8:Presoure field at seweral
of focusing at. P2 mwents of focusing at F1
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During reflection again a spherical and a cylindrical flow part must be distin-
guished. This is done in the same way as in the former example. Above the in-
tersection between reflector shape and spherical wave the flow field is treated
as cylindrically symmetrical. Below of this intersection point the flow field
is spherically syimmetrical. Figure 8 shows one half pressure field at several
moments of focusing. The pressure jump of the incident wave is only 17. The
reflector has a ratio of axis of a/b = 1.39. At the geometrical focus the
maximum calculated pressure jump is 200. Figure 9 shows the comparison between
measured and calculated pressure history at the geometrical focus. In the cal-
culated pressure history after focusing a relative strong tensile stress oc-
curs. In experiment the formation of this tensile stress is attenuated by the
formation of gas bubbles. Computing focusing underwater shocks a large problem
arises concerning the necessary grid size of the computing mesh. Since the
sound speed of water is nearly 5 times larger than the sound speed of air all
wave propagations in water are much faster than in air. Therefore one needs a
much smaller grid size to resolve the wave propagation numerically. Due to the
necessary small grid size and the limited central memory it was not possible to
obtain quantitative agreement between experiment and numerical solution. How-
ever, the numerical solution shows a good qualitative agreement between corn-
puted underwater shock and experimental shock behaviour.
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QUANTITATIVE STUDY OF SHOCK-GENERATED COMPRESSIBLE VORTEX FLOWS

M. Mandella, Y. J. Moon and D. Bershader*

Department of Aeronautics and Astronautics
Stanford University
Stanford, CA 94305

The method of pulsed holographic interferometry has
been applied to the study of the formation, transport
and interaction with a test surface of single two-
dimensional shock-generated vortices. Radial density
distributions have been determined, and preliminary
calculations of pressure and velocity distributions
have been obtained from the measured densities.
Strong density and pressure drops are found to occur
at the vortex center, verifying the serious transient
pressure loading which occurs when a vortex interacts
with an airfoil. There is also some indication that
these vortices have supersonic cores. Finite-difference
calculation of the density distribution shows a good
agreement with experiment. Preliminary studies of
interaction of vortices *hurled" at the leading edge
of a thin wedge show strong effects, featured by the
rapid growth of secondary vortices.

We report here some experimental and numerical results dealing with
the formation, transport and interaction with a test surface of two-
dimensional shock-generated vortices. The object is to determine in a
quantitative way the mutually interactive effects when a single well-defined

vortex interacts with a surface configuration - the effect on vortex
strength, trajectory, velocity, pressure and density distribution through
the vortex, and also the time history of the impulsive pressure loading

on an interacting surface. Motivation for this study stems from the need
to obtain a better understanding of the nature of blade-vortex interaltions,
including sound generation, in the operation of rotary wing aircraft.
The experimental studies were performed in the Stanford high-pressure shock
tubet related numerical calculations were parformed by a finite difference
scheme applied to the Wuler equation. The present work is part of an ongoing
study.

The first phase of the work deals with vortex formation by shock-wave
diffraction over obstacles or around corners, a well-known phenomenon which

has b,* .bserved in several laboratories and treated theoretically as
well. In the present etudy a vortex trajectory control system was
developed, consisting of two sharp-edged vertically-positioned generating
wedges whose displacements from center line are independently variable
by micrometer adjustment. These are placed at the downstream end of the
constant-area low-presaare end of the tube. Vortices formed at the wedges
pass through into a larger 2-0 section with acrylic windows, open to the
atmosphere (se* Fig. 3). The control feature stems both from the adjustable

eft acknowledge support for this research by the U.S. Army Research
Office, Contract [AAG-29-83-1-0146.
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location of the edges and the degree of asymmetry in the positioning ofthe two wedges. For much of the present work, the edges were fully retracted

to allow the production of symmetrical trailing edge vortices at the
termination of the channel wall. More recently, the test section has been
equipped with a center-plane splitter plate, on one side of which the desired
interaction takes place. The other side then serves as a zero-interaction
reference. Ability to describe the interaction in terms of variations
with respect to the reference gives improved precision.

The principal experimental tool is double-pulsed laser holographic
interferometry with a Q-switched ruby laser as light source. A schematic
of the optics is shown in Fig. 1, while Pig. 2 shows the timing arrangement.
A signal from che shock wave sensor passes through an adjustable delay
circuit which triggers the laser flashlamp as well as a second delay circuit
for the Q-switch cell. The resulting "snapshotn interferogram represents
a 10 neac exposure, shorter than required to Ofreezes the action. These
image-plane holograms can be viewed in white light. Figure 3 shows typical
pictures taken prior to insertion of the splitter plate. The timing notation
T are in microseconds. As an example, Fig. 3(c) corresponds to 270 Unec
after the estimated time of vortex formation. The diaphragm pressure ratio
is controlled +31 from shot to shot. The cross section of the shock tube
exit is 5 cm. X 5 cm. The horizontal and vertical grid lines are spaced
1.00 cm so that the apparent vortex size is somewhat over 3 cm., a result
of growth associated with convection and diffusion. The substantial radial
density profile gives rise to about 15 fringes.

Analysis of fringe shifts has yielded density profiles as illustrated
in Fig. 4. This is an axial distribution cutting through the vortex center.
The Mach number of the generating shock was 1.36 while the flow lach number
was 0.47. The crosses represent the measurements while the continuous
line is the output from a computer calculation described in later paragraphs.
The scale is a normalized one, the horizontal portion of the profile on
the far right representing atmospheric density. The jump starting at
X/R - 4.6 represents the rightward moving generating shock which has been
weakened by diffraction at the shook tube orifice. The strong density
profile across the vortex is clearl the density drops by a factor of 3
at the vortex center. The asymmetry of the profile is due principally
to the interaction of the vortex with its image across the flat end-face
of the shock tube at X/R a 0. The 12% disagreement between experimental
and computer resultfotr the external flow has yet to he explained.
Geometrical path of the vortex is indicated in fig. 5. The trajectory
makes an. average angle of 400 with the x-axis.

Computation of comparable pressure and velocity profiles is, of course,
less simple than in isentropic flow. However, it is possible to proceed fro*
a point behind the incident shock which has suffered only small attenuation
along the center line (note the uniformity of the density in that region)
to a point just outside the vortex to obtain an estimate of *free stream
conditions. 1ith this type of simplified modeling, radial pressure, velocity
and Mach number profiles were datermined. Also, the vortex strength in
Fig. 3(c) was found to be 21.7 met /sec. The pressure decrease into the
vortex is striking, reaching a value less than 30% of that at the outer
edge. Velocity of gas flow relative to the trajectory of the vortex center
reaches a value of nearly 500 met/**c. Coupled with the radial decrease
in temperature toward vortex center, this mans a significant increase
in flow Mach number with decreasing radius, from an external value of about
0.6 to around 1.7 near the center. Mach 1.0 Occurs at 4 radius of about
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1.1 cm., leading to the concept of a sonic cylinder enclosing the supersonic
region of the vortex. This hypothesis is intriguing but needs further
experimental verification. In addition, we know that viscous effects
become important very close to the vortex center, but such phenomena do
not appear resolvable in the present study. In this connection, we note
also that production of vorticity behind a curved shock is an inviscid
phenomenon.

The compressible flow-field calculation already mentioned, including
vortex formation and development, generated by the two-dimensional diffraction
of a shock wave, has made use of a finite difference formulation. The
Euler equation was solved by MacCormack's explicit scheme. The study treats
the problem as inviscid and uses the perfect gas equation of state and
constant specific heat. MacCormack's method is a second-order, noncentered
predictor-corrector scheme. Two-dimensional Cartesian grids of constant
size are used (61x61), which were varied to check the resolution. Initial
conditions are given on both sides of the undiffracted shock while boundary
conditions include those at the wall and at the plane of symmetry, the
mirror image concept being used for the latter. These features are
straightforward except for the boundary condition at the corner which
is double-valued.

Experiments currently under way include extensions to vortex interactions
with suitable aerodynamic surfaces appropriately positioned in the working
sectiont and improved evaluation methods as required to account for the
nonisentropic nature of the gas flow. In these studies, we make use of the
"starting vortex*, generated at, and then released from the trailing edge
of an airfoil at about 30% angle of attack, following ohock passage.
Compared to vortices generated at the open end-face of the shock tube,
discussed earlier, these are found to convect downstream at a faster rate, and
they experience considerably smaller radial diffusion. Those features make
such vortices more suitable for interaction studies with downstream airfoil
"targets'.

Figure 6 includes a small sketch of the arrangement for studies of the
interaction at the leading edge of a 4% half-wedge at a small angle of attack.
The four pictures, taken at intervals of 50 Osec, show the incident vortex
approaching the model, along with the growth of a relatively stroag secondary
vortex. The interaction slows dowu and weakens the incident vortex which
mounts the upper side of the wedqo while the secondary vortex lies below,
Clearly, there are several para*sters controlling the details of the behavior
of these ccepressible vortices. because of the large radial pressure
gradients associated with the*e configurations as discusse4 earlier, the
resultant transient pressure loading produces severe short-time fluctuations
in lift coefficient. Present studies allow quantitative calculation oe thoae
important aerodynamic effects, and comparison with predictions of numtrical
computations. This work is coatinuing and further results will be presented

in future publications.
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DENSITY PROFILE THROUGH THE CORE
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Fig 4. Axial density profile through center of vortex and across snock,
corresponding to interferogram in Yig. 3(c). Density scale is non-dimensional.
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UNSTEADI DRAG OVER CYLINDERS AND AEROFOILS

IN TRANSONIC SHOCK TUBE FLOWS

K. Takayama and K. Itch

Institute of High Speed Mechanics
Tohoku University, Sendai, JAPAN

A shock tube can be used as an aerodynamic testing
facility. However, due to its short working
time tbh quantitative seasurement such as pressure
distribution around a model inatalled in shook
tube ic limited. The paper reports results of un-
steady drag measurement over a cylinder and an
NACAO012 aerofoil installed in a transonic shock
tube by using a pulsed laser hlographic inter-
ferometry. The experimental results for the cy.in-
der are compared with the PLH numerical simula-
tion, and a good agreement is cbtained between
then.

1. INTRfODICTIOS

The purpose of this paper is to show an esfectiveness of a shock tube
equipped with a double exposure holographic interferoastry applied to a tran-
sonic wind tunnel.

In a shook tube, an unifors transonic flow exists behind the incident shock
wave ( 1 ], Therefore, the shook tube has been used as a transonic wind tunnel
with variable Reynolds nabers, (2,3].

On the other hand, in the starting process of the trmeonic shock tube, the
interaction of planar shook wave passing over tho obstacle placed in the shock
tube gives rise to the unsteady drag force to the obstacle. Heilig (4,5)
investigated the unsteady drag over a cylinder placed in the shook tube. le
measured the p~rssare distribution over the cylinder with pressure gauges.

Although the shook tube is a useful tool for transonic flow testing, its
short working tine prevents fros th. quantitative flow weisureoent. Recently
it order to overoose this difficulty, a pulv, d later hololtophic interferouetry
has be" applied to the quantitative meaexr!-ment of the transonic flow. The
intoerference fringeg of holographic lterforosetry correspond to the Isopyonios.
if the density distribution along the body was detormined and the isentropic
flow was valid over the obstacle surface with the known stagation condition,
the pressure distribution can be obtained within the accuracy of one fringe
shift distribution. nTerefore, drag coefficient in terms of the uniforo "low
.ondition Is calculated. to this paper, the experiiiental results of unsteady
drag measuriwsat around a cylinder or aa NACAO012 aerofoil are described. For
the cylid•er, the time variation of the drag coofficieat was compared with the

III I I I I I 0• I I I , I• -
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PLM numerical simulation and a good agreement is obtained between them. The
unsteady and steady aerofoil performances of an NACAO012 were examined and the
result vas compared with the previous wind tunnel testing.

2. EXPERIMENT

In Fig.1, the schematic diagram of the shock tube and the optical arrangement
are shown. The transonic shock tube consists of a 1.5m long high pressure
chamber and a 8.Om long low pressure channel of 0Omm X 150mm cross section. The
test gas was dried air at 1.03 - 101.3 kPa and the driver gas was helium at 0.1-
2.0 MPa. Mylar films of 0.1 - 0.25mm thick were used as diaphragms. Shock speed
was measured by two pressure transducers (Kistler 603A) placed 250mm apart ahead
of the test section. Shock Mach number realized was 1.3 and 2.6 in the case of
the 40mm diameter cylinder. For the aerofoil experiment the shock Mach number
was from 1.7 to 2.3 which correspond to the uniform flow Mach number behind the
shock wave was from 0.6 to 1.25 an• to the Reynolds nuwber to the airfoil chord
length of 50mm was 0.7 - 1.6 X 10 . These models were fitted into the grooves
on the observation windows made of plastic glass.

The present optical system consists of a pair of schlieren parabolic mirrors
of 300mm diameter and 3m focal length, the image lens system for the object
beam, mirrors and lenses for the reference beam. As a light source, a pulsed
ruby laser (Apollo Lasers Inc. 22AD) was used and for the reconstruction an
Argon-Jon laser was used. The distortion of reconstructed images due to the
difference between two wave lengths is negligible. In order to obtain an inter-
ferogram, two exposures are required. The first exposure is done before the
event and the second exposure is triggered by the event. Consequently, the
difference of the phase recorded on the hologram between these two exposures
generate the interference fringes which correspond to the isopyonics in the two
dimensional phenomena. Therefore, the interference fringe variation is defined
in terms of the density variation as follows,

N - KL(P 1 - PO)/X (1)

where N : the fringe number, K : Gladston-Dale constant, I : the width of the
test section 60mm and X : the wave length of the ruby laser 694.3nm.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Cylinder

Figure 2(a,(b) show sequential infinite fringe interferograma of shock wave
propagation over a cylinder for the incident shock Mach number M= 1.3 and 2.6,
respectively. The corresponding Reynolds numbers are 0.7 X1 0. The density
distribution is determined from eq.(1). Assuming the isentropio flow condition
over the cylinder surface with the given stagnation pressure which was deter-
mined from the reflected P'ock condition, the pressure distribution can be
estimated. The whole processes were carried out by usirg a degitiser supported
with a minicomputer.

In order to explain the exporimental results, the PLM numerical simulation
[6) of shock wave propagation over a cylinder was conducted for Ms = 1.3 and
2.6. The results are shown in Fig.3 (a),(b), respectively. The overall view of
the isopyonics between the expariment and the numerical simulation agree fairly
well especially 2or weaker shock wave case. For stronger shook wave case, it is
found th-t the movemoný of the sliplines could not be described properly. In
the present numerical simulation, the equare mesh was used and the mesh numbers
were 90 x 120.
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The pressure distributions around the cylinder are shown in Fig.4 (a),(b) for
Ms = 1.3 and 2.6, respectively. Due to the boundary layer effect observable in
the experiment, discrepancies exist between the experiment and the numerical
simulation. However, as a whole, the PLM numerical scheme provide a better
egreement with the experiment.

As p(t, 0) is known, unsteady drag coefficient can be defined as

CD(t) W fpt O (2)D Ai P11

Figure 5 shows the time variations of the unsteady drag around the cylinder.
The present results were compared with the numerical simulation and the Heilig's
experimental curve (4,5]. Heilig distributed several pressure transducers over
the circular oylinder surface and directly obtained the pressure distribution.
It is remarkable that the both experimental and numerical unsteady drag coeffi-
cient agree well. When the shock wave arrives at the top of the cylinder, the
drag force was maximum.

3.2 NACAOO12 Aerofoil

The steady and unsteady drag and lift forces over an NACAO012 aerofoil
observed in the similar manner. Figure 6 (a),(b) show shock wave propagation
over the aerofoil for Ms = 1.7, i.e., uniform flow Mach number M = 0.80. Thevariation of unsteady crag around an aerofoil is also obtained by previous wa."

and the result is shown In Fig.7. The wave interaction ceases after one milli-
second from the arrival of the incident shock wave. The uniform transonic flow
can exist and lasts for two milliseconds.

The typical steady transonic flow around an aerofoil at the later stage is
shown in hiK.6 (c),(d). In thsae case the interaction between the shook wave onthe aerofoil aDd the boundary layer can be seen clearly. It is noted that even
in this complicated intmerfaction region each fringe can be clearly recognized,
therefore, the pressure distribution can be obtained by similar measurement.
Fi;.8 (a),(bl show the pressure coefficient distribution around the aerofoll for

angle of attack (L4 0 (a) and O= 2 (b), respectively. The drag coefficient C
and the lift coefficient C agapn. the angle of attack are shown in Fig.9. the
present results for Re - 0.9 ; 10 are compared with the tranaonic wind turtel
experiment for Re w 4.5 I 101 done in the National Aarnapace Laboratory,
Nitaka, Tokyo. The present results agree fairly well with the NAL data, but the
discrepanoi ,is seems to come from the difference of Reynolda numbers.

4. CONCLUSI0OS

The results obtained are summarised as followat

(1) A shock tube equipped with a double expoeure holographic interferometry la
found to be usefal for the quantitative measureuent of the transonic shock tube
flow. The steady and unsteady performances of an NAOAOD12 aerofoil was quanti-
tatively observed and the result agree well with the wind tunnel testing.

(2) The PLN numerical scheme is accurate enough to simulate the unsteady shock
propagation over a circular oylinder. The interferometric results over the
cylinder ngree well with the numerical prediction.
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Fig.5 Tfime-dependent drag
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NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF STEADY
AND UNSTEADY SHOCK BOUNDARY LAYER INTERACTION

E. Katzer, H. Oertel jr., H. Reister

Institute for Theoretical Fluid Mechanics
DFVLR-AVA Gbttingen, FRG

A The article deals with the numerical simulation of the
interaction of a steady oblique shock and of unsteady
pressure waves with a laminar boundary layer. The com-
pressible Navier-Stokes equations are solved by means
of a finite-volume method. Particular attention was
"given to the influence of numerical dissipation and
grid choice on the interaction domain.

The trailing edge boundary-layer separation induces
upstream propagating pressure waves which form shock
waves in the transonic domain. The interaction of the
pressure waves with a flat plate boundary layer induces
an unsteady separation and is simulated numerically.
The differences in the flow structures of steady and
unsteady separation in a laminar compressible boundary
layer will also be shown.

1. Introduction

The growing interest in transonic laminar wings requires improvement of the
existing knowledge about the interaction of steady shocks and nonlinear pres-
sure waves with laminar compressible boundary layers. The supersonic domain on a
wing in general is terminated by a shock which interacts with the boundary layer
and may induce separation. The present design methods for modern transonic wings
seek optimum efficiency by a shock-free design. Were it possible, however, to
design a transonic laminar wing with a smaller leading edge curvature, then, the
drag could be reduced even with a weak shock on the wing. This idea has led its
to resume again the subject of steday laminar shock boundary layer interaction.
Thius, in the present article we deal with the model case of the interaction with
the flat plate boundary layer. The classical works of Ackoret', Liepmanni, and
the numerical solutions of MacCormacks, Beam mid Warmingt, Heasse et &l.% are the
starting point of our studies. We intend to show to what extent it is possible
to resolve the details of the interaction regim4 by means of numerical simu-
lation of the Navior-Stokes equations.

Iteinemann et al.9, Davis* and Oertel Jr.* have already indicated that the
unsteady trailing edge separation is related to pressure waves moving upstream.
The unsteady separation and the shock boundary layer interaction domain are cou-
pled on a ping through these pressure waves. This can lead to resonance, which
eventually may resulv. in shock buffeting. Here too, the flat plate boundary lay-
er serves as a model case for studying the details of the unsteady compressible
pressure waves boundary layer interaction neglecting the influence of & curva-
ture parameter.
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2. Numerical method

Finite volume methods are used to calculate both the steady shock boundary layer
interaction and the pressure wave boundary layer interaction. We start from the
integral form of the two-dimensional compressible Navier-Stokes equations.

I UdV + J fffdO = 0 (1)
V

U is the solution vector and H describes the flux of the respective fundamental
quantities through the surface 0 of the volume V under consideration.

0= u H Pu*7+(p+T )1, +Ex CaPV /v!TYZ4 ;,y, (1a)(Pe) (e+p)Fx+(pix+,y+Yu+Tyy V) ;4 )

The principle of the finite volume method consists in the division of the entire
flowfield into volume elements, for the two-dimensional case in surface ele-
ments, and the discretisation of the integral conservation laws for each volume
element V .

__ V + (H(kb )i =0 (2.
dt k-1

Various approximations of the fluxes g(u) through the element sides 6 as well
as various methods for the integration of the resulting systems of ordinary dif-
ferential equations in time direction result in a number of different finite
volume methods.

For the steady shock boundary layer interaction we follow the
predictor-corrector discretisation described by MscCormack' which is
second-order accurate in space and time. In the case of the pressure wave bound-
ary layer interaction it is the adequate numerical simulation of the flow's
development in time that is of crucial importance. Therefore, we use the
Runge-Kutta finite volume method introduced by JAIgSON' which is fourth-order
accurate in time.

3. Steady shock boundary layer interaction

When a steady oblique shock impinges on the laminar boundary layer on a flat
plate, the increasing pressure in the interaction region causes the boundary
layer to slow dmwn and thicken as a consequence. This thickeniig of the boundary
layer generates a compression zone in front of the Interaction domain, followed
by an expansion fan and a second compression zone leading to an again undis-
turbed boundary layer. A sufficiently strong shock will cause the boundary layer
to separate. The expansion fan deflects the flow to the wall and closes the sep-
aration bubble. Fig. i shows the basic features of the interaction region, the
wall shear stress and the wall pressure distribution. The boundary layer and the
separation bubble are shown with the y-axis being stretched considerably. The
forward influence of the shock in the interaction region reaches about 50 bound-
ary layer thicknesses. A flat. long separation bubble is formed within the
laminar boundary layer. The pressure at the wall increases within the com-
pression zones at the beginning and the and of the interaction region while in
the separation bubble a constant plateau develops. The wall shear stress at the
beginning of the interaction region decreases as the boundary layer slows down
and Is negative in the separation region. A characteristic minimum of the shear
streas distribution just before reattachment will be discussed below.
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The isobars in fig. 2 of the numerical simulation show the oblique shock at a
free-stream Mach number of 2. It is spread over several points of the computa-
tional grid, the same is valid for the two compression zones and the expansion
fans in the outer field. Here d6 is the displacement thickness of the undis-
turbed boundary layer without interaction and x0 is the distance from the lead-
ing edge to the shock impingement.

The streamlines show the details in the interaction domain. The separation bub-
ble is shown here some 10 times thicker that it actually is. In fact the bubble
is very flat and thin. The asymmetric internal structure of the separation bub-
ble is clearly recognizable reluting in a second minimum of the wall shear
stress distribution Just upstream of reattachment.

An accurate resolution of the structure of the separation bubble in the inter-
action region requires an analysis of the computational grid used and of the
additional numerical dissipation needed to reach a stable numerical solution.
The isobars calculated on a coarse and on a fine grid shown in fig. 2 make the
differences quite clear. On the coarse grid, the impinging shock, the com-
pression zones and the expansion fan are spread over large regions. An optimal
resolution was found using a grid of 151 x i01 points with a dense distribution
of grid points within the boundary layer and near the shock impingement. The
boundary layer was resolved with up to 50 grid points. The large gradients with-
in the shock domain lead to numerical instabilities. In order to smooth these
instabilities an artificial numerical dissipation was added, which is of
fourth-order in the spatial step. The amount of the numerical dissipation was
optimized in order to suppress these instabilities sufficiently without chang-
ing the solution.

By plotting the bubble length 1B in an appropriate form, the similarity law
shown in fig. 3 can be derived.

aB I 4.4 P3-Pinc (3)"T0 We /C P,
0 1p 1The bubble length is normalized with the Mach numger 43 upstream of the shock

and the Reynolds number based on xO. C is the ChaaI n-Rubesin constant t =
PwT,)/•Tw. Fig. 3 shows that the length of the separation bubble increases lin-
early with the intensity of the shock. It is proportional to the difference
between the pressure increase in the shock p3 /p 1 and the critical pressure
increase pine which is necessary to induce separation. Further details can be
found in the vork of KATZERl'.

4. Pressure wave boundary layer interaction

Upstream moving pressure waves are the result of the periodic trailing edge sep-

aratimn and vortex shedding. The shock tube experiment of fig. 4 shows the vor-
tex separation behind a plate and the pressure waves propagating with a relative
velocity - The amplitude of the pressure waves is only a small percentage
of the free-stream level.. The principle sketch of fig. 4 shows the model for the
numerical simulatitn performed to investigate the viscous interaction of the
periodic preasure waves with the laminar boundary layer on a flat plate. The
pressure waves are imposed at the right-hand boundary of the integration domain.
Depending on their amplitude, frequency and the free-stream Mach nuaber tk, they
can steepen to a sawtooth in the inviscid outer field. At the wall these waves
are damped in the acoustic boundary layer. Due to the interaction with the vis-
cous boundary layer a periodic unsteady separation may take place.
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To test the numerical method the steepening of the waves in a free-stream with-
out a plate was first investigated. By means of the second-order acoustic theory
it is possible to determine where the wave steepens to a shock. The numerical
simulation of the steepening process with the finite volume method agrees well
with the second-order acoustic theory. Fig. 5 shows the steepening of a harmon-
ic wave in the integration domain.

For the numerical simulation of the pressure wave boundary layer interaction the
steady laminar flat plate boundary layer-solution of Chapman and Rubesin1 was
taken as an initial distribution. This solution was maintained at the inflow
boundary and the calculation was finished once the waves had reached the inflow

A boundary. No numerical dissipation was added for this calculation. Fig. 6
shows the result of the viscous interaction with the boundary layer. The wall
pressure distribution and the dimensionsless wall shear stress are plotted. The
wall shear stress periodically becomes negative, a fact indicating the unsteady
separation of the boundary layer. In order to visualize the structure of the
unsteady separation region, we integrated the instantaneous streamlines in the
interarction region for a free-stream Mach number of 0.5 and a pressure amplitude
of 0.112 (fig. 7). We found that in the case of the unsteady interaction, a
closed separation bubble does not have to form. Instead, the structure is deter-
mined by two nodes, a source and a sink, which show a back flow area on the wall,
two saddle points and a focus. This unsteady separation structure remains
unchanged with the distance from the trailing edge increasing.

Conclusions

The numerical simulation of steady and unsteady shock boundary layer inter-
action shows considerable differences in the structures of the separation, For
the case of the interaction of a steady oblique shock with a laminar boundary
layer we find an extremely long closed separation bubble. In the unsteady case,
on the other hand, Pressure waves generate separation regions with back-flow at
the wall and a focus in the flowfield. This represents, however, only one possi-
ble unsteady separation structure. We expect further structures to be found in
the unsteady interact.ou domain if free-stream Mach numbor, wave amplitude and
frequency are varied.

We were able to show that by using the finite-volume method and by carefully
optimizing the computational grid and the numerical dissipation it is possible
to obtain stable solutions of the compressible Navier-Stokes -quations. Hore-
over, the numerical simulation parmits the resolution of the details in the
interaction domain.
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LEADING EDGE EFFECTS ON BOUNDARY LAYERS BEHTND WEAK SHOCK WAVES

B.E.L. Deckker D. Singh

Mechanical Engineering Department
University of Saskatchewan
Saskatoon, Canada SWN OWO

Experiments in which weak shock waves of str ,ngth M - 1.22
and M - 1.29 were made to impinge on a flat plate have
confirmed that the profile of the b.undary layer is thicker
than that predicted theoretically although there are
several similarities between them. Plates of three
different thicknesses with square leading edges were used.
There is some effect of plate thickness on the boundary
layer. With a semicircular leading edge, the quasi-steady
flow is separated but reattaches on the plate with the
unsteady boundnry layer. In the cases examined, the
unsteady boundary layer Is laminar and self-similar. The
steady boundary layer is apparently t.irbulent.

1. INTRODUCTION

The abnormal thickness or laminar shook induced boundary layers behind
weak shook waves (M - 1.11, 1.19, 1.44) after thel had impinged on the sharp
edge of a flat plite has been reported earlier. The thickness of the
developing boundary layer was mataured from sehlieren photographs. Schlieren
photographs had also been used to measure the thickness of developing side-wall
boundary layers and where appropriate comparisons o~uld be made with other
methods the results were found to be very satisfactory . The szne technique or
measurement has been adopted In the experiments reported in this paper. The
The present experiments di•fer from those reported earlier In that the plate on
which the boundary layer develops is supported in a way that prevents the
possibility of its responding dynamically to impingement of the shook. Also,
the leading edge of the plate is in the hold or view so that the boundary
layer rowing from the leading edge can also be observed.

2. EXPERIMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS

The apparatus used woo essentially the same as that described in ref. (1)
except for modification to the length or the plate which was increased frum
0.75 e to 1.24 a, and to the method of supporting it in the expansion duct.

An inverted U-shaped steel channel of wall thickness 0.05 ox and with
square corner3 was used to divide equally the height or the expansion duct
(5.08 ca) across Its span (7.62 cs) for a length of 1.24 a, and to pnovide a
flat smooth surrace on which the boundary layer could grow. The 1.qadIr. ofe
of the plate was located 1.5 CA frOa the upstream edges of the sachlioren
windows, and, to minima;e the distu-bance in the plane or the leading Oeg. the
two vertical walls of the chanmel were extended upstream for a distawoe ot
about I a.

The plate which was 3 forely 0.05 ca thick had a surface roughness
smaller than 0.5 um (5 X 10 1)4 To examine the effeets of plate thicknest and
or leading edge profile on the boundary layer, flat plates 0.05 om, 0.368 eo
and 0.68b ca thick with square leading edges, and one with ,* se3widr..ul*'
leading edge profile 0.686 ce diameter were usd. The plate thickftds was
Increased by gluing to the underside of the steel charel, closely fitting
plastic StrPIp ot length ev'l to the plate.
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The schlieren ootical -'stem has been described in ref. . The time

interval between successive photographs during passage of the shock wave could

be made as small as 1!.1 Vs so that development of the boundary layer could be

followed in some detail from the leading edge.

The two shock waves (M - 1.22, 1.29) used in this investigation were
monitored over a distance of 1 .0 m by their average 3peeds just before

impinging on the leading edge. Several shock tube firings were made in the
course of each set of experiments, and those in which the shock speed deviatci
by 1 percent or more from their respective theoretical values were rejected.
In the course of the experiments the ambient pressure was 93 ± 3.0 kPa and the
ambient temperature in the laboýratory was held to 21 ± 0.6 C.

Multiple dianhragms of laminated cellophane were used and rupture
initiated by means of a pulsed electrical discharge of 200 A at 900 V.

3. DISCUSSION AND RESULTS

There are several publications that deal theoretically and experimentally
with the lamina., boundary layer induced by the passage of a shock wave cn a
flat plate. In thse publicatiuns, three regions have been identified in a, a
space, where a - x/u t and a - u/u., that inc]ude: (a) the self-similar side
wall boundary layer fn shock fixed-coordinates which is bounded by 1 ý a ý A,
0 ;5 ý I (b) the steady bound Thyer at a - 0; (c) the interaction region
bounded by 0 1 a 1, 0 6 1. The strength of the shock wave is
characterized :.y i ý u /u , where u is the speed of the shock wave and u the
free stream velc.-ity ?n Rhock fixeA coordinates. Numerical solutions of the
governing boundary layer equations satisfying (a), (b) an$ (c) have been
obtained for th% special case of a fluid obeying pu - const. as well as for
the general case . The lasireai. nature of the boundary layer has been verified
by hlat flux measurements ' ' . An interferometric study of the boundary
layerT has shown that the boundary laye6 is always laminar when the length
Reynolds number Re was lesa than 7 x 10 . When the Reynolds number exceeded
10 , transition to turbulence occurred at some diLtance from the leading edge
and caused the boundary layer to thicken. This thickened region between the
two boundary layers was turbulent and led to the conclusion that there were two
regions of transition, one associated with the unsteady boundary layer and the
other with the boundary layer growing from the leading edge. This was the
first publication in which internal features of the boundary layer flow were
invoked in order to characterize its nature.

In the present experiments, development of the boundary layer between the
leading edge and foot of the shock wave at different times is shown in Fig.
1(a). The strength of the shook wave is M - 1.29. According to the
theoretical reference• cited earlier, the length %ounded by 1 a A conforms
with Mirel's analysis . For M - 1.29, A has the value u /u - 3.0.

Of particular interest inSFig. 1(a) is the profile ad tve earliest time of
22.2 ps. It is clear that the profile does not represent growth of a boundary
layer in the usual sense. Rather, it would appear as if fluid has been carried
on to the plate by the impinging shock wave as a result of the wave action
;'2c'clated with it, and then convectcd with the naturally developing boundary
layer flow. While it is certain that sume kind of wave action occurs at the
leading edge, it is a matter for speculation as to how effective it is in
transporting fluid, and for what duration. In Fig. 1(b), using an artificial
datum of 0. 4 mm, the theoretical laminar boundary layer profile in shock fixed
coordinates has been superimposed on the profile measured at the fixed

position 8 or from the leading edge and it appears that the boundary laye:' Is

growing lami arly on a substrate flow that could have been entrained frrm the
fluid accumulating near the leading edge. The differenoe of 0.34 mm botween
the theoretical and measured thickness is too large simply to constitute an

error of measurement which, in any case, is constant.
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Measured boudary layer thickness, 6, at a fixed distance from the leading
edge, x - 4.90 cm, have been plotted in Fig. 2 using the non-dimensional
quantity a - x/u t for the abscissa. The unsteady boundary layer is between
a - 3.0 and a - I and in the interaction region the thickness 6 approaches a
steady value at about a - 0.2. The variation of 6 at a fixed time t - 110.1
ps, is also shown in that figure. The profiles of the experimental curves for
fixed distance from the leading edge and for fixed time are similar to the
corresponding theoretical ones except for 'humping' of the experimental curves
between a 1 1 and a - 0.2. Theoretically, at a fixed distance from the leading
edge, there is a gradual increase from a - 1 to a - 0.2. When the distance
from the leading edge is fixed the theoretical dimensionless thickness is
6* /Re /x (6* is the displacement thickness) and varies between 0 and 1.0. The
term Ae /x is numerically equal to one-fifth of the Blasius thickness at the
positionxx so that 6P cannot exceed two-tenths of the Blasius thickness. By
comparison, at a - 0.2 the measured thickness is 4.4 times the Blasius
thickness. It should be borne in mind that the calculated values in ref. (4)
are for very strong shocks and, therefore, for thinner boundary layers.

Superimposed on Fig. 2 are the measured values of 6 for a shock of the
same strength (M - 1.29) at a fixed distance of 8 cm from the leading edge.
It may be noted Nhat the variation of thickness of the unsteady boundary layer
with a is essentially the same as for x - 4.90 cm. This agreement is a measure
of the consistency of the measurements at the two stations and repeatability of
conditions behind the shock wave in a large number of shock tube firings. More
importantly, however, it confirms the validity of the assumption used in the
theoretical analyses that the unsteady boundary layer is self-similar. In this
case, the corresponding times are in the constant ratio 4.90/8.0.

It is interesting also to note that the experimental boundary layer
thickness approaches a constant value at about a - 0.2 as ad been predicted
theoreticallyD and later verified by heat flux measurements . It is evident
that between 4.90 cm and 8.0 cm changes are taking place that may eventuallylead to the disappearance of the hump and to a gradual approach to the steady
state thickness like that predicted theoretically.

The growth of the boundary layer from the leading edge is perhaps seen
more clearly in Fig. 3(a) for the fixed times indicated in that figure. It may
be noted that the thickness 6 at a - 0.2 increases, but more slowly as time Is
increased. At. t - 1200 lis, it attains a thickness of about 1.12 mm, and the
boundary layer is now steady between• a - 0 and a - 0.2 corresponding to a
distance of 3.6 cm fr'om the leading edge. At later times the value of x at
a 0.2 would also be greater. For example, when the time is a little greater
than 2700 vs, the steady boundary layer would wholly occupy the plate. The
thickness at this time is estimated to be 1.70 cm (Fig. 2). The shook front
would then be 1.20 m from the leading edge, close to the farthest edge of the
plate. That the steady boundary layer thickness is attained progressively from
the leading edge is intuitively reasonable.

TI.a measured steady boundary layer thickness at a fixed distance from the
leading edge is thinner at t - 1000 ps than at t - 200 ps. This would appear
to be contrary to Fig. 3(a) in which 6 increases with time. However, the
abscissa in the latter figure is a (not x) which for fixed time becomes a
variable of x. In fact, Fig. 3(a) has been derived from measurements along the
plate for the fixed times indicated in Fig. 3(b) in which 6 is seen to decrease
as time is increased.

Fig. 3(c) shows the steady part of the boundary layer growing from the
leading edge at time t - 1044.3 Vs and superimposed on it are the calculated
values of thickness for a turbulent boundary layer given by 6 - 0.37 x/Re
measured from an artificial datum of 0.30 mm. It would appear from this figure
that the steady boundary layer is growing in a turbulent manner and that, as in
Fig. 2(b), it is superimposed on a substrate flow. The artificial datum in
each case has been chosen so that the theoretical and experimental profiles are
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matched as closely as possible and adjustment to a common datum of about
0.32 mm would not invalidate the inference regarding the nature of the growth.
Although the position of the 'humped' region in the experimental profile does
not correspond with that described in ref. (7), nevertheless, it conforms with
the findings in that paper that the internal structure in the hump is
turbulent. If, indeed, in the present experiments, the fluid in the hump is
turbulent the juxtaposition of the unsteady boundary layer to it would require
a process of re-laminarization. A suggestion on similiar lines was proposed
tentatively ref. (1).

Increasing the plate thickness, and changing the profile of the leading
edge from a square to a semicircular one, has some effect on the development of
the unsteady boundary layer. This is to be expected on theoretical grounds
since wave action at the leading edge could affect the transmitted shock wave
and so bring about changes in the unsteady boundary layer. The measured
boundary layer thickness for the shock wave M = 1.29 is shown in Fig. 4(a) for
plates 0.05 cm and 0.686 cm thick with square leading edges as well as for the
plate with a semicircular leading edge 0.686 cm diameter. The unsteady
boundary layer is not affected by the change from the square to the
semicircular leading edge but clearly there is an effect due to the change from
a plate thickness of 0.05 cm to 0.686 cm which is substantial. For the shock
wave M - 1.22, the unsteady boundary layers for same leading edge conditions
are apown in Fig. 4(b). Also shown irt that figure is a side-yall boundary
layer and a laminar boundary layer in shock-fixed coordinates for a shock
wave of the same strength (M - 1.22). The effect of shock wave impingement is
quite marked compared with t~e side-wall boundary layer.

In the case of the plate with a semi-circular leading edge 0.686 cm
diameter, flow in the wake of the unsteady boundary layer is separated at the
leading edge for the two shock waves M = 1.22 and M - 1.29. However, the
schlieren photographs show the same op~oical effect as in a boundary layer
attached to a plate. In Fig. 4(a), the thickness of the separated boundary
layer has been measured from the edge of thP separation bubble and its
distribution b.. -. en a - 1 and a - 0.4 is similar to the attached boundary
layers from sq•.&, leading edges. In Fig. 4(c), the boundary layer growing
from the leadiag edge of a plate 0.686 cm thick with a square leading edge is
compared with that growing from a semicircular leading edge at a fixed time,
t - 377.7 us. Also shown in that figure is the profile of the separation
bubble.

The separated flow is always reattached to the plate at the upstream
extremity of the unsteady boundary layer at a = 1 (Fig. 4(c)) where an oblique
shook wave occurs. The length of the separation bubble increases with
displacement of the interface (a - 1) but cannot do so indefinitely. At about
700 Vs after arrival of the snook wave at the leading edge, the separated flow
tends to become reattached to the plate intermittently at points along it.
After 900 Vs reattachment is firmer and appears to propagate from the interface
a - 1 to the leading edge. The intermittency between 700 and 900 us may signal
the onset of transition although it is not until 1200 vs that there is some
evidence that the free stream flow is weakly turbulent. However, the internal
structure of a turbulent boundary layer as revealed by schlieren (2),(8) is not
evident.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Shlieren photographs of the formation and development of the boundary
laycr on a plate after shook waves of strength M - 1.22 and M a 1.29 have
impinged on its leading edge have confirmed the %ain results oAf an earlier
publication . The unsteady boundary layer and the boundary layer from the
leading edge are both thicker than predicted theoretically. Measurements of
thickness were made from sohlieren photographs at a magnification X2o with a
resolution better than 1/100 mm.
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Qualitatively, the profile of the boundary layer developing between the
leading edge and foot of the shock wave is similar to that predicted by
numerical integration of the governing boundary layer equations except for a
'humped' region between a - I and a - 0.2 (a - x/u et) in the experimental

profile.
The presence of'a 'humped' region which is turbulent and intermediate in

position between the tjo boundary layers has been identified by an
interfeTometric technique . In contrast, schlieren photographs obtained
earlier and in the present experiments show a 'humped' region near the leading
edge as in Fig. 1(a). The 'humped' region may also be thought of as being
intermediate between the two boundary layers, although there is evidence that
the unsteady boundary layer is growing laminarly while the steady boundary
layer is growing in a turbulent fashion.

Increasing the thickness of the plate has some effect on the developing
boundary layers. The effect appears to be more pronounced tne weaker the
incident shock wave. Changes in the unsteady boundary layer can only result
from changes to the transmitted shock wave after the incident wave has impinged
on the leading edge.

A semicircular leading edge causes the flow in the wake of the unsteady
boundary layer to separate. The separated flow is always reattached to the
plate at the upstream extremity of the unsteady boundary layer (a - 1) and is
associated with an oblique shock wave.

Schlieren photographs of the separated flow show the same optical effect
near the edge of the separation bubble as in an attached boundary layer.
Separation of the flow does not extend indefinitely and in the present
experiments has shown a tendency to intermittent reattachment to the plate
after 700 Us and firmer reattachment at about 900 us. Reattachment appears to
propagate from the interface a - 1 to the leading edge. Intermittent
reattachment may signal the onset of transition but no firm evidence of a
turbulent boundary layer has been obtained.
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SHOCK-TUNNEL STUDIES OF SEPARATION AVOIDANCE BY

BOUNDARY-LAYER BLEEDING IN HYPERSONIC FLOW OVER

FLARED BODIES

Lucien Z.Dumitrescu, Steliana Preda

Institute for Aeronautics - INCREST
79622 Bucharest, Romania

In hypersonic flow around flared axisymmetric
bodies or over concave 2D corners, the boundary-
layer separates, distorting the shock pattern
and inducing severe local heating. Providing a
bleed slit for the boundary-layer, at the corner,
stabili2es the flow and diminishes the heating
rate. In a shock-tunnel study, absorption was
produced by connecting the slit to the low-pres-
sure region behind the model base. The shock
became attached to the corner, taking a shape
in agreement with inviscid theory, while the
heat-transfer rate was reduced almost to the
flat-plate value.

INTRODUCTION

Flared bodies are often used in hypersonic vehicles; multi-
stage rockets and the Space Shuttle underside flap are two well-
known examples.

The present study originated some ten years ago in an attempt
to check experimentally a theory put forward by the late Professor
E.Carafolil, 2 ,about. the shape of the shock produced by axi-symmetric
flared bodies. It was soon fbund, however, that the boundary-layer
separates so severely under the adverse pressure gradient which
develops in the concave corner, that the shock pattern is complete-
ly distorted. To remove the separation, a boundary-layer bleed was
introduced at the root of the corner; the shock shape checked then
perfectly with theory.

Now, it is well known that, in the separated zone ahead of the
corner, high heat-transfer rates are developing, which could pose
severe insulation problems; the case of the3 Space Shuttle was dis-
cussed at a preceding Shock Tube Symposium . Therefore, it was
thought interesting to pursue our study, to ascertain whether blee-
ding reduces also the thermal problem; in the following, we report
also on such a series of measurements.

THE EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

Tests have been carried out in a shock-tunnel built by us and
described elsewhere 4 . It is 6 meters in length and 100 mm ID, and
the maximum charging pressure is 150 atm (air or hydrogen). The
test-section is fitted with reflected-type nozzles for M=4;7 and
10, contoured and conical. As our main purpose was just to validate
the concept, the testing conditions were chosen for easy shock-tun-
nel operation, and are listed in Table 1. In a separate round of
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tests, the tunnel was operated as a Ludwieg tube, to increase the
Reynolds number (see also Table 1). No significant differences were
found, however, in the flow behaviour.

For the flow visualisations, axisymmetric models were used. In
order to produce the pressure differential needed to ensure a good
removal of the boundary-layer, the slit at the root of the body fla-
re was connected to the low base pressure area, at the open rear
end of the model. We note that, in practical applications, a con-
venient region of low pressures on the body surface has to be found,.
to which the bleed slit is to be connected, e.g. behind the expan-
sion wave which develops around the outer, convex corner of the
body flare.

The heat-transfer measurements were carried out on a 10 deg.
wedge model, having its upper surface aligned with the flow; a sim-
ple 30 deg. flap was provided, which could leave a variable gap at
its root. A thin-film platinum gage was fitted on the model surfa-
ce, about 5 mm upstream of the corner.

The efficiency of the bleed system in reducing the heating
may be judged by comparing directly the gage response recordings.
Therefore, no attempt was made to compute the actual heat-transfer
rates, which might introduce spurious errors

THE FLOW PATTERN

In figures 1,2,3,typical flow shadowgraphs for flared bodies
are shown. At the lower Reynolds numbers and over steeper flares,
the separated zone was so extensive that it reached the outer edge,
distorting completely the shock (figure 2). A small amount oil blee-
ding (figure 3) removes the separation and stabilizes the shock.

According to Carafoli's inviscid theory, in an axisymmetric
configuration like that of figures 1,2,3, the shock should origina-
te at the corner, starting with an angle corresponding to that of
an obligue shock over a 2D wedge, and thon would slope down gra-
dually to the inclination predicted by conical flow theory. When
the proper amount of bleeding is applied, the actual shock shape
(e.g. in figure 3) coincides with the theoretical curve, within
the resolution of the shadowgraphs.

A limiting case is obtained when the central body is missing
altogether (figure 4), witha free passage provided through the
model. Then, the shock devel" undisturbed, following exactly the
theoretical curve. Note that such a configuration might apply, for
instance. to a ramjet inlet.

HEAT-TRANSFER RESULTS

In figure 5, oscilloscope recordings of the platinum-film ga-
ge response have been redrawn, superimposed, for three cases: A,
flat plate (no flap); B, 30 deg. flap, no boundary-layer bleed: C,
flap with 2 mm bleed slit.

Clearly, the improvement in heat loading is significant, curve
C approacbing that for the flat plate. Of course, over the flap it-
self, the heat-transfer rate is higher, depending on the deflection
angle, but the • 'tre'influence can be removed.
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TABLE 1. OPERATING CONDITIONS OF THE TUNNEL

Operating mode Shock tunnel Ludwieq tube
Mach number 4.0 7.0 4.0.
Stagnation pressure, atm abs 15.0 15.0 10.0
Stagnation temperature,degs K 1900.0 1900.0 293.0
Static pressure, torr 75.0 1.06 50.0
Test duration, msecs 4.0 2.0 30.0
Reynolds number,/inch X10 6  0.4. 0.02 1.0

Figure 1. Flared axi-syzmetrio body, 40 degs.M-4.0 No bleeding.
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Figure 2. Flared body, 90 degs. M=4.0 No bleeding.

Figure 3. ilared body. 40 degs. M=4.0. boundary-layer bleed active.
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Figure 4. Hollow truncated cone, 40 degs. M=4.0.

F~igure 5. S3uperimlposed heat-transfer gage recordings.Time 
base,

I rcwec/sq. Amplification, 5 nff/div. ?4=4.0, Concave 20 corner 30Odegs,

gage position 5 mai upstream. A-flat plate (no flap); B -. corner

flap, no bleedi C -flap, 2 mm bouindary-layer bleed slit.



SHOCK WAVE - LAMINAR BOUNDARY LAUYER INTERACTION AT

FINITE SPAN CONPRESSION CORNERS

by R.J. Stalker
Dept. of Moh.Eng., Univoraity of Queensland, Brisbane, Australia

and
J. P. Rayner

Physics Dept., Australian National University, Canberra. Australia

A shook tunnel study is made of the shook wave - laminar boundary
layer interaction occurring at a finite span compression corner.
The tssts were conducted with a range of spans, at a corner angle
of 30 . and a test flow stagnation enthalpy of 16 MJ/kg. It
was found that the three dimensional development of the separated
region was not markedly different from that obtained in previous
studies at a test stagnation enthalpy of 1.1 MJ/kg. Also. for two
dPmenaional flows, a relation which has been develqped for pre-
dicting the length of the separated region with adiabatic walls in
supersonic flow was found to remain effective for the high surface
heat transfer, hypervelocity, conditions of the present experiments.

1. INTRODUCTION

Tha shook-boundary layer interaction at a compression corner, such as that
formed by a flap or control surface on a wing at high speed, 1s an important
factor in deteruining the efficiency of such devices. When the corner angle is
large enough the boundary layer separates, and the surface pressure field due
to the corner then cones to depend strongly on the extent of the separated
region.

In very high speed flight situations, such as on the Space Shuttle Orbiter
during re-entry, shock induced laminar separation occurs in the presence of
strong surface cooling, and the extent to which the separated region is
influenced by this takes on special significance.

Of course, the importance of surface cooling effects in shock boundary
layer interaction have been appreciated for some time, and two dimensional
theories have been developed whioh attempt to account for them. ANOugst these.
one due to )akkinen et all expresses the length of the separated region
for a corner on a flat plate in terea of the formula

-. 125 1.3 p [ ]"

L (1- J - 2.0 Cp 3 ' pal 2r + 0.1. (1)

where L is the distance from the plate leading adge to the corner I is the
length of the separated region, measured from the corner, P . P. and pe are
values of density in the freestream, In the separated regiol. and at the
boundary layer reference enthalpy (i.e. ho - 0.5 ho + 0.5 hV + 0.096 u#a)
respectively, and p and p* are values of viscosity-in the separated region and
at the reference anthalpy. C and CPr are the pressure coetficients
4ortesponding to the pressure rise at separation and reattachment

* Now at Physics Dept. CanWrra College of Advanced Education. Canberra.
Australia
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respectively, where the pressure coefficient is defined in terms of pressure
rise Ap as C - 2 Ag/pPue,. This relation has successfully predicted laminar
separated leths ±h blowdown supersonic tunnel experiments1 , where the wall
temperature approximately equals the freestream stagnation temperature.

in equation (1). the p and p terms both are strongly dependent on
temperature in the separated region, showing that, even with fixed pressure
ooefficientso this temperature has a strong effect on the size of the separated
region. Moreover, separating flow over finite span control surfaces and flaps
is rarely two dimensional in nature, and there would be an a priori expectation
that the separation region temperature would also play a role in the develop-
ment of three dimensional separated flows.

Thus the shook tunnel study reported here centres on finite span
compression corners, at a stagnation enthalpy of 16 MJ/kg. This yields a
stagnation enthalpy to wall enthalpy ratio approaching SO, a value which, since
it is aomewhat in excess of possible expected flight values of 30, should allow
any effeots of this ratio on separation region ter e ature to be adequately
displayed in the experiments. A corner angle of 30 is chosen, the span of
the cormer is varied in order to explore three dimensional effects, and the
results are compared with previously publiL;.ae results obtair-•d in a hypersonic
blowdown facility. haximaum flap spans employed are sufficiena to produce two
dimensional flow, and so these tests also are used to check the validity of
equation (1) for predicting the length of the separated region.

2. EXPERIMENTS

The experiments were conducted in the free piston shook tunnel T3 at the
Australian National University&. A Qonioal nozzle was used. with an exit
dianeter of 300 ma, an area ratio of 600. and an included diverience angle of
7.5 . The model is shown schematically in fig.l. It was 300 me. wide. in
order to fully span the test section. and 163 ma. lo#g, and was mounted at an
Angle of incidence of 18$ . This produced a flow over the plate with a
Mboh number of 4.0. (based upon a frozen speed of sound with a rroten ratio of
spectfio heats of 1.43) a temperature of 2400 K. a atat4o pmeaure of 7 Ita.
and a unit Reyn'ols' number of S.S x 10' p %stre.

ed3ea of various spans were r•unted on the plate, with the owwptxison
corner located at 110 m. from the leading edge. except wbon Asparat#d region
pressure measurements were made. In those oaes, the positloo of the "dee was
varied in order to allow complete distributions to bo obtieC. The fece of
the wedge ramps was 30 sm. long. which -wa sufricient to esuwre t*at
reattachmenit occurred on the raap, rather than at its downstreaa qor•ar.

Three diuinsional flow visualization of the sparated fton vas effeated
by using radiation trou impurities in the teat flow. These 6m preeoinantly
Fe ad Cr. corresponding to the material of the walls of' the Abook tube, and
are Introduced itto the test gas by the vortioity associated vith bif•r4ation
of the reflected shook in the shook tube ''. They are present in
concentrations of roughly one part per thousand, aPd radiation uasurements
inditate that. althaoth they a-re at their peak concentrations early during the
teat period, they pers•it for a millisecond or more afterward*. Time
Integrated photographs showd that radiaLlon from the separated region was amre
intense than from the rest of the flow, probably because high Impurity
concentrations were established in these regions early it the flow process and,
due to relattily poor mixing between the separated resion and the mainstream.
tended to persist whilst mainstream concentrations were decaying. Thus, If the
plate was photograped In plan durftr a run. the outline of the luninous region
upatream of the step could be used to indicats the extent of the separated

In addition to the luminosity photographs, some pressure measurements were
made in the separated region. Also, a Maoh Zehader intortegogram was taken of
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the case when a full span corner was used, and the flow was two dimensional.
The light source duration and wavelength were 30 p sec. and 540 mm.
respectively, whilat the optical axis wan, of course. then parallel to the
cormer.

3. RESULTS ANDI DISCUSSION

(a) Interpreting the Luminosity Photographs
A typical luminosity photograph is shown in fig.2(a). The edge of the

luminous region could normally be satisfactorily identified by eye and, where
there was difficulty. this was resolved by a microdensitomster traverse, as
shown in fig.2(b). Howver, because the luminosity persisted over a
considerable reriod of time, the significance of the indication provided by the
edge of the luminous region was not immediately clear.

As a first step in resolving this difficulty, the position of the luminous
edge for a full span corner waa compared with an interferogram, taken after
steady flow had been established. This is presented in fig.3. It can be seen
that the luminous edge occurs approximately 14 am. downstream of where the
botndary layer first shows signs of beginning to be affeoed by the
interaction. heasurements of surface pressure distributions, and the
assumption that, following the work of other investigators$ separation
occurs at approximately 601 of the overall separation pressure rise. indicated
that the luainoui edge occurs 2 to 3 om. downstream of separatlo•.

A second comparison was made with pressure distributions obtained with a
corner of 38 mi. span, as nonwn in rig.4. in the figure. the same curve is
used to fit data at two times after shook refleoti-i, but the pressures
obtained at £00 paeo. should be given greatest weight, since it is known
that the teat flo•w ts contaminated by helium driver gas after approximately
1 ailli•econd. A .in# it can be seen that tba luminoua edge occurs am
2 or 3 ma. downstream of vwre separation is expected.

(b) Spanviae Correlation
Thus, having esatablishd that the edge of the luminous region correlates

approximately with the separation lLnF, a.e effect of span ou the development
of tho separated region could be determined. This in shown in fig,.5.

Fig.3(a) shows the variation of the separated length at midapan as the
sW Is obanpd. Results are normalited with respect to b . the
undisturbed flat plate boundary layer thickness at the Goraer, which had a
value of 2.7 mm. In those oxperimenta. It oan be seon that the length of the
asparated region approaches the two dimnsional value as the corner *mispan
exceeds 10 boundar layer thliknoeas. The results also are oomoar*d with
results obtained by Ball* in a heated blowdown tunel at a Mach nubber of
1.$3 a corner angle of 100, and a stagnation to wall estthalpy ratio of 21..
The stagnation temperature vas 1.100 1. For these results, the distance to the
initial p;essurs rise us easaAred. rather than the separation point, 3o only
an approximate o dirt comparison can be sade, 11overtheless° they demonstrate
that the apametod region length inoreases in roughly the same way as In the
presant experiments.

Fig 3(b) hboys the panmwie dveol0lopnt of the sep&. ted region. It cau
be seen that, wben the distance upstream of the co•rer is normalized with
respeat to the midean separetod lenth. results for all cormer spans collaps'%
onto one curve. The same e'rect was recorded by Ball. He also correlated his
results by fittinM them to a cubic urtve, and the sam type of correlation is
aeen to be effective here. However. In developing his corrolatson to take
acgount of HPch number and Reyaolds' number cbaages. and corer agles down to
10 , Ball used an aspirical expression for the constant In the cubic dhich
is seen to fail completely lz predicting the present results. In feat. the
conatant whiah satisfactorily correlates the ý'sults Is the sam as that used
by Bail in corrlating his reaults at a correr aenle of 20P.
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Whilst caution should be exercised in drawing conclusions from comparisons
of only two sets of results, it seems possible that the concept of a "free
interaction" may assist in explaining their similarity. This concept has
arisen in two dimensional shook boundary layer interaction studies, where it
has been found that as the length of the separated region increases, the flow
near separation becomes independent of the agency provoking separation. With
the relatively large corner angle of the present tests, and the 20 tests
of Ball, it is plausible that a condition of *free separation" has been
reached, and that the relation between three dimensional and two dimensional
results is the same under both sets of test conditions.

(a) Length of Separated Region in Two Dimensional Flow
The experiments also provide an opportunity for checking the prediction of

two dimensional separated length offered by equation (1). The pressure
coefficient after separation, C s, may be checked from the interferogram in
fig-3 by using the turning ang,1 of the separated boundary layer, or the wave
angle of the separation ghock. Both methods give a value of Cns = 0.075,
from which. uoing the 30 angle of the corner, a Newtoaian prebrure
calculation yields Cr - 0.42. Returning to the interferogram, the wean
fringe shift in the separated region can be zeasured and, knowing the pressure,
used to deduce the temperature there. A value of 2800 K is obtained, which is
the same as the boundary layer reference enthalpy temperature for these test
conditions. Equation (1) then yields 11L - 0.37. This compares withl/L I
0.28, as measured from the luminosity indication, or 0.41 as measured to the
point in the interferogram at which the boundary layer first shows signs of
beginning to be affected by the interaction.

Equation (1) also was used to predict the two dimensional separated length
obtained in Ball's experiment, once again taking the separated region
temperature to be the boundary layer reference onthalpy tVmperature. A value
of I/L = 0.54 was obtained, whereas the measured value, from the corner to the
point at which the pressure first starts to rise, was 0.4t.

Thus, it appears that equation (1) tends to slightly overestimate the
length of the separated region, at least when the reference enthalpy value is
used for the separated region temperature. However, the differences are small
enough to be neglected as a first approximation.

4. WIND TUNNEL - FLIGHT COMPARISON

It is therefore of interest to use equation (1), with the separated region
temperature calculated by the reference enthalpy method, to make a proiminary
prediction of the relation between control forces exerted 1y a flap on a model
in a conventional, heated, blowdown hypersonic tunnel, and on a vehicle in
hypervelocity flight. To this end6 a flat plate was considered, with a flap at
itb trailing edge deflected by 20 . The flow was considered to be two
dimensional for the purposes of Lhe comparison.

The flight flat plate was oonsidored to be 30 m. long, with a surface
temperature of 1200 K, flying at an ambient density of 6 x 10% kg. ml and a
flight Mach number of 20, corresponding to a *tagnation enthalpy of 16 1J/kg.
The blowdown tunvel was taen to be operating at H-12 with a stagnation
temperature of 2000 K, and the test acotion density was chosen to match the
flight Reynolds' nwibr. The aeparation pressure rise was given by Chapman's
relation•.

0.5 
-0.25

C at 2. L
With 0.5 -0.5

CFL ,, 0.664 (p' p* /9po) IeL

A-0
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where RoL is the Reynolds' number based on shook layer conditions and the
plate chord L. The reattachment pressure rise C r was obtained from a
Newtonian approximation for M > 4, and from a linearized Prandtl-Mayer
relation for M < 4. For the flight case, equilibrium real gas flow was
assumed in the shook layer.

The control force due to the flap was taken to be proportional to the
product of the separated region pressure and length, i.e. Ap ., and was
normalized with respect to the product of shook layer pressufe and chord,
i.e. P L. The resultant variation of this ratio with plate angle of
inoideence is shown in fig.6, where it is seen that flight and wind tunnel
follow curves which, given the approximate nature of the theory, are
essentially indistinguishable. That is, the wind tunnel predicts the flight
control forces.

5. CONCLUSION

Experimental studies of the shook induced lacunar boundary layer
separation at a finite span 300 compression corner, with a freestream
stagnation enthalpr' of '6 MJ/kg, have shown that the three dimenionel
development of the separated region is similar to that at lower enthalpies,
when the two dimexnsional separated length is used as a reference, The two
dimensional separated length itself is predicted approximately by equation (1).

Using equation (1), a comparison between estimated control forces in flight
and in a blowdown hypersonio wind tunnel indicated that the wind tunnel would
be expected to adequately predict flight control forces in the presence of
shook induced laminar separation.
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SHOCK DYNAMICS IN HEATED LAYERS
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Heated layers in shock tubes or along the surface
of the ground produce dramatic effects upon shock
structure. Besides changing the geometry, additional
triple points and contact discontinuities appear.
Numerical simulation in two and three-dimensions
have been performed to study the interaction of
shocks within heated layers. The heated layer has
been modelled with an underdense layer in pressure
equilibrium. Additionally, the effect of a rigid
structure has been studied.

I. INTROIDCTION

The modified shock geometry and additional Sas dynamic
discontinuities that result from shock interaction with heated
layers have been experimentally modelled. In the laboratory,
helium gas can simulate the heated layer. We present numerical
simulations to study the interaction of the shock with this type
of gheatedg layer. These results were performed using FAGTPD1.
Moreover, we further complicate the problem by Inserting
obstacles such as ramps into the shook tube. This arrangement
produces a 3-D configuration which we have modelled with PAST3D,
a new 3-D numerical code. ' PAST3D solves the 3-D hydrodynamic
equations for the conservation of mass, momentum and energy of
an ideal fluid using a new Flux Corrected Transport (FCT)
algorithm. The basic finite-difference technique is the fully
three-dimensional leapfrog scheme with no time splitting. The
FCT technique is used to minimize the dispersive errors found at
short wavelengths. The calculations reveal the dcvelopment of a
weak shock running out ahead of the incident shock. A rollup
along the shock tube wall forms pushing cooler material
underneath the heated layer.

MIVG4 AND IMPLO ATIO OF F0AST3D

We describe FAST3D, a code whch solves the three-dimensional
hydrodymamic equations. The equations advancing the dependent
variables are

•+ v-(pv) (1)

+ v.(pvv) U - - Pa) - (P - Pa) G(z); (2)
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BE
aE + V.(Ev) = V.(Pv) + S - L. (3)

To calculate the pressure we employ an equation of state in the

form

P - P(e,p), (4)

where e - E - J pv 2 . In Eq. (2), the ambient pressure Pa and
density Pa are subtracted from corresponding time-dependent
quantities in the source terms to avoid the "falling sky"
problem; G(z), the acceleration due to gravity, is generally
taken to be constant at its nominal sea-level value. S and L
denote energy sources and losses.

The solution is found by numerically advancing the equations
in Cartesian geometry on a rectangular variable-spaced mesh.
The basic finite-difference technique is the fuVy
three-dimensional leapfrog scheme with no time splitting. This
scheme has very low dissipation, with a linear amplification
matrix of unity on a uniform grid, but is subject to a weak
(grid separation) instability and large dispersive errors at
short wavelengths. These difficulties are overcome by using the
Flux-Corrected-Transaort (FCT) technique, in which the final
solution it made up of the weighted average of a high-order
schee.* (leapfrog) and a low-order scheme, in this upwind
differencing, designed to maintain positivity (monotonicity)
where it is required physically. The PCT algorithm is
implemented in the code by adding to the leapfrog convective
terms a diffusiv•e flux proportional to the absolute velocity,
plus a small velocity-independent diffusive term. If F
represents any of the dependent fluid variables, the
finite-difference scheme used to approximate the left-hand side
of Eqs. (I)-(3) is given by

Pijk= ijk ax' ~l P÷% l

(5)
-au ( F )+G(F 2i +i F + other two directions

for the half of the zones which are active *t .•v riven time
step, and

ptd = i

ijk ta JkP÷( ui+G) (F - 2F+ P ) + other two directions
ijk jk a I +1 1 1-1(6)

for the half which are inactive. Here C is a COn*Lant used to
apply extra diffusion (beyond that needed to ensure poisitivity
in strong-shock problem.

An antidiffusive step is added to the algorithm in timesplit
fashion, removing most of the added diffusion. To do this we
begin by using the transported diffused momenta and density to
calculate an interim velocity in each direction:
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Then we calculate "rawn antidiffusive fluxes for the active
zones

At-- ,td ptd)
01+11 = ( !I uji+j+ C) (FtdjFt- (a&)

at - td td
i-k = E 3i ui-i+ C] (F - i-I (8b)

and the inactive zones,

At td td+ (a ui+ C) ) *(a)

!t U( + C) (Pd td (9b)

Using the difference between neighboring values of the
transported diffused quantities,

td ptd
Ai+ i+l" 

(iand the signs of the raw fluxes,

Si+% -i ln(oi+ 1 / 2 ) a (11)

we calculate the "corrected" fluxes according to the Boris-Book
strong flux-limiting formula:

0 ÷,c Si+% MAX.in (

These fluxes are then used in the antidiffusion stage to Set the

new values of the dependent variable:

nk e Pd + 0 - + two other directions. (13)

The flux-correction part of the solution leaves just enough of
the low-order scheme to guarantee wanotonicity of the solutions.
The driving terms [right-hand sides of Eqs. (1)-(3)) can be
added in at lmeost any point in the calculation. Currently this
is done following the transport and diffusion in Eq. (5).

The main region of the calcuIatton employs equally spaced
zones to maintain high accuracy. The grid, which does not vary
in time, may be stretched in regions of litle activity or near
the edges to reduce the influence of boundary approximations.
Either reflecting or outflow boundaries may be applied in the
transverse (y and z) directions and a choice of reflecting,
outflow, or periodic boundary conditions is available in the
longitudinal direction. A variable time step is used based on
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the minimum CFL limit in each direction over the whole mesh, At
4 min(Ax/(Ivl + c), Ay/(Ivl + c), Az/(Ivl + c )]. The momentum
equation contains a gravity term. A real-gas equation of state
is also available for strong shock calculations in air.

For our applications, the shocks and other unsteady
phenomena being simulated are initially localized near one end
of the system, conventionally taken as the origin of the x axis.
At eaily times it is unnecessary to update variables far from
this region, so the number of active zones in this direction is
(NX)' < (NX)'max. At late time (NX)' increases until the entire
mesh is active.

RESULTS

To simulate the shock tube we have used Cartesian geometry
with the apropriate boundary conditions. The thermal layer has
been modelled by use of a helium gas layer along the bottom of
the tube. In Fig. I the initial configuration of a planar
shock, Mach number 2, is shown. The helium layer is seen along
the bottom and is tmodelled by rows of underdense air three zones
high. A computational mesh of NX = 100, NY = 100 was chosen.
When the shock waves encounters the helium layer it begins to
propagate faster and creates an additional contact surface
(discontinuity in density but not pressure). Furthermore, the
shock is inclined, moving upward, as one moves away from the
shock tube wall. Figure 2 shows the density and pressure
contours somewhat later in time. Note the "toeing out" of the
shock front into the heated layer. Also, a contact
discontinuity begins at the leading edge of this precusor shock
and extenda back and up toward the triple point. A rollup in
density is found behind the location of the incident shock.
This is similar in appearance to the rollup produced by planar
shocks encountering wedges.4

Figure 3 indicates the flow field for a spherical unsteady
r.hock wave interacting with a heated layer (paps/6). Numerous
jitt,,utJ nuities result frmo this heated layer. The additional
.i-cursor shocks can be traced to the effective angle of

interacticn with the surface which is constantly changing.
Notice the second triple point back and up from the first. The
rollup behind the area where the incident shock would meet the
surface in very similar to the planar case. The problem becomes
three-dimensional when an obstacle is inserted into the flow,
Three dimensional results are shown in Fig. 4. A series of four
different density level contour plots, all at the same time,
provide a look into the features of interest in the
calculations. Starting from left to right, one first sees an
outline of the density level p - 5.0 x 10-4 S/cmO which
represents the helium layer. The intersection of the three axes
is the origin for the Cartesian frame of reference. The shock
wave is moving from the back to the front. The axis parallel to
the horizontal is the z axis. Second from left is the density
level, p - 2.0 x 10-3 g/clO, which shows the shock wave
ipainging on the rigid structure. The plot in the lower right
with p - 20 a/cm3 and the one in the upper right with p u 1.0
x W0- V/cma show the structure and the diffraction of the
shock over the structure, respectively.
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We use numerical solutions of the fluid equations for
conservation of mass, momentum, a I energy to study the
interaction of a planar shock wiLh a cylindrical or
spherical helium bubble. The Maci number of the shock
was -1.2 in both cases, the ambient gas was air, and the
pressure was I atmosphere. The passage of the shock
through a bubble generates vorticity at the boundary of
the bubble. This vorticity prod'tces a jet of ambient gas
through the bubble and as a consequence the vorticity
rolls up i~ito a vortex fillment pair (cylindrical bubble)
or a vortex ring (spherical bubble). We discuss the
theoretical treatment of this nonlinear interaction of
the vorticity with itself and the relationship to
impulsive Rayleigh-Taylor instability theory. We relate
our results to recent experiments of Has.

I. INTRODUCTION

The propagation of a shock through a nonuniform gas will result in
daffraction and reflection of the shovk wavv at thv, *l1oelaticns of the
inhozogeneities which are pr&"ent. Such deviations Zrom globa.l syooetry will
certainly effect the transmission of energy through the. Ia&, In ad4ition, tlhe
interactions of pressure waves with density fluctuotiong in a fluid are a major
source of vorticity and turbulent motion . These rotutional flovs 2can have
Important effects, for exasple, on the op raticn of ra*jet eginles , tho
efficiency of Inertial con inement fusiov , and tth rate at which lightuiAg
chalwals cool

Shock tube expertments have been the major source of data on tho
generation of rotational uatloa by the Interiction of shocks with hogeaeoua
guses. Particularly notevorthy are the studies, of shockpa•agation
through flezes by harkstet•e and the recent wurk of iadis- on shock-bubble
interactions. The data of Hass are extuesi mild permit detailed coparison
gith the nuverical simulatiois which for% the basoi of this paper. Tle am~ient
gas vas air, and the bubble wa filled with either heli•m or freon. Hhas
atudied geometrical factors by using bubbles whith weiv cyalindrical or ophericol
in shape. Both of the authots noted the ppoarancu of A v3rtex ring i' tht
axityumtric geometry (spherical bubble), but the preson•ue of vortex strcturoS
was initially wre difficult tg diseern in schlieren phqograpvs o• }he
cylindrical bubble experinents . to addition, &,rkatele and IbA3 ' unqd
linearited Rayleigh-Taylor instability týeory to 4nalyio tile behaVior oG the
aoutmiforsity (the flaw or bubble3) after passage of the ah'ck.

Recentiy Vicone et al. have developed a nonlticar theory of s0.ck-genrated
vortieiry ',J applied the theory to the experim*4to of Iatksteiu1. 4,e
basis ftr the theory is the equation

,".
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d to

which governs the evolution of the vorticity gJ. Here the fluid velocity is y,;

the pressure is P; and the uass density is p. As shown by eq. (1), misalignment
of the lozal pressure and density will lead to a nonzero source term

a - P X zP)I p2  (2)

for the generation of vorticity. Numerical simulations 8 of Marksteints
experiment on the interaction of a planar shock with a spherical flame assumed a
smoothly varying radial density distribution for the flame rather than the steep
gradients which we would expect at the edge of a flame or a bubble, Doth the
theory and the simulations showed that the evolution of the system is inherently
nonlinear. The timescales of the simulations agreed closely with the
experimental tiwescales.

In this paper, we present numerical simulations similar to the experiments
of Haas on interactions of a shock with a cylindrical or spherical helium
bubble. These caLculations include the steep density gcadients at the edge of
the bubble; however, we have tior accounted for the. effects of surface teasion.
Section II discusses the cotpurer modet and ptocedures which we h4ve toed, and
sectio III folloVs with our results. In the last etetion, we relate the shock-
bubble interaction to the situation which is usutally dlscussed in ter= of
lintar, impu=iive• Hyleigh-Taylor theory.

It. mNsaRicL tODEL

Wo hAve used the FAST2D computer code 1 'q to sinlAte the exporisento of
Most. the a lgoritha eapl 7 # tiime-step splitting in onoajuactioa vith flux-
coirrected tratsport (M)74 to solve the fluid equatios for t, oa*urvarion of
"sass, wow(tua-, ad energy. 11•h PC! -tgrirhe is 1 ta14 -f-die-err in treinAi
soutrsonic roeroosibloe fita involving diocoorlauttieg like shocks. iW the
tmglon of 4 discottinuity, PCr uses a low order, diffusive *hit~e to integrat4

the conservation '-N4uatroas. 1,10e algoricha then trsa ttio4 no-nlineatly to a
high-order tchise as the distante triz trhe dl#coutinuity incr•e•oes in thi
way, thie nauerical ethod rem•iai stabloe In the vicinity of , discontinuity
while Walotriatg8 high-order MccuVacy In 00l10 which do not constai shocks and
which constitut VCthe vast MAJority of coils i( thd cdLcUlAtion. Tht. •C"
aigorttio does iupprets short wavelength (arounAd tOW tel01 or less) variations
and can offer a ilimited tveatw.nt of a fully developed vurbolont titld. In
this paper, ve Viii be cuocerted only with large scale rotltions• uotioa, which
ontains most of the vwrgy and which FCT tteatr very accurately. Tho YAMT2D
odie has ptrodutcd encellodt agretwant wk•t dits ftrot a variety of uvi -0ts,
icluditg studies of sho.k reflections touo wedges itn noareactivt flui4d- and

stud4eILOtS detoiation tell, StrucLtre. IQ wUhch the reactive CIMiettsy was
so&o Led

Ve animlated a tco-diaensioaaL cross section ot tt1 cylindrical bubble case
by using Cartesian coordtntes. The N-axis was horizontal and the Y-axis was
vartical, as shovn to Figs. I and 2. The caiculatioo thus corresponded to a

planar shock Interacting with ad in! aittey Long tylindrical bubble. the axis of
which vas perpeadicular to the shock tube aztis. •he sitock tube in the
experiments was hortiontal. because the upj*r hait of the syste. is a mirror
limge of the lover half, we sismlated otly the upper half by uriag reflecting
conditions at the lcer boundary of the computetiooal grid. The lower boundary
Chen coincided wlth the shook rube axis. We also use4 reflecting conditions at
the upper boundary to slacl'tte the shock tube wall. At the Left bouedary, troe
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which the shock propagated, we used uniform inflow boundary conditions with
parameter values given by the Rankine-Hugoniot equations for a planar, uniform
shock with the experimental Mach number (M = 1.23). At each time step we set the
flow parameter values at the right boundary equal to those at the rightmost
column of cells in the computational grid. This allowed us to model trans-
mission of the shock out of the grid after the interaction with the bubble was
complete.

We used cylindrical coordinates (r,z) to treat the case of the planar
shock interacting with a spherical bubble. As shown in Figs. 3 and 4, the z-
axis coincided with the axis of the shock tube, and the r-axis was vertical. We
simulated only the upper half of the system, and because of the azimuthal
symmetry about the z-axis, the semicircle in Fig. 3 represents a cross section
(gruat circle) of a sphere. The boundary conditions were the same as those
described in the previous paragraph for the cylindrical bubble case. Notice
that, in the case of the cylindrical bubble, the simulation treats the shock
tube as having an infinite slab geometry with the infinite dimension
perpendicular to the computational grid. In the axisymmetric case (spherical
bubble), the shock tube is a cylinder. Since Haas's test section had a square
cross section, we do not model properly the effects of shock waves which
reflect from the test section walls, producing secondary interactions with the
bubble.

The representation of a bubble on the differencing grid required some care,
since the bounding surface could not be as smooth as in the experiment. The
simulated bubble had a jagged boundary characteristic of the rectangular cells
of the 2grid. If the boundary1ler•3 too irregular, the impulsive Rayleigh-
Taylor (or Richtmyer-Meshkov I ) instability could be induced by passage of
the shock through the surface. However, this instability would not interfere
quickly with the large scale flows in which we are interested. To reduce the
irregularity of the bubble surface, we did the following:

(1) We imbedded a region of small grid cells in the computational grid at the
location of the bubble. This fine grid moved with the bubble to maintain the
necessary resolution of Lhe bubble boundary. At the edges of the fine grid,
the cell dimensions transitioned smoothly to those of the remaining coarse
cells. This insured the numerical stability of the FCT algorithm throughout
the grid.

(2) We interpolated carefully between the ambient density and the density of
the gas in the bubble for the cells through which the bubble boundary passed.
The interpolation depended on the fraction of boundary cell area which fell
inside the bubble radius.

(?) A diffusive smoothing technique spread the boundaty over approximately two
cells.

The thicker boundd-v eliminated the Richtmyer-Meshkov instability from the
simulations of the helium bubbles. When these techniques were not used, we
observed slow linLtr growth of a small numerically induced ripple at the
downstream edge of the bubble near the shock tube axis.

1II. RKSULTS OF NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

Figures I and 2 show density and vorticity contour diagrams for the
interaction of a pianar shock of Mach number H - 1.23 with a cylindrical helium
bubble of diameter D a 51 mm. The vertical dimension of the simulated shock
tube is 8.9 cm while the dimension perpendicular to the figure is infinite. In
the experiment of HaaP, the test section had a square cross section which was
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8.9 cm o a side. The density of the gas inside the bubble was 0.214 x10-3 g/cmi, which fell in the middle of ta• range of densitier used by Haas. The

density of the ambient gas was 1.29 x 10- g/cm and the pressure v'as I atm. The
Cartesian grid consisted of 150 x 50 cells, of which there were 50 coarse cells
of dimensions Ax - 0.422 cm and Ay - 0.089 cm and 100 fine cells of dimension
0.089 cm on a side. We used a ratio of specific heats y - 1.4.

We see from the vorticity contour diagrams that, in the upper half of the
system, positive vorticity is pLoduced along the edge of the bubble, excluding
the portions near the axis of the shock tube (x-axis) where the pressure
gradient of the shock and ttt detsity gradient at the 5dge of the bubble are
aligned. By symmetry, we know th.t negative vorticity resides along the lower
interface of the bubble with the ambient gas. The associated rotational motion
pulls a jet of ambient gas through the center of the bubble. As the bubble
deforms, the vorticity distribution rolls ,tp with the fluid to form a vortex
filament pair. This nonlinear self interacti.on of the vorticity field causes
the emergence of recognizable vortex structures in the fluid after the shock
interacts with a local nonuniformity (e.g., a bubble). Notice that the presence
of the vortex filament is readily diacernable from the vorticity contour plot
while the density contours do anot clearly indicate the presence of the filament.
Since the experiments oc Haas show only featutya of the density distribution and
because the filaments , , separate clearly from the bubtle (Fig. 1), th
evolution of the jet ta.. . ca easily understood from the experimental data.

The density contotrr7diagrams show the features visible in experimental
schlieren photographs. $ (We remark that our figure represents a slice through
the experim~ntal device while experimental photos would show a two-dimensional
projection of the three-dimens.onal density distribution.) The rarefaction wave
produced by the acceleration of the shock through the bubble is visible, as is
the similarity of the front of the Jet to an arrow head. The curvature of the
shock during passage through the bubble is as expected. Finally the timescales
of the phenomena are in good agreemer.t with the data of Haas. As anticipated,
we do not see a cascade to small scale turbulence in our computer simulations,
The characteristic velocities of the jet, the upstream edge of the bubble, and
the vortex filaments are in good agreement with experiment.

Figures 3 and 4 show density and vorticity contour diagrams for the case of
a planar shock (M - 1.25) passing through the uppet half of a spherical bubble
(D Q 45mm) filled with helium. As predicted by Sq. (1), the shock again
produces vorticity at the interface of the bubble with the ambient air. The
associated rotational fluid motion causes a fluid jet through the bubble and
rolls the vorticity into a vortex ring. This represents a nonlinear
interaction of the vorticity with itself as mediated by the fluid. In contrast
to the cylindrical bubble case, the roll-up is faster and tighter, producing
higher velocities, Consequently, the vortex ring propagates more quickly from
the remainder of the bubble, aud appeara prominently in the density contour
diagrams. However, the vorticity dynamics that lend to the vortex ring
formation and separation from the biubble were difficult to ascertain from the
density contours aLonet The characteristic velocities agreed veil with the
experimentally measured velocities.

IV. RELATIONSHIP TO RAYLEIGH-TAYLOR INSTABILITY

The conventional Rayleigh-Taylor instability theory begins with an
infinitesiuai spatial perturbttioa which exists for a long (infinite) perigd of
time relative to the growth rate of the pert.urbation. In a previous paper , we
pointed out that the source term of the vortt.city evolution equation, Eq. (2),
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provides the generalization of the usual notion of Rayleigh-Taylor instability
to the entire conceivable range of space and time scales and geometry of a

perturbation. In particular the problem which we consider in this paper
consists of a finite "perturbation" (the bubble) and a finite time scale over
which vorticity is produced (the time for shock passage through the bubble).
The bubble introduces another difference from the usual picture, since the
perturbation is not sinusoldal. This is a fundamental departure from the
impulsive Rayleigh-Taylor or Richtmyer-Meshkov instability 12,13, in which a

planar shock passes through a rippled interface or a perturbed shock passes
through a planar interface. Such a system can initially show linear growth. In
contrast, the shock-bubble interaction with the subsequent flow field evolution
represents a nonlinear process from the beginning, as we have discussed above.
We mei,tion arguments that the linear theory can be made to fit this situation
by having a sinusoidal "perturbation" of of wavelength 2 7R (R - bubble radius)
concide with the side of the bubble facing the shock. However, as shown by the
simulation, the distortion of tne upstream edge of the bubble has an apparent
wavelength of about (4/3)R. Hence the choice of wavelength for the linear
theory is ambiguous. Integrating over the impulsive, nonlinear source of
vorticity and following the subsequent vorticity evolution has proved to be
quantitatively correct.
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A METHOD FOR PERFORMING OBLIQUE SHOCK-BOW SHOCK INTERACTION
IN DOUBLE DRIVER SHOCK TUBE(TUNNEL)

Z.Y.Han, Z.Q.Wang, X.Z.Yin, J.C.Yao, A.D.Du and K.Wang

Department of Modern Mechanics
University of Science & Technology of China
Hefel, Anhui
The People's Republic of China

Based on discussing and analysing the two types
of experiments for performing oblique shock-bow
shock interaction, a new method in a double driver
shock tube(tunnel) is presented. This method can
not only form a planar moving shock for making
oblique interaction, but also record the transient
pressure on the surface of a testing model and take
the photographs simultaneously. This method can
be used to study the transition between regular
and Mach reflection of a moving shock with a quasi-
stationary flow ahead of it on the surface of a
flat wedge or a cone. Animproved method for measuring
moving shock Mach number is presented.

INTERACTION

Oblique shock- bow shock interaction is an important research
task for gasdynamics and shockdynamics.

There are two types of experiments that can be used to perform
oblique shock-bow shock interaction. One is so-called 'moving model'
experiments, the other is so-called 'stationary(fixed) model'exper-
iments. The experiments made by Merritt and Aronson(ref.1),Nicholson
(ref.2)belong to the former and those made by Bingham(ref.3).
Miller(ref.4) belong to the latter.

For the'moving model'experiments, a planar moving shock can
be obtained, but it is difficult to directly measure the transient
pressure on the surface of a moving testing model.

For the 'stationary model'experiments, it is convenient to
obtain the transient pressure on the surface of stationary(fixed)
model by using pressure transducer, but it is difficult to generate
a planar moving shock for making oblique interaction with a bow
shock. It seems that if a shock tube inserts in the test section
of a supersonic or hypersonic wind tunnel making at a desired angle
with the axis of testing model, the oblique shock-bow shock inter-
action can be obtained. But the deformity of planar moving shook
occurs when it moves out of the shock tube.

As a result, a rocket-propelled sled test, an oblique inter-
agion of a blast wave with a rocket-propelled sled travelling

supersonic speeds, had been made by Ruetenik and Anon(ref.5)
tor recording the signal of transient pressure on the surface of
the moving model, but it is too costly. In addition, it is hardly

K,"
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to obtain the photographs of the oblique interaction.
Preceding two types of experiments are shown in Fig.,.

Our purpose is to find a new method for performing oblique
shock-bow shock interaction over a stationary model in a double
driver shock tube and shock tunnel.

This method can not only obtain a planar moving shock for
making oblique interaction with the bow shock attached to testing
model. but also record the transient pressure on the surface of
the model and take the photographs simultaneously.

In this paper, based on the experimental technique of electri-
cally controlled double driver shock tube(ref.6) and the oblique
interaction of a planar moving shock with the bow shock attached
to a stationary testing model in a double driver shock tube(ref.7),
an improved method for making interaction in a double driver shock
tunnel is presented.

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD AND FACILITY

The experiments were conducted in a conventional straight-
through shock tunnel. The driver section is 7.Om long with 140mm
i.d.. The driven section is 9.Om long with 106mm i.d.. The conical
nozzle is connected to the end of the driven section, its semi-
vertex angle is 7° and its exit diameter is 430mm. The testing
cross section is 500mm by 500mm.

In order to describe this method, the explanation of the double
driver shock tube and the oblique interaction in it is made.
1. The Double Driver Shock Tube

In order to perform shock-shock interaction, it is necessary
to make some change in the shock tube, the tube can be divided
into three parts, the driver section, the intermediate section
and driven section. The driver section is 7.0m long, the inter-
mediate section is 5.2m long, the driven section is 4.0'm long.An
aluminum diaphragm is between the driver section and the inter-
mediate section. The mylar diaphragm is between the intermediate
section and the driven section.

The diaphragms could be ruptured in two ways. One was sponta-
neous bursting for the aluminum diaphragm. The other was electrical
discharge bursting for the mylar diaphragm.

The wave patterns in the double driver shock tube are described
as follows(as shown in Fig.2):

As soon as the aluminum dihp;hragm is ruptured, a moving shock
will form ( We call it second shock ). When the moving shock Just
arrives at the location where a piezo-electrical transducer is
mounted on, a voltage signal occurs on it. The signal is fed to
a delay circuit and then makes the high voltage capacitors discharge
through an explosion wire on the surface of the mylar diaphragm
and the diaphragm is ruptured. Thus, an another shock forms( We
call It first shock). At the same time, in opposite direction,
a rarefaction wave forms. The second shock firstly transmits the
region of the rarefaction wave and interacts with it, then inter-
acts with a contact surface and a transmitted shock forms. Thus,
the first shook is directly followed by the second shock.

The first shock is to establish the supersonic flow field
around the testing model in the test section of the shock tube
and makes the model form a bow shock. The second shock is used
as a planar moving shock for making head-on interaction with the
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bow shock sttached to the model.
So-called head-on interaction is that the angle between the

normal of moving shock front and the axis of testing model,8 is
equal to zero. This is a special case. In more general case, the
angle B is not equal to zero, which corresponds to oblique inter-
action. The angle B is refered to as angle of interaction.

2. Oblique Interaction in Double Driver Shock Tube

In order to perform an oblique interaction of a planar moving
shock with bow shock attached to a stationary model in the double
driver shock tube, a flat wedge can be used for deflecting the
flow and planar moving shock. The wedge is placed and mounted in
the test section instead of the original testing model.

Firstly, a head-on interaction of the planar moving shock
with the bow shock attached to the wedge is made(as shown in Fig.3a)
That is, a parallel supersonic flow behind the first shock passes
through the wedge with a semi-vertex angle Sand makes the wedge
form a planar oblique shock. Thus, the supersonic flow is deflected
an angle S through the oblique bow shock front. When a planar moving
shock(i.e. the second shock) impings the wedge, the head-on inter-
action of the moving shock with the bow shock attached to the wedge
occurs and a planar transmitted shock forms,which makes at an angle
?Lwith the original planar moving shock.

Secondly, an oblique interaction of the planar transmitted
shock with the bow shock attached to a testing model is made(as
shown in Fig.3b,3c). That is, the testing model is placed into
the flow flied behind the oblique shock front and fixed on a sting
mounted on the surface of the wedge to make the axis of the model
parallel to the surface of the wedge towards the direction of the
flow(i.e. the angle of attack is equal to zero.) and a bow shock
forms at the stationary model.

If the planar transmitted shock is used as a new moving shock
for making oblique interaction and the moving shock impings the
testing model, the oblique interaction occurs.

The transmitted shock Mach number is denoted by Ms. The flow
Mach number is denoted by Mis. The following relations can be
obtained: cos(e+q)a-,cs••

Ms-( MSgs cOS9 cos at

1 1 s i r, (2*Yoe sl.)(2)

-1. + (3)

where at and at is the sonic speeds in region(I) and region(2);
Ms, and Mi the moving shock Mach number and flow Mach number in
region(l) respectively; Ois the angle of the bow shock attached
to the wedge. I is the deflected angle of moving shock. 8 is the
semi-vertex angle of the wedge.

Jjf( Ms , M1, 5)

Here, neglecting the calculation of angle1

3. Oblique Interaction in Double Driver Shock Tunnel

Our purpose is to investigate the transition between regular
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and Mach reflection of a moving shock over a wedge or a cone, it
is necessary to change the angle 8 under the condition keeping
Ms and M.unchanged (at least, approximately unchanged).

However, in above oblique experiments in the shock tube, it
is impossible to change the angle B under the preceding conditions,
this is because to change the angle B, it is necessary to change
the wedge angle F,which will make flow Mach number M. change. to
overcome this difficulty, an improved method is presented here.
The basic idea explains as follows:

When the second shock moves out of the conical nozzle, the
moving shock front becomes a curved' surface( near a spherical
surface with a large radius of curvature). If the curvature of
the shock front can be used, the angle B can be changed under the
wedge angle given(that is, keeping Ms and M.approximately unchanged)
By means of moving the wedge along the direction parallel to the
viewing window and perpendicular to the axis of the nozzle, the
angle B can be changed under the wedge angle given(as shown in
Fig.4).

When the wedge moves up from its lowest position, the angle
B, from Or0-O to %-0O. We have

3=1( MS1 M1, 8, of)+ S (4)
It follows from relation(4) that the angle B can be changed

by means of changing the angle B1 under Ms, M , 6 given.
The shock Mach number Ms can be represented below:

Ms-( Msi *MICos ).±1 cos(643, +q)- pcos( 8j +q+ ) (5)
aLcosc9+B1j

The flow Mach number Marelation is the same as relation (2).
In order to avoid or weaken the influence of the non-uniform

of the flow field between the bow shock and the surface of the
wedge on the experimental results, a small testing model(only 50mm
long) was used and placed in the plane perpendicular to the surface
of wedge through its median.

An apparatus along which the wedge can be slided up and down
is shown in Fig.5.

MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUE

The parameters to be measured in this experiment includes
the moving shock Mach number Ms, the flow Mach number Mf,the angle
B and the pressure ratio across incident shock and reflected shock
on the surface of the testing model.

Measuring Ms is more difficult, this is because there is a
flow ahead of the moving shock. Based on Miller's method(ref.4),
atimproved method is explained as follows:

A spark gap element was mounted somewhere over the surface
of the wedge (as shown in Fig.6). When the moving shock to be
measured arrives at the wedge and triggers the detector below the
wedge, a voltage signal occurs on it. It makes the spark gap in
the flow field inside the test section discharge. At the same time,
the voltage signal is fed to a delay circuit and makes the double
spark light source of a schlleren system outside the test section
discharge, a schlieren photograph can be obtained. If the distance
(L) between the centres of first and second circle, the distance(ls)
between successive two shocks and incident angle can be obtained,
Ms can be calculated according to the following relation.
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Ms=Ma( Ls/L -sinOe) (6)

A Measurement system for recording the transient pressure
and taking schlieren photographs is shown in Fig.7. The Moand the
angle B can be measured on the schlieren photographs.

The transient pressure on the surface of the model can be
measured using piezo-electrical transducer. Because the testing
model is small and the time of the interaction is very short, a
miniaturized and fast response pressure transducer is required.
According to above requirements, a kind of miniaturized transducer
with 4mm diameter and 5mm long was made by ourselves, its rise time
is about 1.2 micro-seconds.

A

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The experiments were conducted in the following conditions:
casel:the pressures in region(1),(4),(5) of the shock tube

were 118 torr, 4.0 kg/cm2 , 16.0 kg/cm2 respectively.
The intermediate section was filled with 30% N,-70% H,
mixture. Hg is driver gas, N, is driven gas.

case2:the pressures in region(l),(4),(5) of the shock tube
were 80 torr, 4.0 kg/cm2 , 26.0 kg/cm2 respectively.
The intermediate section was filled with 50% Nj-50% H,
Mixture. H4 is driver gas, NL is driven gas.

An 18'wedge was used.The angle B from 24 0 to32*could be obtained.
The experiments of the transition between regular and Mach

reflection of a moving shock with a flow ahead of it on the surface
of a cone have been made in this facility. Fig.8 and Fig.9 show
the regular and Mach reflection of a moving shock on the surface
of a cone. Fig.l0 shows the transient pressure measured on the
surface of a cone. Fig.11 shows the reflection of a stronger shock
on the surface of 18* wedge.

The experimental results show that
1. When moving shock Mach number Ms-<.4, the differonce between

region(4) and region(S) can be neglected and the contact surface
in the triangle bounded by the transmitted shock Sr.refloctod shock
Sq, diffracted shock SEdisappears.Therefore, this method presented
here is suitable for weak moving shock(as shown in Fiq.3 and Fig.8).

2. When the moving shock moves out of the conical nozzle, there
are two regions behind it. The region ahead of a contact surface
is uniform, which can be used as test gas, but the region behind
the contact surface is turbulent. As the moving shock strength
increases, the turbulence in the region strengthens rapidly.

3. When the strength of the moving shock increases, a complex
or double Mach reflection can occur.

CONCLUSION
1. Double driver shock tube(tunnol) is a useful tool for

studying shock-shock interaction.
2. The method presented in this paper can be used to study

the transition between regular and Mach reflection of a weak moving
shock with a quasi-stationary flow ahead of it on the surface of
a wedge or a cone.

3. It is important to investigate single, complex and double
Mach reflection of a moving shock with a quasi-stationary flow
ahead of it ox the surface of a wedge.
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FAST LOADING OF MY,'! -1S USING k SHOCK

TUBE: APPLICATION TO ALUMINUM

Wesley R. Smith

Department of Physics #16

Lehigh University
Bethlehem, Pa. 18015

Air shock loading of a thin aluminum shock tube wall can
produce Inelastic strain in the tube. If the shock velo-
city is much less than the minimum phase velocity of the
elastic real first vibrational mode of the metal tube,
the first complex vibrational mode controls the major
part of the elastic response. A simple "steady state"
displacement determined by the complex first mode propa-
gates with the chock. The rice time of the steady state
signal is of the rdnr of 201, sec. Shock 1. ading of the
tube beyond the yield stress of the aluminum produces a
much larger ',-lastic wall displacement which also ex-
hibits a ste,,Jy state character in that it too propa-
gates with the shock. The displacement signal begins
with a -:udden rise, icentical in appearance with a pure
elastj. response, followed by an inelastic expansion.

I. INTRODUCTION

The modern study of dynamic inelastic behavior of metals began with plas-
tic wave propagations studisl. uemon~tration of the real material behavior at
high strain rates, however, was achieved for compressional loading using split
Hopkinson bars and torsional loading using Kolsky bars 2 . The Kolsky bar techni-
que has been the most successful in demonstrating strain rate effects, and can
use aingle and double jump loadings, but it has not given information about the
early time details involved in yield. Because the strain in a thin walled tube
internally loaded by an axially moving shock wa'-e can be monitored over the full
range of response times beginning with th. earitast elastic signals, shock tube
loading studies can furnish unique information about yield and Inelastic strain.

The conditions under which shock loading of a tube can produce simple inter-
pretable results can be described in terms of elastic theory. The elaotic
strains in a thin walled tube produced by shock loading due to all possible
shock velocities have been discussed extensively in the literature 3 ,4 . 0or tubt
vibration wave numbers, r, below the minimum of the first real elastic mode,
whose dispersiun curve is shown in Fig. 2, both rotatory-inertii and tranovurse
shear effects are negligible. The normalized phase velocity is C - V/C , where
V is the mode phase velocity at the wave number r. The normalizing velbcity C-

[Eip(l-V2)M /2 is the tube dilation velocity (H is Young's modulus, p is wetal
density, v is Poisson's ratio). A shock wave which propagates with a speed less
than the minimuim first mode phase velocity prodkces an elastic response which
travels with t1- shock velocity and has a significant contribution only from the
complex roots of the first mode. Tang's 4 "steady state wave" solutions assumed
that in this case the longitudinal stress and integiated shear stress were neg-
ligible. The steady state solution accounts for greater than 90Z of the totAl
elastic strain associated with the loading due to a shock traveling at U*.U/IV<

0.2, whire U is the shock velocity The rest of the strain is the result of a
prcpagating wave of very small amplitude, whnse leading edge moveg with the fast-
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eat real first mode phase velocity. An example of the steady solution for an
aluminum tube is shown in Fig. 3, for a shoclk velocity U=825 m/s (U/C 1=0.15),and
thickness parameter h-.1333 (h*=hl,.). The rise time for w* the normalized ra-
dial displacement (w*-w/a) is of the order of 20psec.

When the loading produced by the shock wave exceeds the elastic limit, the
tube material yields, and a much larger w* results as shown in Fig. 4. These
experimental displacement-time scrain gauge histories show steady state behavior
in that displacement is identical in appearance at gauges located 10 cm apart.
This tube behavior looks like an elabtic transient followed by an inelastic ap-
proach to equilibrium. Preliminary data suggest that this behavior is affected
by prior heat treatment of the tubes, so that the dynamical response may depend
on the metallurgical state (grain size, geometry of grain boundaries, etc.) of
the tube.

II. EiPERWI~Nf

The scliematic of Fig. 5 shows the shock tube used in these studies. The
tube is about 7.9m in length and consists of a driver section, DS, made of 3.8cm
ID, .64 cm wall stainless steel pipe and a double-walled expansion section, ES,
of similar stainless pipe on the outside and thin-walled aluminum tubing on the
inside. The outer pipe supports the inner tubing. The expansion section is
terminated by a large dump tank, DT, for pressure relief. The anneal..!d test
3ection, TS, is coupled to similar non-annealed tubes, ES1, and ES2, as rhown in
Fig. 6. The coupling section, CSl, is designed so that no metal-to-metal con-
tact exists between CSI and TS. When such contact occurs, large elastic vibra-
tions sometimes obscure the strain signal aosociated with the shock wave.

The driver section has beern opertted at initial pressures up to 1.4x40 4 KPa
ard the expansion section up to .4xIO KPa. When diaphragm, DI, bursts, an ini-
tial shock wave is iormed which propagates down HSI, passing the pressure gauge,
PG, just before entering the test section TS. The strain gauges, SGI, and SG2,
monitor the strain in the walls of TS caused by the shock wave. When the shock
wAve reaches diaphragm, D2, it bursts and the compressed flow empties into the
evacuated dump tank, DT. Proper opening of 02 prevents a reflected shock wave
from propagating back througb ES2. The test time duration for a constant press-
ure jump bethind the initial shock wave with the present chock tuue dimensiout is
approximately 10 ma for a Mach 1.5 shock.

The strain gauges SG consist of 12 turns of .0254 mm diameter Advance re-
sistance wire wound under a tenvion of 103 dynes and secured with a very thin
coat of polyurethane varnish. The winding tenston tis sufficient to insure that
the gauges can follow contractions as well as expansions oý the tube. The mass
of the gaugt *nd its hoop strength is negligiblo compared to the properties of
the tube on uhich it is wound.

The static resistcnte of the gauges is measured using a pair of Keithley
S 1/2 digit voltmeters, one to measure the current through a precision series

res~etance and the other to rmasure the gauge voltage. Static measurements are
made of the initial strain state before and final state after a run. These xea-
sre-ents show hoy much permanent displacement was produced by the shock wave.
The same equipment is also used to measure the static streas-atrt.in, curve for
the waterlal. The dynamic displacement signal is measured as a change in volt-
age acrest a gauge and is recorded on a single sweep oscilloscope. For a gauge
current of 50 =s, a typical dynamic elastic displacement voltage signal is abot't
5 my. The dynamic inelastic displacement signal voltage can be of the order of
tens of millivolts.
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The pressure jump across the shock is measured using a Kistler piezo-elec-
tric pressure transducer, PG, and charge amplifier. The pressure record is re-
corded on a single sweep oscilloscope. This system can be calibrated statically

and the pressure jump checked by measuring the shock speed and using the flow
relation between pressure ratio and Mach number.

An example of a pressure and displacement record for a typical elastic re-
sponse to low Mach number shock loading is shown in Fig. 7. Here the annealed
3003 Aluminum tube has h* = .073. The vertical axis displays pressure P and
normalized radial displacement w*, and the horizontal axis oscilloscope sweep
rate (different for the P and w* records). The time at which the shock arrives
at the gauge position is marked by S. The weak reflected shock produced by D2,
before it broke, is marked by R. The maximum loading pressure P is behind the
initial shock S, and the elastic response is that predicted by the steady state
solutions.

In a given run, the final pressure behind the shock wave is controlled by
the bursting pressure of Dl and the initial pressure in ES. The initial press-

ure may be adjusted so that only a modest jump in pressure caused by the shock
wave will drive the wall material beyond the yield point. There is no disper-
sion in the stress applied by the shock to different parts of the test section
TS, since the same strength shock loads all parts. The displacement-time re-
cords are observed to be identical at locations on TS separated by 10 cm., only
differing in time of onset by the travel time of the shock through the air. An

example of inelastic strain displacement records for gauges SGl and SG2 is shown
in Fig. 8. The tube displacqment w* begins with a rapid elastic response at S
followed by an inelastic region. There appears to be a brief elastic plateau
for a time Td (delayed yield time) followed by a linear zone LZ (constant strain
rate) and terminated by a relaxation zone RZ (strain hardening region). A
strain hardening relaxation time T was determined from the two gauge records of
Fig. 4 by plotting the log (w* - w*) versus t. The equilibrium displacement is

2
w*, and the data for both gauges is shown in Fig. 9.
2

The dynamic displacement, even for inetastic behavior, shows the character-

litics of a steady state response (i.e. a signal which propagates with the shock
speed). It is because the dynamic strain shows a steady statt behavior that
there is hope for a relatively simple successful theoretical description of the
complete time history of the material properties of the tube.
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SPRAY DETONATION STUDIES USING

LASER DOPPLER TECHNIQUES

G. Smeets

Institut Franco-Allemand de Recherches de Saint-Louis,
12, rue de l'Industrie, 68301 Saint-Louis. France

Experimental spray detonation studies were performed in a
50 cm diameter vertical shock tube. The sprays were stoch-
icmetric mixtures of different fuel droplets (methanol,
ethanol, propanol(1), hexanol, decanol and decane) with air.
The droplets had a defined diameter distribution (350 Jim
mean diameter). The experiments showed that even in sprays
of low vapor pressure fuels like decane and hexanol, a
self-sustaining Chapman-Jouguet detonation can exist. How-
ever, a minimum vapor concentration is necessary. By
measuring several physical quantities within the reaction
zone on the basis of laser Doppler techniques, the pro-
cesses of liquid fuel fragmentation, evaporation, turbulent
mixing and combustion could be observed in detail. From the
data recorded it was concluded that for sprays of 350 Um
diameter fuel droplets, the controlling mechanism for the
reaction is turbulent mixing of the vapor originating from
the droplets.

1. INTRODUCTION

As is known from combustion engines, fuel sprays can form explosive mixt-
ures. The question arises under which circumstances these mixtures, ncorally
containing both fuel droplets and fuel vapor mixed with air, are capable of
detonating.

Of special interest here is the contribution and behavior of the droplets
and are the mechanisms allowing fuel in droplet form to be fast enough atomized,
evaporated and mixed with air such that the energy released by the chemical
reaction can still support the detonation wave.

Only a rather limited number of experimental investigations have been
reported so far in the literature dealing with two-phase detonations in air.
From these papers it can neverthelear be concluded that droplets of diameters
d > 100 us can still contribute to detonation 1 ,2 , 3 ,•, 5 ,6

2. VERTICAL SHOCK TUBE

For experimental spray detonation studies under defined conditions, a
vertical shock tube as shown In Figure 1 was built. The tube is approximately
4 a long, has an inner diameter of 50 co and is open at both ends (only closed
by thin plastic foils to avoid convection). The fuel spray is generated by
means of 12 fuel injectors located ringwise at the top of the tube. In falling
down inside the tube, the droplets agglomerate. Only at the bottom part of the
tube the spray becomes to a certain extent homogeneous. This spray has a volume
fraction of about 10-. A strong blast wave from a I kq explosive charge sus-
pended 35 cm above the upper tube end initiates the detonation.
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7 pressure gages are mounted in the tube wall. They are mainly used for
observing the shock transition. In addition, both a static pressure Probe ard
an optical probe for Doppler measurements are placed in .;he vicinity of the
tube axis close to the lower tube end. They allow different physical quantities
to be recorded in the reaction zone.

3. SPRAY CALIBRATION

A photographic technique was used for determining the number density as
well as the diameter distribution of the droplets in a test volume selected
near the tube axis in its lower part. By means of an optical system (Figure 2)
the spray was stroboscopically illuminated by an intense parallel laser light
bundle with a rectangular cross section of 5 mm x 40 mm. Photographs - see
Figure 3 - taken from a direction perpendicular to the light bundle exhibit
traces of each particle in a well defined volume. Since the droplets are ideal
spheres, there exists a rather accurate relation between their diameters and
their sinking velocities. By analyzing 12 photographic records in measuring
the distances separating the "dots" for each trace and in separately counting
the traces for each species, the distribution of the liquid fuel as a function
of the droplet diameters was determined (Figure 4). The total volume fraction
of the liquid was found to be about 1.1*10- . This value, however, can only
be regarded as an average one. The individual records show that at a scale of
about 25 om3 - which is the size of the photographed volume - a considerable
deviation up to about 50% is possible.

From the liquid volume fraction, the stochiometric equivalence ratio s
of the liquid fuel component can be calculated. sl is dependent on both the
fuel and spray temperature. It was stochiometric or slightly understochiometric
for all the fuels investigated.

In order to achieve a definite stochiometric equivalence ratio of the
vaporized fuel component Sv, the vapor was always saturated by intermittently
spraying several times prior to the experiment until an equilibrium temperature
of the spray was reached. From this temperature, sv was calculated.

4. LASER DOPPLER SYSTEMS

For non-intrusive measurements in the reaction zone of the detonation
waves, an optical probe had to be built working in the environment of high
pressures and temperatures (see Figure 5). A light fiber (monofiber, stepped
index, 200 Um in diameter) transmits continuous monochromatic laser light
from an Argon-ion laser (in monomode operation) into the probe. The light
bundle is focussed at the measuring point. Light scattered from particles
passing through this point is collected and tranmitted by a second light
fiber into a particular highly resolving spectrometer 7,8. The Doppler shift
of the light scattered is proportional to the particle velocity component
along the axis of symmetry of the probe. The spectrometer generates an
electrical signal following proportionally and in real time (with a time
resolution better than I us) the frequency variations of the Dopplcr shifted
light. The optical components are shielded from the flow by solid zods and
bear saphire windows heated to about 200 C in order to avoid vapor condensa-
tion.

In addition to the recording of particle velocities and life times, the
same technique can also be used for measurements of the refractive index and
mass density variations in the reaction zone. For this, the optical probe has
only to be slightly modified in such a way that the laser light passes direct-
ly through the flow without scattering. The general relation for the Doppler
shift is given by the formulat
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dV I aL

That is, the relative frequency shift is proportional to the time derivative of
the optical path length L from the light source to the receiver divided by the
vacuum speed of light. If I denotes the length of the light path between the
windows of the probe, L is related to I by the refractive index n of the flow:

L - nZ. (2)

In this case, the Doppler shift is related to the time derivative of n by

dv I Bn (3)

This Doppler shift is by two or three orders of magnitude smaller than the
Doppler shift of the light scattered and can only be recorded with the highest
resolving mode of operation of the spectrometer, which reaches the limit of
about 10-10.

S. TRANSIT TIME AND SPEED OF DETONATION WAVES

An indication of the overall amplification of the shock wave by the active
medium is given by the transit time T, defined as the time interval between
ignition of the explosive charge and arrival of the detonation wave at the last
pressure gage at the lower part of the tube. In Figure 6 the measured values
of T are plotted versus the equivalence ratio of the fuel vapor sv. For each
point, fuel liquid and equivalence ratio of the liquid fuel component st (in
percent) are indicated.

For all the liquids investigated (methanol, ethanol, propanol(1 hexanol,
decanol and decane), the reaction energies of the stochianetric mixtures are
nearly the same (627 cal/g for methanol and between 647 cal/g and 671 cal/g for
the other mixtures). For this reason a plot in a comon diagram is justified.

The dashed line connects the points of the experiments in the absence of
droplets. In this case there is only an amplification for Sv > 0.3. Addition of
droplets always leads to a reduction of T except in the case of decanol when Sv
was below 1% (not included in Figure 6). For sv < 0,3, amplification is ex-
clusively due to the liquid fuel component.

In Figure 7, shock speeds A. measured in the lower part of the tube are
plotted versus sv. From all the experiments performed only those were retained
for which a Chapman-Jouguet detonation characterized by a constant *s was
reached, that is, all events showing a decaying shock wave were excluded. Of
greatest interest are here the three shots in decane and hexanol sprays. They
clearly demonstrate that a real two-phase Chapman-Jouguet detonation does exist
in sprays with mean droplet diameters of about 350 um (and diameter distribu-
tion given in Figure 4) having vapor concentrations as low as sv-0.06. In
contrast, in decanol sprays with sv < 0.01 no detonation or even amplification
of the shock wave was observed. A certain vapor concentration seems, therefore,
to be indispensable for the spray detonation to occur.

6. INvESTIGATIoNS OF THE REACTION ZONE

Prior to reacting with the oxygen, the fuel in liquid form has to be mixed
with the air and distributed down to the molecule scale. The first step is the
atomization of the droplets by stripping off the boundary layer in the flow
behind the shock wave 9,10,11,12. Thus, from each droplet a cloud of micro-
particles results. After rapid vaporization of the small liquid particles in
the high temperature gas, the droplets lead to regions of high fuel vapor con-
centration in the flow behind the shock. A quick distribution of this gaseous
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fuel is only possible by turbulent mixing because the diffusion is much too
slow to be effective enough.

The optical investigations of the reaction zone give sane insight into the
different processes mentioned above. An example of simultaneous recordings of
the scattered light level and the particle velocity is given in Figure 8. The
period of light scattered (from the microparticles) is always limited to about
10 us. The records taken show strong variations and are not reproducible. Some
of them contain a large peak as examplified in Figure 8. The particle velocity
determined from the Doppler shift of the scattered light rises within 2 us and
shows a spike which is probably due to the primary reaction of the relatively
high fuel vapor component of the two-phase mixture. Whereas the spike does not
always appear, a rise time as short as 2 us is typical for all velocity records.
From these measurements, the following informations can be drawn: atomization
and evaporation of the liquid fuel occur very rapidly so that 10 Us after the
shock has passed, the liquid is completely transformed into vapor. The diameter
of the microparticles having a velocity relaxation time which does not exceed
2 us cannot be greater than about 2 urm. The microparticles are rather unequally
distributed before they evaporate. The vapor clouds from the droplets will
therefore require considerable tuirbulent mixing before they can sabstantially
contribute to the reaction.

Additional information is obtained by recording the optical path changes
in the reaction zone. In Figure 9 the signals from both an ordinary shock wave
in an inert medium and a detonation wave in an understochiometric mixture of
air and ethanol vapor are compared. The light path was inclined by 150 with
respect to the plane of the shock wave in order to avoid a singularity at the
moment of shock passage. An ordinary shock wave leading to constant flow densi-
ty ideally generates a rectangular signal during shock passage. In constrast a
detonation wave, because of the sudden density decrease along with the beginn-
ing of the reaction, leads to a spike. It is followed by strong variations
which can be due to fluctuations in pressure or temperature or both. Figure 10
shows two further records of detonation waves in stochiometric mixtures of air
and ethanol vapor. In all these records, the fluctuations have vanished after
about 100 Us. In contrast, corresponding signals from two-phase detonations in
decane sprays (see Figure 11) contain high-frequency fluctuations (note the
change of scale in Figure 11 1), which show no tendency to decay. They can on-
ly be interpreted as temperature (entropy) inhcaogeneities passing through the
light path, because pressure oscillations cannot persist after the end of the
reaction. Entropy fluctuations are, however, an indication for the incomplete
combustion of an unsufficiently premixed gas.

Integration of the records in Figure II leads to the density profiles
given in Figure 12. In these profiles, the reaction zone can clearly be iden-
tified as the region of increased density corresponding to the von Neumann-
spike in gas detonations. In the case of two-phase detonations, however, the
reaction time is much longer. The plots in Figure 12 show the reaction to end
only about 50- 100 us after shock transition. As vaporization is already
completed after 10 us it can be concluded that the reaction in two-phase
detonation of the investigated sprays is mainly controlled by turbulent mixing.

The pressure records taken at both the wall and inner part of the tube
also contain considerable fluctuations in the dynamic pressure during the first
100 us after shock transition, which indicate a strong turbulence. At the same
time during this period, the average pressure is higher than the equilibrium
value. According to the theory of detonation this shows that part of the
reaction energy (the kinetic energy of the turbulence) has not yet been trans-
formed into thermal energy.
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7. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The experiments clearly demonstrate that in sprays of low vapor pressure
fuels like decane and hexanol having droplet diameters as indicated in Figure 4,
a self-sustaining Chapman-Jouguet detonation can exist. The reaction of the
liquid fuel with the available oxygen seems to be mainly controlled by turbul-
ent mixing. As in sprays containing a fuel vapor concentration of less than 6%
of the equivalence ratio, no detonation was attained, it is assumed that
initial combustion of fuel vapor is vital for creating some turbulent mixing
and for releasing the reaction of the fuel from the droplets. The efficiency
of the liquid fuel to detonation was not 100% for the investigated sprays. The
measured shock velocities for the stochiometric sprays do not attain 1800 m/s,
found for stochiometric gas mixtures (see Figure 7). The measured data suggest
that roughly half of the remaining oxygen is utilized by the liquid fuel.
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SELF-ACTING DOUBLE SHOCK TUBES AND APPLICATION

TO EXPERIMENT OF GASES MIXING PROCESS
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Synohronized operation of double shook tubes is made in
nearly full automation. In utilizing the feasibility of the
operation, is studied a mixing process of two gases ejected
from the separate nozzles after the respective shook
compressions. The mass sampling probe developed for this
experiment is used to detect the mole fraction distributions
of gas species in the mixing region downstream from the
nozzle exit. The results are reasonable in comparison with
the previous measurement of the small signal gain in the
similar flow for CO-/JN mixIng gasdynazio laser.

1. INTRODUCTION

Previously the senior author (H1O.) and his colleugues reported the
mechanism and performance of a shook tube driven by the fast aotirn valves
using the treo plstoul. Specifically, the C0/4 taxing godynamo laser was
Investigated by the synohronized opoeraion of double ahock tubes, in which case
the small signal gain of the laser xedia produced by the mixing wan neasured
while the mixing process Itself w4a out of the 3tudy b"ause of the lack of
appropriate method *vailable2.

In this paper, the double shock tubes of the same techanism as the
previous one has been iproved to be driven In nearly Iull automation with the
aid of the Micro cotputer. This results in much feasibility In operation and
better reduction of the data. Secondly the Instantaneous mixing of the two
jests in different stagnant conditions, which are producad by the separate
shook tubes, is experimentally studi4d by the mole-fraotion measurement by
means of the mass-waapling-prnbe techniqua developd for this experiment. The
quadrapol' us; filter is widely applied in the field of molecular
physios/chaistry. Retently there appear various applications for the study of
the shook tube flow. So tar most of the aass filter measurements used to focus
on the molenaler bem which is emanuated by introducing the sampled gases into
a high racwia chamber separated from the Ihock tube. These are in Qategory of
the molecular-beam sampling method. In the present xperieant, however the
gases concerned in the flow are directly *apled thr•ugh a small hole of the
probe which Is connected to tht' ns3 filtar. Ths output of the sass filter
provides an incoming rate of the gas species, whtch Is proportional to the mole
fraction. This type of the sass sa•a•ng probe is etployd for the measureneat
of tWe *ole fraction of gazsAs mixture p•ruduce by the present facility.
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I1. EXPEHIMEMTAL APPARATUS AND OPERATION

This experiment was conducted by a synchronized operation of double shook
tubes, which produce separate stagnant conditions for each test gas. These
double shook tubes are contrived to be driven by a fast acting valve consisting
of a free piston and an auxiliary piston (Fig.1). The characteristic
performance of this type of shook tube has already been reporteo 2 . Though the
driving mechanism remains nothing changed from the previous one, the operation
has been improved to achieve following the input of indications to c.p.u..

The operation nf the present shock tubes and the related measurement were
automated mostly following tte input of the indic-tions to the micro computer
except the manual replacement of the separation diapLragm between two shock
tubes. The indications to c.p.u. are as follows:

Input of driven pressures PIN (=75 torr), PIC (=200 torr)

Input of driver pressures P4,N (=11 kg/om2), p4,C (=11 kgiom2)

Input of adjusted time ta (=3000 psec)
for matching of C-tube shot
with N-tube shot

Inp'li of voltages imposed Vl, V2 (V1i450 mV for N2 ,V2 =714 mV for CO2 )
on quadrapole of M.S.
and its pulse width tw (=1000 Vseo)

where ( ) represents typical conditions and the subscripts N and C denote the
quantities pertinent, respectively, to N2 and C02 . The resulting shook Hach
numbers for the typical condition were

Ms,N = 3.88 Ms'c = 2.32

After input of all the indications, the shook tubes are run and then
immediately followed by the charge-up of the driver seotions and the
evacuation of the driven sections for the next run. Apparently the
experimental condition ran be varied arbitrarily within an allowable range of
pressures. In the present experiment, the test gases were N2 for the primary
tube and CO2 for the secondary tube, and the driver gas was He.

Ah in the previous shook-tube experiment on mixing gasdynamic laser, two
different gases, say CO and N are ejected through the multip.e nozzles and
the slit nozzle after t&e shock compression at each end. The nozzle geometry
is shown in Fig.1. The mixing of gases is initiated just after the nozzle
exit, connected with the test section of rectangular crose section, which has
several ports for the mount of the mass filter probe.

The shook tubes are d~frerent from each other in dimension, the primary
tube for gas (N2 ) has a driven section of 50 mm in inner diam. and 5,500 ?m in
length with the following 20 x 80 En orosa section, and the secondary tube for
the other gas (C02 ) is connected with the slit nozzle sandwitohed between tuo
rows of the multiple nozzles for the primary gas. In Pig.1 is shown the
schematic of the nozzles. Two rows of 8 nozzles consist of the xultiple nozzles
for the primary gas and each nozzle is straight conical. Since the area ratio
of the throat to the aroma section was awall, say 5%, no separation diaphragm
was used between the primary tube and the test section. Before the shot of the
tube, the primary tube is separated by a thin diaphragm from the secondary tube
(see Fig.1).

As for the synchronization of the two shook-tube shots, the arrival of the
shook wave at each tube end was moni tored by the pressure record of the gauges
mounted at the locations close to each tute end, and an adjusted time to was

-'.A
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selected from rim to run . The typical pressure record is shown in Fig.3. For
the input of the same operational condition, there was slight deviation in
matching of the shook vave arrivals at two tube ends. Actually this deviation
was within about ±200 micro sea in most of the runs, in which the present
experimental data were acquired. The order of this deviation in matchirg may
be allowable because it is enough less than that of the flow duration.

III. MOLE-FRACTION MEASUREMENT BY MASS SAMPLING PROBE

Principle of the &aethod
The gas is sampled through a small circular hole (30 micro m) on the top

side of the tube immersed in the flow (Fig.1). The sampled gas is introduced
to a quadrapole mass filter (MS 105A ULVAC). Apart from the ordinary way of
use of the mass filter we are concerned with the transient record of the mass
filter, because the inflow of gases cannot reach the stationary state within
comparatively short flow duration, which is of the order of several msec.

For a fixed hole with the area A, the inoming number flux Ni of gases
species is

Ni u ni vt A
where v# is the mass-averaged speed of gases and ni the number density of i-th
species. In the present set of the probe and mass filter, the total volume of
the probe and mass filter ithelf acts as a sort of plenum chamber for the
incoming gases, because of thk zmall capacity of the vacuum system (turbo
molecular pump and RP). The mass filter only records the increase in number of
the concerned species; namely, the detected signal of the mass filter must.be
proportional to the number of the species. Therefore the time derivative Ii of
the signal Ii must be proportional to the incomiLg rate Ni of the species
number or the species number flux; that is,

ii Nc Hi t% n
From the record3 of the mass filterfor differený species, Lay Ic for C02 and IN
for H2, we can obtain the ratio of species number density nj/ni, or the mole
fraction of each species. It should be noted that from the prinoiple of the
method above described, the mole fraction thus detected does not depend on the
flow direction to the sampling nole because the hole area A and the incoaiug
velocity vt are common for each species though they may vary in different flow
direction to the hole.

Calibration of mass sa4m ii rbe
For the callbrea 1ion an iiitAflly known condition must be settled, Thio

can be do.e by using the flow which is produced by a single shook tube with
gases of a given outure ratio inAttelly charged in the driven tube. For that
case the initial mixture ratio remains unchanged in the whole flow reMion. For
the gases mixture of CO2 and H2 concerned in the present experiment, the
calibration was made by using the primary shook tube.

The sampling rate depends on the pulse width tw of the elecotri' potential
iaposed on the quadrapole of the mass filter (see Fig.2). In this experiment
the pulse width t w wse chosen to be I a see; namely, this provide one sampliag
/ a sec alternatively for each species. One of the typical mass tilter records
for the calibration is showt in Fig.40, in which the imposed potential is al,8o
recorded. For the calibration the probe woa set at the position (x 1 !.75, y a
0.5, z a 0.5) in dlmensionLeas scale referred to the distance (10 om) between
the upper and lower nozzle centers, where the x is measured from the centor of
the nozzle exit toward downstream, the y normal to the alit nozzle, the z
parallei to the slit nozzle (Fig.1). For the present mass filter, the
potentials imposed on the quadrapole were 150 mV fter N2 and 714 RV for C02.A:
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seen from Fig.4, the initial rise of the I's, say IN and Ic.can.be.obtained for
the known mole fraction of either N2 or C02 . The ratio of Ic/(IN+IC) is
plotted in Fig.5 against the mole fraction of C02.

Measurements
The nozzle flow is initiated just after the arrival of shock waves at the

end of the shook tubes. The flow duration is several m seconds, while the mass
filter signals begin to rise with the delay of a few m seconds. This delayed
response is likely to be mainly due to the volume of both tubing and mass
filter compared with the incomiLg volume of gases or number of gases. In view
of such delay of the mass filter signal, the driver gas (He) followed after the
driven gases(N2 , C02 ) was traced by imposing the potentials for He (55 mV) and
N2 (450 mV) on the quadrapole. The record is shown in Fig.6. In this record
the spikes pertinent to various impurities of molecular mass between He and N
appear. The distinct signals pertinent to He and N2 can be identified from the
others, It follows from the comparison that the driver gas He reaches the
probe with a delay of about 10 m sec from the driven gas N2 does.

In this experiment we measured the mole fraction behavior in the mixing
process of the gas (N2 ) issued from a multiple nozzles with the other gas (C02)
issued from a slit nozzle sandwitohed between two rows of the N2 nozzles. The
observation by the mass filter probe was made for several cross sections from
the near region of the nozzle exit toward downstream. One of the typiocl mass
filter records for the mixing region is shown in Fig.T, The measured
distributions of CO2 mole fraction ($) are shown in Fig.8. The experimental
data are preliminary because of crude coverage of the measured points. The
results, however, show a qualitative picture of the mixing process from the
nozzle exit to far downstream; for example, the mature mixing is established at
the section dovastream of the order of about 10 nozzle diameters. In
comparison with the previous measurements of small signal gain in the similar
mixing process of N2 and CO, the location whore the positive gain initiated to
appear is identified with the location for the initiation of the mature mixing.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Fully automated operation of double shook tubes results in much
feasibility in synchronization and better reproduction in data acquisition.
Two different gases are ejected from the separate nozxles after shock
compresaion by two shock tubes. The mixing process is studied by means of the
mass sampling probe developed for this experiment. The sampling probe enabled
us to detect the mole fraction of the concerned species in rather fast
response. The seasured distributions of the mole fraction over several
section3 provide a reasonable feature for the mUxing process. Further
applications of this type of the probe will be prorising for a variety of the
shcok-tube flow studies.
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STUDY ON SHOCK WAVES IN LOW TEMPERATURE GAS
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New apparatus for shock waves in low temperature gas is developed
by canbining the non-diaphragn (snap-action) shock tube with
cooling by liquid nitrogen. With driver gas N and !!e, experiments
are conducted for driven gases of N2 ,0 2 , and 1-12. Along -ith
the measurements for initial pressure, temperature, velocities of
incident and reflected shock waves, and pressure changes with data
processing by microcomputer system, flow visualization by pulse
YAG laser and image converter (Imacon-790) are. performed. Mininun
temperature of initial test gas ranges to about 150K (-123*C).
Among the results, shock waves in R-12 indicate real gas effect,
and shock condensation phenomena behind the waves in low temperature
conditions are observed.

1. INIRODUCrION

In proportion to the progress of cryogenic engint-ering in recent years,
the necessity of investigations for fluid dytnaical pJencmena has developed
extensively for such wide range of gases and liquids from room temperature to
cryogenic level as coolant recurrence, IUG transportation, liquid oxygen or
hydrogen feeding, and cryogenic superfluid technology. Although the multiphase
fluid dynamics or high speed gasdynani,.s in low tenqerature range have been
of great importance, practical data for this field are quite inadequate.

Shock tube is one of the jrominet apparatuses for the experiments on
high speed gasdynamics. OWing to the atmospheric influx and freezing of water
vapor during the exchange of brok•n diaphragm., conventional shock tubes have
the severe lin•t•tion for the low ' nperature experiments, and only a few
investigations' have been reportcd by the conventional shock tube with com-
plicated contrivance for the diaphragi excb~ange.

Non-diaphrap shocl tubes have high pQtentiality to these low temperature
experiments. In this pe!er a new apparatus3 for shoak wave experiments in low
taineraturn fluids is developed by consolidating the diaphragmless, snap-action
shock tube',5 with co•.ling by liquio nitrogen. Funidmental parameters of shock
waves in low temperraure gases are studied. 1he condensation phenomena behind
the shock vmves in ].v temperature R-12 tFreon 12; (CZ2F2)are also investigated.

2. EXPDIM•rCAL AW)ARMJS AND MMSURDOS

The schematic diagram of •-perimental setup for shock wave in low tempera-
ture gases is shown in Fig.1. The shock tube newly devised3 has a main piston
made of nylon, iihich is subt3tuted for conventional dia~wagm, and also has
an auxiliary nylon piston cootrolled by an electroagneti. valve. The basic
mechanism of driver section is similar to those reported', . Some improvement
in such points as evacuation in valve chamber and feed-tubing between high
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pressure chambers is achieved to prohibit from adverse air influx and to operate
both pistons smoothly. This shock tube is free from pollution by broken diaphragm
or freezing influx of water vapor in atmosphere, and many operations are possible
by keeping the driver section in low temperature by liquid nitrogen.

The low pressure chamber is the stainless tube of 19.4cm inner diameter,
whose horizontal length is 2.1-m. In order to maintain the saturation phase equi-
librium or constant conditions in.cdld test section, low pressure tube has 900
bend portion of 150mm curvature, and 1.2m vertical portion including area adaptor
and 20x20mm2 square test section. The diffraction and disturbances of shock wave
through this bend portion are considerd to becone weak in downstream region of
several times as long as tube diameter , because the ratio of curvature radius
to tube inner radius is 15. Cooling section with liquid nitrogen and vacuum
chamber for heat shield are equipped to vertical tube.

9 The pressure history of incident and reflected shock wave is monitored by
piezoelectric transducer (PCB-.11A24), and shock velocities are measured from
duration between the trigger signal by a lead zirconate-titanic solid-solutior
piezoelectric pressure element (Tokin NPM-ND5) and PCB transducer signal.
Measured data are amplified to be recorded by storage oscilloscope, and processed
by microcomputer. Initial gas temperature in test section is measured by CA ther-
mocouple.

Flow visualization with shadowgraph is also conducted by motor-driven camera,
high-speed image converter (Imacon-790), and by pulse YAG laser (second harmon-
ics)'Nitrogen, 0 , and R-12 (WiA2F2 ', specific heat ratio;Y.=1.14, molecular
weight; 120.9, aXnospheric boili-g point; 243.5K) are used as the test gas, with
the driver gas of N2 or He.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Processed data by microcomputer are shown in Fig. 2. Lower trace is pressure
variation of PBB-i11A tre~sducer and upper trace is from NPM piezoelectric
element. The velocities and Mach numbers of incident and reflected waves are also
calculated from these data. Figure 3 presents measured and calculated incident
Mach nunber N1 to driver/driven pressure ratio p41 for test gas N2 . Idealized
oriedimensional shock tube calculation is employed. Owing to the dIfference
between sound velocities, calculated Mach number in low temperature indicates
higher distribution than normal range. Measured data for our non-diaphragm shock
tube show lower distributions than the calculation curves, including some data
scattering. Slightly hi'her trend can be seen for cold range than the data in
room temperature. As regards the results for R-12 shown in Fig.4 , however,
measured data are too scattered to find a clear tendency. This is mainly attrib-
utable to initial pressure measuremb...- by Hg manometer.

With respect to the incident shock strength, the ratio of pressure behind
the wave to initial value is indicated in Fig.5 for test gas 02 . It can be seen
that measured results are almost in accord with Rankine-Hugoniot relation in both
room and low temperature conditions. Similar results are obtained for test gas
of N2 . The data for R-12, however, show some discrepancy that originates from
mDlecular relaxations.

As for the driven gas R-12, if the test section is cooled enough by liquid
nitrogen below the equilibrium boiling po,.nt of R-12 under a given pressure P1
condensed liquid phase accumulates at end section to achieve liquid-gas saturated
phase equilibrium. The saturation curve of R-12 is presented in Fig.6. If the
shock wave progresses into the gas in suca phase equilibriun, flow parameters
behind the shock jump up to the new conditions according to Rankine-hugoniot
relations as indicated in Fig.6. The temperature of the gas adjacený go the wall,
however, cannot follow the jump conditions, and condensation effect 9 may play
a predominant role especially at cold solid wall or liquid surface.

As an example of low temper.
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ature results, pressure variation for low temperature R-12 (about -39 0C) is pre-
sented in Fig.7. Upper trace indicates the trigger signal from NPM pressure
element. Rapid decay of pressure behind the incident shock wave is remarkable,
and pressure decline behind the reflected shock is also observed. Dashed line
represents the measured pressure behind the shock wave under the same initial
pressure conditions for room temperature. This rapid decay is considered to
originate from nonequilibrium condensation in the gas close to the wall behind
the shock wave. In our preliminary experiments, strong scattering of He-Ne laser
beam was also observed behind the waves, which also proves strong condensation
effects and shock-boundary layer interaction at the reflected shock wave due to
the real gas effects.

Owing to this real gas effects and condensation phenomenon, Mach number
Mt of reflected shock(velocity Ur divided by sound velocity a2 behind the inci-
dent shock wave) presents different features between the test gases as shown
in Figs.8 and 9. Figure 8 is the result for test gas N2 , which indicates lower
distribution than ideal and onedimentional calculation curve. The data for R-12
in Fig.9, however, represent higher and more scattered distributions than N2
especially in low temperature range. These trends seem to be caused by strong
bifurcation of reflected shock wave and interactive disturbances in reflected
stagnation.

As regards the results from flow visualization, to our puzzled but pleasant
surprise, a wide variety of flow features for R-12 shock reflection are obtained
about. sgturated phase equilibrium, depending on initial parameters. Figure 10
shows the typical series of photographs obtained by Imacon-790 shadowgraph
technique. On account of the curvature of cold R-12 liquid surface near the wall
by surface tension, concentrated and counter-crossing shock waves in the re-
flected stagnant are observed. Condensation effect behind the incident wave
darkens the visual field, and a compression wave into the liquid R-12 is visible
in series nunber 4. As we have already obtained, experiments for the collapse
of cavitation vapor bubbles are quite easy for cryogenic fluids utilizing this
shock wave reflection.

The flow fields with condensation phenomena are shown from Fig.11-a to
Fig.11-e by pulse YAG laser shadowgraph. Incident shock followed by liquefac-
tion layer is observed in Fig.11-a, reflected shock and liquefied streaks behind
the incident wave can be seen in Fig.11-b. The disturbances by boundary layer
interaction and condensing instability or turbulence are clearly visible in
Figs.11-c to 11-e. These observed phenomena should be analyzed by shock lique-
faction7 ,8 as well as wall condensation 9

4. CONCLUSION

A new apparatus for shock wave experiments in low temperature gases is
developed by consolidating the non-diaphragm shock tube with cooling by liquid
nitrogen. Experiments are conducted for shock waves in N2 , 02, and R-12 of
temperature range from room conditions to the degree of 150K (-123 0C), and
fundamental shock parameters are measured, together with the flow visualization.
The operations of our shock tube for such low temperature range are quite satis-
factory. Complicated real gas effects on shock behavior of R-12 are observed,
and condensation phenomena behind the incident and reflected shock waves in
low temperature R-12 are measured.

The authors are greatful to express their sincere thanks to Mr. A. Yamazaki
of Miroran Institute of Technology for his endeavored experimental support and
valuable discussion and to Prof. Y. Hanaoka for his encouragement, and also to
Mr. J. Abe, Mr. H. Takahashi, Mr. K. Suzuki, and Mr. H. Takoshima for their
great support in this investigation.
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IGNITION OF COHBUSTION REACTIONS BETWEEN DRIVER AND
DRIVEN GASES IN A DIAPHRAGMLESS FLEXIBLE SHOCK TUBX

Yong W. Kim

Department of Physics, B g. 16
Lehigh University, Bethlehem, PA 18015, U.S.A.

We have "'-qerved for the first time that a combustion reaction
between the driver and driven gas can be ignited in a dia-
phragmless flexible shock tube. This arises as a consequence
of the unique property of the shock tube that the multiply
reflected shock regime is up to two orders of magnitude longer
than in a conventional pressure-driven shock tube of comparable
length. The ignition threshold and percent completion of the
combustion reaction between hydrogen and oxygen as the driver
ane driven gas, respectively, have been detz•mined by time-
resolved spectroscopy and measurement of water molecules as a
reaction product. We have also established that the ignition
proceeds with atomic oxygtn produced by thermal dissociation
of molecular oxygen.

SNTRODUCTION

The concept of a pressure-driven shov'.. tube with a fast-action valve in
place of a diaphragm and small-bore drivyn section(s) has been sticcessfully ir-
plemented in a number of configurations.," The combination of a valve and
small-bore tubing is instrumentol in production of shock vavta in that the rel-
atively slow throtrling action of the valve is compensated by the strong con-
tribution of the boundary layer in the driven tube. The use of small-bore
tubing also introduces the feature of flexibleneos to the driven section. In
the process, coupled with miniaturization possible with this design, the shock
tube can be built around diagnostic instrumectatoioi rather than in the conven-
tional mode of adaptitg the diagnostics to a shock tube as a fixed hardware
facility,

The dtaphragmlese flexible shock tube is operated without exposro to t4•e
atslphare and permits significatt recovery of the driver gas at high predeu•'e
after each ruA. Also, it is sim)Ie to produce matny shock wavow simultaneously
in 4 large tnumber ok driven sections which are connected to one driver section.
These ieatures provide new opportunities for applicsatin of the shock tube in
addition to those that have been the natural torricory of the coaventional
pressure-driven shock tubes.

We have been for some time pursuing the program of ident tying and analy-
sing the unique characteritti.cs of the diaphragmless flexible shock tube, pri-
marily in the luminous shock regime. One najor such characteristic is that the
mulkipl.y-reflected shock flows persist for a duration which is at le.At an or-
der of mspitude longer than that in the conventional shoe• tub-s. In a ton-
ventionAl prassure-drtve* shock tube the duration is approximately equal to the
time of flight of the primary shock over the Lull length of the driven section.
A spectroscop•c and cal rimetric analysis has show" that the ailtiply-reflected
regime of the diaphrgsimleas flexible saock tube indeed remains in a thermally
excited state for the enItire Ouration., Tbhi persistence of thermak excitation
is of considerabWt imp4;'trnce because one can now explore a broad range of re-
action pbeanuoma wbich require long relaxation timea, normally too loug to be
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studied by means of the conventional shock tubes.

One particularly striking example of such reactions, which bears on the
diaphragmless flexible shock tube as an experimental tool, is the discovery
that it is possible to trigger reactions between the driver gas and the driven
gas in this shock tube. Here the reaction is combustion taking place between
hydrogen, used as the driver, and oxygen in the driven gas of sy" thetic air or
pure oxygen. In the conventional shock tubes the reaction between the driver
and driven gases simply does not take place. The driven gas is heated by shock
compression and comes into contact at the contact surface with the driver gas
which is cooled by the rarefaction process. The duration of the contact be-
tween the two is not long enough for the precursor relaxation processes to e-
volve fully to the point of ignition in the conventional shock tubes. Our ob-
servation of the driver-driven gas reaction arises from the fact that the shock
reflection takes place between the endwall of the shock tube and the contact
surface repetitively for tens of times, allowing a suf.ficiently long period of
relaxation between the two reactants. The reason for such an extraordinarily
large number of shock reflections is in the fact that the driver gas pressure
is continually steepcned due to the throttling process of the valve opening and
the large volume of the driver section.

In the present paper we report on the results of a new investigation into
the energetics of the driver-driven gas reaction when the driver section of the
diaphragmless flexible shock tube Is filled with hydrogen and the driven sec-
tion with pure oxygen. The threshold condition for ignition of self-sustaining
combustion is determined in terms of the operating parameters of the shock tube.
Also measured are the percent completion of the H2-0 2 reaction in terms of to-

tal available oxygen at tiie start of each run. The percent completion as well
as total thermal energy production is determined by measuring the total amount
of water as a reaction product. In addition, time-resolved emission spectra
have been obtained in order to establish the reaction pathway for the ignition

of the driver-driven gas reaction. Namely, thermal dissociation of molecular

oxygen into atomic oxygen leads to the ignition.

In the following sections, the experimental seLup, the procedure for mea-
surement of the percent completion of the reaction and the instrumentation for
time-resolved spectroscopy as well as the analysis of the reaction pathway will
be described.

EXPERIMENTAL SFTUP

The shock Lube used in this study has a 60 cm long, 2.22 cm diameter dri-
ver section, fitted ý,ith a spring loaded plug valve, avid a 112 cm long drivern

section consisting of 7.9 mm diameter copper tubing terminated with a teat sec-
tion The test section has an interchangeable cylindrical sidewall piece of
either polished plexiglas or aluminum construction. The entire endwall con-
sists of a fused quartz or germanium window. A piezoelectric pressure trans-
ducer is located 5 cm downasream from the valve and also 7 mm upstream from the
endwall.

The emission spectra from the shock heated gas are examined primarily with
a f.3.5 high-dispersion spectrograph of Littrow design. The image plane of the
spectrograph is fitted with a 1024-element Reticon photodiode array detector
whose output is directed to a Nicolet 3091 dig..tal oscilloscope. The oscillo-
scope is interfaced with a microcomputer for digital control, data I/0 and on-
line analysis. Streak photographs are also taken on occasion by means of a ro-
tating drum camera. The overall arrangement of the experimental setup is shown

schematically in Fig. 1.
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In order to determine the fraction of oxygen consumed in the combustion re-
action with hydrogen, we have chosen to measure the total amount of water mole-
cules produced by the reaction in each run. A lightweight cold trap was designed
and constructed for this purpose. It is constructed of tlh.n-walled stainless
steel tubings and is fitted with two miniature vacuum valves, one each at the
long inlet and outlet tubes connected to the main 15 cm long cylindrical vessel
of 1.25 cm diameter. The vessel is filled with glass fibers to maximize the
surface area of the zold trap. Fig. 2 gives the details of the cold trap. The
total weight of the cold trap is 116.895 g when ful'y evacuated. It is cooled
by liquid nitrogen and ethyl alcohol-ice mixture in different stages of the wa-
ter vapor measurement as will be described later.

The typical range of shock tube operation is 30 to 70 atm in the driver gas
pressure and 20 to 250 torr in the driven gas pressure. The turn-around time
for each run is as short as two minutes. The most time consuming part of the
operation is the evacuation of the driven section by an oil diffusion pump but
this process can be speeded up by combining the pumping with flushings of the
driven section with pure oxygen to rid of hydr gen from the preceding run.

MEASUREMENT OF THE PERCENT COMPLETION OF THE H 2-02 REACTION

In a full blown combustion reaction of the H2 -02 system, as in a diffusion
flame, as many as 40 different reaction steps come into play. H, 0, OH, HO2 and
H2 02 play prominent roles as transient intermediate reaction products. However,
in a pulsed system, such as in ths present case of the driver-driven gas reac-

tion in the diaphragmless flexible shock tube, there is no ambiguicy as to what
the final reaction products are. They are unreacted molecular oxygen, molecu-
lar hydrogen and water molecules. The percent completion of the "j -0 reaction
in each run is then defined by the r~tio of the total number of wa er molecules
to twice the number of molecular oxygen available at the start of the reaction.

We have adapted the following procedure for measurement of the quantity of
water molecules groduced in each run. Before each run the cold trap is first
baked out at 150 C under high vacuum for twenty minutes and the valves are then
closed and its total weight determined to a milligram resolution. The cold
trap is then connected to the exhaust valve of the driven section on the inlet
end and to the vacuum manifold on the outlet end. Both connections are made by
means of Swagelok fittings with teflon ferrules in a completely greasefree man-
ner to insure agsinat any addition of extraneous weights to the cold trap in
this process. The main cylindrical vessel of the trap is then fully Lmmersed
in liquid nitrogen. After the shock tube is fired, the plug valve is closed
immediately, isolating all of residual oxygen and water molecules in the driven
section. The dominant constituent gas species in the driven section is. of
course, molecular hydrogen. In the next 10 to 30 minutes the driven section is
slowly pumped out through the cold ý;ap down to a few milli-torr pressure level,
Both the inlet and outlet valves are closed and the cold trap is imersed in an
ethyl alcohol-ice bath in order to boil off whatever oxygen that has been con-
detsed in the trap while keeping the trapped water still frozen, The trap is
then evacuated for 10 to 20 aseconds to 0.2 torr or les in pressure and sealed
off to be weighed. The increase in the total weight of the cold trap gives the
total amount of water molecules produced in the run. The amount of water mole'
culba collected in the trap were in the range of 4 to 26 mg.

We have also explored the threshold conditions for ignition of self-sus-
taining combustion. In viev of the fact that the H-O0 combustion results in a
strong amioaion around $890 , the threshold pressure of the driver gas ks
sought for each given pressure of the driven gas such that a shock tube run
would result in a detectable emission intensity in this wavelength region.
Fig. 3 shovw a aummary of the results from representative rune. At each oxygen
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pressure we show a range of the hydrogen pressure which is grouped into three

categoriest no ignition, intermittent ignition and ignition. The threshold va-

lue of the driver gas pressure lies somewhere in the intermittent ignition re-

gion.

Fig. 4 shows the measurement on the percent completion of the H2 -O2 reac-

tion as a function of the driven gas pressure for those runs whose driver gas
pressure lies above the ignition threshold value. The results ahow that the

percent completion is in the range of 53 to 95Z with a weak dependence on the

shock strength. This indicates not only that the self-sustained state of com-
bustion is readily reached once ignition takes place, but also that the dia-

phragmless flexible shock tube is remarkably effective in igniting the driver-

driven gas reaction which, in itself, is a most unusual phenomenon.

The total thermal energy produced by the reaction is quite substantial. For
the runs shown in Fig. 4 it ranges from 56 to 350 Joules. In fact, the heating
from such an intense release of a large amount of energy invariably causes a se-
vere burn damage to the plexiglas part of the test section in each run. At-

tempts to prolong the lifetime of the plexiglas test section by adding a dispo-
sable, transparent plastic lining have not been successful because the lining

becomes completely consumed in the combustion and the sidewall of the test sec-
tion scorched as well. The multiply reflected flows persist for 10 to 100 msec
and the energy release here represents a sustained heating at a multi-kW level.

ANALYSIS OF THE IGNITION PATHWAY

The H -O reaction system has been investigited over a period of several
decades. Intnrests are broadly ranged, from fla.es to explosions to propulsion.
The system has been studied experimentally, anal•tically and by numerical simu-
lation, resulting in a large body of literature. The system is still being
studied, however, because there are at least 40 regognized intermediate reaction
steps, involving many trans,!ent molecular species, and some rate constants and
the majority of reaction collision cross-sections remain only poorly under-
stood.

The initiation of the H •02 reaction system cm be classified into three
categories: one starting witi production of atomic hydrogen, a second beginning

with atomic oxygen and a third with free radical OR,. In steady state combus-
tion systems, all three reaction pathways play a rolt in the combustion front.
In view of the facet thut the distociation potential i.a lower for H than for 02,

the atomic hydrogen pathvay is expected to be the moot prominent ol the three

in su..h systems.

The question of interest in the present investigation is whether the igni-
tion of the driver-driven gas reaction in the diaphragmleos flexible shock tube
will take place along a particular reaction pathway. We anticipate here that
the atoxic oxygen pathuay vill be favored over the others becauds the primary

and multiply reflected saocuis exist in the driven g'e of oxygen, raising its
temperature sufficiently high for product--i of atomic oxygen by thermal disso-
ciation. The oxygen atone then react with cold hydrogen moleculee at the con-
tact surface to produce water molec'ola.

The w•sar6-"e ýon41quCIrCe of thia ocetwrio will be in the composition of
the ealoir'A. sltt-ýi fio the shock tubo. ~Notly. the atosic osygen spectrum
shoul4 eafrgt f(rm ei'rty on in the t intAtioot stage of the driver-driven gas re-

* action, Tht mrh , i -fi time-res'[vad ap.citroacopy has been employed for close

examin4kaion of sutA rjsaracteri*tito k the shock tube emission.

oIn vw.i.y•i. 'ho astsift3eotly 3oang ltw iaterval (10 to WO usee) over

- . .. ... .. I - ,1 i a i ... _...t ~ t~ll• ,=,.= •= .. . . i... . . i i. .. ,_ . .. . . .. . ,
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which the multiply-reflected shock flows as well as the ensuing H -O_ reaction
persist, it has been possible to configure a single Reticon photidiode array
detector and a digital oscilloscope in a special way to permit determination of
both the Epectral and temporal property of the emission simultaneously. The par-
ticular Reticon detector (model RL1024.S) contains 1024 PIN photodiodes in a
linear array spanning 25.4 mm, each 2.5 mm in height. The photodiode elements
are set up in an integrating mode whose time of integration is determined by the
time between two successive read-outs of the integrated intensity from a given
photodiode element. In the example shown in Fig. 5 the scan rate is set at 3.32
Usec per element and, together with an additional time delay of 600 usec before
the start of a next scan, it gives an integration time of 4 msec.

When the iReticon detector is placed on the image plane of the spectrograph
and is set in a free-running scan mode, a given photodiode element provides the
integrated intensity at a given wavelength oncc every 4 msec. An element next to
it measures the integrated intensity at another wavelength in accordance with
the dispersion of the spectrograph, again once every 4 msec but displaced in
tLme by 3.32 psec wiith respect to the previous element. If the full 1024 element
scan is viewed repeatedly, one can follow the time evolution of the full spec-
trum of the shock tube emission. Fig. 5b shows ten such scans in succession. The
history of the pressure over the same time span, as detected by the pressure
transducer near the plug valve, is d'.splayed in Fig. 5a.

Fig. 6 is a display of the data from Fig. 5b showing in greater detail the
time-integrated emission intensity as a function of wavelength at 4 msec inter-
vals starting some time after the Rhock tube firing. We note that the 1024 spec-
tral intensities from each full scan of the Reticon detector are compressed into
340 10-bit addresses of the digital oscilloscope because there are only 4000 ad-
dresses available in the oscilloscope for the ten full scans. This means that
one out of three photodiode elements is retained in this display. Remember also
that each wavelength channel is displaced in time from its immediate neighbor
by 3.32 usec.

It is quite straightforward to obtain the spectral intensity as a continu-
ous function of time from the time integrated segments of the spectrum of Fig.6.
We can, however, adequately address the question we posed earlier with the r-
suits shown in Fig. 6. They show a prominent H and H 0 emission around 5390A,
characteristic of the HI -0 combustion. Atomig oxygel emission lines contribute
also starting earlyoiu the~shock tube emission at all known wavelengths between
5329.10 and 6653,83A. But none of the atomic hydrogen lines are present with in-
tensitioi approaching anywhere near those of the atomic oxygen lincs. This ob-
servation i entirely consistent with the proposed scenario for the ignition of
the driver-Jriven gas reaction. Hydrogen molecules remain cold until they inter-
act with oxygen atoms which have been produced by thermal dissociation of mole-
cular oxygen due to the heating in the multiply reflected shock flows.
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BLAST-WAVE DENSITY MEASUREMENTS

by

D. V. Ritzel

Defence Research Establishment Suffield
Ralston, Alberta, Canada

A density gauge has been developed at Defence Research
Establishment Suffield (DRES) for measurements of
density-time records at locations of interest in shock-
and blast-wave flows. The system employs the beta-
attenuation technique and resolves the total density of
gas and any other material passing between the beta
source and detector. Although this instrumentation has
been designed for deployment in blast field trials it
can also be used in laboratory shock-tube tests, and
the gauge has been successfully fielded in both kinds
of experiments. The value of this density gauge is
shown in its ability to resolve contact surfaces,
slipstreams and density effects of entrained dust or
debris previously unresolved by standard field instru-
mentation. These features have important implications
both in applied studies of blast loading of structures
and in basic research in shock-wave phenomenology. In
this paper, the density-gauge system is briefly
reviewed, and results from the large-scale height-of-
burst (HOB) blast test 'Direct Course' are presented
and compared with predictions from numerical computa-
tions. Current and future applications of the gauge in
various blast- wave research areas are also described.

1. INTRODUCTION

As more complex shock-wave problems are investigated, the requirement for
reliable and comprehensive experimental measurements of flowfield properties
using minimal assumptions about the flow will become more acute. Although
pressure gauges have been reasonably well developed through the past decades.
reliable types of instrumentation for the remaining flow conditions are still
in demand. This deficiency is most evident in large-scale shock-tube and blast
field trials in which there are severe design constraints on instrumentation
and few of the conveniences allowed laboratory techniques.

The present paper describes and discusses a few results from successful
applications of a density gauge, or densitometer, capable of resolving time
records of the total density at a particular location of interest in two-
dimensional shock- and blast-wave flows. Measurement of blast-wave density is
valuable due to its fundamental role in the stagnation and dynamic-pressure
loading of structures and Its importance in defining blast-wave features such
as contact surfaces, slipstreams, and dust or other multi-phase flow, beyond
the scope of standard pressure instrumentation.
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Blast-flow density can be determined in some cases using photographic
methods such as interferometry or Dewey's particle-trajectory technique'.
Although effective in some applications, particularly in the laboratory, there
are disadvantages to such methods, especially their restriction to clear flows,
the relatively low resolution of quantitative data obtained by tedious film-
reading digitizing, and the fairly extensive set-up operations. Relatively few
attempts have been made to develop a true density 'gauge' to provide a high-
resolution analog record of the detailed density history at any location of
interest. Such a gauge would be intended to be deployed as readily as a
pressure transducer for shock-tube or field applications. A low-cost 'corona-
microphone' technique was investigated in the early 1950s in Sweden and the
United States2 with apparently good results, but recent evaluations carried out
by AWRE 3 have shown the method to be ineffective in field experiments with dust
and fine debris in the flow. Futhermore, the sensor seems inappropriate for
arbitrary two-dimensional flows. A light-attenuation method4 has been attempt-
ed for dusty-blast flows, but problems appear to exist with total obscuration
of the beam and correlating obscuration to actual density levels. The most
promising generic type of blast densitometer for general applications is based
on radiation attenuation, such as the present DRES system.

2. DENSITOMETER SYSTEM

The DRES density gauge and its development have been described in previous
reports5 6 7 8. The system consists of a beta-radiation source (Promethium-147
with an end-point energy of 0.224 MeY) which faces across a gap to a detector
composed of a scintillator and photomultiplier tube (PMT); the measured inten-
sity will be a function of the attenuation of the radiation beam due to the
total density in the flow within this measuring volume. Although the equation
governing the radiation attenuation is an exponential, signal conditioning and
amplifying electronics are used to produce a convenient linearized output. In
a recent paper9 the most recent version of the densitometer is described as
part of a new blast-gauge station, designed to combine several types of instru-
mentation (static and stagnation pressure, density and shock velocity) in a
single convenient gauge head in order to define the complete gascynamic
flowfield at a location in a blast.

3. APPLICATIONS AND RESULTS

The original blast densitometer system was developed at DRES by Dr. Dewey
in the 1960s for applications in large-scale blast field trials. The gauge
structure is shown in Fig. 1, and basically consists of two vertical parallel
panels secured to a base plate. Oriented towards the shock, the panels form a
channel of prescribed width through which the blast wave passes undisturbed.
The densitometer is configured across this channel near the centre of the
panels at 46 cm elevation; one panel is used to mount the source, while the
other contains the detector, anplifier and batteries. Each panel measures 165
cm long by 61 cm high by 8 cm thick and features sharp leading and trailing
edges so as not to significantly disturb the blast flow. The detector side has
a streamlined housing which protudes somewhat into the external flow in order
to accomodate the PMT. This system was successfully fielded in large-scale
surface blasts and shock-tube tests conducted at DRES, and very good records
were reported5 6.

The system was virtually ignored until the large-scale blast test 'Direct
Course' conducted by the Defense Nuclear Agency in October 1983. This test
Involved the detonation of 609 tons of amonium-nitrate/fuel oil (ANFO)
contained in a 10.7-m spherical fibreglass shell at a 60.6-m height of burst.
Blast research studies were concerned with the evolution of the various forms

- I IIII I! i IN ,m m m m m , .. .. .. ... _ . . . . . . . .. .
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of Mach reflection but were concentrated on the dust-scouring phenomena in
which fine surface material is entrained by HOB blast waves passing over
realistic 'non-ideal' terrain. The dust entrainment and associated density
increases had been observed to significantly alter the blast-wave character-
i stics.

The DRES densitometer system was hastily refurbished for this test; the
instrumentation was upgraded7 although configured as shown in Fig. 1. Three
gauges were deployed in a 'natural blast' environment at peak overpressure
levels of 245, 172 and 70 kPa, (183, 201, and 314 m from ground zero, GZ) at
heights of 15, 46, and 46 cm, respectively. Two gauges were deployed over a
surface which had been specially tilled, sifted and loosened to promote dust
ingestion into the blast flow. These stations were located at the 550 and 245
kPa sites (122 and 183 m from GZ) at an elevation of 15 cm. Example results
obtained from this test are shown in Fig. 2 in comparison to some computer-code
predictions.

A dusty-blast density record is shown in Fig. 2a as obtained from the 550
kPa site. Features to note are the apparent second peak occurring about 40
msec after shock arrival and the abrupt density surge arriving about 100 msec
after the blast front. As supported by other observations, measurements and
computations, these are explained by dust-scouring mechanisms; the large
density surge marks the arrival of the dust pedestal or toroid created by the
ground vortex. A pre-shot computation from the DICE code of California
Research and Technology10 shows dust density alone. The amplitude has been
reduced by a factor of four for the figure, but the waveform has some valida-
tion from the measurement. The discrepancy can be explained by the course
gridding used (20-cm cells), simplified dust-ingestion modelling, and the fact
that the numerical data station was lower (10 cm) than that of the experimental
measurement. However, this and other density-history comparisons with DICE
have shown fair qualitative agreement in describing dust sweep-up.

Figure 2b shows density histories at a distance of 183 m from GZ. Shown
in the figure are traces from dusty, natural and clean blast environments; the
clean-blast record is a HULL-code prediction and is further idealized by not
including any dissipative effects. Although not included for brevity in this
paper, the measured overpressure record at the 'natural' site is a classical
smoothly decaying waveform of 235 kPa amplitudeB. Comparing the HULL record
and the natural-blast measurement, an abrupt density drop is observed in both
cases, about 40 and 80 msec after blast arrival respectively, which corresponds
to the passage of the slipstream roll-up in the ground vortex. Note that a
density increase is expected upon passage through the Mach-reflection slip-
stream itself. It can be concluded that this density drop was due to the fact
that the slipstream had rolled up and passed over the gauge site; therefore the
site would experience the low-density jet drawn in behind and beneath the roll-
up. The discrepancy regarding arrival and extent of the decay can be explained
by dissipative effects, especially involved with the ground vortex, and the
certain presence of some dust in the measured blast wave. The dusty-blast
record shown as a dashed line reveals the effect of dust scouring: the density
decay appears to be 'filled in' by the effects of entrained dust and/or
enhanced dissipation of the ground vortex. The dust pedestal has evidently
slowed and dispersed in comparison to the 122--m record; the sharp peak occuring
about 300 osec after the blast front i s the secondary shock, the effect of
which is superposed on the density surge of the pedestal. These results illu- 4
strate the importance of two-dimensional effects even at low overpressure sites
which would not have been revealed by standard pressure Instrumentation.

A final example of a density record is shown in Fig. 2c which compares the
HULL prediction with the measurement from the 70 kPa natural-blast site. Here
there is very good agreement since both dissipative effects and actual dust
ingestion would be small.
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4. APPLICATIONS AND DEVELOPMENTS OF THE DENSITOMETER

Since the Direct Course test the densitometer system continues to beapplied and developed. Applications include blast field trials, and both small
and intermediate-scale shock-tube tests. In small shock tubes the source and
detector are configured across the test section. Very good results have been
obtained for shock waves with durations as short as several milliseconds, and
valuable data, particularly regarding contact surfaces, have been resolved.

Recently, the system has been configured in a smaller convenient gauge
head for field applications which also includes other blast instrumentation as
shown in Fig. 3. This new field blast-gauge station has been deployed in the
large-scale blast test 'Minor Scale', although results are still being pro-
cessed. In future developments it is intended to replace the pitot probe with
a instrument to resolve local acoustic velocity in a direct fashion for
arbitrary two-dimensional blast flows. Such a method may also allow discrim-
ination of dust from gasdynamic densities in the densitometer measurement.

5. CONCLUSION

A densitometer system has been developed for resolving density-time
records at locations of interest in two-dimensional shock-wave flows. Results
have been presented here from its application in the blast field trial 'Direct
Course', and important features of the blast flow have been revealed. In
particular, effects of the HOB ground vortex and dust ingestion have been
identified. It has been demonstated that such density measurements are useful
in the analysis of shock-wave phenomena and the evaluation of hydrocode
computations, beyond the scope of pressure gauges.
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SIMULTANEOUS LASER MEASUREMENTS OF VELOCITIES AND

PARTICLE SIZES IN IWO-PHASE FLOWS

Y.M. Timnat and Y. Levy

Department of Aeronautical Engineering
Technion - Israel Institute of Technology

Haifa 32000, Israel

Measurements that allow to determine simultaneously
velocities and particle sixes in two-phase flow are of great
interest for the study of shock dynamics in dusty guses, for
fuel injection systems, sudden expansion combustors,
fluidized beds, pulverized coal combustion and filtzation
processes. A technique based on the use of a modified Laser
Doppler. Anemometer (LDA), allowing instantaneous measurement
(,f the sizes and velocities of individual transparent
spherical particles in a range from about 20 to 800
micrometers, with velocities up to 600 m/s was developed. it
is based on the linear relation existing between the particle
diameter and the pedestal amplitude, a characteristic of the
LBA signal. The technique develeped in order to obtain the
parameters of this relation is described and preliminary
results. are presented.

1. ITRODU'CT ION

Accurate measurements of particle sites and velocities in two-phase flows
are important for studying the snock dynamics in dusty aasesl, fuel
injection in air breathin. engines and liquid rockets, sudden expansion in
rasjers and rawocketa 2 as well as in other fields, such at fluidized beds,
pulverized fuel combustion and filttation processes. In additlot, computer
codes for two-phase flow require proliminary inforation on thi initial
conditions, which must be obtained expericwottlly.

There are a nuiber of techtjques, most of thet based o.i c vodified W•A
systetm, for local, instantaneoub two-phaso flov oeasuremnts. They can be
divided in thrve cotegotie4: a) the visibility techti*.e• 5  b) the pedeqtal

46flituded-6"8 and 0)the iliase Doppler asemtmrytO9,l1.

In the first method one uses the visibility of the signal, V, given by

mhax biti US4 010

.where I ei'd Iin are defined in f"ig. I. The advrwtage of using£
veibility values as a neisaure ef the particle site ts that it relotes it to a
not-dimensional characteristic oi the signal. independent of the -absolute
signal inteasity, an* in some cates requires no calibration.

The pedestal awplitude is defined as the m.axisu amplitude of the low
frequency coaponent of the i.gnal detected by the photomltiplier, as whoun in
Fig. 1. It was found to have a linear .Telationship to the particle diameter

. over a wide sise rAmge. This technique is easier to iaplteent, but requires a
calibration.

-MU

,•" ,AF
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The phase Doppler anemometry utilizes the interference caused by particles

crossing the control volume. A phase difference, liaEarly related to the

particle diameter, is detected between signals obtained simultaneously by two
photomultipliers at different location.

In all three categories the receiving optics must be aligned at some angle
to the axis (off-axis detection), as shown in Fig. 2. In the present work the
pedestal technique was chosen. Particles crossing the control volume scatter
a burst of light with an oscillatory frequency related to the particle
velocity (the Doppler frequency) and a pedestal amplitude linearly related to
the particle size (see Fig. 1).

Since the light intensity in the control volume has R spatial distribution,
it is possible to eliminate errors in the size measurements by -educing the
sensitivity of the collecting optics to a predetermined section, chosen usually
as the central part of the control volume (see Fig. 3). In this region the
light intensity of the fringes is almost constant and can be considered to
have the same reference level for all measured particles. Only signals of
particles crossing the central part of the control volume are accepted.

2. THE EXPERIMEITAL SYSTEM

The measuring technique developed was tested by performing experiments
with a system designed for collecting data on the two-?hase flow in a sudden
expansion combustor, also known as a dump combustor. The set-up, shown in

Fig. 4 includes fuel injection, a sudden expansion from a 10 cm to a 16 cm dia.
channel, equipped with pairs of optical windows, a 15 mW He-Ne laser,
appropriate optics and a detecting and processing system.

The signal processing system consists -if three parallel branches, that
include the processing of the Doppler signal giving velocity information, of
the pedestal amplitude, providing the droplet diameter end a validation Pulse

confirming the accuracy of the size measurements. A block diagram of the
complete signal processing system is given in Fig. 5.

In the Doppler branch the signal from the photomultiplier is connected to
a frequency processor through a high pass filter which acts as a buffer and an
electronic mixer. The frequency precessor (DISA model 55L90a) converts the
Doppler frequency bursts to a linearly related analogue voltage. The purpose

of the buffer is to prevent reverse influence of the mixer on the signal of
the photomultiplier, to eliminate distortion of the amplitude information,
required for the size measurements.

In the pedestal amplitude branch, the signal from the photomultiplier is
connected in parallel (see again Fig. 4) to a system, which detects and stores
the pedestal amplitude of individual signals. A diagram, which 'llustrates
schematically the signal processing is given in Fig. 6. The signal is passed
through a low-pass filter (self o-ait, 1 MHz), which removes the Doppler
frequency oscillations revealing the low frequency component of the signal;
this is then directed to a specially built peak detector (described in detail
in Ref. 8), which records the pedestal amplitude. The peak detector processes
signals with an amplitude above a preselected trigger level. Lower amplitude
signals, which usually come irom gas tracking micron-size particles, are

considered to have zero pedestal amplitude. The detector storer the signal
until the arrival of i new one, which reseto to zero the previous value. The
peak detector records all iignals from the photomultiplier, which have an

amplitude above the trigger level.
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The Doppler frequency processor performs an internal validation test, so
that only part of the signals are accepted and converted to the analogue
voltage. It follows that new signals come out of the peak detector at a
higher rate than out of the Doppler processor; a synchronization procedure
must therefore be introduced.

The validation signal, which indicates that a particle has crossed at the
centre of the control volume, is generated by synchronizing signals obtained
from two photodiodes aligned along the incident laser beam (see Fig. 3). The
diode6 record every particle, which crosses the beams. When a particle
crosses exactly at the centre of the control volume, the two diodes will
record signals instantaneously. The photodiode signals are processed to
obtain a validation pulse generated when they overlap. The amount of
overlapping specifies the dimensions of the region within the control volume,
which the particles have to cross in order to be accepted.

For automatic data acquisition all three channels are recorded on a POP
11/34 minicomputer. The signals are fed to an analogue to digital converter,
sampled sequentially and stored continuously. Whenever sampling terminates, a
data processing routine is called. It reveals the validated signals, which
are to be considered for analysing the flow results.

In order to obtain from the pedestal amplitude, measured in voltage units,
the particle size, a calibratic must be perforiaed. This was done with
droplets of known diameter as described in Ref. 2.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The experiments were carried out in air with kerosene or water as the
condensed phase. The information from the droplets is classified into
sections, according to their site. Tike very small droplets serve as tracking
particles, representing the gas flcw. Local velocity histograms, means and
r.m.s. values are obtained for each size.

A typical set of data is presented in Fig. 7; it shows the radial
variation of velocity histograms and mean and r.m.s. values for the two phases
across the combuslor.

Figurp 8 illustrates the gas flow along and across the combustor central
plane, One can observe a slight attenuation in the velocity when proceeding
downstreaum, on the o~aer hand the figure displays clearly tht recirculation
tone formed near the sudden expansion, which stabilizes the flame and
disappears dowmstream. Some arymmetry is evident, probably due to upstream
diutortion originating in the air supply.

Figure 9 presents the relative particle size distribution in the centre of
thv c~mbuator, shoting that over 40% of the droplets have A diameter smaller
tian otte tenth of the Maximum diameter.

Thlit accuracy of the velocity meaaureftents%, which depends on the optical
alignment, the signal to noise ratio and the settings of the frequency counter
used, is estimated to give an error below t 2%.

The particle site estimate depends strongly on the calibration curve,
whcit shows repeatability limits better than 101. This can be improved by
refining the calibration tochniqu#.
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Figure 1. Typical plot of signal
detected from large
liquid drop.
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SHOCK WAVES IN A GAS FILLED FLEXIBLE TUBE

J. BROSSARD, J. RENARD, M. AMINALLAH

Laboratoire de Recherche Universitaire
63, Avenue de Lattre de Tassigny

18028 BOURGES CEDEX - France

After a brief review of the most signifiant results obtained
from the modelization describing the deformation of a long
tube loaded by a moving ideal pressure step, we report the
numerous data obtained from the experimental investigation on
a polyvinyl tube. The pressure step is a shock wave (M - 1.5
to 4.5) the strength of which is governed by the initial
pressure of the detonable mixture in the high pressure
chamber. A cellophan diaphragm isolates the low pressure
chamber which is a PVC tube 4 m long and 16 = in dia. The
radial and longitudinal deformations are investigated by
strain gauges on the external wall. The amplitudes and the
frequencies of the deflections on both sides of the damped
shock front are in quite agreement with the predicted values,
in spite of the difficulty to evaluate the mechanical
properties of the material.

I - INTRODUCTION

The damaging effect of shock waves on pressure vessel submitted to pressure
wave loading appears as a real problem with respect to safety * . In particular
the tranisient response can be catastrophic for the structure. In the case of
straight tubes, besides the geometry and the development of the boundary layer,
the mec'iauical stiffness obviously effects the velocity and the decrease of the
confined shock wave. Between the two extreme boundary conditions which are the
perfectly rigid mechanical confinement and the widely deformable or the brittle
fracture of the tube, there are many modes of interaction between the pressure
wave and the material. Specifically in the case of polymeric confinement and low
velocity pressure step, a procursor deformation Is attached to the pressure front
; that coeane a fundamental interaction between the pressure wave propagation and
the expansion of the confining material.

After a brief review of the most significAnt results obtained from the
modelftation applied to the long tubes confining an ideal pressure step we report
the numerous data obtained from the experimental investigation on a polyvinyl
tube. Then, from the comparison of the observed deformation with the predicted
values Oeduced from a more cophisticated numerical solution of the non-stationary
model, we conclude to the good agreement.

2 - IODELIZATION AND NUNERICAL SOLUTIO1N

There have been several theoretical studies I'M of the deformation of a
flexible tube confining a propagating shock wave. The restrictive hypothesis
generally introduced are : the axially mymetry, the elastic behaviour of the
confining material, the thin walled tube and an ideal step pressure wave with a
constant velocity. In the most complete theory developped by Tang 3 are
introduced the shear deformations, the rotatory inertia and the bending moment.
For the steady state response the pressure is assumed to have acted for a long
time. The analysis of the partial differential equations leads to the
characteristic equation which defines four different critical velocities. The two
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lowest values are dependent not only on the geometrical charateristics of the
tube but also on the mechanical properties of the material. The two highest
values are only dependent on the mechanical properties of the material. So, the
four particular values of the velocity divide the spectrum velocity in five
domains in which the analytical solutions are very different 3 ' 5  . After the
first approach given by Tang 3 ,6 , more recently the non-steady state has been
examined and the transient response of the confinement has been detailed7 '8 by
means of numerical solutions. The most important problem is what happens when the
confinement is loaded with a non-steady pressure step of which the velocity
crosses over the critical values. We have investigated a large field of
attenuating or accelerating shock waves in the case of a tube with finite length
and simply hinged at the first extremity. One typical numerical solution is
presented in Fig. 1. The radial deflection w is compared with the thickness h of
the confining tube, and each line gives the relative radial deflection at
different times. The four dotted lines correspond to the four characteristic
velocities of the confinemment. The finite pressure step is applied at the origin
of the tube and its decrease is correlated with the distance - time (x, t)
function like X = X Ln (a + bt) which simulates the attenuation law
experimentally observeZf As the modelization necessitates the knowledge of the
mechanical properties, we have introduced the values deduced from experiments
with a polyvinyl tube (see the next part). The break in the line gives the shock
front position at varied times. At the beginning of the tube, the shock velocity
is nearly the first critical velocity and then as the shock velocity decreases,
two precursor perturbations appear. A low frequency one which covers the tube
along the part delimited by the highest velocity and a high frequency one.
strongly damped, which is attached to the front. On the left side, at a distance
from the front, we observe large amplitude oscillations and an evolutive
wavelength which are the results of the decrease of the shock velocity. Generally
speaking, the more decelerated is the shock wave, the more concentrated is the
perturbated zone behind the front. On the contrary, the more accelerated is the
shock wave, the more enlarged is the perturbated zone.

3 - EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES AND RESULTS

The experiments 0 were conducted with a detonation - driven stainless
steel shock tube of 21 = in. diameter and 3 m long. The strength of the shock
wave generated by the detonation of propane - oxygen mixtures was governed by the
initial pressure p of the detonable mixture In the high pressure chamber. A
cellophane diaphragm separates the high pressure part froe the low pressure
chamber, The low pressure section was a polyvinyl chloride tube 16.1 m in.
diameter, 2.2 -s thick and 4 m long. The shock waves propagate in air at initial
pressure p - I bar. The strength of the shock wave and the radial and
lonagitudiaLh deformations of the confinement were Investigated respectively by
pressure gauges and strain - gauges on the external side of the tube. The
decreasing behaviour of the shock was investigated by the velocity measurements
at different positions on the vall. In spite of the difficulty of pressure
measurements through the flexible wall, the values quite agree with those deduced
from velocity measurements. With our experimental conditions, the decrease of the
pressure p. just behind the shock front is well described by the exponential
function P, - a exp (- 0.38 X) in which pV (bar) - p (X - 0) characterizes
the shock Ohen fý penetrates the Initial sectlon of the flexible tube, and X (a)

Is the absciss of the shock front. A similar function Is deduced for the front
velocity V (a/s) - V exp (- 0.18 X). Table I lists the values of p1 and V. for
the varied values o? p In fact the p value is dependent on tMe pressure p
generated by the detonable mixture and Ansequently is dependent on the initial
value of p*. taking into account the mechanical effect of the diaphragm strength.
In Fig. 2 are presented two typical records of the deformations obtained by means
of very small strain - gauges. The first one (Fig. 2.A) shows the radial
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deformation at two abscissae X - 1.07 and 1.57 m. From the difference (t 2 - t1 )
the mean velocity is deduced. The second one (Fig. 2.B) shows the radial (upper
trace) and the longitudinal (lower trace) deformations at the same position (X
3.00 m) on the tube. On both records we observed a precursor wave which is
travelling with a characteristic velocity independent of the pressure wave
loading. This precursor perturbation is the result of the impact of the pressure
wave at the stainless - steel tube and polyvinyl tube interface. Its velocity is

erientall deduced (V - 1700 m/s) and compared with the analytical value
/VP(i-2). By such I way and for a given material (the specific mass

p- 1.414 x 10 kg/m 3is experimentally knowu) a first relation between E and V
(Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio, respectively) is obtained. Fig. 3 shows
that the maximum amplitudes of the relative dciformations ECo (radial), •x

(longitudinal) and the rate of increase fxp which characterize the precursor
are clearly related to the strength 4 p2 - (p, 0 - p ) of the shock wave at the
origin (X - 0) of the polyvinyl tube. In Fig. 2-we note the splendid and strongly
damped oscillations. From the analysis of the numerous records like those in Fig.
4, are deduced the apparent periods T' and T0 of the oscillations before and
behind the shock front, respectively, as function of the Mach number N - V/a
When M increases in the range 1.7 to 4.5, before the shock front, the period Is
decreasing from 20 - 25 to zero microseconds and that one behind the front
increases from 20 - 25 to 40 microseconds. The apparent wavelength correlated
with the period through the shock velocity V is lower than 60 mm. If we consider
the strain - gauge measurements (Fig. 4) we observe the average relative
deformations F and E . on the external surface of the tube behind the shock
front, a correction is required to determine the average values k and t at
the mean radial position which is -the radial abscissa considered in the
modelization. The experimental data Z. are collected in Fig. 6 as function of
the Mach number M.

4 - DISCUSSION

The validation of a model will be fruitful only if the dynamic properties of
the material are known. In first approximation, the quality of the modal is
driven by the two coefficients E and V . On one hand, we have mentionned above a
first relation between them and deduced from the precursor wave propagation. On
the other hand, many experimental results (for instance the periode and the
amplitudes of the oscillations on both aides of the shock front perturbation) are
available. Consequently, from the comparison of experiment and calculus it will
be possible to make a choice of the more appropriate values of the numerical
coefficients E and V . If we consider that the quasi-stationary model is correct
for a first approach, this comparison#which put in evidence the two critical
velocities (the first and the third ones) leads to the particular values R - 360
hbars and V - 0.34.

5 - CONCLUSION

In fact we observe a non negligeable damping of the strength of the shock
wave and the transient response of the tube ia very complicated like the
theoretical result presented in Fig. I in which the decrease is trongly imposed
for a presentation reason. But we observe a very good similarity in the
qualitative aspect of the deformation. As a conclusion, three important remarks
must be done. The first one is the very rapid deformation of the confinemaent
isadiately on both the sides of the shock front. The dynamical deflection is

observed during the first 10 pa and the Anteraction with the shock strength is
not negligcable. The second one is the satisfactory good correlation between
experiment and calculus 4n respect of both the qualitative and quantitative
results. The last remark is about the maximum of the deflection which ti not only
a cousequence of the critical velocities (the viscosity of the material
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attenuates the effects of the mathematical discontinuity) but of the numerous
interactions (Fig. 1) of the waves travelling along the tube. The next step is to
correlate the deformation of the confinement with the characteristics of the
shock wave.
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Table 1. Measured characterietice of the shock wave at the entrance of the
flexible tube (X - 0)
P* (bar) 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0
Vo (%/#) 1300 1480 1650 1790 1906
p. (bar) 17.2 22.8 28.0 33.0 37.2
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Fig. 1. Predicted radial deforma-
tion at different times. PVC
tube loaded by a decelerated
shock wave.
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Fig. 4. Radial (ut.) and longitudinal (l.t.) deflections. A, B and C X - 3.0 m
and N - 1.82. 2.14•, 2.41 respectively. D, X - 1.07 a and N - 3.18.
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ABSTRACT

A new technique is presented for obtaining continuous records of
the trajectories of the free-flight motions of passive wind tunnel
models in short duration flow facilities. Reflected light from
selected externally illuminated points on the surface of the
model Is focussed on to a position sensing photodetector and the
continuous analogue output signals recorded and digitised using a
high speed transient recorder. Application of the technique to
the measurement of the planar oscillatory motion of free-flight
cones In a hypersonic gun tunnel at Mach number of 8.4 and
Reynolds number of 2.2 x 105 is described. Methods of analysing
the trajectory data are presented and possible developments of
the technique are discussed.

1.0 INWTRODUCT!ON

Both steady etxd non-steady aerodynamic forces acting on bodies in free-flight may
be deduced from accurate measurements of the trajectory of the centre of Vravity (C,G.)
together with angular rotations about the C.G. made with respect to a fixed frame of
reference. Such techniques form the basis of methods used In aero-ballisilc rspgas and In
wlnd tunrA•l and air launched free flight experinizts. The mensuramenls Obteaned provide
aerodynamic data free from support interfremnce effefts but wit•wut the technical
complex~ly of magnetic susepeieon model Su.- ort systems.

Prec flight techniqur as applied to win0 tunp" testing hav'e 1bef reviewed by
Dayman(l). These test methods have been prMominantly baýed on photographic teehnIques;
either high speed cint-photography (seac for example, rntkenhus etaL(.)) or multiple
exposure spark shadow photwraphy, as descrlbe by Pnelog lc 1.l), to Netordi details
of the model motion. Applicetions to continuous witd tunnels kadwhO-t durotton facilities
of shock/gun tunnel type (which havw- been reviewed by ftrmsl!(•. )) are caually fetsiblej
the r•quIermtnts for time mtsolution being a funitio 41 ow ratio z:f the a*Omdynamie forees
and moments to the model mass gid inertia. The prentn wor. I' etoneerd with the
pplieation of this technique in short duration Rtow fow-1.3iet to the study of the dynamic

stability of re-entry vehicles at hype•aste Mach tumbers *nd bypervelocity ,issile shapos,
for" wtkdch models with emill radii of yoation are rvquled.

While the potential advantage n.vw I~e4 wilt the ifterferenoe free aspect of free
fltibt testirl is eoniderable1 ar•uoynamf foreAe Vev deduced tmrm two dlfferenthsttons of
the model distance - time taateItotis; a# inherently inaccurate procedure Compared with
direct fove. cntuurementt. hRI sed p-otographic methods (lihited by framing
rate) S'W multiple spark $ hadov 1Imsnitg• (litnold to about 10 superimpomed Images) are
CaPahle of good Vpatia "eoution and aczuray but analysts is time consuming and diffioult
to automate.

A technique offerbig Improved spltiai retolution and jrester numbers of data points
Is the laser Interfle'meter developed by Berostcln and Stotttb} to study the free flight
motion in a shock tunnel Model Positional dWt• with a spatial resolution of the order of the
wavelength of llght are obtne--d by utilising the Interference between ineldenr laser
Illumination and the reflected tulatinn from retro reflectons embedded to the model
sufaCe. How"ver, the technique Is timited in tVz extent of the model motiod wbich Is
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allowable before the laser beam ceases to Illuminate the retro-reflector and would be
unsuitable for large amplitude motions.

More recent Imaging techniques based on vidicon tubes or piioto-dlode arrays offer
considerable potential advantages for automatic data recording and motion analysis.
However, the scanning rates of readily available high speed television systems of
approximately 240 pictures per second are inadequate to obtain more than 5 images during a
typical model motion of about 15 ms in the field of view in an intermittent hyperscnlc wind
tunnel, for example. Similarly, the positional accuracy of detection car be made extremely
high by increasing the number of individual elements In e detector comprising a photo-diode
array (say 100 x 100). However, the computer processing power and stor- ge size to
interrogate the array and to record and update Images at framing rates of 3(100 kHz) are
beyond those currently available In laboratory micro and mini-computers.

The present work auns to Improve on the number of data points obtained from
photographie techniques and to reduce the analysis time, but does not require the extremely
large computing power required by photo-diode arrays. It Is based on using a positior
sensitive photo detector onto which light reflected from bright spots on the model is
focussed. Continuous analogue output signals are sampled at frequncmies up to I MHz and
processed using a microcomputer to obtain aerodynamic data.

2.0 THEORY

The detailed analysis of the free-flight motion of wind tunnel models has been
described 4y Bernsteink'4) together with the various procedures osed to deduce aerodynamic
data from such experiments. The free flight planar pitching motion of a rigid model
released into the free stream flow of velocity V with respcot to a frame of reference fixed
with respect to the wind tuanel (see tigl) is given by the following set of coupled
equation=

(2)

S(3)

where Cora) and Cifa) are both functions of the effective angle of attaek u 0 - V)of tho
model, and the change In the angle of attack due to the model velotity reletive to the free
stream is given by V - tan-. .V d). For the hypersonic wind tunnel flow of the present
work Va 1500 j , .m. and - <, m*. The value of y is therefore less than -0.25
degrees and is considered to be n"gligtbie. Siminilarly ;, < < if and Is ignored in eqns(t) - (3).
In eqns(1) - (3) ,Y. and 0 are, rekpectively, the horthontal and vertical to-ordinates and the
angular rotation about the eentre af gravity, m the model mas% * the radius of gyration
about the centre of gravity, and C, 41 the aerodynamlc pitching moment coefficient given
by

(4)C =cý 0+( Cý St.

for an amumed linear aerodynamic model in which the aerodynamic stiffness C,•o and
aerowdynamle damping (0. -C. are constants. for la•e amplitude motions at hIgh MRCh
number Hutt and Bailt() Rave shown that a ItIeat' acrodtnautio model is n=o lauer vall and
thd 4aodYnamte e0e0fltelets aMe tuctioUs of 0.
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Measurements of x,y and 0 as functions of time permit the estimation of x,y and 0,
from which the aerodynamic coefficients can be deduced although this direct method is
inherently inaccurate due to the double differentiation involved. For a lightly damped
motion the stiffness derivative C,,o is determined from the frequency of motion and the
damping derivative (Cm + Cm,.) from the decay of the oscillation envelope. Alternatively,
as for the present work the values of the aerodynamic coefficients may be found by
computing the free flight trajectory by integrating. eqns(1) - (3) using assumed values of the
aerodynamic coefficients which are varied to give the best fit of the computed trajectory
to the measured one. In practice, measurements of the x and y coordinates (xl,yl and x. _,y2)
of the two points on the model displaced distances s, and s2 from the apex along the model
axis (see Fig.1) permit the deduction of the trajectory of, and angular rotation about, the
centre of gravity using

XG x+(sG-s ncos0 n=l,2G = X

- '12-(6)
•] _•-YG = yrz- (SG -sn sin 0 n = 1,2

tan b = (y, -Y /)I(x -) (7)

"Alternatively, if computed trajectories of th, 1, are to be compared with measured
trajectories of the illuminated points on the rn. , as for the parametric identification
method of deducing the var.,tiaamic coefficients, eqns(I) - (3) are solved for xG,YG and 0
and eqns(5) cnd (6) used to Iind xn andy,, which are then compared with experimental data
for x, -and Yn directly. At the present stage of the current work the trajectory of only one
pr-int on the model may be measured on a single tunnel run. However, providing this point is
well displaced from the centre of gravit,, information can be deduced, as shown in Section
7.0, regarding certain of the aerodynamic coefficients.

An important consideration for free flight oscillatory experiments is the number of
cycles executed while the model remains in the field of view of length x,. By calculating
the elapsed time ý for the model to move a distance x1F in the x-direction due to a constant
drag force, and the frequency f of the model oscillation calculated from the aerodynamic
stiffness derivative Q., the number of cycles N of the observed motion is given by

N-=- "-(8)

d

For a given aerodynamic shape, N Is maximised by minimising both the radius of gyration

and the ratio of body scale to field of view.

"3.0 THE OPTICAL ARRANGBMBNT

Th,. ortncipal features of the optical arrang, ment ased to obtain an image of a

region of the working section on the surface of a position sensing photodeteetcr are shown
in Fig.2. The working section and model are Illuminated by light from a 750W c~uartz Iodine
projector lamp through an angled glass plate. Reflected light from the model Is transmitted
through the angled glass plate and focussed by a lens on to the surface of the detector. For
the present work the optical system results in a field of view in the working section of
-•Omm x 80mm (permitt ag analysis of approximately 2 model lengths of motion).

The arrangement shown In FIg.2 incorporates two detectors Illuminated through red
and green filters respectively, onto which Identical Images of the model are focussed by
means of a beam splitter. By this means the two detectors can respectively track the
positions of two different coloured light spots 3n the model surface. Maximum reflected
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Illumination from the model was found to be obtained by using reflective tape which
contains a layer of glass micro-spheres which internally reflect light along its entry path.
For maximum reflected light it is therefore necessary to both Illuminate the model and
detect the reflected light along the same optical path. An important requirement of the
optical system is to either eliminate, or to obtain a uniform, background Illumination from
an empty working section. Non uniform background illumination results in a non-linear
detector response over its active area. Matt black screens were therefore used in the
positions shown in Fig.2 to overcome this problemt.

4.0 THE DETECTOR

Analogue outputs corresponding to the x and y co-ordinates of the illuminated spots
on the model are obtained from a United Detector Technology SC10D photo-resistive

Sate elec-- - - 1-- - - -- co tat we made - tt be tt.

centre of the 10mm square surface. With the centre pin at -15V the device acts effectively
as a resistor bridge with the contact point being the centroid of the illumination failing on
the detector. Movement of the illumination from the centre of the detector therefore
results in currents in the bridge which are dependent on both the position of the light spot
and its intensity. These currents are converted to voltages using trans-impedance
amplifiers and signal back-off is provided to remove the signal from the small unwanted
background illumination which exists with no model in the field of view. For a given pair of
contacts for a given axis, the pin voltages are summed and differenced to give outputs
proportional to the intensity of illumination and the product of the intensity and position of
the centroid of illumination, respectively, as shown in Fig.3. Division of the difference by
the sum gives output signals proportional to the position of the centrold of the illumination
only.

5.0 DATA RECORDING AND ANALYSIS

Data zorresponding to x and y co-ordinates of the Illuminated spots on the model are
recorded using a 4 channel EMI Type SE2560 transient data store with 16K memory per
channel and maximum I MHz sampling rate. After allowing for sequencing delays,
approximately 7K data points per channel are obtaired during a typical 15ms model motion.
The data recording system is also used to record and store calibration data for spatial
sensitivity and linearity for the detector. Data from the calibration map obtained from
constant velocity model traverses across the field of view are used In the data analysis
procedures to obtain x and y versus t records from the recorded voltages. Post-calibration
data are compared with computed trajectories for models whose physical characteristics
are known using the procedures described in Section 2.0. From this trajectory matching
procedure the aerodynamic characteristics of the free flight model are obtained.

6.0 THE HYPERSONIC PLOW FACILITY AND THE FREE FLIGHT MODELS

The free flight experiments reported were performed in the open jet test section of
a hypersonic gun tunnel having a run duration of approximately 20me at Mach number of 8.4
and unit Reynolds number of 4.8 x 106 m-1 . A sequencing procedure ensured that the
model, released Into free-fall from a magnet above the tunnel working section, would be
positioned at the centre of the flow at the instant of flow commencement.

Modals of composite construction were used to obtain a statically stable
configuration. The majority of the work has used a 100 semi-angle cone of 18mm base
diameter manufactured from soft-iron (50% length from apex), balsa wood (next 45%
length) and nylon (final 5% length). The nylon base enables the models to be re-used
subsequent to capture (after a feee-flight motion) In a wire mesh net positioned Iii the
tunnel diffuser. The centre of gravity and radius of gyration of the models are calculated
fnim the known densities of the constituent materials. Optically reflective stripes, of
approximately 3mm width, are either painted or stuck (for reflective tape) onto the cone
surfaae at the oequired axial positions.
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7.0 RESULTS AND DIESCUSSION

Free flight experiments have been performed at the conditions described in Section
6.0 using both an 8mm diameter reference sphere and a 100 semi angle cone of base
diameter 16mm and centre of gravity at x(GI( = 0.56. For the sphere, the tracking point was
its centre and for the cone, various tracking points along the cone axis have been explored.
The cone models were dropped to free fall across the test section at nominally zero yaw and
at various pre-set angles of attack.

Free-flight trajectory data from a single detector for a single point on the models
were recorded using the Instrumentation described in Section 5.0. It was found in early
experiments that anomalous output signals were obtained from the detector even when no
model was dropped into the tunnel flow. These signals which commenced when the flow
es 1tablise and continu^d.cven . , f.. the flow ended, were eliminated by setting the open
jet test section pressure prior to the run equal to the anticipated flow static pressure. An
apparent explanation of this phenomenon is that the light falling on the detector from the
background in the absence of the model is slightly affected by the refractive characteristics
of the open jet flow and that it is necessary to have a correctly expanded nozzle flow in
order to eliminate this.

Typical trajectory data for the 100 cone model are shown in Fig.4 for the case of
the detection point situated at 97% of the cone length. This shows the constant x position
and approximately linearly decreasing y position as the model free-falls at a fixed axial
position in the test section prior to flow commencement. This is followed by an
approximately parabolic variation of x with t due to aerodynamic drag. Oscillatory
behaviour of the y signal associated with the expected motion of the rear of a statically
stable model is observed, with the mean motion continuing in free-fall. Cessation of the
signal occurs when the image of the illuminated point leaves the detector field of view
after an observed free flight duration of 16ms.

Analysis of these data were effected using the technIque of trial and error fitting of
computed trajectori•: -.:se Section 2.0), to the experimental trajectories. For the case of
the sphere, only eqnt ts effective and analysis resulted in values of CD approximately 15%
in excess of the expected value of 0,95 at the flow conditions used. This was attributed to
the surface roughness caused by the type of paint required to give adequate optical
reflectivity.

For the analysis of cone trajectories, models for the variation of the aerodynamic
coefficients must be assumed in the numerical integrations of eqns.(1), (2) and (3). For the
cases conqldered, a linear variation of C1, with a, a parabolic variation of CI with a and
constant values of C., and Cv, + C,,. have been considered. Results obtained for models
with painted reflecting stripes gave values of C0) approximately 80% in excess of Inviscid
estimates based on Newtonian theory. The frequency of the oscillatory motion was best
matched with a value of C,, of -0.15 and the damping with C,• + C.- of -0.4 which compare
with values of -0.2 and -0.4ýor small amplitude tests on sting 1uppoRted models at higher
Reynolds numbers. These differences are consistent with the observation of Hutt and
East(6) that, for large amplitude oscillations (.100), transient effects associated with
leeward surface separated flows, which are likely to be enhanced at the lower Reynolds
numbers of the present exp..erimentG, can result in large effects on the aerodynamic
derivatives.

In order to enhance the light reflected from the model for developments of the
technique aimed towards a two point simultaneous detection system, light reflecting strips
consisting of a layer of miniature glass spheres of thickness 0.5mm have been attached to
the iurface of the cone near the apex and near the base. Trajectory analyses for these tests
have Indicated drag coefficients some 100% in excess of Newtonian values of C,. of -0.33,
and values of (C,,1 + C,,) of +2.5. These results imply negative values of the aerodynamic
damping assoelat&i with a diverging oscillation. This behaviour Is not consistent with
extensive data for pointed 100 smooth cones obtained in a wide variety of facilities and
aeroballistic ranges. It is tentatively attributed to dominant dynamically destabilising
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interactions occurring between the laminar boundary layer and the surface steps associated
with the reflecting strips on the models in the present tests. These interactions are likely
to be more severe at the low Reynolds numbers of the present tests. Further work is
required to explain this anomaly.

The results reported have been obtained from trajectory analyses of a single point
on the model surface. Future work will use two points tracked simultaneously as described
in Section 3.0. Adaptation of the technique to three dimensional motions by using two
orthogonal two-point systems appears feasible. Simultaneous analyses of the x and y
trajectories of the two illuminated strips in two orthogonal planes will enable the x,y and z
translations and pitch and yaw rotations of the model to be deduced.

8.0 CONCLUSIONS

A new optical tracking system has been developed which has been used to track the
trajectory of spheres and oscillatory cones in free flight motion in the short duration
hypersonic flow In a hypersonic gun tunnel. The techhnique has been developed in an
attempt to overcome the limitations of photographically based methods from which limited
numbers of data points are obtained and data reduction is time consuming. The features of
the new method are:

1) a continuous analogue record of the translational co-ordinates of an illuminated point on
a free-flight wind tunnel model may be obtained,

2) computed free flight trajectories using assumed values of aerodynamic coefficients may
be compared with measured trajectories Immediately after a tunnel run, and

3) successful demonstration of tracking the oscillatory motion of a 100 semi-angle cone In
an Intermittent hypersonic flow suggests that the technique will prove valuable for
interference free dynamic stability studies.
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TURBULENT MIXING MEASUREMENTS USING
SHORT-DURATION JETS

Corso Padova

Physical Sciences Department
Calspan Advanced Technology Center

Buffalo, New York 14225
USA

Measurements of mean flow properties in supersonic jets have been
completed at Calspan which characterize the turbulent mixing
phenomena in the range of interest for low-altitude rocket plumes.
These measurements were obtained using jets of short duration (50-
90 ms) and in an innovative apparatus developed from existing
shock-tunnel technology. Using the short-duration testing
technique, non-reacting plume flowfields were simulated in which
compressible turbulent mixing of large-scale coflowing jets was
observed over an axial extent of 0 to 60 nozzle diameters. A
ratio of the jet diameters of 13:1 was obtained using a 3-inch
exit diameter nozzle located in the large Calspan Ludwieg Tube.
This paper concentrates on the development of the experimental
technique and discusses its future applications to more complex
mixing situations. A brief review of the results obtained to date
is also given.

INTRODUCTION

Research on the problems associated with the use of high speed propul-
sive jets has been critically important for decades. In recent years in the
area of exhaust plume technology for low-altitude rockets and for aircraft gas
turbine engines a major objective has been the development of computer codes
for the prediction of plume phenomena such as radiation scattering on IR
signatures, induced fluctuations in the index of refraction and, for parti-
culate laden cases, solid carbon oxidation and radiation. These codes model
complex physical and chemically-reactive flow field and include phenomena
which are not yet well defined.

A review of the several sutmaries and bibliographies on jets and related
subjects indicates several areas in need of further theoretical and experi-
mental research, especially for non-ideal jet mixing situations. In
particular near term improvements in the computational simulation of exhaust
plumes depend heavily on refined modeling of turbulent transport processes,
three-dimensional exhaust plume flow field and radiance, the influence of jet
entrainment/blockage on the afterbody drag, initial base/separated flow

f regions and nonequilibrium gas/particulate phases coupling. Work on these
aspects is actively in progress.

In response to the projected need to corroborate the emerging codes,
Calspan defined a new experimental approach1 . The key concept of the approach
is to use a unique short-duration technique that is flexible enough to

sequentially investigate, in bootstrap fashion, several of the physical and
chemical complexities of low altitude plumes. This paper describes the
results of the experimental program conducted at Calspan to investigate the
mixing phenomena in supersonic jcts. The first part of the paper deals with
the development of the experimeaital technique and discusses its future
applicationis to non-ideal mixing situations; the second part deals with
measurements of mean flow properties in ideal non-reacting jets which have
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been completed to date. The short-duration approach was developed and applied
to obtain these results.

SHORT-DURATION TESTING APPROACH

To generate the data critical in the development of compressible mixing
models for non reacting supersonic jets a broad range of mixing conditions
were of interest. The testing approach formulated at Calspan is based on the
unique capabilities of the large-scale Calspan Ludwieg Tube (CLT) wind tunnel.
Using this facility, an experimental apparatus was configured as sketched in
Figure 1. A jet uo coatrolled gas composition, three inches in diameter at
its origin, is exhausted into an essentially unconfined ambient which can
simulate a wide range of altitude conditions. The ambient surrounding the jet
is either still or moving at supersonic speed.

Severe configuration requirements for the jet nozzle/supply assembly
were met using a double expansion Ludwieg Tube for the jet supply. Thus both
the jet and the CLT operate on the same transient gasdynamic process and
provide short-duration flows with well defined, quasi-steady properties. In
addition, for studies of non-reacting mixing, the short-duration approach
provides an effective economical way to control gad species in both the jet
and the free stream flow. In the measurements already completed, combinations
of hydrogen and nitrogen gases were used to achieve a broad range of density
ratios. The molecular weight, and stagnation temperature of the jets were
varied to span values of the ambient-to-jet density ratio, P% //Oj, from 0.6
to 10. This was achieved by using hydrogen-nitrogen mixtures heated as high
as 750 0 R. Variations in jet Mach numbers were obtained by using
interchangeable nozzles. In keeping with the objective of generating first a
fundamental data base for simple supersonic jets, complicating factors which
may charactrize "real" low altitude plumes, such as a repetitive shock
structure or significant base region flows, were avoided. In all cases, the
jet nozzles were contoured to provide a uniform, parallel flow at the exit.
The bluntness at the exit of the nozzles was uinimal, with a difference
between inner and outer diameters of only 0.125 inch. The static pressures of
the freestream and jet at the exit plane were very closely matched. The
locations at which the mixing flowfield could be surveyed varied over a broad
range; and diagnostics were designed to cover radial locations from the jet
axis to fifteen times the exit jet radius in the outer region. The axial
location of the surveys could be chosen arbitrarily between zero and 100 jet
radii downstream of the exit plane.

An illustrative overview of the operation and performance of the jet
apparatus is presented in Figure 2 with the aid of typical measurement
histories . Pressure and temperature histories identify features of the
btarting and terminating transients and the characteristics of the quasi-
steady flow used for testing. It is shown that, by using premixed gases, jets
were obtained which have uniform and repeatable properties. Both quiescent
and 1ind-on cases are discussed. The jet behavior is shown in Figure 2a. The
measurements of stagnation pressure, Pop, in the nozzle plenum present the
expected characteristics of an initial sudden rise in pressure followed by a
constant plateau. The initial transient lasted no more than 25 me. The
plateau corresponds to the steady supply conditions that existed in the charge
tube behind the expansion fan travelling upstream. In the case shown this is
of the order of 150 ma. Viscous effects in the long small diameter tube were
responsible for the slight steady decline in pressure. The jet duration
varies inversely with-the speed of sound, hence it was shorter at the lower
molecular weight of the gas mixtures and at the higher charge temperatures.
Although the jet duration is independent of the nozzle used, the highest
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charge tempertures with pure H2 were used in Mj = 4 tests resulting in the
shortest jet duration. The test plateau in this latter case lasted at least
50 ms. The recovery temperature trace, Toj, in the nozzle plenum also shows
the initial transient phenomena followed by the steady flow period. The
apparent long duration of the transient resulted from the response lag of the
probe. The initial overshoot in temperature is associated with the passage of
the starting shock, soon followed by the cooler expanded gas from the charge
tube. In Figure 2b pressure and temperature measurements in the supply tube
upstream of the metering venturi are shown. Representative pressure
conditions at the exit plane of the jet are shown in Figure 2c.

The test jets discharged in the Mao - 2 nitrogen stream in the wind-on
mixing experiments. Measurements in these jets are shown in Figures 2d and e.
Initially all chambers were filled with nitrogen at ambient temperature. The
CLT driver pressure was set so that the static pressure at the exit of its
supersonic nozzle matched the pressure of the jet and the ambient during the
test. The CLT supersonic stream was initiated simultaneously with the jet by
rupturing the mylar diaphragm that separated the high pressure driver from the
low pressure tank. Initially there was speculation that synchronization of
the jet and outer-stream may constitute a very critical aspect of the short-
duration testing technique. The objective is to time the firing sequence so
that the steady-state jet discharge optimally coincides with the steady flow
available from each component of the apparatus. Figure 3 shows that firing
the jet 3 ms after the outer stream achieved the objective. In this case, no
adverse effects caused by mutual interference during the starting process were
found. In fact, mutual ipterference effects were proven to be very modest
over a range of sequences going from cases in which the jet was initiated 20
me before the CLT stream to cases in which the jet was initiated 10 ma after
the CLT.

Because of the innovative nature of the short-duration jet apparatus,
several tests were dedicated to verify the performance of the apparatus and
the validity of the technique. Generally, these initial tests involved (1)
measurements to document the duration of the steady test time, the quick valve
operation repeatability, the gas sampling system timing, and the jet/CLT
synchronization, (2) measurements to establish the reproducibility of the
data, the validity of assuming the jet alignment known, and the influence of
the expansion waves from the lip of the CLT nozzles on turbulent mixing.
Several tests were undertaken to measure the jet boundary layer near the exit
nlane of the jet nozzles. These tests used a boundary-layer probe rake
in*-alled at the jet exist plane. The results from these measurements were
presenLed '- Reference 2. In brief, the validity of the short-duration
testing approach for obtaining accurate turbulent mixing data was analyzed by
Calepan and, independently, in Reference 3. In these analyses it was shown
that the technique is capable of producing high quality data.

Inclusion of "real" flowfield features in single phase non-reacting jets

Earlier it was noted that there are major advantages in making mixing
measurements using Lte short-duration testing approach. Foremost among them
is an apparatus that (a) is simple, flexible, and effective for experimenting
over a wide range of test conditions with non-reacting jets, and (b) is
substantially similar to that needed for mixing measurements in non-idealized
jet situations. The results obtained to date in experiments with non-reacting
jets are discussed in the last section of this paper. Here the future
applications of the technique to experimenting with non-ideal mixing
situations are discussed briefly in the order of implementation that is
presently planned.
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A relevant first step in investigating more complex supersonic mixing
phenomena is to include "real" flowfield situations in which the effects of
the vehicle base, three-dimensional geometry, non-ideal nozzle expansion, and
non-parallel exit flow are included. The extension of the existing apparatus
to treat these cases is easily accomplished. For example nozzle exansion
ratios from 0.7 to 7.0 can be achieved by changing the driver pressure.
Another example is the accommodation of vehicle base which requires only the
fabrication of new interchangeable nozzles. It should be noted that the
instrumentation which is needed for the above measurements is substantially
the same as used in idealized iet flowfields.

Extension to particle-laden mixing

Experiments on particle dispersion in high speed turbulent jets are
nearly non-existent. Literature reviews of low speed data may be found in the
work of Melville et al. 4 Test data in high speed jets are urgently needed to
achieve significant advances in the determination of radiative aspects of low
altitude plumes generated by metallized rocket propellants. The facility at
Calspan and a direct extension of the short-duration technique described above
can provide mean flow data in jets of variable density for a broad range of
particle sizes and mass loadings. To investigate the more complex problem of
turbulent two-phase supersonic mixing, two major additions to the existing
experimental apparatus are requiredt (a) a system for introducing monodisperse
particles in the supersonic jets, and (b) a non-intrusive method to measure
the particulate number density.

A particle introduction system especially designed for loading short-
duration jets is shown schematically in Figure 4. It will be added to the
existing apparatus to accurately control size and concentration of the
suspended particles. The system is capable to generate jets with an accur-
ately controlled loading that is spatially and temporally uniform. The jet
charge tube and the surrounding plenum are initially connected (charge tube
valves open), evacuated and then laded with clean gas to the desired high
pressure. During this phase valves A and C are cloned. Once the jet supply
pressure is established, particle-laden gas is admitted to the pleoum at low
flow rate by opening valves C and A simultaneously. Valve A is used to select
the particulatez feed rate and hence the concentration of the particles in the
gas. To maintain the charge pressure, aome of the particle-gas mixture is
continuously removed at C and may be recycled post-test. After all the clean
gas initially in the plenum has been flushed away, the plenum remains at the
pressure and loading selected to generate a given jet. Valves B and C are
quickly closed and the charge tube is isolated from the plenum (by closiug all
distributed openings along it). The jet is then initiated by releasing the
quick opening valve.

Several candidate techniques were evaluated in terms of their
application to the detemitnation of particulate number density in the mixing
jet. Recourse will be made to the use of extinction measurements, and in
particular, to the multi-station, jet-sectioning method illustrated Figure 5.
At each station of interest the system provides a cross-section scan of jet
extinction, which can be deconvolved by the use of known extinction coef-
ficients and assumed cylindrical symetry. This scheme for measuring the
particulate density distribution provides nimultaneous surveys at multiple
axial stations forward of the movable rake which spports the gas-phase
diagnostics. The broad range of cest conditions which is envisioned to study
particle ladeu jets is indicated in Figure 5.
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EXPERI, EWrS IN IDEAL MIXING JETS

Mean velocity profiles were the primary data sought from the experiments
completed in ideal jet mixing situations. To generate these profiles in the
isobaric mixing of gases having different compositions, surveys of pitot
pressure and of gas species concentrations were required. In addition, total
temperature surveys were needed for the test cases in which the jet was
heated. In Calspan's experiments, temperature measurements were also useful
in obtaining accurate velocity profiles in the cold jet test cases. In the
latter cases, deviations from strictly isothermal mixing occurred becaube the
CLT and jet streams are accelerated differently by expanding from similar
initial ambient conditions. In all experiments, isobaric mixing was obtained
by controlling the initial pressure of the jets. However, small deviations
from the isobaric conditions were expected, that could significantly affect
the determination of local Mach number. Surveys of static pressure were thus
used to obtain accurate velocity profiles. Besides surveying the mixing flow
field.times of capture of gas samples from the mixing flow field were also
recorded in each test. The instrumentation used in the mixing surveys
consisted of four sets of single probes, three for the measurement of
gasdynamic quantities, one for gas sampling, and two rakes for closely spaced
pitot measurements. To survey the flow field at selected axial positions
downstream of the jet nozzle exit, these instruments were mounted on a
cruciform holder which was anchored to the walls of the receiver tank and
optically aligned with the jet noztle axis. Detailed design and operating
characteristics of the gasdynamics diagnostics, the gas sampling probes and
the gas analysis system were reported earlier 2 .

Table I list the thirteen test conditions for the turbulent mixing
experiments. The test cases covered a broad range of ambient-to-jet density
and velocity ratios. Values of velocity ratio from 0.164 to 0.643 were
obtained with the jets dibcharging into the Mach two outer stream (wind-on
cases). These vind-on experiments simulated plumes from rockets at altitudes
of about 50,000 ft flying at a speed of about 1600 fts-1. Including the
quiescent ambiest cases the jet velocities ranged from 1740 to 9940 fts" 1 .

The primary measurements were transformed into a detailed mapping of the
mixing flow field by using the computer-based digital data acquisition system
which is part of the CLT facility. The actual axis of symmetry of the jet was
determined by reflection of diametrically opposed measurements. After this
correction for jet misalignment, final radial profiles of the mixing

* quantities were obtained. Plots of the data in this format for all the test
runs are available in Reference 5. In the next data reduction atep the radial
distributions of the mixing variables were fitted with cubit spline lines.
From these the radil distribution of Mach number was derived. Finally,
velocities were computed using the relationshp among velocity, Mach number,
gas constant of the mix, and total temperature. Once the detailed mapping of
the mixing flow iield was completed, the results wert correlated and
interpreted to establish trends in global mixing characteristics based on
density ratio and Macth number. In Reference 6 the results oi the experiuerts
are discussed from this point of view. Accordingly, the results have been

* divided into three major parts: (a) influence of density of the nixing of Hj
4 jets into Ho*- 2 ambient, (b) influence of density on the mixing M 3
jets into still ambient, (c) influence of Mach number on the mixing of high
and low density jets.
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Influence of density on the mixing of Hi- 4 jets into Mep - 2 ambient

This case will be presented here to illustrate some of the results
obtained. For the remaining casea the reader is referred to earlier publi-
cations.

The influence of density variations on radial velocity profiles is
illustrated in Figure 6 where radial velocity distributions at axial location
40 R are compared for ambient-to-jet density ratios of 0.6, 1.0, 3.0 and 9.
Best fit lines through the data points are used for clarity in the figure.
The observations that follow, however, are firmly based on the actual data
points. Starting with the higher jet density (PC./Pj - 0.6), the velocity
distribution retains all the characteristics of the uniform density case. In
particular, the outer stream level was reached essentially at the same off-
axis location and with a velocity defect present, although the velocity defect
extended farther off-axis. The initial velocity of the jet was 26% lower than

the uniform density case. Thus a more gradual shearing of the flow in the
radial direction characterizes this mixing condition. The two jets with
density lower than the outer stream (PJ/P 1 - 3 and - 9) displayed
characteristics which were different than those of the uniform density case.
In both, a region of constant core velocity extending approximately a half jet
radius was found. In the jet having 'I/Pj - 3, the velocity defect has been
washed out completely. This may be attributed to the large difference in
velocity between the jet axis and the outer stream. The inner stream reached
the velocity of the (Oen 2) stream at about three radii off-axis. The
velocity defect was also absent in the case of the jet having ?,/Pj - 9. In
addition, the inner stream reached the outer stream velocity farther off-axis,
about 3.5 radii frow the centerline.

Figure 7 presents core lengths of all the Mj - 4 jet cases. The
somewhat surprising result that core length is nearly independent of density
ratio is indicated. A core length markedly increasing with decreasing ambient-
to-jet density ratio was expected based on the qualitative conslders-ion that
denser jets would be able to penetrate farther into the surrounding ambient.
These expectations ware quantitatively supported by pre-test calculation4.
Uncertainties have been estimated for each data point, but their magnitude
does not alter the basic conclusion drawn from the results.

CONCLUSIONS

In support of low-altitude research an innovative short-duration testing
technique was successfully developed and applied to the investigation of non-
reacting jets. The jet apparatus is capable of varying gasdynomic parameters
over a broad range, and k-tlidity of the fast response diagnostics has been
proven. The short-duration technique offers a convenient basis for simulating
"real" plume features, the presence of solid particula•ea, and reacting
mixtures. It represents an effective and reliable too: for investigating

fundcaental plume phenomena.

Thti turbulent mixing of supersonic jets was investigated at jet Mach
numbers of 4, 3 and 2, and with six values of the sabient-to-jet dansity
ration in the range -i 0.6 to 10. The analysis of the data indicates
important trends in the sining characteristics as jet density and Mach number
are varied.
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A

Experiments were performed at high pressure, using the
Australian National University (ANU) T3 shock tube facility,
in which the eFfect of particle additives on the surface rste
of heat transfer from a turbulent, non-steady boundary layer
was investigated. These experiments were similar to and
complemented tliose performed previously 1,2 at
Southampton University (AASU) by extending the range of
test conditions by nearly an order of magnitude to post
'incident shock pressures exceeding 100 bar. Heat transfer
rates of order 108 W/m2 were measured using robust
minlatu-e surface thermocouples. As found previously, the
heat transfer to the shock tube surface decreased as the
particle mass loading was increased; however, the measured
heat transfer attenuation was greater ihan expected from
extrapolation of the low pressure data. A possible
explanation for the phenomenon is an enhanced Interaction
between the particles and the boundary layer turbulence.

INTRODUCTION

Presented here are the results of experiments, performed at high test pressures
(4 29p2<119 bar) in the ANU free-piston shock tube, T3, in which the surface rate of
heat transfer from a two-phase, high Reynolds number, turbulent, non-steady boundary
layer was measured. As In similar previous experiments 1,2, performed at
comparatively low test pressures (3<p2<15 bar), whilst the primary objective was to
advance the understanding of the mechanisms by which small (<10 pm) particulate
additives reduce the heat flux to, and hence erosion of, gun barrels, the results may
also be of significance in many other turbulent two-phase flows [e.g. pumping of
slurries, fluldised bed combustors, eta]..

The experiments were arranged such that small particles (in the present case tale,
mean diameter =4.5 prm) were entrained into the post-incident shock flow from a thin
layer, of variable mass loading, deposited on the lower half of the shock tube sidewall
prior to the run. The rates of heat transfer to both dusty and non-dusty ('clean')
surfaces were measured simultaneously. Inert (argon) and reactive test gases 2 were
employed but the data obtained exhibited little sensitivity to test gas composition at
these conditions and only the Inert gas data are presented here.

In particular, the purpose of the present experiments was to extend the range of
post-shook conditions in order to Investigate further the previously noted 2 correletion
between the magnitude of heat transfer reduction and a non-dimensional particle mass
loading pare meter which, for a given mass loading of particles per unit surface area, is

* inversely proportional to the post-shook test gas density s. The latter was increased by
an order of magnitude beyond those obtained previously (i.e. to 8.0 <p2< 20.0 kg/m3); as*
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a consequence of the very high rates of heat transfer experienced under such conditions
(-108 W/m2) new, fast-response, heat transfer sensors were required as alternatives to
conventional thin-film resistance thermometers.

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

The ANU T3 shock tube

The operation and performance of the T3 free-piston shock tube facility have been
described by Stalker 4. The principle of operation is that energy is transferred from a
large volume, compressed air reservoir to a small volume of driver gas (helium or argon
in these experiments) via a heavy piston. The nearly isentrople compression of the
driver gas ruptures a mild steel diaphragm and initiates the shock tube flow in the
normal manner. The penalty paid for the consequently enhanced performance is that
the test time available is small compared with conventional facilities due to t.he small
volume of driver gas after compression. However, in the present application, the test
time of - 200 ps was similar to the duration of non-steady boundary layer flow in the
experiments performed previously 1.

Usually, the facility is operated as a reflected shock tunnel at relatively lower test
gas pressures but higher temperatures; the present use of the facility as a straight
through shock tube at the required operating conditions was novel. The post-shock
conditions (Table 1) were inferred, via the normal shock relations, from measurements
of the incident shock velocity, monitored by piezo-electric pressure transducers
positioned at known locations along the length of the shock tube.

Heat Transfer Instrumentation

The rate of heat transfer to a surface (4w) can, in principle, be Inferred from the
rise in surface temperature of a semi-infinite medium of known thermal properties by
solving the equation for one-dimensional, unsteady heat conduction6 . The device most
commonly used In shock tubes to measure the surface tempurature rise is, of course,
the thin film resistance thermometer which offers advantages in terms of high
frequency response (typically 0(10 6 )Hz) but is generally only suited to situations in
which the heat transfer rate Is relatively low, priunarily because the low thermal
conductivity of the (electrically insulating) substrate to which the film is bonded
otherwise causes the gauge to overheat. For example, in the present experiments it
was calculated that the surface temperature rise of a pyrex substrate subjected to a
rate of heat transfer of 0(108) W/m2 would be In excess of 9000 C within the 200 Its run
duration, well beyond Its softening temperature (-650"C). Alternative devices for
measuring large rates of heat transfer have been developed, e.g. thick film gauges and
calorimeter gauges 6, but their frequency response is generally munh Inferior to thin
film gauges because of the increased time required for the thermal pulse to penetrate
the relatively thick sensing element.

However, the recent success of Lawton 6 In measuring high rates of heat transfer in
a gun prompted the use of miniature surface thermocouples, manufactured by
ASEA (Sweden). Being of metallic construction (of relatively high thermal
conductivity), the predicted maximum temperature of the thermocouple surface in
these experiments was - 200"C at the maximum post-shock pressure - 120 barThe
device is sketched in Figure 1 and consists of two concentric thermocouple alloy
(chromel/alumel) elements separated by a thin (2irm) dielectric across which the
junction is formed by wiping the surface with an abrasive cloth. Because the junction is
small, it has low thermal inertia, enabling the thermocouple to register ve%7 rapid
variations in the surface temperature, from which heat transfer fluctuations at
frequencies 0(106) Hz can be measured. The thermocouple assembly is enclosed in a
stainless steel sheath which is tapered so that an interference fit with a suitable mount
provides a gas-tight seal. It has the added advantage that the active surface may be

k machined to match the profile of the shock tube interior exactly.
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Over a limited temperature range, such as experienced in these experiments, the
emf generated by the thermocouple rises approximately linearly with hot/cold junction
temperature difference. Since the run duration is short, changes In cold junction
temperature can be neglected, In which case the voltage rise registered is directly
proportional to the change In hot junction (surface) temperature. Therefore,as the
instrument monitors the change In surface temperature and, despite its relatively large
thermal conductivity, may be regarded as 'semi-Infinite' (i.e. the thermal penetration
distance during the shock tube run-time ts small compared with Its linear dimensions),it
is possible to use an analogue network, similar in design to that employed for thin film
garger to convert the generated surface temperature signal into heat transfer rate.The
analogue networks used here consisted of 12 arithmetically-lumped
resistanceicapacitance stages 5. offering a wideband frequency response 102<f<106 Hz.
A characteristic of such networks Is that they tend to amplify any noise present on the
input signnl.; therefore, in these experiments, active 'notch' filters (centred on the
thermocouple resonant frequency - see below) were employed to remove unwanted
mechanically-generated noise on the temperature signal.

Both the temperature and heat transfer signals were, after suitable conditioning,
cantured by a transient recorder/digitiser (operating at a sample rate of 2 x 106 Hz)
prior to transfer onto floppy discs for permanent storage and subsequent analysis.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

As in previous experiments, the parameter by which the heat transfer reduction was
quantified Is the ratio of dusty to non-dusty ('clean') total heat transfer (i.e. the heat
transfer rate integrated over the 200 ps run duration following shock transit MQ). In
each run the ratio was obtained by comparing the heat transfer signals from two
thermocouples sited across a vertical diameter of the shock tube, the particle layer
being confined to the lower half of the tube 3.

Typical results obtained from both dusty and clean runs are shown in Figures 2 and
3. Figure 2 shows the surface temperature rise, with time after shock transit, as
Indicated by the unfiltered thermocouple output. For non-dusty flow, the rise was
! 200*C In the 200 ps run-time, which agrees well with initial predictions. It is clear,
however, that the particles considerably reduce the peak temperature attained (by a
factor of approximately two in the run conditions illustrated).

Superimposed upon the temperature signals are large amplitude fluctuations of
frequency - 75 kHz. After Investigation, these fluctuations were found not be be
related to the flidd flow but mechanically Induced. As described above, It was
therefore necessary to employ a notch filter, centred on the apparent resonant
frequency, to remove the unwanted noise on the temperature signals before input to the
analogue network, the resultant heat transfer signals being shown In Figure 3. It
appears the filtration was only partially successful: there is clear evidence of a
relatively low frequency (-26 kHz) noise component and the amplitude of high
frequency (-400 kHz) noise is considerably greater than had been recorded in the earlier
low pressure tests using thin film gauges.

Nevertheless, the heat transfer rate indicated by the thermocouple/analogue
combination agrees well with the theory of Mirels , for single-phase, turbulent, non-
steady boundary layers. Although the accuracy of the semi-empirical theory has been
firmly established in earlier experiments (e.g. Ref. 3), it is believed this is the first
occasion that a comparison between theory and experimental data has been performed
at such high Reynolds numbers ((1011< Re/unit time < 1012 rl). Heres the Reynolds
number is defined as 8

us, (W- l)2 (t-t)
Re=

vs

S. . . ..• , . • - : .. . . . . , . . .. .. .,2, :
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where u, is the incident shock speed, Ue is the (shock-fixed) post-shock freestream gas
velocity, v2 is the freestream kinematic viscosity, W is the density ratio across the
shock and (t-tJ) is the time elapsed siner shock transit at the measuring station. With
the Reynolds number defined in such a way, transition from laminar to turbulent
boundary layer flow occurs at Re - 106, 3 (i.e. (t -to)< 1is in the present experiments). It
is of interest to note that the magnitude of the heat transfer rate indicated by the
thermocouple sensors (- 108 W/m2 ) is comparable to that measured by Lawton in his
experimental 40 mm gun 6.

As in the previous experiments 1,2 it was found that the presence of particulate
material in the boundary layer caused large reductions in the heat transfer rate, the
magnitude of which depended on the initial mass loading per unit area of the particle
layer. Figure 4 shows the variation of the ratio of dusty to clean total heat transfer
with mass loading for the various run conditions listed in Table 1 and indicates that up
to 80% reduction was achieved as the mass loading was increased to 28 g/m 2 .
However, in contrast to previous findings 2, in these experiments there appeared to be
no test gas density dependent variation in heat transfer attenuation. Hence, at the
present conditions, there is no clear correlation between the attenuation and the non-
dimensional particle mass loading parameter, mp/mg (Figure 5). Here mg is the average
mass of gas in the non-steady boundary layer, which is also evaluated from Mirels'
theory and is proportional to test gas density 3.

DISCUSSION

From Figure 5 it appears that the reductions in heat transfer observed in the
current experiments, besides exhibiting no apparent test-gas density dependence, were
somewhat greater than anticipated by extrapolation of the low pressure data. The
inference is, therefore, that at least one of the possible mechanisms by which particles
reduce convective heat transfer becomes stronger as the test gas density (hence
Reynolds number ) increases.In a previous paper 2, it was argued that the major
contending mechanisms are (a) the insulating effect of a static layer of particles (b) the
absorption of thermal energy by a motile layer of particles and (c) a particle-induced
alteration of the boundary layer structure.

The first mechanism was demonstrated to be insignificant by performing
experiments 2 with a short dust-free region upstream of the measuring station in which
reductions in heat transfer were nevertheless observed. Laser beam extinction
measurements confirmed the rapid entrainment of particles into the boundary layer.
There appeared to be some supportive evidence that absorption of thermal energy
might, in part, be responsible for the heat-transfer reduction, since the major
parameter deecribing such a mechanism is the thermal mass ratio, which embodies the
non-dimensional mass loading parameter (m^Img) described above. However, the
mechanism Indicated a sensitivity to particle and test gas specific heat capacities that
was not confirmed experimentally 2. Moreover, such a mechanism remains active only
so long as the particles are in thermal non-equilibration with the test gas. Even at
comparatively low test pressures, equilibration with the mean gas flow occurred soon
after shock transit (10-20 is); at the conditions prevailing In the present experiments,
equilibration was even more rapid (<5ps) 3. Thus such a mechanism, if significant at all,
Is likely to become less so as the Reynolds number of the flow is increased.

The possibility remains that the particles alter the structure of the boundary layer,
not because of lack of equilibration with the mean flow but with the turbulent
fluctuations on a mioroseale. In the present experiments the mismatch between the
comparatively large particle thermal/inertial response times and the smaller
characteristic timescales of the turbulent fluctuations becomes even greater as the
flow Reynolds number increases. Theoretical descriptions 9,10 of such a situation have
shown that particles inhibit the production and enhance the dissipation of small
(Kolmogoroff) scale turbulence# the consequence of which is to Increue the laminar
sub-layer thickness and thereby reduce both the wall shear stres and heat transfer.
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In Lumley's model 10, the Increase In sub-layer thickness (8,) with the addition of
particles is described by a non-dimensional loading parameter (L) as well as the ratio of
particle to turbulence characteristic times (A). Figure 6 shows the modelled increase in
sub-layer thickness for the ranges of loadings and timescales pertinent to the current
experiments. Since the wall shear stress is inversely proportional to the sub-layer
thickness, it is clear that large shear stress and heat transfer reductions can be
modelled. However, the values of A shown are far greater than those cited by Lumley
for a 'strong' Interaction and therefore the applicability of his model to the current
experimental situation Is at present somewhat speculative. It is anticipated that
further Investigations of this effect will appear In future publications.

CONCLUSIONS

Miniature surface thermocouples were used successfully to measure large rates of
heat transfer (- 108 W/m2) in shock tube boundary layer flows at high pressures
(42<p 2< 119 bar), there being good agreement between experimental data and Mirels'
theory for single-phase, non-steady, turbulent boundary layers. Even at high Reynolds
numbers (Re/unit time - 1012 s-i) large reductions in heat transfer were observed when
talc particles (mean diameter - 4.5pm) were entrained Into the boundary layer from an
initially static layer on the shock tube floor. The heat transfer attenuation Increased
(up to 80%)with increasing particle mass loading, and was greater than expected from
extrapolation of data obtained previously 2 at lower pressures.

Since particle response times reduce with increasing pressure, it appears that heat
transfer reduction mechanisms which rely on the particles remaining in non-equilibrium
with the mean flowfield are not dominant. However, it is possible that the greater than
expected reductions at high Reynolds numbers were a result of an enhanced Interaction
between the particles and boundary layer turbulence.
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L71itial Incident Shock Post-shook Post-shook Post-shookRun cetion Prssr Speed Pressure Temperature Defltyi Rj/unit time
C " or1 (rm/ (ba) (a) fts/m) (2-1)

A 1016 1610 42 2570 8.0 313x10 "

e 2083 1740 102 2990 16.5 8.75x101"

"C 2286 1670 102 2760 18.0 ".09x10V

n 2340 1710 11" 2890 20.0 1.05, IOu

TABLE 1: Run conditions for experiments performed in
the A.N.U. T3 Shock Tube. Argon Test Gas
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Flg.1 The ASEA miniature surface thermocouple
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Fig. 2. Surface temperature rise with time
after shock transit
Run condition D
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EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF PRESSURE AND HEAT FLUX DISTRIBUTION

ON INDENTED NOSETIP MODELS IN A SHOCK TUNNEL
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The experimental study of the aerothermal environment on
indented nosetip models in the 60-cm shock tunnel of
CARDC is given. The models have two configurations:seve-
rely indented and mildly indented. The freestream condi-
tions at which the models were studied are H,,m7.9-11,
and R4./m = 2.8 x 10 - 4,25 x 101. The main feature of the
flowfield over the models and the influence of indented
shape on pressure and heat flux distributions were inves-
tigated.

1 I NTRODUCTION

The investigation of the flow over the indented nosetip is of key impor-
tance to the design of the advanced reentry system employing slender high
vehicles. On the one hand, the shape of the nosetip effects the drag and
moment coefficients of the vehicle and may generate a large localized heating
rate on it. On the other hand, the flow fields over such a indented shape
involves mny complex and interesting phenomena, such as Phock wave-boundary
loydr interAction and shock-shock interaction. The large localized heating rate
asociatod with such interactions causes the nose more concave. for such a sort
,Nf flow fields, analytical methods are not successful quite often and so the
t)ývrimental investigation is necessary.

The purpose of the present study is observing the flow field over the
indented nosetip and measuring the pressure and heat flux distribution on it.
The influence of Mach number and Reynolds number of free stream and indented
shape is also studied.

2.EXPERIHENTAL APPARATUS AND MODELS

The experiments were conducted in the 60 cm shock tunnel of CARDC. The
shock tunnel consists of a shock tube, a nozzle, a test section and a vacuum
tank. The driver gas Is hydrogen diluted with nitrogen. The test gas is nitrogen
of puring exceeding 99.9%. The conical notle with 60 cm exit diameter is con-
nected to the end of the shock tube to provide a required steady flow. As the
models are small in comparison vith the exit dimension of the nozzle, the
tnfluence of conical flow stream iS not significant. Owing to the relatively
short teat time, the temperzture on the model wall remains essentially inva-
riant with its initial value of Z95'K. The wall to stagnation temperature ratio
was 0.36. 0.33 and 0.30 for NM.w7.92, 10.8 and 11, respectively.

".!

* 2'
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Two kinds of models were used: severely indented and mildly indented.The
structure of the mildly indented model is shown in Fig.1 and that of the
severely indented model can be found in reference 1. The diameter of the base
for both models is 18.5 cm. The models are made of aluminum. The surface
roughness of the models is less than 2.5Am. The heat transfer gages and pres-
sure transducers were flush-mounted on the surface of the model along the
symmetrical rays. Some heat transfer gages were placed along the circumference
of the model to check whether the measured quantities vary in circumferential
direction. The heat transfer gages used in the present test are the thin film
gages and the pressure transducers are the piezoelectric pressure gages. These
gages were developed at CARDC for test in shock tunnel. The photographs of
flow field were obtained by using a schlieren system.

3.RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

Fig.2 shows the schlieren photographs of the flow field over the models.
The schlieren-photograph of the severely indented shape was taken at M'.=ll
and that of the mildly indented shape was at Fo=l0.8. These photographs
illustrate that a three dimensional separated region is formed at the concavityj
as the flow passes and expands through the spherical cap. From Fig.2 it is seen
that the compression waves generated in the reattachment region converge to
form a single shock- the re-compression shock. The bow shock interacts with
the re-compression shock and generates a single shock and free shear layer.

The pressure and heat flux distributions on the severely indented model
at Mw=ll and 7.9 are shown in Fig.3. The qand p, in the figure is stagnation
heat flux and pressure, respectively. S is the surface distance measured from
stagnation point, Re is the radius of the model base (92.51 mm). As the pres-
sure and heat flux increase suddenly after the separation, the separated point
can be determined at about S/R 8 = 0.4 from Fig.3. This is in agreement with
the position shown in the schlieren photograph.The reattachment point should be
located at the vicinity of a pott at which the peak of the pressure and heat
flux occurs. Consequently, frcs Fig.3, it is seen that the separated region is
S/SE= 0.4 - 0.8, the peak pressure and the peak heat flux are more than 0.8
times and 1.8 times of the stagnation value, respectively.

By comparing the d&ta for Mw-41 with the ones for Mt •7.9, it can be
seen that the pressure and heat flux distribution (normalized by the stagna-
tion value) are not evidently different for both the Mach numbers (see Fig.3).
This is consistent with the numerically obtained conclusion about the inf-
luence of Mach number on the pressure in Ref.2. Mortover, the heat flux dis-
tribution sliown in Fig.3(b) clarify that the boundary-layer transition
occurs in front of the searated point under the present test conditions. From
Fig.3(a) and 3(b) along with the schlieren photegraphs, it can be concluded
that the influence of Mach number on the characteristics of the separated flow
over the indented nosetip is not uubstantial.

Fig.4 shows the comparison ?f the heating data of severely indented.
model for Mw -1ll, Re.a/m m4.3 x 10 with that for Maeoie.8, P. /m .2.9 x 10
The pressure distribution 1s similar to heat flux distribution and not shown.
It can be seen from this figure that there is not remarkable difference under
the present test conditions, even though the difference in Reynolds number is
up to 49%. Based on our results along with the experimental data of AEDC-V
tunnel (as shown in Fig.6), for turbulent separation the influence of the
Reynolds number as well as Wach number on the main feature and properties of
the separated flow field is not significant.

Fig.5 shows the pressure and heat flux distributions for the mildly
indented model. It is evident that the separated region is about SIRS -O.25 -
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0.51 and much less than the one for the severely indented model. The variation
of the heat flux and pressure between the separated point and reattachment
point is much less than that for the severely indented model.

The Fig.6 shows a comparison between the present experimental data and
the ones of AEDC-F tunnel. The data shown in Fig.6 are all for the severely
indented configuration. The experimental data of AEDC-F tunnel was given in
references I and 3. It can be seen from Fig.6 that all the present data are
in excellent agreement with the ones of AEDC. It lends great confidence to the
two experimental data.

4.CONCLUSION

(1) For the two kinds of indented models used here, there exist interactions
of shock - shock and shock - boundary layer, and a separated region at the
concavity. The interactions and the separation are more severe for severely
indented shape than for mildly indented one.
(2) The influence of Mach number and Reynolds number on the main feature and
properties of separated flow field over indented nosetip model are not sub-
stantial.
(3) By comparing the present data with that experimentally obtained in AEDC-F
tunnel, a good agreement is obtained. It lends great confidence to the two
experimental results.
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HOLOGRAPHIC INTERFEROMETRY OBSERVATION OF THE PROPAGATION OF CAVITATION
INDUCED SHOCK WAVES IN AN ULTRASONIC VIBRATORY TYPE TvSTING

N.SANADA*, K.TAKAY:.MA**, O.ONODERA**, JIKEUCHI*
* Government Industrial Research Institute of Tohoku, Sendai, Japan
** Institute of High Speed Mechanics, Tohoku University, Sendal, Japan

An investigation was made of the behavior of cavitation induced shock
waves in an ultrasonic vibratory test, and was also made of the inter-
action of a small air bubble with the shock wave gen-rated by a micro-
explosion in water. In the vibratory test it was observed, by using a
holographic interferometry, how the shock waves were transmitted
through a solid test piece. The same method was applied to the small
bubble collapsing te3t. It was also found by a pressure measurment
that the intensity of' impact pressure induced by the bubble collapse
could be about 400 MPa.

1. INTRODUCTION

As a Japanese national project of developing geothermal energy, some stud-
ies have been conducted to develop the Katerials suitable to systems utilizing
geothermal hot water and stean. One of the studies is directed to evaluating
ths reiiimce -f meterials to cavitation attack which simulated a severe ero-
sive conditior t o geothermal powe•z plants, by using an ultrasonic vibratory
test apparaus. £hi•s apparatus is widely used [1], but it has some ambiguity in
determining the resistance of materials, because the mechanism of impact pres-
sure produced in the cavitation field has not been made clear sufficiently.

The impact pressure can be induced when a cavitation bubble collapses near
a solid wall. It is found that two factors are predominant in the generation of
the impact pressure. One is a micro-liquid jet caused by the instability of
collapsing bubble and the other is a shock wave induced when collapsing bubble
re-expands [2)-471. However, more detailed study has to be done with bubble
collapsing bahavior and liquid field near the bubble in order to clarify the
mechanism of generation of the impact pressure.

The present paper deals with an experimental investigation, by using a
holographic interferometer and a PVDF pressure gage. Using the mehtod, the
movement of the shock waves induced by cavitation in the ultrasonic vibratory
test were studied, and the interaction of a small air bubble with the shock wave
generated by a micro-explosion in water were also studied.

2. EXPERIMENTS

(1) Vibratory Test
In an ultrasonic vibratory test, a test piece was vibrated axially at a

frequency "f" of 17.7 kHz and an amplitude "A" of 17.5 um in test water. A
stainless steel test -piece was 16 mm in diameter and 6.8 mm in thickness, and an
acrylate test piece was 16 mm x 16 mm in rectangle and 6.8 mm in thickness.
Stainless steels are genurally used for geothermal power plants. The acrylate
test piece was used to visualime the trajectory of the shook propagating in a
solid material. The temperature of the test water ranged from 283 K to 293 K.

(2) Single Bubble Collapsing Test
Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram showing the bubble location in a

single air bubble collapsing test. The 1.7 mm diameter bubble interacted with a
primary shock wave. The primary shook wave was produced by igniting a 10 mg
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lead azide pellet. The pellet could be detonated by a pulsed laser beam (100
mJ/pulse, pulse width: 20 nsec) which was transmitted through a glass fiber of
0.2 mm in dinmater.

(3) Optical Observation System
Figure 2 shows the schematic diagram of a holographic interferometer. A

ruby laser (Apollo Lasers Inc. 22HD: 2J/pulse, pulse width: 30 nsec) was used as
a light source. The interferometer was used to construct holographic images of
the bubble collapsing process. The magnification of the images was from 1/3 to
10. Details of the test apparatus and the optical observation system are shown
in the previous papers [7][8].

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Propagation of a Shock Wave Induced in the Vibrating Test

(1) Generation of Shock Waveb
If the test piece displacement "x" from the neutral point at any time "t"

in water is given by eq.(1), the velocity •v" and acceleration "a" of the test
piece can be written as follows:

x = Asin(21f ) (1)

v- 21fAcos(21ft) (2)

a = -(2 f) 2 Aein(2Xft) (3)

where f=17.7 kHz and A=17.5 Pm. The maximums of absolute "v" and "a" are 1.9
m/s and 2x104G, respectively. "G" means the gravity acceleration that is 9.8
m/s

If the displacement "x" is set positive when the test piece moves toward

the direction of the water surface, the enormous negative acceleration "a"
occurs. Consequently onormouo tensile stress acts on the water near the test
piece surface in the process, and then cavitation bubbles are induced as shown
in Fig.3(a). On the other hand, when the test piece moves down toward the other
direction, enormous compressive stress acts on the water. In this process, the
bubbles start collapsing, and shock waves can be induced as shown in Fig.3(b).

(2) Shook Propagation through a Vibrating Test Piece

In Fig.4, the shook wave which was induced by a bubble collapse on an acry-
late test piece surface, was transmitted through the water (arrow 1) and the
test piece (arrow 2). The relationship between the radius r. of shock wave
trajectories in water and radius r. of shook wave trajectorles in the test
piece, of which the origin was common, was shown in Fig.5. The gradient of the
solid line was very close to the value of ratio 1500/2700, which 1500 z/s and
2700?/s are sound velocities in water and acrylate at 293 K, respectively.

Figure 6 illustrates the propagations of shock waves shown with arrows in
Fig.4. In Fig.6, the radius o.- a shock wave, which originated at the point "0"
on the test piece surface, reachs to the rw in the water and r in the acrylate
toet piece, respectively, after teo see from the origin. TAerefore, if the
average shock velocities in the water and aorylate, the length of Ob and M are
shown as aW., o) r and xY, respectively$, vo obtain the radius r of shook wave
trajectory in Nhe ireotioas within an acute aagle Go at which ines OR and 6
"crons as followest

re  owteo + Y0 (to(/o.l)I/o4e

: 4
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where teo r/a.. r. and xo are obtained as 6.11 mm and 3.70 am, respectively,
from Fig.4 T&erefore, the calculated radius re of the shock front is drawn as
R' in Fig.6 if Cw=1500 m/s and Co=2700 r/s. The calculated value of r is
smaller than the measured value of re because of using the abovementioned values
as aw and c

Win Figj., a preceding shock wave in the water is illustrated with a dotted
line. The preceding shock wave was induced by a shock wave propagating through
the acrylate test piece. The gradient of the dotted line to the test piece
surface was close to the value of ratio 1500/2700.

3.2 Interaction of an Underwater Shock Wave with a Small Air Bubble

(1) Collapse of a Bubble on a Solid Wall
Interferogram8 in Fig.7 show the interaction of a primary shock wave with

the 1.7 am diameter air bubble attached to a transparent resin wall in the test
water. The sequential interferograms were taken at 13, 14, 20, 21.5 )lsec after
the primary shock wave was produced by detonating a 10 mg lead azide pellet
which was placed 30 mm below from the air bubble.

When the underwater shock wave passed through the bubble, a wave was ref-
lected from the brbble and the bubble began to shrink as shown in Figs.7(a) and
(0). T ie rt lected wave was an expansion wave due to the difference of acoustic
impedoaceos between air and water. After 20 posec from the laser ignition, it is
noted that with an increase of the ambient water pressure the bubble was shrink-
ing significantly and the bubble top was moving toward its bottom and forming a
micro-liquid jet which penetrated the bubble top toward the resin wall as shown
ir Fir.7(c).

Fin.lly rftar 21.5 psec from the ignition it became a flat spheroid in a
min mum volume as showu in Fig.7(d). It is observable that the surrounding
pressure around the oubble was iroreased as predicted by Fujikawa and Akamatsu
[9], and different type.3 of fringe patterns appeared in the transparent resin
solid wall. One (arrow 1) seems to be produced by the micro-liquid jet crash
against the solld wall, and the other (arrow 2) seems to be produced by a shock
wave which was induced in the buhble collapsing process. In addition, a differ-
ent fringe pattern (arrow ^) was observed at the bubble top. Its fringe pattern
seems to be carnsod by another shoeo wave 4n the same process.

(2) Collapse of a Bubble at a Capillary Tip
Figure 8(a) shows P view after 25 pace from the explosive ignition. The

aIr bubble was ttasned to a eapilla.y tip in order to minimize the effect of a
solid wall on the bubble collapsing process. The qxplosion center was 30 mm
apart from the bubble. It is observqd that the bubble (arrcw 1) was re-expand
ing, the ambient pressure around the bubble was increasing as shown by dense
fr-inge pattern (arrow 2)[9], and a b.ook wave (arro4 3) was generated from the
bubble. Figure 8(b) shows the field after 50 posec from the ignition. The
primary shook wave (arrow 1) prod, eid by the explosion cam be seen, aud the
expansion wave (arrow 2) and the other shook wave (arrow 3) induced by the
bubble collapsing can be seen d: stinotly also.

(3) Impact Pressure Induced in a Bubble Collapsing Process
It is reported that the impact preo-ure induced in a bubble collapsing

process was an order magnitude of 1 M~a (4][7][10]. It is foun"• that the impact
pressure magnitude depends upon initial volume of the blibble, the state inside
the gas bubble and so on. Bt the ipauct pressure h"s not been made clear yet.

An interferogram in Fig.9 shows the view in the collapsing procese of the
,V 1.4 ama diameter air bubble attached tj a PVPF pressure gauge. The interferograi

was taken after 35 pseo from the explosive ignition at 30 mm below tron the

•,•-- i1
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bubble. It is shown that the expansion wave (arrow 2) and the shook wave (arrow
3) were generated from the collapsing bubble after the primary shock wave (arrow
1) passed through the bubble, even though a small disturbance was caused by the
glass fiber and pressure gauge holder. If both the propagating velocities of
the expansion wave and the shook wave from the collapsing bubble are assumed to
be roughly equal to a sound velocity in water, it is calculated from Fig.9 that
the expansion wave passed for 22 psec and the shock wave passed for 11 psec.

Figure 10(a) shows the variation of a peak pressure versus shook propagat-
ing time. The peak pressure was measured by using a pressure gauge which was 30
mm apart from the explosion. And it corresponded to the intensity of primary
shock wave itself because there were no bubble on the gauge surface. The
pressure gauge was made of a PVDF film of piezoelectric property, and it was not
exactly calibrated yet, but it was superior to other known prossure gauges for
its wide frequency response as shown by the rapid rise of the peak in Fig 10(a).

Figure 10(b) shows the variation of the peak pressure measured by the PVDF
gauge with the 1.7 mm diameter bubble on its surface as shown in Fig.9. After
11 usec from the first peak occurrence owing to the micro-explosion, the second
peak pressure appeared due to the different shock wave from the collapsing
bubble on the gauge surface. This second peak was equivalant to the value of
2.0 V of the gauge output. It was determined experimentally that 2.0 V of the
PVDF gauge output was roughly corresponding to 44 MPa, if we calibrate it by
using the pressure transducer of Kistler 601 H.

The impact pressure did not act on all the sensitive surface of the gauge
at the time instant of shook generation in the bubble collapsing process. At the
time instant of this case, the impact pressure acted on the area in about half a
diameter of the bubble before the interaction according to Fig.7(d), au, the
PVDF gauge could detect pressure on its gauge surface of 2.5 mm in dis•etei'.
Therefore the impact pressure "P" was evaluated as 4(2.5/0.85) 2 MPa=381 MIP..

4. CONCLUSIONS

The results obtained are summarized as follows:
(1)The trajectory of the shock wave propagating through a transparent solid
material could be observed by using the holographic interferometer. By this
method it was observed that the micro-liquid jet crash against the solid mate-
rial and the shook wave generation due to the bubble re-expansion occurred
almost at the same time in the bubble collapsing process.
(2)The PVDF pressure gauge is found to be useful for the measurement of the
impact pressure induced by shook wave because of its excellent frequency res-
ponse, By using this gauge, the intensity of impact pressure induced in the 1.7
ma diameter bubble collapsing process could be estimated at least 400 MPa.

Finally the authors would like to express their thanks to Professor M.Honda
of the Institute of High Speed Mechanics, Tohoku Univorsity, and Director
Y.Okahara of the Metals and Machinery Division of the Government Industrial
Institute of Tohoku for their encouragements through the present study. The
authors are indebted to Professor H.Grinig of the RWTH Aaohen for his advice of
applying the PVDF gauge to this study. The authors acknowledge Mr. U.Ojima for
his assistance to the present experiment.
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a vibrating acrylate test piece.

Figure 5. Relationships between shock
wave trajectories r wand r a% l

w 0C
Figure 6. Illustration of the shock wave0

propagating through a vibrating
test piece. i.

Figare 7. Interaction of the prismar hc wave with the air buibble
on a solid wall. (a)13 baa. (b)14 pzs, (0)20 baa, (d) 21.5 pia.
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Figure 8.* Interaction of the pr'mr shck wave with the small bubble
at a capillary. (a) 25 jisec, (b) 50 psec.

Figure 9. Pro~pagationi of the shock
wave induced by a collapsing
bubble on the NVDF pressure
gauge.
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UNDERWATER SHOCT WAVE FOCUSING

AN APPLICATION TO EXTRACOPOREAL LITHOTRIPSY

K. Kambe, M. Kuwabara and S. Kurosu
School of Medicine, Tohoku University

Sendai 980, JAPAN

K. Takayana, 0. Onodera and K. Itch
Institute of High Speed Mechanics
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This paper reports a successful application of underwater
shock wave focusing to the disintegration of the urinary
stones. Lead azide pellet was used as an energy source,
and focusing process was precisely studied. The results
were iapplied to clinical treatment of disintegrating upper
urinary tract stones with satisfactory consequence.

1. Introduction

In 1950 in USSR, !utkin proposed an idea of disintegrating urinary tract
stones by an electrohydraulic shook wave. He invented an apparatus named "YPAT-
I" [1] which was composed of a condenser bank and a flexible thin tube with
coaxial bipolar electrodes at the tip. Approaching the electrodes to the urinary
bladder stone and discharging the condenser bank, the discharge induced shock
wave could break the stone into fragments. This technique was employed by many
urologists and successful results were reported from 1969 to early 1970s.

In 1973, by introducing the electrodes to the ureter through oystoecope,
Reuter and Kern were the first to remove the upper urinary tract stones by
diminishing their size by using shook waves [2]. Since 1976, many attempts
have been made to remove kidney stones via percutaneous nephrostomy. Though
small stones being easily extracted by forceps, the larger stones can not be
removed through the nephrostomy channel. For this purpose, an ultrasonic stone
disintegrator was used and found to be very effective. However, this method
was applicable to the stones to be reached directly through the nephrostomy
channel. For the stones located behind renal calyces, again the electric dis-
charge method must be used coupled with the flexible endoscope [3].

In 1977 in Japan, Watanabe et al. started breaking the urinary bladder
stones by an underwater microexplosion of lead aside pellet (41. They cooperat-
ed with the experts of explosives of the National Chemical Laboratory in Taukubs
Japan, They used a specially designed catheter with an explosive pellet at the
tip. In 1981 the first clinical treatment was carried out successfully (5].

In 1975, Heusler was the first to propose an epoch making idea of disinte-
grating the kidney stone by using focused underwater shook waves (6]. Chauesy
at al. followed his idea and developed a prototype of a kidney stone
disintegrator. A half ellipsoidal reflector with the electrodes installed at
its first focus was set in the water bath. This reflector was directed toward
the stone which was located at the second focus of a reflector. The spark
generated shook wave was reflected and focused at the second focus with a very
sharp pressure spike strong and short enough to disintegrate the stone into the
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fragments.
The first clinical application was successfully conducted in February 1980

[7]. This technique was named extracoporeal shock wave lithotripsy (ESWL),and
it is reported that more than 20,000 cases have been treated successfully.

It was a dream of the not only the urologists but also the people who suffer
the kidney stone diseases to have the urinary calculi removed without any surgi-
cal procedure. This comes true.

No doubt, this is a unique application of shock waves to peaceful purposes.
Shook waves are responsible for the creation of the life on this -earth [8] and
at the same time are recognized for their catastrophic power once they are
misused for the dreadful purpose. It is worth emphasizing here that the shock
wave can cure human, and this research will open a new important application of
the shook wave research.

2 Basic Research

2.1. Shock Propagation

A 10 mg lead aside pellet was used as an energy source. To detonate the
pellet, a Q-switched ruby laser bean was used for the laboratory experiment. For
the clinical application, a Pt-bridge heated by a 9 V dry cell was used. Fig.1
shows the pressure-distance curve of the 10 mg lead aside pellet. The pressure
measured by a pressure transducer (Kistler model 601 H) was compared with the
Random Choice numerical simulatim A good agreement can be seen.

2.2 Shock Focusing

The spherical underwater shook wave, generated at the first focus of the
ellipsoidal cavity and reflected by its wall, was making focus near the second
focus point. The configuration of the ellipsoid is one of the important factors
to have a sharp and strong pressure rise at the second focus. The preparatory
experiment was conducted with 8 different ellipsoidal reflectors whose aspect
ratios were ranging trom 1.2 to 2.0 .

In order to observe the peak pressure trace from the ellipsoidal cavities, a
sheet of the pressure sensitive paper was used This paper named Prescale (Fuji
File Inc.), changes its oolour from white to pink depending on the pressure
level. The colour intensity is roughly linear to the pressure level if the
pressure rise is slower. However for the very rapid rise of the pressure as is
the case here, it merely indicates the time integral of the pressure which
exceeds the certain level. Fig2 shove the pressure print. By treating with
computer analysis it can be seen that the peak pressure tone is elongated
toward the direction of motion of shook wave and narrow in width. This indicates
the integration of the reflected shook forms the caustic. It is found that there
is an optimal configuration. When the non-linearlity of the underwater shook
propagation was taken into consideration to realize a better focusing process, a
modification to the ellipsoidal configuration can be done. However, this amount
of modification is very small so far as using a Ong lead aside pellet as an
energy source.

2.3 Pressure Measureaemt

The pressure measurement along the center line of the ellipsoid (90 an I
127.3 om) van carried out by pressure transducers (Kistler model 601 H and PVDF
Piesofils gauges). Fig.3 shows peak pressuro distributions. Filled circle,
open circle and filled trianl•e corrpond to the measured data along tho ax1is
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those along the line 10 mm and 20 am from the axis, respectively. The origin
corresponds to the geometrical focus point and the exit of the ellipsoidal
cavity is at x = -130 mm. High peak pressure nearly 2-3 Kbar exists at the
region of 5 mm in diameter. This region can last for a few microseconds and is
shifted about 5 mm toward the exit. This is due to the non-linearlity of the
wave interaction and the shape of the exit of the ellipsoid. As was shown in
[9], it is remarkable that the peak pressure distribution drastically decreases
from the focal point to the radial direction.

2.4 High Speed Cinematography

In order to observe the ca'ushing process by the focused shock wave, the
extracted human kidney stone was suspended with a thin thread in the test
chamber and a high speed movie was taken . Figs.4 a-c show an example of a high
speed movie (12,000 FPS) of a Magnesium-Am.monium-Phosphate stone (MAP 25 mm X
35 mm, 25 g ). The crack propagation over the stone and its disintegration
started about I meec from the arrival of focused shook wave at the stone. In a
few micro see, the highest peak pressure suddenly decreased to the level of
few bar resulting in the inception of the cavitation cloud. This cavitation
cloud being composed of water vapour bubbles of 0.02 to 0.2 am in diameter,
were expected to be responsible in part for crushing the stone and may be for
giving damage to the human tissue. This cavitation bubbles disappeared in
several hundred micro see. This phenomena were not fully investigated yet.

In order to simulate the real stone disintegration, kidney stones were put
into the Japanese gelatine whose acoustic impedance was similar to that of the
human soft tissues. It took ten shots for a 15 am diameter extracted kidney
stones to be coarsely crushed but additional 40 shots were necessary for further
fragmentation whose size distribution is shown in Fig.5.

3. in vivo Experiment

3.1 Materials and Method

After above preliminary experiments, we attempted to destroy kidney stones
of the experimental dogs. ?ig.6 is the brief illustration of the equipment; a
half ellipsoid reflector is installed vertically on the wall of the bath, a dog
is placed on the table suspended from the bar of the lifter and stone position-
ing was assisted by use of a C-arm X-ray TV.

Human kiunaey stone of about 10 ma in diameter was put in the canine renal
pelvis by open ourgery about 3-6 months prior to the experiment.

Under intravenous anesthesia, the dog was fixed on the table and placed in
the bath. The position was adjusted so as to the stone was correctly located at
the second focus of the reflector. After 10 to 100 shots of the aicroexplosvon#
the dogs were sacrificed to examine the kidneys and other organ&

3.2 Results

Though the effect was unclear on the X-ray TV, the atone wva found broken
into fragments in the extracted kidney. Any serious change was not observed
macroscopically in the kidneys or other neighbouring organs but the slight
hemorrhage was teen in the lower part of the experimental side of the lung . By
the microscopic observation, slight bloeding was seen in the renal tubuli and
the parendbyme of the lung. These pathological changes are not considered to be
of major problems, but further Investigation is ncesary inoluding long tera
observation after treatment.

A4. Clinical application

4.,1 squipment
V. .,
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The prototype of the clinical equipment was designed by scale-up the experi-
mental apparatus (Fig. 7 ). Movable chair is located at the bottom of the bath
and positioning is controlled by three electric motors along the x,y and z axes.
Specially designed catheter with lead azide pellet at its tip is inserted to the
first focus of the reflector and 9 volt dry cell is used for ignition. As water
lessens the x-ray permeability, two air bags are furnished on both lateral sides
of the bath to get the good visibility. Temperature of the water is kept about
33 C .

4.2 Treatment

Patients were carefully examined over general conditions, heart, lung and
kidney functions, hemorrhagic tendency etc. During two days before treatment
they received low residual meals and some kind of drugs so as to decrease the
intestinal gas co tent. After epidural anesthesia, the patient was fixed to the
chair by seat belts. As we used weak anesthetizing drugs to preserve the motor
activities, patients coiild keep their sitting postures easily. Rough adjustment
was made about the position of tbe stones, then the bath was filled with warm
water and re-adjustment was made. As kidneys move up and down about 5 cm with
respiration, we usually made an explosion at the timing of deep expiration
which is the condition that lungs are deflated and located rather upwards.

At the instant of microexplosin, patients felt no pain but some kind of
pressure sensation such as being patted by a palm. After about 10 to 20 shots,
the stones were found rather larger of their Bsie bocause of the initial crack-
ing. Further 100 to 200 shots were necessary to diminish the size of each
fragments. At this. period, the shadow of the stones became more faint and
finally they were demonstrated as clouds of dust.

After treatment, patients could stand and get out from the bath on their
feet. Usually no changes were seen on their skin, but in few cases faint
errythesa were observed. There was no abnormal findings on electrocardiogram
during and after the treatment.

4.3 Results

Since March 1985, 17 cases were treated in our clinic. Site of stones were
10 to 30 mm in diameter. Numbers of shots of microexplosion were 100 to 200 per
one sesslon, and treatsent time was within two hours. 10 cases could be treated
by one session but for rather larger stones additional sessions were necessary
for sufficient fragmontation. ftone delivery, bean at the next day and usually
within 2 to 3 weeks all stones passed naturally. In two eases, stone fragments
were trapped in the lover part of the ureter and tAey wore extracted by trans-
urethral uretarosapio manipulationa Any serious complications were not found
except one ease of a high fever which required percutanoua nephrodrainage

to control the fever.

Figs. 8 -10 ;ire the X-ray photographs of the typical case. Before treatment,
the stone of 20 am in diameter was seen in the right kidney (Fig.8). On the next
day, fragments began to fall down and we can see the sand stream at the lover
part of the ureter (Fig. 9). Fig.l0 is the photograph of the fourteenth day.
No residual stone is existing.

5.ftscuseion

Heusler's idea to destroy kidney atones by *oeans of focused underwater shock
waves was really epoch amking* According to this idea, Ohaussy et al. developed
the prototype of the extracorporeal stone disintegrator and now commercial
equipment is produced from the eornier System Inc., Weat Germany. Hore than
Z0,000 cases have been t.reated succesafully by Lbese systems and both effective-
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ness and safetiness are generally recognized. Their energy source to generate
shock wave is an electric spark. Therefore complicated system is necessary to
avoid the electrical influence to the body.

We have been studying on the possibility to use the microexplosion as an
energy source, and as described above, it was revealed that accurate focusing
can also be obtained by use of the underwater microexplosion. Accuracy of the
focusing was studied by use of the Prescale paper and there was an optimal
configulation of the reflector. The advantages to use the microexplosion as the
energy source are as followings;
1. Accurate and strong power concentration can be obtained.
2.Low cost and space saving machine can be expected without sophysticated

electrical equipment.

Thus, shook wave has become one of the most attractive medical tools for
stone treatment. But as to the biological effect of the shock wave, there are
many unknowns. Further investigations will find new biological or medical
application of the shock wave in the near future.

Ackowledgment. We thank to Mr.S.Hayasaka, Mr.S&Kimura and Mr.H.Ojima for their
assistance in constructing the experimental and clinical equipment.
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Heat transfer measurements in the stagnation region of a spherically
blunted core are described. These experiments were conducted at a range of
enthalpies relevant to re-entry speeds using the Australian National University
free piston driven Shock Tunnel T3. The test gas was nitrogen. The results
show that flow non-equilibrium in the shock layer in the stagnation region of
the body strongly affects the heat transfer rates both at zero and non-zero
incidence. The results are consistent with earlier theoretical calculations
and similar measurements.

1. INTRODUCTION

There has been a resurgence of interest in the study of aerothermo-
dyhamic problems of hypervelocity flight with the proposed plans for building
aero-assisted orbital transfer vehicles. These new generation of apace vehicles
will be subject to prolonged radiative and convective heatirng during their
trajectory through low density upper atmosphere a'w speeds ranging typically
between 10 km s-1 to 5 km s'I. It is important therefore, to understand the
physical and chemical gas dynamic processes in the flow over such vehicle
configurations. One such is the 'biconic' configuration.

A comprehensive data-base on spherically blunted biconics, both on-axis
and bent nose, in real gases, has been built up by the NASA in recent
yearst,2,3,4. This includes aerodynamic coefficients, pressure distributions,
shock shapes and heat transfer measurements. The experiments have mainly
been performed in conventional hypersonic wind tunnels and the NASA Langley
expansion tubes.

Although the heat transfer data obtained by NASA Langley" do extend
to hypervelocity real gas flows, the results, especially for air and
nitrogen, still do not cover higher enthalpy ranges and stagnation temperatures.
In the present study, we place emphasis on the nose region of a spherically
blunted fore-cone of a biconic model and present some stagnation point and
sphere-cone Junction heat transfer measurements.

2. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

2.1 Facility

The experiments were conducted at the Australian National University
free piston shock tunnel T36 with nitrogen as test gas and helium as a driver
gas. The flow was generated by a conical nozzle whose exit and throat
diameters were 203 mm and 12.7 mm respectively. The freestream speeds ranged
from 5 km s" to 7 km s-1 and the corresponding reservoir enthalpies from
16 NJ kg9- to 40 NJ kg-1.
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2.2 Models and Instrumentation

The basic model used for the tests was a 260-total-an:gle spherically
blunted fore-cone portion of a bent biconic. It was 105 mm long with a base
radius of 27.8 mm and nose radius of 5.8 amm. The heat transfer measuring
surface thermocouples were located at the geometric stagnation point and the
junction of the spherical cap and the cone. The model is shown in figure 1
where the thermocouple locations are also shown.

Miller et al 4 have noted in their stagnation point measurements that
the survival rate of their film gauges was not gocd and that due to sand
blasting during the post-run period and annealing of the gauge, there was a
loss of accuracy and repeatability. Similar problems have been encountered
before by other workers'. This is also a problem with the present facility
wherein, following diaphragm rupture, erosive particles tend to impact the
model after a period of steady flow.

These constraints, therefore, dictated the need for a robust
temperature sensor. Following the success of Roberts8 in the present facility
in the use of surface thermocouples for measuring high heat transfer rates
in dusty and non-dusty gases, the miniature surface thermocouples type
YL641015 by ASEA Corporation of Sweden were chosen for the present measurements.
These thermocouples are specially designed to operate in hostile environments
of very high temperatures and pressures.

The device as mounted in the nose of the model is shown in figure 2.
It consists of a type K (Chromel-Alumel) thermocouple of coaxial synmmetry
sheathed in a stainless steel casing. A rise time of 'l ps is claimed owing
to the very thin ('\ 2 m) dielectric separating the two thermocouple elements,
thus resulting in a very low active mass at the junction. The sensors are
enclosed in Delrin sleeves (for electrical isolation) and then each assembly
is mounted in its own aluminium nose cone which could be screwed into the
body of the model.

3. DATA ACQUISITION METHOD AND ACCURACY.

Since the theniocouples monitor surface temperatures, they may be
regarded as semi-infinite in mass so that it is possible to calculate the
heat transfer rate q in real time using an RC analog network which simulates
the flow of heat into a substrate. The 'semi-infinite' assumption is valid
for these run-times (-2000s) since the therml penetration depth is very small
compared with the thermocouple dimensions (Shu]tz and Jones)). The output of
the electrical analog is then proportional to q. The design was based on that
of Schultz and Jonesq wi0t0 a bandwidth of 102-105 Hz and a response time of the
order of 6 jis. The filtered and unfiltered temperature and heat transfer
signals were recorded using a LeCroy 2264 waveform digitizer. The schematic
of the data acquisition and processing is shewn in figure 3(a) and a typical
d-ta record in figure 3(b).

The present exp.rim*nts in this facility have all been carried out within
the enthalpy range for which extensive data base has been established over a
pt, •'of time'O. The calculated and measured accuracies of free stream
stagn.tion enthalpy and pitot pressure are of the order of -10 per cent and
±8 per cent respectively. Based on this, it is estimated that heat transfer
measurements are accurate to -15 per cent.

f. :L
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 Stagnation Point Heat Transfer Measurements.

Figure 4(a) shows the stagnation point heat transfer rate is at various
enthalpies for a range of incidences with nitrogen as test gas. It is seen
that for all the enthalpies the heat transfer rate decreases with increasing
incidence. Also heat transfer rates increase with increase in enthalpy for the
range of enthalpies considered. Because of the relatively high stagnation
temperatures, the flow within the shock layer departs frcm equilibrium and the
degree of non-equilibrium increases with enthalpy. A number of investigations
in this facility1 0, 11, have established that for air, nitrogen and C02 , in the
enthalpy range considered, a non-equilibrium shock layer prevails around blunt
bodies so that measured stagnation region heating rates are influenced by nun-
equilibrium flow conditions.

In their work, Miller et al 4 find that stagnation point heat transfer
measurements were about 20 percent higher for air and nitrogen but about 16
percent lower for C02 when compared to theoretical equilibrium values calculated
on the basis of Ref.i'. Ref. 12 predicts values which are about 8 to 10 per-
cent lower than the well known Fay and Riddell theory. Miller et al4 inferred
that while their air and nitrogen results were not affected by flow non-
equilibrium, C02 results were. The higher than equilibrium value heating rates
for air and nitrogen were attributed to rarefaction effects.

Figure 4(b) shows a comparison between present measurements and
theoretical predictions based on Ref.12. Referring to the upper curve, the
measured values vary from about 1.5 to 2.5 times the theoretical values, Also,
the differences are less as the enthalpy is increased.

While it is not clear as to the large discrepancy between the theoretical
and experimental values as seen in the upper curve of Fig. 4(b), alikely
explanation could be along the lines put forward by Richards et a1 13 , Ref. 13
postulates that roughness elements can cause, through mixing processes, a high
energy transfer from the outer part of a laminar boundary layer to the layers
immediately adjacent to the surface thus rendering higher heat transfer rates
without actually causing turbulent flow. Such a phenomenon is not altogether
unlikely in the present instance because firstly, the boundary layer is likely
to be laminar as the Reynolds number is low O(lO3)i based on nose radius.
Secondly, due to the sand-blasting effect on the nose at each shot, the surface
erodes, inducing micro-roughness elements. This would then cause the high heat
transfer rates and also the considerable scatter of the data observed in the
tests.

In order, therefore, to further test the conjecture that nose surface
toughness was contributing to the higher heat transfer rates, a model with a
thin coat of lacquer (Incralac) sprayed on to it was tested. It was ensured
that the coat was thin enough so as to not affect the measurements of the heat
transfer rate. Examination of the traces of temperature and heat transfer
showed that the response of the gauge was not affected by the coating, The
model was coated before eacl; shot. It may also be pointed out that all tests
by Killer et aW were conducted with the model coated with Krylon.

The results with lacquered nose all showed reduced heat transfer rates
as seen by the lower curve in Fig. 4(b). They also show that measured values
are less than the theoretical predictions. S'ne previous calculations such as
in Ref. 14 show that non-equ ,ibriwo flow in the shock layer results in a lesser
convective heating than the .orrespondiog equilibrium value.

p-
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4.2 Sphere-Cone. Junction Measurements

In order to assess the effect of angle of attack on the nose region,
measurements were made of the heat transfer at the sphere-cone junction. The
results are shown in figures 5 and 6.

From figure 5 we note that with increase in angle of attack, at a given
enthalpy, the windward (€ 1800) heating increases and this trend is the same
for all the enthalpies.

However, the effect of incidence on "leeward ( = 0*) heat transfer is
different as seen from figure 6. Note that initially heat transfer decreases
with increase in incidence but at the higher enthalpies, the 210 results show
an increase. Such an inconsistency in leeward heat transfer rates has also
been observed by Miller et aW4 . The discrepancy in Leeward heating rates,
as pointed out in Ref. 4 is due to the likely flow separation resulting in the
formation of streamwise vortices emanating from the fore-cone region.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Heat transfer, measurements have been made in the nose region of a
sphere-cone in hypersonic high enthalpy nitrogen flows generated in a free
piston shock tunnel. The range of stagnation enthalpies and temperatures was
higher than that reported previously by Miller et alW. The results show that
flow non-equilibrium results in reduced convective heat transfer rates.
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A HIGH REPETITION RATE, LOW TEMPERATURE SHOOC TUBE

E. L. Resler, Jr., Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering

and S. H. Bauer, Department of Chemistry

Cornell University, Ithaca, New York 14853-1301

The gas dynamics of the flow in a tube positioned coaxi-
ally with a pulsed high pressure nozzle is analyzed. The
tube, situated in an evacuated plenum, is fed by a pulsed
jet at a repetition rate (10-200) pulses per second. A
reflected shock develops in the tube when the injected
supersonic flow arrives at the closed (or partially closed)
end. A sample of gas, initially in the source at ambient
temperature and density (To;po), is cooled by expansion to
(Tj;pj) while being accelerated. Upon reaching the
closea end of the tube, it is brought to rest by means of
a reflected shock, which processes the inrushing gas,
raising its temperature to Ts>To, with ps % 4pj.
The magnitude of the jump conditions can be roughly con-
trolled by selecting a carrier gas with the desired molec-
ular weight (u) and heat capacity ratio (y). The Jump
conditions can then be fine tuned by varying the ratio of
the open area in the end wall to that of the tube. Poten-
tial applications are indicated.

1. INTRODUCTION

Investigations of "fastu reactions provide significant insights into the
dynamics of intra as well as inter-molecular energy transfers. The principal
parameters are-tIe ratio of te -activation energy to the thermal energy, and the
effective molecular collision cross section for state-to-state population
changes. Since the dominant factor is the dependence of rates on exp(-Ea/RT),
the design of experiments to measure accurately the magnitude of the pre-expo-
nential factor involves selection of conditions under which (Ea/RT) is rela-
tively mall (< 25), and this requires either that the temperature be high or
that the activation energy be low.

Mbre thmn three decades ago chemical kineticists began to exploit vigor-
ously the use of shock tubes for generating controlled high temperatures for
such studies. "- In contrast to other techniques, gas dynamic heating provides:
(a) controlled high temperatures over a wide range of gas densities --- but is
limited at the low density end; (b) very rapid heating, such that the operating
translational temperatures are attained in an interval measured in terfs of
molecular collisions (about 5); (c) heating is homogeneous across any tube
diameter --- except for small perturbations at the walls due to boundary layers;
(d) the reactant to be studied can be present at very low concentrations, now-
adays in the range of few parts per million,4 in the presence of an inert gas
carrier; (e) due to the rapid heating one can separate in time successive steps
in a sequence of reactions --- samples taken along the tube axis have experi-
enced different thermal histories; (f) heterogeneous contributions to gas phase
reactions are negligible because the diffusion time through the boundary layersis much Shorter than tho. experimental observation trine. Of course, there are
limitations: (i) the absolute temperature is difficult to establish;s (ii) one
must use a rapid analytical device with a response time of the order of micro-
seconds, or Atil) Ins. ce a rapid gas-dynamic quench, with cooling ratet. of the
order of 10 K per second, and then analyze the final productsf (lv) it is
difficult to reproduce successive runs precisely, and turn-.around-times are of
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the order of an hour or more per run. While the major preoccupation of chen-
ical dnamicists has shifted during the past fifteen years from shock tubes (as
a tool) to the use of lasers, there are continued developments in the introduc-
tion of sophisticated diagnostic techniques 6 so that shock tubes still provide
an important laboratory device for studying reactions at high temperatures.

Shock tubes as conventionally used are devices for initiating reactions
which have high activation energies at high temperatures but are very difficult
to set up for investigating fast reactions with low activation energies at low
temperatures. Attempts have been made to cool the driver section, and to use
modest driving pressures; however, such experiments are difficult to conduct.
There are unavoidable problems associated with cooling. One has to contend
with fogging of windows and the condensation in critical locations of reactants
which have inadequate vapor pressures at low temperatures. Another technique
which was tested is admixing reactants with the driver gas, in the high pres-
sure section of the shock tube, and thus subjec the test material to rapid
cooling when the diaphragm is burst. 7 However, this generates an unsteady
expansion fan which is difficult to control, and it is questionable whether one
can determine accurately the effective temperature as a function of time.

2. PROPOSED EXPERIMENT

Here we propose the design for a miniature shock tube which has the fol-
lowing attractive features. Besides providing very fast, homogeneous, gas
dynamic heating, it is (i) small and easily constructed [certainly within the
current state-of-the-art]; (ii) one can operate it at high repetition rates (up
to 200 pps), and thereby use lock-in detection to increase the sensitivity of
the diagnostics devices used to follow the conversions; (iii) the test fluid
can be brought to controlled low temperatures while all the equipment is main-
tained at room temperature so that the reactants which are investigated are not
restricted to materials which have high vapor pressures at low temperatures.
The operating ranges are: po-ambient; Ts (50•U50K); reactant gas tempera-
tures are briefly reduced to TA(lO0-30K); gas densities (Po) can vary
initially from i0-+10"5 gm/cm while post shock-wave densities are typically
approximately 10-2 of the original reactant gas mixture.

The principle of this device is illustrated schematically in Fig. 1. Item
01 designates a pulsed nozzle source 8 for jetting the source fluid into an
evacuated vessel. Generally, the nozzle source is at ambient temperature and
density (To; Po); however, because It is a small structure, both (pO;T 0) can be
controled by heating or cooling coils. Typical compositions are several Torr
of the reactant species dispersed in a carrier gas, Ar(y,1.67); N2 or CO
(-l. 40); or any other nonreactive carrier. Numerous analyses of the density
and temperature. distributions in such jets have been published; 9' 0 Fig 2 dis-
plays typical sets of contours. Note that in the supersonic stream, with
laboratory velocity uj, both the temperature and density drop dramatically.
They are fuictions of the dimensionless parateters (x/0) and (R/D); the calcu-
lations apply only when 0 is much larger than the mean free path in the
source. Supersonic streams can also be generated with small Laval nozzles.11

Consider what happens after the supersonic stream enters the coaxial
evacuated tube (#7), of the same diameter as the skimmer aperture, and of
length L; the lip of the skimmer is cut back to attach a shock externally
(#6). The leading portion of the pulse of gas reaches the back plate at
tlL/uj. The inrutshing gas is compressed, and the back reflected pressure
wave reduces the forward velocity to zero if there is no exit orifice. A shock
wave develops in the tube moving out to the left with the speed Us. Ulti-
mately the tube fills, t" gas in the tube which has been processed by the
shuck remains essentially stationary, and rapidly attains the temperature Ts
when there is no processes w0ich requires a finite tie for relaxation. There
is a concurrent density jump across t;n shock front of -4. At t 2 - L(l/uj +
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l/Us) the shack wave reaches the leading edge of the skimmer and the tube is
completely filled to a density p5. Ultimately a standing shock develops a
little in front of the skimmer edge, as though the tube were replaced by a rod
of the same dimensions. [The gas which passes through this stationary shock
rises only to the stagnation temperature To(<Ts), because--he flow is no-f
contained, but expands when the gas passes over the sides of the "blunt" body.]
For a fluid which requires a finite time for relaxation, as in a dilute mixture
of H20 in Ar, the temperature of the inrushing stream is affected (Th>Ti),
due to the heat released during condensation. Then, immediately past the shock
front an overshoot in temperature occurs, Tv>Ts, but eventually the fluid
in the tube which has been processed by the shock attains its equilibrium temp-
erature Ts.

It is important to adjust the repetition rate of the nozzle valve so that
there is sufficient time between successive pulses for all of the injected gas
(including th~t in the tube) to be completely exhausted before the next pulse
initiates the same scenario. Thus, for a repetition rate - 200/s, we qstimate
that an interval of 104ljis is more than long enough compared to t -2x10L ps.

The basic relations needed to develop a design for any specific experiment
are sunmarized below. Since these are based on well established gas dynamic
principles, ,112 no detailed derivations are included. The ideal gas law and
constant y are assumed. These equations may be readily extended to real gases
via computer codes. For any specified source fluid, Po,To, with mean molecular
weight (p) and heat capacity ratio (y), af(FRT/) 1 /2. Let the t e trance
be placed at a selected contour, cj = (Pj/Po). Define, 4 J =_ (Pi/P 0lo

Then, * (1 + Y.1 M2 ) determines the Mach number in the jet, at that con-2

tour. ile other parameters are:

(T /To) a 4- (u11ao) - Mj jo12; (a /a0 ) =(Tj/To)1/ 2  Il)

Since the tube walls prevent further expansion the state of the confined fluid
remains unchanged until it impinges on the closed end, For the reflected shock
(subscript s) the Mach number is determined by ij:

('A )- Nj [2]

Y+1)S M 2 j4NY1
(ls 2s- 3

(y-1) 1 2 + ) s s C []]

1/2and Us - (ajms - uj ; (a./aj) (Ts/TJ) ; us - 0 (4]
The shock wave leaves the channel at a time t 2, where t 2 is given by (tl-tl) -
L/Us.

Standard boundary layer theory for the growth of the displacement thick-
ness in the tube developed by the inrushing gas shows that careful attention
will have to be given to the selection of the geometric parameters. For a
oonatomic gas (Ar), with the tube entrance located at a density contour a
10"1 - Pj/h, the boundary layer thickness 5 cm doonstrea would be (for po-I
atm); 61 - t.27? .

6 1/x . 721 l Re - 1.618 -u 1.01 x io1.
(Rex)12  x a X

Comparison with boundary layers calculated for conventional shock tubes indi-
cates a value 61 - 0.51 mm at x - 5 cm. In our case flow divergence will tend
to reduce this thickness. We concluded that for a tube diameter -7 m, length
4 cm, the boundary layer perturbation will be small enough to permit use of
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snall correction factors.
The relaxation time for the shock processed fluid is determined primarily

by the magnitude of Ts, and to a lesser degree by p. These are all deter-
mined by the initial values po, T0 , v, y and a, which permit relatively coarse
control since their magnitudes must be selected for the gas of interest and be
compatible with the sensitivities of the available diagnostic devices. How-
ever, Ts can be fine-tuned by modifying the strength of the reflected shock,
as indicated in Fig. 3. Instead of terminating the tube with a reflecting sur-
face, insert a contoured steady flow nozzle with exit area A*. The sub=j quan-
tities remain unchanged. The following relations give the design parameters
(Af/A*) for any desired reflected shock temperature (designate Tsx).
Select an Msx compatible with:

s 2 a sx [y] 423']

Sx

As previously,
U 'x - [ajMsx-Uj] ; X OxPj = fS ;X(ax/aj) Tsx!Tj )112 [41]

2¢s

Introduce: r 2 A2 y-1) aM Mr j (NsxH M) 15

Then: AfIA* a /i4i ! .)8 , where a a __ . (6]

2 2(y l)

3. DIAGNOSTICS AND TYPICAL MAGNITjDES

Two sets of measurements should be made, First, it is essential to fully
characterize. the composition of the jet, via L!F and/or REMPI. It seems more
convenient for the laser bean line (*3) and the electrode system (#4) of the
TOF mass discriminator to remain fixed, so as to minimize alignment difficul-
ties. Hence the pulsed nozzle should be mounted through a gland for lateral
displacement. One can measure tite rotational tomperature (assumed equal to the
local Ti) of the carrier gas, by recording the VUV laser induced fluores-
cence 1 of adlaixed CO. If there are chemical transformations or condensations
(for example, in a CO/hf) mixture) the nr distributions can be determined
for several nozzle positions to establish the magrit1es of Nn(j1, 0) along
the principal axis, beyond the "freezing distance, (x/O)fr>3. cposition
chaqes can be estimated by multiphoton ionization using "soft" radiation to
minimize fragmentation, and the ions mass-analyzed accordin to their time-of-
flight to the channeltron (#5).

For the second set of measurements, the no.zle assembly should be moved to
the right, so that the leading edge of the shock tube is within thMe zone of
silence""' in the overexpanded region of the free jet, at the selected contour
(a). Values for uj can be calculatcd using tho Asbkenas-Sherm,3n equations,)
and ciiecked by direct measureents. The thrmoewdyni c states of the fluid in
the tube are most readily determined with the integrated-schIieren device
developed by Resler arid Scheibe. "s At sharply defined apertures located at one
or more positions along the tube (#8a;bb), thm magnitude of uj thus can be
measured for the Inrushirig streaw, and later Us for the reftected shock-
wave. Pbre important, the density distribution behind the shock wave can be
recorded and the relaxation time induced by the temperature jump (Tj.T%)
derived. Knowing Us the density gradient provides a direct Weasure of the
time dependent endo-exo themic balance behind the shock front.

Estimates of the quantities expressed in the above (Ideal) gas dynmwic
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relations are listed in Table I for several interesting cases, to provide the
reader with typical operating ranges of the proposed configuration. The source
comnpositions are:
(a) Ar at 1 atmn, 294*K.
(b) as (a), but with the imposed condition that 14,,=9.0, achieved by opening

the rear end of the tube (as in Fig. 3).
(c) CO(98%) + H20(2%), at 1 atm, 294*K. We assumed that no condensation

orcurs in the jet.
(d) as (c), but kinetically limited condensation was postulated. Typical

experimentally observed 11iner di stributions are of the form log IJ~n
0-*n. On imposing t he conditions

20 0N2/j= 10-3 and I nN,=N'l, one finds 0 16.83,and
S=0.158. The estimated rise in temperature due to the heat of condensa-

tion is 1l.4*K. The effective <y>) 1.38.
The following expression for the enthalpy applies to a relaxing system without
recourse to identifying a specific temperature:

(HH) (u +U5 )2  (p/pj _1 )( p + 1)

where the z subscripts refer to the post shock front condition of the fluid,
displaced-i from the the front, and j to the corresponding quantities for the
incoming j-et; again the complIete solution for a real system can be solved via a
comp)uter code.

4. CONtCIUSIONS

The proposed experimental configuration has numerous potential applica-
tions. As indicated. the dyniamics of evaporation of molecular clusters could
be explored. The n-dependent heats of vaporization of (I1 A~ could be esti-
mated, analogous to the method used by Freund and Bauer .6for deriving the
heats of condensaNtion of (Fe)n. There are num~ero~us association-dissociation
reactiton, such as 2140HCOOiW (MCGON~). and (CH) 2  * P 8OV3 _ (CHI)P:O:8I, for
which no rate conlstants are oval able I? because such syst-oes are characterized
by very short relaxation times, even at room teoperature. Similarly, rates of

io A ý
rotatio*a about single bonds (". /pi ), inversiops and fluxional

transvormations have yet to be measured. Of course, the proposed technique its
applicable only to conversion between states which differ in their enthalpy
content; It cannjl be appl ied to cases such Cls bond inversions at nitrogep
atces in amines.
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TARLE I: All Sources at To = 294"K; po = I atm

Ar(a) Ar(b) CO+H 20(C) CC+H20(d)

po(gm cm- 3) 1.65x•0-I as (a) 1.15x10" 3  as (c)
u at.units) 40 27.8 "
y 5/3 1.399
ao(cm s-1) 2.9 x10 4  3.5 x104

a(specify) 0.01 as (a) 0.01 as (c)
M 7.85 " 5.14 4.62
T ('K) 13.5 46.8 58.2

uj(cm S"1 ) 5.01x10" 7.20x40 4  as (c)

aj(cm s- 1) 6.38x40 3  ,1.40x4O 1.56xi04

Ms 10.58 (specify) 9.0 6.32 5.68 h-1.38)
T s/T 35.71 26.18 8.69 6.92

Ts("K) 482 352 407 403

Ps/pj 3.89 3.84 5.34 5.38

Us(cm s-) 1.73xI0k 7.32x101 1.65x401 as (c)

Mr 0.456

Mf 0.231

af(cm s-1) 3.26x404

Uf(cm s-1) 7.53x401

Af/A* 2.52
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Figure 1: (See next page)
#1. Pulsed nozzle: operates 10-200 pps

open time -100 us; initial "settling time" -10 us
aperture D; flow field calculated as function of (x/D)

#2. "zone of silence" in overexpanded region of the free jet
#3. prcbing (ionizing) laser bean -- pulsed in synchronism with the nozzle,

but delayed about 50 us after opening of the valve
#4. electrodes, to extract the rLMer ions for TOF mass discrimination
#5. channeltron for ion collection
#6. indicates the shock attached to the lip of the skimmer
#7. tube: length L ; area Af. Calculations show that the boundary layer

will attain negligible thickness during the operational period
#8a,b slotted windows for observation of the density profiles;
#9. removable plug --- may be replaced by a contoured orifice

(so -- sl) incorporates the first 10 us of flow; this segment is perturbed
by the opening of the nozzle 19

sl,s 2 ... etc, indicate successive segments of the gas pulse which arrive

in sequence, as shown In the diagram

(ta;tB) indicate two sets of observation times

The shock wave is generated upon impact of the rapidly moving gas upon
the clos-A end of the tube, at t, = L/ug- 50 us, where ug is the
terminal velocity in the jet

Th > Tj, due to the heat ef conderisation(2%H20 in CO)

Tv > Ts. The overshoot is due to the finite rate of evaporation of
water nmers.

VO00 tploCing plug 09 (Ftguiq 1) by: b

S" IN LABORATORY COOROINATES:

a T

"I" 1 IN suOK COORDIMATES:

0� 91* --- | (Us, IIuI) /

Figure 2. Typical; pj/Ipo and Figure 3. Gas dynanic parameters for an open
Tj/T0 contours for -el.33.10 rear plug.
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Shocks in Multiphase and
Heterogeneous Media
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AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY ON SHOCK WAVES
PROPAGATING THROUGH A DUSTY GAS

IN A HORIZONTAL CHANNEL

H. Sugiyama, H. Hatanaka*,
A. Takimoto and T. Shirota

Department of Mechanical Engineering
Muroran Institute of Technology, Muroran 050, Japan

*Toshiba Com. Ltd, Japan

An experimental study was performed on shock waves
propagating through a dusty gas in a horizontal channel
using a horizontal dusty-gas shock tube. For dusty gas
air containing fly ash (mean diameter 3.3 Vm) was used.
Pressur. and particle concentration behind the shock
fronts were simultaneously measured by means of pressure
transducers and a laser beam attenuation method. The
effect of suspended particles and initially deposited
particles on the variation of particle concentrations
behind the shock fronts and the effect of the particle
loading ratio on frozen shook Mach numbers are
discussed, and scblieren photographs of the shock waves
taken with an Imacon 790 camera are shown. The
experiment was done for shock Mach numbers below Mf=1.6
and the loading ratio of the particles in the gas below

1. INTRODUCTION

High-speed dusty-gas flows have been studied by a number of authors in the
last two decades in view of their engineering applications relating to rocket-
nozzle flow, dust explosion and supersonic flight" 2,. Studies of shock waves
in dusty gases are important as one of the bases to understand these flows.

So far there have boon a number of theoretical and experimental studies
relating to unsteady shook waves in a gas and larqe particle idiameter 10 to 450
Iom) mixture. For instance, Selberg and Nicholls , Rudinger and Outa et al.7
investigated experimentelly a drag coeffioent of spherical particles. Using the
random-choice method Miura and Glass$ clearly showed the numerical results about
the decay of a discontinuous frozen shock wave, the for-matioa of a stationary
shook structure and an effective contact front of finite thickness. Recently
Sommerfeld and Gronig' studied experimentally and numerically the decay of shock
waves it a vertical dusty-gas shock tube.

On the other hand there are few studies on the properties of shock waves in
a gas and small particle (diameter I to 1O0rm) mixture. For instance, Konig and
Frohno investigated shook wave structure in a dusty gas (particle diameter 0.6
and 1.5 u.m) at low Mlach number. Roberts et al." investigated the effect of
entrained, small particles (diameter I to 10 um) on the boundary layer structure
behind shook waves.

In this paper we ý,eport an experimental study on a horizontal dusty-gas
shook tube. An air and fly ash (mean diameter 3.3 Um) mixture was used. The
purpose of the experitent is to know (1)how suaponded particles and deposited
partioles affect the variatio•v of particle coocentration behind shook fronts,
(2)how the particles behave at contact regions, and to observe (3)how the shook
waves propagate through a dusty gas in a horizontal channel when vertical
particle concentration gradients exist.
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2. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND METHOD

The schematic diagram of the horizontal dusty-gas shock tube
apparatus used in this experiment is shown in Fig.1. The high pressure chamber
is a circular tube of 50mm diameter and Im long. The low pressure chamber has a
rectangular cross section of 40mm x 30mm (height x width) and 3.7m long. Figure
2 shows the dusty-gas generator using a fluidized bed. Particles are supplied
into the fluidized bed from a hopper by a screw feeder, and gas-particle
mixtures are generated in an agitated mixing chamber. The dusty gas generator
was mounted just downstream of the shock tube diaphragm. Particle concentration
was changed by changing the revolution speed of the screw feeder and the suction
speed of the gas-particle mixture.

Particle concentration was measured by a laser beam attenuation method.
Figure 3 shows the optical measuring system of vertical particle concentration
profiles. A laser beam was expanded by a beam expander and split into two beams
which pass through appertures (diameter 5mm) to enter the test section.
Transmitted laser beam strength I was detected by a photodiode and attenuated
light rate a was determined by the following equation

a(dB)=-10 log(I/Io) (1)

where Io is the laser beam intensity when no particles are included in the
test section. Particle concentration P was determined using empirical
calibration data. The initial loading ratio of gas-particle mixture no is
calculated by the following equation

no (2)

where po is an initial gas density.
The particles used were fly ash (nominal mean particle diameter 5 wm)

having mAterial density Pm=2. 5 g/cm3. Nitrogen was used as the driver gas and
the air-fly ash mixture as the driven dusty gas. Initial pressures in high and
low pressure chambers were from 400 to 1000 kPa and atomospheric pressure
respectively.

The pressure and particle concentration signals were recorded by a digital
memory and the digital data was subsequently transferred to a microcomputer for
permanent storage and analysis.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Particle sine distribution of the suspended particles in a horizonal
channel before arrival of a shock wave is shown in Fig.4. The abscissa is
particle diameter d(um) and the ordinate is cumulative weight Wt(l). Figures
5(a),(b) and (c) ahow the micrographe of the suspended particles which were
sampled at the upper,center and lower parts of the teat section. Agglomerations
of particles are seen in Fig. 5(c). From Figs.4 and 5 it is seen that the mean
and largest diameters of the suspended particles are 3.3 u= and 10 um
respectively.

Figure 6 shows the particle concentrations in a horizontal channel before
and after the arrival of a shock front at center (y=20mm) and upper (yv35.5ma)
positions , where y is the height above the channel floor. In this horizontal
channel vertical particle concentration gradients always exist.

In a horizontal dusty-gas shook tube some dust particles settle on the
channel floor $ so it is necessary first to investigate how these deposited
particles affect the variation of particle concentrations behind shock fronts.
Figures 7(a),(b) and (a) show the variations of particle concentration behind
shock fronts as a function of time when dust particles exist only on the
channel floor before arrival of a shock wave. The data was r.easured at
ya2Oma(center), X/D-66.2, where X is distance from the diaphra& and the

lieu I
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hydraulic diameter of the shock tube D1=34.3mm. It is cl.early seen that the
deposited particles rise up faster as shock Mach numbere Mf increase and the
risen particles disappear when the contact region arri; ,s at the measuring
point. In Fig.7 pressures behind shock fronts are also uhown. It is seen that
the rarefaction waves from the high pressure chamber side appear almost at the
same time for different diaphragm pressure ratios Ps0 =4 -, 6.8 and 10.7.

Figures 8(a),(b) and (c) show the variations of particle concentration
behind frozen shock fronts propagating through a dusty gas in a horizontal
channel for initial loading ratio no= 0.03 and frozen shock Mach numbers Mr=
1.38, 1.48, 1.61 respectively. The particle concentrations increase abruptly
behind the frozen shock front, keep constant fo0 a while, then increase
gradually as initially deposited particles are lifte.ýd up ar•d iinally decrease

* with the arrival of the contact region. We can see that a contact region has a
* finite thickness, which is the same as the prediction of Miura and

"Glass'numerical resultse. The thickness of the cavatact region decreases as the
* frozen shock Mach number Mf increases.
SFigure 9 shows the effect of the initial loading ratio no on frozen shock

Mach number Mf at X/D=66.2. An initial diaphragz pressure ratio P3 0 was taken as
a parameter. Mf decreases with increasing no, because the particles remove
momemtum and energy from the gas behind the frozen sh)ck front. From Fig.9 it
may be said that the mass of the particles can be found from the propagation
velocity of the frozen shock wave.

The schlieren phtographs of shock waves in a dusty gas in a horizontal
channel taken with an Imacon 790 camera P.rn shown in Figs.10 (a),(b) and (c).
The experiment was done for an initial diaphragm pressure ratio Pa0=6.8 and
initial loading ratios no= 0, 0.07 and 0.09 respectively. Framing speed was 1 x
103 frames/see (10 Usec/frame), and exposure time was 2 usec. In the case of
pure gas ( qo= 0 ) the shock shapes art normal to flow direction, while in dusty
gas ( no 0.09 ) the shock shapes are inclined towards the flow direction
because of the vertical particle concentration gradient. In the case of no= 0.07
the shock shape is normal near the upper wall. where there are no particles, and
is inclined at the lower part of the test section.

4. CONCLUSIONS

An experimental study on shook waves propagating through a gas-small
particle mixture in A horizontal chennel was performed for frozen shook Hach
numbers below Mf-1.6 end the initial loading ratio below o-=0.1. As a gas-
particle mixture air containing fly ash (meark diameter 3.3 oz) was used. The
results are summarized as followss'cI) ýhe variation of particle concentrations
behind the frozen shoe• front is a &feted by both suspended particles and
particler which have aottleO on the channel floor. (2) At a contact region
particles disappear gradually, that is, the contact region has a finite
thickness. (3) In the hrwiontal dusty las channel with a vertical particle
concentration gradient, the shock sh,-.pes are inclined towards the flow
direction. Yi the future it is planned t) compare the experimental results with
a randoo-ca4zice method solution.
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(a) floO (pure gas), Mf=1.49

(b) T104:.0 7, tKfý1.45

Wo rn0=O.O9, ?fmI-44

Fig.10 Sohlier-on photographs of shock wavea in a dusty gas
in a horizontal channel for an initial diaphragm
pressure ratio P348
Framing speed : 10 ivaeo/traeo
Exposure time so 2 Lieo



SUCTURB OF SUCK WAVES IN DU3TY GASES
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SUMARY:

The structure of shock wave has been analysed in a mixture
of solid particles and gas. Srivastava and Shar,-rJ (1930) have
obtained the structure 3f Mnrmal shock waves by including the
partic.e volume effect. The present work is an extension of
this work. In the present paper structure of normal shock waves
in a dusty gas has been investigated by includin% the particle
volume effect and sirmiltaneously incorporating the effect of
drag cocLffcie^A t and heat transfer coefficient. The two phase
flow equations vith the relevant boundary conditions have been
solved numerically.

Introduq4~io~n The structure of normel shock waves in a mixture
7rsolid particles and gas has been investigated by several
people,ie., Carrieri (1958), TRudinger!(l964) etc., The structure
provided in these papers ignres particle volume. The assunp-
tion of neglecting particle voltume is well justified but if
either the mass fraction of the particles or the gas density
is sufficiently highý She particle vobime fraction becomes
significant. Rudinger (1965) determined the frozen and equili-
Irium conditions by taking particle volume into account.
Srivastava and Uharmar(1982) computed the relaxation zone by
taking into accoun. particl volume effect.

The dependence of relaxation zone on the choite of drag
coefficient and heat transfer coefficieat is well knonm.
Keeping this fact into account Rudi ri(1964) obtained the
effect of drag coefficient and h eat transfer coeffi Ient on the
structure of shock waves. The dependence of drM coefficient
and heat transfer coefficient were obtained by 1udinger without
taking into account particle volume effect.

In the present aper structure of normal shock waves in a
mixture of solid particles and gas has been investigated by
Including the particle volume effect and simultaneously incorpo-
ratiO, the effect of drag and heat tranfer coefiicients.

a :Speed of sound in the gas phase.
a = Specific heat of particle material.
CD = Drcg coefficient.

= Particle diameter
I Density of the particle material.C!oefficient of thermal conductivity of gas

N = Shock Mach number
m HMas. flow rate of the gas
Nu =Nauselt number.
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n = Mass flow rate of the particle
Pr = Prandtl number.
p = Gas pressur e
R = Gas constant
Re = Reynolds mrber
T = Temperature of the gas
x = Distance behind the shock
u = Velocity of the gas

= Particle velocity
= Equilibrium speed of sound in the mixture.

r = Ratio of specific heats of mixture
Y = Ratio of specific heats of the gas

=Relative specific heat
= Particle volume fractioi,•

1 = Particle loading ratio
S= Coefficient of viscosity of the gaz

= Density of the gas
ij = Particle temperature

&ibacr•'ts

o = Conditions up stream of shook wave;
f = Frozen conlditione behind the ahock wave-
e = Squilibrium conditiorat behind tUe 2.ock wave.

~4tt.AcaX Lormulj tioz

Asanttionzi the computation of flow vari4bles in the
r-axation zone, some aswmptior, have t7 be made, namely,

1) The ges in treated as a prfeat -as AttL constant
specific heats;

2) The pawticlea are treated vts incompreaoi..le, their
denslty and apeoific heat , n eku;it~ed co'.vtarst

3) There is no m saa tranafer bt ween tao '. es, 1,*.,
condeneation, evu.noration or combus tlon eo excluded
from the analysis;

4) The particles 4D not contrilute to the peeseuwe.

Basi jau &Q= Consider a shook wave that to propogating in
a ga pension of uniformly distributed e.all

particles. Ahead of the q) ,-kc wave the particles are sseUmed to
be in. t .peraturi ad velo( . ty eilibrin m vith the gae. the
flov Ia steady in the .hoct-fix.•4coordinate aystoa. The equatlon
of the continuity for tha gas is

Tae momentum equAxtior, =•r gas-particle mixture is givan by
+ ) PO

Mai
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The energy equation for gas particle mixture is given by

C2 ~ CT? T~ + 4-n) LCw4~~ (4)
: L I+ --O

The equation of state foz the gas is

'RT ()

We introduce non-dimensional variables

2tp T z (6)

Bquations (1) - (4) after tranaformation give

,4 f V- ~ Vr€¢" x0 '9C~fV!Y- C-u Itoj0  7

4A1~V+ 2 V+ L -'12 &4) 1 lt-EQL +

whar.e Particle loading ratio.

Squation (5) can be witten ae

Tho equ•tions 6f m twý d a heat balance for the particle
are given by

__ C-Tp)(13)
SWe have

V-1 fto (14)a

Thereforoe, oma (.1) we muld obtain"

i!: :4
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Using (6) , (15), equation (12) becomes

(,- •)V•j_ _- U) (V-Vt-o (t)

If we substitute

Sfo 0~X(7

equation (16) becomes

C .-- it)v-
We have R. (Reynolds number) =____

Using equations (8), (18) and (19) we Anaily obtain

--e- N -60 folo (20)

Using equation (6), (18), (17), 19), we would obtain
,•f-• SN,.C CV-U:)(6-t) (2-1)

XY= - - (2'-
BoundarXy conditions: The boundary corditions for the particles are

i) Tf =To or =1 (22)

i•-• i U- o (23)

Lii E = -6(24)

The boundbry conditions for the ,;as are

11) (26)

iii) - jY-)\UQC42 (27)

g.qotigi.: The equilibrium value of velocityue ,
temperatre--eedenaittF and pressare t are given by
Ru di ng w3 (1965) S$
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6 o (28)
Cf-• 1X

0)
In (28),r [ i•"•)an. _______o Ihr a" -• "•_ •/

Numericaal calculations and Results: The computations have been
carried out for E t! 0 and C = 0.05 Mnd for the following
combinations of drag coefficient and heat transfer coefficient.

0 D (Drag CoefficiAnt) Nu(Nusselt Number) Nu= 2
= 240.533 Re0 ' 5

Steady Flow 0.48 + 28 Re 0.- 5 A B

Ingebo 27 Re" 0 -84  C D
Stockes 24/Re S F

Curve F denotes the computation for 0D - 24/Re and N - 2. The
computations for the curves A, B, C, D, B axe to be Ynter-
preted in the same manner. The loading ratio has been asoumed
to be one and Math rnmber of the shoock wave has been taken to
be 1.6 for all the six cases. The equations (2)), (2-), (9)
and (10) have been solved numerically usings the boundary condi-
tions (24o to (27).

In Fig. 1, the effect of CD? Nu on thw velocity distribution
for 0- = 0 has been shown. The "crveo are simila3r to those
obtained by Rudinger2(1964) for different initial conditions. As
Rudinger2(l9b4)obaewved, here also the drag coefficiaet has a
mwoked effect, while the influence of heat transfer coefficient
is quite small.

In Pig. 2, the velocity distrihbtien has been chown for
E= 0.05, In this case the velocity distributit n for curve B-
is lower than A (as diatitnruished from the case 4 = 0 uhen the
curve A is lower than B). The behaviom of the velocity Eistri-
button for othb cases in similar to those of = 0., The
particle velocity for the cases A, B, C, D attain equilibri'im at
almost the erwe distance bebind thI shock wave but for B and P
cases the equil•rlium is attaled at a slightly greater distance.
Some situation develops for e- t:. Dsg coefficient has a
marked effect "hle the influegce of beat tranaer coefficient
iL wa3l.
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Both for = 0, -E 0.05 (Figs. 3 and 4), the temperature
distribution is similar to those obtained by RudingerT(ig%9)
except that some of the curves overlap. The temperature distri-
bution both for - = 0 and 6- = 0.05 attain equilibrium at almost
the same distance behind the shock wave.
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SHOCK WAVE REFLECTIONS IN DUSTY GAS

M.Somiterfeld, M.Selzer and H.Gr5nig

Stosswellenlabor der RWTH Aachen, West Germany

Shock wave reflections in a dusty gas are studied
by means of a vertical shock tube, where two cases are
considered. In the first case the reflection of a dusty
gas shock wave at the closed end of a shock tube is
investigated and the effects of the relaxation phenomena
on the pressure history and the shock wave propagation
are shown. In the second case the pressure history of
transmitted and reflected shock wave is measured in a
sudden area constriction. In both cases the influence of
Mach number and loading ratio is investigated. Numerical
calculations are mainly made using the piecewise-linear-
method which is applied to one- and two-dimensional
shock wave propagation in a dusty gas.

INTRODUCTION

Shock waves propagating through a mixture of gas and micron-sized
particles are of scientific interest since many years. The phenomena associated
with a shock wave which is initiated within or incident onto a dusty gas are
already quite well understood and examined experimentally and theoretically'-W.
The effects occuring in connection with the reflection of a shock wave in a
dusty gas also are of great interest.

One close application are dust explosions, which are a severe problem in
pneumatic conveying and in coal mine galleries and always are accompanied by
shock waves and reflections at bends or area constrictions. The first step, to
give some insight into this problem is to study the reflection of dusty gas
shock waves excluding chemical reaction.

Concerning the reflection of a dusty gas shock wave at the closed end of
a shock tube some numerical results are presented by Marconi et al.5 using the
method of characteristics, and also the random-choice-method was applied to
this problem" 7 . Besides this one-dimensional problem we are also interested in
two-dimensional effects which become important for example in the case of an
area constriction.

Experimental results are obtained by using a vertical shock tube'.
Numerical calculations for the one- and two-dimensional case are made by
applying the piecewise-ltnear-method(PLM)€ to dusty gas flows.

EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT

The experiments have been performed using a vertical shock tube (inner
diameter 50 wm) with the appropriate dust supplying system described earlier".
The glass particles used in the experiment have an average diameter of 27 Um
and a material density of 2500 kgtml, Since we produce a continuous gas
particle flow in the low pressure section in order to get a homogeneous
mixture, we use a fast acting slide valve to produce the shock tube end wall.
To keep the mixture near the end wall rather homogeneous this valve must be
closed only after the shock wave is initiated. In order to perform this
requirement we developed a slide valve, which has shutting times of less than
10 ms. The valve is triggered after the shock wave passes a pressure gauge
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about 4m ahead of the valve.
Using a slide with a hole we also examined partially reflected shock

waves. The pressure history and the velocity of the incident and reflected
shock waves is measured by means of several Kistler pressure gauges(Type 603B).

CHARACTERISTICS OF SHOCK REFLECTIONS IN A DUSTY GAS AND NUMERICAL COMPUTATION

Recently the PLM has been applied to dusty gas flows9 . This method has
been already successfully applied to two-dimensional flow fields with shock
waves 8 . The main feature connected with the shock wave reflection in a dusty
gas are shown with the aid of some computational results for the one- and two-
dimensional case, where the drag coefficient is taken to be c - 112 Re -0.98

First we consider the one-dimensional shock tube proble;, where a shock
wave (sO) propagates from a pure gas section into a dusty gas. Throughout the
"dusty gas the shock wave decays until equilibrium is attained and then it is
reflected at the closed end of the shock tube. Due to the typical relaxation
profiles of dusty gas shock waves, the reflected shock wave propagates into a
region of increasing gas velocity, whereby it is decelerated until the gas
velocity is constant (Fig.l). In the case of the shock tube problem a dusty gas
layer develops near the end wall, therefore the shock wave is again
accelerated, when propagating out of the mixture and an expansion wave is
reflected.

Since the particles are decelerated and heated behind the reflected shock
front, this momentum and heat exchange causes an increase in pressure, gas
density and temperature. The equilibrium pressure at the end wall is
considerably higher as in the pure gas case (Fig.1). For the lower range of
incident shock strenths the equilibrium temperature slightly increases with
the loading ratio.

The equilibrium values are calculated by applying the equivalent gas model
analysis using the equations for the reflected shock wave. In Fig.2 the
equilibrium pressure, temperature and velocity of the reflected shock wave are
shown for different shock Mach numbers of the incident shock wave and loading
ratios.

If the incident shock strength approaches infinity, the pressure and
temperature ratio of the reflected shock wave remains finite. The values of the
limiting pressure and temperature ratio are shown in Table I for different
particle loadings.

-... - Behind the reflected shock wave the particles will
Table I n P52  T52  continue to flow towards the end wall and collide

with it. Because we consider solid particles, they
0.0 8.0 2.286 will be reflected elastically from the rigid wall
0.5 10.7 2.206 and interact with the particles still flowing in
1.0 13.53 2.160 the opposite direction. This process will cause an
•2.1 18,38 2.115 increase of the prticle density near the end wall.

Since the reflection of the particles in our computation would imply a
multivalued solution in the particle velocity , we assumed the particles to be
Ssuddenly decelerated to zero velocity, whereby they stick to the wall. This
boundary condition describes the above mentioned mechanism very close and
also results in an increase of the particle density near the wall (Fig.1).

If we consider a dusty gas shock wave interacting with an area reduction
we will have a certain flow pattern depending on the strength of the incident
shock wave. In the considered range we will have a reflected shock wave
propagating upstream. With increasing loading ratio the reflected shock front
will be shifted towards the area constriction, because the equilibrium gas
velocity behind the incident shock wave also increases. The initially
trafnsmitted and reflected shock fronts will be overtaken by several
disturbances and multiple reflections until they attain equilibrium.

4••"•;
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In Fig.3 the time history of this process is shown by means of computed
shadowgraphs, comparing pure and dusty gas case. The two-dimensional shock wave
structure will only be considerably effected, if the particle relaxation length
is in the order of the dimension of the flow field. Otherwise the initial
interaction of the shock wave with the area reduction can be considered as
nearly frozen ( unaffected by the presence of the particles ) and the
disturbances caused by the area change already decayed before the relaxation
effects become important (Fig.4).

Due to the particle deceleration and heating the pressure is increased
behind the reflected shock front and the equilibrium pressure ahead of the area
reduction attains much higher values than in the comparable pure gas case for
the same incident shock strength (Fig.4).

Another effect, which was also observed in the experiments, is that the
disturbances propagating behind the initially transmitted and reflected shocks
decay much faster in the dusty gas case (Fig.3). In the case of very small
particles the concave shape of the reflected shock front will be flattened
since the outer parts of the wave front propagate in a region of higher gas
velocity than the inner parts.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND COMPARISONS WITH THE THEORY

Shock wave reflections at the shock tube end wall
The pressure history of -the incident a-ndthe reflected shock wave near

the shock tube end wall is shown in Fig. 5. Propagating through the relaxation
zone of the incident shock wave, the reflected shock wave is decelerated until
equilibrium is attained.

From these results and from time measurements between two gauges the time
history of the incident and reflected shock waves is obtained and shown in
Fig.6. Furthermore, numerical results for different loading ratios are
included, indicating the increasing deceleration of the reflected shock with
increasing loading ratio. In the experiment the reflected shock wave is
decelerated at a lower rate, but finally approaches nearly the same velocity.
This is quite evident, since the relaxation length predicted by the numerical
calculations is slightly shorter than in the experiment, using the above
relation for the drag coefficient'.

The equilibrium pressure ratio and the equilibrium velocity of the
reflected shock, obtained from several experiments with different Mach numbers
and loading ratios, are compared in Fig.7 with the results of the equivalent
gas model analysis. The experimentally obtained equilibrium pressure ratio isin
general slightly lower than the theoretical one. The causes for this may be
found in the influence of the boundary layer. For the equilibrium velocity of
the reflected shock wave the agreement between theory and experiment is quite
good.
Interaction of a dusqtj as shock wave with an area constriction

he int eraction of a _soc wave wi an aperture-like area constriction
is studied for an area ratio of 0.25. A typical experimental result is shown in
Fig.8 by using 5 pressure gauges in front and 5 pressure gauges behind the
constriction. The incident shock wave is partially reflected, whereby the
transmitted shock wave is reduced in strenth.

The experimental equilibrium pressure ratio of the reflected shock wave
for the above area constriction ratio shows its dependence on the shock wave
Mach number and the loading ratio (Fig.9). The pressure ratio is of course
lower than theoretical equilibrium value for the total reflection.

The time history of incident, reflected and transmitted shock waves is
shown in Fig.l0 indicating the effects of the loading ratio on the velocity of
the reflected shock wave, which is shifted towards the constriction with
increasing loading ratio. In the considered range of loading ratios the

T"1

• 1 ,
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velocity of the transmitted shock wave is almost independend of it.

CONCLUSION

The features of shock wave reflections in a dusty gas for one- and two-
dimensional cases have been shown with the aid of numerical calculations. The
effects of dust loading and particle size on the pressure history and the shock
wave patterns have been investigated.

In the case of the reflection of a dusty gas shock wave at the shock tube
end wall, the experimentally obtained equilibrium pressure ratio at the end
wall and the equilibrium velocity of the reflected shock wave agree quite well
with the theory.

In the case of the area constriction a comparison of the experiments with
the numerical calculations could not yet be made. Since the particles used in
the experiments are rather large, this would require a large computational
domain to simulate the whole transition from the incidence to the equilibrium,
whereby we would have an unreasonable increase in computer time. Therefore,
experiments have to be done using smaller dust particles.
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A method for measuring large mass fractions inl gas particle mixtures is dis-

cussed. By measuring the velocity and the pressure difference of weak shock

waves the mass fraction can be determined with good accuracy.

1. INTRODUCTION

The mass fraction is cne of the most important parameters for describing the

behaviour of dusty gases. Most measurements of the mass fraction are based on

sampling techniques. -6

For the investigation of transient phenomena it is often necessary to measure

the mass fraction instantaneously without sampling. Such in situ-measurements

are of course ve.y interesting for many practical applications, In situ-feasurv-

ments of the mass fraction can be made for example by using the extinction of
light . The disadvantage of this method is that it is difficult to use for

high mass fractions. The present paper deals with in situ-uwasurements of high

mass fractions in dusty gases using the equilibrium properties in front of and

behind weak shock waves. With this method sass fractions up to u - 0.96 have

been measured. The experitents have been performed in a shock tube. Pressure

transducers have been used to measure the velocity of the 0,•ocL wave and the

equilibrium pressure behind the shock wave.
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2. BASiC EQUATIONS

The pressure ratio across shock waves in dusty gases can be written as

p, + Ap 2__- - (1)
Kt + 1 Ký

where p1 is the pressure in front of the shock wave, Ap the pressure difference

across the shock wave, 7 the specific heat ratio for the mixture and q, the10

Mach number of the mixture . The specific heat ratio for the mixture is given
by the relation

- I + (C/CpG) • W/(1-P)
K T- -(C/C VG) • p/0-0 KG • (2)

Here CpG and cVG are the specific heat of the gas at constant pressure and

constant volume, c is the specific heat of the particle material and KG the
specific heat ratio of the purt gas. The Mach number of the mixture is

91 a U sill 0 (3)

where the quantity us is the velocity of the shock wave andS, the equilibrium
sound speed of the mixture in 'ront of the shock wave.

The sound speed S can be expressed as

S•/ ) Gi (4)

where aG, is the sound speed of the pure gas. It is assumed that the quantities
P11 C9 CpG I cVG t gG I aG1 are known. In this ca!..s it is possible to determine
the mass fraction p with the equations just given, when Ap and u. are ceasured.

3. EXPERIMENTS

The experiets have been perfobiwd in a vertically mounted shock tube which is
shown Schematically in Fig. 1. The high pressure section is loceted above the
low pressure section, so that the shock waves are running downwards. Paper

-4ll l N I I . . '
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6iaphragms have been used in order to get weak shock waves. By a feeding device
(Retsch Typ DRL 10) the particles are transferred to a high output rotating
table dust feeder, which has been developed in our laboratories. The rotating
table dust feeder consists essentially of a .hambered disc. The chambers ere

filled continuously with dust on the upper side of the disc. The excess dust is
removed with a knife edge, in order to ensure a steady dust output. The dust
is released by flaps in the bottom of the chambers and loaded into a hopper.
From the hopper the dust is fed into an air injector which ends in the shock
tube. With this method a constant mass flux is obtained in the shock tube. The
mass flux of air through the injector is determined by a variable area
flowmeter (Fischer und Porter Typ FP-1/4 - 25 . 5 /81). The pressure trans-
ducers, used to determine the pressure jump Ap and the wave velocity, are
mounted 2.2 m below the injector inlet. A balance (type 1401 MM 7-2, Satorius)
below the open end of the driven section is used to measure the outcoimming
mass flux continuously;the results are transmitted to a plotter. From the mass
flux of the air and the mass flux of the particles the mass fraction p in the
tube is calculated. The mass fraction determined with the known mass fluxes of
gas and particies is compared with the mass fraction derived from the pressure
and velocity measurement. Air was used as low pressure gas in the mixture and
lycopodium spores as particles. These particles are nearly spherical with an
approximatp diameter of 30 pm. They were chosen, since they are light and they
don't tend to agglomerate. The specific heat was assumed to be c = 1500 J/kg K.
It should be mentioned that the mass fraction depends only weakly on this
quantity. Increasing the value of the specific heat for example by a factor of
two would result in .variation of the mass fraccion p of less than o.2 %.
Frigen 13 (C Cl F3) was chosen as driver gas. On account of the low sound speed
of 167 m/s the arrival of the expansion wave is delayed and thereby long test
times of morethan 12 ms were achieved. Under these conditions a well defined
equilibrium region behind the shock wave is obtained for the evaluation of the
mass fraction. In Fig. 2 some measured pressure profiles are shown for diffe-
rent values of p.

It is often assumed that shock waves in gas particle mixtures may be separated4
in a discontinuous gas dynamic shock and a relaxation zone 1. It can be seen
from Fig. 2 that the strength of the gasdynamic shock decreases with increasing
mass fractions. Finally one has a fully dispersed wave. Some experimental
reskilts for p are shown in Fig. 3. The mass fraction p, which has been derived
from the measured values of pressure and velocity is chosen as abscissa. The

ordinate reprosents the mass fraction p2 determined directly by weighting. For
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perfect experiments the measured values must lie on the straight line p, = P2.
It can be seen in Fig. 3 that the deviations for most of the experimental
results are less than + 0.02.

4. SUMMARY

;t has been shown, that it is possible to determine the mass fraction in gas
particle mixtures from the pressure difference and the velocity of weak shock
waves. The measurements can be performed with two pressure transducers. The
average error in these measurements for p > 0.5 is less than 2 % for p < 0.5
the average error is approximatly 6 %. It has been demonstrated that it is
possible to determine large mass fractions with the proposed method. In the
future the method should be improved by using a microcomputer for on line
data evaluation. In that case fast in situ-measurements would become possible.
By producing weak shock waves in short intervals it would be possible to
measure the mass fractior even when it is varying with time.
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of
shock tube:
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2) feeding device, rotating table

2L - dust feeder and injector,
C F- 3) pressure transducers,

f= 4) balance,
5) floor.

Figure 2.
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ABSTRACT

The structure of shock waves in dusty gas are studied by
shock tube experiments. Pressure, shock wave propagation
velocity and particle concentration are measured under the
condition that the particle loading ratio is less than 0.4
and the shock Mach number is less than 1.5. The frozen and
equilibrium pressures behind the shock wave are well de-
scribed by the Rankine-Hugoniot relation. But the rela-
xation length is significantly shorter than that calculated
from drag of sphere at steady motion. And the disperse shock
wave in dusty gas are observed. It is found that the pre-
sence of dust decreases the pressure fluctuation in the wall.
The propagation velocity of shock wave in shock tube agrees
with the result of the model analysis on a "effective gas".

INTRODUCTION

An analysis of shock wave in dusty gas vas first performed by Carrier and
a number of analyses wert published subsequently2-1. In all these papers publi-
shed it has been based on the following assumptionst The particle cloud is treat-
ed as a continuous medium; The particles do not collide with each other; The
shock wave is separated into gasdynamie shock wave followed by relaxation zone
due to acceleration and heating of the particlesi Both the viscous drag coeffi-
cient and the rate of heat trnsfer for a single sphere in steady motion are used
for the system.

Only few experimental vertification for the analytical results of shock wave
in dusty gas have been published8,0. Outa, TaJima and Mornt measured the pres-
sure profiles of relaxation zone behind the leading front. In real flows most
of fine particles of whitecarbon used coalesce into agglomerations. The experi-
mental results can not be compared with the theory because of the difficulty in
knowing the reasonable values of effective diameter. Konig and frohn have in-
vestigated the structure of weak shock wave under the condition that fine parti-
cles and low loading ratio( it '0"2) are used. In present experiments larger
sphere particles and larger inner diameter of shock tube are used for weakening
the effect of agglomeration and effect of boundary layer respectively.

THEOICAL M2O WM

if the plane shock wave propagateo with constant volocity through the stat-
ic dusty gas, the dusty flow is steady in coordinate system fixed in the shock
wave. In case the particle volume can be neglected, the continuity equations
for the gas and for the particle cloud, the momentum and energy equations for
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dusty gas are

AI -- Pa --Poo(

th, -- 11h au, -- 0u", (2)
ku + rhu, + P -- (0 + 10) Uo + P ,o3

+5 +CT + i(ILuý+ C,8T,) -lf4(l + I) + CA(l + s18)T, 42 2 (4)

where and 6 represent mass of gas and particles per unit volume of the system;
th and h represent mass flow of gas and particles respectively; n =Y/& is load-
ing ratio; 6 is relative specific heat.
The state equation of gas

P - pRT (5)

The foregoing set of equations is short of two equations to solve for seven un-
known variables u, ?, T, p, Up, 6 and Tp provided the condition ahead of the
shock wave are determined.

According to Rudinger the shock transition can be separated into three re-
gions.

In frozen region closed immediatly the shock front it may he assumed that
the velocity and temperature of particles is frozen.(i.e. upf=uo; Tpf=To) due to
the width of gasdynamic shock is extremely thin and density of particle is larger
over 1000 time than density of gas usual. Therefore the terms concerned about
particle can be omitted from the conservation equations. The foregoing set of
equations is turned out the set of equation for a particle free gas. The condi-
tion in frozen region can be completely determined.

In equilibrium region the difference of velocity and of temperature between
gas and particles vanish finally.(i.e. upe.ue; Tpe0 T0 ) The overally shock transi-
tion can be computed in the same manner as for a gas from the Ranking-Hugoniot
relation but using the spectifitic heat r •(l q8)r /(I * Y%)and the equilibrium
shock Mach number ase-U,. t.

There are following relations for the pressure and the velocity of gas in
frozen and equilibrium regions.

P, r+ 1 (6)

2rPI . -+
r+. v+Ii (9)
L" t T. + rý --

In relaxation region bvtvoen the froxen and equilibrium region it is necessary
to add the equations of motion and heat transfer for a particle to the set of
oquationS.

-- . .1 a •-t•- (a -- ")l" -- Sol
t 4 D p, (10)

d" .6•'N, (T - r,) (1
&u CLoP, (1t)

Because of the uncertainly of the drag coefficient and Nusselt number it is Im-
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portment to check the numerical results in relaxation region by experiments.

EXPERINTS

It is well known that shock tube are the most convenient tools to obtain
basic knowledges about the structure of shock wave. But it is experimental tech-
niques that must be treated carefully for reliability of experimental results.
For suspending particles in the gas, to date a quantites of gas inject into shock
tube. Therefore, there is initial flow in driven section before running. The
boundary layer induced by initial flow must destroy the uniformity of particle
dispersal due to the velocity shear in it and interact with the incident shock
wave. In present experiments it is used particle settling to disperse particle.

The shock tube used is schematically shown in fig.l. It is vertically
mounted with the driver section in the upper part. The inner diameter of driven
section of 5m long is 185mm. The reservior connected to the bottom end of the
driven section. Air is used for the driver and driven gases and the driven gas
is initially atmosphric.

Velocity of the incident front is determined by the trevelling times be-
tween parts of piezoeletric transducers mounted 0.5m apart. The data measured
show that the decay of incident shock velocity is very weak due to large inner
diameter of driven section.

Shape of the particles of polyethylene used is sphere perfectly. The par-
ticle diameters range from 55,pm to 80pm. The particles are injected into driven
section at position near the diaphragm and are .ettled by gravity. The particle
concentration has been measured by the extinction of a light beam. Using
Bouguer's law

I - up-(nA• e) (12)

where I/Io is the transmittance; Ap is the projected area of particle; np is num.-
ber density; E is the extinction coefficient; I is path length of the light beam
in the dusty gas.

Transmission light Is received by photocell. Output of the photocell is in
direct proportion to the transmission. The average concentration of particles

o(k)-l V.- V (13)vs) - Vd

where Vo, Vd, V(t) represent output under condition in dust free, dark and run-
ning respectively. k depend on shape and site of particle, its value is cali-
brated on the spot. All of output are recorded by transient recorder.

SUTS

iThe foregoing analyses shown that the frozen pressures do not depend on the
loading ratio, size and shape of the particles. The present data of frozen pres-
sure are summsarized in fig.2. The figure demonstrates that all data fall about
the theoretical curve. The curve in fig.2 plotted according to following reel-
t ion

tJ=P#), (2')AP1  -;:- ) (14)

The equilibrium pressures depend on the loading ratio of the particles. Experi-
mented results of the equilibrium pressure are shown in table together with
theoretical values which computed by following equation

Pe, - + - (15)
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I I I I I - P

NooM = I r Ch /a (Pe Pmeas/theor

S sf = 0  theor meas- I +I I
197 1.35 I 0.13 I 1.365 .929 1.28 1.31 I 1.02

201 1.30 0.17 136 .910 1.20 1.*21 10I III I I
202 1.24 0.40 1.309 .817 1.48 1.35 .9121

The experiments shown in fig.2 and in table have verified the theoretical
predictions on the frozen and equilibrium pressures.

As for the parameters of relaxation region it must be computed by solveing
the foregoing set of equations(1)-(5), (10),(11) Numerically. The numerical val-
ues are significant dependence on the drag coefficient. Fig.3 shown the measured
pressure profile and numerical curves which are based on a Nusseltnumber of 2.
The comparison between the measured curve and numerical curves shows similar in
their variation tendence. But Measured width of relaxation zone is shorter than
both of two computed. When the shock wave propagate with sound velocity. For
which shock transition is posible in dusty gas, but a discontinuous front is not.
This is the disperse shock wave in which the entire transition is continuous. It
is difficult to observe such transition experimentally due to weakness of shock
wave and absent of discontinuous. Fig.4 shown the pressure profile of the dis-
perse shock wave. The experimental condition list as following: The driver and
driven pressures are 0,54 and 0.1 NPa respectively; initial concentration of
particles is 0.3mg/cm3;the combient temperature is 27 0 C; measured shock velocity
is 355m/s.

It is known that the addion of solid particles to a gas flow can lead to
reduction of friction factor for turbulent. Various mechanisms had been proposed
to exploain the phenomenon. Kene and pfeffer10 concluded that thickening of the
laminar sublyer is the predominant effect. The pressure profiles measured at the
wall of shock tube for the dust free gas and for the dusty gas are shown in fig.5.
The comparison between two profile curves in fig.5 denotes that t)he presence of
particles descreaso obviously the pressure fluctuation at the wall. It may be
help for foregoing conclusion.

If the length of driven section is evidently longer than the width of re-
laxation tone, the shock strength can be computed in sam manner for a dust free
gas from shock tube theory but using tle parameters of "effective gas". The fis.
6 shown that the prediction of shock Mach number in dusty gas on a "effective
gas" is satisfactory.

0OM•A 1IS

1. The predictions of the frozon pressure and equilibrium pressure were
verified by experiments.

2. The variable tendency for the pressure profiles in the relaxation zone
were similar between the measured and computed. But the measured width of re-
laxation tone is shorter ehan the computed based on the drag coefficient of a
single sphere in steady motion.

3. The disperse shock wave was observed.
4. The presence of particles in gas flow can decrease obvtously the pressure

fluctuation at the wall.

We thank my colleagues Mrs. Fu Y.K. and Mr. Li Z.H. for many helpful on the
topics.

I-.
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TWO-PHASE OXYGEN-CARBON DUST FLOW

THROUGH A NORMAL SHOCK WAVE

I. 2lperin, 0. Igra and G. Ben-Dor

The Pearlstone Center for Aeronautical Engineering Studies
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Ben-Gurion University of the Negev, Beer Sheva, Israel

The propagation of a normal shock wave into a quiescent oxygen gas
seeded with carbon particles is studied. Due to the elevated post-
shock temperature the carbon particles ignite and burn until they
disappear. For evaluating the effect of the burnir.g carbon
particles on the post-shock wave flow field, i.e., the relaxation
zone, the conservation equations for a steady one-dimensional
reactive suspension flow are formulated and solved numerically.
The solution was repeated for a similar inert suspension flow.
Comparing the two solutions revealed that the carbon burning has a
major effect on the suspension properties in the relaxation zone
and on the eventually reached post-shock equilibrium state.

I. INTRODUCTION

The propagation of a normal shock wave into a dusty gas has drawn a great
deal of attention during the past three decades. The first investigators to
treat dusty shock waves were Carrier 1 , Kriebel 2 and Rudingerý. They treated
the gaseous phase of the suspension as an ideal gas and the solid phase (dust)
was assumed te be inert. Their solutions were extended to cover monetomic
(argon) reacting gases by Ben-Dor and Igra and diatomic reacting gases
(nitrogen) by Igra and Ben-Dor 5 . However, in both cases the solid phase (dust)
was considered to be inert in spite of the fairly high post-shock temperature.
The main reason for treating the dust as an inert phase is the difficulty in
formulating the dust chemical behavior at high temperatures. In order to
overcome this difficulty several "simple-duot'sodels" have been proposed and
solved, For example, Rnkib, Igra and Ben-Dotr overcome the difficulties in
formulating the dust chemistry by its replacement with water droplets whose
behavior at high temperatures it wall known. In their solution both the argon
and the water droplets were treated as reactive ph.nes. Krier antd Kotaffarian
treated a caso of normal shock wave propagation into a suspension tompoed of
air and reactive dust. in order to simulate the dust themictry at relatively
high temperatures they defined the dust to be a black powder. This definition
etabled thee to describo the response of the dust to the reiatively high post-
shock teaperatures (dust-burning) by a simple pressure controlled burning rate.
In essence. Krier and Notaffarian' overctmo the diffieulo.) of describing the
ýust chemical reactions by a proscribed fast burning in which a significant
aiount of energy is released, This formulation simplified the inclusion of the
dust chemistry in the conservatioa equations and their subsequent solution.

The purpose of the present paper is to study the effect of a reacting dust
on the post-shock flov field. Unlike previous attempts a realistic burning-
mdel will be used for a specified dust. In order to present a physically
meaningful model the suspension to be treated is coaposed of oxygen gas seeded
with carbou dust. The shock wave •ath numfber will be limited to X4 5 for
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which the real gas effects in the gaseous phase of the suspension can be
ignored. However, the post-shock temperature is high enough to initiate
burning of the carbon particles. As will be shown, this burning has a major
effect on the relaxation zone.

2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

The steady flow field to be solved is shown schematically in figure 1.
While crossing the shock front the gaseous phase of the suspension experiences
a sudaer increase in its pressure, density and temperature and a sudden
decrease in its velocity. The magnitude of these changes can be evaluated
using the well known Rankine-Hugoniot shock relations.

Unlike the gaseous phase1 the solid phase of the. suspension crosses
shock front unaffected because the diameter of the carbon particles (used in the
present solution) is 100 jum while the width of the shock front is of the order
of the mean free path (for the present study about 0.1 pIm) and the character-
istic response time of the solid phase is much longer than that of the gaseous
phase. As a result, immediately behind the shock front the two phases of the
suspension are no longer in a state of equilibrium. The gaseous phase is
relatively hot and is moving relatively slowly while the carbon particles are
relatively cold (they are at the pre-shock temperature, T - 300 K) and are
moving relatively quickly. This difference in temperature and velocity between
the two phases of the suspension will stimulate an intense heat and momentum
transfer between the two phases. Once the carbon particle temperature reaches
the ignition point a combustion process starts. It continues until the carbon
diameter is reduced to zero. The flow region whera these processes take place
is called the relaxation zone. It starts imediately behind the shock frovt
and ends with the carbon disappearauce via burning. At the end of the relaxa-
tion zone the gas mixture, coQoad of oxygen and the coimbuation products, is
in a new state of equilibrium.

In the following, the conservation equations describing the flow field in
the relaxation zone are listed. Their datail1d derivation is given in Re. 8.
The assuzptions upon which their 4erivatiou wsas hased aret

1. Thia flow is steady and ont-di•tai•nal,
2. Thc gas inlcturo (reoulting from the carbtoi burning) can be treated

as a mixturo of ideel gasea.
3. Ueat transfer and viscous *ffoc,* within the gastokis phase can be

neglected, (ThMvs mchaniss aro importaot in Cho interaction between
the two phases.)

4. All the eoponents of t.No gaseous phase have the sam velocity.
5. The carbon partileles Are t1l. rigid spheres of equal diameter,

unlformlyv d-•tibutod in the gaseous phase.
6. Tnm voluz occupied by the cartbn •.articles is negligibly small in

covarison with 0W suspension volume.
7. T.rhe iRs no txwwrattore diatribution within the carbon particle.

(Thil io a reago,,ble assuptlon considering the =all airtl of the
caawbon partic1* and their relatively hiph heat conductivity.)

8. Interdctions bertueen carbon particles can be ignored.
9. The carlon particle weight and the buoyancy force it experientes are

negligibly ana1l in (comparison with the drag force.
10. 14eat transfer batwewa the two phases -is Via heat coffmctlion

only.
It. Pm tlermal motion (Brovmian titi•) of the carbon particles can be

ignored.
12. Ahead of the sh0ick wave tba suspension is in a state of cmolete

equilibr ium.

ML X
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13. The carbon burning can be described by the following reaction only,

C(s) + 02(g) ÷ C02 (9) + hb

where hb, the CO2 heat of formation, is 3.937 x I0'KJ/Kgmole. A
justification for this assumption is given subsequently.

14. The heat released by the burning carbon particles is independent of
the suspension temperature and/or pressure.

15. The C02 gas generated in the combustion procesi is instantly mixed with
the oxygen.

16. During the chemical reaction the CO2 heat of formation releases into
the surrounding gas only.

The conservation equations are:

CONTINUITY - carbon particles

T. (ocv) U- Mere (p•
c

CONTINUJITY oxygen gas

dx c M

CONTINUITY - COy gas

d (P U) H - 1) (c)

HUOIWMlt - carbon particlesd Oc

HMS - gaseous phase

I-x (PO p WO.u] I 'dP £ (F + H r V) (4)

dx 0:O D; d 1

&&G¥ - carbon particles

dA o (Cv( - V-2 ( (CI _ + V12)) (6)

KE0NEMY4 - gasoeus phase

d * U212) Peo (Cp T ul!2))

Id 2 O(CO* 2 a 1 (~ v ) (4

(7)

2/

v212)Im C r~ c QF-t C (C V 2 ) (6b)
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EQUATION OF STATE

P - 02 Roz + PC02 R C2)T (8)

CHANGES IN THE CARBON PARTICLE DIAMETER
M r

dD _ 2 r c()
dx 7 o D2 vc

Equations (1) - (9) contain nine variables: the carbon dust s-acial
density pc, oxyger density po., carbon dioxide density PCO2 , carbon velocity v,
gas velocity u, carbon temperature T, gas temperature T, particle diameter D
ani the suspension pressure P. For solving equations (1) - (9) the parameters
F, rc and Q (the drag force on the carbon particle, the carbon burning rate and
the amount of heat transferred from the gas to the carbon particles, respect-
ively) must be expressed in terms of the above mentioned nine variables.
Detailed derivation of these expressions is available in Ref. 8. Due to space
limitation it is not given here.

Computational Proc.dure

The numer'.cal solution of - ions (1) - (9) was conducted in two steps.
First, the deivit-ives of the flow variables (du/dx, dv/dx, dT/dx, dt/dx,

dpc/dx, dp 0 2 /dx, dpco 2 /dx, dD/dx and dP/dx were evaluated. Thereafter, the flow
variable (u, v, T, T, PCj O2' PC0' D and P) were calculated by numerical
integration. As a starting value for this integration the appropriate frozen

value (as predicted by the Rankine-Hugoniot shock relations) were used. The
integration was terminated at the end of the relaxation zone which was defined
as the distance at which D < 1 pm (the carbon particle disappeared). Details
regarding the numerical solution of equations (1) - (9) as well as a print-out

of the computer program can be found in Ref. 8.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In order to demonstrate the effect of the burning carbon particles on the

flow properties in the relaxation zone, equations (1) - (9) were solved
numerically for the following conditions: shock wave Mact number M - 5, pre-

shock pressure P 0 = 50 torr, pre-shock temperature To - 300 K, initial carbon
particle diameter Do = 100 pm and carbon loading (mass ratio carbon-oxygen)
S- 0.05. The solution was repeated for a similar inert particle (no burning)

and the results obtained for both cases are shown in Figs. 2 to 6.

The variations in the gas (T) and dust (-r) temperatures in the relaxation
zone are shown in Fig. 2. The results are normalized by the pro-shock suspen-
sion temperature (To = 300 k). Immediately behind the shock front the gas
temperature experiences a sudden raise (according to the Rankine-.Hugoniot shuck

r. ations) while the carbon particlec pass through the shock front unaffected.
Because of this large temperature difference, Letween the two phases, an

intense heat transfer from the gas to the carbon particles takes place and as a
result the carbon particles are heated and the gas is cooled; see Fig. 2 for

0 < x < 8 m. As could be expected, until the carbon ignition identical temp-

erature variations are obtained for the two cases (active and inert particles).
This is no I nger the case after the start of carbon burning (x e 8 m). From
that point .n, the gas and dust temperatures in the suspension containing the

burning carbon particles are higher than those obtained for a similar inert
case. The reason for this is quite simple; during the carbon oxidation the
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heat of formation is absorbed by the gaseous and solid phases of the suspension
to result in higher values for T and T in comparison with a similar inert sus-
pension. Since larger amounts of heat have to be transferred between the two
phases in the reactive case, the extent of the relaxation zone is longer than
that obtained for a similar inert suspension (see Fig. 2). In the reactive case
the post-shock equilibrium suspension temperature is 60% higher than the temper-

ature of the inert case.

The kinematic I behavior of thp suspensions (reactive and inert) is shown
in Fig. 3. The gas (u) and carbon (v) velocities are normalized by the pre-

shock speed of sound (a, = 330 m/s). The carbon particles enter the relaxation
zone with the pre-shock suspension velocity (in the present case it is five
times the pre-shock wave speed of sound), while the gaseous phase experiences a
sudden decrease in its velocity when it crosses the shock front. The relative
velocity between the two phases which is initially quite high, is reduced
rapidly due to momentum change between the carbon particles and the gas. As in
the temperature variations, here, coo, until the carbon ignition both suspen-
sions (reactive and inert) follow identical patterns; see Fig. 3 for 0 < x < 8 m.
After the carbon ignition the velocity profiles differ significantly. In the
reactive suspension, part of the released thermal energy is converted to kinetic
energy resulting in an increase in both the gas and the carbon velocities; see
Fig. 3. In the reactive case the post-shock equilibrium velocity is 100% higher
than that obtained in the similar inert suspension. Furthermore, while the
inert suspension reaches uniform and constant velocity fairly quickly (at x 020m)
it takes about 80 m for the reactive suspension to reach an equilibrium velocity.

In the inert suspension the only mechanism through which equilibrium suspen-
sion velocity is reached is the viscous interaction between the two phases
manifested as a drag force which acts on the carbon particles. This force is
strongly dependent upon the relative velocity v-u. As a result, for the inert
suspension the gas and dust velocities approach each other asymptotically and
each behaves monotonically; see Fig. 3. In the reactive suspension two forces
are acting on the carbon particles -- the drag force F, and a force generated by
momentum disappearance due to burning, As the two velocities, u and v, approach
each other, the drag force becomes of secondary importance and the "burning

force" becomes the dominant one. The latter causes the carbon particles to be
decelerated to velocities lower than the gas velocity, v < u. Now the drag
force changes its direction (since v < u) and it causes the dust to be accel-
erated to the gas velocity (see Fig. 3).

Variations in the gas density, pg, the oxygen gas density, po , and the
carbon dioxide gas density, pCO1I, in the relaxation zone are shown2 in Fig. 4.
All values are normalized by the pre-shock gas density, p0 - 0.085 kg/mi. As
could be expected, until the start of carbon ignition identlcal variations are
obser-ed in p 8 for the two suspensions (reactive and inert). Furthermore pS is
eoual to Po- and PC( 0 until the carbon burning starts. Up to this point p
increases monotonica ly with distance. This increase is expected because of tfe
monotonic decrease in the gas velocity, u (see Fig. 3). For a steady, inert
one-dimensional flow the continuity equation is p8 u - const. Obviously when u
decreases p must increase. Once the burning starts the variations in p differ
from that observed for the inert suspension. Now, due to the carbon oxidation a
new species is generated -- C02. Its production depletes the amount of 0,
molecules in the suspension. It is therefore expected that after ignition peo
will increase while p0 will decrease and this pattern should persist as long fis
the carbon burning continues. This, indeed, is the case as is evident from
Fig. 4. It is also apparent from Fig. 4 that in the reactive suspension pg
decreases with increasing distance, as long as the carbon particles burn. This
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behavior should be expected from observing the continuity equation for the
suspension which is p u + pcv = const. Excluding the early part of the relaxa-
tion zone u t v, see for x , 10 in Fig. 3. Therefore, the above-mentioned
continuity equation can be approximated by (Pg+Pc) u - const. It was shown in
Fig. 3 that due to the carbon burning, the gas velocity, u, increases in the
relaxation zone in comparison with a similar inert suspension case. Therefore
(Pg+Pc) must decrease. In the present solution the mass ratio, carbon to oxygen
gas n, is equal to 0.05; therefore Pg>>Pc throughout the relaxation zone. As a
result, in spite of the fact that Pc decreases in the relaxation zone (see
Fig. 5), the reduction in pc is too small to ensure a decrease in (Pg+pc)
without having a meaningful reduction in pg, as is shown in Fig. 4.

The behavior of the carbon spacial density, pt, in the relaxation zone, is
shown in Fig. 5. In the inert suspension case pc reaches a plateau; when the
carbon particles burn a maximum in Pc is reached at the ignition point,
thereafter pc decreases monotonically until the carbon particles disappear via
burning. Like the changes in the other suspension properties, identical varia-
tions in Pc are observed for both suspensions (reactive and inert) up to the
carbon ignition.

Variations in the suspension pressure are shown in Fig. 6. The results are
normalized by the pre-shock suspension pressure,. P,= 50 torr. As expected,.up to
the carbon ignition point both suspensions show the same behavior -- an increase
in the static pressure with increasing distance measured downstream of the shock
front. This behavior can easily be explained. For a steady, inert one-dimen-
sional suspension flow the momentum equation is: P + PgU2 + PcV2 - C1 .
Furthermore, from continuity pgu - C2 (for the gaseous phase) and pCv C1 (for
the solid phase) where Cl, C2 and C3 are constants. The momentum equation can
be written alternatively as: P + C2u + C3v - C1 . It was shown before that both
u and v decrease in the pre-ignition part of the relaxation zone (Fig. 3).
Therefore, based on the last expression for the momentum equation it is apparent
that P must increase up to the carbon ignition point, as is shown in Fig. 6.
Once the carbon ignition starts, the pressure variations for the burning suspen-
sion differs from that of the inert case. While the inert suspension is
reaching a p plateau, in the reactive one the pressure -educes monoton-
ically after ;,,r carbon ignition. This, of course, is expected since during
burning both u and v increase, in comparison with the values obtained for the
inert case. For the considered case, the post-shock equilibrium pressure is
about 20% lower than the value of the inert suspension. The extent of the
relaxation zone for the burning carbon particles case is significantly longer
than that obtained in a similar inert case. It takes about 80 m until an
equilibrium pressure is reached for the burning carbon particles case while an
equilibrium pressure is reached after about 20 m only for the inert case (seeSFig. )

4. S•O.ARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The conservation equations for a suspension composed of oxygen gas and
solid carbon particles through which a normal shock wave is passing with a
constant velocity were formulated and solved numerically. It was shown that
the carbon particle burning caused by the relatively high post-shock wave gas
temperature has a uaajor effect on the suspension properties in the relaxation
zone and the eventually reached post-.hock equilibrium state. For example, it
was shown that higher temperatures and velocities are obtained in the relaxation
zone of the burning suspension as compared with a similar inert case. On the
other stand, the static pressure and gas density of the burning suspension are
iover than the values outained for a similar inert case. In the considered
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case (M4 5, Po0  50 torr, Do = 100 pm and n -0.05) the post-shock equilibrium
suspension temperature is 60% higher than that obtained in a similar inert
case, the equilibrium velocity is almost double that of the inert case and the
post-shock equilibrium suspension pressure is 20% below the inert suspension
value. In addition to its effect on the suspension properties, burning of the
carbon particles significantly extends the relaxation zone. The. ratio between
the lengths of the kinematic relaxation zones for active and inert suspensions
is about four.
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SHOCK WAVES IN BINARY GAS MIXTURES

R. Herczynski, M. Tarczynski and Z. Walenta

Department of Fluid Mechanics, Institute of Fundamental
Technological Research, Polish Academy of Sciences

Swietokrzyska 21, 00-049 Warsaw, Poland

Experimental and theoretical research on shock
wave structures in binary mixtures of very
heavy and very light gases are presented. The
experiments were performed in a shock tube
(with simultaneous use of an electron gun
and laser differential interferometer) and in
a low density wind tunnel (using electron
beam luminescence method). The theory is based
on a new kind of variational technique. The
results Indicated very strong separation of
the component gases inside the shock wave.
Mach number and temperature influence on the
shock structure were also considered.

I INTRODUCTION

Preliminary results from the shock tube experiments in helium
and xenon mixtures (the lightest and the heaviest of the noble
gases) indicate that a shock wave structure is, In this case.
strongly deformed and differs from the classic shock structure. On
the oscillograms one can see the additional inflection point and
a sort of a "hump*. This hump occurred under different experimental
conditions and, contrary to our expectations, was found not to be
an artifact.

We introduced a new method of measurement which enables us
to determine, in the shock tube, the density distribution of each
component separately. The technique used simultaneous measurement
by both electron beam attenuation and and laser differential
interferometry. Because these methods are based on different
physical principles# the first exploiting the scattering effec'c,
the second sensitive to the change of the index of refractio, we
were able to obtain experimentally the density distributions of
each component of the mixtures separately.

The density distributions of helium and xenon inside the shock
wave zone indicated a strong separation of the mixture species.

The assumption that this strong separation of sper ies is the
cause for the *humped" shock wave structure appears ti be valid.
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The investigation of shock wave structure in gas mixtures was
performed for years. The nonequilibrium effects, among others,
manifest themselves by separation of the component gases within
the shock wave, which leads to pronounced broadening of the shock
wave thickness* This effect was calculated and measured by a number
of authors -4 They found that species separation inside the shock
zone depends on the molecular mass ratio of mixture components and
on the composition of the mixture* The most pronounced effect of
separation should be visible in a mixture with disparate molecular
masses and comparable weights of components. The mixture of helium
and xenon with 3 per cent (by volume) seems to be the case with
the strongest separational effects among mixtures of noble gases.

Further investigation should give answers to the following
questions t

1. What is the influence of gas parameters on the separation
phenomena and the shock wave structure?

2. How to explain the humped shock wave theoretically?

2.THE INFLUENCE OF MACH NUMBER ON SHOCK WAVE STRUCTURE

Measurements made in a shock tube offer an answer to the part
of the first question. The experiments were performed in two series:
for Mach numbers ranging from 3.5 to 5.0 and for lower Mach numbers
ranging from 1.6 to 1.8. Each series was used on two different
percentage mixtures since we were looking for strong separation
effects, we used only mixtures with a small amount of xenon - less
than 9 per cent by volume. Some of these mea•urements have already
been presented at XI RGD Symposium in Cannes s

In each series the temperature in front of the shock was equal
to room conditions, i.e., about 300K.

Conditions for each shock tube experiment are summarirzed in
Table Is

Table I
Conditions of the experiments in the shock tube.

A B C D E

4.38 300 3.0 86.0 1.24

5.00 300 6.0 90.2 1.06

1.54 300 3.0 224.8 0.47

1.66 300 6.0 225.8 0.42

A - Mach number
B - Temperature T in front of the shock (K)
C - Concentration of xenon (M)
D - Initial pressure of mixture (um Hg)
E - Mean free path of the mixture in front of the shook (Mm)

The results are sliown in Figs. I through 4. Each Figure is the
result of one test run. In each Figure two curves are presented:
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one representing helium density distribution, and the other, xenon
density distribution.

In both cases of the first series, performed with high Mach
numbers, the humped structure is clearly visible. The details of
the strong shock measurements and preliminary description of jhe
mechanism of the hump formation were given in previous paper •

The structures of shock waves for low Mach numbers, those in
the second series of measurements, are similar to the classic
hyperbolic tangent shape structure.

The separation of the mixture components relative to the shock
wave thickness is, in the first case, much more pronounced than in
the second case. But the shock wave thickness in both cases is
much higher than in pure gases and this is in agreement with
current theories and experiments.

3. THE THEORETICAL FINDINGS

Because of very strong nonequilibrium effects produced by
shock waves in mixtures of gases with disparate molecular masses,
the theoretical description is based on kinetic theory of gases,

It is not possible to solve the full Boltzmann equation even
for the case of the plain shock wave, and the problem of describing
the shock wave structure in mixtures of gases with disparate
molecular masses is much more complex. An attractive variational
method of approximate solution of the Boltzmann equation was
propoeed by Tamm. The method used initially for hard spheres
molecules was extended to more realistic pNkentials (i.e., Lennard
Jones potential) and also for gas mixtures . This theory predicted
the existence of the *hump" in the shock wave structures in
mixtures of gases with disparate molecular masses.

The sample of theoretically calculated results for 6.0 per
cent mixture are shown in Figs 5 and 6. The first Figure shows
density distribution of helium and xenon, the second, shows
temperature distribution.

The physical picture offered by this theory in the case of
shock waves one-component gas is the following: the shock wave
structure depends on =g non-dimensional parameters, beside the
Mach number, on the Fit number.(to honour Professor Wladyslaw
Ldszdonj defined as Fi -E /kT , where 6 - the depth of the potential
Wel1, L - the temperature in front of the shockt k - the Boltzmann
constant. The Ft number is therefore a ratio of two energies, the
first associated with the atomic structure, the second with the
mean energy of the medium in front of the shock wave.

This theory predicted the influence of temperature on the
shock thickness and structure, both in the case of pure gas and gas
mixtures., The effect of T" seems to be related to the fact that for
molecular collisions with lower energy the potential well
influences the process of collision to a greater extent than for
collisions with greater energy t.e "efficiency" of impulse exchange
for low energy is lower. This is also the physical reason behind
the theoretical prediction of very high temperature overshoot of
the heavy components The Fi number affects the shock wave in a way
similar to the Mach number, the rise of Fi leads to the thickening
of the shock wave, The theory fails however to give accurate
quantitative characteristics of the shock wave, the separation
effect found in the experiment is larger than that given by theory.

t ...
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4. TUNNEL EXPERINENTS

The theoreically predicted temperature T- influence on the
shock wave structure and temperature overshoot of heavy component
needed an experimental confirmation. Both of these problems,
because of experimental difficulties, were impossible in shock tube
experiments.

Experiments to confirm temperature influence and overshoot
are possible only in stationary conditions# were the time for
measurement is appropriately long. For this reason further research
on shock wave structure in a mixture was performed in a specially
designed and build small scale low density wind tunnel. This setup
produced a supersonic jet of rarefied gas* The time of measurements
was practically unlimited. The diameter of the jet was about 4 cm,
preasure in the flowing gas was about 10" milimeters of mercury,
the Mach number was about 2, and the gas temperature, T . about

OOK. The model was placed in the jet and in front of it the shock
wave was formed.

The electron beam induced luminescence method was used to
investigate the shock wave characteristics. This method enables us
to obtain the density profile of each component of the mixture
separately, by measuring the intensity of the spectral lines
characteristic for each gas. Using this method, it is also possible,
in principle, to obtain the temperature profile of each species, by
measuring the Doppler broadening of spectral lines.

Unfortunately, since the signals were very low, temperature
measurements could not be made, and research on the theoretically
predicted overshoot of the temperature of the heavy component
within the shock wave is still to be done.

The influence cf the temperature T- on the shock wave structure
in He-Xe mixtures was investigated. As it is impossible in shock
tube to create the temperature differences (in front of the shock)
necessary to make a meaningful measurement of the affect of
temperature on the shock wave, an experiment using wind tunnel was
used for comparision. In the supersonic jet a temperature of 1OOK
could be obtained, while in the shock tube 300K could be achieved
with the same Mach number. The comparision of results coming from
the jet and shock tube enable us to confirm the second prediction
of the theory, about the influence of kinetic temperature in front
of the shock wave.

The jet experiments were performed for mixtures of 3.08, 6.23
and 9.53 per cent of xenon* The density profiles of helium and
xenonfor each mixture (in the case of 3.08 per cent xenon mixture,
since the amount of xenon in the mixture is very small, the signals
from xenonlines were so low that was impossible to measure the xenon
density profiles) are shown in Figs. 7 - 9.

Conditions for each tunnel experiment are summarized in
Table II.

The humped structures appear in the case of mixtures of 3.08
and 6.23 per Lent of xenon. The hight of the first step, similar
to the shock tube experiments, decreases with the rise ot xenon
concentration. This suggests that the front part of the signal is
mainly due to the compression of the light component. For the 9.53
per cent mixture, the front part of the signal is so small that the
humped structure nearly disappears. For detailes see reference 7.

At this point, it is important to point out the differences
between conditions in the case of shock tube and jet experiments.
In the shock tube, the gas in front of the shock can be assumed to
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be uniform, while the supersonic jet, downstream from the nozzle,
is slightly divergent, thus the density of gas in the jet decreases
along the axis, The shock wave structures presented in the Figures
are a result of a procedure which consists of subtracting the
density distribution in the case when there is no model in the jet
from the profiles with the model in the jet.

Table II
Conditions of experiments in the wind tunnel

AL B C D E

2.0 100 3.08 200 2.6

2.0 100 6.23 200 1.8

2.0 100 9.53 200 1.6

For symbol meaning see Table I.

5. DONCLUSION4S

The experimental findings can be summarized in the following
way:

In the mixtures of helium and xenon containing no more than
about 6 per cent of heavy component by volume

- strong shock waves (Mach number about 4) generated in the
shock tube, i.e,, at the initial temperature about 300K, have
a definite *humped" structure,

- much weaker shock waves generated in the low dansity wind
tw•nel (Hach number about 2)t t.e,, at the initial temperature
about 10OK, have the same kind of "humped" structure, perhaps more
pronounced,

- shock waves in the same range of Mach number as in the wind
tunnels generated in the shock tube, i.e., for initial temperature
300K, do not exhi.bit the "humped" structure.

In all reported erperiments a vry pronounced broadening of
the shock wave was observed* However cue to the shape of the shock
waoe the comonlý used shock wave thickness characteristic, the
Prandtl shock thtckness is of no more use.

These rl-.iults are in qualitative agreement with the
theoretical predietions of a shock structure dependence on
temperaturn T , The Fi number in the case of jet experiments is
such higher than in the case of shock tube measurements.

Although the theory provides a fair qualitative descriotion,
including both the broadening of the shock wave as well as its
humped structure, it fails to give quantitatively correct value of
the separation of species.

Work in the open field of temperature overshoot measurements
is nov in prOrae5s.
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EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF WEAK SHOCK WAVES,

PROPAGATING IN A FOG

H.W.J. Goossens, M.J.C.M. Berkelmana and M.E.H. van Dongen

Eindhoven University of Technology
Department of Physics, Eindhoven, The Netherlands

Shock wave propagation in a fog is investigated
experimentally. The fog is produced by means of
an adiabatic expansion of a mixture of nitrogen
and water vapour in the test section of a shock
tube. Measurements of pressure, density and light
transmission are made to observe shock structure
and relaxation ;..ocesses. The frozen and equilibrium
values of pressure and density are in good agreement
with theory. Preliminary results are shown of the
structure of the relaxation region where the droplets
evaporate. A comparison is made with a simple
theoretical model, the agreement being satisfactory.

I. INTRODUCTION.

Phase transition has a noticeable effect on the thermodynamic state of a
mixture of water droplets, vapour and carrier gas. The propagation and the
structure of weak shock waves in such a medium is quite strongly affected by
the presence of the droplets even at low values of the droplet mass fraction.

Shock wave propagation through gas-particle mixtures has been a subject of
numerous investigations, partly concerning the calculation and measurement of
the shock structure in dusty gases . In many practical situations hovever,
gas-particle mixture% consist of suspensions of liquid droplets in a carrier
gas, In addition co heat and momentum transfer, mass transfer becomes an
important factor in these systems,

In thle present paper, attention is focussed on shock wave propagation &nd
subsequent relaxation processes in an aqueous fog which is produced by a fast
adiabatic exponsion of humid nitrogen. A related theoretical study was reported
by Marblel and experimental investigations on shock induced droplet evaporation
wore carried out by Hastings and llodg•son t and Roth and Fischer.

2. THEORY

2. I. FROZEN AND SQtIILIBRIUMN POST S-OU( STATE

Re will asstuw that the gas and vapour behave as calocically perfect gases
with equal velocity and tveamperature and that the droplets do not contribute to
the pressure, uhilst thme water mass fraction exprersed in terms of the densities
as Kw - (ov•pd)/P, is a constant. Denoting rhe different constituents by means

of the subscripts g. v. d we have the following expressions for the density 1,
the velority u awd the euthalpy ht

i i i
lx Pit hQ, -C .L hii oi - i ,v
hg C 9gT, h v C rvT * L dr hd Cd Tdo L L r + (Cv-Cd)Td (2)

where L is the latent heat per unit mass, Lr is the value of L at 0 K and ci is

the heat capacity at constant pressure. For the pressure we have:
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P + P 9gRgT + pvTRvT (3)

In equilibrium P and p are related to T by the Clausius-Clapeyron expression,
with P* and T* av reference values:

V

P v P ( T). v T ). (C v C d ) / v L ( )
VS R T -P*(-)p _W 4s vs v T

V

In a reference frame in which the shock is stationary the initial mixture is
moving with a constant velocity uO. A good approximation of both the frozen
post-shock state (f), in which the droplets are not yet affected, and the final
equilibrium state (e) satisfies the following basic conservation laws:

Ionf,e o (5)

[P+Pu 2fe 1 a P + P2u (6)

(4u.h2 f ) a Ju2 + It (7)

The frozen state is a solution of eqs. (5)-(7), subject to the additional
conditions:

ft Td ITo$ ud U Uo Od ' 00 (8)

while the equilibrium state is a solution of the saea oqs., but subject to:

C* 0 d 0 or to: Td * T. ud - u', F* -vs(T) (9)

2.2, TlHE RELAXATION REGION

The transport equations describing the structure of the relaxation cone
arc tased on those discussed extensively by Harblin. Ve will use them in the
followiag form:

d (0 ) -u (10)

d (iu) W ui

Vgg <I vvad

(Ddud) 2 u.P)vm (13)

d (iuŽ * . . u* . (Id 1. * u2) ()Q
Ts- d d au

d ,. 2 2X (d hd)} " d - -u V(hd + L * u1% + Q (15)

where u - u. for condeusation, aad u: - ug for evaporation. For the bouico

tertu of mass, ctenatum and uesrgy, the folloving exp4ession4 were used in
the calculations:
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6 dD
v d- {Pvs(Td) -v{2 + 0.6Scl/3.Re /2} (16)

18pdrl 1 2/3
- {U -u}{ + -Re (17)

d 2 g 6

6PdX 1/3 1/2
Q = - I{Td T }{2 + 0.6 . (18)

d pZ g

In these expressions, D is the binary diffusion coefficient, n is the viscosity,
X is the thermal conductivity, Pk is the liquid density, and d is the droplet
diameter. The Schmidt, Reynolds and Prandtl numbers are defined as:

d(P +,o )(u u d)TI

(Pv +P d )Pr e ti (19)

The expressions (16)-(18) are -ialid in the continuum regime, for Reynolds
numbers in the range 1-500. The droplets are spherical and have no mutual
inturaction and the contribution of the overall pressure gradient to the
interaction force is reglected.

3. EXPERIMENTS

3.1. EXPERIMENTAL SET UP

The experiments have been performed in a shock tube which is shown
schematically in figure 1. The test section consists of a Ni-coated steel tube
with an inteinal square cross seccion of side 0.1 m and a length of 7.76 m.
The tube is by-passed by a recirculation system which is used to mix tile gas

and the vapour, The high pressure section has a length of 2.32 m. The low
pressure part consists of a 0.4 m3 steel vacuum vessel. The test section is
separated from the other sections by polyester membranes of 24 Um thickness.
These membranes are supported on metal wires and can be bursted by heating the
wires electrically.

Prior to the experiment, all parts of the shock tube are evacuated. The
test section is supplied wiLh vapour until the desired pressure is reached.
The tube is filled to atmospheric pressure with pure nitrogen and the gas and
vapcur are mixed. Correcting for the absorption of vapour by the shock tube
walls is done. After bursting the righthand membrane, an expansion wave travels
into the test section and reflects at the second membrane. The pressure and
temperature of the mixture decrtuse adiabatically. With a square orifice
mounted between the test section and the vacuum vessel, the expansion is con-
trolled in such a manner that the onset of the homogeneous condensation occurs
in the reflected wave. Subsequent reflections at the low pressure section can
be suppressed by adjusting the initial pressure in the vessel. A more or less
static and homogeneous mixture of droplets, vapour and gas is obtained using
this method. Bursting the second membrane causes a shock wave to propagate
through the fog.

3.2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND COMPARISON WITH THEORY

Transient pressure measurements are recorded with Kistler transducers,
type 603B, at various places in the shock tube. At three locations, light
transmission measurements are made using a 0.5 ug He-Ne laser, Spectra Physics
type 155. The optical sensor has a I mm diameter aperture, a focussing lens
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and a photodiode. Density measurements are carried out'with a Mach-Zehnder
interferometer based on a design of Smeets 3 . Using the interferometer in the
phase quadrature mode, an accurate and unambiguous determination of density
changes is possible even if some of the light from the object beam is scattered
by the droplets.

The results of measurements of pressure, density and light transmission
at 1.55 m from the orifice are shown in fig. 2A-2C. Calculation of the entropy
showed that the decrease of pressure, density and temperature by the expansion
wave and its reflection was adiabatic until the moment of condensation which
could be determined by the increase of the light extinction (fig. 2C). After
the onset of condensation a period of about 60 ms occured in which the state of
the fog was fairly constant. The droplet mass fraction has been determined by
measuring the temperature rise due to the condensation. The droplet diameter
was calculated on the basis of the droplet mass fraction and the experimentally
determined value of the extinction coefficient. As to the nonhomogeneity of the
pre-shock state, it was found from transmission and pressure recordings that
the axial va-iation of the extin-.tion coefficient was + lj% while the velocity
variations were in the range + 10 ms-1. Typical conditlons of this pre-shock
state were: Temperature 273+5-Y pressure 0.5 bar droplet diameter 2-5 Jim,
droplet mass fraction (3+1)*10-1 to (6+2)*|0-3.

The shock wave passage was recorded simultaneously with a much higher
sample frequency. Resulcs are shown in fig. 2D-2F. In fig. 2D it can be seen
that the shock wave consisted of a gas-dynamic shock followed by a relaxation
zone. The discontinuity in the density across the shock front which was measured
with the Mach-Zehnder interferometer occured ovat a few microseconds due to the
obligue position of the object beam with respect to the wave front. The
extinction signal (fig. 2F) shows that the droplets had 'rapid velocity
relaxation causing the light extinction to incrause followed by a much slower
relaxation due to evaporation.

The values of the pressure and density behind the shock discontinuity
Pf and P. are measured in three series of experimerts: 1) pure nitrogen and
normal saock tube opuration, 2) expanded pure nltrogeu followed by shock com-
pression, and 3) a shock wave in a fog. The results of the measurements are
presented in fig. 3A, together with the theoretical values predicted by the
Rankine-Hugoniot relations for pure nitrogen. All the results coincide and are
in good agreement with the theoretical values. it is shown that the gas-dynamic
part of the shock in a fog does indeed have a "frozen" character. The
equilibrium values of the pressure and density are corrected for the contribu-
tion of the side wall boundary layers. For these corrections, the results of
the second series of experiments have been used. Corrected values for the
equilibrium pressure and density Pe and pe, for two values of the droplet mass
fraction, Kd - p /p, are shown in fig. 3B together with the results of the
theoretical calc~lations. The calculations show that the P-p curve for the
equilibrium state of the gas-droplet mixturo deviates from the pure gas curve
as long as droplets are present in the post-shock state. If the shock wave is
strong enough to vaporize all droplets, the curves show a discontinuous slope
and become more or less parallel to the pure gas curve. The experiments show
the expected tendency although the experimental accuracy is not yet sufficient
for a detailed comparison. A numerical solution of the relaxation modol of
section 2.2. for the conditions of the experiment of fig. 2 has also been
plotted in fig. 2F. The agreement is quite satisfactory, regarding the sim-
plicity of the Applied model and the uncertainty in the parameters defining
the fog.

In conclusion, the experiments shaow a good qualitative picture of the
shock structure, including the various relaxation processes. The measuring
procedures showed to be reliable.

41
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PRESSURE INCREASE IN TWO-PHASE MEDIA BEHIND AIR SHOCK WAVES AND

BY SHOCK WAVE ACCELERATED PISTONS

Dr. G. PATZ, Dr. G. SMEETS

Franco-German Research Institute Saint-Louis (ISL)
68301 Saint-Louis, France

In two-phase media we have extremely small sound veloc-
ities in comparison to other materials, therefore when
they are compressed, we find a nearly isothermal behav-
iour because of their special structure. For this reason
we expect very interesting results at compression of two-
phase media. We have compressed different two-phase media
- foams and rubber foam - in a shock tube by air shock
waves of shock mach numbers between 1,5 < Ma < 2 and by
shock accelerated pistons. Pressure developments and
peak pressures have been recorded. They can also be cal-
culated theoretically with the gasdyuamic equations and
are in good agreement with the experimental results. We
have seen that extremely high peak pressures in two-
phase media occur. These peak pressures may be to one
order of magnitude higher than those we will got by com-
pression gases under the same conditions.

1. INTRODUCTION

A two-phase media is defined as the homogeneous mixture of a gas with a
liquid or solid state material. These are for instance foams, lather, powdery
snow or others. Those two-phase media have some special properties very differ-
rent of those of their initial components. A special property of these two-
phase media' is their very small sound velocity of some 10 a/s. In gases or con-
densed material we have sound velocities of aome 100 to 1000 w/s. The density
of such a two-phase otdium lies in the order of nagnitude of tiat of a liquid,
but it is compressible and its thermodynamic behaviour is siailar to a gas with
high number of degree of freedom of Molecules f and with high molecular mass p.
Consequently the adiabatic exponent K ; -•- 1. This means, that the cooprett-
sion of a two-phase media takes place at Aer. " . temperature. Ve can
explain this in a simple way by imagining, that the compreasion heat .' the ga*
is stored in the structure of the foam which behaves like a heat sink.

In Fig. I we can see as an example of a two-phase media the microscopic
picture of the bubble structure of lather. This material was used most often in
our experiments.

The sound velocity of a two-phase media as.a function of the volume ratio
V - V lVk, where V5 is the portion of the volume of the gas and Vk "n the por-
tion wf the volume of the condensed part and of the adiabatic exponent K.

Our analysis was made up of two parts:
1) the direct action of a shock wave on a two-phase medium,
2) the compression of a two-phase mediua by a piston which hat been accelerated

by the pressure behind a reflected shock.
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2. THE DIRECT INTERACTION OF A SHOCK WAVE ON A TWO-PHASE MEDIUM

2.1 Theory

The upper part of Fig. 2 shows the main operation. The shock tube is filled
with the two-phase medium at its closed end. When the shock arrives at the foam
surface at xi, it will be first reflected as had it hit a solid wall. In the
lower part of Fig. 2 we see the distance time diagram of what happens in the
shock tube. Behind the reflected shock there is the pressure p acting on the
contact layer between gas and two-phase medium. A shock into the two-phase me-
dium which is reflected at the endwall of the shock tube is now generated, in-
creasing the pressure to p'. Since the sound velocity inside the two-phase me-
dium is very slow, the sho•k will need a long time to reach the end wall. During
this time the pressure pR is acting on the two-phase medium.

The momentum is transmitted to the endwall during the short time, where the
pressure pl is acting on the endwall (when the contact layer and the reflected
shock are coming together). So it is obvious, that p' must be higher than p

By means of the one-dimensional conservation laws it is possible to cal-
culate the conditions in the two-phase medium in a similar way as we calculate
the gas condition behind a shock front.

Fig. 3 shows the calculated pressure ratio p'lvx as a function of the pres-
sure ratio p2/pa of the primary shock for different volume ratios V and the two
limiting values for the adiabatic exponent K. It can be clearly seen, that pi
is higher than the pressure pR for the completely reflected shock in a two-
atomic gas (lower curve).

2.2 Experiments

The experiments have been performed with one of the two high-pressure shock
tubes at the ISL (Franco-Ger=an Research Institute, Saint-Louis). In Fig. 4 we
see the experimental set-up. At the end of the shock tube we placed the test
chamber, which was filled with the two-phase medium, lather or foam rubber. The
pressure gage for measuring the reflected pressure pt was placed on the end wall
of the test chamber. To suppress the critical vibratfons of the pressure gage,
the signals were filtered by a low pa%3 filter with 150 klz.

In Fig. 5 we can see a few recordings of preosure behind foam rubber of
different thickness using the same shock mach n•mber of the primary shock. WiPh
a thickness of more than 20 ma we can see the strong pressure increase on the
foam rubber in comparison to the pressure PR behind the directly riflected shock
which is reached after a short time.

Fig. 6 showe 3 pressure recordings behind lather at different shock mach
numbers M . It is clearly seen, that the peak preaure increases with increavina
shock tAcR lmber and for N5 a 2 we get a peak pressure of about 90 bar in
comarison to pR of about 12 bar. All the pressure records show a somewhat flat
pressure increase which means that the shock is disperging in the two-phase me-
dium.

Fig. 7 shows a comparison of the experimental data of p' vith the theoret-
icll data for K - I and K - 1 .4. The experimental values are omewhat "Aaller
than the theoretical values for K a I. The following reasons asy account for
this-
- The cross section of the test chamber was stewwat bigg•r than that of the

shock tube.

-ahe foam may not have filled homogeneously the enti volume of the test cham-
ber.

- The porous structure of the foam rubber was not closed.

- The shock ua disperged in the foas.
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However, if we take into account the logarithmic scale of the diagram we
can see the enormous pressure increase in comparison to the direct shock re-
flection at a stationary solid wall.

3. COMPRESSION OF A TWO-PHASE MEDIUM BY ASHOCK ACCELERATED PISTON

3.1 Theory

If we put a free moving piston in front of the foam in the shock tube
(Fig. 8), the primary shock will be reflected at the surface of the piston. The
reflected pressure pR will accelerate the piston into the two-phase medium
which will be compressed to a peak pressure ^, when the piston has reached the
final position where it changes its direction.

By means of the conservation equation for the momentum we are able to de-
rive the differential equation for the path of the piston (Fig. 9, equ. 3).
There we suppose, that a certain time the density in the two-phase medium is
equal and that the velocity k in the two-phase medium increases linearly from
the end wall of the test chamber to *k (velocity of the piston). This means
that the velocity of the piston is always slow compared with the sound velocity
in the two-phase medium and therefore there are no shocks or any inhomogeneous
pressure distribution in the foam.

After introduction of the isentropic equation (equ. 4) of the volume ratio
V and of the normalized parameters T and y we will find the solution for the
path of the piston (equ. 6). With this we can also derive the pressure time
function. For r 0 we get the peak pressure j, this means that the expression
under the root is equal to zero (equ. 8).

Here we can see the very interesting fact, that the peak pressure depends
only on p, if we suppose, that K - I for all two-phase media.

On Fig. 12 we see the calculated pressure time function p/p% - f(T) for
K I 1 and K - 1.4 for a special condition. Compression at const. temperature
(K - I) gives a pressure increase which begins later and then increases much
steeper until a peak pressure hes been reached, which is 10 times higher than at
compression where K - 1.4,

3,2 Experiments

For the experiments we have placed in front of the foam inside the test
chamber solid plates of different masses (Fig. 4). The other part of the exper-
i.%,-,t was similar to the direct shock interaction experiments.

Fig. 10 shows 3 pressure records with lather at 3 different shock mach num-
bers. The peak pressure increases very strongly with the shock mach trumber. At
a shock math number of M - 1.9 (P a 10.7 bar) we get a peak pressure of about
800 bar. At these high plessures tRe test chamber was not stable enough and
therefore we can observe osaillations on our records.

Fig. 1 shows 3 pressure records with lather at the same shock mach number
but with different piston masses. The peak pressure remains constant. This is
in agreement with our theoretical assumption.

On Fig, 12 we compare a pressure record with the theoretical curves. The
experimental curve agrees approximately with the calculated curve for K & I;
the experimental peak pressure reaches only half the theoretical value. This can
be explained by the somewhat larger cross section of the test chamber as compar-
ed with that of the shock tube and by the fact that at these high pressures the
test chamber was not really rigid. There was also the possibility that the test
chamber was not homogeneously filled with foac.

On the last picture, fig. 13, ve compare the experimental peak pressures
in different fosgs with different pistons and the calculated values as a func-
tion of the reflected pressure p . The experimental values are not as high as
the theoretical values for K - l,'but if we consider the logarithmic scale, we
can sea that they are much higher than the values for K - 1.4. It is also ob-
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vious that the influence of K increases very strongly with increasing pressure
PR"

3.3 Final Remarks

Essentially our experiments have confirmed the theoretically predicted
behaviour of two-phase media in direct interaction with a shock wave and com-
pressed by a shock wave accelerated piston.

The differences between the experimental and the theoretical values of the
peak pressures can be explained by the mechanical behaviour and the geometry of
the test chamber and by an eventually inhomogeneous foam filling.

The principal effect, the enormous pressure increase in a two-phase medium*
by shock interaction and by compression has been confirmed basically and there
are only some quantitative differences.

We cannot clearly explain why we did not find any shocks in the two-phase
medium although we did expect them in the direct shock interaction and in the
piston compression cases. A possible explanation for the moment is the disper-
sion of shock waves in these two-phase media which we have used in our experi-
ments.
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UNDERWATER EXPLOSION OF TWO SPHERICAL OR NtNSPHERICAL
BUBBLES AND THEIR INTERACTION WITH RADIAT:AD PRESSURE WAVES

S. Fujikawa, H. Takahira & T. Akamatsu
Department of Mechanical Engineering, Kyoto University,

Kyoto 606, Japan

Mutual interaction between two spherical or nonspherical
bubbles in a liquid and pressure waves radiated from them is
treated on the basis of a linear acoustic theory. It is
shown that there exist some special combinations of initial
radii .f two bubbles and initial gas pressures of bubble
interior which lead to the generation of particularly high
pressures in the liquid from the smaller spherical bubble.
The generated pressure may attain to a value of more than
6 times in compari;on with that of a single bubble. Due to
the mutual interaction between bubbles and pressure waves
the instability takes place on the bubble walls.

1. INTRODUCTION

Mutual interaction among bvbbles in liquids is an important subject which
deals w4:- basic aspects of fluid mechanics on gas-liquid two phase media:
underwa'-, e; i losions, shock structures in gas-liquid two phase media, bubble
detonations ir. liquid explosives, and mechanisms of cavitation erosion.

Until now, a very few theoretical investigations have been made on the
interaction among bubbles 1-4, although innumerable •orks on the dynamics of a
single bubble have been performed. Recently, Chahine investigated the effects
of interaction among bubbles on the pressure developed dtring their collective
collapse in an incompressible liquid. However, the analysis has not been made
about the bubbles with different sizes and for the condition where the compres-
sibility of liquid may become essentially important. As t? the experiments, %n
the other hand, ther• are a few papsrs by Lauterborn Smith & Mesler ,
Fujikawa & Akamatsu , Sanada et al. and Tomita et al. • Sanada et al. ob-
served a number of strong shock waves higher than I GPa on the surface of an
ultrasonic vibrator in water and pointed out that the interaction between
bubbles and shock waves radiated from them may induce further violent collapses
of these bubbles and the formation of a number of stronger shock waves. They
called this chain-reaction like phenomenon an avalanche effect for the forma-
tion of shock waves. Tomita et al. made experiments on the collapse of a single
gas bubble attached to a solid wall by a spark-generated shock wave. They
showed, depending on the initial size of the bubble, the strength of the shock
wave and the distance from the center of the shock wave to the bubble, the gas
bubble acts as either the energy absorber from the shock wave or the source of
more intensive pressure than that by the original shock wave. However, details
of the interaction between bubbles and radiated shook waves have not been fully
clarified. It seems therefore that the thaoretical understanding on the inter-
action of bubbles with radiated shock waves is more aA i more necessary.

In this paper, as the first step of the analysis on the interaction among
a number of hubbles, the interaction between two spherical or nonspherical
bubbles and pressure waves radiated from them is theoretically treated. We will
deal here with, not shock waves but pressure waves. In case where one bubble is
situated in the far-field from another bubble, the nonlinearity of liquid com-
pressibility is very small, so that a linear approximation may be adequate for
our problem. The dynamicai equatina of the bubble walls which are valid to the
first order corrections concerning the mutual interaction of two spherical or
norspherical bubbles and the compressibility of liquid are presented and nume-
rically solved.

I
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2. THEX1RY

Details of the matlbmatical formulation are presented in the previous pa-

per by the first author±U. Only the minimum rcsults necessary for the under-

standing of the theoretical background will be presented here. A spherical

coordinate system with the fixed origins 01 and 02 at the initial centers of

two bubbles is shown in Fig. 1. The radial motion and the deformation of two

bubbles are expressed by a set of differential equations as follows.
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+J0 - [A O) j)- Rjo(j) Kjo(
X j x

tj = t .iil (4)
C

Ri = Rio(t) +nI Rin(t) Pn(cos Vi) 4 = ' V2 = 6)) (5)

where C is sound speed in liquid, L distance between two bubbles, p. 0 initial
gas pressure inside bubble, pv vapour pressure inside bubble (0 constant), p.
pressure at infinity, pn Legendre polynominal of order n, R. radius of bubble
(Rioo initial radius, Rý0 zeroth mode radius, Rin nth (n > t) mode radius), t
time, y ratio of specific heats of gas, • dinsity of liquid, 0 warface tension
coeff.cier. symools (.), (..) = d/dt, d /dt . The equation (1) is the general
expr :,sion on the spherical (i.e. , zeroth mode) motion of two bubbles and is
valid to the first order corrections concerning the compressibility of liquid
and the mutual interaction between two bubbles. The 6., is a delay time of the
influence from another bubble and can be determined irom Sq.(4). Suppose that
i-Ame t just elapsed after the start of the simultaneous collapse of two bubbles
and that pressure wavo which were radiated some time before from the bubble 1
arrived at the -enter of the bbble 2 (Fig. 2). The times C, when the pressure
wa,ýes %-ere just generated can be found as to satisfy Bq. (4) at xj = L. All
physical quantities necessary for evaluating the interaction term in DI.(1) can
be thus obtained. For the bukble 1, the same is the numerical procedure. The
equation (2) descLibes the deformation of the walls of bubbles. The pressure
-,.hroughout the liquid is given ky the Bernoulli's equation.

3. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DIMUSSIOtN

Nuwnerical calculations are perf rmed for water under thP following condi-
tion: temperature 20 'C, p, = 101.3 kPa, Q = 998.2 kg/mr , C = 1483 m/s,
o = 7.061 x 10")N/m , y .- 1.4 (air).

3.1 Inturaction betweer. two spherical bubbles
Figure 3 shows the time histor4 es of (a) bubhl radius, (b) pressure at the

bubble wall and (c) pressure in whe liquid at the inititl radius and w( 1800.
Initial conditions for bubbles a'., R 1 mm. R2 0 0  0.175 mm, L 3 mm,

P1 0 P2rO Q 1.013 kPa (= 0.01 p,). The nteraction becomes strongest fcr chis
idtial radius ratio. Dashed .1nes re for the bubble 1 (the initially Jarger
bubble) and the solid lites for the bubble 2 (the initially smaller 1 ubble).
The time is normAlized by v a 99.30 us, the radius by RI0 0 for the bub.le and
R2 0 0 for the bubble 2, tie pressure by p, and the velocity by V, = -1007 m/s
f6r the bubble I and V2 - 1.762 m/s for the bubble 2. The motion 6f the bubble
1 ia nct influenced by the existence of the bubble 2, it collapses and rebourds
as if it were like a single bubble in an infinite liquid. The m%:tion of bubble
2, on the other hawd, is drastlvaily influenced by thepubble I to consequently
produce a particularly high pressure of about 6.7 x 1C- MPa on its fourth col-
lapse. This value is about 4.5 times of the pressure generated by a single
bubble under the same condition. The oscl I lating motion of bubble 2 is larqely
danqred due to the effect of compressibility of liquid. The attained maximum
Mach number of the wall of WhAle 2 ij collapsing phases is about 0.3. The li-
n.ar model is found to oe still validl.The mechanism of the generation of high
pressure from the bubble 2 may be explained am follows. The bubble 2 reaches
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its minimum radius at about 3 Us after the bubble 1 collapsed and rebounded and
then radiated pressure waves. The pressure waves from the bubb]e 1 arrive at
the center of the bubble 2 "in collapsing phases" at about 2 us after they were
radiated. Therefore, the collapsing motion of bubble 2 is to be further accele-
rated during about I us under the high pressure due to the passage of pressure
waves. In consequence, the bubble 2 collapses very violently and produces a
high pressure. The tine history of liquid pressure is composed of the pressure
waves radiated from bubbles 1 and 2 (Fig. (c)). The first small pulselike pres-
sure is principally due to the bubble 1 and the second one principally due to
the bubble 2. The maximum value of the pressure is about 27 MPa. Fiom a number
of calculations, it is clarified that the bubble 2 produces a particularly high
pressure only for som special values of the initial radius ratio.

Figure 4 shows the time histories of (a) bubble radius and (b) pressure at
the bubble wall in case of R100 = 1 mm, R200 = 0.253 mm, L = 3 mm, P 1?0 = P20
= 101.3 Pa (= 0.001 P.). The time is normalized by T = 99.30 tsthe adius by
R109 for the bubble 1 and R2 0 0 for the bubble 2 and the pressure by p,.The
motion of bubble 2 is violen ly excited ox the fourth collapse under the in-
fluence of the bubble 1, but the generated pressure is then never higher than
that of bubble I on its first collapse. This behaviour of bubble 2 is very
different from that in Fig. 3. The difference comes from the fact +ha.. the
motion of bubble 2 is remarkably damped owing to the compressibility of liqtuid.
That is, the lower is the initial gas pressure within the bubble 2, the more
violently collapses it, the higher becomes the pressure generated on its first
collapse, but then the larger becomes also the damping effect due to the com-
pressibility of liquid. Then, the subsequent motion of bubble 2 is not greatly
excited even under the strong influence of pressure waves radiated fror. the
bubble 1, so that the bubble 2 may never produce a pressure higher than th9t of
the bubble 1.

Figure 5 shows the time histories of (a) bubble radius and (b) presswun At
the bubble wall in case of two bubbles with different initial gas pressures and
radii: RIO = I mm, R2 0  0.088 mm, L = 3 m, p -- 101.3 Pa (- 0.001 P"),

S1.13 kPa (0.01 pa6. The time is normalized t = 99.30 us, the radius
for the bubble 1 and R for the bubble 2 and the pressure by p. I1

is noteworthy that the bubble ?0 generates a high prsmsure higher than 9 x 10
MPa, more than 6 times in comparison with that of a single bubble under the
same condition.

3.2 Interaction between two nonsplerical bubbles
Figure 6 shows the dynamical behaviour of two nonspherical bubbles. It is

assumed that the initial shape of bubbles is spherical. Initial conditions aret
p. 101.3 kPa, pln0 P2ci 0 -5.065 kPa (0.05 p,,), RI 0= 1 mm R20 0 8 mm,
L 3 mm. The tim;Velai;s below. Two bubbles are fairly stable in the sense
that the shape change of bubbles is very small, however, the center of the
bubble 2 (the smaller bubble) approaches to the bubble I (the larger bubble)
due to the flow induced by the collapsing motion of bubble I and the instabili-
ty occurs on the wall of bubble 2 far from the bubble 1 but it soon disapears
after the rebound. The center of bubble 1 does not almost move except the very
late stages of its collapse. When the bubble 1 is in a rebounding procesa, the
bubble 2 already rebounded and radiated pressure waves. By the passage of pres-
aure waves from the bubble 2, the flow field around the bubble 1 deviates from
the spterical symmetry and, in consequence, the shape change of bubble I takes
place. After some time, the shape become nearly spherical. The same in it for
the bubble 2. However, in the second contracting process of bubble 2. the de-
formation of it quickly becomes large. This seems to sugest that an Initially
n erical bubble easily become unstable and deforms in its contracting
proceso.

In this analysis, the fixed coordinate system is used to describe a met of
equations for bubble motionm. However, when the bubble largely deformc, the
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present equations may become invalid because the part of the bubble surface
farthest from another bubble reaches the origin in the late stages of collapse.
For subsequent times, the origin is outside the bubble. The use of the moving
coodinate system may overcome the difficulty encountered here.

4. CONCLUSION

The mutual interaction between two spherical or nonspherical bubbles in a
liquid and radiated pressure waves has been theoretically investigated. It has
been shown that a very high pressure may be produced in the liquid due to the

* bubble-pressure wave interaction and it may attain to a value of more than
6 times in comparison with that of a single bubble under the same condition.
The interaction causes instability on the walls of bubbles and makes bubbles
deform.This paper was prepared in the Stogwellenlabor of the Technische
Hochschule Aachen, West Germany. The authors wish to thank Prof. H. Grdnig and
Mrs. vn Hoegen for their kind help.
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RADIAL FLOW OF A METASTABLE LIQUID

Raymond J. Emrich

Physics Bldg. 16, Lehigh University
Bethlehem, PA 18015 USA

The expansion of a rapidly moving liquid through a ra-
dial flow configuration reveals transition to a vapor or a
2-phase mixture of vapor and liquid taking place over a short
distance and in a short time experimentally indistinguishable
from a discontinuous shock front. Photography of the discon-
tinuous surface with 1 ns flash illumination from a nitrogen
laser reveals no bubble formation within the 2 micrometer de-
finition of the microscope lens. The flow of liquid CO is
studied in a confined layer, of the order of 10 um thici, be-
tween the end of a metal cylinder and a quartz window. Vis-
cous effects play a significant role in controlling the
pressure drop in the radial direction, and the transition
from the metastable liquid otate to the vapor or 2-phase state
can be triggered by roughness elements on the confining walls.
Pressure taps in the face of the metal cylinder reveal that
the liquid pressure is lower than the supply pressure near
the center, rises as shear forces reduce the liquid speed,and
then falls logarithmically until the explosive transition.
Mechanisms involved in the explosive transition are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

The flow of a rapidly moving liquid from an orifice into a gas filled re-
gion leads to weparation and formatton of a iree surface. When liquid emerges
into a region where the pressure is below its saturation vapor pressure, the
liquid boils and a 2-phaie mixture continues into the low pressure regionj this
procoss is termed "flasbing" by chemical engineers. The reported work is an
attempt to study the mechanisms by which the liquid changes to a 2-phase
mixture.

A study of the explosive evaporation of a superhected liquid by short ex-
posure photographs and last response pressure gages has been carried out by
Shepherd and Sturtevant . Their results suggest that conventional nucleation
and bubble growth theories do rnot predict sufficiently rapid transition to va-
por to account for the observed rate of evaporation.

In the nuclear reactor power industry, considorable interest exists in the
choking or critical conditions with unsteady outflow of a boiling liquid after
a pipeline break. Rassokhin at a~l.2 and Mayinger have reviewed the informa-
tion acquired since the sumary prepared by Smith4 .

Rnterimento in a shgck tube-like device have been performed by E wards and
O'Brien , Alaagir et &I. , Alamnir and Lienhard" and Isasev and Pavlov9. In
these experiments high pressure water, or carbon dioxide, is depressurized at
one end by retoving a atopper or by breaking a dizyhragm and the pressure ex-
curaions at positions within the tube are recorded with fast response (order of
10 microaeeond response time) piezoelectric or diaphragm gages in the tube
walls. The observed pressures fall repidly (in a few microseconds) at the head
of the relief wave propagating into the tube, fslling below the saturation
pressure at the initial liquid temperature, then rising to a nearly constant
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pressure still below saturation in about a millisecond. The lower-than-
saturation pressures are interpreted as associated with reaching metastable
states of the liquid with delayed rates of nucleation of bubbles. The steady
pressure reached after 1 ma can be interpreted as a lower saturation pressure
and temperature in a two-phase equilibrium state.

9 1
It was observed by Stuart and Yarnell , and Kinderman and Wales10 that hot

water under high pressure can flow through an orifice into a chamber where a
pressure considerably below the initial saturation pressure prevails. An irre-
versible transition to 2-phase equilibrium occurs within the intermediate cham-
ber. The saturated liquid resulting, possibly mixed with vapor, then flows

through a second orifice, again emerging as a metastable liquid in which de-
layed vaporization (flashing) occurs some distance beyond the orifice exit.
Photographs of a metastable hot water jet emerging into the atmosphere are
shown by Stuart and Yarnell 9 in which the delay in vaporization can be seen to
depend on the degree of superheating in the emerging liquid.

An extensive study of flow rates of saturated liquid, saturated vap•, and
two-phase liquid-vapor carbon dioxide was carried out by Resson and Peck .
Their observations are consistent with the hypothesis that saturated liquid and

saturated vapor both emerged from an orifice without any phase change occurring
in the flow through the orifice. These authors report no observations of the
events occurring in the carbon dioxide after it emerges in the metastable state.

Skripov12 describes time characteristics of the processes when a new phase
is separated from a liquid in terms of a homogeneous nucleation of bubbles and
an explosive growth of the varor phase. He mentions that the time delay of
bubble formation is about 10 a, but notes that Zel'dovich and Todes concluded

that sufficiently rapid decompression leads to the decomposition of the liquid
without formation of bubble nuclei. Exponential increase in the number of spon-
taneous nuclei and the higher growth rate of the bubbles hinder approach to the
apinodal states where the decomposition envisioned by Zel'dovtch and Todes
would occur.

Pavlov 1314 has considered a number of situations in which superheating
of liquids •ccurs very rapidly. He analyzes each of the cases employing the ex-
ponential growth of viable boiling centers presented by Skripov. He propose.
tentatively that the exponent in the growth rate formula is proportional to
(p-p*), where p* is the saturation pressure at the temperature of the metastable
liquid and p is the metastable liquid pressure.

Fuchs and Legge15 studied water at room temperature and pressure emerging
from a nozzle into a vacuum. They observed that under certain test conditions,
the water jet left the exit in homogeneous form but burst into droplets and ice
particles after traveling many nozzle diameters dovrstream They related the
delay in the phase transition to the absence of dissolved gases in the water.

When high pressure liquid flowing in a transparent converging-diverging
nozzle to a region of lower pressure is viewed, a sharp discontinuity is seen
exactly at the crgs section of the throati a 2-phase mixture continues in the
diverging section .

The study method described here consists of visual observation and photog-
raphy of a thin jtyer of liquid moving radially between parallel, or nearly-

parallel, plates . Liquid CO2 supplied commercially at saturation pressure of
about 5.5 HP& (05 bar) at room temperature is studied as it expands from this
or other supply pressures to atmospheric pressure. As seen in Figure 1, high
pressure liquid from a supply chamber moves slowly in the I m diameter central
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core of the nozzle and enters the thin radial flow region between the face of
the nozzle and the glass plate. The outer dialmeter of the nozzle is 12.7 mm.
There is a large pressure drop as the liquid enters the thin region and the li-
quid is accelerated to a high speed and may undergo a transition to a 2-phase
mixture. Wall friction reduces the fIrid speed, the pressure rises with in-
creasing radius, and vapor which may have formed condenses. With continued
outward motion, liquid acceleration gradually ceases to play a role and the
wall friction i1 essentially balanced by a pressure gradient. When the pres-
sure has fallen sufficiently far below the saturation pressure, the metastable
liquid is subject to explosive boiling. This is the process of interest in
this study.

Viscous-inertial radial flow of liquid between parallel plates.

An asymptotic solution to the 2-dimensional flow of a viscous incompressi-
ble liquid with no slip at the parallel urfaces gives, in dimensionless form,
for the pressure as a function of radius

Ap - -12c In r - 31 - + ... .terms in higher powers of - (1)
35 •2 r

The pressure Ap is determined only within an arbitrary additive constant and
the value of radius r at which the logarithmic term dominates is a fuction of
the Reynolds number

l/t a 2 vhv/m. (2)

where h is the separation of the parallel surfaces, v is the kinematic viscosi-
ty of the liquid, and m is the volume flow ratet

m a 2'r h <u> . (3)

Wu) is the average radial component of fluid velocity. The dimensional forms
of r and of Ap aret

2
r h r 4p Om~(4

4v 2 h 4 
4

where o is mass density (964 kg a-3 for CO,, at 0°C). Figure 2 shows the varia-
tion of pressure vith radius predicted by the inertial-viscouv solution Equa-
tion (1). The additive constant 1 &n Ap vas chosen to give p - 100 kPa at r -
6.5 .mm The asymptotic solution shows the radial velocity component of the
fluid u to have an essentially parabolic profile at large r if plotted against
the distance y from one of the parallel surfaces. The maxiemu value of u,
U " varies as h/r. At r a 2 am for the set of parameters for curve 1,u -' l -l a"

167 m a I for the set of parauttera for curve 2, u S 239 a A

p is predicted to go to large negative value*. Attaining negative value*
of pressure experimentally require# avoiding vapor formation at the intvenal
edge of, the ratial flow section. The lowest pressurt attained with liquid CO
has been +1400 kPa in A tap At r - 3 so, The supply prtessure tn this case vwe
5500 kPa. The central supply hole in the nozzle extends to r - 0,5 Am: if the
edgt is machined to a sharp corner, a vaporiration cloud is seen in the radial
flow region with relatively small flow rates. If this edge is rounded off to
a bol! shape out to r - 1 am. vapor fOrmatioc is avoided for significantly
larger flow rates.

flow patterns.

Six characteristic flO patterns are produ "ed in experiments with nozzle
sod window, depending on liquid supply temperature and pressure, noazle-to-
window spacing b, and the cont(tur of the nozzle.
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1. Cloudy 2-phase mixture throughout the field. With h greater than 100 pm,
no part of the field is liquid. The transition occurs within the center
supply tube.

2. Liquid center with radius r = 0.5 mm, remainder of field cloudy. This oc-
curs when the inner edge of the nozzle is sharp and the nozzle face is not
beveled; h must be of the order of 10 pm.

3. Liquid center surrounded by cloudy ring surrounded in turn by liquid ring
bordered with sharp "petals" outside, remainder of field cloudy.

4. Entire center clear liquid, bordered with "petals" outside, remainder of
field cloudy. This is seen in placeft of categories 2 and 3 when the inner
edge is rounded off to a bell shape.

5. Clear liquid to rim. With the nozzle to plate spacing h at its minimum
and effectively zero, clear liquid is seen over the whole face out to the
rim. Liquid leaking out at the rim is seen to convert to a vapor-solid
mixture across a sharp, finely scalloped interface in the region in which
the outer rim is not perfectly sharp but rounded off.

6. Vapor bubbles at small radii, surrounded by a liquid region %ith decreas-
ing size and density of bubbles. Scalloped interface at rim siailar to
category 5. This it characteristic of liquid supply pressure near to
saturation pressure, and values of h lees than 5 um.

Information on liquid to vapor transition.

Observations of flow patterns with the microscope and I no flash illumina-
tion perit some conclusions and provide soee groutds for speculation oU me-
chanisms. The appearance of bubbles in category 6 patterns is strikingly dif-
ferent from tho. cloudy pattetns in categories I to 4. 1 have some confidence
that the cloudy rsgions are vapor with particulates too small to identify at
the 2 ja resolution of the photographs.

Without the bell mouth at the entry to the radial flow aection. it iL pos-
sible to see clear liquid at the center out to about 0.5 we and *mali "spikes"
of liquid extending into a cloudy ring. An exasple of this flow is presented
in Figure 3. Since this tranattion occurs in a region vhere the layer
thickness is changing rapidly--machtiing a aharp edge at the holt boundary
inevitably leaven **all burrs or depressions--detalls of the liquid-vapor
boundary vary with atimuthal position. Some "spikes" appear to hmve Shock-like
boundaries, ihile others appear more diffu#t, perhaps because they are
3-ditenslonal. I speculate that some of the "spikes" are attastable liquid
transfotraig to a vapor-particulatt mixture in the sae process discussed
next.

Of greater interest ar the oblique ttansttion boundaries in the rAdial
flov region with parallel boundaries terued "petals". An example is showm in
Figure 4. Since details of this photograph may be dif•icult to see in
reproductton, Figure 5 is presented to show the nature of the pattern in a
similar photograph with the camera centered on the nottle. The "petals'
are see" near the cunter hole in Figure 41 a decrease in nozale-to-windom
spacing has tbA effect of moving the petals 6sarer to the rim.
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If a piece of solid material fastens itself to the surface of the polished
nozzle, it serves to anchor the root between two petals. This suggests that
small irregularities in the nozzle surface may deflect the liquid, creating lo-
cal pressure fluctuations which trigger the phase transition at the roots of
all the petals. On the other hand, visual study of the flow patterns as h is
varied ihows that some visible imperfections occasionally serve to anchor the
base of petals, but most of the imperfections are ignored and petal bases may
form nearly, ahead of or behind the imperfections. Petal patterns remain
steady indefinitely, or at least for up to several minutes, and appear visually
much like the photographs. The flow with petal structure may therefore be con-
sidered a steady flow,

Regardless of the initiating mechanism for the petal structure, the exist-
ence of the sharp, mostly straight, oblique fronts separating the homogeneous
liquid and inhomogeneous vapor and particulate states bears on the question of
the non-equilibrium process of phase transformation. As in the caae of the un-

steady bubble wall growth into the metastable liquid observed by Shepherd and
Sturtevant , the liquid appears to transform at a steady rate. This rate is
con 1iderably faster than that predicted by the theory of Prosperetti and Pies-
set , based on the rate of heat flow in the thermal boundary layer in the liq-
uid.

A mechanism providing for release of enthalpy stored in the metastatle

liquid, analogous to the mechanism considered to prevail in a chemical detona-
tion, would seem to be worthy of ccnsideration. The initiation of a vaporiza-
tion front is considered to result figm the exponl~tial growth of the density
of viable boiling centers by Skripov -nd Pavlov . In our experittents it i6
not likely that the *aoe pressure exitts in the metastable liquid from the
petal root out to the petal pointi a pressure variation with radius as given
by Equttion (1) and illustrated in Figure 2 is more likely.

I propose that a traonition surface, once formed, propagates like a Chap-
man-Jouguet front with a opeed in the metastable liquid whioh depends on the
0nthalpy release per unit Woe of fluid and the normal velocity, density and
pressure of the two states of the fluid on the vapor and liquid sides of the
discontinuity surface. Thus one cnasiders each faktet of tht petal boundary as
a bubble wall, growing into the advancion metastable liquid. If it advances
faster than the oucomint liquid, it find* itself moving tn less metastable
liquid and slow* down. This accounts for the ttabili;y of the pattern and its
steady nature. A viable bubble needs to be born only ooce *vd what ye tee is
its wall growift into the advanciul liquid.
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Figure 1. Arrangement for study
of phase transition. 1 - metal
nozzle; 2 - glass pla~e;

3 - liquid CO 4 - 2-phase
CO2 after expansion; 5 - tube

supplying liquid CO.
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Figure 3. Liquid to

2-phase transition at

sharp-edged entry to

radial flow section.

Figure 4. Liquid to 2-phase

transition within the radial

flow section. Light reflec-

tion from polished edge of

center hole is bright feature

at left. "Petals" are seen be-

low and to right of hole.

Cloudy 2-phase fluid in middle,

and outer rim of nozzle at

right are also seen.

Figure 5. Tracing of

-" petal configuration.
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SPATIAL DISTRIBUTIONS OF DUST PARTICLES

DISPERSED BY A SHOCK WAVE OVER A DUST LAYER

Takashi ADACHI and Tateyuki SUZUKI

Department of Mechanical Engineering
Saitama Institute of Technology

Okabe, Saitama 369-02. Japan

In the present paper the problem of dust dispersion by a
shock wave propagating over a dust layer on a horizontal
rigid floor was studied experimentally. Amberlite was
used as a model dust because it promised good reproduci-
bility of experiment. The spatial density distributions
and the velocity components of the dispersed dust parti-
cles from the dust layer were obtained from visualized
photographs. It was found that the density near the dust
layer is much larger than usually expected one and that
the profiles for different propagating shock Mach number
are reduced to a single curve when nondimensionlized
distance is taken in place of y. The height of dust
cloud and the integrated density fpp(x,y)dy were obtained,
showing that the dispersion rate is constant spatially
and with time. The comparison of velocity components for
various floor conditions revealed that the surface rough-
ness is the important factor Cor the mechanism of dust
dispersion by a shock wave.

1. INTRODUCTION

The intoraction of a high speed flow with a dust deposited surface, and
the subsequent lofting of dust particles, is of special interest. With an
increase in uniform air speed, the dust particles enter sualsinsion, This
process is of interest in the generation of dust clouds in coal mine explosions
and other areas. RelAtively fow oxperimental studies have boeo made of dust
ingestion into a high speed air flow (sea Fig.1). Dawes 1 , Gorrard", PlatchaO,
and Nartkirch and Bracht4 have been studied the machanism of dast dispersion
during the fixst hundred microseconds after the passage of a shock wave in air
over a dust deposit on a horizontal surface. Klirl186 has investigated the dust
ingestion into high speed turbulent boundary layers on a flat pla•te and bhinwi
a moving ghook wave. We have also discussed in our previous papers the effect
of a shock wave on a disprsion of dust, leaving the problem of the detailed
mechanism of dust raisiag.

In spite of these studies determinate theory has not been reported yet on
the mechanism of dust removal. from a plane surface of dust do-esit by a shock
wavr. Since the dust density near the sur••ce is so large that no conventional
techbique of photographs nor optical oxtinction techniquo were available. Hence
we used a madel floor which has a gutter in stroausise direction in order to
obtain the particle density and velocity near the initial dust surface. The
purpose of the present paper is to obtailn the dAta for its precise analysis.

We used- so called "Amber 'ite" far a model dust, which promise a good re-
producibility. TW methods are adopted for the vizulization oft particles

6r
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in the neighbourhood of the shock front. They are (1)taking direct shadows
of particles dispersed in air after the passage of a shock front in order to
see the spatial and time distributions of dust particles, and (2) taking
double-flashed color photographs of lofted particles in order to see the fine
structure of initial stage of dust cloud formation and dust particles'
velocities.

2. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND METHOD

Experirments have been performed in a horizontally placed shock tube in
order to measure the development of the dust clouds, using air as a working
gas. The tube is a 50 mm square cross section. The driver section is 1.4 m
long, and the driven section is 3.8 m. The last segment is a 2.6 m test
section, whose upper wall is removable in order to lay dust easily. It has
optical viewing windows of 45x200 mm, whose center is 3.4 m apart from the
diaphragm between the driver and driven section. Three types of floor of the

tube were used for experiments. The #1 floor has a gutter of 2 nm in depth,
2 mm in width and 1.5 m in length, in the test section, to take photographs of
the dust particles rising up from dust layer. The #2 floor has a roughness;
the #240 sand paper, whose roughness is nearly the same as that of the surface
of the dust layer, was pasted on a rigid shock tube floor. The #3 floor has
a smooth rigid surface. We placed dust particles in a line on the #2 and #3
floors to see the velocities of lifted particles. The lifting of particles on
#2 and #3 floors were investigated as the reference to the lifting on #1 floor.

Model dust used were "Amberlite CG-5O I", and "IRC-50" (hereafter we call
them Dust A and B respectively), obtaixie4 from Tokyo Organic Chemnistry Ltd.,
Tokyo. Table i shows the properties of the dusts.

The experiments were performed with smaller shock strength, M-1.4 and 1.7,
Befo e every experiment on the #1 floor the dust surface is spread to be

smooth cnd flush with the rest of the tube floor surface. Optical arrangement
is the same as in our earlier report. The photographs of dispersed dust parti-
cles in the aix flow behind the shock wove is taken with a 0.7vis Xenon flash.
Pepeating the oxperiments and triggering the spark with certain delay with
respect tc the shock passage deliver a cinematographic recording of the rising
up of the duet b*d. The velocities of dust particles are obtained by the
photographs taken with two flash light sources, one of them has a color filter,
The photographs from these experiments can be used to measure the dust density
and the velocities of tho particles as a £Uictioa of time and space locatkon,

3. ý, 'ENAL RESULTS AND DISCUSS IONS

3.1 The Dust Cloud Daveloprmnts

Direct hadowa of the early otages of dust dispersion behind the shock
front axe shown in Fiq.2 for the purpose rf bhtter widerstanding of the rising
up of dust particles. Th- kqpearance of the top of the dispersed dust cloud
is not sharp. The edg* of dust cloud is defined here as the point where the
number donsity of dust particles is about 1000 por cubic centimeter whereas
Gerraxd and Fletcher identified It hy the plate negatives (using a travelling
mictoscop) and also by projected image, Mirels did it by the conenceesnt of

optical extinction at the specified vertical positions. They did not define
th6 quantitative edge condition, leaving rather ambiguity.

f'igure 5 s1OVs dust cloud profile thAt was produced by the passage of a
shock wave over a dust layer. It is sfent.
(1) %Ue haight of, a &st clooud exc*eds that of the boundary layer produced by
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a shock wave on a smooth surface.
(2) The delay in dispersion after the passage of the shock wave is observed
for both of Dust A and B when the propagating Mach number is 1.44, as reported
by Gerrard. It is about 20 lis for Dust A when the Mach number is 1.70. It
seems that the delay becomes smaller as the Mach number becomes larger.
(3) The dependence of the dust cloud formation on the particle size is evident.
The height to which the dust rises depenas on the particle size. Smaller
particles lift up higher than the larger particles. The delay between the
passage of the shock front and rasing of dust becomes smaller as the particle
size becomes smaller.

The development of the structure of the dust cloud or the spatial distri-
bution of the number density of particles in a dust cloud is shown in Figs. 4
which is obtained from Figs. 2 etc. by counting particles that appear in the
air. The density distribution of dust particles are strictly obtained. The
solid line indicates the data of Mirels at 29.7 cm behind a shock front at
M=1.7. The dashed line indicates the extrapolation by Mirels. Figure 4 shows
that the dust density immediately next to the initial dust surface increases
rapidly. Mirels' extrapolation gives much less estimation than our experimen-
tal data, because optical extinction method is not suitable for such higher
density region. Figure 5 shows that the density profiles for different Mach
numbers can be reduced to a single curve, when j; is used instead of y where

y= Y/(g/op,/ • ugx/Us).

This indicates that momentum of a free stream has an important role in lifting
up dust particles and the development of dust clouds.

Figure 6 shows the mass of particles above a unit area at the station x,
which is obtained by integrating the density of particles along y-coordinate,
that is, fpo(x,y)dy , where pp is the density of the dust particles, and y is
the distance from the initial dust surface. This figure explains the delay in
dispersion of dust particles after the passage of a shock wave from another
point of view. The result that the integrated mass is a linear fu'nction of
the distance from the shock front shows that the dispersion rate of dust
particles is uniform with respect to the distance from shock front and the
tim from shock passage.

3.2 The Velocity of Dust Particles Dispersed in Air

Figure 7 shows the vertical and horizontal velocity components of dust
particles lifted in air from the dust beds on three kinds of model floor, that
is, modal floor *1, 02, and 03. The 01 floor has a gutter In which dust was
laid. The 42 floor has a roughness on which dust was laid in a line. Tbe 03
floor has a smeoth surface on which the dust was laid in a line. These figures
show t (1) as the particles go up higher, the horizontal and vertical coatx,-
nents of velocity increases for all casess (2) vertical speed seems zero when
the particles leave dust bed, and then they are accelevated, (3) the data for
the 93 floor are different from other data for 01 and 02 floors. On 01 floor
horizontal velocity caoponents are larger, especially near the surface, and
the vertical components are smaller, whereas the data on 01 and 12 floors havv
nearly the same value. Therefore that the surface rouglness has a significant
effect on the mechanism of dust cloud formation.

4. cOlcL1JS1ON

A study was made on the problem of dust cloud formation by a shock wave
over a dust layer on a horiz0ntal rigid floor. Especially the structure of
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the dust cloud of dispersed particles was investigated experimentally. From
direct shadows of the dispersed particles, the density profiles and .he height
of the dust cloud were obtained as a function of distance from a shock front.

It was found that the density in the neighborhood of the dust layer is
larger than the usually expected one and that the density profiles for diff..r-
ent shock Mach numbers are reduced to a single profile when appropriate
dimensionless height was used. It was also found that the delay between the
passage of the shock front and raising of dust becomes smaller as the particle
size composing the dust layer becomes smaller, and as the propagating Mach
number becomes larger. Obtained integrated mass of dust particles increases
linearly with the distance x from the shock front, showing that the dispersion
rate is constant spatially and with time. The velocity components of the
distpersed particles were obtained. It showed that the surface roughness has
a significant effect on the mechanism of dust dispersion by a shock wave.
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Particle shape nearly spherical spherical
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(a) (b)

A Fig. 2. Direct shadows of dispersed particles at 20 cm downstream from shock
front. Symbols, + and -ý denote the initial surface of dust layer. a) Dust A
and 14-1.70. b) Dust B and X4=1.70.
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LIMITING GAS-PARTICLE FLOWS - A NEW APPROACH
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The equilibrium and frozen flow limiting cases in gas-particle
flows are re-examined. With a view to obtain physically
possible limiting cases, a new definition which is related
to the dimension of the particle is proposed. With this
definition new equilibrium and frozen flow limits for the
gas-particle mixtures are deduced using the existing general
governinc e 1uations. By using the available experimental
results, i, is argued that the limits for the equilibrium
and frozen flows obtained from the present analysis tend
to physically meaningful limits. Also it is shown that all
Lhe nonequilibrium solutions would be within these two
limits.

1. INTRODUCTION

The presence of particles in flowing gases can cause significant flow changes
in rocket and wind tunnel nozzle flows leading to performance deterioration. The
fundamental thermodynamic behavior of these gas-particle mixtures has been exten-
sively investigated and published in the literature[l,21. The gas particle flow analysis
becomes very complex due to the presence of non-equilibrium effects between gas
and particles[l). Hence, following the ideas as in the case of real gas flows, limiting
flows called "equilibrium and frozen" flows are often defined and used as simple bench
mark solutions to this complex problem(l,2]. In the present study these limiting flows
and their implications are re-examined with a view to obtain an understanding regard-
ing the conditions to be satisfied in order to attain these limiting flows in practical
flow applications like in one-dimensional nozzle flows.

In the present investigation an attempt has been made to redefine the limiting
flows so that they are physically possible solutions. It is argued that in order to obtain
equilibrium flows, the particle size should become nearly equal to gas molecular size
and consequently it can be assumed that the particle becomes indistinguishable from
the gas molecule. This requirement is necessary to ensure velocities and temperatures
equilibrium everywhere. It should be noted here that there exists considerable velocity
slips even in the case of the flow of mixture of two gases with disparate molecular
sizes[3]. Hence the indistinguishability creteria Is invoked. From this basic assumption,
the governing equations for equilibrium flow are formally derived from the general
governing equations given in Ref.l. These equations turn out to be the same as that
of pure gas case with mixture thermodynamic properties including mixture speed
of sound identically equal to that of pure gas. The "Irozen limit" is defined as the
limit in which the changes in particle velocity and temperature tend to *ero every
where. It Is shown that to ensure this limit, the particle size should tend to infinity.
Then, from the general governing equations, th-o pure solid properties are inferred
and this also implies that there is no gas flow in this limit. The mixture speed of
sound and mixture pressure in this limit also tend to zero.

1The physical validity of equilibrium flows as defined in the present analysis is
justified with the help of existing experimental measurements made in one dimensional
noazle flows[4•. The present analysis gives unique values for mixture speed of sound
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in both the limits which are independent of loading ratio. This is in contrast to the
case of equilibrium flow as defined in Ref.l where the equilibrium mixture speed
of sound varies from pure gas value to almost zero as the mass concentration ratio
€ 4 1 before it shoots up to infinity for 4 = 1.0. It may also be noted that the "equili-
brium" limit as defined in Ref.1 may not be realizable in actual flow situations.

2. DEFINITION OF A NEW EQUILIBRIUM LIMIT

The drag force and heat transfer rate can be written as[2]
F p = (03 (U p - u) )/ (T v ) , Qp = 1C(T p - T) ) xT)

where TV =(mp/3d Ud)=(p d 2 / 181 ) and *T = 3 / 2 6P T
p p pp v

Fp and Qp can also be expressed as;

F= P8d (u u) /p d and Qp = 12 $kT p-T)/p dp2  (2)Fp 18•(p-U pp p=p

We postulate that when the particle size reduce to the molecular size, instantaneous
equilibration of velocities (ie, u = up) and temperatures (ie. T. = T) is possible. This

means that in the actual flow situations the equilibrium limit occurs even when r
is not zero but finite, although very small. Then Fp = 0 and Qp 0 0. In this limit

we will assume that particles loose their seperate identity and behave as the gas
phase does. Hence the bulk specific heat of the particles is assumed to tend to the
same value as that of the specific heat of gas phase. Since the particles are of mole-
cular size, the volume fraction E -0 in this limit and pressure due to random motion
of the particle becomes as significant as gas phase,

3. DEFINITION OF FROZEN LIMIT

In this limit we postulate that the size of the particles tend to infinity (d -)

so that there would not be any change in the velocity or temperature of the particle.
Tthe volume frartion c + I in this limit since the size of the particle d ,,.

4. GOVERNING EQUATIONS FOR THE GAS-PARTICLE MIXTURE

Conservation of mass

[ (I - C) ou * BU pA - (I )1r)M (3)
Conservation1 of mornef~iun)

(I - c)p u (du/dx) -8 u (du p/A) (dP /dx) 0

Conservation of energy

( (udu/dx) - C (dTWdxI, ri tu (du /d4) c (dT NO) * (l/pp) (dP ./8A) ]3 0 (.)
p p p p P I

Note:

The total mixture pressure 13 should be us-d in Cq.(4) and (5) sinct the particle
Pressure due to random inotion is'l significWnt W that of gas ill the equiliwriumn limit.

Equation of state,

Pm M 1 11T (6)

In the above equati ons, n z 3 u p ( I - )00 u, 0 :,pP

The partial pressures oe gas phase and particle phase are givet, as p (I c )0 RT
and p P =8 R T
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Here we will not consider the rate equations for particle velocity and temperature
since they are not required for the present consideration of limiting flows. Besides,
it is felt that due to the new definition of limiting flows as done here, the existing
rate equations[2] may have to be suitably modified in order to obtain consistent mea-
ningful results.

4. MIXTURE EQUATION OF STATE

Pm = pmRmT = (P + Pp)

p = (l- 0)pRT, P =5RpT, p m = 0(l-C+ aP(7)

Pm = OPRT[(0 - e)+ (8/ )mr]

"R m = R[ ((l- E) + (B/P)mr)l((1-• ) + (a P)

where mr (MW/MW p).

For equilibrium flow, mr I and (M/iP) TI

Then, P,, 0 + n)pRT 0 ( n )P

Pm - *1) )P

P P RT is true for the mixture also (8)

CPm1 Cp , ý y for pure gas

2(am)2e y -MRnT _- y RT

5. EQUA1IONS FOR~ EQUlROIUM LIMIT

In this limit the particle slie is aivutied to reduwe to molecular sute so that
the "particle-nolecul" atnd "gos moleule" become irtdis•inguishable. Then the following
assuttptiOlbs are auumcd to hold good.

Then thie governing equations for euilibrium flow t-ai bW reduced and written in
terms of mixture quantities asi

Poll uA I

p, (udu/dx) - (dP,,/dx) • 0

u (du/dx) * C (dpldl ) W, 0 (9)

r R "~t

(a ) Y I• f T
, e , In) M

Thus the mixture beh•aves z a single pt'f,<t gas. Ily using the equihbrium relationm
betweon the mixture and Pufre gas quallities (Mq.S), thli system of equations can
be shown to reduce to the case of single pure gaS Thus the tmxture behaves as a
single pure gas.

I .
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6. EQUATIONS FOR FROZEN FLOW LIMIT

By definitior., d D+-, Tv and Tr Tw mr = 0,* E 1.0, and TDand up are constant.

Then, from the governing equations the following can be inferred.

mixture mass - C0 ; mixture momentum + 0 ; mixture energy * 0

pm = P=0;am+ 0; y +1.0

Above limits indicate that there is no flow and the whole volume is filled with parti-
cles of very large dimensions and these particles behave very similar to "Newtonian"
gas in hypersonic flows.

Here, the two limits namely equilibrium and frozen flows as defined in Ref.l
needs some examination. In Ref.l, the equilibirum limit is defined as the one which
would have u=up and T-T p instantaneously (meaning zero relaxation times). Then

the gas properties and bulk properties of particles contribute to the thermodynamic
properties of the mixture, with almost infinite heat transfer rate irrespective of
particle size. This limit is derived from the ideas presented in the relaxation of gases
at high temperatures. We feel that this definition for equilibrium limit does not seem
to occur in any physical situations until one reduces the particle size to molecular
size. Then, the present analysis shows that the new equilibrium limit as defined in
this note give-, values for mixture properties differznt from thosegiven in Ref.l and
this new limit appears physically meaningful as shown in the present analysis.

In Ref.l, the frozen limit also defined as the one at which there would be no
change in the properties of either particles or the gas; and this limit is attained as
the relaxation time tends to infanity. Then invoking u p0 and (d"pIdxO0 in the govern-

ing equatic• derived for c 40, a set of equations have been derived which aro the
same as that of pure gas ea&e. This stezins to lead to non-physical situations for the
following reasons. For relaxatio• times to tend to -, the diameter of the particle
has to assume very large values. Then, the flow certainly gets affected with large
particles existing in the stream.

In the lretent analysis, we have albe used the same definition for this limit but
we get difierent limits which s-em to be reasoable from tile physiical grouds. TIi.
is nainly due to (tse of exact governing equations including volume fraction effocts
and iI, taking limits we have assumed c -*1.0. Then in thins ltn8 the whole v'oume
is filled with particles aloe and no sas flow is possble. The limiting Values derived
from the present analysis also show that the whole volume !hould contain loosely
packed larg, size particles and these particles would behave viry similar to "Newtoniao
fluid" in hypersonic flows as Mac0 number -.

7. COMPARSN OF THEORY WITH AVAIIAOLE EXPERIMENTS

Hultberg and "oo(4j have carefully measured the presutre distribm-tion as weli
as the gas and particle velocity variatimos along a su•pur,•ic Itozzle. Also they have
computed the flow quantities by using the existing system of nonequidibrium c qua-
ttonsjlI.I The experimental rtesultjs as well as the computed values are shown $n Fig.1.
The conditiont for their analysis were Ps29.S93 in.Hg, To_24.4-C, 6 -. 83, p::22)0

Kgirn 11 l.39, glass particles of $ ±2)0u mn and r :0.-66 sme. The optical density

of a negative o; a view of the system of particles in the test sect ion was determined
with a Weston densitometer. Since the optical demnity is directly prhportional to Vie
particle density 3 , and since tile Iloding ratio ft and the velocity of the gas vre
known, then the velocity of M-e particles are determined.
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From Fig.l it may be observed that their computed gas pressure and gas velocities
exactly agree with their measured values. However, the computed particle velocities
deviate considerably from the measured ones. More significantly, the measured particle
velocity follows very closely the measured gas velocity even after the nozzle throat
section, eventhough the particle size used is very large (230 p in). This appears sur-
prizing at the out set considering the fact that the computed particle velocity shows
rather large slip from the computed gas velocity. They[4] have not offered any serious
reason for this rather large discrepency.

In Ref.l, assuming instantaneous equilibration of particle velocity and tempera-
tures with corresponding gas values, the thermodynamic properties of gas-particle
mixture have been d.efived, where-in the ratio of specific heats of equilibrium mixture
is given as

(y+l 61) / [ +j 6 y ] (1l)

where y corresponds to the pure gas value (1.4 for air). For the Hultberg's experi-
mental conditions (y i)e = 1.14. By using this value, the pressure and the velocity

variation along the nozzle used by Hultberg was computed and these variations are
also shown in Fig.l. As cao be seen from the Fig.l, the equilibrium values[l] are
much lower than the measured values. The pressure corresponding to (y m)e = 1.14
is also higher than the measured values.

In the earlier sections we have proposed a new equilibrium limit where-in we
have shown that the mixture /(ym)e =y of pure gas. By using this value for air, the

equilibrium pressure and velocity distributions were computed and these are also
shown in Fig.l. These are exactly equal to the ones computed by Hultber& using non-
equilibrium theory. The measu-ed pressures and velocities also agree with this theory.
Hence, it may be stated that the new equilibrium limit proposed in the present paper
has physical validity and can be used as an upper and ideal limit for the gas-particle
fCows.

Another significant point to note here is that although the pý.rticle size is rather
large (230 a m) the particles seem to follow tne gas velocity very closely even in
the supersonic section of the nozzle where as the computeo particle velocities are
much smaller. We have no reasons not to believe the particle velocity measurements.
But we have some doubts about the rate equation for the particle that has been used
in the nonequilibrium computations. An order of magnitude estimate shows that if
the drag term (a D/r p) is reduced, the particle velocity decreases; on physical gro-

unds this is contradictory since, if the drag force is reduced, the particle should move
faster. Another situation that we have come across in the literature is that, all the
nonequilihrium nozzle flow computations show large slips (in efUect iow particle veloci-
ties). But moat of the available experiments in rocke- nozzles]4,51 3how velocity and
temperature slips of a few percent (5 to 10%) even at ,cry high temperatures[(].
This implies that the gas particle flows in nozzles with particle diameter up to a
few hundreds of ua m may alweys be in near equilibrium.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

p - mass density of gas phase
u - velocity of gas phase
A - nozle area
M - mass flow of gas phase
3 - mdss density of particle phase
u velocity of particle phase

p - mass flov', of particle phase

- (M /M) (up)I[pu( -0/) I
P p
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P -m mixture pressure

P pressure of gas phase
P - pressure of particle phase

F - force per unit volume exerted by particles on fluidp
Q - heat transfer rate per unit volume from particles to gas

T - temperature of gas phase
C - specific heat of gas at constant pressurep
x - linear distance along the nozzle
C - bulk specific heat of particles
T - bulk temperature of particlesP
R - gas constant for gas phase
a - speed of sound
T - characteristic time associated with velocity equilibrium of the particle
P viscosity of gas
Re Reynolds number (Re = p (u-up)d ip/P

R gas constant of particle phase
E volume fraction
m p mass of each particlep
Pr Prandtl number

- mass concentration ratio
p - bulk density of particlesp
MW - mulecular weight of gas
MWp - molecular weight of particle gas

Y m - mixture ratio of specific heats

6 - CICp
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THE STRUCTUP SHOCK WAVES IN A BOILING LIQUID

V.Ye.Nakoryakov, B.G.Pokusaev, I.R.Shreiber

Institute of Thermophysics, Siberian Branch
of the USSR Academy of Sciences, 1 Lavrentyev Avenue

Novosibirsk 630090, USSR

Wave propagation in a liquid with vapour bubbles
is under study. The structure and dynamics of
linear waves are investigated. The calculated
results are compared with the results of experiments
on vapour-water and vapour-freon mixtures. The
dynamics of non-linear waves is also under study.
A model is offered and numerical and experimental
investigations have been performed which concern
the structure and dynamics of nonlinear waves.
The problem about the existence of shock waves
is also considered.

The structure and dynamics of shock waves i , liquid with
gas bubbles have been studied sufficiently well, . To model
the propagation of waves in a boiling liquid, we consider the
system "liquid - gas bubbles" which is on the saturation line.
Assuming that the basic nonlinearity of the system (as with a
liquid with gas bubbles) is conditioned by the high compressibi-
lity of the medium, we will write the basic equations for a
bubble suspension with phase transitiona;

~d -R jfP(R)-P

where p, liquid deawity; P mixture density; P mixture
preseure; P(*) = vapour pressure in a bubble; P bubble
radius- " , heat fL.ux directed into the liquid; O,. o heat
flux directed into the vapour on the "bubble liquid" boundary;
' a heat capacity of the liquid; 4 = latent heat of evaporation.

Ii terms of the weak-nonlinearity approximation, the initial
system can be reduced to one equation for preasure waves:

-.g a 2~ 2 Lf C•L &2 (~2)
C, - e 

a

vapour density.; C0 :- frozen sound velocity of

bubble suopensione, 2A R /3 9o, there o io toe initial void
fraction of the mixture.
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To determine fl , we consider the temperature field in the
vicinity of a bubble with a constant radius, the temperature of
whose boundary, r$ , corresponds to the instantaneous pressure
value in the system, and the temperature 70o at an infinite
distance from the bubble is equal to T0 , i.e. the initial
temperature of the liquid.

The solution of this problem can have two asymptotics:
- If the length of the heat waves is much smaller than the
distance between the bubbles, then

S/'"5 f ar

where Z and P are related by the Clapeyron - Clausius
equation, d Td'T = 7/ pR4.
- In case when the lengths of the heat waves are on the order of
the distance between the bubbles, then, within the framework of
the bubble-medium cellular model, the asymptotic of the heat
flux

After the substitution into (2), the heat flux (4) reduces this
equation to the wave equation with the characteristic velocity

C / P p, where- C, is the equilibrium sound velocity in a

medium with phase transitions.
In real experiments (see refs. 2,3) carried out in shock

tubes, case (4) is practically never realized, therefore equation
(2), together with (3), was onsiderod as underlying the analysis
of the structure and 4yauamics of shook waves:

tao A-) 4 " ýL d (5)

In case when the intorphase heat transfor is not dominating,
we can pass from (5) to the equation for waves propagating in
one direction.

I ar - (6)

The linearized equation (6) has an analytical solution in case
when the initial pulse is defined as a "stap"s

Thie leitimacy of the transition to the evolutional equation
W4a invest!Jated specially. The structure and dynamics of the
S waVes woere also studied in experiment. The experiments were
carried out on a shock tube which was specially thermostatted.
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The liquid under study was in the saturation state along the
entire length of the tube (4 Z 1.5-2 m). The vapour was bubbled
through special calibrated capillaries at the bottom of the tube.
In such a way we could achieve homogeneity of the bubbles along
their diameters. Experimental pressure profiles were registered
by piezoelectric ceramic pressure probes mounted into the tube
wall.

In studying small-amplitude linear waves, we compared the
results obtained by the fast Fourier transform (FFT) and with
those obtained by using formula (7). In case when the waves in a
vapour-freon mixture are considered ( *( =0.002), the calculations
by the FFT technique and formula (7) cofncide with experimental
profiles. In the case of a vapour-water mixture ( oty =0.02), the
calculations by the PPT technique are in good agreement with
experimental profiles and differ almost two fold from the
calculations by formula (7). Figs. 1,2 compare the calculated
results (solid lines) with experimental profiles (dots in fig. I).
The reason for such a discrepancy is quite obvious from
analyzing the solutions of equation (2) for the initial "bell-
like" distribution at af =0.02 and a =0.002.

Figs. 3,4 show the results of such calculations. One can see
that in the case o• =0.002 the initial pulse is divided into
two diverging waves. In this case formula (6) gives good results.
In the case .-4 =0.02 the initial pulse is not split into twe
waves and evolves as a whole formation. Due to the fact that the
case *C corresponds to more intensive phase transitions, the
heat conductivity processes (parabolic problem) dominate over the
wave propagation processes (hyperbolic problem) and therefore
the transition from (2) to (6) is not correct. Owing to this one
can observe discrepancy between the calculations by formula (6)
and experiment.

Model (1) has enabled us to understand the problem of the
existence of shook waves in a liquid with vapour bubbles.

In our experiments on vapour-water mixtures (2,3) we could
observe waves of various structure. If the initial pressure was
1 atm., we could not observe shock waves, i.e. with increasing
the intensity of a wave its velocity did not increase and only its
profile became diffused (fig. 1). In a vapour-water mixture with
the high initial pressure of 0.8 UPa we could observe shock waves
of oscillating structure which were reminiscent of the jumps in a
liquid with gas bubbles. If we assume that the shook waves exist
during the time t * then expression (3) will take the form

___ d (8)

If we assume that a shook wave has the form of a ,step", then
from (8) and (6) follows the shock-wave existence oozition

wher ,m.= "*,T•.e.. * AO_)_.

wher Ott= $MACAO al.; a( is the tempeoxature

coil uctivity of the liquid. The distances Xi at which the
shock waves exist can be estimated assumingo, Lot us
give some estimates for xV
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water: 1) P. =0.1 NPa, ra =1000C X*' =0,012 m;
2) PO =8.5 lNPa, To =30000 X* =13.6 m

freon2t; PC, =0.66 LPa, T0 =25.400 X * =1, m
Therefore in the experiments which correspond to the first case
we could not observe shock waves, and in case (2) we observed
the picture of oscillating shock waves shown ita fig. 5 by the
dotted line. The results of the calculations using equation (6)
are also given there.
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HONOGENEOUS AND HETEROGENEOUS CONDENSATION OF NON-IDEAL BINARY

VAPOUR MIXTURES IN SHOCK TUBE EXPANSION FLOW

G.H. Spiegel, R.A. Zahoransky and S.L.K. Wittig

Institut ft1r Thermische Strbmungsmaschinen,
Universitat Karlsruhe (T.H.), Kaiserstr. 12,

0-7500 Karlsruhe, W. Germany

The present experimental and theoretical study is concer-
ned with the homogeneous nucleation and the subsequent
process of heterogeneous droplet growth in supersaturated
binary water/n-propanol vapours. The phase change of
this strongly non-ideal system was observed in the expan-
sion fan of a heated shock tube in the whole mixing range
under variation of the stagnation properties. The pressu-
re traces were recorded simultaneously with the condensa-
tion onset, which was detected by means of light extinc-
tion at several measurement planes thus providing conclu-
sions on the influence of the cooling rate. The experi-
mental results i.e. onset conditions and time resolved
traces of droplet diameter and number density, are compa-
red with classical nucleation theory and a recently deve-
loped binary droplet growth model. By using the dynamic
surface tension for small binary droplets, good agreement
between theory and experiment was found over the whole
mixing range. The droplet growth was obtained by the
optical dispersion quotient technique, which is extended
to the UV-range.

INTRODUCTION

As previously discussed 1,•3, condensation phenomena are of primary impor-
tance in a variety of technical and atmospheric processes. Due to the fact,
that not only one pure component is involved in most of the real applications,
the homogeneous nucleation and the subsequent heterogeneous condensation in
the subcooled vapour phase of multicomponent mixtures have predominantly to
be taken into consideration. Especially, the utilization of binary vapours as
working fluids in low temperature cycles, the analysis of gas separation in
fast expansion flows, applications in chemical engineering and the study of
meteorological phenomena have to be mentioned.

In this work, the spontatieous phase change of strongly non-ideal water/n-
propanol vapour mixtures was investigated in a shock tube. The experimental
results are coarared with the extension of the classical nucleation theory to
binary vapours *,5,6 and a binary droplet growth model described in previous
papers 3,7,8. The strong influence of surface enrichment effects on the surface
tension of small microclusters, which is of primary importance at water-rich
vapour compositions, is accounted for9.

E.PERINENTAL

The high pressure section of the previously described heated shock tube
was used in producing the fast subcooling of the vapour mixtures, leading to
the homogeneous nucleation and subsequent condensation 1,2,3,1o, The optical
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diagnostics and the cata acquisition of the tube have been modified.
Figure 1 illustrates the schematic of the setup, the measurement arrangement
and the nearly fully automatic data acquisition.

The water/n-propanol mixture, which has an azeotropic composition closer
to equal component concentrations than the previously discussed water/ethanol
mixture was vapourized and mixed with the inert gas as discussed in preceding
papers 1.2,3.

Specifically, care was taken to maintain constant temperatures along the
tube's axis within ±1 °C. Three measurement stations at 25, 111 and 197 cm from
the diaphragm served for recording the isentropic expansion process after the
membrane's rupture. The pressure traces and light extinctions were recorded,
which allowed the definition of the condensation onset and its time characte-
ristics. In the majority of the experiments, the extinction of a WeNe-laser
beam only was followed in plane 1 and 3, whereas the droplet growth and the
number concentrations were obtained in plane 2 using the earlier described dis-
persion quotient technique ". The extension of the measurement range to lower
droplet sizes down to r < 0.05 Um was achieved by selecting one wavelength in
the UV-range iX= 250 nm). A high pressure UV-arc lamp was combined with a mono-
chromator, the other light source was an argon-ion laser iXn 488 nm). The well
known simple gasdynamic relations were applied in determining the parameters
of interest, i.e. pressure, temperature and cooling rate d"-ing the expansion
in the measurement planes as well as along the particle paths, up to the onset
of condensation. Threedimensional effects due to the opening of the diaphragm
require a correction of the location of the expansion fan '3.

THEORY

Two major steps are taking place during the spontaneous phase change of
supersaturated vapours. The first one - the homogeneous nucleation - determines
the size and number concentration of the clusters in the subcooled metastable
binary vapour, which are capable of growing and thus provide the initial condi-
tions for the subsequent heterogeneous droplet growth. Only classical theory
can be utilized in describing the nucleation process for real binary systems
with their complex molecules as found in the mixture analysed in the present
work s,6. Indeed, as found in several experimental studies this approach con-
firms the observations 2,3,4,9,13,14.

Formally, the basic oxpression, which allows the calculation of the nuclea-
tion rate corresponds to the classical equation:

I = C.exp(-AG/kT) (1)

Here, AG is the Gibbs free energy expended in producing the cluster from
the vapour phase, k is the Boltzmann-constant and T is the temperature. The
pre-exponential factor C for binary mixtures, which has been derived by Reiss
6, is primarily determinded by the kinetics of the proc~ss. If the definition
of the total and the partial supersaturations S-Sfl -Sý2 and SI - Pi/P~i'Yx'
(I - 1,2) are utilized, the critical values for AG" and the critical radius
r can be expressed as follows:

aG* = -nxkTlnS1 - n2kTlnS2 + 4 .r2.0(n 1 ,n2 ,T) (2)

r, = 2a(nln 2 .T) v/kTlnS (3)

Here, xi are the mole fractions of the components in the liquid phase,
ni the numbers of molecules in the nucleitf pi the partial pressures, pJ! the
saturation pressures of the pure components, yi the activity coefficients and
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v the specific molecular volume. The important role of the binary surface ten-
sion is immediately apparent when equation 3 is combined with equation 2. Meta-
stable equilibrium between the vapour phase and the nucleil of critical size
and composition is attained on the saddle point of the energy surface indicated
by an asterix. It separates two regions with the vapourization process domina-
ting one and stable growth of the nucleli the other. A binary model which has
been previously introduced by us for the description of the subsequent heteroge-
neous droplet growth leading to the thermodynamic equilibrium 3,7,8, has been
modified in the context of the present work for water/n-propanol mixtures. Thus,
the mass increase of the droplets can be described as a fuz:.tlon of the partial
supersaturations, the droplet size, the thermodynan.1c state and the physical
properties of the components and the mixture.

i = f(Sir*/r, thermodynamic state, physical properties) 14)

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The condensation temperature range for the experiments was chosen to be
within 275 K to 295 K. As the results with wdter/n-propanol solutions cannot
be presented for the whole range of concentration in tne p-T-diagram in a readi-
ly accessible way due to the additional degree of freedom, the activities were
used for the representation of the data. The activities a, and a2 are here defi-
ned as the ratio of the partial pressures to the saturation pressures of the
pure components of water and n-propanol, respectively.

The results of the present study are compared in Figure 2 with cloud cham-
ber experiments by Flageollet et al.14 with considerably lower cooling rates.
Calculations of the droplet growth, which will be discussed later (see Figure
4) reveal, that nucleation rates of approxirmately 1017 m-3s-I are achieved at
condensation onset in our experimental setup, whereas typical rates for cloud
chamber experiments are in the order of 2-3.1O6 mn3s-1. This may be responsible
for the differences in Figure 2. The effects of the temperature variation bet-
ween 295 K and 275 K at constant nucleation rates are indicated by the theoreti-
cal predictions of the activities. As found in our earlier studies for similar
mixtures, the use of the macroscopic surface tension will lead only for alcohol-
rich compositions to an acceptable agreement of theory and experiment.

This is especially true for relatively small clusters as shown in Figure
3. In order to account for the changing enrichment of alcohol molecules on the
micro-cluster's surface, the semi-empirical model of Flageollet-Daniel et al.
was applied 9. This has been derived from the monolayer model introduced by
Defay et al. 15. Figure 3 illustrates the effects of the various approximations,
the monolayer model and the pure dynamic surface tension, in comparison with
macroscopic surface tension, It is evident, that with decreasing number of mole-
cules Nt especially in water-H'ich mixtures, the increase of the surface tension
with respect to the bulk value must be taken into consideration. This is suppor-
ted by the comparison of experiment and theory as shown in Figure 2. It should
be noted, though, that the model developed by Flageollet et al. is not quite
consistent thermodynamically. This can be shown in comparing the purely dynamic
surface tension with those calculated following the proposed model for very
small clusters, where the former yield smaller values. Because of the fact,
that the pure dynamic surface tension is the limiting case of no alcohol enrich-
ment, this behaviour is physically not realistic. In the present study, there-
fore, the dynamic surface tension was used for further calculations.

With respect to the influence of the cooling rate, no remarkable effect
was noticed during the course of the present experimental campaign. This is

M
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probably due to the small cooling rates (-dT/dt < 50 0C/ms), which is in agree-
ment with the observations by Wegener et al. 16. Or, the other hand the relative-
ly small differences in the cooling rates in our measurement planes can be held
responsible.

A comparison between the calculated and the experimentally observed droplet
size and number density along with the nucleation rate is shown in Figure 4.
Specifically, a water-rich mixture (x2 = 0.1) has been selected to demonstrate
the accuracy of the predictions and especially of the influence of the surface
tension. It can be seen, that the application of the macroscopic surface tension
!n the calculations leads to a considerable underprediction of the critical
supersaturation, whereas the introductior of the dynamic surface tension, which
is essential a limiting value, will lead to a surprisingly good agreement bet-
ween experiment and theory. The results are supported by a large number of other
comparisons with different mole fractions. In consulting Figure 4, it can ba
seen, that the calculations have been extended beyond the time of condensation
onset under assunMption of critical he.1t addition with corresponding pressure
an,ý temperature increase 1708. Again, despite approaching that limiting assump-
tion, the experimental results are in excellent agreement with the predictions.

Frequently, the question arises as to the droplet size distribution during
the progress of the condensation process. Figure 5 in combination with Figure 4
demonstrates the history of the size distribution. In considering approximately
50 droplet classes it can be seen, that in the early stages of nucleation (ti
and t2) the distribution broadens and will approach almost monodisperse charac-
ter after the nucleation rate becomes small (t3 to ts), i.e. a broader distribu-
tion during the nucleation phase is found and relatively narrow banded distribu-
tions are formed during the subsequent condensation. lhis is in good agreement
with physical reasoning and supports the applicability of the dispersion quo-
tient technique in measuring the droplet size.

In summary, by using real binary/n-propanol mixtures, the present study
illustrates good agreement between theory and experlmeit even in water-rich
mixtures as long as appropriate values for the surface tension of micro-cluste;-s
are introduced. The onset of condensation as well as the droplet growth and
number density can be predicted with sufficient accuracy even beyond the initial
phases of condensation. Furthermore, the calculations confirm the applicability
of the optical droplet diagnostics, which has been extended to lower particle
sizes. The assumption of monodisperse size distributions especially in tile lat-
ter stages of condensation has been shown to be no major restriction.
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STOCHASTIC SIMULATION OF CONDENSATION IN SUPERSONIC EXPANSIONS (Ar)

C. F. Wilcox, Jr. and S. H. Bauer
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Analysis of the simplest kinetic model for nucleation/
condensation of argon clusters in ai overexpanded jet
shows that along the central streamline: (i) the cluster
size distribution declines logarithmically, as observed;
(ii) within a distance somewhat less than twice the aper-
ture diameter the distribution is given essentially by
the equilibrium conditions; for larger distance the dis-
tribution is kinetically limited; (iii) at about (2.3-
2.4) diameters downstream "freezing-in" occurs, where the
collision rate declines so rap' ily that no significant
additional conversions take place; (iv) to achieve con-
cordance between experimental observations and deductions
fron this model one must assune that the clusters are
hotter than the ambient medium.

. INTRODUCTION

As a consequence of the current preoccupation of many physical scien-
tists with studies of clusters, imaginative programs have been initiated to
measure their spectroscopic, electrical and chemical properties, However, only
theoretical estimates are available for their energetics and of the molecular
dynamics which leads to their formation. Clearly the significant parameter
which characterizes such an ensemble is the size distribution (Nn). The
development of pulsed nozzles for generating molecular beams evoked a barrage
of investigations wherein their approximate mass distributions was determined
mass spectrametrically, either with quadrupole or time-of-flight mass filters,
exemplified by the Ar and Kr mass spectra recorded by Ding and Hesslichl and by
Broyer, et al. 2 for I.) Generally these distributions show relative population
levels wIiTcW•decline togarithnically with nmer number, but there are reports
of the production of bimodal distributions, and the appearance of some imers
which have higher stabilities then the species adjacent to thei (designated
maqic numbers). In some cases these can be rationalized in terms of greater
stabilities of "regular' geometric configurations on the basis of Lennard-Jones
or ionic-interaction potentials.

Here we describe our attempt to reproduce via a stochastic calculation the
distribution of micro-cluster sizes produced by -supersonic expansion from a
high pressire reservoir into an Pvacuated chamber through a snall orifice
(D>mfp). Our calculations follow the pattern we developed for stochastic simu-
lation of condensations in a fixed volume3 . It is based on algorithns initial-
Iy developed by Gillespie4 and modified by Hanusses. We anticipate answers to
the following questions:

"i) Does j reascnable kinetics model lead to a logarithtric decline?
ii) At what stojes in the expansion does the distribution switch from one

determined by the equilihium for a supersaturated system to one determined by
kinetics? Is there a *freezing-in* beyond some specified distance along the
central streamline?
(iii) What are the effects of the heat of condensation on the kinetics and
ultimately on the computed distribution?
(iv) Do the clusters have a temnprature distribution which differs from the
ca-rier gas?

1 "
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2. THERMDCHEMISTRY AND THE KINETIC MODEL

Prior to discussing the flow field for an overexpanded jet we summarize
the underlying thermochemical relations which control the association equilib-
rium, and develop a kinetic model which accounts for cluster formation. Let
AHOn and AS~n denoted the enthalpy and entropy increments for the reaction:
nAnAn. Then, 0 = MO - TaS0 is the corresponding free energy increment, and

'J ~ ~Nneq/(Neq)n = R m T)n-l exp(-AGn°!RT) =- Kn i

Nn is measured in (moles cm- 3), R = 82.06 cm3 abn moIe- 1 deg- 1, G is meas-
Vred in (cal mole-1 of rimer), •=1.98Zcalrple-ýeg-l. When a mo n;eric gas
is brought to supersaturation by rapid coo lng, it first passes through a con-
dition of uconstrainedu equilibrium (i.e. obeys eq. [1]), prior to onset of
catastrophic condensation to the bulk liquid. This is attained in a sequence
of steps: .kn,n-l,

An-,+A, kn,,n1  An [2]

The ratio of rate constants obeys the relation

kn-in = R T exp[ 3 n] 1= Kn- ,n (3)
n, n-i RT

and for the equilibrium distribution: (N)nt n(Ne ) nK [4)
initial I nn=l

Although numerous theoretical calculations of the thermodynamic quantities
(6H0 n; aS0n)647 have been reported, to our knowledge only a single experi-
cent has been performed 8 for estimating the dependence of the heat condensation
on cluster size. That, when combined with the theoretical values led to a
remarkably simple correlation, expressed in dimensionless terms:

n no n"'25) [5)

Less secure are the paramters for the entrop.y and the heat capacity:
AS0  2
Sn[6]

,,i)
Cn____ (0.60o o4o. [71

tlere Q, Z and 1,Yq are the bulk (liquid) heat of vaporization, entropy of
vaporization, and molar heat capacity, resWctively. lhi values so derived are
in acceptable agreeeent with the 44,'s caýWated by fMcGinty9 for argon
clusters, psSiing a tennar44ts (ý2-6) potential between spherical atms.
Our ,sOm.o_!d ra rsetitatiorfs are first approximations to a more sophisticated
oual-uatfip 4 th total iteptial enerWj for argon clusters Jerived by Birge"
*4 6-4*ws ailternating values foe even/odd trefs, with a Vall maximum
ý 43._ .-Pi %pirical re)itions [5 6 asd 7] shotld be treited as estimates
t• " ar'ý VS0u. for analyzifin Wmr depenoent trends. There is no claim thaL
4..Q') dapAr .Trs ft-m these sooth fucl ions do not appear at specific n-
ig oPr, . wr~ion, Q 15 ca1 Sole-l ; Z 17.9 e.yu at its b.p.(87.3"K);
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and CVliq 4.78 cal mole-'.]
To estimate the temperature dependent magnitudes of kn.i n we used the

two step energy transfer model which satisfactorily accounts for atom pair
reconbinations. 11

K
An-i + A8a3

Kn

ý-nsC+ A, An + A, [8b]
Kns

Upon imposinS a steady state condition on Cn,
dAn Kn-+ 2: =K (n ) A + -K'_ns_ )l n)A -K {nAnAll [9]
dt ns K n-1 K n A+(

-n PS _n ~ -n
Since Kný in [8b] represents stablizing the cluster by removal (in part or in
entirety) of the heat of condensation, at low temperatures the reverse term
b(K-ns An A,} is negligible compared with the major term of the right mem-
ber. The same applies to (K-ns/rn)An and (KIns/K.n)Al<l at low pres-
sures, when n is not too large. (Note: Our calculations were based on this
assumption, however, a general kinetics program can incorporate this term in
the denominator and thus allow for a switch-over from third to second order
rate equations for large n.] The final rate equation reduces to

dAn K+ n) 2 ('
dt ns !n n•IAI

The ratio (r,+nv/6 ) is an equilibrium constant for particles interacting
pairwise (i.e. nmer plus 1) in a Lennard-Jones potential:

) 1"(2/3) (103-!n (2 wnkbT)1i2 -k bT"

3n 1 1/3_2/3
The effective radius is , 3n 1 1/ with p a2.14 x 1022 [7r ] Ar

Lin 4vP n 4nF
atoas per cma; M is the reduced mass of the interacting pair and sJkn is
the well-depth. We set

'"S )(E -E ), with En/n (4.7logon - 0.80]x1-lk ergs atom- 1  [II)e n0 n+10 n+1 n non-08]I_1

This dependence of 4LJn on cluster size was obtained from an empirical fit to
values for the potential en~gy of argon rimers by combining calculations of
WGinty9 and Hoare and Pal I.. The stabilization rate constant Ks is the
binary collision rate between the transient C% and the dominant species A,
under a (hard-slphere + r-6) attractive potential

, so f b )1/2 2 sn 1/3 (12]
X.,0 V m t 1-n " -4r(2/3)

where a wqa + 1.714" c) (n+1)Mt w4 The identifica-
n 2+.n sn 11

Ktton of kftn _441s (nindicates that t.he net rate constant for monwmeri

!'n
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accretion to a cluster has a T-2 /3 dependent.
We call attention to critical features of the above idealized model.

(a) Steps [8a] are assumed to attain equilibrium very rapidly. These repre-
sent the development of enhanced densities of monomers in the immediate vicin-
ity of *menrls, due to their L-J attractive potentitl, which grows with n.
[8b] are the rate determining steps, i.e. the removal of sufficient en-ergy from
the complexes Cn to trap the added monomers.
(b) The amount of energy removed from C per collision is not explicitly
stated but the model implies that steps ?8b] directly bring the Ans to local
temperature equilibrium. Furthermore unit collision efficiency is assumed.
This crucial question will be discussed below.
(c) Equations [10] and [12] lead to a T-m with m=2/3 temperature dependence
for the net rate constant. However, m may be co-nsiderably larger (-2) if these
accretions are analogous to the assocTation of free radicals1 3.

3. THE FLOW FIELD

In the jet, the dependence of the Mach number (M) on (x/D), -well as
the temperature ratio (T/To), the density ratio (p/po), the stream velocity
ratio (u/u,) and the time spent per unit length (Tu) along the central
streamline, were evaluated by "fairing-in" two calculations: for (x/D) > 1,
the well known parameterized relations developed by Ashkenas and Sherman1 4 were
used. However these are invalid for distances (x/D) < 1. That field was
mapped in detail by the method of characteristics for various y's 1 s. From
these smnoothed plots, specific sets of values were tabulated for argon with Po
= 10 atm; D = 30 in (exhausting into a vacuum) to match the conditions in
(ref. 1). A one-dimensional grid along the central streamline was selected,
with increments equal to 0.1(x/D). In these calculations, the ideal gas law,
with constant heat capacity ratio (y) was incorporated. In our first model we
assumed that this flow field remains unperturbed by the condensation Drocess.

The effects of nozzle geometry on the kinetics of jet expansion recently
have been analyzed by Murphy and Miller 16 and Wu, et al. 17 The temperature
and density distributions in a nitrogen free-jet ex-paih'ion was explored by
Beylich 8 with an electron bean and found them to be in general agreement with
one-dimensional stream calculations. The most recent analysis of over-expanded
supersonic jets and of skirimed molecular beams was presented by Comparge. '9

For (x/D)>1, the following relations apply: Given a source fluid at To,
with density po, mean molecular weight p, and constqpt h at capacity rjtipy,
the characteristic sound velocity is a0 - (y RT/U)l"* ien at any seoec-ea
isodensity contour in the jet, ajs(pj/Po), define the quantity oj*(pj/Po)

At that contour the Mach number is given by * - (1 + ." N,2). The other
j 2 jparameters are: M (T /To)'/'

(Tf/To) * ; (uj/ao) -j M i/ 2 ; (aj/aO) - [13)

4. EQUILIBRIUM AND KINETIC ANALYSES

Consider a sample of 3x04 Ar atoms which issues from a reservoir at 10
atmospheres, 300"K. At the instant it crosses the exit plane of the aperture,
it occupies a volume equal 1.22 x 10-16 ( ,. At MN- the sample is streaming at
ao a 3.47 x 10 on s-1. Hence the time required to cross a distance along the
central streamline equal to O.1(x/D) is 8.63 x 10-9 s. During that interval
there will be approximately 2,7 x I0 7 binary collisions in this little volume.
In the stochastic simulation we follow this sample as it moves along the cen-
tral streamline. Downstrean, as the density decreases the volume allocated to
it is increased by allowing the square root of the radius of the pill-shaped

L(
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enclosure to increase in proportion to m(O.1 x/0): Vm =where m
specifics the ordinal number of the slice. Also as the sampte moves downstream
the time spent in each slice decreases with the increasing Mach number, which
reaches a little over 6 at (x/D)=2.6. The equilibrium r populations in
the 20 cells into which the axial distance O<(x/D)<2 was divided were calcu-
lated via eq. [4]. In each case (slice m) the local temperature and density
were assumed to be those given in the flow field, and the initial state that
computed for the equilibrium composition of slice (m-1). In this approximation
we neglected the heat injected into the stream due to condensation and the
associated lowering of y(<1.667). The upper Wner bound was set at 25, and
mass conservation was imposed. The opposing effects of simultaneously lowering
the density and temperature appear clearly at low (x/D) values. The number of
dimers initially decreases but then begins to increase at (x/D)>O.6. On a
scale of - 7 x 10-9 s (approximate passage time per slice) the flow reaches
condensation equilibrium for all distances up to (x/D) - 1.6; then a relatively
abrupt transition occurs, when the equilibrium calculation indicates that 25-
mers appear at T=44"K. Thereafter the composition of the flow is kinetically
controlled.

Solution of the coupled set of differential equations [9'] can be affected
by one of several numerical integration codes [e.g. CHEMKIN by Kee, M4iller and
Jefferson 2"], which computes time dependent species concentrations and tempera-
ture changes due to enthalpy increments. At this stage of our analysis we
chose to use the stochastic procedure because it provides a transparent simula-
tion of the randomness inherent in molecular dynamics; it is easily programmed
and can be performed with a CompuPro 8085/88 microcomputer.

In the alogorithms developed by Gillespie 4 and Hanusse, 5 unconventional
rate constants were introduced. These are related to the constants which
appear in [2 1:

Bn,n. s[molecule- 1s- 1) kn,n- [[mole" kos" 1
=V Cfl)[14]A .Vm[cm 3]

where A is Avagadrols number and Vm is the volume available to the sample
tested.

Va,2  1An a i,n - Kn. 1,n/ A Vm [15]A2n V- I

In this notation inBn,n.lft measures the probability that a dissociation will
occur somewhere in Vm during the next time interval 6t, when Nn Is the
total number of n-mers in Vm.

5. CLUSTER SIZE DISTRIBUTIONS

The results of several stochastic games are best summarized in a series of
graphs. The reference case (I) is that described above. Figure 1 shows the
dependence of Nn for n-l,2,3... on x/O. The solid lines are equilibrium
values; these were also given by the converged kinetic solution for m(Q.Ix/D),
with K15, calculated for the time slices allocated to each O.1xl0 interval.
However, due to the rapidly decreasing local temperatures and densities signi-
ficant departures from [1] take place for 0156 While the equilibrium equation
indicates precipitous declines In all Nn for n(25 and a sharp rise in N25,
the kinetic limitation shows that the populations of all nmers continue to
increase for larger x/O values. Finally these calculations demonstrate the
eventual appearance of a "freezing condition' for m022, and a rise in (the
limiting) N2.. In Figure 2 these values were replotted as a function of n for

Ai

,!'
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selected values of x/D. The logarithmic dependence of Nn on n is apparent;
by the time the sample attains the freezing condition this relation applies up
to n-12, beyond which statistical noise dominates. The breakthrough to the
limiting N25 appears at 2.0<(x/D)<2.2. Beyond x/D=2.4 the statistical fluctua-
tions in Nn smooth out due to the code limit imposed at n=25.

Case II: To ascertain the sensitivity of these general features on sample
size and upper nmer limit, the stochastic program was repeated for a sample
consisting of 3 x 105 Ar atom with n(max)=50. The results are shown in Fig.
3. The dependence of Nn on x/D is essentially the same as in Fig. 1. In
Fig. 4 the break-through appears at 1.9 < (x/D) < 2.0, and the statistical
fluctuations become quite small for x/D=2.3.

There is another measure of cluster evolution rate. The basic model allo-
cates a finite interval for passage of the sample through any specified m
slice. Typical intervals are about 7 ns at x/D - 2. The stochastic pro'ess
permits one to determine the production rate of the limiting n__er. In Table
I the rates of production of N25 (case I) and N50 (case II) are compared for a
sequence of x/D values. Local temperatures are those given by the initial flow
field calculations. The ratio AV1&4S 2s declines from 6.0 at x/D=2, to 2.6 at
x/D-2.4. We conclude that the in tial sample size (3x104) and upper cluster
limit (N25 ) were adequate to demonstrate the essential features of the conden-
sation process.

Cases III and IV illustrate the effect of changing all the association
rate constants (kn.1.n) by a factor of 1/5, and of reducing the driving pres-
sure (Po) by a factor of 1/05 (but increasing the aperture so as to allow
30,000 monomers to escape). The rates of production of 25 mers are compared in
Table II. It appears that direct scaling does not apply because of the complex
coupling of the association kinetics with the rapid changes in density and
temperature in the flow field.

6. EFFECTS OF THE HEAT OF CONDENSATION

The heat developed within any (nwl) slice due to changes in the cluster
distribution from that of the preceeding slice (m) is given by

hi n [N n1)" .(m)n [16]
(M+1) n-2 A n-n

If one assumes that this increase in enthalpy is immediately equilibrated over
the material contained within all the species present in that slice, then the
rise in teperatur: of the stream during its sojourn in (inl) is
6T h elf

(m)n (m~lcef + C" N• [17]

(ms+) A nv2A n
In Fig. 5 the lower curve is the axial temperature along x/0, assuming no
energy transfer, while the upper curve wuld be the temperature developed were
condensation to take place as in case I with its heat uniformally distributed.
Interestingly, the calculation of these elevated temperatures were numerically
unstable at large x/O. When clustering occurs, the sample temperature of that
cell rises; in the next cell, which has a temperature based on the previous
value, the clusters degrade and the temperature declines. Whether, the resul-
ting oscillations would persist for limitingly small cell volumes is unclear;
however, the mean temperature incrqments would allow very little clustering,
contrary to reported observations. This problem has been previously encoun-
tered in the analysis of homogeneoqs nucleation rates; the latest report was
that by P. E. Wagner and coworkers", This is a particularly significant fac-
tor in an analysis of condensation under protoplanetary conditions (cf. the
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work of Salpeter and Draine 22).
Two factors are involved. As indicated above, we assumed that except for

the incremental temperature the flow field remained unperturbed. This can be
corrected by recalculating the flow field, including a specified distributed
heat source. It is difficult to predict how this coupling would affect the
condensation kinetics along the central streamline. However at this stage we
are of the opinion that the effort is not justified in view of the second fac-
tor. It is unlikely that the stabilizing collisions [8b] remove all the heat
of condensation in single steps. Indeed, in view of the rapidly decreasing
density there may not be sufficient numbers of collisions for x/D>l.8 to bring
the cluster temperature down to the ambient gas temperature. The dashed curve
in Fig. 5 shows the anticipated temperature profile were only 0.1 of the heat
generated within any slice so distributed. Under this assumption condensation
would occur but with diminished Nn populations, while the temperature of the
clusters remained higher than that of the surrounding gas. The analogy with
the de-excitation sequence following free radical recombination favors this
argument 2 3.
of Both Kung 24 and Freund 8 have demonstrated that during the initial stages
of homogeneous condensation of Fen from its supersaturated vapor the tempera-
tures of the clusters are indeed 50-150"K above that of the ambient Ar. To
calculate the cluster temperatures one would have to insert several additional
collisional stabilizations associated with each condensation step, and to post-
ulate the fractions of energy removed by each collision type. For such an
analysis solution of the coupled differential equations rather than the use of
stochastic simulation appears more suitable. At this stage the heat of conden-
sation problem remains unresolved.
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TABLE I: RATES OF CLUSTER PRODUCTION

Y/D T("K) R(30 ,O00)(a) R(300,O00)(c)

1.0 37.96 -

2.0 35.44 160(b)

2.1 33.20 250 (b) 200(b)
2.2 31.18 8.2 47
2.3 29.36 4.5 19
2.4 27.71 1.9 6

(a) defined as 25-mers produced per ns.
Mb) show an initial delay followed bt-a linear rise.
c defined as 50-mers produced per ns.

TABLE II: N25 VALUES FOR THE 30,000 SAMPLE AT ---

Y/D Case I Case III Case IV

1.9 0 0 0
2.0 0 0 0
2.1 109 13 13
2.2 169 25 61
2.3 198 30 81
2,4 208 34 93
2.5 212 34 100
2.6 212 34 101

:-ýL- EQ30,000 atoms
" CNinon" 25
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HIGH-ENERGY AIR SHOCK STUD)Y IN A GROUT PIPE
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A modified Voitenko compressor generated a 43 imm/js
air shock in a 20-mm-i.d. 3.0 m. long pipe containing
ambient atmospheric air. The first 0.15 m of outlet pipe
was constructed of steel and the last 2.85 m of DR-i grout.
Between 0.10- and 2.5-rn from the diaphragm the velocity of
the shock front attenuated from 43- to 4.5-mim/pis and peak
pressure from 2.28- to 0.024 GPa. The rate of wall expan-
sion uniformly decreases and asymptotically approaches an
apparent final radius between 60-100 Vs behind the shock
front. Plasma flow meaaurements indicatedl a flow velocity
of 27.4 mm/ps and a magnetic Reynolds number >60. Wall
expansion was <1 mm at the end of the pipe indicating
significant attenuation of the shock front between 2.5 m
and 3.0 m.

INTRODUCTION

For nearly two decades the Voitenko, genevator1 has been used to study
hih'a-energy air-shock and gas-jet pr(pagation. Early Voitenko studiees l
used ootlet pipes with walls of transparent material. High gas pressures
resulted in massive venting and limited optical studies to conditions in or
just behind the air shock or gas jet front. The use oj steel walls 3 for the
outlet pipe virtually eliminated venting and fiber optic ports significantly
extended thte period for optical measurements (e.g. brightness temperature4 .
The steel walls also provided the rigid mechanical support for installation Of
other diagnostic aeuaora3 (eg. iaa pins, pressure gage.).

This p-mptr describe. an experimaot that used a moditied Voitanko
compreasor2.3 to study air-shock propagatiovi i~n a 3 a long outlet pipe.
Some of the hardware and diagnostic* tovrrage tre cosmon to an earlier
experimuet using a steel outlet pipe.5 For enasc$e, the high-explosive 010)
asoambly, coapressor section, and the first OXl n of the outlet pipe are
identical within tight mawchine tolerances. The last 'Z-85 m of outlet pipe,
with its. walls of DR-1 grout, ailoved use of diagaoutic4i (flat-paek, wall
motion, and plasma flow gages) for the first time sincef their us* vould not.
have been feasible in tarlier experiments with outlet pipes 'Af gleso or
steel. Optical and pretaure meiseurezants along the first 0.15 m of outlet
pipe provided assurance that ttio initial air shock and piasusa flowu condition*
were similar to previous experiifients.

Figure I and Table I summarize the physical features and d~ogaostica for
the compressor outlet pipe. The detonated H19 drives 0ae staivkless-steel plate
into the chamber, comprossiar the 1.066wHa air (initially in the Chaabar) to
high pressures l010 Oft), drnsitieo 0-1.0 bXgmn), and temperabtires (>10 eV)
before thi diasphragm breaks.6 o7 Expansion of this A~d~r do'n the
exit pipe generates a high velocity (Mach 130) ~*~-.4ec" ViNs-ot
port. provided optital records ar* then ;_r:ý . xe tle-rf-sqir a I (TO-A
infotmation about air-shock propagation 0mu~ the 4u~tlez p,'t '441 arvd
f 1st-pack gag". provided pressoure proti lao at t uaer.on ma i nd thd
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radial wall motion induced by the high pressures was monitored with mutual
inductance particle-velocity gages. 1 u Finally plasma flow velocity and
condu-tivity measurementsI 1 were obtained in the grouted segment of the
outlet pipe.

2.0 GROUT SHOCK,-TUBE ASSEMBLY

Problems and complexity of the grout shock tube construction added
considerably to the effort and expense. Accoamodation of the extensive
diagiostics required the grout shock tube to be assembled in stages. A
cylindrical steel frame was built and four DR-I grout disks 19 me thick, 152
mm o.d., with a 20 mm hole in the center, were installed in the center of the
frame at specific locations. The grout disks eliminated any effect of the
steel frame on wall motion induced by pressures in the plesma flow during the
experimental times of interest. A 3-m-long, 19-in o.d., 0.9-mn-thick copper
tube covered with a 0.5 me-thick heat-shrink plastic tube-was inserted through
'he four disks. This 20-xi-o.d. copper and plastic tube, or bore tube,
provided the form for the the 20 mm bore through the grout section of the
shock tube.

The plasmA flow velocity sensors, conductivity sensors, and the flat-pack
gages were attached to the steel frame. The steel frame was then inserted into
a 0.508-am-o.d. steel pipe. Fiber optics, bar and wall motion gages were
inserted through ports i' the steel pipe until contact was made with the bore
tabe. End plates were motntcd aad all ports (sensor, alignment, and cable
exit) were sealed with epoxy. To remove air entrained in the grout the grout
was mixed at reduced preasure in a large tank and added to the steel pipe
after it had been ev..acuated with a rwiaghing pump. Preliminary tests indicated
that entrained air teudud to migrate to the nearest surface and collect as
small air pockets of up to I mo in diateter. A large number of sir pockets
aling the bore wall would have a significant but indeterminate effect on the
plasma flow. A week prior to the shot 4ate a 0.33 N solution of nitric acid
was circulated for 16 It threoigh the bore tube to dissolve the copper tubing.
The heate-hriok tubing was left in place to prevent drying oC the surface of
the 20 m. grout bort atd removed shortly before the shot. Visual inspection
of the 20 = bore indicated a smoth wall along it# eutire length.

3.0 OPTICAL AND UEMONIC DLAG"MSXIC COOV•AG

Two froaing cas-ral were focused oan the first 0.20 a of the steel-grout
outlet pipe to detttt the location and duration of possible venting. Of
particular interest vere the bar gage at 0.10 a dad the junttion between the
oteel pipe tAd prout pipe at 0.15 a. Four of tl - light pipes were located in
the 0.15 a section of steel outlet pipe and the )cheat L light pipes were
located it the $rout otctioa (Table 1). The other etd of the Light pipe,4 wre
ter;4uated in ba optics display board for rcanniag by stre-aking cameras.

The input e•ds of the fitet eight bar gages were vachind to a 10-ft
radius to contort to the curAt•t•u of the bore radius. The end of the stagna-
taon bar gSAe at 3.0 a was flush with the end wall. The seven flat-pack gage*
were instcllst? lu the grout sectiou With the ceanter of the piezoresistanee
elements at the *am axisl locstion &a the bar gage.. The flat-pack gaSes
were initially developed9 to aoitor high-energy gas (lovs co",arable to
th-3e in the prfeset anperiment. Radial wall motion wvs tonitored usirig a
mutual-indectance partit.•e velooity gagel 0 at seven different .xial
locations. 1ach gage conisted of a closely vound privery and secondary
conductiQ& Wire$ f.3r'tin two rectangle loops with tefgths large goawred to
the lateral diveaion. UdiaL ntion of t.he wills jeeultv in eltatio- of
ujtual ifuc~ta=-e bet-tealm oops and c4an be relat*4 to Wall wotiou•. Plasma
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flow velocity, plasma resistance, and plasma electrical conductivity
measurements were made at 367, 427, and 735 •n from the diaphragm. Reference
11 gives details of the theory, diagnostics sensors, calibration procedure•l
and previous experimental results.

4.0 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The optical and electronic measurements were correlated in time by
reference to the electronic signal used to initiate detonation of the
plane-wave lens. The time interval between detonation of the plane-wave lens
and diaphragm breakage was 57.6 pe. This time was determined with a light
pipe oriented to view the center of the diaphragm end the streaking camera
focused on the display board, The diaphragm breaking time is taken as the new
zero time reference for all experimental results in this test.

4.1 Optical and TOA Results

The framing camera provided photographic evidence that a small amount of
venting around the bar gages at 0.10 m began at 25 ps after the diaphragm
broke. Venting continued until higb-explosive gases from the driver section
obscured the field of view approximately 20 ps later. Venting after 25 Us
should have negligible influence on propagation of the shock front.

Table 1 summarizes TOA results for the shock front. The TOA values for
the fiber optics are the times that the first luminosity peak was recorded at
each location. The TOA values for the bar and flat-pack gages are the timea
when the rate of pressure increase was the &reateet for the first pressure
peak. This time was chosen instead *,f the peak pressure since the peak
pressure was delayed by dispersin for the bar gage and time for the shock to
travel the length of the piezoresistant grid for the flat-pack gages. A
similar criterion was applied to the TOA values for the wall motion guges.
Figures 2 and 3 show TOA and velocity plots, respectively, for propagation of
the vhock front in the exit pipe. After a short period of acceleration the
shock attains a maximum velocity of 43 mm/ps at a distance of 0.10 m from
the diaphragm. The velocity of tho shock front attenuated from 43 to 4.5
mm/ps between 0.10 and 2.5 m. The only other documented study in the open
literature using a grout type wall material was the Marvel experiment.I
That study identified the delayed entrainment of wall material as the
principal mechanism for attenuation of the shock front.

4.2 Pressure Profiles

Figures 4-11 give pressure profiles obtained for this experiment. Peak
pressures in the shock front decayed from 2.28 GPa at 0.10 m to 0.024 GP4 at
2.3 m from the diaphragm. For locations where bar and flat-pack gages can bq
"compared there appears to be greement in timing and amplitudes of the firat
"two peaks. Generally the pressure oscillations of the flat-packs are larger
and probably more indicative of the pressures exerted at the walls. Dispersion
in the input bar of the bar gage tends to broaden che pressure pulse and lower
the peak pressure arriving at the quartz crystal. The observed pressure
oscillations result from axial and radial oscillations of the flow induced by
"early diaphragm break1 3 aad radial convergence of driver gas in the
compressor chamber. 7 The fact that the oscillations persist over a
substantial aistance 3upportc the argumat of delayed entrainment of wall
material.
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4.3 Radial Wall Motion

Figure 12 gives radial displacements vs time where the time axis for each
radial displacementshown has been shifted so that zero time corresponds to
TOA of the shock front (Table 1) at the respective wall motion gage. The
initial rapid wall expansion is consistent with the high pressures immediately
behind the shock front. Most of the radial expansion appears complete by 60 Ps
when pressures behind the shock front are greatly reduced. Postshot the grout
section beyond 0.8 m was recovered intact. The final bore diameter at 0.8 m
measured 60 mm, corresponding to a radial expansion of 20 mm. Wall motion
measurements of radial expansion at 100 ps behind the shock front at 0.50
and 1.00 m were 19 and 4.6 ma, respectively. If these values are reasonably
accurate, then appreciable radial wall motion occurred after 100 ps. Post-
shot measurement of the bore diameter at 3.0 m indicated <1 mm radial expansion.
Consequently, significant attenuation occurred between 2.5 and 3.0 m since
measurements at 2.5 m indicated a shock propagating at 4.5 m"/us.

4.4 Plasma Flow Velocity and Conductivity Measurements

Figure 13(a) illustrates the time history for the plasma flow velocity from
an analysis of the velocity gage record at 367 mm from the diaphragm. Figure
13(b) shows the plasma effective conductivity vs time results from the load
voltage and load current measurements. The conductivity measurements resulted
in a magnetic Reynolds iumber >60 requiring correction to the velocity and
plasma-resistance results. Corrections based on the eddy current effects are
shown as the dashed line in Fig. 13(a) and have already been incorporated in
the conductivity history of Fig. 13(b). At 367 m the shock velocity (U0 was
measured at % 32 am/ýw (Fig. 3). The plasma flow velocity (u) can be
obtained from the measured shock speed using the relation u - 2 U/(y'l),
where y is the gas equation of state parameter. Using y - 1.208 for air
gives u - 29.0 mm/ps, which is in good agreement with the corrected measured
initial flow velocity of 27.4 mm/Ps. For a more detailed discussion of the
diagnostics and experimental results than is presented in this paper the
reader is referred to reference 13.
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Table 1. Diagnostics used end air shock time-of-arrival (TOA) data.

Fiber Bar Wall Motion
Axial Optics Gage Flat Pack Gage

Distance TOA TOA TOA TOA
(W) Diagnostics 8  (liS) (08) (us) (Ils)

0 F 0.0
0.02 F 1.3
0.05 F 2.13
0.10 P. B 3.45 3.9
0M0 F, 8, PH, V 5.74 6.6 6.5 5.6
0.30 F, B, Pm, W 8.6 9.6 9.8 9.4
0.40 P 11.4
0.50 F, B, PY, W 14.6 13.3 14.2 13.4
0.75 P 22.9
1.00 W, B, PY, W 31.8 32.5 32.8 32.6
1.25 F 43.0
1.50 F, B, PY, W 57.4 57.4 57.5 56.8
1.75 F 76.9
2.00 F, B, PY, W 107.7 108.6 103.1A 107.4
2.50 P, B. PY, W 208.0 209.3 193.4
3100 B

ap - fibcr optics; B - bar gage (SS); PH a pressure - Hanganin (SRI);
PY " pressure - ytterbium (SRI); * w•.ll-ootion seunor (particle velocity

loop) (SAI).
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SHOCK TUMJEL MMSM NTS
OF AOTV BOW SHOCK LOCATION

Dick Desautel

Department of Mechanical Engineering

San Jose State University, San Jose, California

Hypersonic boy shock geometry and standoff distance
are of central importance to aerothermodynamic
design of the NASA proposed aeroassisted orbital
transfer vehicle (AOTV). This paper reports shock-
tunnel measurements of bow shock standoff distance
for the NASA aerobrake AOTV configuration (70
blunted cone) at zero and nonzero angles of
attack. The shock tunnel operates with compressed
helium driver gas and NaCl seeded argon test
(driven) gas, and produces test flows of N - 3.8
to 7.9. Flow visualization is by self-luminosity
of the NaC1 seed in the shock layer, and shock
position is determined by densitometric analysis
of the luminosity imagery. Over the indicated range
of angle of attack, the results are that the AOTV
equivalent-sphere radius is about 352 greater than
the actual AOTV base radius, somewhat less (thinner
shock layer) than that implied in previously reported
experiments.

1. INTRODUCTION

Currently, there is renewed Interest in blunt-body aerothermodyuamica
in high-altitude hypersonic flLghtj that interest derives from •AS's
proposed aeroassalsted orbital transfer vehicle (AOTV). The drag-brake
AOTe perigee regime is characterized by significant nonequilibrium flow eand
radiative heat trangfer. The bow shock standoff distance largely controls
shock-layer Aerotheruodynaaics, but the standoff distance Is difficult to
predict accurately for AOTV configurations. The reearch reported here
deals with determination of hypersonic bow shock standoff distances for the
70 blunted-cone AOTV at zero and nonzero angles of attack. Bw shock
standoff distance to these experisaets was measured by self-luamnooity of
the seeded test &ga in the shock layer as interpreted throuh the use of
pbotodensitometry.

Aactat tests of several drag-broke AOTV configurations have been
reported that were primarily taimd at determining heat-transfer rates.
Ineluded in the discussion were vind-tunnel echlieren photographs of bow
shock formation for a 70 blunted-cone configucation similar to that
studied in the present research. In addition, photographs have been taken
from earlier free-flight ran&e facility tests of the sawe AUTV
configuration that were performed at Ames Research Center. It is found
that the previous vind-tunnel results for rsdius-normalixod standoff
distance, /I , are approximately 35Z greater than the currant results.
The range facility data suffer from aabiu•ity in the shadowgtaph visealization.
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The experimental result desired is the radius-normalized AOTV standoff
distance, or what is just as useful, the equivalent-sphere radius of the
AOTV. From basic principles (conservation of mass), the shock standoff
distance is controlled by the mean density ratio k - I across the
normal shock on the stagnation streamline. In the hypersonic limit for
nonreacting equilibrium flow, k depends only on the effective ratio of
specific heats . In the drag-brake AOTV perigee regime (altitude about 60
to 80 ki), the atmosphere - 1.3 to 1.4 , corresponding to k - 0.13 to
0.17. In the experiments reported here, sphere shock standoff distance
measured under the same hypersonic flow conditions as those for the AOTV,
in used to determine the teat-flow k from published correlations.

2. UXPERIDENTAL PROCEDUR

The shock tunnel operates with NaCI - seeded argon gas driven by
compressed helium, both initially at room temperature. Seeding of the
argon by NaCl lowers the effective ratio of specific heats considerably.
Incident shocks typically have X a 4, and upon reflection from the
secondary diaphragm, produce nozzle reservoir conditions T - 4,000 to
6,000 K and p - 150 to 250 psi. Shock-tunnel response in terms of extended
time frr constant p has been studied in overdriven, underdriven, and
"tailored" conditions. The latter produces maximum test-flow durations of
about 1 maec before viscous attenuation sets. Various nozzles are used to
produce test section flow conditions with estimated H - 3.8 to 7.9 and unit
Re - 950,000 to 55,000 per meter. Sphere and the AOTV (70 blunted cone,
base radius - nose radius) models are alternately used in the tests.
Tunnel instrumentation is simple: thin-film shock-arrival sensors
(incident shock speed), piezoelectric pressure sensors (p and p ) and
test-section photodiode luminosity sensor, all supported by varlous
amplifiers, circuitry, and oscilloscopes. Still photographs of imagery
data ve taken using 4- by 5-in. B/W negatives in a Graflez camera. An
external, electronically driven Uniblits shutter is used to control
expoaure initiation and duration.

Figure I shows the overall SJSU shock-tunnel facility, Fig. 2
illustrates the tunnel diagnostic and data-acquisition instrumentation, and
Fig. 3 shows a photograph and drawing of the AOTV model. Typical
luminosity iages are shown in Fig. 4 for the sphere, and in Fig. 5 for the
AOTV.

3. DATAk REDUCTION AND ANALYSIS

FiSure 6 characterizes the date-reduction and avAlysls procedure.
Donsitometric analysis ts performed on the luminosity imagery to determine
either film-transamisslon profiles using a Jarrell-Ash densitometer or film-
density profiles using a Joyce-Loebel densitometer along the stagnation and
adjacent stramtlinees £xsaples of sph-re and AOTV film-deusity profiles
are shown in Figs. 7 and 8, respectively. These profile* are then
converted by means of film-characteristic curves to normaliszed lnminous-
intensity profiles. The intensity profiles are then curve-fitted (least-
qusres) with polybomials of various orders, and the fit with the lovest

residuals provides the best determiJatlon of the bow-*ock location. Care
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must be taken to recognize shock-precursor luminosity data in the profiles
in order to exclude such data from the curve fit. In nearly all cases, the
fourth-order polynomial fit provides the best results (lowest residuals).

The radius-normalized sphere shock location /A thus measured is used
to determine k, the mean density ratio across the normal shock from
published correlations. It is also used together with the measured AOTV
radius-normalized standoff distance /R to determine the ratio of
equivalent sphere radius to actual AOTV radius R /R .

Estimates of the effective free-stream ratio of specific heats and
Mach number M are determined from the known nozzle area ratio and mean-
density ratio across the shock, by inverting the equations for isentropic
nozzle flow and normal shock Rankine-Hugoniot relations.

A Zenith Z-100 microcomputer is used to 1) store film-characteristic
curve data; 2) convert film-transamission (or density) readings to
normalized intensity, using the film-characteristic curves; 3) least-
squares curve-fit-the resultant intensit7 profiles and calculate ; and 4)
determine estimates of and M by the process described. Also, both types
of densitometers mentioned have been used on the same imagery in certain
cases. Under equal sensitivity and spatial scale settings, , K results
derived frox the two instruments show close agreement.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Table I lists the estimated flow conditions and measured shock
locations for the four Mach numbers tested, Figure 9 shows the main
results for the current experiments . These results are measured values of
IA and R IA as functions of k, shock mean-density ratio. For
comparison, the figure includes data values estimated from reports of
previous tests. Also shows in the figure are the sphere and disk /A
functions. Figure 10 shows examples of measured bow shock geometry in the
nose region at angle of attack. figure 11 presents estimates of the
variation of /R for angle-of-attack from 0 to 20; also shown for
comparison are the sphere and disk JR, the latter for the disk normal to
the flow.

The basic results (Fig. 9) indicter that within the range of k shown,
the AOTV 70 blunted-cone confiluration hes the same 'bo shock standoff
distance as would a sphcre with a radius about 351 larger than the &OTV
radius. This is also the amount by which the AO1V standoff diatanca would
exceed that of a sphere of equal radius.

The angle-of-attack results shown in Figs. 10 and 11 are less
comprehensive than the Pl8. 9 results, but it is clearly evident the
standoff distance increases with ansgl-of-attack. This is expected since
the apparent model bluntness as seen by the flow Increases with angle-of-
attack up to the nostal-surfast limit.

5. 00VaCWS10aiS

Experimental measurements were made of the radius-uormalized bow shock
standoff distance 1i as a function of shock san-denasity ratio for the
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drag-brake, 70 blunted-cone A0TV configuration. The experimental range of
density ratios overlaps that of the ADTV perigee flight regime. The
results indicate a thinner shock layer (smaller /R ) then previously
expected; the equivalent sphere radius is about 35Z greater than the radius
of the actual AOTV base (or nose). This has important implicAtions for
radiative heat transfer, suggesting that previous predictions based on
larger bow shock standoff distances may be excessive.
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Table I AM bow-shock experimental results

Sphere AOTV EstUOated

A k a p 1/ 2  aA/!HA RPe•q/RA H M Re1

0.161 0.219 0.23) 1.27 1.39 3.8 60,000
0.15? 0.191 0.217 1.38 1.36 4.8 28,000
0.140 0.171 0.190 1.36 1.37 7.8 8,000
0.126 0.t5o 0.170 1.35 1.32 7.9 3,500
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Fig. 4 Sphere luminosity photograph Fig. 5 AOTV luminosity photograph
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LINEAR AND- NONLINtAR ABS0RPTION OF HOT

SF6. AND NH3 AT 10.6 Um

R.HJ Krech, L.M. Cowles, G.E. Caledonia and D.I. Rosen

Physical Sciences Inc., Research Park, Andover, MA 01810

A series of shock tube measurements to determine the laser
absorption coefficients of hot SF6 and NiH3 were conducted on the
10.6 Vv. P(20) CO2 laser transition. Heasuremerts were made behind
both invident and reflected shocks from 500-3000K at pressures from
10 to 70 atm. Simultaneous high intensity (100 kw/cm2 ) and low
intensity (1 MI/cm2) measurements were made in N13 to determine if
saturation would occur under the temperature and pressure conditions
to be encountered in a laser-heated rocket thrunter. No indication
of saturation was observed and the results can be described by a
simrple two-level model verified by room temperature saturation
measurements with SF6.

1. INTRODUCTION

The concept of using energy, beamed from a remotely stationed laser, to
power a rocket thruster is attractive since it provides high specific impulse at
high thrust levels, 1-4 When a high power CW laser is used to hetat the8 propel-

lant, the physicral processes involved are simply 4esaribaO by a direct, high
preal~ure gas-phaae absorption of the boa% in a statpaion chambe~r followed by a
supersonic ex$panvtion of t~he hot #$ through a nozzlo. Stagnation corditione

yielding a specfljc tmpUlwa tA 100 can be obtained iý the equivalent of nine
I0.6um photons W• moleoole ato a~oarbad Into a 1ýopjoli;-t mixture vhbr*

hydrogen is the p-imacy constituaart.

The original CW laaoer propu•sio• concept rquired a l]Aer induced breakdown
in a pur-3 hydrogen p~opillant followed by th4 torastion of a stable laser
supported combustion {LSC) wave, Aborptiou occurs via inverse electron
bre*astwahiucg which requlrte that z 4XqufiAit frzction o the hydrogen be
ioniazd. In purs hydrogen ton~iatkioa b-o-cacawsaificant above 10,000K. with a
stable LSC wave forning at approxiai4mto• 20,00M. Such high tasperature vouL.d
create a severe themal entvivonant in the stagnation chamber of the thruster and
thus wtivated a study of flteidbg the propellant with alkall metals to produce
elect,•ro at lover t4ap"etuxn. The addition of c•slum, which ther•ally ioniaeo
above 3000K, would allow th-0 t0ortion Of an ISC wave at tonpeeaturem beIow
tOO00K. and thas ptdde a laos severe envirosenat, however it Is not yet clear
that thsa LC Vavv wOuld stabilige at such UoN teaperatures.

Aiterna ty, &lecl�he having optical txansitions at the laser wavelength
can absorb atnegy, and try collimlonsl energy transfer, heet the hydrogen propel-
lact. 5 Thd primad ednantsg.s ti that formation of a stable LtC wave ".S hot
required to preo*s the hydrogen since the Mating is oonttauo# from the InItal
Injectlon tnperature to the Cinal stagnation temperature. Furthermore, if mol@-
cular aborrptiou can hast the gas to 3000-5000K, then pcific iapulses of 1000-
a0•00 can be obtained with Ionization iced cecium sauding).

The hifih resolution absorption ptoperttes of ftt potential absorbers are
act vell known at ttaperttures over 1000K, especially at the pressure conditions
that are required for thauter operation (10 to 500 atm). lIportant shcotptlon
paths due to hot bands cannot be adequately prbed at lo teaparietnee, *nd

4-
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indeed most molecules dissociate in the temperature range of interest. Finally,
it is not known to what extent saturation wAll limit absorption at high irra-
diance levels, i.e., 1-1000 kW/cA2 . The propellant heating rate in a CW laser
heated thruster is determined by the absorbed incident laser intensity. Above
the optical saturation intensity, further energy ca:uiot be absorbed due to
depletion of the population of the absorbing statez. Since saturation is a
primarily a function of the colliseional relaxation !me of the absorbing species,
the saturation intensity of the propellant mixture wi I vary with composition,
temperature and presaure. The lack of adequate data in the tempera ture and pros-
sure range of interest for thruster operation has motivated a series of laser
absorption studies in shock heated gas mixtures Potential molecular seed species
studied thus far included H20, C02- NH3, SF6 and NF3.

The high temperature absorption properties of H20/lH2/Ar mixtures at 10.6um
have been reported previously.6, 7 These measurements indicated that an addi-
tional absorber species would be required below 2000K for thruster operation.
This paper presents the results of recent measurements of the 10.6 Lim P(20) CO2
laser absorption coefficients of SF6 and NH3 from room temperature to approxi-
mately 3000K. In the NiH3 experiments, simultaneous measurements were conducted
at low intensity (0 sW/cm2 ), and high intensity (100 KW/cm2 ) to directly
ascertain whether saturation might occur at high incident intensity.

2. EXPERINZNTAL

The laser absorption c*e-fficient measurements were performed behird both
incident and reflected chocks in a 1.5 inch diameter double diaphraga shock tube
with a 5 foot long driver and a 12 foot long driven section. Optical measure-
ments were made through anti-reflection coated zinc sulfide windows located I
inch froe the end wall in e 5 foot long teat section with a 1.31 inch aquare
crson section. Shock pressure van measured by fou.f pieboelectric pressure trans-
ducers located at one foot intervals along the test section. Shock vtlocity is
measured from the ties of arival of the incident shock wave at succoesive
stations. The last transducer is located at the optical port to allow a direct

correlation of the absorption with total presture.

The optical configuration used for the low intensity CW loser aborption
coefficient sessurements is shown in Figure 1. A line-tuned, Vvaeuide CO2 las1 r
(California Lease Corp. model 81-S500-xv-T) is the CV radlation source. The
*min bees traverses the shock tube e&d a e*ference beam lo split off rar the
laser source to provide a conrinoon masuresant of the laser outpt. Both betas
are detected by .qCdTe detectors which have linear responses at the operating
intenslties. The detector outputs ere alitifd, anit digitised by a Cemac data
acquisition syatee at a I MI: rate. and stored in a computer for analys~s. A
sonochrouator (PTI Optics Mini-Chros-I) Is munted in front of the transmission
detecter to elimLiate any background emistion that say exist outside the narrow

bandwidth of the laser line being studite. Transmitted light is collected and
focussed O th* entrance slit of the eofochrcmator with en AR coated Ge lens.
CaP 2 attenuatorsre mounted In beau path to laimt tha intensity through the
shock tube &nd am the detectore. Typically the incident Intensity was restricted
to I i*/cA 2 sad the power incidnt en the detector below 500 uS.

the high Intensity measurements required that a pulsed C00 be coupled ina

the optical piath, together with a dual beam pulsed detactLnWo ys. Uhis
coafiguratiom Is showu in tligure 2.

The pul"ed laser P-'i* TEA KR203) was operated line-tuned on a single
modeo V~tt'\0t -0. to QizAta-s- i6 asgular pnlse with a width of 0.2 us*. The pulsed
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beam was directed by tdo gold E•irrors to a germanium biam splitter situated 10
degrees off axis. The reflected beam was dirocted to a Laser Precision: RJP-735

pyroelectric probe to monitor the laser energy. The tý'ansmittad beam is next
directed to a NaCl beam splitter at Brewster's angle where it is mixed with the
CW beam. From this point onward the beams are coninuidert. A third turning
mirror directs the beams to the shock tube, where a 30 cm focal length BaF2 lens
located 15 cm from the center of the test section is used to concentrate the
beams. The incident intensity :an be adjusted by CaF 2 attenuators aid/or by
repositioning the lens. After passage t~hrough the test section the beams are
separated by a second NaCl beam splitter at Brewster's angle. The pulsed beam is
transmitted and detected by a -econd RJP-735 probe. The pulsed detez.tors are
connected to a Lasir Precision 7200 Ratiometer where t!he energy incident ou boLh
detectors is xlecorded on a digital readout.

The wavelength of both the CW and pulsed 002 laser was determined by an
Optical Engineering Spectrum Analyzer before each test.

Gas mixtures were prepared in a 31.4 liter stainless steel mixing tank. The
partial pressure was monitored by a Validyne DP-15 pressure gauge. The gases
were taken directll from the cylinders without further purification. Stated
piirities were: Lr-99.999%; SF6 -9q4J%; NH3-99.998%; H2 -99.999%.

The tempcrdtnures behind the .. _.L.dent and reflected shocks were calculated
from the measu.'e"' incident shock velocity for both frozen and equilibrium
equilibrium cases using the standard Rankine-Hugoniot real gas relationships.
When different post shock conditions were obtained from the calculations: i.e.,
where dissociation of the absorber occurs, a kinetics code was used to determine
the gas temperature and density history after shock passage.

The absorption coefficient a is determined by measured optical transmiss!oIi,
I/10, total pressure P, temperature T, path length Z, the initial mole fraction
of absorber Xi, by the following equation:

ain (,IU(cm-1-ama-1) 27Xi p 273
X( P (atm) L(cm)

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The first set of measurements were conducted with 0.0006 SF 6/0.9994 Ar mix-
tures on the 10.6 pm P(20) C02 laser transition from 500 to 2500K at pressures
from 10 to 70 atm. SF 6 was chosen since it is one of the most efficient
absorbers of CO2 laser radiation, and is a known saturable absorber.

A typical absorption signal obtained during the SF 6 /Ar tests is shown in
Figvre 3. The peak of the band is lobated at 948 cm-i at room temperature and
due to the anharmonicity in SF6 shifts to lower frequencies as the temperature is
increased. 8 Therefore the absorption coefficient decreases %ith increasing
temperature, and the room temperature absorption is higher than that of the shock
heated gas even though the density Is higher after shock passage. The results of
our measurements are shown plotted in Figure 4, together with fits obtained from
the experimri tal measurements of Nowak and Lyman. 8 The measured absorption
ooefficienti are in reasonable accord with the previous values, although a slight
divergence ia noted at the lower temperatures.
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At the pressures of interest to laser propulsion, the absorption is due to
many overlapped transitions in the SF 6 and the entire vibrational manifold is
involved in the absorption process. Therefore tA simple two level saturation
model is sufficient to describe the absorption:

x + hv (10.6 um) + x*

x* + M + X + .

It can be shown that the C02 laser absorption coefficient a at any Intensity I is
related to the low intensity absorption coefficient ao, as a functiun of the
quench rate, kq and total quencher density M, by

kq M
" nO) (kq M + 2 aO (ama-lrcm") I (W/cm2 ))

To verify the model, a series of room temperature saturation measurements
were conducted in SF6/Ar mixtures at atmospheric pressure. The results are shown
in Figure 5. On the P(20) laser transition, the low intensity room temperature
SF 6 absorption coefficient is -300 cm- 1 -ama- 1 . At atmospheric density
(M - 2.6x10 1 9 cm- 3 ), and a quench rate of 3x10- 13 cm3/s, the predicted absorption
coefficient is reduced by half at an intensity of 14 KW/cm2 . This is in
reasonable accord with tho data.

The third series of measurements were conducted in 0.094 NH3 /0.906 Ar and
0.05 NH3/0.45 H2/0.50 Ar mixtures on the P(20) C02 laser transition from 900 to
2900K at pressures from 10 to 40 atm. A typical absorption signal in the NH3 /Ar
series is shown in Figure 6 for a reflected shock temperature of 2315K. A fairly
rapid decay of the signal is observed after the reflected shock. Simultaneous
measurements were made of the low and high intensity absorption coefficients
behind the reflected shock, and the spike in the trace is a result of the pulsed
laser. No difference in absorption was noted between absorption coefficients
obtained from tha pulsed measurements at intensities slightly in excess of 100
KW/cm2 and those obtained with 1 mW/cm 2, indicating that ammonia is not
saturating under the conditions behind the reflected shock.

The dissociation of the absorber species below the stagnation temperature is
not desirable. In the absence of significant concentrations of H2, the dis-
sapearance of NH3 is rapid. Equilibrium calculations predict that even with H2
added to the mixture to shift the equilibrium towards NH3 , the concentration of
NH3 behind the reflected shock above 1500K will be too low to give significant
absorption if equilibrium is attaiihed. The kinetics of ammonia decomposition are
reasonably well known and indicates that below 2500K little decomposition occurs
if a subatantial fraction of the propellant is H2 . The H2 + NIC2 + H + NH3
reaction plays a major role in regenerating NH3 and slowing the overall decay
rate. Figure 7 shows that the NH3 absorption signal does not decay in the
several hundred us of available test time at 2290K with 45% H2 in gas mixture.
The results of our measurements are shown in Figure 8. Under all test conditions
the absorption coefficients obtained from the pulsed laser matched those obtained
at low intensity with CW laser.

From the two level saturation model presented above, the intensity required
to obtain significant saturation is shown to be inversely proportional to the low
intensity absorption coefficient. As the absorption coefficient of NH3 is
between I and 2 c-l-ama' 1 above 1000K, saturation should not occur at the
intensities encountered in our pulsed measurements, and indeed none was
observed.
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4. CONCLUSIONS

The absorption coefficients for potential laser heated thruster propel-

lant additives are shown in Figure 9. At temperature below 1500K, SF6 is by
far the best absorber on a weight basis, but since SF 6 will react with H2 it
is not the most desirable low temperature absorber. NH3 is a strong absorber
which does not rapidly decompose in the presence of H2 from room temperature
to 3000K. Above 3000K, H20 is the best absorber. A significant absorption
advantage is gained by chemical nonequilibrium dluring the short flow times

(hundreds of lis) involved in these experiments and appropriate to a CW laser

heated thruster. This study suggests that a propellant mixture containing

NH3 , H20, and H2 is suitable for a high performance laser heated rocket
thrustet powered by a CW CO2 laser.
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TIME RESOLVED ABSORPTION TECHNIQUE FOR

SHOCK-TUBE KINETICS USING PULSED LASER SOURCES

J.H. Kiefer, J.S. Sitasz, A.C. Manson, and H.C. Wei

Department of Chemical Engineerinq
A tt..J..........*JSJ... G& T31J..J 4

Chicago, II 60680

The "Pulsed Laser Flash Absorption" (PLFA) technique for
kinetic absorption measurements in shock waves is briefly
described. This method essentially uses a very short laser
pulse to take a stop-action snapshot of absorption in the
shock flow. The method provides an extremely high resolution,
<O.lps, a very good S/N, and may be used with any short pulse
laser source. Examples showing dissociation in 1, 3-butadiene
and ethylbenzene are presented.

Measurement of the variation of specific species absorption with time
has been a principal method in shock-tube kinetics since its inception!
Infrared absorption being weak and often nonspecific, and visible absorption
sparse, the uv region has received the greatest attention. In fact, time-
resolved absorption measurements in the uv are responsible for a major part
of the kinetic data which has been obtained from shock-tube studies.

Till recently, optical measurements in shock waves have employed con-
ventional (discharge) sources, observing the time variation of absorption,
for example, at a fixed location. Such sources are usually quite limited
in intensity, are poorly collimated, and have a large spectral bandwidth. For
one thing, these limitations severely restrict the achievable space/time
resolution, usually to something no better than lOus. They also limit
the possible detection S/N, can lead to serious deviations from Beer's law,
and cause difficulties in the calibration of species absorptivity.

All the above problems can evidently be avoided by the use of laser
sources, but lasers operating cw are still restricted to the near uv, often
with limited intensity. However, pulsed lasers have now been successfully
operated well into the vacuum uv. In this paper we present a fully devel-
oped and operating technique using pulsed lasers for kinetic absorption
measurements in shock waves. We will identify this method hereinafter as
"Pulsed Laser Flash Absorption" (PLFA). As will be seen below, this method
provides absorption profiles with extremely high resolution and an excellent
S/N.

In essence the PLFA method is quite simple: we use an expanded, par-
rallel beam from any very short pulse laser t-) take a stop-action "snap-
shot" of absorption in the shock flow. The transmitted beam is observed by
a linear CCD (charge coupled device) which has 1728 independent silicon
photodetector elements (pixils) in a length of 22.5 mm, and acts here as a
quantitative "film" with a very fast shutter.
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Fig. I. Schematic of the PLFA
Apparatus. CVL "

WMWTOWI 010T•

A schematic of our current apparatus is shown in Fig. 1. Here the
short pulse (lO ns) provided by an excimer laser is expanded by a factor
ten to a broad and highly parallel beam. After traversing the shock tube2

this beam is then focused onto the CCD through a wavelength (interference)
filter and other gray attenuators as needed.

Fig. 2. Schematic of Fairchild 122 CCD. (Reproduced with the permission of
Fairchild Camera and Semi-conductor)

The CCD presently in use is a Fairchild 122 whose essential elements
are shown in Fig. 2. The pixils (clear rectangles) accumulate charge pro-
portional to incident energy, E = It, which can be transferred en masse to
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the shift register arrays by setting the transfer voltage (0x) high. The
charge packets are then transported along these registers to a charge de-
tector amplifier providing a serial read of the accumulated charge at a
frequency set by the reset voltage (0 ) waveform. The important control
waveforms used in the present a plication are shown in Fig. 3. On manual
reset, the transfer voltage (0 7 is held high with continuous read, which
keeps all arrays clear of dark charge. On signal from a piezoelectric
shock pressure transducer centrally located along the CCD axis, 0 goes low,
separating pixils and shift registers; the laser then fires, o goes high,
transfering charge, and it finally stays low, blocking any further reading
of pixil charge/radiation.

LMSR FrMl

Fig. 3. CCD control
waveforms.

OX 
]

0 1 2 3 4 5 8 7 8
TIME(PS)

As shown, the serial read proceeds at IMHz into a Lecroy 8210 10 bit wave-
form digitizer interfaced to an Intertec microcomputer. A detailed specifi-
cation of the apparatus will be presented elsewhere.

Fig. 4. Single-shot
blank record- %.,
laser pulse. ,
7*ýe vertical
axis is in
arbitrary units.

In a shock experiment, a preshock "blank" recording (Io) is first made,
and the shock slinal (1) divided by this, element by element, to form I/Io.
An example Io is shown in Fig. 4. The "noise" seen here is clearly not noise
in the usual sense, but a "graininess" of the laser beam from various sources
of diffraction/interference which is quite reproducible. The ratio of two
such blank recordings is shown in Fig. 5., where we see a signal to PYS noise
ratio better than 100/1. Unfortunately, we have found it difficult to achieve
this S/N routinely.
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Fig. 5. Blank-to-blank
ratio of excimer
laser pulses
at 222 nin.

The signal recorded for a rare-gas shock is shown in Fig. 6. The rapid
intensity variat~ons between 4 and 5 mm are the shock-front "shadow", here
composed of a very rapidly varying initial Fresnel diffraction preceding an
essentially refractive displacement of radiation by the curved front. The
resolution of the measurement is diffraction limited to Ax -,, AXA/4 where D is
roughly the distance of the CCD from tube center. For the KrCt excimer line
used in this experiment, X = 222nm, and with 0 -. 20 cm, Ax% 0.05 mm is about
the resolution. The effective time resolution is then Ax/Uj, or near G.03us
in Fig. 6. Note that the post-shock observation time in this example is about
18.4 mmI/U = 10.6 us.

L --

. .- Fig. 6. PLEA record of
too** an incident

shock in a rare
• .. .- :. - .- ... -- as .

M , s ld . a-. M U

Application of the PLFA method to pyrolysis kinetics is illustrated in
the examples of Figs. 7-10. Figs. 7-9 show the results of experiments on 1,3-
butadiene pyrolysis at 222 nm where the butadlene absorbs quite strongly
permitting the use of a very dilute mixture. In the example of Fig. 7, the
butadiene is almost completely dissociated in 5us and I/lo nicely returns to
unity, showing minimal interference by product absorption. If this dissoci-
ation is a simple first-order process, as would be expected for these condi-
tions 3 , Inin (Io/I) should be linear with slope - -k for this reaction.
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Fig. 7. PLFA record of a . ''"i4

shock in 0.2% ~*~~
1,3 butadiene- ORargon

600~W a shoc in .2

1 3 butadlene-
argon

This is confi rmed in Fig. 9 where the data of Fig. 6 are replotted this way.
Fig. 10 shows tybneeprlssrcreat38n eClis)
where the result requires some interpretatioti. The absorption is presuried .

be from benzyl radical4,s rapidly formed by ethylbenzene dissociation ot this
teflveratur~e. The subsequent rise in transmission then shows decom.".5ition of
the benzyl radicals. For some unknown reason we never~ achieve as good a S/N
at 308 im.
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I.SM WJ.3

V4 tell.I I

Fig. 9. log-log plot
of the data of ~
Fig. 8.

Fig. 10. PLFA record of
*~~ 8ShOLk experi-

ment in 0.5%
V a ethylbenzeno-

* .~ argon.

16 SM

The method generally provides a very good S/N, has a truly exceptional
resolution (near a 300-fold improvement over conventional methods), a complete
indifference to shock emission, and can employ laser sources with very
narrow line width. Using phosphor-coated CCD's6, the method may be extended
well into the vacuum uv, making its many advantages available for atomic
resonance absorption experiments.
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SHOCK TUBE STUDY OF HIGH TEMPERATURE ADSORPTION

SPECTROSCOPY OF CH AT 431 n=

Michel Y. Louge and Ronald K. Hanson

High Temperature Casdynamics Laboratory
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Stanford University
Stanford, California 94305 USA

An experimental survey of CH absoription near the Q2d(7) and
QI_(7) lines of the (AWA (vaO) + X Il (v-0)) band was obtained
at 28406K, 0.2 atm using a remotely located cw ring dye laser
source and a shock tube. Mixtures of methane and argon were
shock heated to provide reproducible ptak concentrations of CH,
and narrow-line absorption was measured in vepeated experiments
with the laser set at different wavelengths. The spectral
absorption data were interpreted with a theoretical model in
order to verify the measurements and establish the sensitivity
of this technique as an in situ absorption diagnostic for (C at
431.132 am (vac.).

INTRODUCTION

The species CH is of interest in combustion. Its characteristic blue
emission spectrum can be observed in the reaction zone of most premixed flames
111. The spectral characteristics of C0 have been studied in detail [2], and

absolute absorption %easurements of its concentration in combustion environ-
ments mere made possible by the publication of reliable data on its oacillator
str•gnth (3.4). Relative measurements o. "4 in flames usior laser-induced-
Eluorescance have also been reported I5). Neeful etudite of spectral lils
Issigme.entv vers reported by Vagerhol,, yho studied the 4r- + 2H and the A +
"n systees of CH and CD (6). and by Caro (7]. In addition. Kiess and Btoida

provide t useful overview of spectroscopic data oo CH {8).

In this study, a later absorption technique previously demonestrated in
this laboratory for the quantitative measurement of N(OD (9) was applied as a
diA.nostic of CH behind incident shock aves.s Mixtures of methane dilute in
argon mere shock heated to geoera~e reproducible levels of C0t under specified
conditions of pressure (0.2 atm) and temperature (2840"K) in the shock tube.
The narrow-limnevidthi a•orption asec*rum in the vicinity of the QjC(7) and
q2d(7) lines of tume (L'A(v-O) * Xfl(v-O)) band of CH vas mapped out by can-
dvting a series of nearly ide~ttical e4perioento, each at a different liser
wavelength. UWing the known spectroscopic parameters of 01. detection liUits
were inferred from the present experimental conditions and extrapolated to
ocher temperatures.

Experimental spectra reported by Fagerhole (6) and Gers [7) indicate the
accidental colncldence f the Q2d( ) and Q, (7) lines, which belong to differ-
ct branches of the (A A(v-O) * XK!(v-O)) %' d. The present diagnostic takes

Present address, Sibley School of Mechanical and Aerospace Englieertig.
Cornell University, Ithaca, MY 148S3
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advantage of this coincidence and is therefore characterized by higher absorp-
tion levels than would be obtained on a single line. In this paper, the
experimental facility and optical techniques will first be described, then the
spectrosmopic models and results will be presented.

EXPERIMENT

The experiments were conducted behind incident shock waves in a 15.24 cm
internal diameter pressure-driven shock tube. Shock speeds varied between 1.79
and 1.84 mm/usec, with ittenuation of 0.5%/m or less. Typical leak plus out-
gassing rates were 10- torr/min. Methane was obtained from a commercial
cylinder (Liquid Carbonic) with 99% purity. The absorption from the Q~c( 7 ) and

QUM( lines of CH around 431.13 nm (vac.) was observed using the optical
setup shown in Fig. I. This system was described In detail elsewhere 110,111.
It consisted of an Ar -pumped ring dye laser with an output power of 40 mW.
The performance of the stilbene S3 dye degraded rapidly at this wavelength
and required the use of fresh dye each day of laser operation. Amplitude
stabilization was necessary for this ring laser operating near threshold to
prevent excessive amplification of Ar+ laser power fluctuations. Verification
of the single mode operation of the visible dye laser beam was obtained using
a confocal interferometer (Spectra-Physics Model 470, free spectral range
2 Gtlz), but proved difficult at this wavelength as a resnlt of finesse
degradation. The component of the laser power rejected by the amplitude
stabilizer was sufficient to drive the vavemeter (Burleigh model WA-10) used
for setting the laser wavelength. It was necessary to correct the displayed
wavelength for the change in the index of refraction of air between the
helium-neon reference wavelength at 632.991 tum and the blue wavelengths around
431.13 na (correction - actual - displayed wavelength - +0.0019 on).

The visible output of the laser system was trrtsported 65 m via a 200 um
optical fiber to the shock tube fatility where it was double-passed through
the shock tube test section. The Incldn(o' And return beams were filtered
(FMI.: 40 on, center at 450 ni) and nonitored on separate detectors. The
signals were electronically balanced prior to each experiment using small de
offset and gain adjustment# on one of the differential smplifiers. The differ-
ence (to - 1) and reference (I ) signals were recorded on two separate
chaonels of a digital storage oscrlloscope (Nicolet Uplorer 111. de coupled
through a 100 kIti upper frequancy cut-off filter). The dota were subsequently
transferred to a comptiter for sanal*eys. Six runs were conducted with the
folowing mixtures and conditions: CI - 4.95 * 0.15. dilute in argon, T2 a
2840 * 45OX, p2 * 0.22 gtm. p 2 1 a 4.25 * 0.02 (021 is the density ratio across
the #hock and also thi ratio of particle time to laboratory time), and swae-
lengtiw in the range 431.129 A A 4 431.134 no (voc.). A test was conducted
with thi laser blocked to smonitor possible spontaneous emission interferences
from the test gas, but these misaioo levels were found to be insignificaut.

RESULTS ALD INTERPRETATION

The fractional transmission of the Ilser system is related to the sole
fraction of CH through the Lambert-beer law.

i/o 0  exp [- 6(M)p XQIL]

wbere i/i is the fractional transamision. O(M) the absorption coefficient at
wavalengtft X. xcH the mole fraction of CHI, p the total pressure and L the
optical path length (30.5 ca). tader the prient experlmental conditions, It
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was assumed that the dilute mixtures of CH4 could provide reproducible levels
of CH. By running nearly identical experiments and recording the absorption of
CH at the peak concentration, relative absorption coefficients of CH as a
function of wavelength were measured. A typical absorption trace obtained in
these experiments is shown in Fig. 2. Note that the present methane mixtures
produced small amounts of soot, causing a small, level of extinction from light
scattering, at late times in the experiments.

The peak absorption levels recorded in the six shock tube experiments were
corrected for slight variations in the initial conditions and plotted as a
function of wavelength in Fig. 3. The solid lipe is a theoretical profile
assuming Doppler broadening (FM = 0.246 cm7 at 2840eK), which can be
expected under these high temperature shock tube conditions. Good agreement is
found between the Doppler model and the er_.rimental points. In addition, the
inferred line peak lies at 23194.76 cm- , in reasonable ag reement with
Fagerholm, who reported the 01c(7) + Q2d(7) lines at 23194.81 cm-

In order to assess the sensitivity of the preser.' laser diagnostic, the
relative absorption coefficient of the individual CH lines can be calculated
using [11]

2 (2J" + 1) exp [- ( N S
s ne_), x x x]

f 2 (2J"X X+ ,

oo m c Qrot Qvib Qel
e

where 0 is the absorption coegficient (cm2 1 atm- 1 ) at line center; f0 is the
oscillator strength of the [A A1 (v-0) + X n(v-0)] band; F(J') is the rotation
enirgy of the lower state (cm-); R is the universal gas constant (82.1 atm
cm /mole/*K); N is Avogadro's number; Qrot' Qvib and Qel are the rotational,
vibrational and electronic partition functions, tespectively; S is the rota-
tional line strength; and f is the Doppler line shApe factor (cm) evaluated at
line center,

* - 2(ln2/H) I/2/Av 2

where AwD - 0.246 cm-I is,fhe Doppler width. The quantities (le2/mec2) and
hc/k are equal to 8.826 10-13 cm aud 1.4388*K cm, respectively.

The partition functions are evaluated using the approximate expressions

Qrot hcB' -ib exp (- L e)V ,

and Qel , 4. (There are two levels arising from electronic spin, and two
levels" arising from the possible orientations of the electronic orbital angu-
lar momentum.) By convention, the lower energy level of a given rotational
transition is defined such that its degeneracy is equal to (2J" + 1). As a
consequence, the normalization rule for the rotational line strengths must
read for a given J"

S(Q ) + S(Rld) + S(Pld) S S(O2d) + S(R 2 d) '(P2cd) - 2J" + I

The corresponding rotational line strengths were taken from Kovacs [12].
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The rotational energy of the ground state was evaluated using the Hill and
Van Vleck formulae (21

2 22 +1 Y-(-- )A]112
F" B- [(J- + 1/2)2 A2 ] 1 B" [(J" + 1/2)2 1 y (y" ) 4)

00

- D" K"2 (K + 1)2 2 (1)
0

where A - 1; in the present case, the + sign corresponds to Q2d and the
- sign to Qj," An additional correction was .introduced to account for
A-doubling of the ground state, naiely - 0.85 cm- for ?2A (7) and + 0.54 cm-
for Q? (7) B" - 14.1961 cm-, D" 1.48 10-3 cm- 16] and Y"(Y"-4)u-4,

S g68 . 5 cm"' [A, it fpllows that: F" - 774.27 cma and S - 6.56 for
Q d(7) and F" - 777.58 cm- and S - 7.56 for Qjc(7). Finally, the relative
aisorption coefficient at the center of the superpoced Ql,(7) and Q2d(7) line3
can be tr,&ten To a function of temperature, assuming a Doppler width A -

0. 0046 T".'h (cm-7)

a 3(Q2d)+ 8(QIc)a 9. 52 1013 X I-e- 4130/T xe 1120/T (cm -latm- 1)
f uo f 00 T05/2

A plot of 11/fe vs. temperature is given in F ig. 4. At the present exper-
imental temperature (4840-K), 0/f 114000 cm atm . Using the osillator
strength of Sawada and Kamada (3f and the Franck.-ondon factor of Liszt and
Smith [4), foe a 0.0065 and 0 (28400K) - 740 cm- at-i-. From Fig. 3, the
measured line-center absorption at 431.132 um is (i - i/io) c 4.9%. This value
corresponds to a OH mole fraction of about 20 ppm.

From the experimental record of Fig. 2, the minimtim detected absorption
level is seen to be quite low, a few tenths of a -,ercent, and this is attri-
buted priwarily to scattering intsrferences from soot particles. Without atty
correction for scattering, the inferzed value of CH is about k 2 ppm, sug-
gesting this as a "detectiov limit" for present conditions. It is clear that a
proper account of soot scattering could further reduce the minimum detectable
level of CH. Such account could be taken by simultaneously monitoring non-
resonant scartering of laser light, and subtracting the scattering extinction
trace from the resonant absorption signal. The resulting detection limit of CH
should be below 1. ppm at 3000*K.

In conclusion, we believe that the present diagnostic has significant
potential for high temperature studies of CG kinetics and spectroscopy in a
shock tube.
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Fig. 1 Shock tube laser absorption diagnostic
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Fig. 2 A typical laser absorption G1 - i/10) record at 431.133 unm, with the
conditions T2 - 2830*K, P2'- 0.22 atmp -2 4.28, CH4 a 4.95% dilute in
argon. The Initial spike results from a Schieren effect, useful in defining
the shock arrival time. The absorption level at late times is attributed to a
small amount of soot formuation.
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Fig. 3. CH absorption levels around 431.131 nm (vac.). The conditions are T2
2840 * 45*K, P2 a 0.22 atm, CH4 - 4.95 * 0.15% dilute in argon, path length L
- 30.5 cam. The inconsistency of the experimental point at 431.130 um may be
attributed to a mode hop of the ring laser.
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Fig. 4. Theoretical temperature dependence of the relative absorption coeffi-
cient of ClH. The calculotiou is performed at the center of the superposed

QIc(7) + Q2d( 7 ) lines and assuaes a Doppler-broadened line shape ftwctlon.



STUDIES OF COLLISION-INDUCED EMISSION IN THE
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We present measurements of the collision induced
emission (CIE) from the fundamental vibration-rotation
band of H2 taken over the tomperature r•ange of 900-
3000 K. The spectral shape and strength of this
infrared band oentered about 2.4 jm has been measured
behind reflected #hocks in mixtures of H2/Ar. The
observed radiation at elevated temperature. is found
to be dioinantly ib the Q branch. The results have
been compared with theory. Theme comparisons show
that radiatian at elevated tamperatu*es is primarily
the result of an Induced dipole mment An UH induced
by the overlap between the H2 end Ar electron Clouds

during collision. The strength of this Interaction
has been evaluated by an analysis of the measured
temperature depende=o of the abWolute baudetr•engths.

1. W NRODOCTLOI4

Thie paper describes measurements and it tomvetstion of collision induced
emission (CIE) in the tundamental vbAtic .- c• ' TM.nd Of H2 at elevated
temperatures and ptessures using a high densiaty, modium tesperature %tock tube
as the controlled lightsource. Although collision induction has been well
charaoterixed in absorption at low t&mperaturoe,l (400 K, it has only
recently2 bean studied in emssion. Collision induced prooesses give rise to
optical spectra for olecules which because of their symoetry do not have an
electric dipole ment in the electronic ground state. The collision* induce
a transient dipole resulting from Interaction* due both to permanent quadru-
pole memnts and to %h: overlap of the molecular electron clouds. The induced
dipole Moment gives ris to vibratiolaw, zrtatio-al And translational tranSi-

tions.

The prolent study Investigates the spectral shape and bendtroength of tA
U2 fundamental vibtatlon-rotatlon band centered at 2.4 Va. We have stuJied
the bad emission behind rtflected wocks over the tomeatre range of

S.A
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900-3000 K in H2 /Ar mixtures. Since the emission is collision induced, its
intensity scales as the square of the density; measureements have been made
over the density range of 10-50 amagats.

As described in the next two sections both the absolute intensity and the
spectral band shape have been measured. The data have been interpreted in
terms of a theory for CIE developed by Van Kranendonk and co-workers. 3 ,4 The
measured and theoretical spectral shapes are compared in Section 4. The data
have been used in conjunction with the theory to evaluate parameters describ-
ing the dipole induced in collisions between H2 and Ar. These results are
also presented in Section 4.

2. EXPERIMENTAL

The measurements have been performed in the Physical Sciences Inc. shock
tube facility. This 6" diameter system has been described previously2 ,5. In
brief, the stainless steel tube has a 6m long test section. Pressure was
measured directly with a piezo-electric pressure transducer located at the
optical port. Temperature was calculated from the shock velocity which was
deduced from a temporal analysis of the responses from pressure transducers
spaced at 50 cm intervals along the test section. The gases used were UHP
grade, (99.999% purity) and the test section was evacuated down to 10-8 atm
between runs to minimize impurities.

Spectrally resolved measurements were performed with an 0.Sm Ebert,
synchronized high speed scanning spectrometer 6 focussed into the center of the
shock tube through sapphire windows located 5 cm from the end wall. This
grating instrument utilized an InSb detector and was operated to scan 1.5 pm
in <1 a (a typical test time) with a recolution of 0.1 pa. The spectrometer
was clibrhated with a standard blackbody. The absolute calibration was cross-
checked by measuring the radiation from the CO first overtone bend which
oocurs in the sam spectral region. 5 The test gas was also monitored with an
absolutely calibrated narrow band radiometer consisting of an ISb detector
and a 2.1-2.7 pa bendpass filter. This diagnostic provided both a monitor of
uniformity during the test time, and a separate measurement of absolute in-
band radiance.

Since the analysis hinges upon absolute spectral emission measurements
the CO calibration provides a critical check on the data and its analysis. A
typical measured CO overtone spectrum is shown in Figure 1, compared with a
theoretical prediction. Since the theory for CO is well established the
excellent agre"ant between data and theory demonstrates the systeas ability
to record sapetral band shapes with high fidelity. The measured OD overtone
bandstrongths were also in good agreement with e tation. 5 r

Uniform test times (as defined by the pressure trace) of greater than
I mn behind the retlected shock were rnutinely achieved. 4estured shook pnes-
surse were always within a few percent of the ideal pressur*s, as determined
from the Otnkine-Uugiot conservation equations using the measured Incident
ihock velocity. 7 This velocity ia typically measured to within an accuracy of
It; -the coiresponding tempersture Is t50 K.

Typically radiometer traces exhibited a reflected shock jump, followed by
a slow iucfease, which levels off within 0.5 ms. This incroase in radiation
level was ooorelated with radiation that wee emitted downstream of the obsr-
vatiso vir-•o and reflected by the shock tube wlls. 5 the "ectromter data
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were corrected for this spurious additional signal arising from scattered
light. The correction factor varied between 1.0 and 1.45, the value of 1.35
being typical.

3. DATA

Measurements were performed for reflected shock temperatures between
900 - 3000 K, typically in 20% H2 /80% Ar mixtures. The calibrated signal
given in W/cm2-sr-pm is converted into spectral emissivity by ratioing the
signals to the blackbody function. A typical result is shown in Iigure 2. As
discussed in Section 4 the observed emission is primarily from Q branch
transitions. Also shown is a measurement performed in pure argon under
similar density/temperature conditions. Continuous background radiation was
always observed in the clean argon shots. We corrected the CIE emission
observation for this radiation although its origin was not identified.

In the absence of background radiation the reduced bandstrength can be
deduced directly from the emissivity observations through the relationship

a - (V L p2)- I $v dv , (1)

where v is the band center frequency, 4160 cm- 1 , L is the path
length, 16.2 cm, and p is the gas density in amagats. Note that both H2 and
Ar are collision partners for vibrationally excited H2 . The definition of
Equation (1) is specific to the gas mixture studied and would have to be
corrected by the H2 mole fraction to be compared with a pure gas reduced
bandstrength, i.e., for an H2/Ar mixture

% - (EH) (N2.2 ArAr + U,2,2iE]) (2)

where th.• brackets represent mole fraction and L2 , ir * 0H2,H2 are pire gas
reduced bandstrsngths.

The emission data has been analyzed by means of Equation (1) to provide

:,elues of tha reduced bandstrangth, although the presence of the background
radiation precludes a precise evaluation. Upper and lover limits of a have
boen deduced by either (1) assuming that all the eiassivity within the band
limits is due to CIE, or (2) thel only that radiation above the averagw value
on either side of the peaked region is due to CIE. The resulting evaluation
is shown versus tesperature in Figure 3 where the bars represent the upper and
lover limits corresponding to the two assumptions deascibed above*, and the
symbol represents our best estimate of the correct value.

The filled symbol corresponds to a measurement jjefOred in a 10% H2/90% Ar
mixture which has been a'cl.•d by a factor of two. measurements performed in
50% H2/50% Ar mixtures exhibited higher background than the 20% H2/80% Ar data
and lo•er scaled reduced bendstrengths. This implies that H2 ia a less offi-
cient collision partner titan Ar, an observation borne out by the analysis
provided in the next seotion.

The data point at T-300 K shown in Figure 3 has been evaluated from
EquatiOn (2) using earlier measurements of the pure gas reduced bend-
strengths. 1 Note that the data Qxhibit an order of magnitude Increase in the
H2 CIS bandstrongth as temperature is increased from 300 to 3000 K. The
implications of this variation are discussed below.
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4. ANALYSIS

Van Kranendonk has developed a model to predict the bandstrength and
shape of the H2 CIE spectrum. 3 ,4 This model describes the transient dipole
induced by the collision in terms of a long range induced component due to
quadrupolar induction and a short range component resulting from charge defor-
mation caused by the electron cloud overlap forces. The four parameters in
this model are t and p which are respectively, the strength and range of the
overlap portion of the induced moment, and nY and n2 which are measures of the
strength of the quadrupole interactions of the collision pair, namely nl is
proportional to the product of the quadrupole transition matrix element of
particle I and polarizability of particle 2.

The resulting expression for the reduced bandstrength of the H2 CIE 0-1
band is

2- 2 2- -1 -2()
o "! •XI y + (UI U 2 )J y ; c- -amagat (3)

The quantities I and J are radial integrals for overlap and quadrupolar forces
respectively.

I - 4w 7 a "2(x'l)a/Pgo(x)x2dx (4)
0

"- -8oXxJ-* 12w fx g0 x•~x , (5)

where go is the classical pair-distribution function

go " exp(-V*(x)/T*) (6)

The potential V, intermolecular separation R, and temperature T are
normalized, i.e.,

V* - V/e, x - R/o and T' - kT/W, where o and c are renpectively range and
energy parametero, we use hare the Lennard-Jones potential

V(R) wc t(e/R) 12 - (/) 6 ] (7)

where c/k - 66.6 K and o - 3.17A. 3

The remaining quantities In Expression (3), A, 1, and q are defined in
teors of the above parameters, as described in Reference 3.

In general information it available on the quedrupolar interaction. Thus
this spherical theory can be used in conjunction with measured bandstroengths
to evaluate the parameters describing the overlap interaction. For the case
of HI2-ArE we have used a recent evaluation of the H2 quadrupole m*oent
funotion6 to determine that at room temperature o*43% of the masured H2-Ar
bandatrength of 9.2x10 7 amagat 2-cm"I is duo to the quadrupole interaction.
Te quadrupoa contribution produces Q, 0, and S branch transitions vh&ras
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the overlap induced moment provides only 2 branch transitions and thus the
relative contributions of the two can be discerned by analyzing the band
shape.

The quantity )2 I j for H2-Ar is evaluated to be 5.3x10-7 amagat-2
cm-1 at T-300 K. In the past a value for the parameter p/a has been assumed
to obtain X. For example, in Reference 3 the quantity p/a for H2/Ar colli-
sions was assumed to be 0.145 in analogy with the case for H2-H2 collisions.
Since the integral I is a function of temperature, the present data can be
used to evaluate these two quantities independently.

Predicted values for reduced bandstrengths, assuming Ar to be the
collision partner, are shown in Figure 3 for several choices of the parameter
p/a. These values have been scaled to the room tumperature value of the 20%
H2/80% Ar mix. As can be seen the choice of p/c - 0.145 provides for a much
weaker temperature dependence than observed. A value p/a a 0.08 appears to be
most appropriate. This would correspond to a value of X2 - 9.5x,0. 5 for
.an . . This analysis is approximate inasmuch as th.e cl¢buved radiation is
duamf part to the H2 collision partner. Nonetheless a is less than

_ _at room temperature and is predicted to exhibit a2wker temperature
deieence. Thus the observed radiation is deduced to be due predominantly to
collisions between hydrogen and argon. Note further that the quadrupole
induced moment is predicted to vary only weekly with temperature. Thus the
increase in bandstrength with temperature is primarily the result of overlap
induction. This is in accord with the observation of dominantly Q branch
emission.

This analysis represents the first evaluation of the reduced range of the
overlap induced moment, p/o, from measurements at elevated terperaturee.
MoTaggart and Welsh 9 performed a detailed analysis of the spectral shape of
H2-Ar fundamental absorption b&nd over the temperature range of 77-300 K.
From an analysis of the intercollisional interference dip, a phenomenon not
studied in the present work, they eatimated that p/a-.08 in good agreement
with our results.

We have used these paxameters to predict the spectral shape of the band
at elevated temperatures. The synthetic spectrum wes evaluated on a line-
by-line, including all branches and hot band transitions (V)I). A realistic
line shape function was incorporated1 0 and the iesult convoluted over the
instrument slit function. Such a prediction is shown in Figure 2 and can be
seen to be in good agreement with the data, providing further con•iden* in our
analysis.
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DEVELOPMENT AND CONTROL OF LASER SUSTAINED ABSORPTION WAVES
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The energy coupling between a laser beam and a metal target
is strongly influenced by the presence of plasma above the
target, that may propagate toward the incident beam as an
absorption wave. This paper deals with the control of this
plasma and its aim is to show how the absorption waves
development and propagation are affected by gas jets and by
the pressure of the external ambient and to show how the
energy transmitted to the target is influenced by the plasma
behaviour.
Results from high speed photography and from measurements of
energy absorbed by the target and of backscatterd 10.6 p m
radiation are presented.

1. INTRODUCTION

Since the early 1970, with the development of multikilowatt CO lasers, the
potential of using laser beams for material processing was clearly recognized and
actively pursued. In view of this application, tha interaction of CO2 high power
laser beams with a target material has been a subject of intensive studies during
the past few years (References 1:24).

As a consequence of the material heating by the laser radiation, the surface
starts to emit vapor that expands away from the target. The properties of the
developing flow depend on the initial conditions of the emitted vapor, that in
turn depend, for a given material, on laser intensity and ambient pressure. Due
to the presence of free electyons, the emitted vapor starts to absorb the
incident radiation by inverse bremsstrahlung and, if the heating rate by this
process exceeds the rate of cooling by gasdynamic expansions and by other possi-
ble cooling mpchanisms, the flow temperature will rise and a plasma will develop
in the vapor above the metal and next in the surroundiIg alient. The plasma
ignition threshold radiation intensity, Io, is about 10 W/cm , at atmospheric
external -All pressure. Once ignited, this plasma propagates at subsonic velocity
(if io <.10 W/cm ) along the laser beam, as an absorbing wave, until some mainte-
nance conditions are reached at a distance from the target where losses of energy
by radiation, thermal conductivity and convection are offset by the power absorb-
ed from the incident laser beam. This wave, after remaining for a certain time at
its maximiun distance of propagation from the interaction point, becomes extin-
guished and a new one originates from the target and develps. The frequency of

'I
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this repetitive phenomenon, the dimension of the waves, the mayimum propagation
length from the target depend on many causes, These tre the target material and
its motion, the intensity of the incident lase- bea:n, its spatial distribution
and temporal dependence, the focussing systems and the conditions of the external
environment.

F r an incident radia ion power of about lOkW, the electron number density
(f/cm ) may range from 10 in the external boundaries of the wave to 2 10 in
its core, the corresponding electron temperature ranges from 10,000 K toJ7,000 K
and the corresponding plasma absorption coefficient ianges from 0.1 cm to 0.7
cm (Ref. 5).

The energy coupling between the laser beam and the target material is
clearly strongly dominated by the presence of these absorption waves and by their

behaviour; mainly four effects must be expected:
- the incident lase-r beam is rtrongly absorbed and backscattered by the plasma;
- the incident laser intensity at the focus is lowered by bloc-ming, due to

the fact the beam propagates through a field where a very large electron
density gradient is present;

- the plasma reradiates in the direction of the target energy at much shorter
wavelenr''s, that is more effic__tntly absorbed by a metal target;

- the plý'.. -insmits energy to the target by direct conduction.
As a co,.sequence of these effects the development of laser supported absorp-

tion waves can be at the same time detrimental and beneficial for the energy
coupling between the laser beam and the metal. The efficiency of this couplin9

depends strongly on the frequence of the wave emissions, on the plasma dimension
and on the maximam propagation distance from the target. Therefore, a suitable
control of the plasma above the target is of a great importance in order to

increase the efficiency of the energy transfer to the material.
Moreover, in some applications, as in deep welding, where highly focused

high power laser beams are needed, it is required that the laser energy were
transmitted into the metal in a very narrow region iown below the beam-target
interaction point. This requirement makes even more important the plasma control

operation.
This paper deals with plasma control and its aim is to show how the plasma

development and propagation are affected by gas jets, and by the physical proper-

ties and prcssure of the external ambient and to show how consequently the energy
transmitted to the target is influenced by the plasma behaviour.

2. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

In order to study the plasma behaviour and the consequent energy coupling

between the radiation and the metal, the following measurements were carried outi
- plasma motion by high-speed photography,
- 10.6 pm radiation backscattered by the target and by the volume above the

interaction point,
- energy absorbed by the target.

Dettils of the measurement techniques are reported in References 15,+18,
Two lasers were used for tho experiments, a 15 kW AVCO HPL continuous wave

CO2 laser equipped with a f/7 focussing telescope and t ),5 kW Wectrqt'hysics
continuous wave CO2 laser equipped with a f/4 focussing lens. The spot diameters

2)
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of the two laser beams at the focus are respectively 0.7 mm and 0.5 mm.
The result8 that will be here shown refer to stainless steel AISI 304 tar-

gets, kept in motion at speed of few meters per minute, as during the process of
welding.

The influence of a lateral jet stream of different gases, at different
dynamical pressures, on the laser induced plasma will be first analyzed.

In figures 31-5 pictures selected from the high speed films are reported.
These pictures show absorption waves at the maximum propagation distance, D, from
the target surface, for an incident radiation power of P = 10 kW. In the figures
the flowing gas and its dynamical pressure, q, are indicated. Fig. 1 refers to
the case in absence of lateral jet stream. The averaged plasma life time is
estimated to be, in this case, about 5 ms and the maximum propagation lenght, D,
is about 30 mm. The distance D is measured from the leading edge of the wave. The
influence of the air stream on the interaction region is evident from figures 2,
3 and 4. The luminous vapor emitted by the metal is entrained by the flowing gas,
on the contrary the absorption wave continues to propagate in the direction of
the incident beam. Both the maximum propagation lenght and the wave averaged life
time, become shorter in comparison to the case of Fig. 1. This effect is more
pronunced at increasing values of the dynamical pressure of the air jet.
For q>80 N/m no. propagation of the plasma from the metal is observed.

The main ihfluence oE Lhe transverse ai. flow on the evolution of the absor-
ption wave is probably due to the fact that the wave propagates initially more

easily into the vapor emitted from the metal than in surrounding air. This is
true at least for the experimental conditions of the present results. As a
consequence, the removal of the metal vapor by the flowing air inhibits the
absorption wave to propagate away far the target. Besides this influence, the
wave motion and life time are affected by transverse flows because of two other
causes: removal of heat by convection and introduction of disturbances that may
influence the stability of the plasma.

For the case of gas Helium, two more additional causes must be taken into
account to explain its strong influence on the generation and evolution of absor-
ption waves: the very high value of the ionization potential and the very high
value of the thermal conductivity in comparison with those of the Air. As a
result of these properties, even at the lower value of the dynamical pressure, a
N/m , no waves propagation is observed (Fig. 5), as in the case of air flow at

high velocity.
In Table I some results of the measurements of the total energy absorbed by

the target are reported, a is the ratio between absorbed and incident power.

TABLE I
C

Beam-power g q 2
kW N/m

10 Air 0 0.15
o0 Air 8 0.65

10 Air 80 0.81

10 Helium 8 0.85
10 o lium 8%) 0.74

•pj
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In absence of lateral jet stream the laser-matter energy coupling is very
poor. For low values of the dynamical pressure, the Helium permits a more effi-
cient energy coupling. This result well correlates with Fig. 5, where it is shown
that the absorption wave does not propagate away from the target surface in
presence of Helium. For the high value of q, on the contrary, a better energy
coupling is obtained with a lateral jet flow of Air. This is due to the fact that
the Helium, even if it keeps the plasma on the metal surface, produces an
excessive .ooling effect on the interaction region.

Observing the shapes of the melted bead cross sections, same results are
ob~tained. As an example, in Fig. 6 bead cross sections for the case in absence of
transverse flow and for the case of Helium flowing at q = 8 N/im are compared.
Clearly, keeping the plasma on the target surface, a narrow and deeper
penetration is obtained.

The efficiency of the energy coupling between the laser beam and the target
may be also verified observing the 10.6 pm radiation backscattered from the
interaction region. In figures 7 and 8 time averaged spatial distributicns of
power per unit rilid Ingle, PA, are reported for q = 0 and for the case of Helium
flowing . q = 8 N/m . Assuming cilyndrical symmetry respect to the laser beam
axis, the total backscattered 10.6 pm power may be easily calculated by
integration. The rnsult is that for the case of Fig. 7 Lhe total power backsca.-
tered is about rive times higher than for the case of Fig. 8.

Now some prelim~iuary results, obta-ned controlling the plasma by lowering
the arbient pressure, p, above tha target, will be shown. Experiments have been
perforrad ia the low range of the incident power, keeping the target in a vacuum

chamber and using the Spectra-Physics laser opereted at P = 2 kW. The target
speed is abou- 1.5 m/tain. Th. pictures in figures 9a and 9b refer to the case of
interaction in ambient pressure of '60 Torr, with the chamber filled respectively
of Air (Fig. 9a) and Helium (rig. 9b). Due to the low power of the incident
radiation the plasma does not p;:opagate away from the target. In the case of Pig.

9a a luminous plume is Aisible above the plasma. This plume appears, .'rom the
film, to be very unstable and pr-bably it is produced by the combusti.on of
emitted material from che metal. Looking at the melted bead cross section~s, it
seams that this plume does not influence appreciably the energy transmitted to
the target. Tn Doth cases the melted bead shows the same configuration
characterized by the cup shape (Fiq. 10), due to the presence of the plasma. The
effect of lowering the external pressure is shown in Pij. 9c, where no plasma is
present above the metal; only a ]. tnous spot is v4~sible in correspondence of the
hole. The picture refers to the case of an external pressure equal to ',6 Torr.
Probably, in this case, as a cons-luence of the low external pressure, tae vapor
emitted by the metal expands very rapidly, reaching low temperature aný density,
such that it becomes tranipartnt to the radiation. From Fig. 11 it appears that,
in this case, the melted bead cross section shows a very narrow shape and a very

deep penetration.

3. COMMENTS AND CONCLUSIONS

Results have been givxen showing how the efficiency of the energy coupling
between the laser radiation and a metal is influenced by the development and
propagation of laser sustained ibsorption waves.
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it has been shown how the wave dimension and evolution is controlled by
lateral jet streams at different dynamical pressure, and the distinct behaviour

of Air and He, as flowing gases, has been pointed out.
For the test at 10 kW incident power the highest energy coupling has been

obtained for the case of Helium flowing at q = 8 N/m , when the plasma does not
propagate away from the target.

Preliminary results have been reported showing the effect of the external
pressure on the intaraction phenomena. In the low power range (P = 2 kW) of the
incident laser beam and at an external pressure ot one tenth of an atmosphere,
plasma development has not been observed above the target. It seems that in this
conditions the plasma is confined into the key-hole. In this case the penetration
shape is very narrow and deep.

Due to the high refractivity of metals to the 10.6 pm radiation, certainly
the production of plasma during the interaction is useful to enhance the energy

coupling. Moreover, when the plasma propagates away far from the metal its
shelding character dominates and the energy coupling becomes poor.
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Figures 1-5. Lasr supported absorption waves. P 10 kWi 1. Air q - 01 2
2. Air q 8 N/rn; 3. Air q5  40 N/rn; 4. Air q 80 N/rn 5. He q - 8 N/rn

Figure 6. Bead Figure 7. Backscattered Figure 8. Backscattered
cross sections. 10.6 jk5 power. 10.6 pm power.
P 10kW; P - 10kW P - 10kW 2
a. Air q 01 Air q 0 He q -8 N/

b. He q r.8 N/rn

controlled external ambient.
P 2 kW
a. Air p 760 TorrI Figure 10. Bead cross section. Figure 11. Be~ad cross
b. He p760Torr; P - 2kM P - 2kV, section.

c. Ar p 6 Tor. Ar p 60 Trr.AirP 76 Torr.
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WAVE BEHAVIOUR IN A HIGH AVERAGE POWER

EXCIMER LASER

M.L. Sentis, B.L. Fontaine and B.M. Forestier

Institut de N~canique des Fluides de Marseille, UA 03 CNRS
1, rue Honnorat, 13003 MARSEILLE (France)

An E-beam or X-rays preionised high purity construction Low
turbulence level closed cycle flow rare gas halide laser
called LUX has been developed to study Laser characteristics
at high pulse repetition frequency. Experimental results
obtained on laser energy, discharge stability and acoustic
waves behaviour with this test-bed are presented. With
X-rays prelonisation an average laser power of 150 Watts in
60 ns pulses (FWHM) at 1 KHz has been achieved in burst mode
(50 pulses) with LUX at X = 308 nm from a 70 cm 3 active volume,

2,3 atmospheres pressure Ne/Xe/HC9, mixture for a flow
speed of 50 m/s . The laser efficiency was greater than 1 X.
It is shown that excimer laser average power at high PRF
(04Khz) is much more strongly dependent of gas mixtureelec-
trical excitation parameters and flow characteristics than energy
per pulse at Low PRF. This dependence is attributed to
variation of stable discharge time duration with modifica-
tion of these parameters.

1. INTRODUCTION

Potential applications such as semi-conductor processing, isotope
separation and Long range communications have recently stimulated considerable
interest in thA scaling up of UV and visible wavelength excimer discharge
Lasees to high output energy pulse rate frequency (PRF), and average power
(OL - 0,1 - 1 Kw)(1).However, for further development of these systems,
numerous problems remain to be solved. Among the most important of these pro-
blems related to fluid mechanics and acoustic are :

- laser discharge stability, ;ioticeably when long pulse large volume and high
PRF are considered,

- schemes well fittetd to efficlently deposit, very rapidly and at very high
PRF the needed high specific excitation power and energy,

- laser medium homogeneity ; the time necessary to rocover flow homogeneity
has for consequence a strong lowering of laser beam quality and energy per
pulse at high PfRF.

Low density electron beam and X-rays preionisation schemes proposed and
recently demonstrated (2) (3) represent a very promising alternative to
the well dev2Loped UV preionisation scheme for many applications requiring
high energy per pulse and higit PRF. Advantages of these new preionisation
schemes mainly consist in the possibility to preionise homogeneously a large
volume of high pressure laser mixture at high PRF and to maintain a stable
discharge during several hundredof nanosecondA for Long pulse laser operationtl•

Work supported by French D.R.E.T. and C.E.A.
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Little experimental work has however been fulfilled up to now on the flow and
acoustic behaviour of such high PRF excimer laser systems and in particular
for the case of the very promising XeCk system( 4 )(5). Moreover, it has bepn
shown that average laser power saturates and then decreases at PRF as Low as a
few hundred hertz at constant pulsed input electrical excitation(5)(6)(7)(8).

A programme has been undertaken at IMFM on the study of high repetition rate

(Q1 KHz), long pulse (50-100 ns) avalanche discharge excimer laser preionised
by either a low density E-beam or low density X-rays. A test-bed called LUX
has been constructed. The laser system which is most studied is the XeCI system
(x= 308 nm) with Ne as diluant gas. The IMFM programme includes an experimental
investigation with the LUX test-bed of base-line cavity flow( 9 ), strong
disturbances induced in the active medium, optimum excitation and flow con-
ditions of LUX(10)(11). This programme also comprises numerical modelling of
the laser plasma time behaviour and flow behaviour( 1 2 ) for various condi-
tions.

In the present paper, most recent experimental results obtained at IMFM related
to flow and acoustic waves effects on laser characteristics in a fast flow
closed loop high pulse rate frequency X-rays preionised discharge XeC( laser
with Ne diluant are presented and discussed.

2. LUX TEST-BED

The LUX test-bed mainly comprises a fast flow subsonic closed cycle wind tunnel
and a high average power electrical excitation system.

The 170 liters volume stainless steel Loop already described elsewhere(9 )(1 0)has
been designed to achieve long "life time" of the working mixture, very low
base-line flow turbulence Level and low pressure drop. Provision has been made
for fast damping of acoustic waves, A centrifugal compressor powered by a 4 KW
continuous current motor allows an average flow velocity up to 80 m/s in the
Laser discharge head (2.5 x 30 cm2 cross section).

An experimental study of LUX system base-flow characteristics (withnut electri-
cal excitation) has shown that the flow velocity field is constant within ! 1x
outside boundary !ayerS 3nd that the turbulence intensity (RMS) is equal to
10-3. Density variations outside boundary layers for U 80 ms"1 as measured
by Michelson inte.feromety are inferior to theM6/6 1 t 2,5.10-4 measurement
uncertainty (air, 1 atmosphere).

The electrical excitation system consists in a 100 KW average power pulser
allowing active medium preionisation by either E-beam or X-rays and excitation
by the main discharge both with 1.5 KHz PAF in burst mode (50 pulses)( 9 )(10).
The prelonisation is produced bý a cold cathode gun with 3 x23 cm 2 surface win-
dow controlled by a lead mask. The gun is driven by a 200 KV fast pulse
transformer type pulser energised by use of a 50 KJ - 15 Kv storage capacitor
bank ( 9). In the X-rays mode the system allows to evenly deposit into active
aedium,through a 0.6 mm thick aLuminium window,an X-rays dose up to 50 mrad by
shot in a 300 ns duratiot, pulse at a PAF up to 1500 Hz with good reproducti-
bility and a Low jitter. The X-rays beau is very uniform and the window has a
long Life time.

The main discharge circuit is energised by a 50 KJ - 16 KV storage bank which
charges a main capacitor Cp through a resondnt circuit and a diode (resonant
charging). The diicharge ol the C-L-C type0(O) is controlled by either a
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triggered hydrogen filled spark gap or an hollow anode high power ceramic
thyratron (E.E.V. CA 1572).Typically, the main discharge delivers 2-20 joules of
electrical energy to the active medium at a voltage up to 30 KV. The fig. I shows
a scheme of the C - L - C transfer type circuit which has been used.

The dielectric Laser head of Low inductance (L a 15 nh) allows a useful volume
up to 150 cm3. The very Low inductance of the Laser head is reached by use of
two rows of 6 current returns set symmetrically backward and forward of the
electrodes and separated by 10 cm. The present volume controlled by electrodes
width and Lead mask on gun window is 23 x 1,5 x 2,2 cm 3 for Ne/Xe/HCZ mixture.
The main discharge system permits a PRF of 1.5 KHz with very good reproductibility
of electric characteristics and very Low jitter for discharge self triggering.
The discharge current is I, = 30 000 A in 50 ns FWHM pulse for Vp = 26 KV.

The Laser cavity is of the stable type with long radius mirrors (R = 2 in).

The multicoated electric quartz mirrors are set directly in the Laser head side
walls. Laser energy is extracted through a 50 % transmission mirror.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ON LUX HIGH AVERAGE POWER AND HIGH PRF XeC9 LASER

The following experimental studies related to high average power and high
PRF XeCt laser have been fulfilled with LUX test-bed

- Laser energy per pulse at low repetition rate
- discharge electrical parameters time variation during a pulse and comparison
with numerical results from IMFM circuit modelling programme
- time integrated energy input spatial variations by use of side photographs
of discharge
- density field time behaviour in Laser cavity by use ot Michelson interfero-
metry
- second pulse Laser power and energy v.s. delay after first pulse in double
pulse experiments for various flow speeds
- effect of working mixture composition, PRF and flow speed repetition
rate on Laser energy per pulse and average laser power io bursts of 50 pulses.

For all the experiments reported here, working mixture is Ne/XeHCZ at a
pressure of 1 or 2,3 atmospheres and the electrical parameters are those
reported on fig. 1.

Laser energy dependence with main capacitor voltage Vp for a given set of
conditions and two typical gas mixtures (P = 2,3 atm) in the case of low PRF
is shown on fig. 2. It has been possible to obtain a laser energy per pulse
WL = 290 mJ for a useful volume of 70 cm3 . For these conditions of excitation
compaarison between experimental and calculated values of electrical and laser
pulse time history is given on fig. 3 for Vp = 27,5 KV. The model developed
at I.M. F.M. takes into account the various components of electrical circuit
and time variations of Load impedance due to laser plasma kinetics. Numerical
simulation shows that only 60 % of the electrical input is useful for losing
Q ,e. is added before end of lasing), indicat'ng that present excitation system
is not very welt fitted to redico extra-energy addition to the flow at high

PRF ; this extra energy strongly increases acttiv medium disturbance for a given
extracted laser energy during the first shot and then limits laser average power

Typical snapshoi interferograms at various time delays after excitation for
single pulse conditions are presented on fig. 4. Ne/Xe/HC2 5300/190/10 mixture
at P 1 atm is used and flow speed is 50 *is. Calculated absorbed e'irgy is
Uet =38 Jll. Various phases of density modificati rs and flow clearing are
clearly visible on the interferograms, Noticeably, on photograph taken at
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At = 37 ps, shock and expansion waves induced by energy deposition are clearly
visible. These waves are progressively blown down and at At = 1 ms, density
homogeneity inside laser cavity is sufficient to allow a new laser excitation.
The density time histories at cavity center for flow and no flow conditions are
shown on fig.5 for pure neon. A comparison of measured density profiles with those
deduced from a numerical model developed at IMFM( 12 ) shows that experimental
density profiles are smoother than numerical ones. This difference is attributed
to dissipative processes across entropy surfaces which are'not taken into
account in the model.

Laser energy of a second pulse v.s. repetition rate is shown on fig. 6 for
different values of flow speed in laser cavity for typical conditions. These
results confirm those of the interferometric study and numerical modelling in
the simple case of a double excitation (no resonance). For 1 KHz PRF and
U = 44 ms-l,flow speed is not the Limitation of the Laser energy per pulse.

Pulse to pulse laser energy variation during a burst for Ne/Xe/HC1 5300/50i10,
P = 2,3 atm, Vp = 26 KV, is presented on fig. 7a. This record is obtained by
means of Laser power signal time integration. Time integrated discharge
Luminescence recorded for the same conditions is shown on fig. 7b. This photo-
graph is obtained by use of a camera focused on laser head side through the
Lucitb mirror holder with an off axis angle of = 25 degres. The records of
fig. 7 correspond to the highest laser average power achieved with LUX :
TL = 150 watts for 47 successive shots at 1000J Hz PRF. Variation of Laser

energy from pulse to pulse is very low and much lower than variations reported
in literature for quite similar conditions of flow speed, active volume and
excitation(?)( 8)(131 The missing ;ihots at the burst end allow to evaluate Loss
of energy per pulse induced by the high PRF. Decrease of pulse to pulse laser
energy variation and increase of laser average power obtained in present
experiments compared to others can be attributed to an increase of discharge
stability produced by use of preionisation with higher intensity and duration,
mixture with much lower Xepercentage and laser head design. Photograph of
fig. ?b shows an homogeneous bulk discharge luminosity and hot spots on

electrodes which are aligned in flow direction on well defined lines. These
hot spots are attributed to the presence of transversal waves induced by
interaction of flow and current returns in laser head which may be detrimental.
it is to be noted, on the other side, that these currett roturns allow a tur-
bulent mixing of heated and not heated gas leading to a strong attenuation of
waves reflected on previous heated plasma slug.

Laser energy variations from pulse to pulse in burst mode for various conditions
of flow speed and PRF are presented on fig. 8. while fig. 9 shows a comparison
of these Laser energy variatluns. Foi- 500 Hz PRF (fig. 8a and fig. 9) decrease
of energy is very Low Ind that whatever the mixture and excitation conditions.
Average l~ser power is there typically PL * 80 - 100 Watts- For 1000Hz PRF
good shoot to shoot reproductibility has been obtained with LUX (ftg.?h and
9a) but is much more difficult to reach. Fig. 8b and 8c rmpresent extreme
results achieved with LUX. It appears that mixture composition is very critical
for stable laser output and high average power for a PRF higher than 750 Hz.

4. CONCLUSION

Experimental results obtained with LUX and presented here allow the following

conclusions :

- flow clearing processes have been diagnosed for high speed NeiXeMHCE mixture;
density disturbances time history has been characterized for one putsedouble

pulse and uLttiputses coiditions ; bidlentional phenowena a"d hot spots near
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electrodes have been observed
- an average Laser power of 150 Watts has been obtained at X = 308 nm.%i:th
X-rays preionisation in Long pulses (60 ns) at 1000 Hz PRF from a 70 cmn3

Ne/Xe/HCk active medium at P = 2,3 atm and U = 50 ms- 1 . The decrease of energy
per pulse relative to Low PRF ronditions is particularly low (=20%), for
optimised conditions
- average Laser power is much more dependent of gas mixture, electrical
excitation parameters, fLow homogeneity in Laser cavity and Laser head design
than Laser energy per puLse at Low PRF. Decrease and pulse to pulse fluctuations
of Laser energy after the first shot in a burst at high PRF are attributed to
fluctuations in discharge stabiLity time duration. Discharge stability appears
to be strongly coupled to fLow homogeneity and nature of mixture, noticeably
percentage of Xe and HCZ in Ne/Xe/HCZ mixtures.

These results are very encouraging, however much work remain to be done on high
PRF high average power XeCk Laser mainly in flow and acoustic control, discharge
stability at high PRF and system efficiency for future development of an excimer
Laser system in the class of one kilowatt Laser average power.
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THE EFFECTS Oi- LOW BLOCKAGE IN A BLAST
SIMULATOR AND THL MITIGATION OF THESE EFFECTS

WITH FLARED AND VENTED TEST CHAMBERS

Lynn W. Kennedy and Russell E. Duff

S-CUBED. A Division of Maxwell Laboratories, Inc.
P.O. Box 8243

Albuquerque. NM 87198

In order to investigate the effects of flow blockage on the blast environ-
ment experienced by an object in a shock tube and to determine whether
blockage effects could be mitigated by some simple test chamber modifi-
cations, such as flaring or venting of the chamber wall, a series of two-
dimensional, hydrodynamic, finite difference code calculational experiments
was undertaken. These calculations utilized S-CUBED's version of the
Eulerian hydrod,)de HULL. Flow characteristics for flared and vented test
chambers were .,iipared with those from straight tubes. Simple generic
test model shapes were used. All calculations were performed with a
non-dec-iyir . 3quare wave input.

A serles of more than 20 calculations indicates that, for the conditions
stud' J, the flared test section degrades blast simulator performance in
the .'iffraction phase but improves it during the drag phase of blast
loading. It appears that the influence of flow blockage is less severe
than might have been expected for strong shock waves, in that flow
choking in the transient hydrodynamic processes does not lead to dra-
matic modifications of the flow field during a time equivalent to
13 shock-wave transits across the test object. Some attractive results
were also obtained with perforations in the test chamber to allow a
portion of the gases to escape.

I. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

Large high-explosive experiments are ronduc -d periodically in order to investigate the air
blast effects of detonations. Equipment and facilities are often exposed in these experi-
ments to assess their survivability to air blast. To supplement the free-field testing,
additional experiments are conducted with full size and scaled-down models of the test
items in shock tubes. A problem may arise, however, if the test model is so large that
it significantly blocks the flow of gases In the tube. For test model/shock tube cross
sectional area ratios of more than 10 or 20 percent, flow blockage may perturb the flow
around the model to the extent that test results are Invalidated or at least rendered
questionable.

It has long been recognized that any object placed In a shock tube will obstruct the
cross sectional area of the tube and hence modify the late-time flow field developed
around the object. The problem can be alternatively understood In termnr of waves
reflected fromn the object, which travel to the walls of the tube, reflect ti~ere and return
to tht object, thus generating a flow field which is different from that which would be
experiencd in a free field environment.

A number of calculations of the quantitative influence if blockage in a particular con-
figuration have been made. primarily by Ethridge. et.al," ", Lottero. et.al.3, and Wortman
and Lottero . Experimenta, investigations have been mude by Amann . Calculations by
Duff. Northrop and Pierce'. have looked at the possibility of flaring the test section of
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the tube so as to preserve the flaw area and thereby minimize choking, which would
otherwise occur at the corstricted, or blocked. section. The calculations which comprise
the present study extend this earlier work and investigate several of the relevant
variables.

The fundamental idea in the flared concept is the following. In a quasi-one-dimensionat.
steady flow, the hydrodynamic variables are functions of area. It is well known that
subsonic flow conditions approach sonic values as the flow contracts. If a flare is
installed such that the crass-spr -,al area at the test chamber (with the test object in
place) is the same as the area upstream from the test chamber, to first approximation
blockage effects would be eliminated. The calculationm investigate the influence of flare
shape on the forces developed on a test object in a flared or unflared chamber. Addi-
tionai calculations considered the effects of wave strength and obstacle shape. but space
limitations have prevented the inclusion of any of these latter results here.

Ii. CALCULATIONAL CONFIGURATION

The HULL hydrodynamic code was used for all of the calculations in this series. HULL
is a pure-Eulerian finite difference code which is fully second-order accurate except ;n the
mass-transport phase. HULL, originally developed at the Air Force Weapons Laboratory.
has been extensively validateci and is used in a production mode for calculations of this
type. This series of calculations was run in two-dimensional cylir lrical geometry with
the axis of symmetry running lengthwise in the tube. The configurat!on is illustrated in
Figure 1, which is a pressure contour plot irom one of the calculations. The left verti-
cal axis is the axis of symmetry and the incident shock is moving upward. The test
sample and the flared tube wall are shown.

A total of 21 calculations were completed. but only five of these are discussed here.
Zoning for all calculations was identical, w'!h 5-cm zones in the radial direction and 20-
cm zones in the longitudinal (vertical) direction. Variations in shock-tube radius, flare
configuration and test object shape were incorporated for the different calculations. Long
duration, non-decaying shock waves at 30 psi. were introduced in the lower (upstream)
part of the tube 3nd allowcd to flow upward into the flared region and over the test
object. Shock conditions were fed in at the lower boundary to maintain the flat-topped
wave. The ends of the tube. as defined by the calculational Rrid, were sufficiently
remote that reflections from the ends could not perturb the flow field during the time of
iaterest.

The test obje" shape Is shown In Figure 2. It should be kept In mind that this shape
becomes a cylindrical disk when rotated about the axis of symmetry. Dimensions of the
object are given In the figure. and the lettered points Indicate positions at which
pressure-time histories, to be presented later, are given.

The :,ve shock tube configurations discussed here include the reference case (2 percent
blockage), the standard" flare, the square flare, the straight tube, and the vented
straight tube. The last four, at 30 percent blockage ratio, are shown in Figure 3. The
30 percent blockale figure actually applies only to the straight tube. For the flared
configurations, the radius of the flare was adjusted so that cross-sectional tube area at
the flare, with the test object in place, was equal to cross-sectional area upstream and
downstream from the test object. For the 10 percent (for lack of space, resuite from
the 10 percent blockage calculations have not been included) and 2 percent (reference
configuration) blockage ratios, the tube and flare radii were increased, but the above
rules about cross-sectional areas were retained. Obviously, the 10 percent and 2 percent
blockage ratio cases had much shallower flares than the one shown In Figure 3. The
vented atraight tube was the same as the straight tube, except that It incorporated a
one-zone (20-cm) hole In the tube wall at sample center.
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The calculations in each case were run from a time set arbitrarily to 1 msec until
50 msec. At 1 msec. the shock was just upstream from the beginning of the flared
section. The 30 psi shock struck the test object at about 5 msec in each case. The
total calculation time. 49 msec. represents about 13 sFbock transit times across the
object for the 30 psi shock. The time is sufficiently long that we are well into the
"drag" phase of the test object response.

Ill. RESULTS

The comparisons presented will be for the 30 psi, 30 percent blockage ratio results.
using the rectangular test sample. This high pressure, high blockage ratio regime
exaggerates the effects of blockage and is the one in which the most interest has been
shown. For this series the 2 percent blockage ratio case is used as a reference. It
comes very close to the free-field, or unblocked, configuration. Results from the straight
tube, the vented straight tube, the standard flare, and the square flare are compared
with the reference configuration.

Result- are presented in terms of "net force" and "top force" versus time on the test
object. For this analysis, the rectangular test object is considered to be a half cylinder
resting on a flat floor in a semi-cylindrical shock tube. The net force at a given time
is just the difference in forces on the front (shock-facing) and back faces in the axial
direction. The forces are computed by integrating pressure levels at a given time over
the test object surfaces. The top force is the vertical force tending to hold the object
to the floor of the tube. This is derived from the radially inward force calculated In
the axisymmetric representation by trigonometric resolution of this force over the cyiin-
drical surface, keeping only the vertical component. The expressions used to calculate
net and top forces are:

Fnet (t) = Pi (t) - r Pj (t) dAj

The I index indicates summation over stations on the front of the sample and the j
index Is for stations on the back. P is the recorded pressure for the station.

dAi = dAj = -E - r,2

i1ere r. and r are the outer and inner radii of the ring element in which the ith or
J station is Mi3ated. Note that the area element Is only half of the ring.

F top(t) = E; Pt. (t) dAt

where the L Index is for those stations at the top of the sample.

dAp = 2R1 (ht - hg. 1 )

h and h_ are the axial coordinates of the edges 1f the cylindrical element on which
A stato•ls located. This area element is that parallel to the floor plane. Rs Is the
sv'-np, radius. For this series of calculations. a station for monitoring pressure time
histories was located in each zone adjacent to the test object.

The .- .rce and top force results for the four tube configuratIons are compared
against thr reference configuration In Figures 4 and 5. As can be seen, the net forces
in the two straight tube configurations (vented and tunvented) are identical to those
from the reference up until about 18 msec. when they rise to a higher value because of
the blockage. The flared tube configurations depart from the reference retcrd earlier,
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but oscillate about a value which is closer to the reference at late times. The effects
of blockage are also apparent in the top force records. Flared tube walls do not seem
to help much here. In fact, the vent configuration seems best for ensuring
correspondence of reference and blocked top force records.

Some individual station records. at points on the test object indicated in Figure 2, are
given in Figure 6. Records from each station are compared for the five calculations.
Flares provide some improvement in records from the front surface (Stations A and C)
but back (Stations B and D) and top (Stations E and F) records do not compare as
well with the eeference case as does the straight tube result. The top surface
correlation is somewhat improved by the vented configuration.

The calculations provided an enormous amount of information and specific results for
the cases studied. Space limitations do not allow the inclusion of more of them here.
but a more extensive set is provided in Reference 7.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

A number of conclusions were reached as a result of this study, not all of which are
obvious from the limited results presented here. It is worthwhile, however, to present
in statement form those conclusions which the authors consider to be most important
to blast simulator designers and experiment planners.

First, calculations of the sort presented here provide a great deal of insight into the
nature of the flows to be expected in a blast simulator. They can be performed quickly
and are relatively inexpensive. Insofar as they adequately represent reality and insofar
as a credible two-dimensional approximation can be defined for a case of interest, such
calculations can be very valuable in data interpretation from shock tube tests which, by
their very nature, must deviate from free-field conditions. The calculations can also be
very valuable in designing the simulation experiments so as to maximize the anticipated
data return.

Flow blockage In a simulator is an Important perturbation to a flow field. However.
even In the case of a 30 psi blast and a 30 percent blockage for a steady non-decaying
wave, blockage is no more than a perturbation. It Is not the dramatic modification
which is suggested by the concept of a choked flow. The qualitative features of tile
late-time loadings seem independent of whether not sonic condlitions are predicted In
steady state theory.

A test section flare appears useful, particularly for drag sensitive targets, but it does
not solve all blockage problems. Additional geometric configurations might be profitably
investigated. Perforations In the vicinity of the test chamber also appear beneficial to
simulator performance, particularly if interest centers on forcwe at the top or back of the
test objoct.

The calculations performed have illustrated the influence on simulator performance of
blockage, mid have shown how the basic flare concept nnd several vatiants of flare
geometry and test section venting can be used to rmltigate these effects. It appears
that, to match particular sets of requirements, a combination of test section geometric
factors might be chosen. It is the opinion of the authors that a large blast simulator
could be designed with blockage ratios of up to 30 percent anticipated for the largest
test objects, if provisions are Included to permit geometric options such as adjustable
flares and vents in tho test chamber.
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STUDY OF MAM REnECTION IN PWt'A PUATES

A. Henckels; K. Takayama and H. Grbnig
Sto&fellenlabor, REVM' Aachen, W. Germany

The intention of the present work has been to study the ge-
neration of Mach reflection in solids, using PMMA plates
loaded by detonation waves created by small pellets of ex-
plosives. Two pellets were located within a short distance
inside the plate and fired simultaneously. Thus two circular
wave fronts were generated showing an oblique shock reflec-
tion on the symmetry axis between the explosives. A ruby
laser stroboscope together with a rotating mirror camera al-
lowed the observation of this reflection process. Picture
series with frequencies up to 250 kHz were taken. Mach re-
flection phenomena could be recognized on the shadowgraphs.
In addition vo this the pressure profile of a wave could be
measured by using PVDf foils. To confirm the possibility of
Mach reflection in the experiments a shock polar analysis
for PMMA had been performed. The transition curve from regu-
lar to Mach reflection could be calculated with the detach-
ment criterion and was comrpaed with foil gauge measurements
of the wave pressure.

1. INODCIO

At higher pressure loading a solid tends to behave like a fluid. It is
therefore interesting to coopte the wave propagation process in solids with
that in fluids. one question in connection with this problm is the appearance
of nonlinear wave propagation effects. Recently Holl et al. studied shock wave
propagation in water and observed the Mach reflection in their experiments. It
is the main goal of the present paper to prove the occurrence of the Mach ef-
fect in a solid like PMMA similar to that in a fluid.

To generate a Mach stem in PMMA wave pressure amplitudes muast be much
higher than those in a fluid. So the first question is how to produce longitu-
dinal stress waves of high intensity. In the past years there has been a number
of experiments done at the Sto~wellenlabor of the RWTH Aachen to produce
stress waves of high amplitudes in PMMA plates by wave focusing2 . Figure 1
shows an interferogram of a semi-circular plate loaded by the plane reflected
huck wave generated in a shock tube. One can recognize a focusing spot of a

longitudinal pressure pulse after the reflection of the wave at the plate boun-
dary. It was found that the energy lose of the travelling pulse due to the
reflections at the plate side walls prevents the wave amplitude from reaching
values sufficient to prodoe observable Mach effett* in the focus area.

The loading of PtMA plates by detonation wave" created by wmall pellets of
explosives presents an interesting method for the generation of stronger pres-
sure waves. Figure 2 shows an interferogram taken 12 pit after ignition of the
explosive. The simultaneous detonation of two pellets iv used in this pqer to
confirm the appearance of Mach reflection as sen in Fig. 3. The propagation of
two circular wave fronto shows an obliqe shoA reflection over a wedge of the
variable angle I depending on the shock front radius r dte W tthe symmetric
arrangeoet. simriar to experiments in games a transition from regular to Mach
reflection may be observed in the W4MA plate.

2. LGPSUf2TAL FACLITIES

Kre thicneus of the used PK4A plates was 10 mm to obtain sufficient men-
sitivity and good transpartecy for opti.a•l visualization of the wave prpaga- .
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tion process. One or two pellets of about 30 mg PETN were placed inside a hole
drilled in the plate, and fixed by a two-cý ent adhesive. The ignition of
the pellets was achieved by an exploding wire connected to a high voltage capa-
citor of 2.5 kV. After the explosion of the detonator a primary longitudinal
pressure pulse of circular symmetry was travelling through the plate and re-
flected several times at both plate surfaces.

Due to the high longitudinal wave speed of 2770 m/sec in PMMA it was ne-
cessary to use gauges of very high time resolution to measure the normal stress
of this primary pulse. Therefore, pressure gauges consisting of PVDF foils
(24 ym thickness) were applied. These foils, coated with aluminum on both
sides, were also cemented into the plates. Their output signals could directly
be measured by an oscilloscope (Fig. 4). Knowing the capacity of the gauge and
its connecting wires quantitative pressure measurements were possible with a
time resolution up to aborat 100 MHz.

In addition to the foil gauge measurements the sketched optical arrange-
ment (Fig. 5) was used for observing the wave propagation process. The light
source consists of a ruby lafr stroboscope switched by a high speed Pockels
cell. Series of 1 to 2.5 x 101 frames per second - shadowgraphs as well as
interferometric pictures - were taken using a rotating mirror camera. To avoid
damages to the optical system the PMMA plates with the explosives were located
in a steel tank with specially protected observation windows.

3. GAUGE MEASLIEEMN RESULTS

To determine the strength of the primary longitudinal wave pulse, foil
gauge measurements were accomplished at different distances from the center of
explosion. One example of a stress record is shown in Fig. 6. In the lower part
of the figure a sectional drawing of the plate is presented. Some of the cha-
racteristic points found by geometrical construction of several reflections at
the plate side walls coincide with peaks of the stress record shown in the
tper part of this figure. Behind the primary longitudinal puIse a second steep
wave mplitude is generated due to transversal wave reflection indicated by the
dashed line. The decay of the primary stress amplitude depending on the radius
r of the circular wave front is given in Fig, 7. Because of small differences
of the pellet mass there is a range of scattering aroun the appoximation
line.

4. SW" IUM ANALYSIS

To confirm the possibility of Mach reflection in the experiments a shock
polar anlysis for PKMA has been perforuwd. Therefore, the oblique shock wave
relations were solved by using an equation of state instead gf the energy equa-
tioa. The equation of state was obtained from available data and found to have
a similar form in the low presamre region as the Tait equation for liquids. The
best fit curve for the "erimental values of PMMA is given by

B00

Vhere B - 2.23 Wa.

Figure 8 shows a shock polar for a very weak u1.ock of Mach nwmber HN 0 1.001.
The polar of the incident shock is drawn as wel I as three polars of the ref lec-
ted shock for dif f -rent wedge a"lea. ?br determination of the transition from
regquax- to Mach reflection the detachmet criterion can be used. In the given
example of r'ig. 8 the transitio from req4ax' to Mach reflection oVars at a
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wedge angle of 0 = 2.3°.
By the help of a number of such shock polars the transition curve in Fig.9

can be found as a function of the incident shock strength, i.e. the prermsure p,
and the wedge angle Ow .

The wedge angle Bw obtained in the experimental setup as shown in Fig. 2
is given by the geometrical relation

ro
Ow = arc sin •(2)

The normal stress 011 of the incident shock is then found from Fig. 7 as a
function of the shock front radius. Reducing this normal stress of the longitu-
dinal wave to a hydrostatic pressure pH and combining it with the geometrical
relation above, the measured pressure strength can also be drawn in Fig. 9
(shown as dashed line). The range of scattering of the wave strength is dotted.
The diagram verifies measured pressure amplitudes to be in the Mach reflection
region below the transition curve for small wedge angles Ow. At a wedge angle
of about #w - 60 the average strength of the explosive is sufficient to gene-
rate a Mach stem. If the detonators are placed in a distance of ro = 4 mm from
the axis of symmetry oae will find the transition point in a distance of about
40 mm from the explosive centers.

5. OBEWTION OF MAC REL• ION

To verify the idea given in the section above, shadowgraphs of the de-
scribed experiment were taken. Figures 10a and 10b cxnfim the developexent of a
Mach stem. Both photon show the region of 40 to 60 mm distance from the ex-
ploaives, which can not be seen in the pictures, but are located below in the
extermion of the two vertical marks. On the left hand shadowgraph the two pri-
mary longitudinal wave pulses penetrate each other nearly as ideal circles. 10
Us later L dark straight line indicatinq the Wch stem is recognized on the
axis of symmetry as shown on the right hand side shadowgraph. The development
of Mach reflection in this experiment was found to be in good agreement with
the transition calculated above.

The Mach stem can be found also in the pwasure foil gauge rword by a
sudden initial pressure rise. Figure lla shows a wave pressure recnrd of a
single explosive. The presMire recordin Fig. lib shown the pressure history
caused by the Mach stem for comparison. it points out a remarkable first pves-
sure rise due to the Mach stem and a higher maximal amplitoLe of the whole wave
train.

6. OUNCUSIM

Fbr describing nonlinear wake proeagation phenomena in aol id* it acems
possible to une similar equation. to those known from gas d4yAmics. The predic-
tions made Ly using a shock polar for PMM for instance was helpful to eoofirm
the Mach reflection experiment described in this paper. it- appearance of a
Mach stem in the thadowgraph shws the similarity between shocAk wawe in fluids
and waves in high pessure loaceI solids.
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SHOCK WAVE ASPECTS OF DYNAMIC POWDER COMPACTION

N.W.Page
Department of Mechanical Engineering

University of Queensland. St.Lucia,Q.4067 Australia

A shook wave analysis is applied to dynamic powder compaction
initiated by a piston impacting onto powder contained in a die. The
shook wave equations directly relate the pressure and particle
velocity in this method of compaction. However, some measure of
independent control over these quantities is shown to be possible by
exploiting multiple shook reflections in the powder, but higher piston
energy is needed to achieve this control. For a powder desca-ibed by
the Kawakita equation of state it is also shown that shook reflection
at powder/surface interfaces is dominated by the geometrical mean
impedance of the powder (based on incident and reflected states) in
relation to the impedance of the reflecting surface.

1. INTRODUCTION

Them are ,any methods available to oonsolidate metal powder's into solid
formsa. A dynamic method which lends itself to fundamental studies of the
compaction mechanism is one in which a high speed piston is impacted onto the
powder using an apparatus like that shown in Fig.l. High pressure gas from the
reservoir is used to accelerate the piston down the launch tube. When the
piston impacts onto the powder, two stress waves are generated - one
propagating back along the piston and one in the powder causing compression.
During this process the powder can be treated as a continuum and the wave
propagating through it can be treated as a plane shock wave like that
experienced in any other compressible substances. For simplicity, the
subsequent wave motion will be described in terms of the simplest compaction
geometry, one in which the powder is compressed into a cylindrioal billet. In
this case the shook wave in the powder can be repeatedly reflected between the
back of the die and the front of the piston (Fig.2). This process can occur
many times so that very high presures can be bu.lt up in the powder with
correspondingly high compression. The basic method of operation has been
described previously 1.

This paper describes a study of this method of dynamic powder compaction
from the point of view of how the operational parameters, such ts piston
material, piston velocity and other material choices influence the compaction
process. Unlike conventional quasi-static compaction , there is a direct
onn0m4tion between pressure and powder velocity during this dytiamio compaction;

a shook wve processes the powder to a higher pressure state with corresponding
particle velocity. Previous workers 4, 8 have conceotrated on tailoring the
method to maximirAe compaction pressures and densities in very simple compact
sbapes in which powder velocity effects were relatively unimportant. However
there are %any applications in industry involving powder compaction in complex
dies oontaining chanes of cross-section. In applications like these, powder
wlooity is important in determining the uniformity of compact properties in
the vicinity of changes in die geometry. The problem is particularly severe
in dynamic compaction since partial reflection of the incident shook wave
from, for exuple, rmductions In die section, would momentarily cause very
large velocity differences across the powder cross-section. In this work
then, ways of independently controlling presasure and particle velocity are
investigated. Signitioant features in this problem are the stronoth of the
primary shook, the reflections that oocur at the die and piston faces and the
total time available for compaction. These will now be treated in turn.
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2. PRIMARY SHOCK STRENGTH

Following Raybouldt, the one-dimensional momentum and mass continuity
equations can be applied to the waves initiated on piston impact. Assuming
the pressure in the powder ahead of the shook is zero, the pressure behind the
primary shook in the powder is given in implicit form by

P2 pp 2(u,(pl - P2/ppOp) 2 /(P2-Pl) (1)

where P is Lhe pressure, p the apparent density, u the particle velocity, a
the sound speed and the subscripts according to the notation shown in Fig.2
with p referring to the piston quantities. An equation of state is also needed
to link the pressure and density. A number of such relations have been
reported$. That due to Kawakita is valid for the loading phase of quasi-
statically compacted metal powders $.I and can be written as

P/Pc = (l+bP)/(l+abP) (2)

where p0 is the initial bulk density, a is the ratio of the initial free
density of the powder to that of the solid from which it is made and b is an
empirical constant representing the powder stiffness. For the present purposes
it will be assumed that this equation is also valid for dynamic compaction.
Equations 1 and 2 lead to a cubic equation in P which generally yields 3 real
solutions. One is negative and hence physioalli unrealizable, one is a
"vstrong' shook solution with pressures well beyond those observed and the
third is a "weak" shook solution with pressures consistent witk observed
behaviour. It will be this third solution which will be used in the
subsequent discussion.

In equation 1, the second term in the bracket represents the velocity of
the material in the piston measured with respect to that in its unstressed
state. In general this is much smaller than u an consequently, the
pressure generated on impact (P2 ) has an almost quadratic dependence on the
impact velocity. This is shown in Fig.3 for the particular cases of steel and
PVC pistons, both impacting onto iron powder. The curves in Fig.3 were
calculated using values for a and b taken from Ref.3.

The physical properties of the piston material also affect the strength
of the primary shock. PVC and steel have strongly oontrastiug properties in
this context (Table 1) and hence are useful for comparative purposes here.
The impedance shown in Table I is the acoustic impedance (po) which would
approximate the shook impedance at stress levels below the yield strength.

It can be seen from equation I that the strength of the shook generated
on impact depends on the impedance of the piston material. There is about a
20 fold differenco in the impedances of PVC and steel shown in Table 1.
Comparing the results in Fig.9 generated by pistons made from these two
materials impacting at the same velocity, this difference in impedance is seen
to cause about a 50% difference in P . However, when the results for the two
pistons are compared with the same esergy and compaction time, the lighter PVC
is superior despite the higher Impedonoe of the steel piston. Thus, if the
highest peak pressures are required, it is best to operate with a light piston
at high speed even though such A piston might not have a particularly high
impedance.

The particle velocity behind the rrimary shook is high and using the eam
approach as for equation 1, can be shown to be given by

u2 - |P2(P2-Pl)/0Pl•]v (3(3s)

This together with equation 2 yields an expression for the velocity in terms
of P2 . Fij.4 illustrates the relationship for the case of iron powder.
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Clearly, the strategy of producing high primary shook strengths by using high
piston impact velocities also produces high particle velooities. One approach
to simultaneously achieving high pressures with low particle velocities is to
use lower primary shock strengths and to expoit the multiple shook reflections
that take place between the two powder boundaries.

3. REFLECTED SHOCK STRENGTH

(a) At the Die
For simplicity, the bottom of the die was assumed to be compriaed of an

infinitely long rod of the same section as the powder and made from linearly
elastic material. Using a one-dimensional model for shook reflection from the
powder/die interface, the momentum and mass continuity equations together with
the equation of state give the pressure after reflection as

Prd. - 1Pi + Pmc i uIl/El + PRON I (Pdod)] (4)

where p a - 46 p o and the variables take their usual meanings. The
subsoritsmi and r kf•r to the states behind the incident and reflected waves,
ma the geometric mean, and d. the die. Again a cubic equation in the
reflected shook strength (P -P.) is obtained if the densities and sound
speeds are re-written in teos of the pressures from the equation of state.
From equation 4, the strength of the reflected wave is seen be maximized by
maximizing the impedance of the die compared with the geometric mean of that
in the powder. Numerical results for P are also shown in Fig.3 for the
oases of steel and PVC pistons impacting onto iron powder. A considerable
enhancement of pressure can be seen to be a result of this reflection.

A similar analysis shows that the particle velocity behind the reflected
wave is given by

urd " Pr/Pdod (5)

For a given die material then, the particle velocity depends on the strength
of the incident wave, Also, the higher the impedance of the die material, the
lower is the partiole velocity behind the refleoted shock.

(b) At the Piston
After reflection from the back of the die, pressures are very high but

particle velocity small. This reflected wave Is in turn reflocted from the
piston. Using the same method of analysis as in (a), the pressure developed
at this reflection can be shorn to be given by

P W ( Ip + Pnam (UpI-ui)]II + Pm°am / (ppop)) (6)

with the same notation as beforoe. Once again, this equation reduces to a
cubic in P "P if the densities and sound spe"ds are re-uritten in teor of
preseure b6PN-lns of equation 2,

In a similar way to that found above for reflection at the die bases
equation 6 Ahows that the reflection at the piston faee is oontroll*d by the
sean Impedance of the powder compared with that of the piston material. The
iedanoe of the pistoa matorial sould be malamrid to maximize the reflected
wave str*ngth. Sowever, there i a conflict here iu that, a piston material

* of low density is desirable to maximite piston velocity and hence primary
shoMk strength for Siven reservoir pressure energy. But the sound Aped and
henoe the impedance is typically low in low density saterials leading to
wufavourable reflection characteristics. It a low density piston aatarlal is
used, the nean powder impedance could equal or oed that or the platon in
&tiah case the denominator in equation 6 quickly grows so that the weflected
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wave is of lower strength than the incident wave. The seriousness of this
problem can be seen by comparing the impedances of possible piston materials
shown in Table 1 with the impedance of iron powder. This, based on equation
2, is a linear function of pressure as shown in Fig.5. Considering a PVC
piston, the powder would have a higher impedance than the piston at the
relatively low pressure -.if about 150 HPa. For mean powder impedances higher
than this, the particle velocity, given by

Urp - UPI - Prp/p cp (7)

is negative i.e. the unloading process has begun.

(0) Repeated reflection
In the absence attenuation or reflected waves from within the piston or

the die, the reflection events described in (a) and (b) above would be
repeated continuously. The u&3 of this repeated reflection to control the
pressure and particle velocities independently will be illustrated for the two
contrasting oases of a PVC piston with an impact velocity of 260 m/a and a
steel piston with an impact velocity of 120 ma/s, both impacting onto iron
powder. Pressures and velocities up to and including those at the first
reflection from the face of the piston are shown in Table 2. During
unloading, it was assumed that the powder would unload linearly and
tangentially from the point of maximum pressure on the equation of state for
loading, This was the basis for calculating the powder state 4 with the PVC
piston. the only state in Table 2 affected by unloading. In this reflection
event, the mean impedance of the powder is higher than that of the piston
material and thus, the wave reflected back from the piston face is tensile -
the unloading phase has commenced.

Of importance here is that the peak pressure developed over the time
scale shown was about 860 HPa in both cases. With the high speed PVC piston
this was achieved with Just one reflection from the die base. In contrast,
the shock wave originating from the slower steel piston required two
reflections to reach this anplitude. In terms of the powder flow velocities,
the important difference batween these two cases is that this pressure was
achieved with a such lower peak particle velocity (118 ros) for the steel
piston compared with that for the PVC piston (177 */a).

4. O0PACTZION TIM

8o far attention ha been fixed on wave motion in the powder cnly. There
are also wave reflections in the piston and die. The most important of these
is the wave system in the piston since it Is the most difficult to control.
On ispnat there is a oompreasive wave propagating back throuh the piston
(Fig.2). This is reflected as a tonile veve from the free surface of the
piston and contributes to the unloading process when it arrives back at the
pieton/powder lnterTac&. The time between piston Impact and the arrival back
at the literface of this unloading wave is a characteristic %ompootion
tim ". It Is desirable to maxialie the number of refleotions producing
incrlea.d oapressive stress befo•e the arrival of this unloading wave. At
the very least, the oomoaction tim ehould not be It" than the time for the
primary shock and tbh first reflected shock to pass tbrough the powder.
Applyig om'e-dimosnaioa aboak wae analysis a"in. ts traalates into the
r4quiV41nt that

%1 02 t2 P2
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where L is the piston length, x1 the initial depth of the powder and the
other symbols as defined previously. The minimum piston length required is
therefore dependent on all the shook initiation and reflection events
desoribed above. However, for given powder and impact conditions, the wave
speed through the piston determines the minimum pirton length.

As in section 3(b), a conflict can be seen here in the ideal requirements
for the piston. The large impedance necessary to maximize pressure gain by
reflection requires a high sound speed and high density (Table 1). But a high
sound speed means that the piston must be long to gain a satisfactory
compaction time to take advantage of the favourable reflection character-
istics. The longer the piston, the heavier it is and the lower is the impact
velocity and hence primary shook strength for a given reservoir pressure. To
achieve the necessary high pressures in the powder by means of repeated
reflections, heavier pistons must have a higher kinetic energy on impact.
This can best be illustrated by calculating the energy requirements for the
two oases shown in Table 2. For the same compaction time, necessary to
develop the same peak pressure, the ratio of steel piston length to that for
PVC is 3.25. The kinetic energy on impact will be proportional to the product
of density, length and the square of the velocity, Thus, for the cases shown
in Table 2 the kinetic energy of the steel piston would need to be 3.91 times
that of the PVC piston.

5. ODNCLUSIONS

Very large pressures can be developed in powdered materials using a
relatively light and simple apparatus employing the shook wave generated
when a projectile (piston) impacts onto the powder. Further enhancement of
the pressure can be achieved by utilizing reflections of the shook wave .

For powders conforming to the [awakita equation of state, these shook
reflections depend on the relative magnitudes of the impedance of the
refleoting surface on the one hand, and the geometric mean powder impedance on
the other. If the refleoting surface has a higher impedance, reflection
causes further powder compression but if the refleoting surface impedance is
lower. the refleoted wave is an unloading wave.

The peak pressure and peak particle velocity can be independently
controlled by appropriately exploiting the wave nature of the pressure
build-up in the powder. The peak velocity can be minimized by tayloring the
operat ion so that the peak pressure is built up by means of repeated shook
reflections. The ability to take advantage of this mechanism is limited by
the length of the piston. In practical terms this translates into a
requirement for higher piston energies coMpared vitb those necessary for a
light high speed piston producing the same peak pres"ure.
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TABLE I SOME PROPERTIES OF PISTOs MATERIALS

material Density Sound Speed Impqda~os
(k ) (rn/8' (kg/ms)

Polyvinylohloride (rigid) 1390 1590 2.2 x 10l
Steel 7870 5160 40.6 x 106

TABLE 2 CONDITIONS AFTER REPEATED WI•CK REFLECTIOI!S

Piston up P2  u2  P3  u3  P4  u

(um/) (MOa) (/as) (MPa; (Wn/a) (lPa) (sas)

PVC 260 184.1 176.6 838.3 U2.12 596.7 -10.05

Steel 120 97.65 117.6 347.2 E.542 855.8 98.95
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MICROSCOPIC SIMULATIONS OF SHOCK PROPAGATION IN CONDENSED MEDIA:

COMPARISON BETWEEN REAL TIME AND FREQUENCY DOMAINS*

A. M. Karo, J. R. Hardy,** and H. H. Mehlman
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

Livermore, California 94550

**Behlen Laboratory of Physics, University of Nebraska
"Lincoln, Nebraska 68588

Computer molecular dynamics (CMO) is now recognized as a
very powerful technique for examining the microscopic
details of a wide variety of chemical and physical
phenomena, including the shock-induced fast decomposition
processes that characterize the shock-initiation of
energetic materials. The purpose of the present paper Is
to describe some results obtained by new methods of post
processing of C14D data. First we present a pictorial
history of a canonical system which is bonded with
identical potentials and has identical atomic masses. We
then present Fourier transforms of the energy components of
different units judiciously chosen to show the "frequency
fingerprint* of the shock impact and passage through
specific units of the system, including, e.9., the behavior
of spilled fragments.

To complement these studies, we also display the behavior
of our canonical system when defects (point or line) are
present. In these studies we monitor the motion of diatoms
above and below a line defect consisting of heavy masses.
The Fourier transform techniques provide optimum compromise
histories which present neither too such nor too little
detail.

1. I,4TRDUCTION.

Of the three/four states of matter: solid, liquid and gas/plasm, the
last differs far wore radically from the first two than the first two do from
etch other. The primary difference, frm which all others largely spring, is
thtt of density or volume/particle. Mille this is essentially unchanged at
the solid-liquid transition, at the liquid (or solid)-gas transition the
volume/particle ratio increases by many orders of magnitude (at least by 105
and often by far more). Consequently, the zero order theoretical approximation
Is that of an assembly of largely non-interacting free particles (the "ideal
gas'). This has the consequence that workers dealing with shock phenomena In
gases recognize, either explicitly or implicitly, that there are fundamental
I Imitations on the continuum hydro-codes used to model hydro&ynamic phenomena,
and that shock fronts are beyond those limits. As a consequence of this
realizationa, the shock is regarded as a discontinuity about which hydro-codes
can say essentially nothing and is simply modelled by Imposing the Hugoniot
jump conditions across the shock front.

MR •rkpeRfofmeda V F e auspices of the U. S. Department of Energy by the
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory under contract nuber W-7405-ENG-48
and under the auspices of the Office of Naval Research.
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The recognition of this limitation stems from a proper understanding of
gaseous behavior which acknowledges that thermodynamic concepts, such as
pressure and temperature, can only be defined for regions large compared with
the mean free path of molecules in the gaseous phase. Since shock fronts
arise from non-linearities in the basic (Navier-Stokes) equations, they will
automatically steepen until their width is at the mean free path limit. Thus
the front is recognized as a special region whose full understanding can only
be achieved by a detailed examination of the microscopic behavior of the
molecules in the shock region. Specifically, it comes as no surprise that
collisions between them can lead to bond rupture, even though the temperatures
behind and in front of the shock are wall below that required for thermal
dissociation.

The study of shocks in condensed matter has suffered from the lack of any
such clear-cut criterion. Thus, hydrocode studies of shock propagation in
solids are carried through with the inclusion of a viscous (lossy) damping in
the equations and typically give shock widths of millimeters and rise times of
microseconds, both of which appear to agree with experiment. However, 0.5
umn/psec - 5.0 A/picosecond. Thus, if we have a front which is composed of
a sequence of *steps" of width \ interatomic spacing, it will appear to show
a microsecond rise time if it is examined by probes which are f Imeter
dimensions; however, what these observations are actually reflecting are the
natural time and frequency scales of interatomic motion.

Once this is realized it Is apparent that the hydro-codos are being
forced beyond the same natural limit as that for gaseous media; namely, the
mean interatomic spacing which, in condensed materials, fills the same role as
the mean free path in gases. The proper way to resolve this difficulty is to
examine the propagating shock front at the microscopic (atomic) level; experi-
mentally, this is beyond the limits of spatial and temporal resolution
currently available simultaneously_, although recent work has demonstrated that
when both Owindows* 11imitiare reduced, the shock width shrinks in the manner
we would predict. However It is both easier and much cheaper to do a computer
experiresnt using the techniques of computer molecular dynamics (CHi)). These
involve setting up in the computer the Newton's law equations of motion for an
assembly of atoms bound in regular or irregular arrays and numerically
integrating them to determine the system's temporal history, following initial
impact loading.

Over the past ten years, we have carried out many such studies, 1 but most
recently i we have been concerned with developing post-processing techniques
that will enable us to present in a compact and manageable form the temporal
histories of each simulation, without resortin9 to such broad averaging that
the detailed behavior of the Mili lost or obscured. It is in the nature of
the these simulations that they contain all possible informaton, and one can
scan this by generating a movie of each history-.however, this provides
qualitative rather than quantitative insight.

In this paper we wish to present early results of applying two post-
processing techniques both to one of our original canonical s*.•udes and to a
related simulation designed to show the effects of lattice irregularities atr
defects.

2. MATUR OF THE SIMULATIONS

Thj echniques of C10 are now well documented by both others and our-
selves.m,. The only novel features are the use of Oneighborhood look-up"
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procedures to keep track of the interatomic bonding, and the use of various
post processing options such as Fourier trariforms of the energy components of
different units or regions of our assembly.

2a. STUDIES OF THE IDEAL SYSTEM

This consists of a regular two-dimensional array of atoms all identical
and identically bonded to their first and second neighbors.* This array is
shocked by bringing in with uniform velocity from the left a "plate" made up
of ai, identical lattice. '4e then examine the temporal evolution of the system.
In Fig. 1, we show selected stills frIm a movie history of the system which
are of interest in their own right, since, In our original simulation, we had
no provision for *look up" (a procedure which periodically updates the bonds
retained); thus the conftgtvration., at later times, wbhen radical particle
rearrangements have taken p'i;;c, were unrealistic.

We next proceeded first to tag the single atom indicated in Fig. 1 and
then to tag the whole spall as a single unit. In Fig. 2, we show the energy
flux into and out of the motion of the sinqle tagged atom as the shock passes
it, and the flux of energy into the spilled end is the spall developes. (A
pointed end was chosen as displaying the most interesting behavior.)

These histories of energy flux permit general statements, but they also
show that they are neither the clearest nor most compact presentations.
Fairly clearly one has a number of sinusoidal, or near-sinusoidal, oscilla-
tions superposed. Given this situation in the temporal domain, the natural
method of data reduction is that appropriate to signal processing: the Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT). This provides a *fingerprint" identification of the
various types of characteristic frequencies in any given atomic/molecular
process.

These transforms are shown in Figs. 3 and 4 for the single atom and the
spall. In order to retain sufficient temporal discrimination to display
separately clearly distinct parts of the history (e.g., before and after
spall), the temporal range was split into segments, and each was separately
transformed. The most interesting feature is the rapid build up of higher
frequency components In the spall motion as time proceeds.

2b. STUDIES 0 IMPERFECT SYSTENS

In view of the importance of the interactions of shocks with lattice
irregularities or surfaces, processes which seem to provide the most efficient
means of conversion of shock-energy into single atom/radical energy, we
decided to examine the behavior of our canonical system when we introduced a
line defect. We, therefore, set up the situation shown in Fig. 5 in which we
have a line defect (for simplicity represented by heavy substitutional atoms
of mass 100. a zero order approximation to a dislocation or twin boundary),
and monitored two diatomic units situated such that one (the lower) is
unshielded by the line defect and the other shielded. Ihe shock was launched
by the standard plate impact method. For brevity, we only show the transform
(windowed as before) for both tagged diatoms In Fig. 6.

*'e have the capability to study three-dimensional systems. In initial,
survey types of calculations it is much more economical to restrict
ourselves to two-dimensional systems. The addition of the third dimenSion
Introduces quantitative rather than qualitative changes.

NI
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It should be noted that the 'shelter' is not particularly efficient: the
reason for this is that the line of heavy atoms so distorts the shock front
that considerable energy is projected diagonally upwards into the "sheltered"
region. It is, however, apparent that the higher frequency com onents are
suppressed in the sheltered region. Thus, it is evident that the shielding is
most efficient for the higher frequency components of the motion.

3. CONCLUSIONS

The present rather preliminary studies clearly demonstrate the potential
usefulness of the FFTs as a means of data reduction. The actual histories
studied here have no very dramatic features, but they demonstrate clearly that
high frequency molecular motions are ream.ily excited by shock loading; however,
such high frequency motions are more inhibited in their motion by heavy
defect.,, or, probably, "soft" bonds.
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SHOCK WAVE INTERACTION WITH NUCLEAR FUEL
BUNDLES IN GAS-LIQUID STRATIFIED FLOW

INSIDE PRESSURE TUBES

S.C. Sutradhar and J.S. Chang

Department of Engineering Physics
McMaster University

Hamilton, Ontario, Canada L8'_ 4M1

SUMMARY:

A theory is proposed to estimate the strengths of reflected and transmitted shock waves after
an interaction with CANDU nuclear fuAl bundles. The experimental results show good agreement
with the theoretical analysis. For the type of fuel bundles ionsidered here, the choking associated
with the transmitted wave in the gas phase influences the itrength of the wave downstream of the
bundle. The experimental observations in a two-phase stratified system indicate a moderate increasa
in the strength of the reflected and transmitted waves in the phases.

INTRODUCTION:

The interaction of weak shock waves with the permeable materials in connection with the
sound attenuating devices is gaining considerable attention in recent years. As the shock wave is
allowed to be incident on the permeable materials, a reflected wave propagates upstream, and
depending on the type of the permeable materials, a part of the wave transmits through them.
Compressible flow through porous materials is investigated by Emanuel and Jones [I], and Beavers
and Sparrow [21 for estimating the Mach ,iumbers at different locations inside the porous materials.
The reflection of the weak shock waves is dealt with by Beavers and Matta [31, using the shock wave
speed upstream of the porous materials to evaluate the etrergth of the reflected shock waves. The flow
through the porous fibrous materials with negligible inertia of the fluid has been discussed
extensively by Collins [4] and Scheidegger [51. For the high speed case, the flow inertia plays an
important role and, the severe constrictions and the frictional losses offere.i by the passage result in
the choking of the flow.

In CANDU-type nuclear raactors, the fuel bundles having definite number of fuel elements are
placed inside the horizontal pressure tubes where the flow of coolant is allowed through these bundles.
In the event of LOCA (Losa of Coolant Accident) weak shock waves may be generated inside the
pressure tubes and these waves during their course of travel, wili encounter with these fuel bundles.
The flow stratification, which is an aftermath of a LOCA, has dominating Influence in controlling the
speed of the shock wave due to the compressibility effect of the gas phase 16,71. The incompressibility
of the liquid phase cnhasocos th2 ovefpresaure of the shock wave due to the reduction of compresnible
flow area. however the presence of the ga.t-tuuld interface inducee frictinmal loss to the system.

In this paper, the study of shock wave interaction with the nuclear fuel bundles in gus.liquid
stratitfed flow insido the pressure atwbe has been conducted both experimentally and theoretically. The
magnitude ofove-pressure in the two phase oystem Is estimated assuming an P.diabatic, but
irreversible etergy bate :ice between a two phato system and to that of a single phase (gas) system.
However at presetit only the experimental results ior the pressure rise in a two phase system are
provided and experimental and theoretical li-vestigations in a gas phase system are presented. The
potoity 11,21 of the fuel bundles, which etetrmines the strength of the reflected and transmitted shock
waves, Is used as a resistance parameter 181 in the analysis. The equations obtainod are solved using
Newton-Raphson iterative method takiiig care of the effect ot'choking that occues at higher incident
pressure ofthe shock wave,
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EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP:

A cylindrical aluminum shock tube 2.0 m long and 10.2 cm i.d., in which fuel bundles
containing appropriate number of fuel elements car be placed inside it, is used. The weak shock waves
(Mach Number = 1.15 - 1.3) are allowed to interact with these bundles and the incident and reflected
shock waves in gas and liquid phases are measured at a distance about 10.0 cm upstream of the fuel
bundle. The strength of the transmitted wave is measured 30.0 cm downstream of the fuel bundle.

Piezotype pressure transducers (Sundstand Data Control Inc. Model 211B5) are used to
measure the over-pressures and these pressure signals are stored in a microcomputer through a
Transient Memory (Kawasaki Electronica, TM 1410, 1 psec per sample, I KW) and a homemade
interface. Liquid levels inside the shock tube are measured using the ultrasonic liquid level metering
technique as well as the mechanical type liquid level meter.

FORMULATION:

The mode of shock wave interaction with the fuel bundle is shown in Figure 1. The porosity, pA
is defined as the ratio of the pore cross sectional erea to the total cross sectional area normal to the
flow. The resistance or blockage parameter, B estimated for different fuel bundles is presented in
Figure 2. The strength of the wave reflected from an impermeable substance for a known strength of
the incident shock wave is obtained using the principle of superposition of two shock waves moving in
opposite direction as follows [91:

pC ( (•p 1 lV/2y 2y/(y- 1) (1)

P. P

where N Is the pressure of the completely reflected wavie, pl is the pressure of the incident wave, po is
the reference (atmospheric) pressure and y is the ratio of specific heats of the gas under consideration.
In the development of the present analytical model for weak shock waves, only mass and momentum
balances with no heat transfer are considered. If p, p, u and W represent the pressure, density, particle
velocity and shock wave velocity, respectively, then for the reflected wave, the conservation of mass
and momentum respectively becomes:

P (W2 + u1) = P2(W2 + 'Y (2)

P1 + P,(W2 + u1)
2 = P2 + P2(W2 + •j + B(P -(3

where the eubscripts I and 2 &re for Inrldent and reflected waves respectively. The values of u and pl,
which are the functions of the icdent shftk wave, may be obtained from the standard shock wava
relations 111 1, The equation (2) and (3) =an be combinted to find an implicit equation for the strength of
the refletted wave aS follows:

P2 P) + 3( 4:= -- 2 t?(, - -)

lt subscript 3 denotes Ow coritioas perteoinklg t tM tranSmItted wave. then the onservtttion of mass
and momentum rWtisly becouies:

ot (6) ~p.

• n's• eb• 4wtns (5) ad (ii, te atroagtkh ot e traumitted wa•,e is expressed as

4,°
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p U 2

where U3 is evaluated corresponding to a pressure of p3 using shock wave relation [111. For the
transmitted wave, the effect of choking which is an inevitable phenomenon for the transmitted wave
having Mach numbers moro than unity, is calculated using Fanno flow conditicn [111 through the
passage. The wall friction factor f is estimated using the formula [121:

- 2.0 logL,(ReV'f)0.8 (8)
V f

As a first approximation, the bundle-shock tube assembly is considered a simtple convergent
noizle with a finite exit length for the transmission of shock wave. Depending on the inlet Mach
Number to the bundle, the transmitted wave strength is modified by the amount of frictional loss
using the Fanno flow system as follows LI 11:

Di h M (lL M2)M3d

where L,,,, is the length to point of sonic condition, Dh is the hydraulic diameter of the bundle system,
M is the enti-ance Mach Number.

The propagation velocity of a chock wave is not in~luenced by the presence of a liquid phase in
a stratified system, howevnr, this liquid phase actually affects the magnitude of the overpressure of
the wave travelling through the phases [71.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION:

For 18-, 27- and 37-element bundles used in CAN IUJ-type nuclear reactors, the respective
porosity Q.k4, 0.29 and 0.32 obtained from the physical measurements of the bundle elements are
shown in Figuare 2 along with the theoretical values of the bundle resistance 8. The reflected shock
wave strength as a func~tion of the incident shock wave strength for various bundle porosities is shown
in Figure 3. For u bundle having more pore area, the reflected wave is we~aker than the reflected wave
from a bundle having less pore area. The fuel bundle having 37-element (porosity - 0.32) has r.'.ore
flow area thaa~ compared to other type of bund les under consideration. The curve for completely
reflocted pressure wave is also drawn for the purpose of comparisott. Except at low incident pressure
ratios, the magnitude of the reflected pressure increases almost linearly with increasing Incident
shock wave strength. 11%e strengths of the waves transmnitting through the fuel bundles are presented
in Figure 4 for various porosities. The discotnutlutles observed in Figure 4 are due to the effect of
choking Inside the passages. Hore the area reduction, weaker is tho transmitt,6q wave and faster is
the choking effect. Beyond the choking range, the variation of transmitted wave strength 11a linearly
proportional to the strength of incident shock waves. On either side of the choking region thia'
experianatal results agree quite well with the theoretical ostimaCti.n of tht pressure rise (Figure 4).

For a two-phave Aftitifted sy-steni, the shock- wave interactivn with tho fuel bundleia has
revealf d the condition of enhanced strength of the reflteted shock waves. In aCot, the strength of the
iricidert ohock woore is found to be increasing due to the reduction in cross-wetional airea of the com-
pressible phase, This stronger wave when refleted by a fuel bundle shows a significant lncrease in
Lhe strength with the Increase of liquld level. Although ,he presence of liquid do"s not Lihange the
offectivo flow area of the fuel butidle, however, it reduoes the effictive crouse-ectional area of the
compressible phase -of the sysitint fleece, the increaue Wn the strength of 4he ahock wave may be
attributed to the reduction of the area of the comnprnumsible, phase. As stowi. io Figure 5, the non-linear-
Increase in strength of the eeflected waves at higher 1lii4uid levels is an l~aflction ofthe efAect of liquid
lovel reducing the compnesable flow area. Howover. the reductlx% in the flow area is observed to have
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more and more predominant effect on the waves transmitting through the bundle as a result of the
occurrence of choking inside the bundle. Figure 6 depicts the effect of choking on the transmitted
wave where the shock strenght downstream of the bundle is observed to have diminishing strengths
for higher liquid levels. The typical wave forms for the reflected and transmitted shock waves in the
gas and liquid phases are presented respectively in Figures 7 and 8. The wave form for a reflected
shock wave in the gas phase indicates a sharp jump in the overpressure, whereas that in the liquid
phase shows a dispersive form of the pressure rise. The time-averaged magnitud* of the overpressure
is observed to be identical in both the phases. Now, considering the case of a transmitted wave form
after the fuel bundle (Figure 8), the wave form in the gas phase exhibits a sharp rise of the
overpressure and that in the liquid phase has a dispersive type of rise in overpressure.

CONCLUSION

A theoretical model, based on the single phase flow system, is developed to estimate the
strength of the reflected and transmitted shock waves after its interaction with fuel bundles of known
porosity. The occurrence of choking has an influence in the estimation of the transmitted wave
strength. The reflected wave is not affected by the phenomenon of choking. For a two phase situation,
the strength of the waves are fo-und to be increasing with the increase of liquid level inside the
pressure tube. The shock wave propagation speed which is strongly controlled by the gas phase
compressibility, is not affected by the presence of the liquid phase in the system.
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""IGH TEKPERATURE HEAT TRANSFER FOR GAS TURBINES USING SHOCK TUBES

Henry T. Nagamatsu* and Robert E. Duffy*
Department of Mechanical Engineering,
Aeronautical Engineering & Mechanics

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Troy, New York 12180-3590

External local heat transfer rates were measured at the stagna-
tion region for circular cylinders, over flat plate with and
without pressure gradient, and in the junction region of flat
plate anc circular cylinder mounted normal to the plate over a
temperature range of 3500 and 25000K and various Reynolds and
Mach numbers anticipated in advanced gas turbines. Thin film
platinum heat gages were used to measure the local heat flux
for laminar, transition and turbulent boundary layers. Hot
wires were used to measure the turbulence level after the
incident and reflected shock waves in the test section. The
experimental heat flux data were correlated with the laminar
and turbulent theories and the transition phenumenon was examined.

INTMOOUCTION

One of the critical problems for desioning fuel efficient gas turbines'•-
with operating temperature as high as 2500 K and pressures of 40 atm is the
prediction of the external heat transfer rates to vanes and blades. The litera-
ture in the heat flux at very high temperatures and pressures for vanes and
blades is limited or not available. Thus, a research program was initiated
under the sponsorship of NSF and NASA at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute using
the Low and High Pressure Shock Tubes4 Ir to obtain the heat transfer at the
stagnation region for circular cylinders, over flat plate* with and vithout
pressure gradients, and in the junction region of flat plate and circular
cylinder mounted normal to the plate over a temperature range of 3500 to 2500°K.
In addition, turbulence measurements were made iu the shock induced flows to aid
in the interpretation of beat transfer results. The experimental heat transfer
data are correlated with the available lasinar and turbulent boundary layer
theories.

EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND INSTRUMEATITON

Wo shock tubes, both having an internal diameter of 10.16 cm have been
fabricated for investigating the heat transfer for gas tutbine flow conditions
and the hipersonic flvW phenomena iu the nozsle attached to the high pressure
136 &tm sihoci tube. The low pressure tube, rated at 6.8 atm, is used for
dynamic calibration of pressure and heat transfer gages and for those expert-
ments wbhee the Reynolds umber is low. The high pressure tube is used to
extend the operating Reynolds number range, and a 61 cm diameter conical nosxle,
housed in a 5.66 a3 dump tank, is connected to the end of the tube. Driver
length for both tubes is 4.57 - vith uomanal 18.3 a driven tube length..

Professor of Aeronautical Engineering.

Associate Professor of Aeronautical Engineering.
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Two different test sections are used for the heat transfer investigations.
The one is the so-called circular test section at the end of the driven tube
which was used to measure the stagnation region heat transfer for circular
cylinders and the turbulence levels behind the incident and reflected shock
waves. A smooth constant area transition is used to connect the 10.16 cm diam-
eter shock tube to the square test section (9.02 cmrX9.02 cm) which houses the
flat plate and is shown in Figs.1 and 2. The top and bottom walls are adjustable
to produce the desired pressure gradient and the flow Mach number after the
reflected shock wave over the flat plate to simulate the flows through gas
turbine vanes and blades. Reflecting wedges, which act as orifices, are used to
produce the desired flow Mach number after the reflected shock wave for the
circular test section and for the square test section with parallel top and
bottom walls.

The pressures in the test section after the incident and reflected shock
waves are measured by Kistler pressure transducers, Fig.l. The speed of the
incident and reflected shock waves is obtained by tracking their passage over
the pressure gages. A time interval counter and oscilloscope are triggered by
piezoelectric crystals placed 64 cm apart in front of the transition section.
Tektronix oscilloscopes are used to record the pressure and heat transfer data
on Polaroid films.

Thin film platinum heat gages are used to measure the local heat flux over
flat plates and at the stagnation region for circular cylinders. They heave a
response of a few microseconds which makes them ideal for shock tube use*-6. A
tborough discussion on how to make the heat gages is presented in Refs14 and 5.
The signal from the gage is amplified 100 times by a Tektronix Type 122 ampli-
fier before being fed into an oscilloscope.

Various length flat plate modelse 18 were used to measure the heat flux
with a width of 9.02 cm and thickness of 6.35 mm with rounded leading edge as
shown in Fig.l. To investigate the heat flux at the Junction region of a
circular cylinder mounted normal to the flat plate, a flat plate was constructed
with heat gages mouated (ni a rotating surface parallel and normal to the flov
direction as shown in Fig. 2. This configuration simulatea the Junction of v•ae
with the shroud in gas turbines where horseshoe occurs5 . Circular cylinders
with thin film platinum heat gage mounted at the stagnation region were con-
atructed to measure the heat flux for various diameters at elevated
temperatures 0 o

DATA RE•AUTION

TAt flow parea.ters of the heated gas gonerated by the incident and
reflected shock waves in the shock tube is obtained in the following vaf : The
pressure is teasured by the Kistler pressure transducers. The tteperaturo is
obtained from the strength of the inicdent and reflected shock vaveA and the
te-perature initially prevaillng in the 4riveu tube. The flov each ummber N
after the reflected shock wave and the flow velocity are dttetmined from the
open ares of the shock reflection plate or the minimum area with the converging
top and bottom walls, Fig.l. The leigth parameter used in the Reynolds uumber
was the diotase from the leading edge of the plate.

The purpole of the heat gage calibration procedure is to detevaine the
heat rage constant.0 which is defined at

CICpC k) b 3/2
S- (I)

0
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iheare p, C•, and k are the density, specific heat, and thermal conductivity of
the backing material and a is the thermal resistivity of platinum. Mhe gage
constants 8 are then used in the calculation of the heat transfer for each heat
gage. The gage constant was obtained by the accurate evaluation of the initial
voltage jump displaced on the oscilloscope trace when the incident shock wave
passes over the heat gage and using Mirels theory" for laminar boundary layer,
which was experimentally verified by Dillon and Xagamatsun.

The heat transfer data consists of a voltage trace for each gage which is
recorded on film using an oscilloscope and the voltage traces on the photographs
are digitized. The local heat transfer flux as a function of time is obtained
fromn the following equation derived by Vida16 :

t

q(t) -21 u R° i- (t - ) 3/2(2)

A computer program is then used to integrate this equation by using the digi-

tized data.

EXPERIMNTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Meat Gage Tracgý for Lmiu~r. Transition and Turbulent Boundary Layers

With the thin film platinum heat gages with a response time of a few micro-
seconds'9 1 3 , it is possible to determine the type of boundary layer from the
oscilloscope traces. Heat gage signals were observed for laminar transition,
and turbulent boundary layers on the -3hock tube val', flat plate' and over
a 10 cone in hypersonic shock tunnel15 .

For a low Reynolds numbvr with laminar boundary layer over the flat plate,
Fig. 2, a typical heat transfer -variation with time after the incident shock wave
is presented in Fig.3.0 The flow Hach number behind the shock wave was 0.66
with a gas tmperature of 378XK and unit Reynolds number le/cm of B27. The
exp~rlmntal heat flux results agree veil with Kirelasla prediction of best
transfer behind a moviag shock wave.

Flat Plate leer X rans r with ad without Presure Grsdient

The heat trausfer reault. for laminar and turbulent toundary layers over a
flat plate with parallel top and bottom vails, Fig.l, are preasnted in FigAa
for a gas tsprature of 4250 K, Hach naber of 0.12 after the r4flecteO shock
wave and vall-to-See tWaeratre ratio of 0.70,' A lImaar boundary layer was
observed for the tests in Vhich the uait Reynolds amber Re/cs varies from 434
to 1710 and the heat flu* results agrec resimoably vell with the L•minar
boundary layer theory of Pohlhnuebn. For tests in which the unit Raynold* number
was greater than 2.6$ 1•e a turbulent boundary layer was observed, The corre-
spooding beat transfer results agree quite well with the trbulean boundary
layer thoory of vfttn .

The Stanton ambers over the flat plate in the square teat section with
parallel top and bottom vall*, Fig.1, for a gas temperature of 10000K, flow
Hach auaber of 0.12, aud vall-to-gas temperature ratio of 0.33 are presented it
Fig.4b." At lo aunit Reynolds umbers the Statoo numbers are closoto the
lminar pr~dictioms, but at higher unit "enolds umbera of 2,09X l0 the
Stanton aubers arte Alightly greater than for the turbulent prediction which
iodicates that the turbulent boundary was not fully developed.

With the top and bottom wall* convergent, Fig. 1, to produce a flow Mach
number after the reflected shock wave of 0.10 and an accelerating flow over the
flat plate, the local heat transfer rates *ete neasured for various Reynolds
numbers. Vor a Reynolds number of 4.37 X IC? over the first ca and a
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temperature of 4080 K the Nusselt numbers along the plate agree reasonably well
with the laminar theory, Fig.5a.

A flaw Mach number after the reflected shock wave of 0.15 was produced and
heat transfer rates were obtained ov r the flat plate for a temperature range of
9690 to 25750 K. 5 The heat transfer results for the highest temperature are
presented in Fig.5b for a Reynolds number of 1.15 Xl' over the initial cm of
the plate and wall temperature ratio of 0.11.

HEAT TRANSFER IN THE JUNCTION BETWEEn( A RIGHT CIRCULAR CYLINDER AND FLAT PLATE

External heat transfer rates were measured on a flat plate in the Junction
region of a circular cylinder mounted normal to the plate, Fig.2, at a location
90 from the stagnation point. This configuration simulated the junction of the
shroud with gas turbine vanes. Heat transfer rates are presented for laminar,
transition and turbulent boundary layers for a Mach number of 0.14 with gas
temperature of approximately 417'K over a flat plate at room temperature .

The Stanton number variations with Reynolds number for heat gage located at
y/D- 0.2 in the vertical plane from the junction region are presented in Fig.6a.
In this figure the analytical predictions for lamiuar aud turbulent boundary
layers are presented to correlate with the experimental heat flux JataP. The
cylinder caused a very large increase in the heat flux at low Reynolds number.
At this location the effects of horseshoe vortex0 are very large since the
vortex decreases the boundary layer thickness in the junction region. In
Fig.6b the norualized heat transfer data for the heat gages located along the
line perpendicular to the flow direction are presented. The normalizing factor
for each heat gage is a curve-fit to the turbulent heat transfer rate vithout
the cylinder. For low Reynolds umbers the heat transfer rates with the
cylinder were increased by a factor of 4, 3, and 2.5 for the heat gages located
at y/D-0.2# 0.4, a"4 0.6) respectively.

StpationPoint _H aý_rner

Experitents have been conducted in the low pressure and high pressure shock
tubee at lw and modrate temperstures to measure the stele tion point heat
ttansfer for cylindora of various diamters. 1he esult4 f°or a flow svttic
terature 4(60 K and flov atch auber of 0.15 are shown in FiS. 7a. The results
coapare iavarably with Eckert'z la=inar stagnation point heat transfer thoory
appi&ed to a cylinder and a cylindtciAl capped flat plate. Later iwasurmenta
of the turbulent 1tenuity of the f1ow•• how that the higher masured heat
transfer rates are predominantly attributable to turbolenca e, fectv, %acsure-
mentt tgaken of the stagnatim point heat transferll at a flow atatiz teetaturo
and Ma-ch number of IOWX and 0.15, respectively, are shoqn in Fig.7b, At this
higher tkn~erature the data show a coutiuuow, but well behaved, departure fcrow
Mekert' s theory.

"turbulence intacsity, leogth scale and Reynolds uiuber all affect heat
transfer. Reatureoento vere made in a low presstte shock tube in the incident
and roflected oyatem. vl"vuatiog hot-vire output voltatek were recorded,
digitited, filteredr corrected for finate wire aspoct-ratio affiact6, and
analyzed "zo predict mass flux and total tmperature ittenstiee. An asusmptiou
of consutt pressure 4lloved the sass flux Intensity to be separated into
vulocity "d de"ity fluctuations.

For a flow Hach number of 0.15 anO ...• fIr awtietNt . uerat* of 406PX
measured savs flux intnsiti-ea are M - '.-'A 1. ti : ni.deat rero.0
and betveen 27. and 67. in Mhe reflecviou rý.Uik*. T z 2fc of ýlow Il'.Ay% .d
Wnmbere on the.. intensities is olt(-a 1z ViSA.4
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A question of considerable recent interest deals with amplification of
turbulence across a shock wave. Measurements in the incident and reflected
regions are used to determine such amplification. The amplification of mass
flux and total temperature intensities across the reflected shock decrease with
increasing incident Reynolds numbers, as ieen in Fig.9.

CONCLUSIONS

The shock tube is a good technique for producing short duration high
enthalpy flo'-s for advanced gas turbine conditions. Thin film platinum heat
gages with fast response time are ideal for local heat transfer measurements
and !or detecting the transition of laminar boundary layer in the shock tube.

At low temperatures the heat transfer results agree with the laminar theory
with constant flow properties for steady condition and with Mirels' theory after
the incident shock wave. Heat transfear data were obtained for transition and
turbulent boundary layers at higher Reynolds numbers. Heat transfer data were
obtained for gas temperatures up to 25750 K. In the junction region of a flat
plate and a circular cylinder the beat transfer was drasLically increased due to
the horseshoe vortex.

Stagnation point heat transfer for circular cylinders agreed reasonably
well with the laminar theory at low tempermtures corrected fir the turbulence
level, but at a temperature of 1044eK the heat flux data departed from Eckert's
theory. The turbulence levels after the incident and reflected shock waves were
approximately 1.5 and 6%, respectively, for moderate shock strengths, and the
emplification of mass flux and total temperature intensities across the reflected
shock wave decreasa with t.ucreaaiU& Reynolds numbers.
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NAGNETOHYDRODYNANIC CONTROL OF BLAST ENERGY

A FEASIBILITY EXPERIMENT

C. A. AtRADE

Benet Weapons L~aboratory, At4CCOM, Department
of the Army2, Watervliet Arsenal, Watervliet, N.Y. 12189

Magnetohydrodynamic experiments suggest that power cani
be extracted at a gun muzzle from residuat propellant
energy dissipated when the projectille achieves launch
velocity. For conceptual feasibility, it must be shown
that the insufficiently ionized propellant gases can be
enhanced by electronic seeding to requisite levels for
MHD power generation. Thus, a primary objective is to
show that tne shock layer and seeded propellant driver
gases can be decelerated by post muzzle pulsed magnetic
flux. Procedure consisted of fir-Ing a 7.62 mm
projectile through a one inch diameter channel designed
so that magnetic flux could interact with the hot
propellant gas expansion and the incipient shock
structo~re emerging at the muzzle, Cartridges were
seeded with potassium carbonate (K2C03) up to 13% of
full charge. ragnetic flux density was varied to a
maximum of 4 teslas transverse to the flow at interaction,
SQ0 =n forward of the muzzle,

The present experimental results show that, the shock wave
is transmitted through the interaction regi~on with decreasing
velocity as the magnetic flux density is incre-ased, a
result expected fworn shock tube literature. A 4%
decrease, from the zero flux (baseline) shock velocity
of 1850 mis, was measured at nearly 2 T without the K2C03
additive. However, t0e shock velocity drops to 20% of
baseline with increasing amounts of K2C03 added at the
same flux density, ain apparent threshold value of about
1.6 T. At 0.4 pm of additive the measured shock velocity
decrease was 50% and 60% of baseline, respectively,, 4t 2
and 4 teslas.

1,. ITROtMJCTIO

Shock tuhes have playedi a primintnt role il gharact~erizing the electrical
conductivity of qasesw at elevated tvetatures. W the conu~ictivity is
known, the lot ,er-actloA of fliowin electrically ox~outing gas, with magnetic
flux applied perpetdicular to 0he flow direction, may in reciprocal fashion be
used to coaratteri ze the propagatfoogQf shck wavos thi'oug~h the 'region of
ragnetohydrodynm~ic inte~raction.~ - hscrollary tffect occurs because
'the reflection -and transtoiss.lon proportios of Sufficiently stroiig shac-k waves,
within the flux bondarici, reveal the presence and magnitude of thocK. induced
conductivity according to the Lorerttz force law, Those properties can t~herefore
be observtA, mechanically. Lirough tite 4C~leration of shock waves that
Propagate through the interaction region ba~l/or, electritayly, by the
extraction of Power to an external load. QK Thus, a sec=n corollary:
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The associated shock wave strength reduction transmitted through the
interaction region implies reduction in the shock overpressures. In turn, this
suggests the possible application of post gun muzzle MHD as a large caliber
weapon silencer. The concept can work in two modes. The first is by MHD shock
attenuation, in which case the free-field shock overpressure reduction does not
depend on power extraction. The second is accomplished by MHD power extraction,
in which case the modes are coupled.

II. PRELIMINARY FLOW FIELD INVESTIGATION. ZERO FLUX.
A small scale test bed was chosen in order to advantageously use 12-14

available flow field database published by the Abteilung Fir Ballistik. "
The AFB Group measured the transient properties of propellant gas expanding at
the muzzle of a 7.F2 -m caliber rifle. The standard NATO 7.62 MM M14 rifle used
in the present experiment was modified by truncating the barrel to the same
length reported by the AFB, namely 451.5 au. Compare properties on Table I.

Initiajrbaseline tests were conducted at the Ballistics Research
Laboratory." The purpose of these1gests was to determine the muzzle exit flow
temperature by acoustic thermumetry" and to study the flaw through a 25 =u
diameter channel des!gned to simulate the NHD channel of subsequent tests.

(a) BARE M4JZZLE FLOW
Considering first the bare muzzle, Figure 1 is a shadowgraph of the

precursor shock wave and flow field formed by the column of air initially in the
barrel ahead of the bullet. A simple one-dimensional unsteady flow calculation
preoicts that the initial velocity of the precursor shock wave at the muzzle is
1040 m/s. The jet boundary attached at the muzzle is clearly visible on the
shdowgraph and so is the barrel shock which intercepts the normal inner shock
wave (Wach disc) downstream. Measurements of the maximum distances of the two
shock discontinuities from the muzzle were compared to the AFB shock trajectory
data to within six calibers, thus suggesting that the projectile base exits the
muizzle within 0.1 ms following the shadowgraph event. Coincident with the
bullet's exit, propellant gases expand through the annulus between the muzzle
and boattail. The expansion drives an initially cylindrical shock wave which is
analysed at its vertex by 1-0 unsteady flow.

This calculation is su~marized on Table It. The procedure is to assume the
rifle (cannon) is &n open-end shock tube with gas velocity in the driver section
equal to the projectile muzzle velocity. Then, using data from Table I,
iteratively solve the resulting cannon uncorking (brust pressureb7 equation by
simultaneous use of the NASA Thermochemical Equilibrium Program. The
iteration is satisfied by logic that requires temperature in region 3, upstream
of the contact surface, to be 1700 degreeiK according to the maximum AFB
observatious in the primary flash region. The shock layer plasma properties
listed on Table II were calculated with a subgoutine that follows the methods,
and is verified by the data. of Lamb and Lin., For the I-D.unsteady, shock tube
mthod described, we note the following:

I) The imparted velocity (2442 m/s) and temperature (1700NK) in the hot
propellant tide of the contact surface are in close agreement with the AFB
measurements taken at about 60 us and in the range 25 a z - 75 in.

(i0) The calculated, ropellant gas temperature at region 4 (T 2642 0X)
is less than the published1" propellant (WC846) flame temperature (T 28660k).

(0ii) These calculations are cogsistent with the ORL temperature
measurement of 2100K at the muzzle.1

A numerical simulation of the time-dependent, axisyummtric, inviscid,
muzzle expansion flow was carried out usinq the single fluid Godunov technique
as implemented by Tayilr and Lin1 9 and adapted for use at the Benet Weapons
Laboratory by Dillon.•u Shown on Figure 2 are histories of select flow
quantities on a plane at z - 40.96 mi forward of the muzzle and at three values
of the radius R from the axis of symmetry. The sharp rise in temperature at R
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4.10 mm is attributed to the projectile base shock wave since the propellant gas
is expanding auout the projectile base. T1 ?Sak temeratures and velocities
are, again, consistent with measured data. ' Present effort consists of
preparing a grid to simulate the channel flow.

(b) CHANNEL FLOW
The muzzle device shown on Figure1j is the simulated 4HD channel used at

the BRL to study the magnet-free flow." The device is a circular cylinder
concentric with the barrel axis. Its inside diameter is 25.4 m and its flow-
through length is 223 m. Eight PCB gauges were used to measure pressure and
shock time-of-arrival. For the blast overpressure measurements, six Kistler
gauges are positioned in a circular array 229 m from the muzzle, on a plane
containing the axis, and at angles of 15, 30, 60, 90 and 120 degrees from the
line of fire. Figures 4 and 5 are shadowgraphs of the blast field emerging from
the simulated 4HD channel. The blast wave diffracting about the channel at the
early time shows no evidence of a precursor wave. ,(Compare the wave intensities
of Figures 1, 4 and 5.) Indeed, the measurements15 show that the precursor is
overtaken within the channel at z - 168 = and t 0 0.87E44s, at which point the
precursor shock velocity is near sonic. This is shown on Figure 6 which
displays the blast and precursor wave trajectories deduced from these
measurements. It is of interest to note that the propellant driven incident
shock wave moves at constant velocity over most of the short channel length and,
in particular, over that section of the channel where subsequent MHO4 tests
apply. Properly timed, 10D interaction should initiate while the incident shock
wave is moving over the projectile t still within the non uniform field of the
precursor. Figure 7 is an artists conception of the floy5 field with wave
interactions between the channel and projectile surfaces."

III. THE MMNETONYDRODYNAI41C EXPERIMENTS
Figure 8 is a photograph of the 14HO channel,with pulse coils 21 mounted

diametrically opposite 1A shown. The coils are powered by a 60 kJ, 10 kV
MAXWELL capacitor bank, 4 providing a maximum central field of ten Tesla (at 11
kA) perpendicular to the flow direction. Six KSP blast overpressure gauges were
used in the same configuration described above for the short channel. In the
MO10 experiments the channel was constructed of G 10 tubing lined by a stainless
steel section 381 = long. The inside diameter is 25 w. The N14 barrel was
replaced by a thick walled barrel, again, modified to the ABF length. This
provided pressure instrumentation at the chamber and port positions in-bore.
The channel was instrumented with shock time-of-arrival pressure gauges at z a
131.9 and at 208.1 =. The mean location between these is at 170 m from the
muzzle and at 120 m from the central field axis. This axis coincides with a
diameter of the channel, SO tm from the muzzle. The magnetic flux density is
deduced from current measured by a Rogowski coil. A maximum experimental value
of 4 T was obtained for the superposition field of both coils on the central
field axis. Events were monitored by Nicolet digital recording oscilloscopes.
Projectile velocity was measured by a break-light device. Cartridges were
charged with the standard 2.98 grams of WC•46 propellant and K2C03 was tamped
onto the charge In amounts up to 13.4% of full charge.

Procedure consisted of charging the bank, then firing the projectile. A
signal near peak chamber pressure triggered the monitors and bank. Figure 9
shows time-of-arrival and current measurement for the 4 T shot. It is assumed
the transmitted shock travels unattenuated from the interaction section. The
measured shock velocity allows an estimate of time upstream at the central field
location so that the value of current, corrected for its delay setting, May be
read at the earlier time. The greater the shock arrival interval between the
two transducers the greater the shock attenuation due to Lorentz forces at the
upstream Interaction section,. Figure 10 prpsents the measurements of shock
attenuation In the 14MD channel. These data show that the shock wave is
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transmitted through the interaction region with decreasing velocity as the
magnetic flux density is increased, a result expected from shock tube
literature.

Figure 11 shows a comparison of the baseline (flux-free) external blast
overpr-ssure measurements for the two flow channels used in these tests. These
data show that fo.: baseline cartridges, i.e. without the K2C03 and free of
magnetic flux, the greater external shoc-o-verpressure attenuation is obtained
with the long channel used for the M1HD tests. Thus, the lower set of data
represents the baseline for comparison against rounds fired with the alkali
electron donor for MiHD interactior. A single baseline (round 108) was selected
for comparison to M1D firings at several values of the magnetic flux density,
shown on Figure 12. Thus, the maximum blast overpressure attenuation increased
with increasing magnetic flux density, at 0.4 g of additive. At 4 T the gain
incresed from 15% at the foremost gauge to 22% at the 60 degree gauge.

IV. PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS
From our channel flow perspective (Figures 6 and 7) and measurements of the

interaction (Figure 9) a procedure is being developed that may explain the
apparent shock attenuation process observed on Figure 10. The electrical
conductivity of the propellant gas shock layer downstream of the projectile base
shock was evaluated using the NASA program. The c osittan used was an
approximation for typical nitrocellulose base propellants'O, the major species
consisting of 1420, C02, CO N2 and H2; an2 with K2 and K at a total mole fraction
of Ia%. Conditigns for the calculation w"t were ul - 2435 m/s, p1 - 0.3
MN/rn, T1 a 1736"K; the molecular weight, 31 g/mol, the ratio of specific heats
(GAIWA) was 1.233 and the sonic velocity, 757 mls. The result: v - ul - u2 •
2012 mrs, p2 3.5 MN/r, 12 - 33160 K, GAIA2 - 1.145 and the electrical
conductivity is 51 sho/m. The flow stagnates and proceeds, in Newtonian
approximation, to sonic condition at the projectilels edge and further expansion
over the boattail. Isentropic expansion to 0.35 MN/i yields the corresponting
temperature of 2477MK. The same composition yields 10.3 mho/m at the final
state. This result is not unlike data published in the WDO literature for
seeded combustion plasma.

If propellant magnetoplasma in the annulus of interaction is cha acterized
by 10 mholm, with magnetic and dynamic pressures at 6.4 and 1.06 MWN/0,
respectively, then the estimated magnetic Reynolds number and interaction
parameter are R V v I a uA o x 10 x20D0 x 0.025 - 0.63 E-3 andS a 6.4
x V1.06 - 0.3; E-2. These need i combined multiplication approaching 200 for
choked flow, uring the interaction and for the possible consideration of power
extraction. t" A major portion of that can be accomplished with a large caliber
device which will increase the interaction length. A larger field could be
applied, possibly self-excited, using saddle coils.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
(I) Electrical Conductivity: Seeding is required. Propellant gases are

not ionized to the extent required for MWO electrical generation. Seeding the
propellant charge and/or injecting the expansion gases with CS2SO4 would double
the electrical conductivity obtained with K2C03 at the same flow conditions
observed in the present tests.

(ii) Power extraction with the present test device is not possible because
of the short (U inch) magnetic interaction length.

(MiO)The effect of magnetic interaction on the blast wave inside the
channel is to dissipate its energy and delay propagation, followed by
redistribution of energy in the external flow field.

(0v) Free-field overpressures are delayed in time ard reduced in strength by
WD Interaction within the device.

(v) The primary objective was accomplished experimentally; effort continues
toward predicting the observations analytically.
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TABLE I. BALLISTIC PROPERTIES OF THE MODIFIED 7.62 NN RIFLE
EXPERIMENT: PRESENT AFB

Modified barrel length, m. 451.5 451.5
Muzzle velocity, m/s 815.0 800.0
Projectile length, m 28.0 28.0
Projectile weight. 9 2.98 2.94
Propellant composition WC 846 K 603
Propel lant GAMMA 1.23 1.265
Chamber pressure, MPa 370 370
Muzzle pressure, %Pa 59.0- 72.0 67.0

TABLE II. THERMOCHEMICAL EVALUATION OF THE 7.62 114 GUN N4UZZLE FLOW
Initial values (AFB) p41 u4 (m/s) T3 (0K0 GAM4A4

670 8W0 17-0 1Z.65

Final values Ml ul (m/s) v (Ws) T4 (OK) T2 (OK) p21
9.19 27 144. 2642 3300 2a ''1"

Plasma 0'(w0o/m) e3.cc Ff(15 E V - 1) Q9 Wa,) SUN
0.02 3.6 EIZ 5.0 E1Z IA 9 9.87 0.5,90-
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